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UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR WINDSOR, ONT.

NEW RESIDENCE FOR FALL '67

The University of Windsor's
critical residence shortage wiII
be relieved by a new 10-storey
men's residence.
J. J. Stuart, chairman of the
Board of Governors, announced
this week that the contract for
the building has been awarded
to W. A. McDougall Construction, Ltd., of London.
The building will be completed by September, 1967, at
a total cost of more than two
million dollars.
The building will house 352
men, almost doubling residence
space for men.
The University of Windsor
owns the new building. Existing
residences are owned by Assumption University, Iona College, and Canterbury College,
all of which are affiliated with
the University.
Each floor of the new residence will have its own communal lounge, serving 38 students who will thus live in a
"house" atmosphere rather than
the more customary dormitory
condition of other high-rise
residences where 80 or more
students may share such facilities.
The new residence will be
built on Huron Line, west of
Cody Hall, a men's residence
completed in 1962.
It will be 10 storeys high,
plus a basement. Nine of the
1(\ will be residence floors, the
main f!oor providing administrative facilities, public lounge,
reading room, director's and
assistant director's suites, and
bedrooms for 12 students.

CUS membership still 44
after Congress shuffle
Four Universities have quit the Canadian Union of Students.
The four all announced their decision to withdraw from the
Union at the recent CUS Congress in Halifax.
They are: Loyola (Quebec), Marianopolis (Quebec), Mount
St. Vincent (Atlantic), and Memorial (Atlantic),
Loyola and Marianopolis withdrew to join the Union General
des Etudiants de Quebec, (UOEQ), the Union's rival in Quebec.
They had a total enrollment of more than 2,500 stucjents.
Mt. St. Vincent has a total enrollment of 400.
CUS President Doug Ward
Memorial's motion asked that
said that he believed the three
CUS "go on record" as recoghad valid reasons for withdrawnizing that the administrators of
ing from CUS.
ISEP, in failing to inform DowBut he did not say the same
oer that he had not completed
for Memorial University of
the necessary paperwork, were
N!. vfouodland.
guilty of "unwillful neglect".
After the motion was deMemorial, with an enollment
feated,
Memorial's
Student
of 3,000, chose to withdraw afCouncil president Rex Murphy
ter the defeat of their motion
delivered a fiery, emotional
criticizing the administration of
speech
announcing that Memorthe Inter-regional-Student Exial
would
withdraw, and denounchange Program (ISEP). Windcing
CUS
as a "gigantic Gessor does not participate in ISEP.
tetner machine."
Donovan Downer, a student
Mr. Ward said that he regretat Memorial last year, had apted Memorial's decision, and
plied to attend the University
that many other Universities
of Saskatchewan under the Proharbour the same complaints
gram.
but are willing to bear with the
Union.
The basement, designed as a
Despite the withdrawals, CTJS
recreational and utility area,
membership remains the same,
will include laundry, TV, typwith the admission of four new
ing, and mechanical rooms, and
Universities.
a snack room with access to a
The additions are: Simon
sunken garden court.
Fraser, York (Glendon), Notre
Dame, and Lakehead.
Exteriocs will be of AssumpThe changes result in a total
tion Brick, a special brick demembership the same as a year
signed to match new buildings
ago, 44 universities and techniwith older ones on the 109-yearold campus; aluminum and glass.
·al schools.

Two Unh·erslty of Windsor undergraduates were kil•
led in tragic accidents during
the summer.
Details of the deaths of
Andy Woloch and Jim Hamon
will be found on page 6
of today's Lance,

n·
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New Ontario
aid program
retrogressive
The new Ontario Student
Awards Program is a "retrogressive step in the Progression
towards Universal Accessiblity,"
says the Canadian Union of
Students. A re~olution passed at
"The explicit request of th.:
Ontario Region of CUS," condemns the plan.
The plan insures that aid wilI
be granted on the basis of need,
not ability.
Announcing the plan recent·
ly, Ontario minister of University affairs W. G. Davis explained that the awards will be
made to students whose need
for the money has been determined by a comprehensive
means test.
Once need is established, the
fir~t $150 must be borrowed
throu
th
Can a
t d"nt
Loan Plan. The remainder will
be made up of combined Joan
and grant - about 60 per cent
loan, 40 per cent grant.
The new awards program
will bring together the Ontario
Scholarships, Type A Bursaries,
Type B Bursaries, and the Can·
ada Student Loan Plan. The
new program is expected to result in more efficient admini·
stration of the aid.

.FEELS SO GOOD says senior Fmnk Grabowiecki, getting a
mu.age from Freshette Chm Keeley.
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SUMMER APPOINTMENTS

Faculty total reaches 220
BY PAUL MONTCLAIR-SMI1H
At last I belong! I have been processed! Processed to the
point where I am beginning to feel like a slice of Kraft Cheese,
pasteurized cheese at that.
As a new arrival to the campus of the University of Windsot
perhaps my remarks would best be appreciated by freshmen but
I shall endeavour to give you all a few quick first impressions.
On Friday September 9, I received a phone call informing
me that I was accepted as a transfer student here. For the first
time in four and a half months I had a future longer than one day.
There is an atmosphere that can be found only on a university campus. I Jove it and I feel entirely at home here:
JOY HERE

I love the taste of blood
in my mouth

I have found my element and
the place where

I belong
Pert and sexy but
do not touch
The heady atmosphere of
learnedness
The prevalence of
understanding
Toe tangibility of being
accepted
by more than one
My heart pounds
And blood fills my mouth!!
Upon my arrival here it was impressed upon me that the
traditions of Assumption University, which has been here for an
untold number of millenia, are to be upheld by all. It is very hard
to be free of the multi-reminders of this effect.
The word catholic means universal and if we were to apply
the word "universal" to traditions id est universal traditions I
would only be too happy to comply. But as it stands we have
Roman universal (an oxymoron) traditions to uphold.
These traditions relate back to the Council of Trent which
was out-dated three days after its pronouncements were made
known. At this time there were two classes of people, the peasants
and the landed aristocracy (clergy).
The legislations of this council were directed towards the
peasants and were in the form of a ritual so that they could be
kept in line. It was felt that these people, unless they could be
impressed with their religion, would drift away.
The doubters are those who feel freedom of conscience and
a personal moral code should be the guideline by which we govern ourselves. People at the university level should question their
faith and its laws and find it either reasonable to them or unreasonable.
It is part of a 1.-hild's training to be drilled in the faith of his
parents at Sunday school or through Catachetics. It is part of a
man's training to question the proferred party-line and form his
own conclusions. Put away the things of a child! You have a
moral responsibility to do so.
Sermon over. Speaking of children, when I walked into the
university centre just prior to the frosh banquet on Saturday, I
would have sworn that I was at a high school dance.
MY GA WD YOU FROSH LOOK YOUNG!!!
The purpose of orientation is to make you humble and at
home; irregardless the great humbling is yet to come. Lectures.
These will be entirely different from what you have known. The
hurting factor is the crushing impersonality and the requirement
that you do all the work.
Do not be lax! Do not get behind in your work! Do not
above all be guilty of presumption! Have sweat! Belong!

The University of Windsur
gained 39 new instructors during the summer. These additions
bring the total number of
teachers, net including graduate
assistants and teaching fellows,
to more t h a n 220. An exact
count is still not available.
Two new department heads
were named during the summer.
Professor Harry T. Morrow
has been appointed head of the
n e w Department of Social
Work. The undergraduate program being launched this year,
the first cf its kind in Ontario,
reduces by one year the time
required to gain professional
qualifications in social work.
Professor Morrow received
his B.A. from the University
of British Columbia, a diploma
from Union Theological College, British Columbia, and his
BSW and MSW from UBC. He
has taught at UBC, served as
a chaplain in the Canadian
Army from 1943-46, and has
been president of the Canadian
Association of Social Workers
for the last two years.
Dr. J. C. Ransome PhD,
(Harvard University), has been
named head of the Department
of Geography.

Faculty change~
Other appointments include
the following:
Carl W. Querbach and Mrs.
Carolyn A. Querbach have been
appointed respectively, assistant
professor and lecturer, Classics
an MA and a PhD from the
same university. The two were
instructors in Classical Studies
at U. of M. last year.
Dr. Kathleen O'Donnell, assistant professor of English at
St. Patrick\ College, University
of Ottawa, last year, has been
appointed assistant professor of
Eng1ish. Dr. O'Donnell received
her PhD at the University of
Montreal, and has also studied
at the University of Western
Ontario and McGill University.
Paul Black, graduate assistant
in English at U. of W. last year,
has been appointed lecturer in
the English Dept. He received
his BA and MA at the University of Windsor.

A. Owen Klein, BA, MA
(Villanova) PhD, expected this
fall Illinois) will serve as an
assistant professor in the Dept.
of Drama and Speech.
Dr. Fritz Rothberger, PhD.
(University of Vienna), will
join the Mathematics Dept. as
a full professor.
Dr. Peter Sonnenfeld, Doctorum Rerum Naturalium (University of Prague), was named
associate professor of Geology.
Dr. Orian Worden, PhD,
(Wayne State), has been appointed associate professor of Psychology and co-ordinator of
clinical services.

PEEL ~E ANOTHER O~E . . . Back at the circus,
Senior Rick Young is served by Fresheue. Another
grape, that is.

J. Alex Murray, MBA (McMaster), has been named assistant professor in the Faculty of
Business Administration. He has
served as instructor and section
head at the University of Illinois for the last two ye1rs, and
i~ expected to obtain his 'PhD
from that institution in December.

Abdul Raouf, Master of Industrial Engineering (University
of Toledo) will join the department of Mechanical Engineering as an assistant professor.
Mr. Raouf was a technical executive with the chief inspector
of vehicles of the Army of Pak"istant for ten years.
Miss Margaret N. Lee, D Ed
(Columbia University), has been
named associate professor in the
School of Nursing. Last year
Miss Lee served as an instructor
at the Teachers' College at Columbia.
Dr. Om Parkash Malik
PhD - Electrical Engineering,
(University of London) has
been named assistant professor
of Electrical Engineering. Dr.
Malik hi,s served as a power
system analyst for seven corporations in English, Scotland,
India and West Germany.
Dr. Abdul H. Qureshi, PhD
(Technical University, Aachen,
West Germany), joins the department of Electrical Engineering as an assistant professor. Dr.
Qureshi was head of the department of Electrical Engineering
at the College of Engineerii;1g at
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia last year.
The Faculty of Business Administration gains a new assistant professor, Robert W. Stolar,
MBA (McMaster University).
Dr. Kurt A. Zischka, D Sc
(Technische Hochschule, Darmstadt, Germany), joins the Mathmatics Department as an as istant professor. Dr. Zischa was an
assistant professor at the University of Saskatchewan.

New lecturers
Six newly appointed lecturers
are: Miss Nancy Brightrnore
MA (Windsor), English Dept.;
Peter Halford, MA (Windsor),
Modern Languages Dept.; Ralph
H. Johnson, MA (Xavier U.),
Philosophy Dept.; Ralph Kolinski, MA (Wayne State U.), Economics Dept. Miss Kathleen
Gentile, MA (Fordham University), joins the Psychology dept.
as a lecturer, and Rev. Maurice
Taylor ,CSB, MA (University
of Mainz) will serve as lecturer
in the Dept. of Modern Languages.
Rev. Dr. Thomas Stokes,
CSB, PhD (University of Toronto), was named assistant professor of Philosophy. He has
been an assistant professor at
the University of Saskatchewan
since 1952.

Dr, Franklin A. Walker
and his wife, Mrs. Sue S.
Walker, have been named associate professor and assistant
pr"fessor, respectively, in the
History Dept. Mr. Walker has
a PhD from Cornell University, and Mrs, Walker an MA
from Loyola University.
Dr. Henri Thirion de Briel,
PhD, (University of Paris), has
been named :!ssociate professor
of modern languages; Dr. Dieter
Horn, PhD (University of Marburg) will serve as assistant professor in the same department,
and Adrian Van Den Hoven,
MA (Windsor), was named lecturer.
Dr. Roderick Huang, PhD,
(Northwestern U.),
has been
named professor of English, and

Edward A. Watson, MA, (University of Chicago),
assistant
professor.
Mr. Watson was a lecturer at
York University last year. Dr.
Huang has been an instructor at
the University of Singapore for
ten years .
Dr. R. B.Kuspit, PhD, (University of Frankfurt), has been
appointed assistant professor of
Philosophy.
Rev. C. L. Vincent CSB, MA
(Loyola), will serve as lecturer in
the department of Sociology and
Anthropology.
Rev. J. J. Kiessling, CSB, MA
(University of Rochester), has
been named lecturer in the Dept.
of Theology.
Five appointments to the
faculty of the new School of
Physical Education have been
announced:
Sue
Hilton, MS (University of Oregon), has been named
lecturer.
John Nash, MSc (University
of lllinois), will serve as director
of intramural athletics and lecturer.
Richard J. Moriarty, M Ed,
(Windsor), has been appointed
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education. Mr. Moriarty has
been Director of Athletics of the
University since 1956.
Ray Hermiston, MS (UniveLsity of Michigan), has been named assistant professor, and Barry
D. McPherson, MA (University
o
e tern ntari , ecture , in
the new school.
Dr. Ronald Wagenberg, ~hD
(London School of Economics)
bas been appointed assistant professor of Political Science. Dr.
Wagenberg has been a lecturer
in the department for two years.

Promotion list
Other promotions announced
over the summer include the following:
From associate professor to
professor: Dr. W. G. Benedict,
B10logy, Dr. C. M. Birch and
Dr. Michael Zin, Business Administration; Prof. R. H. Billinghurst, head, Engineering Materials; Dr. V. C. Chrypinski and
Dr. Z. M. Fallenbuchl, Economics; Prof. W. G. Colbome,
Mechanical Engineering, Rev.
Dr. R. C. Fehr, CSB, and Dr.
A.A. Smith, Psychology, Dr. J.
B. Kennedy, Civil Engineering,
Dr. L. M. McCarthy, Modern
Languages; Dr. P. A. V. Thomas, Electrical Engineering.
From assistant professor to associate professor: Dr. J.. K. A.
Farrell and Prof. M. N. Vuckovic, History; Rev. Dr. L. A.
Kennedy, CSB, Philosophy; Dr.
J. T. Laba, Civil Engineering;
Dr. M. L. Petras, Biology; Dr.
R. Smith, English; Prof H. J.
Tucker, Mechanical Engineering;
Prof P. J. Galasso, Physical and
Health Education.
From lecturer to assistant prof.:
M. D. Beckman, Business Administration;
Jerome Brown,
Philosophy; Miss M. E. Molloy,
Nursing; Dr. A. I. Mouratides,
History; J. M. Winner, Biology:
Dr. Byron Rourke, Psychology.
A compfete list of appointments and promotions is not yet
available.
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SAC DEBT $4,000 ALREADY

Cash will be "primary concern
Financial questions will be
the first order of bu~iness for
t h e Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) this year. Jan
Weir, SAC president, has indicated that his primary concern
will be to make up the $4,000
debt left from last year's council.
"Student council is entirely
independent of the administration, and we cannot go to them
to help us out. We have to
clear up the deficit created by
the New Christy Min~trels'
concert last February ourselves,"
Weir stated.
Certain campus clubs will be
the first to feel the effects of
Weir•s economy drive.
Commenting on this, the
SAC president said, ·:we are
going to m3ke comiderable cut
in club budgets this year. Those
groups which exist for only five
er six students, and those
who5e major expenditure during
the year usually seems to be a

banquet at its end, will be out
of luck."
Weir also intends to seek a
raise in the $12.50 activities fee
for next year's council: "The
money, doled out by the adminbtration, just isn't enough.
The mean figure for councils
across Canada is roughly $22.
Once we give out the allottments to the student publications and the more important
clubs, there is very little left
for other necessities, and nothing for emergencies."
On the po~itive side, the
president hopes to take action
as soon as possible on a calendar problem which came up
over the summer. The Senate
of the University ha~ abolish::d
the traditional study week before finals. A "slack week" will
be put in at the end of February in its place.
In the new system students
will be allowed only two or
three days between the end of
classe~ and· exams.

"Professors are just. like students. They have to rush at
the last minute to get Jate-inthe-year tests and essays corrected and returned to their student~. It would be too difficult
for both student and prof to
finish up classes and then go
right into finals, with only a
weekend between," said Weir.
The administration, if Weir
is successful, will agree to keeping both the slack week and the
study week. He i5 confident:
"We've talked to several
members of the administration,
and have quite a bit of support," he reported.
Another point to come under
discussion will be the renovation of the activities area on
the second floor of the Centre.
"Our major aim will be to
elimin~te all the waste space up
there," said Weir.
Council hopes to rebuild the
area, but may not be able to
afford it.
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New Quebec government
plans end to tuition fees
HALIFAX (CUP) The
Quebec government has announced that it intends to initiate legislation to aboli~h tuition fees and guarantee universal accessibility to students of
that province.
The first stage of the program is to be effected in September of 1967, according to
the government of Daniel Johnson.
Legislation outlining a new
sy5tem of student aid for the
intermediate period will be introduced in the Quebec Legislature during its current season,
the government also announced.
It is expected the intermediate
legislation will take into account
demands by Quebec student
leaders that the government allocates leSl. money toward student Joans and correspondingly
more funds toward student
grants.
A wire informing delegates to
the 30th Canadian Union of
Students Con2ress here was

greeted with loud applause when
read Ja5t week.
A resolution praising the
Johnson administration for its
announced move toward universal accessibility was passed
by the CUS Congress immediately after the wire was read.
The resolution, also asked the
government to giv~ careful consideration to demands by student leaders at McGill that $3
million of provincial gran~ are
due that university.
The resolution was split into
two parts after Jim McCoubrey,
president of McGill's student society, urged delegates not to
praise the Quebec government
general education policy.
Later McCoubrey told Canadian University Press he welcomed the government's proposals, and praised the work of
student leaders,
"particularly
Union Generale des Etudiants
du Quebec," for their wcrk toward educational accessibility in
Quebec.

Windsor students fee-paying
members of national groups
You are a member of the Canadian Union of Students.
When you paid what you thought was your tuition fee, you
also paid a parcel of lesser fees, including 80 cents for CUS.
Re~istration as a full time student automatically enrolled you
as a member of CUS. Most students in Canada are members.
CUS includes 140,000 students
The

CUS is important to you in several ways. For your 80
cents, you get the benefits of the discount plan (see pg. 8),
the services of full-time Ottawa lobbyists, cut rate European
tours and life insurance, etc.
CUS is now an associate member of the International
Union of Students (IUS). IUS seeks to unite all studenti, in
order to achieve student political solidarity, cultural exchanges,
etc. They have been singularly unsucessful outside the Communist bloc. About 1950, the national student unions of several western bloc countries deeided that IUS was too doctrinaire, and left the Union, forming the International Student
Conference, ISC bas much the same goals as does IUS, but,
strangely enough, has been singularly unsucessful outside the
Western bloc.
World Uciversity Service (WUS), exerts itself to assist
needy students around the world, but ei,pecially in Africa and
Asia.

How to distinguish
profs from students
Auburn Plainsman
As a service to this quarter's
new freshmen and transfer students, this column will be devoted
to helping solve a most confusing problem on campus: How to
tell professors from students. Actually, there is no fool-proof way
to identify a professor, but the
following may be helpful.
One way to tell a professor
from a student is to ask him to
count to 20. If he stops at ten
to take- off bis shoes and socks,
he's probably a professor students seldom wear socks to
class.
Last week, I happened to be
over at the Biology Building
and overheard two professors
arguing about whether people
spawned in the spring or fall.
They asked several other profs
to help them settle it, but nobodv could remember.
Contrary to common belief,

however, it is not true that if
you cut a professor in half, each
half with grow into a complete·
professor. For which we should
alJ be thankful.
Students, on the other hand,
enjoy going to the beach and
riding long planks down th..!
waves. This type of sport originated with Russian Czars who
used to ride the waves on the
backs of peasants. To tht~ day,
it is called sP.rfing.
Psycholo~ists tell us that if
two students associate with each
other for a Jong time, they may
actually begin to look like each
other. It is therefore plauJible to
assume that students who fish
a great deal could actually begin
to resemble a fish. A sure way
to tell a student from a fish is
to remember that (I) fish have
gi115, (2) a gill is a fourth oi a
pint, and (3) a student seldom
has less than a quart.

NOT ONLY HAVE WE GOT LOBLAWS for a
Dramatics building, we've got Fine Art on fences.
These deathless classics appeared on the barrier

which keeps bumbling civilians out of the Universities nearly completed building project, 1be
Windsor Hall addition.

All the world loves a lover almost
"Women students must not
engage in public displays of affection," Dean of Women Evelyn G. McLean BA (Assumption,
'58) told 500 freshettes Tuesday.
She explained that ''these displays could not be tokrated because they impinge on the rights
of others."
She added that "The University of Windsor will allow you
as much freedom as needed to
live a happy, well-ordered life
here. Your activities are your
own until they interfere with the
rights of another."
Delivering her annual address
to the new women students, she
explained that regulations about
behaviour and dress have been
forrnulat..:d in accordance with
this attitude .
No intoxicants or drugsy
other than those prescn'bed
by a doctor, are to be used
on campus. Expulsion can result from violation of this order, or from being caught in
an ''other-than-sober" state.

Displays of affection with
"men friends" in the several
lounges on campus are especially forbidden. This regulation
she said, is supported by a "social probation," a means of excluding offenders from all social functions for a certain period
of time.
"Off campus," she added,
"your self-respect must govern
your conduct."
No woman student may reside off-campus but not at home
without the permission of the
Dean of Women, Miss McLean
announced. Students under 21
must have written parental approval for such accommodation.
lbose frosh girls who attended also learned of University
dress regulations. Miss McLean
outlined the e ten ive regulations and stre sed tne fact that
skirt' length i to be dictated by
"good taste," not by Glamour
Magazine.
She al o explained that this
year she found it necessary to

inform students that shoes must
be worn to class. "It's more attractive, not to mention more
hygienic.'1
Short and slacks, she added,
are out of place in the classroom
(for females).
"And remember," she added, "the tensile strength of
stretch fabrics is not 1.imit1~."
Miss McLean told the fro h
that when the time comes for
them to seek a career, they
should avoid "mere employment," but should seek a position which fulfills their potential.
She also enjoined female
students to avoid "using a job
as a stop-gap until you snag a
man." She aid that th;s attitude
was "unfair to men."
Above all, he urged, "learn
to Jove knowledge. Education i
not merely a means to make
money or quote facts, but a
road to .i more successful, satisfying, and rich life."
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Youth and growth
Youth and growth seem to
be the two words which key·
note the opening of this semes·
ter at the University.
The U of W and its freshmen class are only just beginning the work necessary for the
establishment of a meaningful
contribution to the future of
their homes, and the wider
community.
The beginning of the year is
a time for gaiety, and a time
for self-examination. The University student is privileged, and
should acknowledge the debt he
owes to others as a result of the
leadership training he receives
at university.
The horizons for both the
freshman class and the U of W
hold great promise. The University of Windsor most recently
under Dr. J. F. Leddy, is rapidly gaining prominence as both
its graduate~ a'.ld faculty make
their mark.
The traditional Assumption
institutions, such as the Canadian-American seminar, have
provided a strong foundation

for the U of W. Perhaps, an
analogy might also be drawn to
the background - social and
academic of the freshman
class.
As the U of W becomes
larger and its staff is more
influential inthecommumty, national and international affairs,
and as the freshman class gains
in maturity, both mu t shoulder
increased responsibility.
That responsibility, to the
University and beyond, must
ultimately be faced. The de·
mands of tomorrow require the
universities and university students to accept more of the
burden society places upon the
educatec.
To a new university and a
new student, the challenges and
opportunities which await can
only be seen in the light of the
rewards which can be gained
by those who take on the tasks
the future holds out.
To the new University and
the new student the work ahead
is not dissimilar. Both are given
the role of defining the direc·
tic;m of our society.

SAC faces crucial issues
The Student Administrative
Council at the University has
a full schedule this year.
President Jan Weir and his
Council have to put forward a
greater effort th~n last year's
controversial representatives to
regain the place SAC should
have as the school's student
government.
The rebuilding of the government structure can certainly be
accomplished with the materi;:1!
Weir has. Ron Fishman, vice·
president, and Bill Maguire,
finance, fill the two other sen·
ior posts.
Finance and student discipline
will likely be the two major issues before Council this year.
SAC mu t find larger resources
to enable it to adeqtJately carry
out its work.
Student discipline is and has
been a touchy subject. As the

school grows, and with it the
need for adjustment of outdated
regulations, many former practices will of necessity bear re·
examination.
Another area which will un·
doubtedly be raised again is that
of student-administration relations. Some progress toward
student participation in administration policy-making has been
made.
The "synriicalist" movement
is strong among Canadian stu·
dent governments, and other
schools are also promoting this
trend.
The need for active participation by freshmen, as well as
by students from other years,
is of course essential to the
continuation of good government. Intelligent criticism and
debate on SAC activities must
be a part of University lifr

by JOHN GOYEAU
The words "soul-searching" and "student
mandate" set the tone for the 30th national Canadian Union of Students annual congress last week
at Halifax.
Student delegates from universities and tech·
nical institutes across the country chose to reevaluate their position and their future rather than
continue past policies. Nothing was resohed fin·
ally, but the concemus was that the week of doubt
and anxiety may have been a watershed in CUS
history.
Council presidents and CUS chairmen heard
incoming CUS president Doug Ward speak of a
need to "pull in our horns", to focus student efforts on limited objectives with a limited budget.
Several delegations jumped on the bandwagon
to push for Ward's efforts at focus - until they
realized that what he meant and what they had' in
mind were totally different concepts.
This group of universities, led by University
of Alberta president Branny Schepanovich, and
backed by McGill and Bishop's Univesrity in
Quebec, felt that CUS should be a service and coordinating group rather than a politically-iD\olved
and social-change oriented body.
This was hardly what Mr. Ward had in mind.
Mr. Ward's CUS would definitely be a "social
movement" dedicated to change, but only where
possible. F~r Ward, CUS is limited only by prac·
ticality not by principle.
Nevertheless Mr. Schepanovich had a position
to defend and the delegates to do it. Late in August he sent a policy letter to all CUS student presidents outlining his ideas about CUS. Decentralization was one of Mr. Schepanovich's ideas which
all delegates seemed to agree upon - despite the
conflict between his western conservatism and the
national activism of past years.
The Ontario regional caucus (ORCUS), decided that to lobby effectively on the provincial
level for reform of student aid and university
structure, it would be necessary to increase fees
and staff. ORCUS delegates were unanimously op·
posed to the fourth annual new Ontario aid program, which they have dubbed SAP, and to the
lack of democratic practice in university govern·
ment.
Mr. Schepanovich's eloquent an
rama
policy speech at the congress brought up the second of those nasty words - "mandate". Alberta's
concern with decentralization to get at the "grass
roots" of Canadian universities, combined with the
worries of delegates who felt that CUS is out of
touch with the individual, led to considerable doubt
about the representative validity of the CUS congress.

Delegates like Steve Flott of Waterloo em·
phasized the fact of personal committment, but, irt
general, the congress chose to make an attempt to
lead in a representative rather than in a personal
manner.
Universal accessability to higher educatiorwill continue to be the rallying point for CUS
efforts both locally and in the federal and provincial capitols this year. The CUS student means
survey, completed last spring, provided even more
revealing figures about the financial and social
barriers to post-secondary education.
Despite a necessary fee raise to provide adequate salaries for CUS executives, the national
CUS budget was pared in a1most all areas by this
year's Finance Committee chairman Terry Sulym:i
fom Western. The big jump was the Sc per capita ORCUS regional fee rise, considered by Windsor delegates to iadicate coming decentralization
of the cus national office.
Academic freedom and democracy in the
university community will be the second priority
of student concern. President-elect Hugh Arm·
strong feels that this area should be one of particular concern to student leaders.

In his campaign for the CUS presidency, Mr.
Armstong noted with concern the aulhoritarian
trends in society, especially in education. Althoug!i
many delegates worried about lack of individual
involvement in the university, president-elect Arm·
strong expressed great concern about thethoroughly
undemocratic manner in which high-school students are expected to learn the principles of Canadian democracy.
CUS internal reform will be the third generai area of prioity. The doubt and soul-searching
will probably continue another year, but some
problems have been solved. Monique Ouellette of
Ottawa, backed by McGill pushed for individual
membership in the Canadian Union of Students,
but delegates were quick to see th,:1t this step
would end Canada's only attempt at a total and
repesentative student organization.
Some universitie~ backed decentralizaticn and
President Ward's "pulling in the horns", but only
e u ine
e i n . Impractical and irrelevant motions piled up behind the priority items,
plans for sex education and declarations of national
water rights policy included.
The Halifax congress may not have tackled
as many issues as effectively as former ccngresses, but it may have put the CUS back on the
path to more representative leadership and more
practical goals and structures.

CUS President's background extensive
BY DON SELLAR
CUP Staff Writer
You'll see him walking brisk·
ly along Rideau Street these
mornings, as be beads for the
office a few minutes early in
order to get a head start on the
day.
His light brown hair, easy·
going appearance and bespectacled blue eyes are deceptive,
because this composed of 170,
OOO Canadian post-secondary
students, and is chairman of the
Company of Young Canadians'
provisional council.
There is little trace of hard
work on the face of 29-year·
old John Douglas Ward, even
though he has Worked as a
roughneck · on an oil drilling rig
in Alberta, as a pulp and paper
wor1':er in Northern Quebec and
a junior forest ranger in North·
ern Ontario.
At the same time, there isn't
a Jot to remind one of the summer Ward spent as a student
minister in Northern Alberta
and another summer with a
French congregation in Quebec.
Most CUS secretariat members admit they don't know
their boss, though all readily
testify to his businesslike, hardworking nature and ability to
deliver a pcwerful speech with.:>ut the benefit of notes or text.

Earlier in the evening, Hon.
Allan MacEachen, federal min·
ister of health and welfare, had
stclen his thunder by openly
suggesting the federal government is thinking more and more
about abolishing tuitition fees
as a means of attaining that
often-mouthed but eldom understood goal of universal ac·
cessibility to post-secondary ed·
ucation in Canada.
Ward, rose manfully to the
delicate situation, expressing his
belief in free tuition - without launching an attack plan·
ned on a supposedly inatentive,
unsympathetic Liberal government.
Ward, who doesn't smoke
and takes a drink of wine only
now and then, is the symbol for
the diverse, often-condemned
exercise known as The New
Student Movement in Canada.
As CUS president, he is an
important left wing figure in a
whirlpool of activism and social
conscience.
Which might sound strange
for a guy whose father is president of Dominion Securities
Ltd. and whose father-in-law is
a university president. But Ward
has a background of wark in
.youth fields which is probably
unparalled in recent CUS bis·
tory.

He, his wife Bonnie Carlene
and their three-month-old son
Christopher all live in Ottawa.
Ward's educational background
includes public and high school
training in Toronto, B.A. in
modern history from the University of Toronto, B.D. from
Princeton Theological Seminary,
N.J. and Emmanual College,
University of Toronto.
His experience in youth af·
fairs is diverse and comprehen·
sive, including a seat on U of
T's administrative council, a
local WUS chairmanship, work
in the establishment of Canadian Overseas Volunteers (later
CUSO), part-time experience as
a detached-youth worker with
a large gang of teenagers in
Toronto's Regent Park, the
presidency of Ontario region of
CUS (ORCUS), a year as CUS
associate secretary for interna·
tional affairs and eight months
as assistant registrar and director of student services at U of
T.
This past April, Ward was
appointed chairman of the
Company of Young Canadians'
interim advisory counr:il. And
when the infant organization
was later born in Bill 17 4, he
became its provisional council
chairman.
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Windsor CIASP workers
labor in Mexican ranchos
by IAN ALLABY and DAVE REMSKI
During their summer vacations, an enthusiastic contingent of
Canadian students head south to the Mexican backlands, where itli
members build, teach, and raise new crops among the continent's
least modernized people.

Instead of a paycheck, they
return with the precious and nonpurchasable prize of experience.
The aim of these volunteers
sponsored by the Co:iference on
Inter-American Student Projects (CIASP), is to raise Jiving
standards in the ranchos, small,
i!.olated villages, that sporadically dot the wavy terrain of northern Mexico.
However, the results are a bit ~urprising. "Actually," concedes
Patricia Plante, a second-ye:1r Psych major who was one of eight
Windsor students to join this past summer's expedition, "in the !,hOrt
time we were with the villagers, they changed us more than we
could change them."
Pat, like other project workers, Jost respect for the !,trictlyregimented, time-tabled attitude typical of most of North America
when she was exposed to the friendly and casual temperament of
rancl>0 inhabitants.
Such yielding to environment makes the job easier, and this i!.
a relief to the CIASP volunteers, whose assignment is already difficult: To upgrade the standard of Jiving of villagers while working in
grou~s of only three or four, in the short period of two month!..

CANADIANS HONOR AITATURK One
of the gestures of friendship which the Canad.an
delegation to the annual World University Sen ic,i
seminar made during thei stay in Turkey la,t

summer was the laying of a wreath at the mausoleum of Kemal Attaturk, the father of modern
Turkey. Fifty students from across the country
attended the WUS seminar.

WINDSOR REPRESENTED

Local student chosen for Turkish
World University Service seminar
SUMMER HOME OF CIASP VOLUNTEERS

Witpin these limitations, whatever i~ acco1pp)ished is Q uaranteed to last. For example, young children may be taught their
alphabet, but are likely to lose much of it in the interim, for they
will not see another teacher or book until the next summer, when
the volunteers return.
Not ambitious in any sense, these Mexican Indians do not
consider themselves poor. Though they depend solely upon a light
corn staple and their earthen homes are floorless, there is little in the
world, they think, that could make their calm, unregulated Jives
happier. So, they feel that they have no use for alphabets anyway.
Accordingly, volunteen, must content themselves with minor
victories. Unlike the graduate students, who give two full years to
Canadian University Services Overseas (CUSO), the CIASP wcrkers'
stay is brief, and their goal is much le!.s tangible: To try their best.
They teach writing and arithmetc, in the dim hope that it will
somehow be retained .. They plant new seeds and hope the Indians
will harvest the crops. And, once in a while, the male volunteers
may supervise the flattening of a !.tretch of road, or the construction
of a pipeline, with the usually vain expectation that it will be maintained.
Significantly, the story is told of a student-built well that collapsed a few months after the students left. It did not occur to
the villagers that there might be a better way to make a well. Rather,
they saw foe original effort as a waste of time.
What, then, is the use of agencies such as CIASP? Beth the
Mexican and Canadians governments like its contribution to relations
between the two countries, and, more important, they agree that
even this small, hopeful attempt is better than no attempt at all.
And so Pat Plante, sipping coffee between classes, may look
forward like 200 other CIASP members across Canada, to next
summer's vacation, when instead of working in a restaurant or a
supermarket for tuition money, she will work in an obscure rancho,
for no other reason than that it does some good.

by CHRISTINE BRANIGAN
Student travels abroad this
summer took U of W stude!1t
Dick Stracke to the annual
S seminar held in Turkey.
Fifty students chosen from
universities across Canada spent
six days in Montreal for orientation and then flew to Rome.
During their short stay here and
subsequent stays in Venice and
Yugoslavia, the Canadian student5 were hosted by the student
unions of the respective countries.

Dick Stracke
"Istanbul," Stracke said, "is
an extremely beautiful city, and
the blue waters of the Bcsporus
are amazing." A week was spent
here at the convention of the
seminar proper. A series of lectures ("which were dull") were
given by Turkish professors,
military and government officials. Again the student union
TMTF played hosts and directed
their visitors to the many mos·
ques and Topkapi museum
where one can see diamonds as
big as one's fist.

The students then subdivided
into three groups going to the
southeast, the Black Sea and the
Mediterranean areas of the
country.

Visits lzmir
COUNTRYSIDE WHERE VOLUNTEERS WORKED

Heading south to the Mediterranean, he visited I:unir. Burnt
by the Greeks in 1923 the city

has been rebuilt around a central park where each August an
industrial fair is held. Permanent pavilions from many countries- -are found and Canada is
seriously considering participating in the annual event.
The provincial town of Antalya, headquarters of the mainly underground Moslem reactionary movements, was non'!
too friendly to tourists, the
Windsor student added.
The Mediterranean area is
of interest to Canadian stud·
ents for the arcbeological un·
coverings of the old Aegean
civilization in such places as
lznilc (where the Council of
Nicaea was held in 325 AD.),
Troy, Ephesus, and Hierapc>Ils. "We found the museums
were few and pOOr in their
content and layout. The ruins,
however, are protected by
guards," be said.

Leaving the sea coast where
temperatures in the aftenoon
required the expedition to halt
for a rest, the group headed inland to Konya to rejoin the
other two student groups. The
religious capital of Turkey and
one of the oldest cities in the
world, Konya is the home of
the Sun 'i Moslems, its younger
offshoot the Melvana and "the
veil".

'Allouette'
In Konya, the French Canadian members of the Canadian
team decided to have a party.
With only quiet singing taking
place, the police ordered the
party to be stopped.
In Ankara, capital of Turkey,
Stracke re.::alled the U. of Ankara residence a new, sixstory building. "It was horrible
- at least three beds in a room,
no table, no chair, no closet, no
windows, no hot water, and in

the men's residence no curtains
on glass doors.'
Here also the Canadians laid
a wreath at the tomb of Ataturk,
"a beautiful stunning monu·
ment". An argument ensued
with the French Canadians over
whether the Canadian or Quebec
flag should be used on the
wreath. No flag was used. The
following day the French Canadians returned .and placed their
own wreath.
"The French Canadians
formed a clique," said Stracke.
"and I definitely feel that all
summer there was a conscious
plan to break up the semln·
ar."
After evaluation sessions in
Istanbul, the !.eminar was formerly closed and he boarded the
Orient Express for a 61 hour
trip across six countries to
Paris. Contrary to popular myth,
the trip was boring, the train
old i!nd drafty, and stopped at
every town along the route. It
had its moments, however. "We
crossed the Bulgarian border at
3 a.m. and the customs officers
checked everybody's passports
and then looked under the seats
t,l make sure no one was hiding."

Back to Paris
Two weeks in Paris convinced
him that "Parii. is the most
beautiful city in the world." The
trip ended with a flight from
Amsterdam to Toronto.
Stracke feels that the WUS
seminar is a good idea. "It
boosts Canada's image abroad
and, although the trip can in
no way be said to have given the
students a comprehensive knowledge of Turkey, we certainly
learned far more than the mere
tourist. It would be a good idea
if other seminars could be held
!.imultaneously in a- number of
countries to enable more ;tud·
cnts to benefit from this type of
experience."
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Athletic department announces
year's sports events, programs
Wre~tling will make its debut on the intercollegiate scene
at the University of Windsor
during 1967. It was announced
Tuesday by Dick Moriarty, Athletic Director, th~t a six meet
schedule is planned. Coach
Barry McPherson- of the University's School of Physical Ed·
ucation will coach the team.
The Lancer wrestling team
will compete in a home-and·
home meet against Wayne State
Univer~ity, single road meets
against the University of Toledo
and Schoolcraft College, and
also in the annual OJ.A.A. and
0-Q.A.A. League Championships.
Coach Barry McPherson has
extensive background in wrest·
ling, having competed at the
University of Western Ontario
a~ an undergraduate student.
He continued his activity in
wre~tling while pursuing his
M.A. degree at Western. Last
year, Mr. McPherson coached
the Earl Haig Collegiate wrestling team of Toronto.
Coach McPherson announced
practices will get underway
Nov. 7, in preparation for the
orcning meet scheduled for
Wednesday, Jan. 18, against
Wayne State University of Detroit. Windsor's first home meet
in history is scheduled for Feb.
I st. against Wayne.
In addition to the intercollegiate program in wrestling exten·
sive competition is planned on
the intramural basis.

Second year
The University of Windsor
orened its classrooms Wednesday to launch the 1966-67 academic year. At the same time,
the University's School of
Physical Education moved into
it second full year of operation
with academic programs leading
to a Bachelor of Physical and
Health Education and a Bachelor of Physical Education, and
with an activity program covering intercollegiate, interfaculty,
extramural and intramural competition, as well as a service and
recreation program.
Prof Pat Galasso, D:rector
of the School, emphasizes
that the structure of the
School of Physical Education
at Windsor is unique to Ontario. It is the only one in •
which athletics is completely
Integrated into the academic
program.
All teaching faculty and
coaching staff are active in all
phases of the School's programme, teaching in the classroom, and skills courses, workin6 ;n the service program and
intramurals, and coaching intercollegiate teams.
Prof Dick Moriart}, University Athletic Director, is in
charge of the activity athletic
program and is assisted in his
administrative work by Mrs.
Wm. Thomson, who directs the
Women's program, and J. C.
Nash who will supervise the
Service program and intramural
and extramural activities.
In releasing the t 966-67
Athletic Program, Dick Moriarty described it as the School's
most ambitious and challenging
to date. He reported there will
be competition for men in

twenty-three interfaculty sports,
eleven extramural, and fourteen
intercollegiate teams as well as
an extensive service program.
Mrs. Wm. Thomson released
a schedule calling for sixteen
intramural sports, six extramural, and seven intercollegiate.

Miss Sue Hilton, Lecturer In
the University School of Pbyslca) Education, will join Mrs.
'Ibomson In the service program
and also coaching Intercollegiate
teams.

Highlights
The outstanding features of
this year's program are:
• The introduction of a \Oluntary service program aimed
at providing recreational skills
and carryover sports for the
general student body, in golf,
t e n n i s , badminton, bowling.
aquatics, archery, fencing and
judo.
• The introduction of a sixth
unit of competition in intramural play to represent the
School of Physical Education.
The five existing units are Arts I. Arts II, Commerce, Engineering, and Science.
• The introduction of intercollegiate wrestling and the inclusion of archery, volleyball,
fencing, cross country, and indoor track on a regularly scheduled basis after a trial year.
• The expansion of the intercollegiate swimming and hockey
schedules to full intercollegiate
proportions.
• The introduction of track
and field into the women\ program.
Mr. Nash, Lecturer in the
University of Windsor School of
Physical Education, has been
appointed Director of Intra·
murals and Service Program.
In announcing the introduction
of the school's eight sport service program he stated, "This
Service program will be an excellent adjunct to the Windsor
Intramural program which already ranks among the best in
Canada."
"The Service program will
provide students with an opportunity to learn new physical education skills which they can
exercise in the intramural program and in later life."
The University of Windsor
athletic program got underway
this week with activity in golf,
tennis and track and field.
The first event on the schedule is the annual 72-bole Interfaculty Golf Championship. The
Qualifying Round is scheduled
for Roseland Golf Course today through Monday. The top
24 low medalists will meet in
the Semi-finals at Beacbgrove
Golf and Country Club on
Sept. 22, with the 36-bole
Finals slated for Kingsville on
Sept. 25.
Coach Orv Perrault announceo the tournament will select
the school's individual and team
champions, and also be used to
select the intercollegiate team
which will participate in the
0-Q.A.A.
Championship
at
Westmount in Kitchener on
Oct. 7. The leader team finish·
ed 4th of ten in last year's
competition in Quebec City.

Track and field activity got
underway last Monday with
coaches Archie Green and J. C.
Nash supervising daily work
outs on the campus.
A series of interfaculty meets
are scheduled for Sept. 15-24,
in preparation for intercollegiate
participation in the McMaster
Invitational scheduled for Hamilton on Sept. 30. The Lancer
track team will also participate
in a home-and-home dual meet
with traditional rival University
of Western Ontario, and host
a triangular meet involving
Schoolcraft and Detroit College.
These meets will serve as w::1rm
ups for the 0-Q.A.A. Championship scheduled for McMaster
on October 22. The Windsor
team made their best showing
to date in last year's 0-Q.A.A.
Championship, compiling 30
points and finishing fourth of
ten competing schools.
In other intercollegiate acti vities scheduled for the fall,
coach Barry McPherson will
take bis tennis te'.lm to McMaster on Oct. 7, for the 0-Q.A.A.
Western Division Championship.
In extramural compet1tton,
Windsor will travel to Oakland
University on Oct. l, for competition in golf, tennis, and softball.
Oaldand will join the Uni·
versify of Detroit, Wayne State,
Oakland Community College,
Schoolcraft and McComb Com·
munity College in the first
phase of the Tenth Annual In·
tematiooal Extramural Touma·
ment which will be held in
Windsor on Oct. 15.
The highlight of the fall interfaculty season comes on Oct.
28, when the championships in
soccer and football will be
played as part of the University's annual Homecoming weekend.

Sailing club
high and dry
Once again the University of
Windsor Sailing Club has been
stranded in dry dock.
In the last two years students
from the University have been
after an affiliation with the
Windsor Sailing Club. The city
club, however, has no boats
which could be used by the University.
Consequently, the only activi·
ties that sailors from the University could participate in were
out of town regattas. Last year
proved fairly successful as the
University of Windsor took
part in four meets and once
placed fifth in company of
twelve universities from across
Canada and the United States.
This year, while in constant
search for boats, the University
will not be able to host any regattas. The Univen,ity Sailing
Club is, however, looking for
any interested parties to attend
the out of town rallies, with
hopes for even more success this
year.
Prospective sailors should contact the University Sailing Club
through the Sports Department
of The Lance.

TIM APPLETON

M. V. P. 's die in accidents
Two University of Windsor
students died in tragic accidents
during the summer.
Dead are: James W. Hamon.
18, of Burlington, Ontario, and
Andrew Woloch, 21, of Windsor.
Woloch was an accidental victim of a Windsor mass-murderer
late in June.
He had been an "A" student
in Chemical Engineering for
two years at the time of his
death. He was a graduate of
Herman Collegiate in Windsor.
Woloch was a well known
sportsman at the University. He
was captain of the Intercollegiate Hockey Team, and his talent and drive earned him the
Most Valuable Player award
last year.

A new "Andrew Woloch
Memorial Trophy" will be
awarded, starting this year, to
the Lancer hockey player who
"exemplifies good sportsmanshio
combined with athletic ability.''
James Hamon, was killed late
in August when his sports car
,eered off Highway 118 near
Port Carling and crashed into a
ditch.
Hamcn had been in first year
Arts at the University. He was
a graouate of Cathedral Boys
High School in Hamilton.
He had been appointed publicity director for the Windsor
committee of the Canadian Union of Students shortly before
bis death. Last year, he was
coach of the University Swim
Team.

DR. ROY PERRY TROPHY -

Competition for the coveted
trophy held by MAC representative, John Robertson, will be even
keener this year. The School of Physical Education is the latest
entry in the race for all-faculty, all-sport annual honors. Last year
the businessmen (Faculty of Commerce) won the award.

Track ready
The track team expects to
take possession of its new, all·
weather track on the south
campus of the University within
two weeks.
Only a three-minute walk
from the main campus, the
track provides the ultimate in
training and competition facili·
ties for the Lancers. The track
is one of the best in North
America.

.· ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
Only 2 Blocks Fro::, Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST . W.

---------------- -

--

WHY NOT?
Be a Sportswriter
or Photographer
For The Lance
. GLAMOR
• EXCITEMENT • EXPERIENCE
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Track squad
Vets back
for practice
Track and field practices are
underway at the University.
Several veterans, including
medalist Bohden Chodoriwsky,
have returned. Others from last
year's team are captain Larry
Kelly, Charlie and Pat Steele,
Ken Woodall, Greg Gavin, Tom
Elliott, and Jerry Bunce.
One of the promising freshmen is Peter Lapsley, who was
an outstanding athlete at Windi,or's Riverside High School.
Former Western track star
John Nash, a new appointment
to the staff of the Athletic Department, will assist coach Archie Green. Practices are held
daily behind Cody Hall at 4
p.m.
There are still positions open
for both track and field events.
The interfaculty track meet is
scheduled for Sept. 24.

PAT ROSSITIER

Men's Sports Schedule
TRACK & FIELD -

LARRY KELLY (Track Comm.) TOM ELLIOTI' &

TOM JACOB SON (Field Comm.) J. C. NASH & ARCHIE GREEN (coaches)
Track School & Opening
Practice
Weekday Practices
Saturday Mornings
Interfaculty Relays

Fri. Sept 9

University of Windsor Track
4:00-6:00

Thur. Sept. 15

5:00-6:00

Fri. Sept. 16

5:00-6:00

Sat. SeQt .17
Mon. Sept. 19

11:00-u~oo
5:00-6:00

Tues. Sept. 20
Wed. Sept. 21
Overall Interfaculty
Championship
Intercollegiate

BRUCE WHITE WEDS - Men's Athletic Council President 65-66
J. Bruce White was married June 13 to Carol Champuox. Both
graduated last spring, White in Honours Mathematics, Miss Champoux in Nursing. The couple resides in Windsor.

Women's track calendar
TRACK & FIELD -

Training at
University of Windsor Track
J. W. Little :Memorial Stadium
U. of Western Ontario

10:00-12:00

Fri. Sept. 30
Tues. Oct. 4
Sat. Oct. 8

4:00-6:00
2:00-4:00

4:00-6:00

Cross Country

Fri. Oct. 23 &
Sat. Oct. 29
Sat. Nov. 5

Indoor Track
& Field

(dates to be announced)

.

Intercollegiate Thurs. Sept. 15 to
Tues. Oct. 4 • 4:00-5:00
Wed. Oct. 5
1:00 p.m.

5:00-6:00

Sat. Sept. 24

Tues. Oct. 11
Sat. Oc:t. 22

JANICE BEDNARICK (Commissioner)

University of Windsor Track

9:30-11:30
Arts I Championship
Pat Steele (Commissioner)
Arts II Championship
Charles Steele (Commissioner)
Science Championship
Ken Woodall (Commissioner)
Engineering Championship
Klaus Wiebe (Commissioner)
Commerce Champiom,hip
Norb Keller (Commissioner)
Physical Education
Rich Tremblay (Commissioner)
University of Windsor Track
McMaster Invitational Hamilton
Dual Meet vs Western, London
Triangular Meet - Detroit Bible
College Oakland Community
CoJlege at U. of Wind or
vs Western at U. of Windsor
0-Q.A.A. Championi,hip
McMaster University, Hamilton
OJ.A.A. Championship
at York University, Toronto
0-Q.A.A. Championship
at Kingston, Ontario
Michigan State Invitational
Detroit Invitational
Toronto Telegram Games
Hamilton Highland Games

STUDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!

~
~

Rudy's Barber Shop
For the finest in

PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2340 UNIVERSITY W.

Right Under The Bridge

Convenient To Staff And Students

John (Rocky) Poupard

Phone 256-5036

ESSQ

STATION

Phone 256-2500

"Your On Campus Service Station"
Wyandotte at Patricia
University at Crawford

STRETCH - Our Lancer track squad is reach~
iQg new heights in an effort to better last season's fourth-place OQAA standing. Coach Archie

Green seems to think that a literal application o1
this thought to dail; practice is appropriate.
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CUS holsters 'UNIVAC'

passes new resolution
at annual Congress
Student salaries and no tuition fees are the goals of the
Canadian Union of Students long term "univac" campaign.
Univac, short for "universal accessibility to post-secondary
education", bas been a CVS project for several years, but new
resolutions made at the just-completed 30th CUS Congress in
Halifax fully commit CUS to the program.
The lengthly resolution, passed by an overwhelming majority, pledged the Union to:

PERSECUTED FROSH WAIT
and wait, and wait, and

bits and pieces
This column offers campus clubs and other organizations space
to announce meetings, dances, 5pecial events, orgies, etc. etc. Deadline for this column is 8 p.m. Tuesday, for publication Friday. Keep
it short.
STAFFERS WANTED
Lance seeks good writers, rich kids, artists, typist5, pretty girls,
reporters (Drew Pearson types), absolutely no Lindblads accepted .
We do need staff with, money, time, !ooh, talent, or any combina·
tion thereof. Apply afternoons, Lance office, University Centre .
BUDGET MEETING
SAC budget meeting will be held this month. All Club Presi·
dents seeki!lg SAC money should see SAC Treasurer Bill Maguire
for details. SAC office, afternoons.
THOMAS MORE SOCIETY
Informal get-together of the Thomas More Society this Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. 6th Floor Lounge, Electa Hall. All welcome. Refresh·
meots will be served.
AMBA~ADOR '67
Workers are wanred to work on photography, copywriting and
layout for the yearbook. Apply to the Pre5!; Otfice, second tloor,
University Centre.
YEARBOOK SALES
Subscriptions for Ambassador' '67 will be taken next week on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday :,etween 10 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Booths will be located on the main floor of the University Centre
and in the Grotto.

New improved Lance
Windsor's best college news·
paper expands again this year,
with the addition of a literary
!>Upplement, "Troubadour".
The four page section, which
debuts today, will appear every
second week, 12 times through
the school year. The Lance of·
fers a total of 25 editions bet·
ween today and March 31. Cir·
culation is 2,500, up 500 from
last year.
John Tomlinson, editor-inchief of The Lance, explained
the need for the supplement:
"Few college papers have such
a supplement. but the Univer5ity
of Windsor has a great deal of
literary talent and a forum for
our writers seems necessary."
Mrs. Dorothy Farmiloe, (Ill
English) will serve as senior staff
member for Troubadour. Tom·
lin5on explained that the supple·
ment has no "editor", but that
to provide greater artistic diver·
sity, the editorial chores will be
shared among the staff.
Number one artist for Troub·
adour is Enzo Torcoletti (II·
Arts), who designed the new

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous

YAMAHA
Motorcycles

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At

2504

Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969-9070

Lance nameplate, anct will also
direct the Lance-Troubadour art
staff.
Tomlinson is optimistic about
the general quality of the pape1 .
"This year we begin with a
strong staff and high hopes. We
will try to widen our coverage
of events at the University, as
well as background and human
interest material."
Last year, the Lance won the
coveted Associated Collegiate
Press "All·American"rating, and
Tomlinson is confident that ·'we
can do it again."

Awards made
Five Windsor students who
"exhibit leadership qualities and
make outstanding contributions
to co-curricular activities" have
received the first Annual Alumni
student leadership Awards.
The awards are made in five
different catagories: athletics,
publications, clubs and related
activities, student government,
and fine arts.
Winners were: Linda Menard and Marty Kwiatkowski
for sports, .John A. Goyeau
for publications, Bob Som·
ers for clubs and Jan Weir
for student government. There
was no fine arts award.
Miss Menard was President
of the Woman's Athletic Council la t ear. Kwiatkow ki wa
high scorer for Windsor's All·
Canadian champion basketball
Lancers.
Goyeau served as Editor·inchief of the Lance; Somers as
organizer and participant in the
student Canadian-American Relations Seminar, and Weir as
Chairman of the little-publicized
Commission on Student Gover:iment.
Rod J . Scott, Alumni Secret·
ary, said that the awards were
designed to encourage students
who devote a great deal of time
to "uplifting the name of the
University through organized activities."
He also pointed out that the
Alumni Association has awarded
more than $55 thousand in
scholarships and awards since
1959.

CUS discount plan
saves you money
If you are an average student,
you will spend more than $1800
between now and the end of the
school year on tuition, book,;,
lodging, liquor, clothes, and so
on.
If you are an average (or exceptional) 5tudeot, you are a
member of the Canadian Union
of Students (CUS).
And some years ago the CVS
executive decided that these two
facts could, in combination, give
students some bargaining power.
There are more than 140,000
students in CUS. Multiply by
$1800. That's about a quarter
of a billion dollars a year.
So CUS set up the Discount
Plan. The plan is simple. Local merchants, courting stud·
ent business, offer a ten per-

cent reduction on some or all
goods and services,
The plan was started here
severill years ago, but fell into
disuse and was largely forgotten.

But this year it has been revived by U. of W. CUS Chair·
man Tim Laird, and more Wind·
sor stores than ever before offer
you the discount.
Besides tuition and books and
lodging, you will probably spend
between $500 and $1,000 this
year. This service can save you,
then, between $50 and $100.
If you make a purchase in
an) of the more than 40 stores.
listed on several signs on cam·
pus, present your University of
Windsor student card and ask
for the discount.

Reject in principle all systems of financial aid to students which involve loans, means tests or conditions imply·
ing mandatory parental support.
Advocate abolition of all tuition fees and establish·
ment of a system of student stipends.
Develop immediate programs to achieve the long·term
goals, and
Carry out research studies and action programs at
local, regional and national levels in an effort to drive
home social inequalities in Canadian education.
A companion resolution calls on the President to attend
national conventions of labour unions and "other organized
pressure groups, in order to enlist support for the CVS posi·
tion".
Local Presidents are also asked to address local union
meetings, to gain support.
At last year's Congress in Leonoxville, Que., the association representing about 140,000 predominantly English-speak·
iog students across Canada, voted to abolish all tuition fees as
the first move in its drive for "universal accessibility to post·
secondary education" in Canada.
This year's Congress pinpointed the phrase as being a
policy involving the removal of all social and financial blocks to
higher learning.
In the coming weeks, the CUS secretariat headed by
incoming president Doug Ward of Toronto, will begin working
on its new mandate "to initiate, promote and co-ordinate re·
search into the social conditions relevant to edu:ational opportunity."
Ward told CUP Thursday night he is "delighted" by the
new legislation, which wa5 adopted as a standing resolution.
In addition to the secretariat's mandate, CVS will now
embark on attempts to improve the quality of secondary edu·
cation.

Improvement in teaching tandards, increased support
for adult education, universal provision of pre-primary educa·
tion and provision of free medical, recreational and eating
facilities for all Canadian school children are included in the
resolution's implementation sections, as are expansion of existing bursary schemes, conversion of existing loan schemes to
bursary schemes based solely on student need, and elimination
of means tests.
The new CUS education resolution recommends also
that "member institutions and organizations carry out a program of increasing public awareness of the problems of educa·
tion in Canada and of the possible solutions to such problems."

Yearbook subscription drive
starts next week on campus
The 1967 edition of the Ambassador yearbook will be sold
by subscription only. Subscrip·
tions will be taken from Tues·
day until Thursday next week at
two locations in the University
Centre ~ near the stairs at the
main desk and at the bool<store
just outside the tunnel. Every
student who wants a copy must
pay for it and get a receipt next
week. The books will be deliv·
ered in April.
This year's edition will con·
tain undergraduate pictures. The
photos were omitted last year
for the first time. Because of
numerous student complaints
and Student Council's intention
to withhold a subsidy if the
book did not include undergrads
Ambassador '67 editor Angela
Hrachovi decided to re-insert the
pictures.
The price of this year's Am·
bassador will be $2. "Student
Council needs the money, so
they asked us to raise the price
by a dollar," explained Miss
Hrachovi.

Students' Administrative Council president Jan Weir said that
printing costs are 30 per cent
higher than they were a year
ago, and Student Council can't
raise the money frcm the general fund, so the price must go
up. Council has been in finan·
cial difficulty for some time as
a result of Social Committee
losses last year.
"Ambassador '67 will show
several changes and improvements over the 1966 edition,"
said Miss Hrachvi.
"Emphasis will be shifted
away from stiff, formal photos
towards mere exciting, unposed
shots,' she added. "Photography
will be of better quality since
our student staff is now quite
competent.
The changeover
from professional to student
work was made last year, and
the process resulted in inconsis·
tency."
"Attitudes toward the yeabook have also improved. We
hope that the inclusion of un·
dergrad pictures will continue
this tre:id."
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Troubadour i.s published
every two weeks by and for
the students of the University
of Windsor as the literary
supplement of The Lance,
Press offices are located on
the second Door of the University Centre,
Contributions are received
at the press offices, or by sub·
m~ion to the Features Editor
The Lance,

Bluffing a
full /Jouse

During my formative years in
this city, there was a movie
house called the Empire Theatre
where a kid could, for ten cents,
spend all day Saturday viewing
the reviewing 'B' movies that
would have been a bargain at
half the price. Nevertheless, by
being attentive one could occas·
ionally gain insight into the techniques of love and war and thus
during one such Marathon I discovered a method of combat that
I have since referred to as "bluffing a full house."
The setting of the story, whose
title I forgot the following day,
was frontier America and the
Indians were about to attack the
fort which was momentarily
populated by a few women, as·
sorted children, a crotchety old
man and a three legged mutt.
Just as the plot approached the
brink of disaster, the hero arrived to save the day and the
fort by manifesting all the indic·
ations of a well fortified and
solid front. Gum, were propped
up along the walls and fired in
unison by means of a trip mechanism, and the children were instructed to shout and raise the
dust. Needless to say, the In·
dians decided to think it over
and while they were about it
were attacked from the rear by
the returning soldiers. When the
dust settled and the white man
was again secure in his con·
quests we were satisfied that
justice had been executed and
retired to the washrooms, drink·
ing fountains and pop-corn stand
in preparation for the next
lthowing.
At about that time, which
was toward the end of the Second World War, the world was
becoming increasingly aware of
the havoc that can be caused by
a dynamic leader and a few
dedicated followers who are
willing to shout and beat the
dust in order to gain power.
Since then we have kept an eye
on the Communists, Nazis, Separatists and other such 'unsav·
oury' groups that might chip
away at the foundations of our
democratic way of life. But
who is watching us while we
the socially conscious and civic
minded watch Beattie in Allan
Gardens? Are we, who have
decided what the cultural patterns and image of our nation
will be, not guilty of the same
manoeuvres?
We band together in the
name of all that is holy to
provide for our city or province or nation what we feel
is necessary. We elect an ex·
ecutive, nmt quarters, go to
every meetlnt to swell the attendance, grab headlines and
radio time, we write letters to
the editor,
1he ear of
oar representatives and appear
slmultaneoasly on every COi'•
ner.

be..
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On the other hand, what city
or province or nation does not
point with just pride to its mu·
seum, beautiful park or youth
orchestra that was established
against overwhelming odds, zon·
ing laws, and public abuse.
Many ~f our most valuable gov·
ernment services were originally
just a gleam in a committee's
eye. Once these cultural, rec·
reational and service organiza·
tions are established and their
necessity proven, the government
can be called on for grants to
support it and at that point the
public is supporting financially,
something it did not want in the
first place.
One hears a great many corn·
plaints about tax money being
spent on welfare, parks, the
CBC, schools and etc. and we
the 'right thinkers' call the dis·
senters materialistic slobs, and
maybe they are, but in a democracy they have, in theory, one
vote apiece. Now if there are
enough of them, we are not
only building a false cultural
image, but destroying it at its
democratic foundation.
The question is then, are we
going to change our ways, or
change the name we give to our
form of Government. It is a
complicated and rather delicate
problem that I do not pretend
to have a cure for but I have
decided that until the rupture is
repaired I must learn to control
my dedication and limit my
manifestations to the numerical
value of one .

MARY DANILUK

A

In a tavern,
the old adjutant talks
It's a shame. That wasn't al·
ways a bawdy tune, you know.
The words have been dirtied up.
Well, you're all too young and
you don't remember, but it used
to be so gentle and innocent
really, and moving. I first heard
it among the troops withdraw·
ing from Russia. At their fires,
in the dark and snow. They were
pointed home and liked to sing
it, even when the wind drowned
their voices.
Yes, I was there. I was there
with the emperor and the shivering remnants of his Grand
Army. Haven't I told you all
that? Ah, the emperor! That
poor, great man. At cne point,
you know, I had to take the
reins from his hands and lead
his horse myself. He was numb,
mentally if not physically. He
ate and spoke little, and got no
sleep at all. And in him not one
sign of that famous eagle spirit!
At times even, he was wholly
unaware of his surroundings. His
eyes would fasten onto the most
irrelevant things: a bare tree,
crumpled paper, anything. I
don't know if he knew the condition of his troops, for no
member of the suite had the
courage to daily report the number dead from cold and hunger.
or from the Russian harrass·
ment.
And what was he thinking,
eh? In all that time, what,
thoughts forced themselves upon
his mind? Terrible thoughts,
perhaps: that tens of thousands
had died, at his instigation and for nothing, nothing at all.
They say too that great men
long to escape their lives, to
escape into obscurity. So per·
haps he thought of the peasants
and their tiny green tracts in
the spring, and maybe, maybe
he longed to change places. Ah,
do you understand that, really?
But you don't know, you don't
know all that went before that
sad retreat. He had over 400,000

·~'··-

Drama
season:
three plays

"Our Town" by Thornton
Wilder and Jean Anouilh's
"Thieves' Carnival" will be the
first term productions of the
Drama Section.
First readings for casting will
be held in Essex Hall Theatre
Sept. 22-23, between 7 and
9:30 p.m. Interested actors,
technicians and public relations
people are invited to try out
for the two shows.
The first production, "Our
Town" is scheduled for Nov.
11-12 in Cleary Auditorium,
while "Thieves' Carnival" will
play Essex Hall Theatre in December.
This season includes William
Shakespeare's "As You Like
It," for the third production
which takes place in April.
Additions to the Essex Theatre include extensive lighting
equipment and stage rigging
completed this summer. In the
fall, a large, fully equipped
theatre workshop in the new
Fine Arts annex will begin
turning out scenery and prop·
erties.
New drama faculty member
A. Owen Klein will assist Dan·
iel P. Kelly in the direction of
the productions. Miss Margaret
McConville is in charge of costume production and wiJI also
help Mr. Kelly and Mr. Klein
in other aspects of scene design.

men, the emperor, when he en·
conapse in Spain was he jolted
tered Russia. The Grand Army
into full sensibility. All at once,
was invincible, and he, its corn·
with a small suite that includeri
mander, was a genius. Yes, a
me, he abandonded his troops
genius, and the world will swear
and hurried back to France to
to that. But then, you know, he
organize another army. Murat
couldn't catch the enemy. They
and Ney were left to bring the
always withdrew. Barclay was
rest out, but it was scarcely
shrewd-he wouldn't engage, but
worthwhile: the Grand Army
destroying the land after him, he
was finished.
drew our men deeper into RusWell, what of it? Perhaps the
sia. The emperor was furious
price of having great men is th1t
and drove his troops frantically,
armies be annihilated. Caesar
recklesssly, anything to force a
too Wjs impossible without hunbattle. Then, almost at the outdreds of thousands dead. And
skirts of Moscow, Barclay was
in the long run, you know, it's
dismissed and Kutuzov installed
only the Caesars that make our
as Russian commander. Kutuzov
history books interesting. Well,
wanted to fight, to defend the
that's too simple, but it's what
Mother City. But by this time
I think now anyway. And as I
our army had lost all advantage.
said, perhaps, just perhaps, when
More than half the force had
the emperor was dazed he en·
dispersed, fighting local actions
vied the peasant's life. But he
from Warsaw to Riga. Worse,
wouldn't change his own, J
the emperor had driven straight
know. He wouldn't change be·
at Russia's heart, and now cos·
cause he wanted his immortality.
sack divisions still remained to
I mean, just think now: as long
his north and south. Winter too,
as records are kept and his ac·
winter would soon be upon him,
tions and thoughts can influence
so that in the long run not rifles,
other generations, he is really
but the skies would select a vie·
immortal. Just as, I would say,
tor. At last, I guess you know,
Alexander's spirit survived in
the armies clashed desperately at
our emperor. Listen, I'm serious,
Borodino. All day they fought,
I think right now perhaps that's
each side obstinate for every
all the immortality there is. It's
square foot of ground. And on
the same with all of them: Rousthat day, my friend, on that day
seau, Shakespeare, all of them:
ob~tinancy cost that earth eighty
their writings, their ideas, are
thousand men.
absorbed by new generations~beWell, the emperor gained Mos·
come part of new men and in
cow. They deserted and burnt
this way traces of th;ir spirit
it, but he got Moscow. He was
last. But as for the nonentity,
really shaken and couldn't un·
the peasant, the forgotten man,
derstand: all this way, all those
~hat chance has he of afterlife?
lives, and now, now they set the-"·-~ e , we ,
w is it you'·ve
prize ablaze. He held up in the
Jet me babble on like this, eh?
Kremlin for days, refused to
I've Jost track of what I started
leave, and continually screamed
to say. Ah yes, the song. That
at his advisors, until at last they
song, my dear friend, was the
convinced him to give up the
most beautiful in the world, to
campaign and lead the remaining
my ears anyway. It's really ter·
90,000 men home. And so we
rible they've changed it. It was
tried to fight out of that horstarted in Russia, you know.
rible blizzarded country. GradMost of the troops were lost,
ually, the emperor seemed to
and that's all they left.
revive but only when told of the
IAN A LLABY

The Editors of the Lances'
new supplement,
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WHY ENGLISH?
During the last few years
there has been so much adverse
criticism aimed at the Engli~h
courses in Ontario high schools
and universites that the average
student is apt to wonder how
important the study of English
is at the university level and
whether it i~ necessary at all for
some Degrees. This attitude
seems to be symptomatic of a
world in which science and technology have unsurped our interest to the detriment of the basic
purpose of education itself. We
need to take a long hard look
at a sy~tem that tends to put
more emphasis on the bridge
than on the builder of the
bridge,
English is not only important,
it is the key subject in any
course of studies. The stock retort of the engineering student
is: "What u~e is English? You
can't build bridges with it.' And
I say to him you can't build
bridges without it. The primary
purpose of any language is to
enable us to communicate our
thoughts accurately. And this involves grammar, spelling and
sentence structure. Jnnacurate
use of a simple noun for example, could conceivably throw
out the interpretation of technical instructions; a misplaced
verb could be the nail for want
of which the bridge was lost.
And the scientist who intends to
get to the. top of his profession
or to make his discoverieis
known is going to have to know
how to compose and deliver a
clear and interesting paper.
But the majority of toclay's
graduates won't get to the top
of their profession nor will they
want to. And in their world of
the coming four-day week, the
use of leisure is going to be a
problem. If the study of English
can instil in them a desire to
fill some of these hours with in·
telligent reading, it has moved

It is no longer enough to par·
rot the old chiche: 'the purpose
of education is to make us
think.' The I.B.M. machine can
think; the adding machine can
outdistance rapid cat. We need
to learn to feel in the fullest
senl,e of the word: to develop
emotionally, And this is where
the study of English is so important. (Or did you think "Up
the Down Staircase" was an
amusing book, good for a few
laughs, and that's all?)

Sept. 19 - Oct. 12 - Exhibi·
tion. Leo Rabkin, water
colon and construction.
Gertrude Kasie. Gallery,

DOROTHY FARMILOE

310 Fisher building 11 a.m.
S p.m.
Sept. 20 - 25 - Sheridans
School for Scandal, Mendelssohn theatre, Ann Arbor, 8 p.m. ,Adm, chg.
Sept 22 & 24 - Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, Ford
Aud.; 8:30 p.m. Adm. chg.

Phone 254-8122
1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
AND
* Repairs

The lost is/(lnd
(The Lost Island and Other
Poems, Dorothy Farmiloe; Gry·
phon Press, 1966)
Dorothy Farmiloe's "The Lost
Island and Other Poems" came
about in an attempt to order
her many poems thematically
and to find a consistency in her
imagery and poetic problems.
The result is a progression, a
convergence of thought, that
may lead the reader to doubt
certain poems, but never the
whole. Her poems relate consis·
tently and evenly, compliment
and advance one another, and
in all ways show the world of
Dorothy Farmiloe. They are,
what might be termed "I"
poetry, experimental, but sufficiently universalized to make
her readers identify with the
"I". Her imagery and themes are
drawn from the modern world
and sometimes this causes a
contrast between the language
and the modem image. For example,
the bridge
soars upward
soul-separate
above the stinking river
above the rush hour traffic . . .
The image is shocking and in
this respect she captures some
of Donne's quality.

TO

to turn out a graduate who is
a well-rounded personality first,
an engineer second. The bridge
that such a graduate builds will
be more than functional. It will
be beautiful. It will span the
river of life and "lend a myth to
God."

TAILORS
* Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

"Ask For It"

* Storage
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BOOK REVIEW

In this age of specialization
- i.pecialization at earlier and
earlier levels - we are in danger of forgetting that the purpose of education is the development of the whole person. The

Coming events
Sept. 16
International
School Exhibition 4 p.m.;
Arts GaDery, Cass and
Kirby.

I

towards solving a lot of prob·
!ems In the appreciation of a
good poem or a good novel,
more is involved than the mere
killing of time. The study of the
great literature of the past develops us imaginatively to the
point where we can understand
better the literature of our own
time. Through related studie~ in
the humanities we come to understand ourselves, our world,
and the world beyond the im·
mediate reach of steel bridges. A
grasp of the meanings in "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf," for
example, will take us a long way
towards understanding ourselves
and our society; it will take up
further along the road to understanding the verb "to love". (Or
did you think Virginia Woolf
was about people who hated each
other and that's all?)

THE TROUBADOUR -

Many poems in Miss Farmiloe's book express an attitude,
changing as it is, regarding the
ability or the inability of a person to establish a lasting relationship with another in this modern
world. Sometimes pess1m1st1c,
these views often adopt a hopeful attitude as her probing leads
to other problems of maturity,
remmtscence and the modern
city itself. Basically, in the early
poems her themes reflect the inability to relate but she never
quite denies the need involved.
In "Each Man Is An Island"
the poet has attempted to establish a relationship with another
person and has failed. The images move swiftly from the island to the city of modern hous·
ing developments, and finally,
to an emotional involvement
which is expressed in terms of
the weather. The basic paradox
in the poem echoes these
themes: the physical proximity
of the people involved is close,

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
253-0369
Home Cooked Meals

Delivery Service
1CJ% Discount On Meal Tickets

A STUDY IN RELATIONSHIPS

but the mental and spiritual distance, so important in establishing a deep relationship, is distant, cut-off or blocked by
other forces. For her, each man
is an island, "unapproachable"
and "dark". The reason for this
lack of rapport is not given,
pol,sibly because the poet has not
seen the answer herself. As yet,
she has not "retraced" her "solitary steps". There is still hope,
however; the cut-off has not
been complete. The doors and
drapes of the '\eparate houses"
are "closing" or "half drawn".
This retracing will lead to a selfanalysis in a later poem called
"Remorse".
The inevitability of personal
clash in love-hate relationships
is another theme. In the "Calm
Before The Storm" she sayl>:
and I come to you across this
calm
as in a dream aware of the
coming storm
and knowing I'll wake with a
scream.
The frightening aspect here is
the inevitability of the break in
personal committment.
Miss Farmiloe's imagery follows closely
throughout the
poems forming a tight pattern
of thought. The years that Miss
Farmiloe spent in Northern Ontario are reflected in the seasonal images of most of the
poems. She deals with months
of the year which are the mediators between the seasons: April
and Septem r.
ese are flux
periods, periods of change, the
time between serenity and storms
of weather and love. "The Seasonal Equation" is her expre!tsion of a formula for this. The
summer becomes like a happy
memory and is calm; the autumn
is like a tragedy. Winter is the
time for memories, and a time
of death. These images are used
in "Two Masques", "Winter
Reminiscence" and "Summer
Storm." At the same time, these
same poems express the great
loneliness involved in human
feelings for another.

The underlying pess1m1sm
moves to a faint hope but never
to optimism. In "We Are All In
The Dark", an early poem, the
poet says:
I stretch my hand towards yours
but cannot reach you.
I have never been able to reach
you.
Later, in "The End of the Honeymoon" she notes:
So,
after their first quarrel,
their love tumesced, unpow·
ered
moves as the season moves
towarBs the serenity of snow.
The autumn with its death
blow to human relationships may
lead into a "serene" period of
adju~tment. Finally, in "Roses
For December" there are undertones of the previous pessimism
and perhaps, of resentment. We
are left with the same feeling of
winter serenity, but the added
dimension is one of memory.
recollection for the time when
these relationships were established. She can look back to the
Jove present in "Love is a Playground Darling" and "The Un·
dercurrent" and remember only
the air and the sea, unreal as
they are presented, and forget
the "earth's hardness" and the
water that "will be cold when
we return." Here she has hit
upon a truth of life - we remember only the good.
From w at has been said. I
think Miss Farmiloe was writing
of herself when she said:
The lava of her discontent,
her monument
of hardened bitterness and
strife,
she carved into sombre poetry
and wept because the moon was
out of reach.
She tries to bring the moon, her
ideals, down to reality and in
this she succeeds. Her poetry, if
it is sombre, is truthful. It
should go far in establishing her
as the poet she truly is.
Ronald Stephens C.S.B.

Apathy voids education
Reflecting on last year'!. regular session, one thing stands out
as a major deterrent to the maturing process which should affect
~ac~ i~dividual and which should radiate from the university as an
mstttut10n of growth and education. Apathy. It is no longer a !.ingular requirement upon graduation that the student have a prescribed
academic showing and degree to obtain better po itions in industry,
commerce, education, or social services. The employer is no longer
only interested in particular grades, but also in what the student has
done to widen his experiential range. The opportunities for student
involvement and interraction at the extracurricular level in this
institution are able to meet the needs of everyone here. The aim
should be to participate. The proper mixture of academic responsibility and involvement in student affairs prepares the student for
the task which he faces upon graduation. If the proper roles needed
for social interraction are not learned in the vital laboratory which
we know as the university, the individual is ill-prepared to meet
the demands of a modem, competitive society.

DAVID STRACHAN
CAMPUS STYLES FOR GUYS
AND GALS

Clark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels
Campus
Sneekers
10% Discount To Students

The SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte West
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CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS
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e
e
e
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DRY CLEANING
PRESSING
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Strindherg's Miss Julie
opens 'Festival' series
Offering one of its most varied schedules to date, CBC-TV's
Festival senes entered its seventh
season last Wednesday with an
Eric Till production of August
Strindberg's Miss Julie.
From the translation by Elizabeth Sprigge, adapted for TV
by Robert Huber, this 90-m'nute production featured Shirley
Knight of Broadway and Hollywood in the demandi:ig title
role, Neil McCallum as Miss
Julie's peasant lover, and Marigold Charlesworth as the maid
Kristin.
After a season-opener from
the traditional theatre, Festi~-'al will follow with an original Canadian play, Fifteen
Miles of Broken Glass, by
Tom Hendry.
John Hirsch, of the Stratford
Festival and the Manitoba Theatre Centre, directs this drama
about the vicissitudes of a young
and ambitious air cadet in the
dying days of the Second World
War. Hirsch chose Fifteen Miles
of Broken Glass to make his
long overdue comeback to television direction. He and playwright Hendry were both formerly associated with the Manitoba Theatre Centrl!, as its cofounders.
Fifteen ?\,files of Broken Glass,
a nostalgic dama, introduces a
talented newcomer
Terence
Kelly of Vancouver, in the role
of the air cadet. Heath Lamberts also stars as his best friend.
estiv s varied p y i iD
ensuing weeks will include:
Mary of Scotland, Maxwell
Anderson's
historical
drama
produced by Peter Boretski, with
Susan Clark in the title role
(Sept. 28);
David Chapter III, by M.
Charles Cohen, (for Oct. 5), is
a sequel to the Montreal playwright's Festival drama of a few
seasons ago, David Chapter II.
Mar1< Richman of the American
stage and television plays David,
now J9 and a successful lawyer,
whose ideals are in conflict with
his ambition. Havey Hart returned from Hollywood to produce and direct this Cohen
script, after his successful earlier
production of David Chapter II.
Featured in the large cast are
John Marley, a Hollywood veteran, in the role of David's senior law partner, Toby Tarnow
as David's wife and John Vernen as a wheeling, dealing bu~inessman; Ligging About (Oct.
12), the hit Toronto revue by
Paul McDowell (as presenteci
at The Dell by Barrie Baldaro
and McDowell), bring Festi,al
its first taste of nightclub enter-

tainment. With the original fourmember cast Judy Armstrong. Brian Crabb, Paul Soles
and Diane Stapley - this bright
hour of comedy sketches and
music i~ produced by Norm~n
Campbell, poducer-director of
Festival's award-winning ballet
of last season, Romeo and Juliet.
Spirit of the Deed, bY
Michael Sinelnikoff, is based
on The Th:rd Person, a gho5t
story by Henry James. Produced by Da,id Gardner, it
features Mary Savidge, Amelia Hall and "ghost star"
Gordon Pinsent.
My Lost S:iint!., a Tad Mose)
teleplay about a maid's deeprccted involvement in the life
of the family for whom she
works, is a Mario Prizek production starring Canadian-born
New York actress Brett Somers,
with Charmion King, Jack Creley and Alice Hill.
Also scheduled for Festival
this fall is a repeat of one of
last seascn's mcst highly-praiser!
productions, the drama of Heloise and Abelard, produced and
directed by George Bloomfield
and starring Michael Kane and
Susan Clark.
Other Festival productions
in the 1966-67 schedule:
The Taming of the Shrew, by
William Shakespeare, starring
Susan Clark and a young English actor, David Buck, and produced by Mario Prizek;
The Fifth Floor People, by
anadian p aywright
an y
Mann, starring Patricia Collins,
Neil McCallum, Paul Harding,
Jane Mallett and Gillie Fenwick,
produced by Mervyn Rosenzveig;
Yerma, by Spain':. poet-playwright Frederico Garcia Lorca,
and adapted for Festival by Alvin Goldman, with Diana Barrington, Lawrence Dane and Len
Birman in leading roles, and
production by Leo Orenstein;
The Devil Makes Three a
'
murder-thriller by Marc Brandel, starring England's David
Oxley and Barbara Shelley, with
David Hemmings and Ivor
Barry.

MISS JULIE STAR

Shirley Knight discusses deting
When Festival producer - director Eric Till came to cast one
of the most difficult female roles
in modern drama - the neurotic heroine of Strindberg's play
"Miss Julie" he thought of
Shirley Knight.
That was last spring. The fragile, blonde American actress
was winning the prai e of movie
critics for her portrayal of Polly
in the film version of the muchdiscussed Mary McCarthy novel
"The Group." She was then involved in an off-Broadway production of "Rooms," two plays
by Canada's Stanley Mann. The
closing of "Rooms" happily coincided with the start of· rehearsals for CBC-TV's production of the Strindberg drama,
and Miss Knight accepted the
challenging part, to be her first
in Canada
Miss Julie, translated bY
Elizabeth Sprigge and adapted
for TV by Robert Huber, was
telecast as the first presentation on CBC-TV's Festival
series this season. Neil Mc·
Callum and Marigold Charlesworth shared star billing
with Miss Knight.
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It is typical of the 28-yearold e
cr
sometimes spurns a Hollywood
movie role, with its commensurate rewards, for a $65-a-week
part off Broadway. Shirley
Knight really is more interested
in acting than in money and
"films have nothing to do with
acting," she says. "You do a
scene five times, and they take
a little bit from the first take, a
little bit from the second, and
so on. What they finish up with
is unrecognizable.
"I love the theatre . . . If I
don't think a scene comes off,
I'll tell the writer or the director and we'll work at it until
it comes right."

Miss Knight had a generou".,
the Day," and a production of
sampling of the Hollywood
Chekho\''s "The Three Sisters."
scene early in her career. She
Last year she starred in a conwas a student at the University
troversial Los Angeles stage proof California when a talent scout
duction of LeRoi Jones' "Dutchcaught her performance in a
man", a play on racism. It was
little theatre production of
produced by her husband, Gene
"Look Back in Anger," at a
Persson.
Sunset Blvd. playhouse, and the
\ "The reaction was so vioresult was a movie contract. She
lent and the atmosphere got
made a succession of movies,
so tense that I finally had to
and in the process got two Acaleave the cast," she says. "I
demy Award nominations for
was afraid after threats to
supporting roles in "The Dark
our baby."
at the Top of the Stairs" and
The couple has a two-year"Sweet Bird of Youth." She was
old daughter, Kaitlin, who acbeing groomed for stardom, but
companied her mother to Torafter being forced to play roles
onto. The taping of "Miss Julie"
she didn't want, she negotiated
took place in April, and Kaitlin
for her release from the studio.
with her nurse took daily exerShe has done other films
cise and fresh air in a city park
since that time, most recently
near their hotel.
"The Group," which was
filmed in. New York. She accepted the part of Polly largely because she admied Sidney
Lumet, the director, and
wanted to work with him.
Tn a feature story about the
filming of "The Group," a New
York Herald - Tribune writer
When you turn 21
described her at work in the
you're no longer cov•
funeral scene: "Before the camered by your parents'
era came in close, Shirley Knight
Hospital Insurance.
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ing too. When Lumet yelled
'Cut!' Shirley wiped her eyes
and began to chew her gum
again. 'Was that too much?''
she demanded in a cool voice.
Lumet ran over and hugged
her."
Actually, Shirley Knight is
anything but casual about her
The •family' Hospital
craft, though outwardly she may
Insurance premium
seem "cool". Eric Till, who dirmust now be paid to
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cover husband and
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theatre, and her successes on
Broadway were in "Journey to
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ALBERTA QUITS CUS
International Affairs causes split
Ottawa (CUP) - The Canadian Union of Students Mon·
day lost one of its strongest
members, when the University
of Alberta student's council voted to withdraw immediately
from the association.
A telegram informing CUS
president Doug Ward of Edmonton's decision to leave the
organization was received Tuesday in Ottawa.
Edmonton council president
Branny Schepanovicb has for
several months criticized (CUS)
for overextending itself in its
activities, and at the 30th CUS
Congress earlier this month
threatened to pull his University
delegation out of CUS.

FROSH QUEEN Kathy Thompson (right) is congratulated by last
year's queen Maryann Mulveney. Hand at right belongs to SAC
Social Director Gerry Roth.

Everybody misses

''Travellin' Man''
Dr. J. F. Leddy, D. Phil.
D.Litt. D esL. L.L.D., D.C.L.,
President and Vice-Chancellor
of the University of Windsor,
addressed the student body of
the University Monday.
Part of it.
Less than 1000 students
showed up to hear the great
man.
The enrollment of the Uni·
versity is about 3000.
Those who missed the speech
will be sorry. They'll probably
never get another chance to see
the good Doctor before they
graduate.
What with one thing and
another, he's a busy man.
He's President of the fledgling Company of Young Canadians.
He's Vice-President of World
University Services international
and so on. So he isn't in town
too much.
We asked a few frosh why
they missed the speech. Most of
them were polite, but said that
if they heard one more speech
they'd burst.
Lots of them were happier to
sit in the grotto and eat lunch

and hold hands. A good trick,
to do both.
A few others meant to go,
but had pressing engagements
elsewhere. Like the language
Jab, the library, the bookstore.
Those who did listen heard
the Great Man say that the
University was at the point
where there was always one
building under construction, one
just completed, and one about
to start.
He was speaking specifically
of the Tower Wing, the Biolo·
gy Building, and the men's res·
idence.
But for some time there have
been constant sounds of ham·
mering, digging, riveting, and
so on.
And, Dr. Leddy said, the
noise will continue for some
time.
There was a moral to the
absenteeism Monday. One fresh·
man pointed out that anyone
who didn't go was probably
happier but less well informed.
"If ignorance is bliss, tis folly
to be ..." We told him to submit poetry to Troubadour, not
to us.

The sudden pull-out drew an
expression of "disappointment"
from Ward, who said be would
personally encourage and as.sist
the Edmonton campus in any
future move back to CUS fold.
"I am glad that Branny has
bad the strength of his convic·
tions" the CUS President said.
"Alberta has traditionally been
one of the strongest members
of CUS."
Schepanovich's opposition to
CUS policy, particularly in the
area of international affairs, extends back to the day when he
was elected council president.March 4.
Earlier this summer he sent
a circular to all council presidents warning t h e m against
"overextension." The circular
questioned the CUS national
executive's right to make policy
statements on world issues while
at the same time claiming to
represent the opinion of all
Canadian students. It. urged
delegates to the 30th Congress

to consider restricting CUS to
activities which directly involve
university and other post·secon·
dary students in Canada.

SCHEPANOVICH

When his proposals failed to
receive support at this month's
Congress, Schepanovich threat·
ened to pull out of CUS.
"We can do without CUS"
Schepanovich was quoted as
sayin in Edmonton last March
"but the question is, can CUS
do without us?"
CUS Chief Ward, however,
expressed little concern Tuesday
about the financial implications
of Edmonton's withdrawal.
Edmonton's 11,000 stt.:dent
enrollrnent would have added
an estimated $7,000 to CUS
coffers this year, but the five
cent per capita fee increase ap·
proved at this year's Congress
will more than cancel this out.
Ward said CUS will probably
embark on a fund-raising cam·
paign to raise money for its de·
pleted budget, and denied that
there will be any cutbacks in
CUS projects this year.
"It will mean we are going
to ha,e to work harder" he
said. "It will be a smaller and
tighter union now."

Asked what effect the with·
drawal will have on the 280,
OOO dollar cultural and athletic
festival scheduled f o r next
March on the University of
Alberta and University of Calgary campuses, Ward said, "I
have no comment on this. I
don't know what other Councils will have to say, and I
wouldn't want to prejudice their
opinions." The Festival, called
Second Century Week, has re·
ceived backing from CUS, and
financial support from the Centennial Commis.sion and the
Alberta Government, as well as
from private individuals and
companies.
With Edmonton's absence
from CUS membership rolls,
the organization has 43 mem·
bers, representing about 160,000
students in Canadian pest·
secondary Institutions.

program
The first presentation of the
University of Windsor Film
Scciety will be "Dr. Strangelove."
The film will be presented
Tuesday night in the Ambassador Auditorium.
Gil Ga11vreau, Filmsoc President, outlined the year's program this week.
"We offer a total of 14 films
this year," he said, "more than
e,er before."
He added that the Society
was continuing it's stress on
foreign films. "This year we
will have movies from Britain,
Japan, France, Russia, Italy,
Denmark, Sweden and India as
well as the US," he said.

Fearless Kiervin tracks typewriter
by BRIAN KAPPLER
(Lance Crime Editor)
Student Council had a type·
writer.
Once.
But during frosh week it dis·
appeared from the SAC offices
in the University Centre, and
no-one knows where it went.
It was an expensive, highquality Olivetti secretarial type.writer.
It weighed about thirty pounds,
and was nearly a foot on each
side.
So it's unlikely that anyone
took it out under his toga.
And no one recalls seeing a
freshman with a typewriter disguise.
Jan Weir asked Council what
to do about it. They decided that

since the thing had left the of·
fice, the External Affairs De·
partment should handle the case.
So Weir called in Jack (Sam
Spade) Kiervin, the External Affain, Director, to chase down
the typewriter.
Wednesday, we asked Kierrin
how the case was progressing.
'Tve applied analytical methods," he tcld us, "but the sys·
tern broke down when it be·
came necessary to look for the
culprits' fingerprints. It seems
there weren't any. And nobody
wears gloves in September. So
the crook must not have any
fingers."
Kienin said that the graduate
scciety was looking fer typewriters last week, and that he
wants to ask
Ramon Sood,

Gradsoc president, for more information.
Trusting in Kiervin, SAC
hasn't bothered to alert the Uni·
versity security police to the
theft.
Kiervin says that he wants to
talk to officials of the Bulmer
typewriter company.
He explained that last wee'<.
when the Lance rented se\ era I
typewriters from Bulmer, and
sold several others. "an error
could have been made."
The investigation continues,
and Kiervin promises to make
public the details as soon as be
names the culprit.
. , , , .,,_f/,:,,-,,,:mmw ·-,-,"·"s;;,·,•=:::.
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Two new chaplains named
by CHRISTINE BRANIGAN

University religious life is
supported by the services of
chaplains representing the Roman Catholic, Anglican and
United churches.

The;e are people who said I would not last a week but contrary
to popular opinion here I am again, scintillating and alive just like
germ city, no matter how mucbDranoyou use.
Homer Plante is alive, rejoice!!
A recent perfunctory survey showed that the main topics that
occupy the minds of University of Windsor students are:
1. The problem of the infinity of the universe.
2. The problem of the certainty of Knowledge.
3. The problem of Existence.
and 4. Sex.
In that order. Space will allow me to only solve the first three,
with the help of my Socrates-Corona electric typewriter. The latter,
I am afraid you will have to work out for yourself. However if you
require any assistance questions may be directed to me, Dear Addy
c·o this newspaper and I will return your answer in a plain wrapper.
PROBLEM I
If a man were to leave the earth from any one point and travel
towards the zenith, he will eventually (provided that no celestial movement takes place) return to earth at the antipodes of that place whence
he left.
The reason for this seemingly phenomenom is as follows:
The universe is gripped in a time warp, an imperfection. The
opposing perfection of this is, of course, eternity. In a pantheistic
way the universe is therefore an imperfect mirror image of a perfect universe, eternally God.
PROBLEM 2.
Let us imagine a goldfish bowl the size of the universe and in
that goldfish bowl an infinite number of black jelly beans and one
white jelly bean. Also let us place in this bowl a computer which
would perform the task of shaking the bowl and analyzing the bowls
contents, singly, as to colour.
Setting our computer to work let us give some thought to the
results of many analyses. It is quite possible that the computer will
"know" only of the existence of the black jelly beans and not of
the existence of the white. Carrying this to the other extreme the
computer could "discover" only the existence of the white jelly
bean and be totally ignorant of the black jelly beans.
How do we know that every time we rick our finger we
will feel pain much le!ts blood? The conclusion is we cannot have
certain knowledge of anything . . . but do not try and put that on
examination paper.
PROBLEM 3.
Existence as we know it is composed of a countless number of
circles. The gr~ater the circumference of the circle the lower the
degree of perception increases for the participating beings. Within
the structure of anyone the participating beings are all diametrically
opposed, hence the existence of the circle.
All concentric circle!. are in a state of constant motion, revolution, about their common centre. It is the fact that the participating
beings are at opposite ends of diameters that keeps the circles in
motion. It stands to reason that the outer circles' participating members are revolving at a rate much faster than the members of the inner circle!. relative to the centre. At the centre there is a point which
does not revolve, the still-point. This still-point has the highest level
of perception, some people call this being, which has no equal and
no diametrical opposite, GOD!!!
HUME THOUGHTS FROM A BROAD
Immaculate Kant
I can't
And neither can he!
The quandary in which myself
I nqw find
Surely it is just a
State of mind.
Whether it is all a dream
And thing!.' are not what they seem
Or I am real
And I can feel
I cannot fathom.
REMEMBER FROSH THAT DESPITE WHAT YOUR PROFESSORS TELL YOU, YOU ARE ALL EXPECTED TO BE
ANAL RETENTIVES UNTIL NEXT YEAR THEN EXPLODE!
TO MAUREEN K. THE GIRL IN THE TEX-MADE SHEET
MY FAULT

Too small, too large
relative acromegaly
Again coerced, not
by you but by the
Tyrant foot .

2045 Wyandotte W.
253-0369
Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
l()qo Discount On Meal Tickets
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The Rev. W. Christianson,
S.T.B., was ordained in the
spring of 1966 after complet•
ing training at Trinity College
in Toronto. In addition to his
chaplaincy
duties,
Father
Christianson wiD also be pursuing courses towards his

McEACHERN

Re, erend V. McEachem,
Ph.D., will again be United
Church chaplain, Dr. Mc~chem feels that availab.liiy
to and individual contad
with his parishioners is an
important part of his chaplaincy. His office is located in
Room 317 in the Windsor
Hall tower. Faculty advisor of
the Iona Club, Dr. McEachem hopes that the first meeting can be held Wednesday,
Sept. 28 at 4:30 and every
other week thereafter.

His office is located in Room
317 in the Windsor Hall tower.
Faculty advisor of the Iona
Club, Dr. McEachem hopes
that the first meeting can be
held Wednesday, Sept. 28 at
4:30 and every other week
thereafter.
A veteran of the RCAF and
more recently from a parish in
British Columbia, Dr. Eachern
and his wife have moved a
great deal in the past few years.
With their present home located
at the corner of Sunset and
Riverside Drive, they feel able
to maintain a closer contact

doctorate In philosophy
Services will continue to be
held on a regular daily basis in
St. Basil's House Chapel Oocated between the University Cen·
tre and Assumption University)
with a 10:30 a.m. service on
Sundays. The chaplain's office
and residence are located io the
old Canterbury College build;ng
at 172 Patricia Road.
Fr. Christianson plans to reconvert the lower level at 172
Patricia to a student lounge
complete with a television, a
record player and a good supply
of records, providing Anglican
students with a place off campus to relax and bring their
friends. It is also hoped that the
area will ease the cramped eating facilities around campus by
pro\ iding students with an area
to eat their lunches in.
Free coffee will always be
on hand. This lounge area is
cpen to students now.

17 PERCENT INCREASE

More profs named
Seven newly-appointed faculty
members bring the total number of full-time teachers at the
University of Windsor to 213.
The increase from last year's
total of 128 is 17 percent. The
new total does not include post·
doctorate
fellows,
graduate
teaching fellows, sessional and
other part-time instructors.
Bruce E. Burton, associate
lecturer, Institute of Social Stud·
ies, The Hague, is appointed assistant professor political scienCP
department.
Dr. Vincente Perez-Soler is
appointed assistant professor of
modern languages. Born in Valencia, Spain, he obtained his Licentiate and PhD at the University of Valecia.

U-DO-IT
CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus

EARt1 S GRILL

Fr. and Mrs. Christianson are
anxious to meet Anglican stu·
dents by having them in their
home for bridge-playing, social
gatherings and varied evening
events. A discussion group
which w~uld tackle modern
problems ranging from integration to mercy killing will pro·
vide Anglican students with the
stimulation necessary to help in
a critical understanding and thus
strengthening of their religious
life, he said.

FR. CHRISTIANSON

Dr. Edward P. Sheridan is
appointed assist.int professor,
psychology.

Hymnal marriage
of the psychic drama
To the Byzantine Rite
ships, that pass in the night
That is all that we . . . I am.

with United Church students,
e pecially those from out of
town.

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchose

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

Ron R. Stewart is appointed
a lecturer in the sociology and
anthropology department, and
Seymour Faber a part-time lecturer in the
same department
and also in the psychology department.
Ronald G. Hoskins, who has
been completing PhD studies at
Queen's University, where he
was a tutor in honours Canadian history for the last two
years, is appointed lecturer, his·
tory department. He received h:s
BA and MA at the University
of Windsor.
John A. McCorquodale is appointed lecturer, civil engineering. Born at Woodstock, Ont.,
he Teceived his B.E. Sc from
University of Western Ontario
and his M.Sc. from the University of Glasgow.

FR. HOGAN
Also new on campus this
fall is The Rev. T. Hogan,
C.S.B., a native of Detroit
and a graduate of St. Michaers in Toronto. Fr. Hogan
comes to the U of W from
teaching English and religion
rat the Basilian high school in
Houston, Texas. His office ~
Room 114 on the main flOOI'
of the Assumption University
building.
As faculty moderator of the
Thomas More Society, he plans
to use the club as a base for an
expanding discµssion group of
current and new problems. "So
many university students are
never confronted with issues
which must become important
to the developing individual,"
he said. "The unique ecumenical setting of this campus can
provide this stimulation."
He feels a combination of
discussions and films would be
a new way of approaching current themes.
Jn future meetings, Fr. Hogan hopes to present films !:>Y
Fellini and Bergman including
European productions !tuch as
"L'.:l Dolce Vita," "The Loneli·
ness of the Long Distance Runner," and "The Virgin Spring.''
Fr. Hogan comments, "In no
way would this overlap the activities of similar groups on
campus, but would provide stu·
dents with an opportunity to
discuss human problems, relationships and involvements in
depth."
Another important feature of
campus religious life cot1ld be
the continuation of weekend
conferences to be held perh:ips
in Pontiac similar to the inter
denominational conference that
took place in Paris, Ontario,
last spring.

STUDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!

~
~

Rudy's Barber Shop
For the finest in

PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2340 UNIVERSITY W.

Right Under The Bridge
Convenient To Staff And Students
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11IE HARDHAT WON'T HELP IF THEY
DROP THE SHOVEL ON ME says Joe Workman, but he d~ the job anyhow. It's the new
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men's residence, and It just started the day befcre
this picture was taken.
(Pat Rossiter photos)

Building program continues
"one just completed, one in planning
stage, one half finished" - Leddy
The building boom at the
University of Windsor has
reached the · point where there
is always "one building just
completed, one half done, and
one in the planning stage."
That's how University Presi-

Classes are now being held
in the Biology Building; the
south wing of Windsor Hall is
about half done; the University
refrigeration plant is almost as
far along ,excavations have just
begun for a new men's resi-

present state of construction affairs.

held in the Loblaws building as
the renovations near completion.

And there are now two well
under construction, one starting,
and one just finished.

The Loblaws Building, on
Wyandotte between Sunset and
California, was purchased by

MIRROR IMAGE of the north wing, the new south wing o( Wind.
Hall will house several departments now cramped in attics, basemen1s and garrets.
IIOI'

the University during the summer, and renovations ha,e
transformed it into a classroom
building to temporarily house
the Fine Arts department, including music, drama, sculpture,
and painting. Part of the buildwi
rooms equipped to accomodate
closed circuit TV lectures.
Remodelling of the building
is nearly complete.
Addition cf a South Wing to
Windsor Hall will cost the University more than $1,600,000.
The wing will be a "mirror
image" of the existing north
wing, built in 1965.
The new wing was designed
by Giffel& Associates Limited,
and is being built by Eastern
Construction. Construction began April 25, and is slated to
be completed early next year.
The wing will be ccnnected
with the tower at basement and
second flcor levels. There will

GODDAM MUD says Joe Workman as he dmnantles concrete forms
on the refrigeration plant job. He won't be much happier when the
mud freezes, because he'll freeze too.

also be a connection with the
Biology Building.
The new wing
house the
psychology department and latoratories, the school of nurs·ng,
n
theology departments, presently
inadequately housed in other
buildings.
The building will be fully
air-conditioned and equipped
with outlets for closed-circuit
tele ... ision.
The Biology Building, completed this spring at a total cost
of $1,700,000, includes facilities for the studies cf zoclogy,
general biology, botany, microbiology, and related sciences;
an aquarium; a museum; and a
large area for the care and
study of animals.
A non-enclosed portion of
the roof will have four greenhouses with 4,700 square feet

SHAKESPEARE CENTRE Is what Drama czar
Dan KeDy calls this imposing edifice, but to us

will

under glass. An enclosed section will house plant growth
chambers, a mechanical room
and shop area.
ince the building hous~
both research facilities and
teaching areas and year-round
use of most of the building expected, the entire building will
be air-conditioned. Insulating
glass window units incorporate
a solar-gray exterior sheet and
clear plate glass interior sheet.
The refrigeration plant now
under construction on the riverfront will serve to air-conditior
most of the University buildings without their own air-conditioning equipment.
The new men's residence now
u n d e r construction between
Cody Hall and Huron Line will
almost double the total accomodation for men on campur..

It's still Loblaws. It houses the department of
One arts, drama worlmhops, and some TV classes.
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Troubadour acclaimed,
continuation now 'assured'
The success of the new literary supplement of The Lance, The
Troubadour, ensures its continuation.
Imaginative art and writing which often has gone unpublished
or had only a limited circulation at the U of W will now be more
widely seen.
We hope to combine the best features of Generation with fresh
creative artwork. to publish a supplement of distinction.
•
There have been some criticism, as well as a considerable amountL
of favorab[e comment, of The Troubadour. This is we come and
look forward to contributions from those who voiced the loudes.t
complaints.
Interest at the University for and about the supplement is high,
and The Troubadour could well establish a unique tradition among
Canadian university newspapers.

Council cuts many budgets.I
axe falls on smaller clubs
Toe ax has already fallen on the suggested budgets of many
campus organizations.
Those advocates of obscure causes who have approached this
year's SAC with enthusiasm over narrowly-focused projects have
found that the preliminary announcements of the Student Council
regarding budget cutting were accurate.
Since the SAC is starting out with a sizeable deficit, it is quite
apparent that a tight-fisted attitude is nece!/Sary. The $4,000 is not
totally Jost, but only a small portion of the money is available for
purposes of accounting.
Toe New Christy Minstrel concert of last February, which is a
major cause of the deficit, was a costly lesson. Less ambitious programs will be planned until the loss is made up.
Returning students remember only too well the folly of some of
last year's clubs. RestrictionS' have been placed on a few, unfortun·
ately, because of what took place.
Toe SAC has strong grounds for requesting a raise in the $12.50
activities fee for next year's council.
The U of W can scarcely hope to compete on even terms with
schools with a much larger fee. The mean figure for councils across
Canada is roughly $22.

Weir seeks new decision on·
Senate study week decree
The move by SAC to alter the academic calendar to incl11rl~
both the slack week and "study week" just prior to exams is worthy
of active support by the student body.
Slack week, scheduled for the end of February was put in the
calendar apparently to allow for the displacement of the traditional
study week. This substitution can provide only limited relief for staff
and students.
The rationale of the Senate of the University which decided on
the abolition of study week is not clear. The members are, however,
willing to reconsider.
Certainly, two or three days bet.1een the end of classes and
exams is not sufficient to provide for preparation for exams.

Canadian Pavilion "fascinating"
(Editor's note - John Tom·
linson Lance Editor in Chief,
spent ' two days in Montreal
touring the site of Expo '67,
as a guest of the Expo Planning Committee. This is his re·
port on the mammoth Canadian
Pavilion now under construe·
tion.)
Upside-down pyramids, an 18•
foot map, and a 11 people tree"
highlight the Canadian Pavilion
at Expo 67

. ''
surprise
BY JAN WEIR
SAC Presideut
The withdrawal of the Uni·
• versity of Alberta from CUS
does not come as a surprise to
many of the delegates of the recent CUS convention in Hali·
fax. Branny Schepanovich, the
student president of the Uni,er·
sity of Alberta, caused quite a
stir at the CUS Congress in an
attempt to limit what he thought
was an "overextension" of CUS
policy.
Schepanovich questioned the
validity of CUS making policy
statements on international affairs while claiming to represent
Canadian students.
While many other delegations,
including the Windsor repre·
sentatives, agreed with Schepanovich, they were offended by
his presentation and his impa·
tience "':'ith entertaining possible
modifications.
Most of the delegations Jost
faith in Schepanovich when he
entered a motion on the floor
of the international committee
to limit expenses on interna·
tional travel to $500.
Last year, only $580 was
spent on international travel.
It became painfully clear af·
ter this that perhaps Schepan·
ovich was not as well informed
on the situation as he might be.
He could very well achieve
his aims by staying within CUS.
Doug Ward in his opening
speech affirmed his agreement
that CUS had to "pull in its
horns" and focus on a policy
that more directly involved education.
Schenpanovich wanted to im·
pose too rigid a straight jacket
on CUS policy.
Other delegates felt t h a t
Ward's position left moce flex·
ibility and would eventually at·
tain most of Schepanovich's
ideals.

The "people tree" is a styJ.
ized maple more than 60 feet

at once, how long they last, and
so on, but I prcmptiy forgot
high with a thousand "leaves,''
them.
each of 15 sq. ft.
Briefly. the idea is this: The
The nylon panel leaves will
theatre is divided into six sec·
represent Canadians at work
tion~. like wedges of pie. Fi\e
and leisure.
of these are in front of mO\ ie
The Canadian government is
screens at any time, the ether
spending millions of dollars on
is in a loading dock changing
the mammoth pavilion designed
passengers. The theatre then
to represent the whole of Canmo\es, and several short mov:es
ada to the exposition, whose
arc rrcsented, explaining the
theme is "Man and His World."
hi~torical growth of Canada to
While many of the individual
foreign visitors and any Cana·
exhibits seem extravagant, todian citizens who want the ride.
gether they will make a com·
The first is about exploration,
plete picture of our nation to
the next conflict and settlement,
be presented to the millions of
and so en.
international visitors Expo hopes
Thinking all the time, the
tc greet.
planners decided that there was
The focal point of the whole
sure to be a lineup in front of
pavilion will be a huge inverted
this exhibit, so they threw a
pyramid, the Katimavik (Eski·
roof over jt, and lined the ap·
mo wcrd for meeting place)~
. -----p=r""'
oac with a, series of displays
The pyramid serves as a setting
of artifact:; and books about the
for a collection of objects which
history of Canada.
the government has represented
And watch your step on the
as universal to all men. There
way out of the theatre. Departare replicas of a sun dial, an
ing, you climb a ramp, turn a
hour glass, a compass, a gyro·
h
corner, and find yourself caug t
~-cope, a radar antenna, and so
in a mirror-produced fantasy of
on. Food, too, because it's more
images and sounds from 1867'
or less universal helps to illus·
the year of Canadian Confedtrate the theme of "Man and
eration.

His World."

There are seed pods of the
lotus, the wild carrot, the helobore, bittercress, and, of course,
maple.
I especially enjoyed the rep·
resentation in the Katimavik of
man himself - a highly original collection of masks, from
Japan, from Greece and Rome
of two millenia ago, African
masks of various political and
religious significance, and a
colourful Haida Indian mask.
The designers swear that the
electronic music they have plan·
ned to accompany the Katama·
vik exhibits will add to the ef·
feet.
There are several dozer sep·
arate exhibits within the Cana·
dian pavilion, and some of the:n
are worthy of special note.
The "lane;!'' from which the
"people tree" arises is divided into four quadrants, each deaJ:ng
with an aspect of Canadian life.
Ha\ e a look, e~pecially, at the
"ethnic di ,ersity" section. Not
yet ccmplete, it promises to be
of special interest.
Nobody likes to talk about
how much it co~t to build the
relating theatre used to present
five different movies about the
cultural and political growth of
Canad1.
My hosts told me great lis:·.
cf figures about how many
;,eople can watch the mov'es

An area of 90,000 square
feet has been set aside for a
series of displays on "Challen·
ges."
Though highly expensive and
spectacular, these exhibits are
probably the weakest thematical·
ly. To me, they evoked more
thought of the Canadian Na·
tional Exhibition than of the
challenges of Canadian life.
Taken as a whole, the Can·
adian Pavilion will offer an ac·
curate, if stylished, picture of
Canadian life.
And there are many other
pavilions, sponsored by various
commercial concerns, interna·
tional organizations, and govern·
ments. Few are as large as the
Canadian pavilion, but all are
open to the public, and the diversity is such that in a week
one could not take in all that
is offered.
At presentthe grounds
are a sea of mud to which abo~:t
J0,000 workmen strive to br:ng
order. They claim that they are
ahead of schedule, and will be
ready for the opening next year.
If the thing ever does open,
we'd say "So see it!"
You may not see it all; you
surely won't want to. But there
are bound to be enough interesting exhibits to make it a
thoroughly fascinating experi·
ence.
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"Stomping Six" resolutions
produce '' new kind of student''
by JOHN KELSEY
(Editor-in-Chief, The Ubyssey)
HALIFAX (CUP) - The Canadian Union of

Students has invented a new kind of student.
He pays no fees and gets a salary for attending
university.
He probably doesn't have middle-class parents.
He wants to learn, and actively participates in
what he learns by attending board of governor
and senate meetings, electing representatives to
boards and ~enates, and fighting for alternate ways
to administer universities.
He fights to preserve academic freedom and
improve the quality of universities.
He is a creature of the stomping six resolutions passed Thursday by 250 delegates to
the 30th Canadian U nion of Students Congress
at Dalhousle U niversity.
T he major resolution of the stomping six is
universal accessibility to higher education, which
replace~ the standing CUS order that spurred
UBC's march of concern last October.
T he new univac move, calling for student salaries, no fees and improved education at all levels,
rolled over the remnants of right-wing opposition
from M cGill U niversity, Maritime and University
of Alberta delegates by a vote of 86 to 36.
T he other five resolutions ~upport universal accessibility by advocating:
• Increased federal support for education by
granting new taxation powers to the provinces,
since education is constitutionally a provincial
matter in Canada;
• Non-secret board of governors and academ·
ic senate meetings;
• Student participation in deciding questions
of academic freedom;
• A new CUS commitment to higher quality
education, full student participation in university

government and full student responsibilities to take
an active role in raising academic standards.
• Univac calls for rejection of all Joan plans,
bursaries, means tests and other conditions on
student aid, favoring tuitionless student stipends.
It urges student community WOl'k to remove
motivational barriers to higher education, beginning at the pre-school level.
1be 24-point resolution was clnfted and
moved by the University of Victoria's student
president Stephen Bigsby, generally regarded
hen, as the hardest working delegate of the

Coogree.
Said Bi~sby, "This resolution, contains both
Jong-term financial and social goals, and immediate
implementation steps."
He said it could, if implemented with the rest
of the stomping six university affairs resolutions,
change the entire character of Canadian universities.
University of British Columbia delegate Peter
Braund spoke strongly for all six resolutions and
said UBC would work for their implementation.
In other business, U BC moved that CUS start
a national student newsmagazine, to cost the union $1 0,000 an issue.
Working with McGill's Victor Rabinovitch,
CUS associate secretary for communications.
UBC's Braund told the Congress the first issue
would appear on all campuses in early 1967.
The Congress also approved money to hire two
new travelling field secretaries.
One will work exclusively in the Maritimes to
help strengthen student councils at the small Atlantic schools.
The other new field secretary will work with all
member institutes to create student housing cooperatives across Canada.

MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY Student CouncU president Rex Murphy
rises at CUS convendon to a1D1oonce that "CUS Is nothin~ but P,
gigantic Gestetner machine", and that he and Memorial are lea,·in~
the Union. The departure was one of four, which were offset bY

four new entries to the 43-member Union.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Lance accepts typed,
double spaced letters of one
page, provided they are not
obscene or llbelous.
Submit letters by 6 p.m.
Monday for publicadon Fri·
day.
No pseudonyms may be
used unless the writer maka
his Identity known to the Ed·
itor.
Make submksioos in the
Press Office, second floor,
University Centre.

McLEAN ARTICLE
SAID VILE ATTACK
Sir:
Your recent article about Miss
Evelyn McLean was a vile,
slanderous attack on one of the
great ladies of our campus.
You may scoff at morality,
but statistics show that ever
since the "new wave" morality
has taken hold in our country,
illigitimate births have increased
12 percent.
Someone has to insure the
safety of the many co-eds,
most of them fresh from the

countryside

and pure •

•

dahy.

Think of a thousand worried
fathers, who all hope whole·
heartedly that the officials of the
University are taking the proper
steps to insure that their little
girls are protected from the ravenous, animalistic males who
lurk in every comer.
I know that my dad is greatly
relieved to know that I am protected. And I know that he will
not be amused to learn of the
critical attitude of your paper
towards Miss McLean and her
efforts.
YOU cynical lechers juSt
don't realm the thinp girls
go through.

Morality is the only staff
wl:i1cii weak, con sea fros gir s
can safely Jean on. No other is
so dependable, so steadfast, so
reliable.
So from now on, Jay off Mis~
McLean.
Sue Pegler (Arts Pelim)

IS SW&A REALLY
II AGGRAVATION"?
Dear Sir:
Sept. 14 brought 1100 frosh
face to face with the bitter
truth. They are no longer stud·
eots - at least in the eyes of
the SW & A, our local system
of public aggravation. Countless
young innocent frosh were in·
formed by the mighty father of
fathers as he sat perched on his
plastic air cushion that the fare
for university students is 25c,
no longer 15c. They failed to
mention and so did the frosh
that nursing students and bus·
iness students are allowed to pay
student fare.
I always make a point of
complaining and usually the bus
driver will agree that university
students are probably the most
deserving of a special stucient
rate. Do you realize how much
you have spent in the past two
weeks on tuition, books, and
board? Add to that total BUS
FARE.

Incidentally, why is the bus
stop STILL on the east corner
of Patricia. Come the first
heavy rain or snow or slush or
anything else and our theme
tune will be "Wade in the
Water."
The bus systems in other
cities are at least realistic. The
SW&A charges 25 cents. So
does the DSR in Detroit. Some
difference. Of course, if one is
lucky it is possible to occasion·
ally transfer on to a bus head·

ed out for the former suburbs
wfiich were promised l>etter bus
service after annexation (nine
months ago).
You can't beat City Hall and
I guess you can't beat the bus
system either.
Ann Scranton

EX-LIBERAi. FAN
"GOOD & FED UP''
Sir:
The people of this country
have had about enough of the
Liberal party. I'm a former Liberal, but I'm good and fed up
with the way those clowns are
running the country.
Remember several months
ago, when, copying the US.
Pearson and Sharp set down
"wage-price guidelines,'' of
3.8 per cent?
Then, a few months later,
they dedded that the poor,
oppressed seaway workers need·
ed a thirty-per cent raise, and
guidelines be damned. At the
same time they gave a similar
raise to the airline workers.
After all, what's a guideline
when there are votes at stake?
And just last month, the rail·
way men got eighteen per cent.
for a start, to go back to work.
And sure enough, after two or
three days of government pleading they did go back to work.
30 per cent, 18 per cent, five
or eight times the guideline, but
what the hell?
Then, dear old Mr. Sharp
announces that "to prevent inflation" he will have to stall on
medicare, which t h e whole
country has been waiting for
since 1920.
I used to be a Liberal, but
I'd like to know what the hell
is the matter with a government
that sells out the whole country
for the benefit of a few unions?

After this. mess, I've come to
tlie conclusion that Pearson an
Sharp belong in the NDP, and
I belong in the Conservative
Party.
Edwin Coyne (Commerce II)

SCATOI.OGICAI.
SEGREGATION?
Dear Sir:
Is the university a place of
free discm,sion among all schol·
ars? You might think..,"Yes" but
I say most emphatically and de·
~vely "No". No!
For free and equal discussion
all levels of scholars - profes· ~
son, and students must be able
to associate and converse on a
equalitariao basis. Can they do
this? Again I say most emphatically and decisively "No". No!
Why do I say most emphatically and decisively "No"? It is
the fact of university segregated
washrooms.

Please understand

that I am not referring to
"Male" and "Female", two ar·
bitrary but understandable des·
ignations, but to the scatological
dichotomy between staff and
students throughout the University of Windsor.
Perhaps I am not adequately
informed on thi~ matter? Are
staff washrooms designed especially with the anatomy of the
elderly and overweight professor in mind? Or am I incorrect
in assuming that "ma)e"and "female" washrooms make for sufficient differentiation including
all members of the university
community? Would not "male''
and "female" washrooms include
professors and staff members?
Although I am only a new
student here, the distinction
made in this area do not lead
me to assume that I will enjoy

university life. I would suggest
that reform in washroom facilities would make a first plank in
making the university a place of
free idea exchange.

SOCIAi. DIRECTOR
SAYS '7HANKS11
Now that all of the clamor
and excitement of frosh week
are over, and we can view the
week as a passed event, I am
reasonably sure that it can be
classed as a successful initiation
and orientation, socially and
financially.
Engineering Services, t h e
University Centre Staff, cafe·
teria staff, the Administration
from Dr. Leddy to the Office
of Student Affairs, and every
student, deserve a vote of
thanks for their contributions.
Special thanks must go to
the Frosh Week planning committee, and of course to the
frosh without whose participation there would have been
nothing to plan, do, or remember.
I hope you enjoyed it.
Gerry Roth
Social Director,
Student Council

•

CONGRATULATIONS
FOR TROUBADOUR
Sir:
May I offer my congratula·
tions to the entire staff of your
excellent new supplement, Trou·
badour.
The splendid material by Mr.
Allaby, especially, was a welcome change from the usual
low quality of your sports and
editorial copy.
Keep up the good work.
Geor.2e Winston (Arts IIU
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B. B. Sched. out - next year is here

by PIDL WAIER, Lance Sports Editor
The 1966-67 athletic program was described by Dick Moriarty,
athletic director. as the mm,t ambitious and challenging to date.
This year there is competition for men in 23 interfaculty sports,
11 extramural and 14 intercollegiate as well as an enlarged service
program. Last year marked the beginning of the service program with
instruction being offered in archery. Moriarty and Dave Cole handled
the coaching and organized the competition. It was evident from the
enthusiastic student response that the activity was enjoyed by all.
With the j(rowth of the University and primarily the Physical
. EducationDept.,this program of instruction to the GENERAL STUDENT BODY has been expanded to include such carry over sports
as golf, tennis, badminton, bowling, aquatics, fencing and judo.
The service program in tenni~ started this Monday with 25 students in attendance. Eight had never been on the courts before.
To date the program seems quite successful and next year Mc·
Pherson hopes to extend it to two weeks. The service program in
golf also began this Monday and will continue until Wed. Sept. 28.
John Mickle and J. C. Nash are conducting the program. Newcomers are welcome to attend the remaining sessions being held Sept.
26 and 28 in St. Denis Hall at 7 p.m.
Consult the Athletic program for other activities being sponsored throughout the year.
This week also marked the beginning of the fall Interfaculty
sports schedule. The opening practices in football and softball were
held Wednesday except for the engineers who ran through a few
plays Monday evening.
It's quite evident they're trying to regain the football championships which was captured by Commerce. Last year the businessmen
surprised the entire campus by winning their first championship in
football.
The actual inter-faculty competition will begin Mon., Sept. 26
In this contest the consistently strong Arts II squad will face the
well atocked Engineer team. The action is scheduled to take place
somewhere behind Cody Hall.

Men's Sports
INTRAMURAL
Mon. Sept. 26 - 4:45 p.m. - Arts II vs Engineers.
Wed. Sept. 28 - 4:45 p.m. - P.E. vs Commerce.

GOLF
Service Program Men. Sept. 26 & Sept. 28, 7:00 p.m. St. Denis Hall.
Interfaculty Tournament Thurs. Sept 23 to Sept 24. Semi-finals at
Beach Grove, 18 holes.
Sun. Sept. 25 Finals, Kingsville, 36 holes.

TENNIS
Sat. Sept. 24, Men's Singles. Fri. Sept. 30, Men's doubles. U. of W.
courts.

SOCCER -

Interfaculty

Mon. Sept. 26 - 4:45 p.m., Science vs Engineers.
Tues. Sept. 27 - 4:45 p.m., Commerce vs Arts I.
Wed. Sept. 28 - 4:45 p.m., Engineers vs Arts II.
Thurs. Sept. 29 - 4:45 p.m., Physical Ed vs Science.
Fri. Sept. 30 - 4:45 p.m., Interfaculty Office Selection, All Stars
All games played at Prince Road Park

The University of Windsor
Lancer Basketball team, defending 0-Q.A.A. and Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Association
National Champions, released
their 1966-67 basketball schedule last week.
The 21 ·game schedule includes
ten home games, and eleven
away games. Eight of the ten
hcme games are scheduled for
Saturday evening.
The Lancers open the home
schedule on Nov. 26, against
Waterloo Lutheran University.
the only Canadian team to de·
feat the Windsor school during
the 1965-66 season.
In addition to Waterloo Lutheran the Lancers will also play
home-and-home series with their
five 0-Q.A.A. league opponents
Western, Waterloo, McMaster, Toronto and Guelph. In
single home games the Lancers
will meet such top U.S. competi-

tion as Central Michigan Uni·
versity, as well as traditionalriv·
als - Adrian, Calvin, aud Detroit Institute of Technology.
On the road, nationally ranked University of Detroit, the
University of Buffalo, Baldwin
Wallace, Eastern Michigan and
Wayne State University
will
provide the opposition.
Head Coach Bob Samaras,
who is entering his fifth year
at the reins of the Lancers, looks
upon the 66-67 schedule as one
of the most challenging
his
squad has faced. In releasing the
schedule, Samaras, was quoted
as saying, "We have set two
goals for the Lancers during the
coming season.
Since it is Centennial Year,
we want to make an all-out ef·
fort to retain the 0-Q.A.A.
Championship and get an op·
portunity to keep the McGee
Trophy and the C.I.A.U. Na-
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CLEANERS
~epairs

Coach Eddi Chittaro will
again assist Samaras with the
Lancer team and also act as
head coach of the University
of Windsor Crusader freshman
team.

HEAD DOWN, SWING THRU - Dale Groombridge (Commerce
II) takes a few practice swings before entering the semi-finals at the
Beach Grove Golf and Country Club. A record number of golfe,s
turned out for this year's tournament.

1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

*

Last season the Lancers had
tm overall record of 16 and 12,
including a 15 and 1 record
against Canadian competition,
and a 1 win - 11 loss record
against U.S. competition. Ironi·
cally, the one victory for the
Lancers over U.S. competition
came on Feb. 23, when they defeated the third ranked U.S. National s m a 11 college team,
Youngstown University in the
last game of the regularly scheduled season.

by JOHN MICKLE
By press time most of the
scores were in for the Qualify·
ing round for the Men's Univer!>ity Golf Championship.
From the way the scores look,
competition will be keen when
the tournament begins at Beach
Grove Golf Club, Thurs. Sept.
22. Aftei: 18 holes at Beach
Grove the best twelve continue
on to Kingsville Golf Club for
36 holes Sunday.
The lowest four players corn·
rise the intercolle iate golf
· team which plays at Kitchener
Westmount on Fri., Oct. 7.
University golf coach
Orv
Perreault was last seen looking
rather dazed when he found out
that Nichlaus, Palmer, and Player did not qualify this year. He
admitted
that without
these
three, our chances are looking
a little dim.
Some of the lower qualifiers are:
Glenn Madell . . . . . . . . . . 75
Bob Lamoureux . . . . . . . . 75
Sandy Roland . . . . . . . . . . 76
Dale Groombridge . . . . . . 76
Ward Parsons . . . . . . . . . . 77
Dennis Egan . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
Brian Turner . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
John Mickle . . . . . . . • . . . . 77
Mike Smith ............ 78
Tom Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Final standings will be posted
outside the Athletic Departmen1
office at St. Denis Hall.

Phone 254-8122

Have you reported your local
address to the Registrar's office?
Jf ycu didn't do it at registration.
you'd better do it now.

tional Championship
here in
Windsor for our fans. Needless
to say, we are also out to im·
prove our record against U.S.
competition this year."

e

e
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BARRY McPHERSON
• Lecturer in measurement and
evaluation, principles in ath·
letic training and kinesiology.
• Assistant coach, hockey team
• Coach, intercollegiate bad·
minton, tennis and wrestling.

JOHN NASH, JR.
• Director of intramural athletics
• Lecturer in health education,
and instructor in football,
track and field, aquatics and
golf
• Coach, intercollegiate track
and field and swim teams

Swimmers plan eight meets
John Nash, newly appointed
head coach of swimming at the
University of Windsor, has an·
nounced an eight-meet intercollegiate schedule,
Included are 3 home meets,
3 away meets, and participation
in the annual OJ.A.A. and OQ.A.A.
Championships. The
1966-67 schedule marks Windsor's most extensive participation
in intercollegiate swimming since
the sport was introduced two
years ago.
The Lancer tankmen open the
season on Dec. 10, taking on

powerful Calvin College at the
Riverside Pool. In the only other
meet prior to Christmas recess
the Lancer swim team travels to
Jackson, Michigan to take on
the Jackson Community College.
In the 1967 portion of the
schedule Windsor entertains Ryerson Polytechnical Institute on
Saturday, January 21, and Detroit Tech, Schoolcraft and
Windsor meet in a triangular
meet on Feb. 4.
On the road the Lancers have
a triangular meet at Livonia vs.
Schoolcraft and Jackson on Jan.

14, and a dual meet against
Oakland University at Rochester
Michigan on Feb. 4.
The OJ.A.A. Championships
are scheduled for Toronto on
the weekend of Feb. 10, and the
0-Q.A.A.
Championship
is
scheduled for the following week
at McMaster University
Coach J. C. Nash comes well
prepared to develop the University swimming program, having
participated in high school and
university and coached at University of Toronto schools. In
announcing the schedule, coach
Nash stated that "the Lancer
Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which identify the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.
swim team will be facing one of
the tou hest schedules in Can=--...:....m-=
ada due to the large number of
U.S. colleges. It is hoped this
stiff competition will prepare the
team for keen competition in the
OJ.A.A. and O·Q.A.A. Cana·
dian Championships."
In addition to the intercollegiate programme extensive ac·
tivity is planned in'' learn to
swim,"
Royal Life Saving and
Mmmmm ...
other aquatics service program
just love
activities.

-.. -----:.....-=-------.. .

basketball
players.
.
.

/·x~{
'.·'·'.

>
.

.

'

And they love Coca-Cola on every campus. Coca-Cola
has the taste you never get tired of ... always
refreshing. That's why things go better with Coke
... after Coke . .. after Coke.
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Amazons
prepare

PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROFS NAMED

SUE HILTON
• Winner Ontario Junior and
Open and the Canadian Junior and Close championships,
1962
• Winner of the Northwest
USA regional championship
last year at Eugene, Oregon
• Coach, women's intercollegi·
ate basketball team

THE LANCE -

RAY HERMISTON
• Director, research program,
school of physical education
• Lecturer in research methods
and exercise physiology
• Coach, intercollegiate hockey
team

Lessons
anyone?
by JANET MORRELL
Miss Sue Hilton and Mrs.
William Thomson of the physical education department have
joined with several male mem·
hers of the department staff to
institute a service program which
will allow any student to learn
certain sports.
Tennis and golfing lessons
are now being offered to interested students, on a purely voluntary basis.
Barry McPherson, an experienced tennis instructor from
Toronto, has already started
teaching a few students, after4:30.
am ·
co-educational but only a limited
number of students may take
part at once.
Golf enthusiasts may also
pick up some very valuable hints
to improve their game. Every
night from 7:00 to 8:30 in St.
Dennis Hall students may learn
from Miss Sue Hilton, noted
Ontario and Canadian golfer,
John Mickle, excellent young
golfer from Ridgetown, and

Once again womP.ns athletic~
on campus are under way with
Intercollegiate tryouts being held
for basketball and track.
This year the badminton, volleyball and basketball teams will
complete with teams from Wat·
erloo, University of Guelph,
Waterloo Luthern, and McMaster in 3 round-robin tourna·
ments being held at Guelph,
Toronto and Waterloo. The
teams will also play games
against teams from the University of Western Ontario.
The swimming team will also
see action in two scheduled
meets to be held at Guelph and
Ryerson.
The intramural programme is
focusing attention on regularly
scheduled league games in basketball, volleyball and bowling.
A softball league has been added to the program this year.
Tournaments are planned, on
an intramural level in badmin·
ton, tennis, and table tennis,
while a much larger program is
anticipated in swimming.
The Men's and Women's Ath
letic Councils will co-operate in
sponsoring special co-ed events
in hockey, golf, badminton, tennis, table tennis and softball.
The president of the Worn·
en's Athletic Council Jean,e
Thompson, the other council
members, Mrs. Wm. Thompson,
Assistant Athletic Director and
Miss Sue Hilton, lecturer in the
Schcol of Physical Education
have arranged the program.
John Nash, the newly appointed
men's intramural director.
Aside from being an avid
go!fer himself Mr. Nash is the
son of John Nash Sr., of London who won the Men's Ontar·
io Open Golf Championship
several times. This Activity will
take place partially indoors and
partially outdoors.

LATE FLASH - track and· field

TRACK
100 YD. DASH
1. L. Kelly (Science) 11.0.
2. K. Woodall
(Science) 11.3. 3. R. Tremblay (Phys. Ed.) 11.4.
4. Beauchemin (Phys. Ed.) 11.5. 5. Dudlop
(Phys. Ed.) 12.0. 6. Janzen (Engin.) 12.5.
440
I. Gavin (Phys. Ed.) 55.0. 2. Woodall (Science)
57.0. 3. Hayman (Phys. Ed.) 58.0. 4. Steele
(Arts II) S8.3. 5. Janzen (Engin.) 59.0. 6. Chodoriwsky (Phys. Ed.) 62.4.
880
1. Chodoriwsky (Phys. Ed.) 2:12. 2. Lapsley
(Science) 2:17. 3. McDonald (Science) 2:20.3. 4.
Lukes (Engin.) 2:23. 5. Hill (Engin.)
1 MILE
I. Lapsley (SCience) 4:53.3. 2. Steele (Arts II)
4:58.2. 3. Hayman (Phys. Ed.) 5:02.4. 4. Parfut
(Arts I) 5:06.4. 5. Lumb (Arts I). 6. McDonald
(Science).
440 YD. RELAY
1. Phys. Ed. - Beauchemin, Dunlop, Trem·
blay, Orr-1:51.0. 2. Science - Kelly, Woodall,
Campbell, Bunce-2:53.4. 3. Engin. - Waier, Janzen, Rudzinski, Hills-3:54.4. 4. Arts II - Alexande, Jacobzen, Steele, Taranczuk.
1 MILE• RELAY
1. Phys. Ed. - Beauchemin, Roberts, Chodoriwsky, Hayman-3:55. 2. Science - McDonald.
Miss:ell, Elliott, Lapsley-4:09.1. 3. Engin.-Lukes,
Bardswick, Quan, Wilson-4:19.3.

FIELD
DISCUS
1. Haugh (Phys. Ed.) 117'6". 2. McWha (Arts
II), Bunce, (Science) 109'10". 3. Jacobson (Arts
102'7". 4. Wiebe (Engin.) 74'6". 4. Parfut
(Arts I) 73'1".

m

JAVELIN
1. McWha (Arts II) 157'2". 2. Haugh (Phys.
Ed.) 152'. 3. Wiebe (Engin.) 149'6". 4. Jacobzen
(Arts II) 123'10". 5. Bunce (Science) 121'. 6. Elliott (Science) 116'6".

SHOT PUT
1. Haugh (Phys. Ed.) 41'6%'\ 2. Jacobzen
(Arts II). 3. McWha (Arts II) 34'10". 4. Orczyk
(Phys. Ed.) 32'1". 5. Wiebe (Engin.) 30'10lh".
6. Bunce (Science) 30' I".
IDGH JUMP
1. Kelly (Science) 5'6". 2. Horneck (Engin.)
5'4". 3. Throckmorton Thrillerflap (Meds II)
2'114 ".

WNG JUMP
1. Lapsley (Science) 17'9". 2. Preudhomme
(Engin.) 17'4". 3. Orr ('Phys. Ed.) 17'. 4. Bardswich (Engin.) 16'11Y2''. 5. Woodall (Science)
16'4Y2". 6. Missel] (Science) 15'10~~".
Total scores by faculty were: Phys. Ed. 163
points; Science 145; Eng. 105; Arts II 61; Arts

I, 26.
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WUSC Secretary-General Mayer
(

calls Kenniff claims ''untrue''
BY BRIAN KAPPLER
Lance News Editor
"Pat Kenniff has made state·
ments about World University
Service which he knows to be
untrue."
Douglas Mayer, Secretary
General of WUS of Canada,
used these words about Kenniff,
past president of the Canadian
Union of Students.
Mayer, in Windsor planning
the upcoming WUSC national
assembly to be held here, said
that Kenniff tried to "mislead"
delegates to the recent CUS con·
gress by presenting a working
paper "full of inaccuracies."
Kenniffs paper ends with a
recommendation that CUS with·
draw or minimize support for
WUSC. The International Statutes of WUS state that a na-

tional WUS committee cannot
exist without the sponsorship of
the national union of students
of the country.
Mayer said that Kenniff was
"completely inaccurate" in saying that there was a student-fac·
ulty split within the WUSC na·
tional committee over the issue
of South African goods for an
annual WUSC fund raising
event, Treasure Van.
Kenniffs report said that because CUS "pressed its point"
of opposition to the sale of
South African goods, student
members of the WUS national
committee were "amendable" to
a resolution halting the purchase
of the goods.
"But,"
Kenniff continues,
"most of the faculty members
opposed such a resolution."
Mayer flatly denied the claim,

bits and pieces
CLUB BUDGETS
Must be submitted to the SAC office by 4:30 today (Sept. 23)
C!iib week next week - see SAC officers for details.
DRAMA CLUB
Will hold readings for casting tonite - Essex Hall, Rm. 160
7 A.m. Volunteers welcome.
SAC
Needs a Publicity Director. Experience is importance, but a
desire to serve is even more so.
FILM SOC.
presents "Dr. Strangelove", Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Ambassador
Auditorium. Membership $3, or 25c minimum donation.

Student bookstore
OTTAWA (CUP) - A student co-operative bookstore at Carle·
ton University has forced university book prices down five per cent.
"This proves they're operating on a profit basis and channelling
fund~ into general university revenue," co-op organizer Jim Russell
said Sept. 15.

insisting that "there was no faculty-student split."
Kenniffs statements about the
financing of WUSC were also
questioned by the WUSC Sec·
retary-General.
Kennifrs paper claims that
WUSC has a large surplus fund,
and that even more money is
tied up in stock for Treasure
Van.
Mayer denies that WUSC has
any substantial . reserves and
claims that Treasure Van is fin·
anced through loans, not capital
diverted from other projects.
Kenniff also made clear in his
report that money raised by
Treasure Van js spent exclusively in Canada, and that only the
cash from the annual Share campaign actually leaves the country
to help foreign students.
Kenniff does not claim that
WUSC uses misleading advertis·
ing, but does state that "the
method of advertising has proved
misleading in the past."
Mayer's answer to this charge
was to present a Treasure Van
66-67 advertising leaflet which
states that the proceeds of the
sale are used to finance WUSC
projects in Canada.
Summarizing Kenniffs report,
Mayer said that it contained
"too many inaccuracies."
Mayer conferred in Windsor
with members of the local
WUSC committee and Acting
Dean of Student Affairs R. P.
Gilmor about the upcoming
WUSC national assembly. The
assembly, to be held in Wind·
sor in October, will bring to·
gether WUSC representatives,
faculty and students, from across
the country.

Educare to have priority
over Medicare says Robarts
OTTAWA (CUP) -The Ontario provincial government places
a higher priority on federal aid to education than it does on medical
insurance for all Canadians.
Premier John Robarts told the federal·provincia1 tax structure
committee Wednesday (Sept. 14) that Ontario supports the principle
of universal public medicare, but welcomed the decision of the federal government to postpone its scheme until July 1. 1967.
However, the provincial government does not approve of post·
poning federal aid to education until July of 1967.
"While Ontario believes firmly in the desirability of universal
medicare schemes for Canadians, we are convinced that . . . ex·
penditures on higher education deserve the greatest priority," the
premier said.

Loyola handbook seized
MONTREAL (CUP) -Loy·
ola College students' council
Thursday released 2,900 copies
of a student handbook it had
seized three days earlier for alleged attacks on administration
officials.
Council decided Wednesday
night to release the handbook traditionally an introduction to
campus life - but also passed a
motion of censure against Loyola's board of publications.
The handbook called Loyola
"an English-Catholic old-age
home", and accused student as·
sociations of failing in their social responsibility.
It said college president Father Patrick G. Malone "is trying
very hard to build a university
image in order that Loyola ob·
tain its charter; he succeeded in
creating an American high
school."
The handbook's editor, Henry
Sobotka, said Thursday (Sept.
1 ) ilie council's action in seizing the booklet was "unconsti·
tutional and motivated by the
presumed opinion of the administration".
He added: "The handbook
tried to get to the root of prob·

lems plaguing many universities,
including Loyola." Mr. Sobotka
is also editor-in-chief of Loyola's
student newspaper, The News.
In censuring its board of publications, the Loyola council
passed clauses calling for the
board's reorganization.
The council motion also noted
the handbook "departs from the
traditional format by emphasiz·
ing issues that the student will
likely encounter in college. The
articles are consistently one-sided, but unfortunately its ,effects
were unforeseen and unintended
by both the board of publications and its editors."
The motion of censure, dis·
tributed with the 102-page hand·
book, concluded by expressing
"regret" at any misunderstanding created by the publication.
There was also an apology ~
any individuals whose reputa·
tions might have been unjustly
damaged by its contents.
ne Quel:iec government is
now studying Loyola College in
what many observers fee will
be an attempt to amalgamate it
with several other small colleges
into a larger, more complex uni-

versity.

He said the university bookstore prices for books sold by
the co-op dropped to hover be·
tween the old price and the
co-op price.
Russell and his eight-man
crew obtained their books on
consignment from the Student
Christian Movement bookstore
in Toronto. Packaged into corn·
plete courie bundles, C!)-Op
books sell six to 18 per cent below university prices.
The co-operative, operating at
the main junction of the under·
ground tunnels which link all
Carleton buildings, opened last
Thursday.
It offers book sets for four
first and second year English
courses, and a set for a compul·
sory humanities course.
Russell said his group aims to
establish a full bookstore in the
fall of 1967, pending the success of this year's pilot.
"And it's looking very good,"
he said.
"It's so good, professors and
departments are helping
con·
trary to administration edicts,

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At

2504 Howard Avenue

This is the world of Al R CANADA. The planes.
The people. The places. Exciting! Isn't it time you took a trip?

AIR CAN ADA

Give Us A Call

969-9070

SERVING CANADA • U.S.A. • BERMUDA • BAHAMAS • CARIBBEAN • IRELAND • ENGLAND • SCOTLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • SWITLERLAND and AUSTRIA
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Union claims
housing bias
Local 195 of the United Auto
Workers has submitted a formal
complaint to the Windsor office
of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission claiming that the
University has "concurred" in
discrimination in off-campus
housing.
Les Dickirson, a member of
the Human Rights Committee of
the Local, explained that the
matter came to his' attention
through Raman Sood, President
of the University Graduate Society. He added that he has
known Sood for "a couple of
years."
Dickirson explained his committee's involvement:
"We are primarily concerned
with breaches of the Human
Rights Act within our Local,

Yearbook
More than 1700 copies of
Ambassador '67 have been sold,
and sales are not yet closed.
The yearbook, to be distrbuted early in April, was sold by
subscription last week and this
week. Sales continue for the next
two weeks in the press office.
Editor Angela Hrachovi (Arts
Ill) pointed out that the sales
are 350 greater than last year.
"Last year there were several
hundred books wasted; about
1400 were sold, but 2000 had
been ordered.
They are still for sale in the
press office at $1 each.
"The subscription system we
started this year will really cut
out the waste, and save money,"
she said.
Despite the sales increase, uni-

but we take an interest in infractions anywhere within the
community."
Dickirson, an extension student at the University said that
the position of his Committee
was that the University should
not tolerate discrimination of
any sort, and that the operation
of the Housing office constituted
acceptance of discrimination.
Under existing laws, the Commission has no jurisdiction in
cases concerning establishments
with less than three dwelling
units.

Waring from time to time
wrote such songs and dedicated
them to various small colleges
which requested them.
But he never got aro nd to
doing one for Assumption.
Ever since; Assumption Col·
lege, Assumption University of
Windsor, and the University of

OCT. 7

WUS ASSEMBLY COMING
120 delegates to attend
Delegates from 40 campuses across Canada will attend
regional workshops next week
in prepartion for the national
Assembly of World University
Service of Canada to be held
here next month.
At the workshops delegates
will, WUSC Secretary General
Douglas Mayer said last week,
"seek ways to get every Canadian student involved in the
work of WUSC.

But Dickirson says that "we've
filed our complaint, and we'll
see what he (Mike Marentette
of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission) does.

versity enrollment has increased
faster, and about 60 percent of
students have subscribed to Ambassador '67. About 70 percent
of last year's students purchased
Ambassador '66.
Miss Hrachovi says that the
decrease can be blamed on the
price increase and on "the attitude of many students that the
yearbook is decreasing in quality each year."
She added that she is certain
that she will produce a "considerably better" yearbook than last
year.
"An expanded activity section
and the reinsertion of undergraduate pictures are the most
important of the improvements
we will make," she added.

Windsor; we have never had a
fight song.
Last year SAC President Jon
Fell commissioned a fight song.
But when it was played for him,
he decided that it was "too much
like an anthem." It was scrapped.
Last summer SAC President
Jan Weir commissioned a fight
song. But it came out all wrong
too, and was scrapped.
Council has commissioned
another one, to be preparec.t by
a Toronto songwriter.
Hopefully, it will be ready before the basketball season begins.
It's about time.

"In plenary sessions, delegates
Jisten to debate, and vote on
recommendations of the National Committee and WUS inter
national, and any other business
which may come up."
He added that the recommended of international WUS,
from the international WUS
assembly in Dar es Salam, Tanzania, last June, and explained
that the National Committee
administers WUSC between Assemblies.
Stracke added that be expected the Assembly to "almost
certainly" consider the charges
indirectly made last month by
the Canadian Union of Students, when delegates to the
CUS congress nearly withdrew
their ~upport from WUSC.

le zoom

Fight song hits
sour note again
Student Council's thirty-year
struggle for a fight song has not
yet ended.
In 1936, the student council
of Assumption College asked
popular musician Fred Waring
to write a fight song for the college,
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STRACKE

"We will try to get away
from the situation in which students give their annual dollar
and then forget WUS," he added.
One faculty member and one
student from each of 60 campuses will be delegates to the Assembly, which begins Oct. 7.
W i n d s o r WUS Committee
Chairman Dick Stracke (IV
Hon Eng.), explained the operation of the Assembly and the
main issue likely to come before
it this year.

Case
closed
Student Council found the
typewriter.
It had disappeared during
frosh week, but it wasn't really
stolen. Seems it was in the office of Student Affairs all along.
The Registrar's office borrowed
it, and when finished, gave it
to Student Affairs to be returned to SAC. Or something.
Anyhow, it's back now. Case
closed.

Students in Legislature?
as Wells says "yes"
TORONTO (CUP) - A Progressive Conservative member of
the legislature proposed last Wednesday that Ontario universities have
their own representatives in the legislature.
Thomas Wells, member for Scarboro North, told the University
of Toronto Progressive Conservative Club that four university constituencies should be established as part of a program to involve young
people more in the total life of the community.
Wells also suggested students be elected to the boards fof
governors of universities.
Voters in the four university constituencies all would be students
or members of the faculties of universities. Candidates would also
have to be students or faculty members, he said.
·

Discrimination charged
'The Graduate Society of the University hm mBde a "unanimous and
strong" protest against alleged discrimination in off-campus housing.
Their statement appears on page 4 of todaY's Lance.
See odfer stories, tbb page and pa1ge 3.

Stracke claimed that WUSC
had instituted a national program, as well as the intema·
tional one intended for it at its
inception, "largely because of
the cowardice o{ CUS in this
matter."
The main sections of the
national program are, he said,
scholarships to foreign students,
travel and educational seminars
such as the one he attended in
Turkey last summer, and an International Seminar program.
Summarizing the WUS position on the issues to which CUS
objected, Stracke said that
''WUS has sometimes bad its
nose in the air."
"Not," he added, "too often."

CUS awaits
ISEP verdict
Officials of the Canadian Un
ion of Students Committee at
the University of Windsor have
taken steps towards the instituttion of a program designed to
make the University more "cosmopolitan" in nature.
A brief sent to University officials by the COS Committee
this week seeks administration
support for the Interregional
Scholarship Ex c h a n g e Plan
(ISEP).
The plan, now in operation on
29 Canadian universities, sends
82 second-year students to a
university in another region of
the country for one year.
The plan requires administration consent because it involves
a waiver of tuition for the student selected.
The brief notes that in a recent address to students, University President J. F. Leddy mentioned that a cosmopolitan university is generally preferable to
one drawing students from a single area.

It points out that ISEP is an
excellent method of making the
University "cosmopolitan."
CUS Chairman Tim Laird
(II Arts) said Wednesday that
he tried twice last year to have
the plan adopted, but that it
was turned down both times.
"We hope hat the plan will
be accepted this time," he said,
and added that he is awaiting a
decision from university authorities.
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Western President ''wanted''

by PAUL MONTCLAIR-SMITH
In a les.s serious vein, the jugular, I suppose it is time that I
reveal myself before all. To this end I have asked my good friend
Trockmorton Thrillerflap, to write a hort biography of my~elf
which would reveal me in my true light to you, all my beloved fans .
Throck entitles it:
PIGMENTS OF WORDLY TORMENTS
PART ONE OF THE GREAT CANADIAN EPIC
The half crazed dwarf who sorted the mail in the funeral parlour was unable to reach the upper-most pigeon-holes. (The reason
that he did not shave was that he suffered from vorpalphobia.) Thus
thwarted he decided to become six day bicycle rider and ride "Le
Tour de France". Here he found his feet were unable to reach the
pedals and "le maillot jaune" too large. This outlandish cretin, object
of our repulsion and our curio ity, is now at half wits end. Jn desperation he turns to the want-ad section of the Formosa Forum:
WANTED: A half-crazed dwarf to take over duties as
captain of a bait barge in Yugoslavia. Apply Box
3429681 c/o this paper.
This seemed the ideal i.ituation but the ashiness of a disappointed
being remained as yet in his mouth. So, with reservation, he answered
the advertisement:
30 Melancolia Pl.,
Upper Reaches,
Tristanbul,
•
J:eb 31, as yet to come
Dear Sir,
My old Morroccan grandfather is missing, so if your Moroccan
leather bound Bible is missing . . . In response to your ad please
see enclosed snapshot!!!
Yours pes.simistically,
Paul Montclair~Smith
PMS/jkf

a

He got the job! On the first day he installed electricity, Having
lit the scene he found that he was really in COLE'S BOOK STQltE
and the leather-skinned harridans behind the counter, thus revealed,
tried to force a yellow and black triped copy of Cicero translations
down his throat.
Even at grade thirteen he is a failure!!
"Perchance to dream."
He takes bis racked body and his demented mind to Seattle,
Washington where he offers himself - and hi draft card - to Namu.
The crowd waited three days - and three nights - Namu did
not vomit. (Even the blue flame burning eternally in bis navel failed
to cause Namu any indigestion!) They knew then that he was not the
reincarnation of Jonah.
Dear Addy has a collection of useless information for you kiddies because no one wrote her a letter this week. Girls should use
these on their boy friends (or sex fiends as the case may be) when
they became too clo e for comfort and their paws are not the ones
that refresh.
I. The King James version of the Bible has:
64 Book
1189 Chapters and Psalms
31,402, Verses
763,313 Words.
II. The longest word in my lexicon is pneumonylpramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis. It is a disease that coal miners get.
III. 32.67 per cent of all the people north of the line between Penetanguishene and Deep River have never petted a Labrador Retriever.
IV. The innominate artery is now called the brachiocephalic artery.
V. 498,375 miles of jump rope are worn out yearly by little girls
skipping hot peppers.
YOGA THE BAYER
Ever so often I tune in my nerve ends. It is a habit I have which
helps to heighten my sense of reality.
People who are sitting on a chair are being made aware of this
by their sense of touch. However we have a selective tuner which
sorts out such trivia and blocks its access to the brain. This is an
extremely good device for otherwise we would be constantly driven
nuts by these useless bits of information.
It does me good to stop once in a while and say:
"Things all right down there patella? Pants too tight?" Then
I would "listen" to the many receptions of the nerve ends. In a
similar way I tune in other parts of my body and revel in the sensations of the repulsive physical world. (One of the few petty perversions
I allow myself.)
With practice one can tune the sense of touch to a very degree.
Similarly all the !Jienses can be tuned.
Now we are ready for the 'trip'. If YOU are tuned then take
yourself to your bedroom, preferably dark, and lay face down (it is
the most sensitive side) on the bed. Press your fingers against your
eyes tjghtly, presuming that they are shut, and tune in.
Breathe in and savour.
Listen intensely to the silence.
Behold the reflection of the spectrum from the mynagon.

Feell!II
AND You can actually receive the impression of LEVITATION.
This is truly reality. It is psychedelic and conscious expanding and
frightening and exhiliratingll

LONDON (CUP)
A
"Wanted" poster and an article
in the University of Western
Ontario student handbook has
caused a furor on the London
campus,
The caption on the poster
which appears on the second
page and bears a picture of the
University president G. Edward
Hall, reads:
WANTED - G. Edward
Hall, alias Big Ed, sometime president of the University of Western Ontario.
Reported to have once operated In Ontario.
"Maa answerfne description
~ppqu:s once a year at
Western, addresses freshmen for a few minutes,
then disappears.
" If you see this mao, approach with caution. Attitude towal'ds studeo1s DB•
certain."

21YRS
OLD?

When you turn 21

you're no longer cov•
ered by your parents'
Hospital Insurance.
To keep insured, you
must take out indl·
vidual membership
wrthin 30 days. Get
your application form
at a bank, a hospital,
or from the Commis•
sion.

NEWLY
WED?
The 'family' Hospital
Insurance premium
must now be paid to
cover husband and
wife. Notify your
•group' without de·
lay OR, If you both pay
premiums direct, notl•
fy the Commission.

NEW
JOB?
To keep Insured follow
the instructions on. the
Hospital Insurance
Certificate of Payment
'Form 104' that your
present employer Is
required to give you
on leaving.

The article suggests that after
19 yean President Hall has perhaps- outlived his usefulness in
that post.
It begins, "Dr. G . Edward
Hall has been President of
Western for a long, long time.
"Nineteen years.
"During these years, he has

SAC SAYS NO
from

Plan

®

Ontario Hospital
Services Commission

Toronto 7, Ontaria

LANCE SAC BUREAU

The Lord Acton Society, the
University's History Club, is expected lo encounter problems
when its budget comes before
Student Council's budget meeting this Saturday.
SAC President Jan Weir
stated that unless there is a
change in the executive posi·
tions of the society, their budget
request of $450 will not be
passed by council:
"Last year the University's
Graduate Society twice voted
down a proposal to join the Un-

dergraduate Students' Federation." The result is that grad
students have no right to student C~mncil money.
"'The problem Is this: the
top two executives of the Lord
Acton Society are graduate
students, as are most Of the
Soclety's members," be said.
So, unless the History club
undergoes an executive shift, or
the Grad Society votes to join
SAC before tomorrow, there
will be no $450 forthcomnig for
"serious students of History."

Predictions wrong
OTTAWA (CUP) - Canadian university enrolment will prob·
ably reach the quarter million mark by the fall of 1967.
Dr. Edward Sheffield, former director of re$earch for the
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and now dean
of education at the University of Toronto, predicted an enrolment
of 182,000 for the 1965-66 term, but considerably undershot the
mark.
The actual enrolment was 205,888.
This year the Dominion Bureau of Statistics expects enrolment
to reach the 236,000 mark, which is 31,000 more than the figure
predicted by Dr. Sheffield.
If univer ity enrolment continues to increase at it pre ent rate,
more than 250,000 students will attend universities across Canada
during the 1967-68 term.
·

Why not work?
More than 150 representatives of industrial, governmental, am
educational employers will visit the University of Windsor this year
to interview prospective graduates.
Paul Macko, head of the campus Student Placement Office of
the National Employment Service, announced this week the record
number of interviews.
He added that his office is "anxious to assist graduating
students to secure permanent employment, and to find suitable
summer and part-time employment for undergraduates."
Undergrads seeking employment should register as soon as
possible with the Undergrad Placement Office, room 268, Dillon Hall.
Graduating and graduate students seeking information about
full time positions ~hould visit the NES Student Placement Office
main floor, Windsor Hall.
'

NOW
IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR OFFICIAL
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WINTER JACKET
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INSURANCE

developed the technique of a politician in disarming people and
handling quesitons.
"He bas a habit of quiedy
walking around questions be
does not want to answer."
The handbook also reports a
long and bitter dispute between
faculty and administration.
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300 housed off-campus,
discrimination charges laid
By Brian Kappler
LANCE NEWS EDITOR
Operating from a littered,
crowded office, a third-year
student and an assistant have
had "remarkable success" in
placing more than 200 out-oftown students in off-campus accomodations across the city.
Terry Morgan, (III Arts),
has brought together at least
200 searchers with at least 150
renters.
"Some householders will take
several students," Morgan ex·
plained, "and we don't have an
exact count because not everyone who got a rcom called to
let us know."
He added that he considered
300 to be a "safe estimate.
The University bas approxi·
mately 1000 students residing
on campus.
Morgan took over the post
(August 20th) from assistant
University Centre director Bar·
ry Walker, who has liandled the
task for the last several yeJrs.
He said that Walkers assistance
was "very valuable" in organiz·
ing the office.
Morgan said that this was the
first year that the job had
reached the point where one
man could not handle it.
"The job is usually handled
by e
fice of udent Af airs
wl acdna Dean al SbdNdl

R. P. Gilmor, through one stu·
dent.
"But," he added, "with the
growth of the University in the
past few years, it's become way
too much for any man."
"So this year we got a couple
of girls to do the typing and
filing applications started pouring in around the middle of
June.

And when Walker
over the office to me
August I asked a friend
me a hand answering the
and so on.

turned
late in
to give
phone,

Despite the organization, the
office was, says Morgan,
"always pretty littered." Chief
phone-answerer Liz Lang adds
that "the phone rang a thousand
times a day."
Morgan says that the people
of Windsor responded "very
well" to appeals for increased
housing space for students.
Radio and newspaper requests
resulted in so many offers of
accommodation from local residents that "we finally had more
rooms than roomers," he added.
Ramon Sood, president of
Graduate Society and a native
of New Delhi, India stated last
week that he intended to lodge
a formal complaint at the office
of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission. allegin!l discriminatloft ~
of
1lome-

owners who offered accomoda·
tion to "white student! only."
Mr. Sood claimed that he
had heard of at least three bun·
dred listings specifying some sort
of discrimination.
Many householders have asked· for non-smokers, non-drink·
ers, or older students. There
were also several listing5 of
"overseas possibly," "prefer
Jewish", and three listings of
"white".
Morgan pointed out that any
householder w a s completely
within bis rights to make any
such discriminations. He added
that the Human Rights Com·
mission had no jurisdiction in
matters of private housing. "The
Commission has aided us sev·
era! times in problems of public housing."
Tuesday Sood brought the
whole matter before Student
Council; which quickly voted to
table it.
Sood did not make clear his
reasons for bringing the corn·
plaint to Student Council instead
of to the Office of Student Affairs.
Nor is the Office of Student
Affairs taking Sood's complaint
seriously.
"Despite this little episode,
Mr. Morgan and Mr. Walker
have done a terrific job," Assistant Dean of Meo
abo

Det:uca

said Wednesday.

ENTER SRB

Board "insures conduct"
FROM LANCE
SAC BUREAU
Student Council has established a Regulatory Board to "in·
sure that basic standards of conduct are upheld" by University
SAC-chartered clubs.
The concept of such a Board
originated last year with the
Student Council of Jon Fell.
But details were not finalized
until April, and this year's

Council finally passed the motion setting up the Board.
"'The Regulatory Board is
a deterrent," explained SAC
President Jan Weir, "It lets
every club know that If they
use the Qame of the University or the Student Council
outside the University itself,
their conduct is still under our
supervision."
Th Board decides penalties for

bits and pieces
SI'UQENT GUIDE
will be ready for distribution by the middle of October. Be
prepared.
LANCE
needs writers seeking the glamour and excitementof c:overing
evening speecha. Hear John Robarts, among ~thers. Apply Lance
office, second floor, University centre.
UNITED CHURCH COMMUNION
Sunday, Oct. 2. 10:30 a.m., in the grotto, University Centre.
MOVIF.S
of interest to English students are Romeo and Juliette, starring
Laurence Harvey, and Henry V, starring Sir Laurence Olivier.
Romeo, Oct. 1
Henry, Oct.29
both in colour, both free, each two hours, both ·at 7:30 p.m., Esse&
Auditorium.
AMBASSADOR
Yearbook still seeks staff wtih joumalistiic and-or artistic abili·
ties. Photographers, too. Apply in the Press Office, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
LIBERAL CLUB
is now holding organizational meetings. All interested students
contact Ted Mousseau, c-o SAC office second floor, University
Centre.
LANCE
Needs staff too. Press office, Mon-Thun. arlytime
WEIGHT LIFI'ING
Start., Monday, Sept. 26, 4:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TRACK PRACTICE
'.Every night, behind Cody, 4:30.
SWIMMING POOL
Will be open for recreational swimming, Wednesdays 7·10 p.m.

any clubs, to "insure that certain standards of conduct are
upheld."
"We hope that we will never
have to take action against any
club," said Weir, "but this system protects the clubs as well
as us."
The Board consists of four
members; the Dean of Men, a
Student Council member, and
two students yet to be chosen.

Discount
corrections

MORE THAN 300 students were housed off- campus this year
through the efforts of Off-Campus Housing Director Terry Morgan,
above. But allegations of "discrimination'' are creating controversy
over the issue.
See also pages 1, 4.

Undergrad rings ok'd
By Dave Remsld
Lance SAC Bureau Chief
Student council has set the
standard for graduation rings,
and approved the sale of undergraduate rings by the University
bookstore.
At Tuesday's meeting, SAC
members voted unanimously to
offer one style of ring to this
year's graduates. The accepted
ring will feature an antique gold
finish and a blue stone.
Council President Jan Weir
explained the decision: "If we
offer seniors a choice of dif·
ferent finishes and stones, delivery of the rings will take six
to eight weeks or longer. With
a standard ring, students should
be able to receive their rings in
about two weeks."
In related action, SAC defeated a madaa to widlbolcl approval of the sale of u ~ d ·
mite rings. This move cleared
the way for Lloyd Thompson,
manager of the University store,
to sell the rings.
Ron Fishman, council Vice·
president, introduced the motion,
explaining his position thus: "It
seems to me that undergraduate
rings will subtract from the prestige of the traditional graduate's
ring."
Council majority disagreed,
by a vote of five to four. Pres·
ident W~ir cast the deciding
vote, commenting that the im·
portant point involved was to
maintain good relations with
Thompson and the bookstore
staff.
The student council's first
meeting of the year, held last
Thursday, was an informal ses·
sion at which major topics of

business for the year were suggested to the members by Weir.
Among these will be the calendar change concerning study
week, a raise in fees for SAC,
the proposed rebuilding of the
activities area on the second
floor of the Centre and a stu·
dent-faculty committee.
Fishman and pabe DeLuca,
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs, have laid the groundwork
for the formation of the studentfaculty committee. Its purpose
will be to avoid conflicts . be·
tween the administration and the
students, concerning official pol·
icies and decisions.
"The University Senate has
been making some rather arbi·
trary decision recently, like the

caJendar cliaoae- Tbeae things
deeply involve the students, who
are not consulted about them,"
said Fishman.

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
i53-0369
Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

U-D0-11
CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

STUDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!
Th11 Canadian Union cf Students discount list distributed
on campus last week contained
two errors in listing.
McCance English Shop, 325
Ouellettte Ave., was incorrectly
Ii ted as a specialty shop. It is
a clothing ;;tore.
Sam's Pizzeria has discontin·
ued its student discount plan
except on deliveries to resi·
dences.

~
~

Rudy's Barber Shop
For the finest in

PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2340 UNIVERSITY W.

Right Under The Bridge
Convenient To Staff And Students

Phone 254-8122

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO

•

1022 WY AHDOTTE ST. W.

DEALER

CLEANERS

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S
SALES 6 SERVICE

1320 Wyandotte W.

254-9087

TAILORS
* Repairs

* Alterations
SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

1()% Discount

On Cash and Carry

Ask For II"

11

* Storage
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TIME "laughi g matter"
EDITOR'S NOTE: This editorial is reprinted
from the Dalhousie Gazette. The Editor-in-Chief
of The Dai Gazette Tim Foley, is a former reporter with The T~ronto Star, and last summer
worked as a news editor for CBC Television
News, Halifax.
-::-

JOHN TOMLINSON

WILLIAM DODD

Ed itor-in -Chief

Managing Editor

The LANCE is published weekly (Fridays) by and for
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, \he LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press, Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the Universi,ty of Windsor or Students' Administr!tive Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Nothing sacred
in college press
The role of the student press is to question, to criticize, to
provoke.
Last week. many persons commented on the first two issues of
The Lance. Some said we were much too outspoken.
The Lance is a newspaper which expresses the views of the
student body at the University of Windsor. Many of the students
are outs~ and blunt.
University is the place where scepticism is acceptable, where
nothing is sacred. The university and the community-defi ned as you
will - are under critical examination.
In the past, university administrators and the teaching staff have
been sheltered from the real world to a large extent. The university
is, generally, more protected than industry or &Orne other areas of
employment.
Tenure, particularly at a school such as the University of Windsor, has not always been granted on terms which benefited the students.
But, as the school changes its functions and its aim is re-defined,
its attitudes as well must be adapted.
Self-criticism is necessary. Unfortunately, it is painful to criticize policies which have served the past satisfactorily.
Universities, however, should be as ruthless as they must in
improving their product-education. To think.
. .
.
The Lance has. not been interfered with by the admm1strauon
or the teaching staff.
Fortunately, an occurance similar to that at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute is unlikely to take place here.
Censorship must be used with care, particularly at the university
level.

Drama Club not a club,
''Section of Drama" runs it
The University of Windsor Drama Club has asked for $200
from Student Council for the current year.
For some reason, the reque&t has met with absolutely no ob·
jections from SAC.
The ease of approval is remarkable for one reason and incred·
ible for another.
First, it is remarkable that the "Club" even bothered to submit
it, and remarkable that SAC even bothered to consider it, because
the Drama Club is owned and operated by Dan P. Kelly, head of the
Section of Drama.
Kelly chooses plays, casts actors, sets dates, handles finances,
runs rehearsals, and generally controls the activities of the club. He
and his assistant A. Owen Klein are completely in charge.
Last year, in fact, the three one-act plays finally produced were
chosen by Kelly and directed by members of his Drama 34 (Directing)
cla~s.
Also, the fact that Council even considered the request is incredible. In the past, SAC has inflexibly insisted that before any
club receives as much as one cent, it mm,t have a constitution which
has been approved by Council. The SAC Constitution says that " any
campus organization seeking formal recognition from the Council
must ftle a copy of it's Constitution with the Council."
PrQbably because of the facts outlined above, the "Drama Club"
has never bothered to write a Constitution.
It seems that SAC is contributing money directly to administration of the university by supplying the Drama Club with even
as little as $200.

How many of you are dupes?
By the time a person reaches university he
likes to believe that he is sophisticated enough to
spot obvious fraud, deception and distortion of
the truth. Certainly, no one would admit that he
reads slanted and biased journals to feed his own
prejudices. Yet, how many of you read TIME
magazine?
The first damning criticism of TIME is that
it does not print news: it prints editorials, or what
could be called 'pre-digested news'. Legitimate
news writing is made as objective as possible, and
although so-called 'interpretative reporting' is now
in vogue, the modem journalist is always aware
of the difference between making the news understandable and making subjective value judgements.
TIME will not only report the events taking
place in a South American revolution, but ?lso
attempt in 25-words-or-less to evaluate the motives
behind the uprising the issues involved - including its meaning for the "Free World"-and the
likely course of future developments.
N o one can deny it is far more interesting
to read about Premier Ky, Ho Chi Minh and General Westmoreland than about Vietnamese history
and a class struggle between a landed-aristocracy
and a landless peasantry. The problem with
TIME's approach is that dull ideas are important.
There is more to understanding the causes of the
new militancy in the civil rights movement, than
that Stokely Carmichael is a "black nationalist.''
One might also ask the editors of TIME
what value - except to smear and cloud - there
is in knowing that Ho Chi Minh eats bird's nest
soup, snails, snake and raw bird's eggs. Do nice
white Christians eat m ake and raw pigeon eggs?
And what does it really matter if Senator M.
whom TIME dislikes - had sweat stains on his
shirt as he made a political speech?
One could write books about TIME's use
of photographs.
Unfortunately,
most aymen
think one news photo is as good as another.
But for years journalists have realized that the
most effective and subtle propaganda is accomplished with a camera. Remember, cameras never
lie.
TIME has become the unquestioned leader
in this field . To obtain a 'slanted' photo does not
require the photographer to catch the subject per·
forming an illegal act. All the editor has to do is
select a picture that is uncomplimentary. Harsh
lighting and a bad angle will do the trick. The
possible choices are almost endless an open
mouth, dark shadows on the face, a hand near
the nose, a handkerchief hanging from a pocket.

If they saw it, who can. forget. the. photograph TIME . r.an of an A~eric~n um~ers1ty professor who v1s1ted North Viet Nam without state
department authorizati.on. He. was shown slump~d
in an overstuffed chair, wearm~ a i:impled white
shirt open at the neck and with his pant c~ffs
pulled up to about his knees. Why bother readmg
the article? Any one could see here was a seedy,
egghead. whose opinions would be worthless.
.
TIME transfers its photo techniques to its
front cover. We could talk about the issue that
featured a drawing of Ho Chi Minh with snakes
surrounding his head (probably the same variety
he likes to eat) but then it might be suggested
that we are taking a political position. Instead Jet
us examine the Augu t 26 edition. On the front
cover is the white liberals most hated enemy,
South Africa's liate Prime Minister Hendrik' Verwoerd.
Now, Hendrik was not the most loveable
politician that ever existed. but. TlME was n_o t
taking any chances. The d1stort1on of the facial
features is so pronounced that he closely resembles
a large pig. The artist has pictured him as a square
block of pink flesh that give the skin the appearance of scales. To help remind us that this man
is considered a tyrant the artist has drawn in a
steel mesh fence for background. Of coune symbols as subtle as this are only fully appreciated
by English majors.
Unfortunately, when TIME's techniques happen to support our own beliefs it tends t.o blind
us. We find ourselves saying: "Any magazine that
hates Verwoerd can't be all bad." Its use of words
is also a valid criticism to level at TIME. The
magazine continually brightens its copy by using
highly colored words. As an example consider
TIME's description of the average white South
African farmers as - "bearded Afrikaners who
still rule their Bantu field hands with a Bible in
one hand and a rawhide sjambok whip in the
other." Undoubtedly, there is some truth in this
statement, but there is also the blanket type of
generalization that leads Americans to think every
Canadian skis to work and all Englishmen wear
tweeds.
Don't stop reading TIME. The point is be
aware that you are not reading what is known as
"hard news." TIME feeds its readers a little
new with large doses of opinion and speculation.
Besides the writing and layout are entertaining, and
if you are too lazy to think then TIME will tell
you what the news means.
Continue to buy T IME but also buy a gooCl
newspaper (The New York Times, The Toronto
Star The Christian Science Monitor or the Toront~ Globe and Mail) and read the hard news.
For anyalsis and opinion buy the Reporter or
other magazines that publish the writer's name
with the article to let you know you are reading
opinion as well as fact.
.
When you do that then you will know why
people laughed when you used to give T IME as
an authority.

Grad. Soc.
charges bias
Mr. R. P . Gilmor
Dean of Men
University of Windsor
Dear Sir,
Supplementary Housing List
No. 4 has come to the attention
of the Graduate Society. This
list clearly indicates that some
of the householders offering accommodation to U n i v e r s i t y
Students also offer evidence of
racial and religious discrimination.
The Executives of the Grad·
uate Society herewith registers
a unanimous and strong protest
that such listing has been permitted. We know that discrimination cannot be legislated out
of existence. However, we feel
that neither religious nor racial
discrimination should be countenanced in any service offered
through the University, in this
case the Housing Service.
We submit a very urgent request for an official statement
of policy on this important matter.
Sincerely,
Raman Sood
President

[ STUDENT'S AWARDS OFFICE ·I

r
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STUDENT COUNCIL '66-67
President

Vice President

JAN WEIR
-third year honours psychology
-age 21, from Windsor
-president Inter-University Debating League 1965-1966
-chairman
Commission
on
Student Government
-C.U.S. seminar and congress
delegate

Diredor of Finance

External Affairs

C.U.S. Chairman

RON FISHMAN
-third year Arts (philosophy)
-age 20, from Chicago, Ill.
-chairman Can-Am seminar,
1965
-Student Qovernment Commission, 1965-1966
-Student
Regulatory Board
Constitution Committee

Bill MAGUIRE
-fourth year Commerce
-age 22, from Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont.
-C.U.S. treasurer 1965-1966

Arts Rep.

TIM LAIRD

JACK KIERVIN
-third year Arts (Political
science)
-age 20, from Milton, Ont.
-high school student council

-second year Arts (sociology)
-age 21, from Windsor
-high school student council, 5
years
-C.U.S. chairman 1965-1966

Nursing Rep.

BARBARA McPHERSON
-third year Arts (french)
-age 20, from Windsor
-high school student council 4
years

Commerce Rep.

BOB COLLIS
-fourth year Commerce
-age 22, from Toronto
-finance minister 1965-1966

Science Rep.

ELAINE PETERS

MIKE LIVINGSTON

-fourth year Nursing
-age 20, from Regina, Sask.
-vice president junior nursing
clasr.
-vice president nursing school
-secretary-treasurer Colleges of
Nursing and Education University of Saskatchewan

-fourth
year
Engineering
(mechanical)
-age 21 from Tillsonburg, Ont.
-vice - president Engineering
Society
~ecretarv Engineering Society

GLENN McCAIN
-third year Science (biology)
-age 21, from Windsor
-no experienc:e
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by PHIL W AIER
Men's Sports Editor

Within the last few years the question of intercollegiate football
for the University of Windsor has become very controversial. Pres·
ently the anti-footb::lll portion of the administration is leading but the
tide is bound to tum probably within the next few years.
Thus far the administration has held steadfast to its prime ob·
jective, that is to provide better education facilities for the students of
the University. They have fulfilled this goal in an athletic sense by
introducing the Faculty of Physical Education into the curriculum.
1be innovation of Physical Education bas brought many out·
standing athletic figures to the university. Now the. University Ad·
mnisttation is no longer able to ask where will the players and coaches
come from. They're biggest Question and presently hardest question
to answer still remains, where will the money come from? If this
were the only remaining problem one might hopefully believe that
a benefactor will stop and give us a stadium, uniforms etc. Providing
all this were to come about we would have two obstacles to overcome.
The first, who will we play, and the second, how will the attendance
be? At this time it is impossible for Windsor to crash the Ontario·
Quebec Athletic Association football block comprised of Unversity
of Western Ontario, Toronto, McGill and Queens. All is still not
lost because as I see it by the time we procure the necessary finances,
the University should, by virtue of its growing name, both academi·
cally and athletically have a large enough lever to pry open the closed
OQAA League thereby making its football debut.
Therefore if per chance you are still attending U of W in 1972
you might possibly read the Lance headlines saying FIRST INTERCOLLEGIATE HOMECOMING NEXT WEEK. This cannot how·
ever be a reality unless students keep pushing for Intercollegiate
Football.

Softball team WOIT
ournamen camp
by MIKE BONDY
This past Sunday, the Lan·
cer Softball Squad defeated
teams from Schoolcraft and
W.0.1.T. to take top honours
in the W.O.I.T. Invitational
Tournament.
In morning action, the Lan·
cers' heavy bats pounded out a
21-10 decision over the W.O.I.T.
No. 1 team. John Zeckner and
Ed Dandrea performed the hurling chores. They were ably supported by Dave Pirpich, Evan
Wright, Mike Bondy, and Gerry
Morand with three hits apiece.
Seccnd baseman Morand abo
had two strikeouts to go with
his safeties. Bondy cracked out
a pair of three-run homers to
aid his battery mates. Ken Long
chipped in with a brace of sin·
gles for the winners.

In the championship contest,
the Lancers took on W.0.1.T.
No. 2, who had defeated Schoolcraft in the semi-final round.
Two-hit pitching by Frank Micallef and Norm Colameco paced
the Lancers to another lop-sided
triumph. This time is was to the
tune of 14· 1. Ed Ducharme and
Evan Wright shone at the plate
for the champions with two bits
each. One of Ducharme's blows
went for the circuit. Larry Kelly
also blasted out a four-bagger.
This Saturday, the Lancers
journey to take on University of
Michigan at Rochester, Michigan. Two weeks later the team
will play Oakland, W.O.I.T.,
and Schoolcraft at Wilson Park,
in defense of the U. of W.
championship which it won last
year.

Lance
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ADOLFO'S
BARBER
SHOP

still
3 BARBERS TO SERVE '{OU

needs
sports

SEASONS OPENER - Engineers clash with Arts 11

OQAA football begins,

WAC

no favorite choice yet
All signs are go as Ontario·
Quebec
Athletic Association
football teams prepare to start
another exciting season of league
play, October 1.
Frank Tindall, who has been
head coach at Queen's for 20
years, caJls this a rebuilding year.
Western's John Metras, who is
starting his 32nd year in the
league, 26 as head coach, wor·
ries about his defensive line. Ron
Murphy, first-year bead coach
at the University of Toronto,
concerns himself with the Blues'
pass defence ,while Tom Moon·
ey, in his second year as head
coach at McGill, feels inexperience could hurt his Redmen.
But there are plenty of stars
left to make this one of the most
interesting races in the long his-

tory of the four-team university
league.
Bruising Pete Howlett of Mc·
Gill, the league's most valuable
player last season, Toronto's
sensational passing combination
of Bryce Taylor to sure-handed
Mike Eben, Western's dazzling
punt and kickoff return man,
Robbie Campbell, Art Froese,
Westem's talented back who led
the league in rushing and scorng
in 1965, and Queen's tough and
rugged Frank Arment, an All·
star at tackle ~ these are some
of the young collegians who will
return this fall to make the Ontario-Quebec Athletic Association's footbalJ program one of
the most colorful and crowd·
pleasing shows in the country.
Hopefully the U. of W. will
be included in this list within the
next decade.

night
set
Monday night, Oct. 3, the
Women's Athletic Council has
planned an Athletic night for the
women of the student body.
Through this the members
hope to be able to inform you
of what is offered tb you by
the Athletic Department. The
time is 7 p.m. and the place is
St. enis Hall.
The night will begin with an
introduction of the WAC and
an explanation of the points and
award systems.
Following this brief introduc·
tion, demonstrations have been
scheduled in fencing, judo and
swimming.
There will also be time set
aside for playing volleyball and
badminton. The evening will end
with a free swim.

CAREERS FOR YOU

with the Civil Service of Canada
Economist or Statistician
Historian or Archivst
Management Analyst
Finance Officer

Administrative Officer
Personnel Administrator
Commercial and Industrial Analyst
Foreign Service Officer

QUALIFYING EXAM
OCTOBER 19 - 7 p.m.
ROOM 105E - ESSEX HALL
Exemption: only for those who hold Master's or Doctorate
Degrees in 1967.

Only 2 Blocks From Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM
OCTOBER 20 - 7 p.m.
ROOM 105E - ESSEX HALL

JOE CASWELL

No Exemptions

writers
CHECKER CAB
253-3551

e ALTERATIONS
• ORY CLEANING
e PRESSING

TO APPLY: It is preferred that you send, in advance of the examination, Application Form CSC 100 (available at the Placement Office) to the
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA, UNIVERSITY RECRUITMENT, OTTAWA 4, ONTARIO. It wi II be possible also to
complete an Application Form at the examination.
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Watch for a PANEL DISCUSSION on this subject coming to your campus soon.
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New women's track coach
leads to excellent prospects
by JANET MORRELL
Women's Sports Editor

Last year, the introductory
term for the Women's Track
Team, the girls were not only
coached by a male but they also
had to practice and compete
with the fellows.
Not so now as Miss Sue Hilton, lecturer in the Physical Ed·
ucation Department, has taken
over the coaching position for
the team. This is not an indication that there is lighter work in
store for the lasses for this reporter saw a long line of girls
headed by Miss Hilton jogging
out around the circumference of
the football field.

Plumbers stomp Arts men
by MIKE BOTSFORD
Monday started out to be a
very sad day for both the Arts
II and the Engineers.
The first half of the game was
plagued with fumbles and scra·
tchy plays. Near the end of the
second quarter both teams settled down and played an exciting half.
Arts II scored first on a rouge
in the third quarter. The game
showed that each team has a
strong defensive line but their
offense was weak. The records
indicate that there were only
five first down!I.
Don Osborne, the engineer
quarterback, connected with five
passes in nine tries. Don corn·
pleted the first engineer touch·

down pass in the early part of
the third quarter.
He also maneuvred the engin·
eer rush down field which end·
ed in a left end sweep across the
goal line. Both attempts to score
the point after the touchdown
failed.
The Arts II quarterback,
George Lascher, completed two
passes in five attempts. Late in
the fourth quarter John Laporta
hauled in a touchdown pass
from substitute Arts II quarterback Mike Newton in a last
desperate attempt to narrow the
engineers eleven point margain.
Thereafter the engineers controlled the ball and held off the arts·
men to capture a 12·7 victory.

"Of Men and War" • • •
lnterlac Soccer
by PETE BIERMANN
The result is an hysterical, mass-motivated mob gone wild. A
mob of one hundred thousand maniacs. For one hour and thirty
minutes they have watched at times attentively, at times vigorously
adding,the benefit of their own coarse voices. And during this period
there has been a hope that was dimly clung to by some, and by others
proudly held with nationalistic fanaticism. But with the whistle
comes the end, and with the end there comes a grotesque interaction
of wild, unbound joy and a desperate, indefinable hate.
And with the end, comes very often, bloodshed. Bottles are
thrown, flags are torn, and, in short, physical combat is enthusiastically
begun. Everyone joins in, and, why not? The fun's just begun.
Amog the flying fists, squirming crowds and wild savagery, the
local police wind their weary way, pausing occasionally to hit some·
one's head with a jet-propelled stick, and attempting to bring calm
to the upset masses. In time the crowd is sectioned and dispersed, and
soon the various sections end their fighting.
Aho, there remains only the ~k of counting the dead, in·
jured and dying.
Indeed the soccer season has begun with its usual intensity. The
sport that has caused the near collapse of governments, the obsession
that has made mockery of ". . . and thou sbolt love thy neighbour
also", the trend that bas caused friends to hit each other on the h,ead
with big bricks ... is now in Canada. And it is here to stay.
Two teams of eleven men battling with feet, artistically or brutally, to place a ball in a significant net is what it is about.
And the Ust of casualties w sufficient to put even American
football to shame.
Even here on campus, cripples can be seen proudly displaying
broken heads, squashed fingers and crutched legs, valiantly gained in
the action-that is found on the soccer field. But do not get me wrong,
not every player dies, is wounded or gets stepped upon. Only the
good ones. (So next time you see a young fellow wending his way on
crutches, do not laugh, rather fall to his feet in praise of such a
worthy thing.)
The season then is begun. I hope to see you at the field. Maybe
we'll even get to exchange blows.

Not everyone seemed to be
able to \(eep up the rigid pace
at least first time .. Eh Sharon?
However, from my vantage point
it appears that the girls have
several excellent prospects for
this year.

Mary O'Brien who hails from
E~x is one hopeful. Her specialty is highjumping, Mary is a
second year Physical Education
major who, upon completion of
her 4 year course, hopes to teach
Physical Education. In her days
at Essex District High School
Mary was very active in all
women's athletic activities espec·
ially Track & Field and Basketball.
Another area girl, Sharon
Thompson of Amherstburg, will
combine with Miss O'Brien to
give definite strength to the
Women's Track Team this year.
While attending General Am·
herst High School Sharon was
a talented participant in Volleyball, Basketball and Track. This
is her first year at University of
Windsor and she is enrolled in
Mathematics and Physical Edu·
cation course. Miss Thompson's
forte is in the sprints.
Two Windsor girls, Kathy
Thompson of Walkerville Col-

legiate and Donna Grundy ot
Kennedy Collegiate, will provide
competition along with these
other girls. Kathy Thompson
will add strength through her
skill in sprints and hurtles. Miss
Grundy a second year Physical
Education student who set a
record in Standing Broad Jump
at SWOSSA in 1963 will be
representing the university in the
Long Jump.
Smith's Falls is the home of
Frosh Barb Carnochan who ex·
cells in Track Field. Barb has
won a silver medal in Intermediate Track and Field and a s_old
medal in Senior Track and f'leld
achievements. She will represent
the university in sprinting and
hurtling.
With this calibre of athletics
Miss Hilton feels that the girls
will fare quite weU in their next
meet with the University of
Western Ontario in London next
Wednesday.

Arts I tires in first half,
Commerce prevails, 4-1
by PAUL CICERI
Time was the enemy for the
Arts
team as the Commerce
squad rolled to a 4· l victory in
an interfaculty soccer match at
Shore Acres Park on Tuesday.
Outnumbered nine to eight,
Arts I played heads up ball in
the first half but tired in the
second as Commerce got its offence rolling. Let by Keith Hurst
and Will Dugal, each with two
goals, Commerce gained two
points to take a share of first
place in the young soccer sea·
son. Dave Bartlett tallied the
lone score for Arts I.
The action switched rapidly
from end to end in the first half
as each team displayed both a
good offence and defense. Keith
Hurst chalked up the first goal
of the game late in the first half
on a penalty kick directly in
front of the goal.
The shot was a fast riser that
caught the lower part of the
crossbar and fell in behind the
goalie.
Previously Keith had
come close to scoring when one
drive sailed over the crossbar
and another hit it and bounced
back into play.
In the early minutes of the
second half, Dave Bartlett, com·
ing in fast on goal placed the
ball perfectly to score Arts I
single tally. Minutes later, Will
Duga knocked in his first goal

COOK'S

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W,
252-8325
1662 orrAWA ST.

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED

MEALS

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University

·-

West

when he caught Arts I defense
off guard and slip~d the ball
in the net for an easy score.
This seemed to take the drive
out of Arts I and Commerce
started coming on strong. With·
in seconds, with a five on three
rush, Keith Hurst put in bis second goal to pad Commerce's
lead. Shortly before the end of

the game, Will Duia finished
the scoring as Commerce came
down the field on a four to two
rush.
Playing a solid game in goal
for the winners was Tom Prinzing. In a losing cause, Steve
Daigle played a great game for
Arts I, setting up many of its
rushes.

SPORTS PICTURFS BY ROSSITER
WOMEN'S TRACK - Sharon Thompson gets off to a fast start
in her specially the 100 yard sprint.
CAMPUS STYLES FOR GUYS
ANO GALS

Cl.ark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels
Campus
Sneekers

10% Discount To Students

The SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte West
At Randol h

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobiles At

2504 Howard

Avenue
Give Us A Call

969-9070
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Girls overworked
LONDON, ONT. - An assistant professor of sociology at ibe
University of Western Ontario says he was "encouraged to resign"
from the faculty after he delivered a lecture based on a survey of
sex habits of the university's students.
Toe survey showed that 15 per cent of females and 35 per
cent of males had taken part in sexual intercourse.
Toe
chairman
The
comment

professor, Dr. Edward Mann, has resigned and is now
of Sociology programs at Atkinson College, Toronto.
president of U. W. 0., Dr. G. Edward Hall, refused tQ
on the circumstances of Dr. Mann's resignation.

Johnson supported
QUEBEC (CUP) Hundreds of Laval University students
demonstrated here last week in support of Premier Daniel Johnson's
100 per cent fiscal demands.
The rally attracted about 600 students on campus during the
lunch hour.
The premier was visiting .the campus to attend the official
opening of a fund-raising drive in which Laval hopes to collect
$35,000,000 from businesses, graduates and other sources.
Johnson told students the French-Canadian nation has outgrown
its inferiority complex and has thrown its demands in the face of
Canada.
''It is for the coming generation that the government now is
fulfilling its responsibilities, and the welcome you have given me
warms my heart," he said.
A member of the executiv·e of the Association Generale des
Etudiants de Laval said the demonstration had two objectives:
To show that ,Laval students are part of the 80 per cent
Mr. Johnson said would support his views;
To remind the government of the promises it made to im·
prove the loans-bursary system for students.

Dief to debate
TORONTO (CUP) Opposition Leader John Diefenbaker
has agreed to participate in a debate Oct. 6 at University of Toren·
to's Hart House.
Canada's former prime minister will debate the topic: "Resolved
that tne in titution of Parlia~ent ha outlived its usefulnes ."

Security improved
MONTREAL (CUP) - McGill University's student union bas
introduced a ti~ht new security system this fall.
The new ~ecurity measures were introduced after it was dis·
covered that enterprising students were stealing thousands of dollars
of students' soci.::ty money.
"Last year this place was wide open," commented building
manager John JMes. "Master keys wer!! easily obtained, and a
person could get mto any room if he put his mind to it."
And students apparently did put their minds to it.
Illegal long distance telephone calls totalled $12,000. Book·
store shrinkage amounted to almost $20,000.
Temporary measures taken to date have uncovered more than
$100 in unauthorized calls frcm one office alone.
Hopefully, things will change this year. The only master key
in existence is the one in Jones' back pocket. The one set of sub·
master keys is passed from porter to porter as they change shifts.
Club presidents must sign an inventory list accepting responsibility for contents of their office before receiving keys.
"Many students see the new rules as a useless inconvenience,"
said Jones, "but we are only trying to protect the students' interests.''

March planned
TORONTO (CUP) - Plans are under way for a march bY
University of Toronto students to protest again t the Ontario Student
Awards Plan.
Tom Faulkner, president of the U of T Student Council,
announced last week that the march is to be held when Ontario
Education Minister William Davis returns from a trip to Vancouyer.
No further ,details have yet been announced.

Buttons anyone?
BERKELEY - A coed here has made "a small fortune" selling
lapel buttons proclaiming "Chastity is its own punishment."

Second Century Week
may be cancelled
OTT A WA (CUP) - A gathering storm brought on by the
University of Alberta's with·
drawal this week from the Ca·
nadian Union of Students is
threatening to wash out the
major student contribution to
Canada's Centennial celebrations
next year.
Second Century Week, a
mammoth $280,000 cultural ·and
athletic festival which was to
draw more than 1,000 students
to the U of A and University
of Calgary campuses in March,
may be irreparably damaged by
this latest turn of events.
The problems of putting on
a bilingual festival of this nature were acute to begin with,
particularly when French-Cana·
dian students were demanding
equal representation
The task of ra1smg the
money $80,000 from the
Centennial Commission; $80,
OOO from the province of Alberta and the rest from gate
admission, donations and dele·
gates' fees wasn't much easierthough nearly $200,000 of the
budget is now assured.
The difficulty and ex·
pense - of translating pam·
phlets into French at $.03 per
word was slowly being overcome, as were the thousands of
other details such as finding ac·
comodation for l, I 00 delegates;
organizing art, i m,
o aphy, drama, and music pro·
grams; coaxing the Canadian
Union of Students into holding
its debating finals at the same
time, setting up a major series
of major athletic events, to be
called Olympiad '67; and so on.
A week ago, Bob Martin,
Calgary campus chairman for
SCW visited Ottawa. When he

talked with Canadian Univers.
ty Press, he was slowly solving
these and many, many other
problems. But he would say
things were "moving smoothly''
in all areas.
Today, the fourth-year political science student and the 35
to 40 other students, including
SCW director David Estrin
from Edmonton, are fa<;ing a
new and totally unexpected
problem.
What kind of co-operation
will their ambitious project re·
ceive from student councils now
that Edmonton has withdrawn
from CUS?
It is too early to say for sure,
but already there are indications
they could be in trouble. The
following developments were
visible almost immediately:
- Several student leaders, including at least one Western
student union president, have
already said their campuses
might not send delegates to
Edmonton, Calgary and Banff
with Edmonton Ol!t of CUS.
- Rumours have been circulating of attempts by some student leaders to scuttle the entire festival by openly refusing
to co-operate in the CUS-spon·
sored project.
- CUS President D o u g
Ward the other day gave only
a curt "no
mment"
hen
quizzed as to what position
cus will take on sew now
that Edmonton has pulled out
of the 160,000-student association.
Meanwhile, in the back·
ground, threatening, to build
into a second big storm front,
is the French-Canadian student
representation issue.

NEW CUS PRES. NAMED
HALIFAX (CUP)-A 1966
graduate of Carleton University
was chosen president-elect of
the Canadian Union of Students
here recently.
Hugh Armstrong, full-time
president of the Union's Ontario region and a graduate in political science and history, beat
out Don Mitchell of the University of Saskatchewan (Regina
campus) and Wayne Hankey of
King's College, for the job.
Armstrong said he will spend
the coming year learning about
CUS in his role with ORCUS,
and during his term of office
will work for universal accessibility to post-secondary educa·
tion.
International affairs will be
of a much lower priority, be
said, because of "our limited re·
sources and lack of expertise,
but not because of principle."

The 30th CUS Congress also
chose regional representatives to
the CUS board of directors for
the coming year. They are:
David Saunders, council president at the University of Mani·
toba, western region; George
Anderson of Queen's University, Ontario region and Lawson

Hunter, council president at the
University of New Brunswick,
Maritime region.
No representative from the
Quebec region was elected, be·
cause the possible withdrawal of
Bishop's University from CUS
would leave only one memberMcGill in Quebec.

When the Calgary campus
chairman for sew was asked
whether the Union Generale
des Etudiants du Quebec de·
mands for "two-nation" or
equal representation in SCW's
cultural aspect would be met,
he replied:
"We won't consider the mat·
ter."
Whatever the result of all
these SCW headaches, the next
few weeks will be critical. And
student leaders, particularly in
Alberta, these days are anxiously
looking for ways of keeping the
project moving ahead.

DELAY HIT
HAUF AX (CUP) Delegates at the Canadian University Liberal Federation conference
here passed. two resolutions this
month condemning the federal
Liberal government's decision to
pcstpone its medicare plan.
In a Commons speech
S~pt.8, Finance Minister Mitchel Sharp announced the
postponement wculd be for
one year. At that time he said
the Liberal government would
also postpone indefinitely the
federal scholarship program.
The moves are part of gov·
ernment action designed to curb
inflation.
A n t h o n y Pearson, CULF
president, called the govern·
ment's decision a serious mis·
evaluation of priorities; and
asked for reconsideration of
bcth steps.
"We unequivocally support
t h e efforts of Allan J. Mac·
Eachen to obtain these and
other progressive measures," he
said.
But Mr. MacEachen, guest
speaker at the conference, said
only that social welfare programs "are under heavy attack
these days," and refusal to corn·
ment when questioned about the
decision to delay the programs.
CULF was not alone in its
protest. Ontario's New Demo·
crats have called the one·year
delay in federal medicare a
broken promise by Prime Min·
ister Pearson and a holdout that
adds insult to the injury of inflation.

Editors f/Uit
Ryerson paper
TORONTO (CUP) - Sixteen editors of the Ryersonian. stu·
dents newpaper at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, walked out Tuesday (Sept.20), over what they called a "lack of organization" in the
institute's journalism department.
Editor-in-Chief Len Coates, in a statement directed at the
paper's professional managing editor, Loyld Lockhard_, and _communications department head E.U. Schrader, referred m particular
to haphazard scheduling of evening staff and second-year . report~rs.
The Ryersonian, published in conjunction with the iournahsm
course at Ryerson, is produced five times a week. The paper vas
suspended for one year from Canadian University Press last De·
cember over a violation of CUP's charter.
A' CUP investigation committee ruled the paper's profossional
managing editor had an implicit power of censorship over all copy
appearing in The Ryersonian. CUP, at its 28th annual con!erence
last year, passed a motion which said the plper could be reinstated
if editorial veto powers were given the tudent edi:or.
The 16 resignations became effective Tuesday, but editor
Coates agreed to remain as an advisor until Friday (Sept. 23).
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LET ANGER SPEAK

•

PQRTRAIT OF A GIRL
On life's road, while walking its winding ways,
A soul I met during strung-together days.
It was the soul of a raven haired girl
Who was caught in life's tragic circle
Of youth, social convention, and confusion.
She is riddled with doubt and delusion,
But her mind, wonderland that it is
Makes her a Jover, a poet, a philosopher, and an artist.
She's one of the Reals, yet Jives in fantasy
And leaves her illusionary world to return to sad reality.
She shine bright in a black world.
Her thoughts are noble like a flag unfurled.
I am dwarfed by her kindness and her wisdom,
For I am a fool, who loved selfishly and seldom.
I touched her hand and was purified
Looked at her, was cleansed and satisfied
She filled my lonely, bitter emptiness
With love and warmth and purpose.
Her loveliness seared my beaing and branded my soul.
She but smiled and gave me a rainbow.
She could tum grass into gold
And never let summer grow old.
Now as I reel from the heavy wine of her kiss
I remember the times of ecstacy and bliss
That is the portrait of a girl.
M.M.

Have YoU ever taken care to
plant a seed
And watched and fed it and
made sure no weed
Ever touched or lived near it?
And lavished time to grow it
fit?
I did so to such a one
Then watched it wither in the
sun.
PETER SELECKY

Let anger lo0sen tongues of slaves
And rattle iron fetters;
Let chain ring sparks from voicele$s stone,
And stone resound to anger;
Let hunger scorn mute stone for bread,
Millstone crush bread to powder,
The powder JCatter with the sand
When winds cause dunes to wander;
Let dunes wear ages in the rock,
And rock be broken by the hammer,
That hammers borne by men enslaved
Ring liberty on iron;
Let chains be sundered in the waste,
Arid wastes to ocean wander;
Wind splash rain on dust and sand,
And stone succumb to water;
Erosion bore thru timeless stone
To lap at lands unbounded;
Islands and continents submerge,
And earth return to water,
Let water turn to sunlit cloud,
And cloud to rain and thunder;
Let thunder clash, curse sea with storm
And lightning speak of anger;
Let anger raise the hands of slaves,
Hands strike beyond the ocean;
Let ocean part to hands outstretched
--The hand forge chain and hammer.
ERIC LAYMAN

decided only yesterday
to keep from loving according to the anywhere
codes of all the pseudo active people
motionless by choice and
questioning not arbitration nor threat of
deliberately populating welfare cases
whispers and shoutings from you all have attacked my soul
insincerity apathy examination of life force and plywood
discomfort in trampling whordes
creaming whorde in allegory
aquaintance with cerebro and I am
of the many who suffered in that year of sorrow there was only one
whose fate has touched the hearts of all mankind.
OAKIE ISOPTERONI

TIIE PRETENDERS
rve seen this sight so many times in so many places
Seen all these people, so many sad and smiling faces.
'They're singers in the rat race choir
Bent into shape by society's pliers"
Once said a very wise man.
But here in humanity's garbage can
They sit and stand and kneel and stare
With their pathetic prayers stagnating the air.
Hollow prayers of empty men wrought from fear,
Not from love, echoing thoughts of damnation near.
Blind men leading others still more blind
Into the ditch of ignorance, leaving far behind
Reality for delusions of insecure security
Only to wake into an hour of hypocracy.
Young voices, parched, thirsting for truth, swell and rise.
The hypocrites stand in that vacuum of Truth's eyes.
These pretenders are more fearful yet dumb.
They will not reason. Cold Truth makes them numb.
They have only symbolistic ceremonies and laws of black and white.
For them love and life and purpose are hideous things of night.
Poor purposeless creatures. Poorer pretenders.
M.M.
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EVILO
Evil lov.e!
Vile love!
l now pronounce you siblings
intercoursing.
Love, evolve
incessant incest
multiply
fill the earth
and destroy the human race
rosicrucian
persecution
fill and die
already you are Jost in insipidity
your haemopoietic function
i, akin to that of the lemming
Your decay through affluence
and apathy
Is the advent
Of the dawn of man .
OAKIE ISOPTERONI

THE TROUBADOUR -

Encompa. seJ by the maternity of
And nourished by her wondrous fruits
Is man - her suckling babe.
To him she bend, her weighted boughs
Offering him the resplendent harvest.
The fish of the sea repeat their instinctual
Return to the age-old pawning ground . .
Then journey back to fill the fisher' · net.
The golden fields of grain press their root\
Deep against the breast of the soil
And etched along the sun et
Cows graze on verdant pastures.

So drink of the fruit of the vine
Before your sinking sun has set.
Feast upon fish and the fowl of the air.
Let the wine run like water to the sea
And rare meats delight your carnal lips
Before .she tosses you into her eternal womb
To sleep forever.
SUSAN VAN KUREN

THE SHADOW OF DEATH
Through the archways of the years
The spectre follows the dancing forms,
Laughter echoes through those shadowed halls
Yet never with full volume.
One note remains unsung
Darkened by the reaper's grim form
Lurking there . . .
Not one is free from his faithful
Sentinel of doom.
And finally, in guises divers,
He takes them into the wings of the stage
One by one.

A POTENCY
Pearls, from tiny grains are grown.
This, is by a simple shellfish shown.
What beauties then,
What powers of creation,
Must be to man,
So far surpassing such supine station?
DAVID EDWARD FLOODY

SUSAN VAN KUREN
OLD MEN IN TIIEIR BEDS
His age was holding him fast to his bed,
His eyes, dead coals, in a now heavy head. .
His livid white limbs lay limp, skeleton thin,
His whole body, a spectre,
Of what once had been.
How many, I wondered,
Had passed by his door,
And seeming indifference,
Gone on as before?
I thought just a moment,
Though with me, I cried,
Yet I reached out my young hand
To the old at his side,
And my grasp there, assured him,
That youth was his guide,
As he finished bis journey
And gained the far side.

BEAT POET
Barefoot, guitar on back,
be comes in from his wilderness
to tie the sandal
of another myth,
to mock our ivorytowered words
shunned mad prophet
striding symbolled streets
to definition and interpretation.
His tune is different roughrhymed, ragged,
cut to city noise but the theme remains unchanged.
DOROTHY FARMILOE

..

I pray that he left,
That last door ajar Thai I too, might join him,
When I journey far.
Then together we'll sit
And shake silvery heads,
And lament those who pass by
Old men in their beds.
DA YID EDWARD FLOODY

\'.
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REVIEWS

CBC PRESENTS
York.ville Village
by JOHN LALOR
On Sunday last at 4:03 p.m. The CBC radio network aiced a
program in their Venture '66 series on Toronto's Yorkville Village.
To find out exactly what Yorkville is like by day and by night and
what people who live there, work there, or go there sight-seeing think
of it all, announcers Warren Davis and Bruce Rogers spent over six
months recording many hours of interviews for this program.
In 1853 the Village of Yorkville in Ontario was officially incorporated. Thirty years later it was absorbed by the expanding city
of Toronto but retained its own coat of arms, which features a beer
barrel. In the past four or five years yorkville village has received
more publicity than ever before, in its one hundred odd years, much
of it bad publicity. Today there are two Yorkvilles: Yorkville by day,
smart boutiques, art galleries, antique shops; and the Yorkville by
night, coffee houses, discotheques, apartment parties, and thronge of
long haired teenagers. This is the Yorkville that gets all the bad
publicity. It's the place where kids smoke pot, where you can buy
LSD, where this is rowdyism, where the draft-dodgers from the
states congregate.
The program pointed out that much of the village is commercialized in order to attract the tourist set. They also pointed out that
"the ones who cause all the trouble are the short haircut, bourgecis
kids from the suburbs who go down there looking for kicks." If these
were the only two conclusions of the program they would be valid.
However Warren Davis says, "the kids who live there are not
creatively oriented". This has not been my experience for very few
people live there anymore. The arty people now live west of Avenu'!
Rd. These are villagers and are "the kids in transition" who "don't
stay there long."
Among these people there are very creative types but they do
not belong to the village as the tourists would like to have them
belong. Mr. Davis and Mr. Rogers were tourists.
Mr. Davis said that the village is "quite charming and perfectly
safe". It is safe only to the "square-johns" who infrequent the village
but to anyone who has lived there, as I have, you realize that the
village is not safe. It is the headquarters for a very militant communist group who avdocate the violent revolution of the working
class and headquarters for a highly efficient dope ring. The villagers
know of the existence of this and so do the in-people and for them
it is safe only when the in-people know and not the square-johns.
The program was good in as far as it went and the Venture '66
series promises to be quite dynamic. The executive producer of the
series is Harry J. Boyle who has a reputation of being associated with
the best in documentary shows of .this type and there are exciting
shows in concept to be broadcast in this series in the future.

Malka and Joso
Some very fine entertainers will be guests of Malka and Joso in
their new network series, A World of Music, seen each Saturday at
10:30 p.m. A sample was this week's show, videotaped en location at
Toronto's Playhouse Theatre, which featured the Beers family consisting of Robert Beers, his wife and daughter, who sang some
songs of America's past while accompanying themselves on authentic
folk instruments. Also presented on this show were the Korean Kittens, a group of four young ladies from the Far East, who have had
great success in North America.
Malka and Joso, sing songs of many lands and introduce
their international guests. Writer is Alex Barris, Musical director is
Rudy Toth and Producer is Mark Warren.

Court
Players
The Court Players Theatre
Company was founded in April
of last year in Detroit and its
first season was an unqualified
success. Partly because of this
success the new location for its
second season is the Detroit
Waldorf School theatre building,
The company i~ set up as
follows:
Fourteen actors work and
study together for four hours
each evening. They have
spent the summer month
training and rehearsing for
the coming season.
With each production they
hope to fulfil! the text and intent of the playwright by utilizing a style of acting and staging which is inherent in the
text. This will provide a rewarding experience in the theatre for the audience and
University of Windsor students
have been invited.
Notice of the productions
will be announced in The Troubadour in plenty of time to
obtain tickets.

MYTH OF SARTRIAN EXISTENTIALISM
by GEORGE LEWIS
The use of LSD has been exploited as a technique in which
perceptual structuration can be
highlighted. That these structurations need to be brought to
light is well known by those
who have been unsuccessfully
seeking to treat perceptual disorders. To date, the treatment
of these disorders has been unsuccessful mainly due to the
lack of sound study of normal
perception. Philosophy, presented with the problems of per
ception, retires into transcendentalism and intellectualism.
Jean-Paul Sartre bas proposed
a reversal. His attempt to bring
out the conditions where "existence precedes essence" was to
lead along this way. Has this
attempt been successful?
Three key generalizations will
be mentioned here. First, bis
wntmg ambition overshadows
his philosophy. The style of
John Dos Passos and American
films were the major influences
in this area. Second, as a philosopher, he was interested in
fundamental modes of behaviour
rather than critical analysis.
Third, he made use of mesca-

line in the mid 1930's which
has tinted his whole philosophy
and brought him close to what
might be called psychedelic
writing.
I would like to suggest that
his fundamental modes of behaviour incorporate, or are, discoveries accentuated by Dos
Passos and American films and
his experience with mescaline.
The influence of American
films and Dos Passos on Sartre
is obvious to anyone who has
read Simone de Beauvoir's The
Prime of Life. These techniques
suggested an objective, literary
means of handling the body as
it is for others without resorting to "the philosophy of the
god-like survey." However, this
indicated a major problem. Objectivity, in this sense, meant
that bodily activities were constituted by a series of "frames."
To make these frames meaningful, the reader's insinuation into
the plot was required, which
meant that synthetic behaviour
was necessary. This led to Sartre's Being-for-itself w h i c h
everyone knows as nothingness
or freedom in the most radical
sense.

The concepts of nothingness
and freedom change with Sartre's impressionable, bourgeois
nature. And the taking of mescaline (which belongs to the
same class of drugs as LSD)
bas helped to shape these concepts. Sartre took the drug in
the mid 1930's without the care
that is now attended to LSD experiments. As a result, there
was a strong impact. For several years, giant crabs followed
him about. This, coupled with
his usual expectations of the
worst, led to the most radical
of savage negations; one which,
at this stage, was "unengaged."
Thus, Sartre's philosophy is
one based en synthetic behaviour whose mood is a sense of
horror; in actuality, one of conflict. Conflict, as synthetic behaviour, is the essence of Beingfor-itself. Conflict, which demands absolute otherness or
duality is a return to spiritualism or essentialism. In sl'iort,
his conceptualization of man is
the reverse of what be means
or intends. Jean-Paul Sartre is
not an existentialist.

SECTION ANNOUNCES CASTING
by DOREEN LAMARCHE;
The cast for Thornton Wilder's play OUR
TOWN was announced Monday, Sept. 26 by
Mr. Owen Klein of the University of Windsor
Drama Section who will be directing the production.
Major parts in the play include that of Stage
Manager played by Michael Lyons a graduate of
University of Windsor who is now teaching at
Vincent Massey High School. In the past he has
held lead roles in Poor Audrey and Taming of
the Shrew. Diana Mady as Mrs. Gibbs is also
a local teacher. Her experience in the theatre
includes parts as Gertrude in Hamlet and Joan
in St. Joan. Ken Powers, an Economic and
Sociology (Hons.) major has the part of George
Gibbs. In the past he bas acted in high school
and University of Windsor productions. Jill

MacLeod as Mrs. Webb and Olwyn Veighey as
Mrs. Soames are both arts students here at the

university. Jill played lead roles at Forester Col·
legiate including the Miracle Worker. Olywn has
acted in many summer theatre productions, some
of which · are The Moon is Blue; Gigi and of
Mice and Men. The cast of over twenty people
show promise of giving an excellent performance.
Rehearsals begin Wed. Sept. 28 for six
weeks culminating in the Nov. 11 & 12 production at Cleary. Over ninety people turned out
for reading last week indicating the high level
of interest in the theatre on the campus.
Calls will be going out for those who expressed interest in the behind the scene work in
the theatre. Anyone who is interested in this and
has not yet contacted Mr. Kelly or Mr. Klein
should do so.

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR FILM SOCIETY
1966-1967 PROGRAM
FILM
DR. SIRANGEWVE
HELP
UGETSU
VIVRE SA VIE
WINTER LIGHT
ALEXANDER NEVSKY

DIRECI'OR

STANLEY KUBRICK
RICHARD LESTER
KENJI MIZOGUCHI
JEAN-LUC GODARD
INGMAR BERGMAN

ORIGIN
U.S.A.

SERGE! EISENSTEIN

BRITAIN
JAPAN
FRANCE

DATE

SEPT. 27
ocr. 11
26

ocr.

SWEDEN

NOV. 8
NOV. 22

RUSSIA

UEC. 6

ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL
THE ORGANIZER
8%

MARIO MONICELLI
FEDERICO FELLINI

THE RED DESERT

MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI

IKIRU

AKIRA KUROSAWA

KING KONG
WORLD OF APU

MERIAN COOPER
SATYAJIT RAY
CARL DREYER
ALAIN RESNAIS

DAY OF WRATH
lilROSHIMA, MON AMOUR

ITALY
ITALY
ITALY

JAN. 9
JAN; 10

JAPAN
U.S.A.
INDIA
DENMARK
FRANCE

JAN. 24

All Films To Be Shown At 7:30 p.m. In The Ambassador Auditorium.

JAN. 11

FEB. 14
FEB. 28
MAR. 14
MAR. 28
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''Generation'' editor
quits, magazine dead
The editor of the campus literary magazine Generation has
resigned.
Ray Jones, (III Hon Eng) said
that he has submitted his resignation to the Students Administrative Council, and suggested
that the magazine be abolished
and the position of editor removed from the board of publications of the Council.
"Troubadour offers writers,
poets and artists more space
than we could,' he said, "and
there isn't enough good creative
material on campus to permit

JONES
two magazines to compete.
He said that Generation could
have been saved if there had
been more communication between himself and the editors
of the Lance and Troubadour
over the summer.
"Communication in this area
could have led to planning which
would haye resulted in two
good magazines in two different fields."

"We should learn that nothing here can exist in a void,"
he said, "and then nothing like
this will occur in the future."
There is no point in students
subsidizing two mediocre publications when it would cost less
to put out one good one, he
said.
Jones added that the demise
of Generation was also partly
stimulated by the financial
troubles of Student Council.
"In the past," he said, "Generation has not lived up to it's
potential."
He blamed the failure largely
on the "apathy problem''.
Jones offered a few suggestions to the editors of Troubadour, the Lances supplement,
which he says was responsible
for the death of Generation.
"We hoped this year to enter
into the areas of contemporary
affairs, and, in general, creative
·
ia y
prose, fiction and non-fict:on,
he said."
"We are also interested in a
series of articles on contemporary problems, comment by foreign students on world affairs,
and so on, and we hope that
Troubadour can take over some
of these plans," he said.
Jones added that he will not
join the staff of Troubadour because of other extra-curricular
acth ities which will limit the
time he has available for stud-

Can-Am gets centennial grant
The chairman of the Canadian-American Seminar Committee of the University of
Windsor announced today that
the Centennial Commission has
granted $3,100 to the Committee.
The seminar, organized and
run by students, is independent
from but concurrent with the
Canadian American Relations
Seminar, administered by the
University.
Barbara Friedrich (IV Eng.
Honors) said Tues. that the grant
money will be used to p(ovide
transportation and accommodation for delegates and speakers
from most Canadian universities.
Delegates from several universities in Michigan will also attend the seminar.
Miss Friedrich said that she
expects more than sixty Canadian delegates, and added that
this degree of participation
would not have been possible

the University November
will discuss the possibility of an
Independent Canadian Foreign
Policy.
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
A. J. Eayr~ of the University

They want some of your
blood.
They're nurses, and they've
organized the annual u of w
blood drive.
Elaine Peters, President of the
Nurses Club, announced this
week that the blood drive will
be held Thursday and Friday of
next week in the Ambassador
Auditorium.
She explained that the Windsor "Corpuscle Cup" will be
awarded to the faculty' coming
up with the most blood in the
two days.
And she promised to have
about 30 uniformed nurses on
duty.
"Last year," Miss Peters added, "the turnout was very disappointing. We are hoping to
far surpass it this year."
Bleeding time is 10: 15 to 4
Thursday of next week, 10: 15
to 1 Friday.

Mayor is
nuinber 1
GOODAM KID says Joe Cameraman, telling an extra what to do.
Joe and his helpers have been here all week, but they Jea,e today.
They were making a movie to prove to everyone that the University
of WJndsor i. a lovely place to study. Hands at right belong to two
of Joe's helpers.
Bob McCann photo
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Mayor W. J. Wheelton, Q.C.,
mayor of Windsor, has taken
the first subscription to The
Lance in reply to a recent circular sent to civic officials.
Similar letters have also been
sent to staff and faculty members at the University.

cf Toronto, author of several
books on Canadian foreign policy.
Topics for the seminar sessions include Canadian relations
with Western Europe, foreign
aid, attitudes toward the UN,
and relations to the Communist
world.

BARBARA FRIEDRICH

Miss Friedrich said that the
organizing committee had applied for a total of $3,659 from
the Centennial commission.
"But," she said, "we are very
pleased with the $3, 100."
Originally the student seminar was very closely conne:;ted
with the Can-Am Relations
Seminar, but it first gained independent impetus and prestige
last year under the chairmanship of Ron Fishman, she said.
Fishman is now SAC vicepresideot.
Miss Friedrich said that the
grant would be ''invaluable" in
making the seminar more successful, since more delegates
mean "a more accurate picture"
of Canadian student beliefs.
"And'' she added, "it sets an
important precedent."

Dean denies bias
"The policy of the University of Windsor is quite clear; we
never have, do not now, and will not in the future support, encourage,
or countenance in any fashion discrimination where it is known to
exist." - extract from letter addre.5sed to Graduate SocietyPcesident
Raman Sood, from Dean of Men R. P. Gilmor, October 4, 1966.
Graduate Society President Raman Sood, still concerned with
alleged discrimination in off-campus student housing, said this week
that the "easy way out" has attracted both the administration of the
university and student council.
Sood pointed out that Council withheld approval of a Gradsoc-inspired motion on the subject, '3lld added "or perhaps our
student leaders have mixed feelings on racial equality."
Mike Marentette, Windsor officer of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission, said this week that his office is informally investigating
a complaint made last week by Les Dickerson, an officer of the
Human Rights Committee of Local 195 of the United Auto Workers.
Dickerson had asked Marentette ito investigate alleged discrimination in housing here.
Marentette said that under ,the Ontario Human Rights Act, his
office had no legal jurisdiction, but added that he and Gilmor were
assessing the situation and that they hoped to prevent a recurrenoe of
any such alleged discrimination.

Married students to get
Patricia Manor residence
Patricia Manor, a 38-unit
structure on the comer of Patricia and Univenity, will become a residence for married
students.
The acquisition of the residence to be resened for mar
ried students marks a precedent
for Canada.
The take-over was announced
early last week at the annual
meeting of the Corporation of
Canterbury College, University
of Windsor.
L F. Ounsworth, president of
the board of directors, said the
resioence will accept students of
all faiths. "We hope it will become an academic community."
The building was expropriated
by the college, through the uni, ersity, in June, but a final price
has yet to be agreed upon.
Two student couples hate
moved into the apartment.

Other tenants have untH next
June to vacate. "Most of the
couples who replace them will
be etaduate students who wJI
attend • university the y e a r
round," Mr. Ounswortb said.
'The president of the bOard
stated the decision to buy the
apartment block was made after
plans for a four-storey, 72-unit
residence for married students
had to be abandoned because of
cost.
"We gave up the idea of a
new structure last November
when we found it would cost
$750,000."

TOIKE OIKE
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THE ALLEGORY OF THE GERUNDS
In the peaceful valley of the GERUNDS the~e was content and
affluence until one sad day, sad for all concerned, there wa~ born
to this large one family community a child who from the moment of
his birth was destined to be the cause of great hardship to his valJcy.
The child did not look at all like the rest of the GERUNDS in the
valJey. He had two eyes where they had one: he had two ears where
they had one: he had two nostrils where they had one. He was bilaterally symetrical! They named him•TOBY HURT GERUND.
At the exact same moment, on the other side of the valJey,
there was born another child who was also not geneticalJy co~rect.
They had one eye where he had none, they had one ear where he had
none; they had one nostril where he had none; They named him
DISTRACT GERUND.
Each grew up in the normal way of the GERUNDS - under
the strict care of the overseeing child p ychologists in the perfect
family conditions. The family in this case being the smallest unit of
the society, which is the large all inter-related valley community.
TOBY's mother, DOTING GERUND lavi hed him with affection but only the maximum amount prescribed by the child psychologists. She also tried to devote the proper amount of time to the rest
of her family and household chores. But she loved her son, who was
different from the rest, because he had about him an aura of greatness. His father EARNING GERUND was an ideal father and he
had to be for if he were not ideal the child psychologists would
not have Jet him marry.
The child psychologists FREUDIAN GERUND, GESTALDT
GERUND, and PIAGET GERUND together formed a triumverate
ruling body. They had produced in that valley an existence not unlike those of THOMAS MORE and ALDOUS HUXLEY.
DISTRACT was brought up under the same family rules as
TOBY except that there was an hate burning deep in the breasts of
all the GERUNDS for DISTRACT because he was ugly, The
people did not fear DISTRACT for they knew that he was Jess than
they were. TOBY, however, did not hate DISTRACT for his ugliness
for that was not impressed upon him. He was above hate. DISTRACT was unaware of everything, he presumed himself to be
just like the rest.
Despite the fear the people had for him TOBY was being
groomed for leadership of the valley. On the occasion of bis twentyfirst birthday a soothsayer and a wiseman came to the valley. The
soothsayer and wiseman, whose names were ETAOIN and SHRDLU,
predicted and counselled that they would and should forget their
plans for TOBY.
The GERUNDS accepted all this with mixed feelings, but these
were strong enough for the people to draw up sides and go to war
over the whole affair. Forgetting family allegiances and common
sense one faction proposed that DISTRACT be the leader and the
other wanted TOBY HURT as the leader as was planned originallv
TOBY suffered a great deal from all this for he was most sensitive.
The anguish and torment that he felt from all this eventually killed
him.
Once in heaven his perception increased a thousand-fold. He
knew then that ETAOIN and SHRDLU were gods and they revealed themselves to him as such. They told him that he was not
supposed to have belonged to the race known as HUMAN GERUNDS but to have existed always as an INFINITIVE with them.
MERIT PROMISES PROMISE THAT IN
PALESTINE BEGAT CHRISTIANITY
EUROPE. THE CENTRE OF THE WHEEL
THAT NEGATES THE PROMISE OF
CRUCIFY: I AWAITED AT THE
APPOINTED J>LACE
AT THE
APPOINTED HOUR
FOR AN
UNAPPOINTED NUMBER OF DAYS
I REMAIN ALONE
THE WHEEL TURNS ...
TIIE POINT DOES NOT
TIIE REFLECTED LIGHT
FROM THE MYRIAGON
BLINDS ME
AND I GROVEL

PHOTOGRAPHY

CHRISTIAN COUNCIL members, from left, are Marlon Graveson,
Beth Sweet, Ron Wilson, Andrea Pinto, Ron Sharp, and Bruce Cassie. The Baptist and Lutheran representatives wdn•t make it.

Christian Council starts activities
The Christian Council of the University "f
Windsor has started its first full year of activities.
Miss Andrea Pinto, chairman, describes the
Council, formed last spring, as "more or Jess" a
committee comprised of two representatives frcm
each of the religious groups on campus: th<!
Thomas More Society (Roman Catholic), the
Iona Club (United Church). the Anglican plrish,
the Baptist Club and the Lutheran Club.
The three chaplains, The Rev. William
Christianson, S.T.B., Rev. T. T. Hogan, C.S.B.,
and The Rev. Dr. Vern McEachern serve as faculty advisors.
Miss Pinto is assisted by Ron Wilson (vicechairman) and Beth Sweet (sec-treas).
The Council's constitution ratified in March
calls for the Council to assist all Christian students in their personal witness on campus, to express on behalf of the whole body of Christian
students a concern for the full life of the University and to lead all members of the University to
an awareness of their responsibility to tl)e world.
''We have high hopes that the Christian
Cooncil will be able to develop a spirit of unity
and fellowship among Christians on campus,
which we feel should only be a natural de, elopment when one considers the unique ecumenical structure of this campus,'' stated Miss Pinto.

T~native plans include at least four films with
lectures and discussions following and a variety of
book discussions.
"We aho plan to arrange one or two weekend
seminars off campus. The e would be held either
at Five Oaks in Paris, Ontario, at Pontiac, Michigan or at one of the Anglican retreat houses in
lower Michigan or southwestern Ontario," added
Miss Pinto.
In addition, the Council hopefully will arrange church union services to be held cnce a
month. "These services would be on a weekday
and, therefore, would make no attempt to discourage students from attending their own services on Sunday. They are designed to bring
Christian students together in a setting of ecumenicism," said Miss Pinto.
The first program for the year will be a
discussion on the current and controversial
"God is dead'' theme. It will be held next Wednesday, October 12 at 7:30 p.m. An introductory talk will be given by Rev. Jeny Kiessling,
C.S.B., lecturer in theology. The Rev. T. C.
Akeley, assistant professor of theology, and
The Rev. Hans Zegerius, assistant pastor of St.
Andrews Presbyterian Church, Wmdsor, will
be panelists who will provoke ds:~ion with
pertinent questions.

Wilson, nominations open
Harmon Heyn, a graduate of
the University last year in Economics and Political Science
(Hon.), was the only University
of Windsor student to win a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
last year.
The University also boasts
two students who received honourable mention, Ken Dewhirst
and John Batiste.
This year, Assistant Dean of
Arts and Science George Mc·
Mahon hopes there will be
more.
He announced last week that
nominations for the awards are
now open, and that they close
Oot. 31.
The fellowships are open to
prospective graduates who are

citizens of the United States or
Canada.
One thousand of the more
than 11,000 applicants annually
receive awards of $2,000 for
one year of post-graduate study.
The Woodrow Wilson Foundation, sponsors of the prizes,
initiated the awards to "attract
men and women of outstanding
intellectual promise, graduates or
seniors, to the profession of
college teaching."
Every candidate to receive a
Fellowship for the next academic year, (1967-68), must be
nominated by a faculty member
before Nov. 1, 1966.
Prospective applicants should,
McMahon said, contact him or
the head of their department as
soon as possible.

CHECKER· CAB
253-3551 ...

HAIR FASHIONS
254-3791
75 University W.

"Appointment
Not Always Necessary"
20% OFF

Mondoy to Wednesdoy

A CAREER FOR YOU IN

ECONOMICS o STATISTICS @ SOCIOLOGY
WITH THE CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA
You Can Participate In Economic Research Studies On:
• TRANSPORTATIOi~
• TARIFFS
• MARKETING
• TAXATION
• TRADE AGREEMENTS
• LABOUR MARKETS
• WELFARE PROGRAMS

Exemption: Only for those who hold Maste·r's or Doctorate Degrees in 1967

985 OTTAWA

MANAGER'S RES. 253-9711

.:,~

BERNARD'S

Qualifying Exam: OCTOBER 19 at 7:00 p.m.
Room 105E, Essex Hall

256-4538

1

TO APPLY: It is preferred that you send, in advance of the examination, AppliCDtion
Form CSC 100 (avoilable at the Placement Office) to the CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA, UNIVERSITY RECRUITMENT,
OTTAWA 4, ONTARIO. It will be possible also ta complete an Application Form at the exomination.

Watch for a

PANEL DISCUSSION on this subject coming to your campus soon.
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Frosh week
books
balance

Bob McCann photo
FOUR OF MY BUDDIES were almost hurt here last Friday, says
Joe Workman, -peering into a ditch between St. Mikes and the
powerhouse behind him. The project is connected with our new
residence, and Joe's buddies narrowly escaped injury when part of a
concrete wall they're taking apart down there,nearly collapsed on them,

bits and pieces
CHRISTIAN COUNCIL
will hold discussion on "God Is Dead" theme, Wed., Oct. 12,
7:30 p.m., Centre.
EC POLI SCI
club offers cocktail hour, dinner, forum on foreign aid and
dance, at Beach Grove country club, Oct. 21. Tickets $2.50 - Cen·
tre Desk.

ROOMS
are still available here and there. For example, try phoning
945-2706, any morning, for excellent rooms, (male) near the bus.
COMMERCE CLUB
--will hold first banquet this year, Wed. Oct. 12, at 12:30 p.m. at
- - ~ ~ -.lfl111f' c;u11,1nA.,u, members
MUSICIANS WANTED
especially recorder, string, brass players. See Norm Wentworth,
413 Cody.
UW CHORUS
practices Tues. and Thurs., 4:30, at the music house, corner
Sunset and Fanchette. They want you, especially if you're experienced.
BASKETBALL
- -practice star•s Tues., Oct. 11, 4:30, St. Denis Hall.
FILMSOC
offers "Help" starring the Beatles, Ambassador Aud. 7:30 Tues.
25c minimum donation.
STUDENT GUIDE
wlil be out in a few days.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
meets Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 4:30, second floor, Centre, New
members welcome.
SECTION OF DRAMA
announces readings for casting of "Thieves' Carnival" by Jean
Anouilh, Oct. 14 in the rehearsal hall, Loblaws buildings, 7-9:30 p.m.,
under the direction of DP Kelly, head of the Section of Drama.
OUR TOWN
currently in rehearsal, will be produced at the Cleary Auditorium, Nov. 11 and 12.

by DAVE REMSKI
Fir~t financial tallies of Frost
Week ha ve revealed that student
council -did not exceed its budget.
Bill Maguire, Director of Finances for SAC, indicated that
the council had planned to spend
$1400 on the student-run orientation program. With mo ,t o f
the money accounted for, he expects to come very close to that
figure .
"We took in · approximately
$5800 during the week," Maguire stated. "The expenditures
ha,e totaled slightly over $5000
so far, and there should be about
$2000 worth of bills coming in
yet."
S.\C will have to receive another $2200 in bilh before
Frosh Week shows a loss. Maguire is optimistic that this will
not happen. In past years Frosh
Week has been a great loss item
for SAC.
The Director of Financei. cited two particular factors in the
success of SAC's first venture
of the year: "We budgeted a
substantial amount for damages,
and reports of damage have been
small enough to provide a sur·
plus."
Maguire continued: "Another
area where we gained was on
the banquet. Attendance was a
bit less than we had planned -

expected and the cost was
directly related to the number.
So, we had another surplus."
Gerry Roth, SAC Social Director, was "very pleased" with
the week's social success as well
as its financial success.
"The aim of Frosh Week is
not to make money, but to give
the new students as good a week
as possible. So, · we try to spend
as much on it as the budget will
allow.
The Social Director commented on the intended changes in
emphasis for this year's week:
"We tried to introduce a cultural note to Frosh Week, as
we announced in a letter to all
upperclassmen, but the plans
fell through at the last minute.
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SAC distributes cash,

clubs squeezed by debt
Student Council has allotted to 26 clubs a total of $17,879 for
the current year.
Added to a more than $10,000 SAC expense account, a
$10,000 publications bill, and a $3,846 deficit from last year, Council has overspent itself by $876 this year.
But SAC treasurer Bill Maguire said Wednesday that all club
budgets will be "reviewed" at Christmas, and adjustments will be
made.
The clubs and publication budgets are as follows:
ORGANIZATION REQUESTED
RECEIVED LAST YEAR
Lance
6536
4760
Ambassador
3490
3200
Generation
300
200
N~~

~

100

so

Engsoc

1217
351
1370
714
535
205
I 090

208
181
679

50
283
1053

ucw
Commerce
cuso

Club

Arts Council
Science Council
WUSC
WUSC Assembly
ISO
Spanish Club
Ee. Poli. Sci.
Soc. Club
Fr. Club
Chem Club
Debating
Geog. Club
Lord Acton
Math Club
Liberals
PC's
NOP
CIASP
Filmsoc
Ski Club
Drama Club
Jazz Club
Christian Council
Music Society
Trident Club
Commerce Council
P sych Club
i
b
Can-Am Seminar
Student Govt.
Comm.

500

290

250
205
1090
500
205

596
195
170
487
1420
468
350
70

451
120
110
328
948
190
220
70

175
1750
43
466
154
240
408
800
40
150
71

535

115

925
397

375
220
335

180

930
397
125
220
300
120

330
300
480
85
969
100
140
344

460
975

820
50

Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which ,dent,fy the product of Coca-Cola

u,•

We admire your spirit
and we're putting you on

the team.

:1
··1

·~
?::i}:'i,/,·.·.:Cil

111E BF.SI' DRESSED CIR.IS WEAR PANTS
- bat only to die rlpt plllcea. Last year's Glam·
oar Queen ~ froM, Vicki Wachna; cen·
tre, Imm Wt, Gina Satoa, Qaeea Mary Petrdch. Sandy Monlk; back, Jan Reed, Bonnie

Wellll, Gal Gardner. Luce F..wo. Editor Nicole l>flal proaallea more pldures of tbe "natural
coDese look" In weeb to ce,me. And look for
IIOlllinadons for 1bls year's conte8t to open SOOD,
Pat R08Biter -pllotO

Coca-Cola is on everyone's team. That's because .
Coca-Cola has the taste you never get tired of . ..
always refreshing. That's why things go better with
Coke ... after Coke ••• after Coke.
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U. of T. E gineers
Lampoon Awards Plan

JOHN TOMLINSON

WILLIA M DODD

Editor- in - Chief

Ma nagin g Editor

The LANCE is pub! ished weekly (Fridays) by and 1or
the s t uden ts of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices a r e located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, 1;he LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor o r Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221),

The principle of the thing
The charges of discrimination against the University which were
laid last week by officials of the Graduate Society and supported by
Local 195 of the United Auto Workers were unfortunate from the
point of view of the school and the citv.
However, despite the practical reasons for allowing even the
hint of a small amount of discrimination in off-campus housing,
the Graduate Society and Local 195 did have a point.
The University student rules issued by the Offtce of Studeot
Affairs specifies that a student who is living off campus may only
reside in housing which is approved by the University.
The Ontario Code of Human Rights st es., that " . .. it is
blic
policy in Ontario that every person is free and equal in dignity and
rights without r.:gard to race, creed, color, nationality, ancestry or
place of origin."
It further says, "No person shall publish or display . . . any
notice, sign, symbol, emblem or other representation indicating discrimination or an intention to discriminate against any person because
of race, creed, color .. ."
Since the University is a public institute under the jurisdiction
of the province, its policies on matters of discrimination must comply
with those of the province.
What seems to be the key element in the matter is th..: fact that
residences which have expressed discriminatory views are listed under
university approved housing.
Whether consciously or unconsciously, the scbcol has thus sanctioned discriminatory practices.
· At present the Graduate Society is attempting to persuade the
Senate to pass a resolution prohibiting discrimination in University
approved housing.
This would end the situation, and make it highly unlikely that
another instance of this kind could occur no matter what the circumstances.
To be sure, the University was not intentionally promoting bias.
But, men of principle rarely look beyond the ideals they hold so
dearly.
Men of principle, by definition, seldom make good politici1ns.

Support Can-Am Seminar
The second Canadian-American Seminar will soon be
getting under way. This has been the most successful student sp0nsored and orgaoiz.ed activity at the University.
It has raised the prestige and enhanced the image of the chool,
and this year will provide a more extensive program than ever before.
Last year the name of the seminar was changed to show the
separate operation run by 5tudeots with the cooperation, but not under
the direction of the parent group.
But more than the name was changed. Students' planning of
their own seminar meant the development of a long-term outlook
regarding theme, topics, speakers and advertising.
The seminar also published a separate report for its own operation, a practice that will be continued.
The financial responsibilities of such an approach make the
seminar's organization more difficult, but as student leaders such as
Barbara Friedrich, Ron Fi hman, George Richards and Bob Somers
have shown, Windsor undergraduate can meet the challeng~.
SAC aid to the Canadian-American Seminar may well reach
$1,000 this year, which makes it the most expensive projeot at the
school.
Certainly, the success of the Seminar recommends it for support.
Professors from disciplines other than history, political science and
economics should make an effort to encourage attendance and
participation by their classes, as well .

Reprint from the TOIKE OIKF., Thursday.
September 22, 1966. Published by the Engineer•
ing Society of the University of Toronto.
B.0.L.C.H.U.M.
The Toike's answer to POTSAP
Beginner's official Lessons concerning
Helping Undergraduate Monetary Prohl;m~
By this time of the year about everyone ha~
come to realize that POTSAP is the new Pro·
viocial Government loan scheme designed to help
any student in desperate need of funds, to commit suicide.
Kindly fill out the following, return to eng.
soc. and you probably will not get any money.
1. Name (last surname First if a new Resident in Upper or Lower Canada)
1.. Address - 1.
3. Address - 2. (Please note that one addresse is the one you'll be mailed to and that
one is two).
4. Phone Number (anyone filling in a number in this spot is ineligible fer aid as he can
afford to have a phone).
5. Birth (This need not apply to all tho. c
who are considered).
a) place
) only where
b) date
) applicable
6. List of occupation of:
a) mother
a) father
b) grandmother
b) grandfather
c) great-grandma
c) great-grandpa
d) grandfather's mistress
e) great-grandfather's mistress
The following section is only for Marriect
Students:

A) Wife - (please answer yes or no)
B) Wife - (please answer no or yes)
C) Why are you married, please answer yes
or no)
D) Yes or no? (Please answer maybe)
E) Does your wife?
F) Why not? - (Please answer only if ap·
plicable)
The following section must be filled out by
parent or guardian. All applicants must have a
parent or guardian. Note Regardless of family
situation, it should be noted that it is expected
that the student is given a minimum of $1500
per annum by his parent or guardian. Note No
request will be granted to a student if be is given
$1500 by bis parent or guardian.
1. Father's Name (if known) ...... .
2. Father's Name (if not known)
3. Father's allowance at ages 12, 13, 14.
4. Amount of money saved by fatiher by
not attending University. It is expected that no
father should be so selfish as spend money frivolously on his own education .. . ....... .
5. Father's M.P ............ .
6. Names of friends of Father in higher
places.. . ....... .
Please note: Any Friend or relative of
the premier please call WA . 5·3777 at the ParI iameot bldgs. and discard this Form.
7. Why
) this must not lea ve room for
doubt or candidate will be declared ineligible.
8. Why not)
9. Amount of money in bank at 5:00 p.m.
Jan. 11, 1952.
10. Value of home at 5:00 p.m. Jan. 11,
1952.
11. Total value of (9 & I 0). Please add on
the mutually compounded interest at 2.7 per cent.

Letter to the editor
REPORTING
"DISTORTED"?
Sir:
I was pleased to read a very
informative article in last weeks
"Lance" on the techniques and
methods used to slant and distort rep0rted news.
I thought it ironic that such
an arucle appear in a newspaper,
which is a good example of the
criticisms cited.
Maybe there are reasons responsible for this irony.
1) The Lance needed a fillin article.
2) The Lance staff, (I do not
mean this in a perfectly sweeping generaliz.ation) blinded from
their own journalistic faults,
thoughts that such an article,
appearing side by side with their
own, was a testimony of their
abilities in achieving objectivity.
3) Certain Lance · staff members don't earnestly read other
articles in their own newspaper,
particularly in respect to what
they have written.
Perhaps the trouble I perceive
is of my own cause. However,
I expect that editorials be listed
as editorials, and news as news.
Maybe my concept of a newspaper is senile, and that, with
a super sophisticated newspaper
like the Lance, such journalis·
tic practices can be laid aside,
so that Lance intelligensia can
teach and reform as well as
report.
The article which most strongly urged me to raise these
charges of non objective reporting was done by the news editor
himself. The articles pretended

to fairly ccver two aspects of
a topic, which happened to confl ict wrth each other.
The title of the article was
"300 Housed off Campus, Dis·
crimination Charges Laid," the
very wording of which suggests
th1t to house this number of
students off campus was such
a manelous task, that it would
eradicate or offset any discrimination charges made.
The introductory and major
portion of the article dealt with
substantiating the excellent job
which the Office of Student
Affairs had done in arranging
off campus housing.
Follcwing this was an intentionally superficial covering of
the discrimination charges. Although the article pretended to
deal fairly with these discrimination charges, consider these
points:
1) Raman Sood, President of
the G raduate Society, was listed
as a native of New Delhi, India, suggesting that as a foreign
student be might be oversensitive about any existing discrimination.
2) It was not mentioned that
Mr. Sood's st1tements expressing concern with discrimination
had received the backing of the
G raduate Society.
3) That the article failed to
contain any quote by Mr. Sood.
(If I am permitted to conjecture, he might have refrained
from being quoted, because of
a L1nce policy-editing a quote).
I hope that after reading this
letter and if nece sary, rere'f\ding
the aforementioned article, it is
realized that Lance articles often
fail to be authentically object·
ive.

It is also my wish that more
space be allotted to "Letter to
the Editor" section, so that the
student body can express past
criticisms and suggestions.
James A, Kauffman,

EDITOR'S REPLY
Mr. Kauffman:
While your interest Is appr1"'
dated, your views are not ,al.id,
When the article by News
Editor Brian Kappler was written early Wednesday afternoon,
after consulting with R. Paul
Gilmore, Dean of Men, and
Gabe DeLuca, Assistant Dean
of Men, we had not received
any statement by Rrunan Sood,
president o( the Graduate Soci·

ety.
Ob, iously, neither the Office
of Student Affairs nor The
Lance was in any position to
reply to Mr. Sood, since there
was nothing in the form o( a
statement to reply to.
Late Wednesday night, at
deadline, we recehed the Grad·
uate Society statement and a
telephone call from Les Dicldr·
son, a member of the Human
Rights Committee of Local 195
of the United Auto Workers.
If there was any misrepre·
sentation, I am not sure in what
respect it appeared.
'The article to which you refer WM signed, and did not in
my opinion misrepresent the
facts o( the situation. Neither
Mr. Sood, nor any official of
the administration has expressed
attitudes similar to yours.
John Tomlinson
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Academic mental paralysis
charged by Acadia U. prof.

RATIONAL SPIRIT
IN EDUCATION

by MIKE REID
Features F.ditor)
In the recent i sue of Para\·
lel, a magazine supposedly by
Canadians and for Canadians,
an article appeared which, when
fully savoured, could have re·
sounding repercui.sions on every
uriiversity campus across Can-

ates receive, and hence lowers th quality of the ondugraduate himself in academic
affairs. A major complaint
,-oiced by these poor unfortunates is the marked distance
between the student and the
vast majority of professors
both in class and on campus.

ada.
The article by S. C. Hamilton, who i~ a former faculty
member of Acadia University,
is a biting attack on the menta! paralysis of the university
professor as he exists today on
his ivory tower, outside the
realm of modern i,ociety.
Hamilton contends that the
academics, "have changed little

This lack of communication
on the personal level, leads to
greater dependence on examinations by professors for grading
purposes from the IBM and
multiple choice tests on the first
year level to the PhD oral examination, all of which stress
memory o v e r understanding
This practice is obviously not
in keeping with theory of an
institution of higher learning.

(Lance

by JOHN MacCORMICK

Rational inquiry is recognized as the underlying principle of both science and technology.
This mode of thought has steadily infiltrated into
all aspects of our developing society. The method
of rational inquiry is commonly referred to as the
spirit of science.
The Educational Policies Commission of the
United States National Education Asso:::iation ha
advocated the incorporation of the scientific
method into the Western educational system. In
a recent booklet, "Education and the Spirit of
Science", tht! Commission, under Arthur F. Carey, chairman, has attempted to promote a greater
awareness of that spirit. This they regard as a
primary goal of education.
The Educational Policies Commission recommends the adoption of the following values which
underlie science:
1. Longing to know and to understand
2. Questioning of all things
3. Search for data and their meaning
4. Demand for verification
5. Respect for logic
6. Consideration of premises
7. Consideration of consequences
0

and progressed less than their
prototypes, the monks of the
Middle Ages." He feels that
professors sole concern is to enlarge the library and expand
research facilities to produce the
PhD
publication oriented

Unfortunately, the phenomenal increase of
university with an almost cornscientific and technological knowledge and the
plete disregard for the educaincreased financial status, scientific fatllties
tion of the undergraduate.
have attained at universi ty level bas alienated
.
Universities, in an age of exprotagonists of the humanities and so:ial
ploding education, have failed
sciences, Consequently, an adaptlon of a systo keep astride the overwhelmtem of rational inquiry is unpopular within
ing increase as witnessed by
these circles.
crowded clas.srooms and lack of
"Jn destroying certainties and challenging
any personal staff-student contradition, science and technology destroy many
persons' psychological moorings." And, as pointtact in many courses. Yet, our
ed out, ". . . as traditions are assailed, traditicnprimary and secondary school
alists counterattack." In time it will be realized
systems have managed to adetbat the traditional method is not always the
quately adjust to the greatly
best. The scientific age demands an appropriate
increased numbers and actually
scientific method.
provide more teachers of better
The Educational Policies Commission recomquality.
mends the values that underlie science be incorpc..·_ _...,,,,..,-~~·T'h
communiorated into an educational system - questioning,
teacher and
searching, verification and consideration of all
his student more than ever beconsequences.
fore.
He is not confronted with
"If a single word summarizes the various
obstacles
to his teaching duties
characteristics of the scientific spirit, it is awaresuch as research or publishing.
ness - awareness of the uncertainty of man's
knowledge, awareness of the extent to which the
However, on the university
self influences one's perceptions, awareness of the
campus, the talented professor
painstaking modes of thought which have enabled
is more likely to delegate his
man to develop his knowledge of the world."
t e a c h i n g responsibilities to,
"slave labourers recruited from
Spiritual unity among nations and men has
long been a prime goal among thinkers and
the graduate school," and condreamers, the publication says. In the past, this
centrate his own abilities on regoal has usually been sought through some comsearch and writing.
munity of values peculiar to a small group, b:.it
This lowers the quality of
hop;:fully to be universalized. Charactistically,
education which undergradueach community ot values was founded upon a
belief in a religious revelation or philosophical
orientation which also was peculiar to a minority
of mankind.

i

Another problem with which
Hamilton deals in relation to
our Universities is the dropout
and the C student. This character is overlooked in the University program because he is
considered a "misfit," unable to
fit into the ideal student category which 5elf-assured university administrators have decreed
as correct.
In lower educational levels,
"Understanding and care bai.
been lavished most deservedly
on the slow reader, the retarded
s t u d e n t , the disadvantaged
child." However, anyone at the
University level who is unable
to precisely meet the sometimes
narrow demands of faculty and
administration often finds himo i e
ing in.
By this type of attitude,

the University assumes that
it is the sole source of supreme knowledge and that it
alone can judge what Is best
for all time,
Mass media also play a growing part in the education of
those at the pre-college level.
No longer does the University
have a monopoly on the storing
and dispensing of knowledge.
Television, radio and publica·
tions are able to distribute the
same knowledge to a vastly Jar-

ger audience in a more popular
fashion.
Hence they are able to make
their version of knowledge
known to a prospective student
long before Universities get a
chance to indoctrinate them.
This all results in a freshman
class more articulate, better educated and better equipped to
separate the wheat from the
chaff in the academic process
presented by the University.
No longer are the dictates
of professors taken as gospel

by the students. Thus a somewhat militant minority bas
gl'OWD
on every campus.
These people are, "The im•
agJnative few who get out of
an unimaginative environment
as quickly as posd,le in order to fonn ranks and charge
against
stygian
dulln~"
Hmnilton sees this group as
the chief threat to the UnilersJty status quo and hence
salvation of higher learning
in modem 80Ciety.
The author envisages a public
battle over the universities'
shortcomings much greater than
the one which raged over primary and secondary schools.
Public opinion,
"will
treat
pseudo standards of excellence
such as tenure, publication and
examinations for what they are
naive devices of self protection.
When that day comes, the pricelessly ironic aspect will be that
the professors will invoke Aca·
mi
to de d
msetves from a society with more
freedom of thought than they."
To say that Hamilton has
possibly overstepped his limits of
professional discretion certainly
could be considered an understatement. However, the article
contain.s more than enough
truth to merit serious consideration of his thesis by every person who regard himself as a
member of the Univer ity community, whether he be an ad·
ministrator, a faculty member
or student.

The pursuit of unity along these lines has
been perpetually frustrated, in part by the a!J~
sence of a universally accepted system of , alues
which transcended religious, philosophical, and
cultural limitations.
Publication of their views by the Educa·
tional Policies Commission does not necessarily
constitute formal approval by the N.E.A. and
the American Association of School Administrators, their sponsoring bodies.
However, if the scientific spirit of science
receives favourable acceptance in the American
education system, its orientation into the Canadian and European institutions will likely follow.
A delegation from the Educational Policies Comomsion intend to tour major Europ-

ean cities this Christmas to inform continental
educators of their aims.
The results of such a trend are prcfound.
"The promise of increased individuality derives from the very essence of the sp;rit of
science.
"This spirit can enable each person to free
himself from blind obedience to the dictates of
his emotions, of propaganda, of group pressures,
of the authority of others.
"It can enable him to be aware of the influences which play on him. It can enable him
to sift through the forces which act upon him and,
to some degree, to determine and to become his
own ideal self."

ACADEMIC COMMUNITY ON TRIAL
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Pickword
paces
Commerce

by PHIL WAIER, Men's Sports Editor
Interfaculty competition has already begun in 6 of the 23 sports
offered at the university.
If you have met any of the Commissioners or Faculty Repre·
sentatives from the Men's Athletic Council you were probably asked
to participate in the Athletic Program. One might wonder why so
many people are working so hard to make this program a success.
I believe there are two basic reasons: (1) They really enjoy the
sport they represent (2) They're pushing athletics in order to give
their faculty a better chance of winning the Dr. Perry Trophy.
This trophy is awarded to the faculty that has accumulated the
greatest number of points in interfaculty competion. Five hundred
points are allotted to each sport.
Two hundred and fifty are distributed proportionally on the basis
of participation and the remaining 250 are awarded by virtue of place,
with 70 points going to the first place team.
Last year Arts II won the coveted trophy having accumulated
5,400 points, Commerce was second with 4,200.
The Challenge Cup was donated by Dr. Roy Perry, a former
college athletic and now a dentist in Windsor and a member of the
City Council, in order to enhance participation in the interfaculty
program. Within the last 5 years there has been a jump from 20 to
37 percent student participation.

Pat Rossiter photo
Dave McWba of Windsor hurls javelin at Hamilron invitational,
in fifth place meet showing.

EARL'S GRILL

COOK'S

"FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

2045 Wyandotte W.

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTT AWA ST.

Home Cooked Meals

Track team travels

]53-0369
Delivery Service
lO'?o Discount On Meal Tickets

The University of Windsor Track Team opened its season last

Phone 254-8122
1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAllORS

*

* Alterations

Repairs
\l{e

* Storage

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
Specialize In Pa ck-Away Box Storage

10%Discount On Cash and Carry

"Ask For It''
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week.
On Friday, Sept. 30, they travelled to Hamilton to compete in
the McMaster Invitational Track Meet. Coaches Archie Green and
John Nash are optimistic about this year's team which has for the
first time, some depth in the distance events.

C
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z
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Included in the 21 man squad which travelled to McMaster are
returning lettermen - Larry Kelly in the 100 and 220, Bohdun
Chadoriwsky, 0-Q.A.A. gold medalist, in the 440 and 880, Harold
Horneck in the high jump, Tom Jacobzen and Klaus Wiebe in the
javelin, Dave McWha in the shot put and javelin, along with Tom
Elliott in the 120 yd. hurdles and Greg Gavin and Charles Steele in
the 440 hurdles.
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ARE YOU ABOUT TO RECEIVE A
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE?

V'I

you'll get better grades
If You Avail Yourself
Of The Many

STUDY AIDS

THINK ABOUT AN ADMINISTRATIVE CAREER
In One Of The Many Technically Oriented
Federal Government Departments.
The Departments of:

Industry

Agriculture
Mines and Technic~I
Surveys

Public Works
Transport
Trade and Commerce

OFFERED BY THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
•
•
•
•
•

VIS-ED CARDS
COMP ACT FACTS
DISC-ED RECORDS
HOW TO STUDY
DATA GUIDES, ETC

MAKE A POINT OF LOOKING THEM OVER

TODAY

Tennis

Coach Green commented that "This team is in better shape
than any previou squa , an on tha a i , wit a i
we hope to move up in the O·Q.A.A rankings this year".

Promising freshmen point-winners include Peter Lapsley of
Riverside High in the 3 miles and hop·step-and·jump, Dave Hayman
from Essex in the mile, Mike Haugh of Riverside in the shot put,
discus, and javlin, Carl Phillips from the Bahamas in the mile and
3 miles, and Roger Beauchemin from Nelson, B.C. in the 100 and
220.

V'I

Commerce walked over Arts
II last week in an interfac foot·
ball game ,21-9.
Commerce quarterback Barry
Pickword marched his team
down the field for two quick
touchdowns in the first quarter.
Bob TD's were scored on
runs by Gary Minello.
In the second quarter Arts II
quarterback Mike Newton, kicked a field goal and passed to
Flannigan for a touch down.
In the second quarter the
Arts II squad came close to
taking the lead, as a pass from
Newton to Richard Simpson
was completed in the end zone,
only to be called out·of-bounds
by the officials.
Later in the third Simpson
gave up two points when he was
trapped in hi!. end zone by the
businessmen.
In the fourth, another Commerce touchdown brought the
core to 21-9.
A few statistics:
Arts II
Com.
First downs
3
5
Passes attempted
12
4
Passes completed
4
1
Yards lost
35
35
(penalties)
Fumbles recovered
0
2

And Others Are Looking For You
To Qualify, Write The CIVIL SERVICE EXAM
To Be Held On

OCTOBER 19 AT 7:00 P.M.
ROOM 105E, ESSEX HALL
Exemption: Only for those who hold Master's or

Doctorate degrees in 1967.

It is preferred that you send, in advance of the
examination, Application Form CSC 100 (available at
the Placement Office) to the CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA, UNIVERSITY RECRUITMENT,
OTTAWA 4, ONTARIO. It will be possible also to
complete an Application Form at the examination.

set
By Mike Bailey
This year the University of
Windsor will be sending one of
it'i best tennis teams to the
Western Division of the Ontario·
Quebec A t h 1 e t i c Association
(0-2AA) Championships held
this year at McMaster University.
The team is made up of semi·
finalists of the lnterfaculty Ten·
nis Tournament. On the team
are Ron Miceli (Arts I), Jerry
Date (1st year Engineering),
John Scoudiffio (ArtsIII) a n d
Dennis Reinsborough (Arts II).
The lnterfaculty T e n n i s
Tournament held last week was
quite successful. There were
thirty-three entries and the
caliber of play was excellent.
An Extramural Tennis Team
was chosen from the remaining
four quarter-finalists. On this
team are Vic Picallo, Ted Viells,
Mike Phee and Frank Abbott.
The team will represent U. of
W. at the International Tennis
Tournament played here against
Oakland University, University
of Detroit and Wayne State
University on Oct. 15.
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crush WOIT
to open season
by PETE BIERMANN

ly weakened the morale and
teamwork of the WOIT squad.
Our defence, however, did
not fare S-O well, allowing a
WOIT goal in the last second
of the first half.
Jn the econd half the Lancers controlled the play, as the
defence began to play as well
as the offence.
Soon goals began to pour inrto the WOIT net, two from Sam
S1ard, two from Irwin, two
from Wolf, and one from Sing
Wong.
At the same time Lancer defencemen Rodrigues, Merino,
and McArthur turned back several WOIT thrusts.
Outstanding Lancer players
were Sam Saard and Sing Wong,
whose individual brilliance succeeded in baffling the opposition.

women's track

The sophs compiled a total
of 44 points, l O more than their
closest rival the Juniors who
managed to net 33 points. The
individual winner was Soph
Sharon Thompson who combin·
ed 3 firsts to give her 20 points.
Mary O'Brien, a junior, ran
second with 2 firsts and 1 second for a total of 15 points.
Miss O'Brien also set a new
record in the high jump of 4
feet 8 % inches which bettered
her own record of last year.
The quality of competition
was keen in this the second year
for this women's meet and it
also gave a strong beginning to
this years competition for the
Year Trophy.

RESULTS: TRACK
60 yd. dash 1. Sharon
Thompson (Soph) 9.8. 2. Kathy
Thompson (Soph).
I 00 yd. dash 1. Sharon
Thompson (Soph)
13.2. 2.
Kathy Thompson (Soph).
Hurdles 1. Barb Carnockan (Soph) 12.0. 2. Kathy
Thompson (Soph).

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c

HOLD FIRST
PLACE LEAD
by PAUL CICERI
The F'1gineers ~t.engthened
their hold on first rlace m the
interfaculty so:::cer league with
a 7-1 trouncing of Arts I Tuesday. Th~ winning stre,k was extended to three games and for
Arts I the game was the second lo~s in tv."O outings.

Led by Jorge Merino with
three goals and Trevor Acanne
•and S1m S1ad each with two
goals. the Engineers broke loose
in the ~econd half to put the
game on ice. Coming up wi'h
the rest goal of the game was
Dominic Sas~i who scored Arts
I single point.

FIELD

The first half saw both teams
evenly matched as each team
came up with one goal. Sam
Saad opened the scoring midway
through the first half when he

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

came off the foot of Jorge .\1erino and gave him the game's
only hat trick.
Outnumbered nine to eight.
the Artsmcn m'.'lde a good fight
of it all the way again t the
more experienced
Engineers.
Down six goals near the end,
they still kept trying to cut into
the Engineers' lead.
They were a much improved
team over their fir~ game and
should cause a lot of trouble in
their remaining matches.

STUDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!

~
~

Rudy's Barber Shop
For the finest in

PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2340 UNIVERSITY W.

Right Under The Bridge

Convenient To Staff And Students

Phone 256-5036

John (Rocky) Poupard

ESSQ STATION

Phone 256-2500

"Your On Campus Service Station"
Wyandotte at Patricia
University at Crawford

~ A N -,I

'-.::l
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Near the end of the half, Domord). 2. Barb Carnockan (Soph).
inic SJr.si put in the best goal
Javelin I. Mary O'Brien
of the game when his shot
(Junior) 53' 8". 2. Donna
cleanly beat the goalie.
Grundy (Junior).
In the second half. the EnDiscus - I. Sharon Thomp·
ginnc::rs took over and kept the
son (Soph) 72' 6". 2. Donna
ball in the Arts end most of
Grundy (Junior).
the time. Tre vor Acanne tallied
Shot Put - 1. Donna GrunMETRO MOTORS
dy (Junior) 22' 5". 2. Mary Du·
quette (Junior).
YOUR RENAULT,
Long Jump 1. Kathy
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
Thompson (Soph) 13' 5". 2.
CAR CENTRE
Mary O'Brien (Junior).
Al so Sel I and Service the Famous

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED MEALS
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University West

YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969-9070

A n ' l ~ 70,

1

STUDENTS OF All FACULTIES
ESPE Cl ALLY CLASS OF 1967

PANEL DISCUSSION
"A Career For YOU in the Public Service of Canada"

ECONOMISTS
HISTORIANS
MANAGEMENT ANALYSTS
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
COMMERCIAL or INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSTS

STATISTI GIAN S
ARCHIVISTS
FINANCE OFFICERS
PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATORS
FOREIGN SERVICE
OFFICERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
just 3 Blocks Off Campus

h's two goals within ten sec<'nlts of each other as he put
the En:;inecrs in front to tay.
oon nf:cr, Jorge Merino cored hi.s fir~t two co put the game
cut of r~ach for the Artsmen.
l he Engineers' sixth goal, s::orcJ by S1m Saad, came on a
lc,ng ki~k from a few yards inside the Arts end of the field.
The shot was high and fell into
the goal behind the goalie who
wa playing well up from the
net. The final goal of the ir,ime

The shots on goal pretty well
told the story as to which team
had the edge in play. During
the contests, Arts I managed to
put only three shots on goal.
with the first one being Sassi's
goal.
The Engineers, who domin1ated the game, were on target
twenty-five ,times, with nineteen
of those shots coming in the
,second half.

Sophs dominate
By Janet Morrell
Women's S
Editor
Last Wednesday the Sophs
made a repeat performance of
last year as they dominated the
Women's Intramural Track
Meet.

PAGE SEVEN

Plumbers crush Arts I

Soccer Lancers

Windsor's soccer Lancers
,tarted their se:ison Saturday
against Western Ontario Institute
of Technology, and emerged
victorious, 8-3.
Woit took control early in
the game, and ran circles around
the perplexed Lancers. They
probed the Windsor defences
time and again, but failed to
score a goal.
Soon the Lancers recovered
their poise and took the lead
on a brilliant long shot by Don
!\lcArthur.
From then on, the Lancers
retained the offcn ive, displaying the footwork and .co-ordination that have come to be expected of them.
Centre forward Keith Hurst
spearheaded the attack by the
I.ancer forward line which swift-

THE LANCE -

Panel i sts Represent Several
Federal Government Departments

DATE: OCTOBER 12
LOCATION: University Centre 1, 2, 3, 4
TIME: 12:00 Noon
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{:./Hugger Butn-Do:
Gant "invented" the Hugger shirt for men
who want to look trim, slim and neat. The
fit is as precise as a custom shirt. Added
niceties: Gant's superior cotton oxford,
the inimitable flare of Gant's softly rolled
collar. In white, blue, maize and linen.
$9.00

Wickham·s
~~
;;
~
__

OF WINDSOR
286 OUELLETTE AVE.
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Laird, Kiervin clash twice at meeting
by DAVE REMSKI (SAC Bureau Chief)
Canadian Union of Students
Windsor Chairman Tim Laird
and Sac External Affairs Director Jack Kiervin squared off
this week on two issues involving CUS.
The hiring of a full-time Associate Secretary for International Affairs and the sale of
Expo' 67 tickets by the local
committee led to debate be·
tween Laird and Kiervin.
On the first issue, Kiervin
introduced a motion at Tuesday's SAC meeting to contribute $50 to CUS to help subfr
dize an associate secretary.

where it Is. Ifs near
Leamlngton, but the exact
location remains secret to
keep the inexperienced from
harming the site,

BUT I WON'T TELL says
Soc. Prof. J.1. Bond, He an.
nounced la~ week that be
found an Indian graveyard
and-or hidden (garbage) heap
5000 years old, but he won't

tell

Laird opposed this move
on the grounds that CUS iL'i
already well-represented be •
fore international bOdies.

The CUS Chairman also re·
minded council members of the
implications of supporting Kiervin's motion: "Giving money
for this purpose is supporting
a definite CUS role in international affairs."
Council agreed with Laird's
objections by defeating the motion.

BOND DIGS INDIANS
site. Professor J. Norman Erner·
son of the University of Toronto and se'veral other Toronto
exca, ators are already on the
site, and volunteers from the
University of Windsor will arrive about the middle of October, Emerson told a small audi:!nce Friday night.
Emerson arrived for the lee·
ture in a parka and high rubber
boots which he said were his
working clothes because he had
just returned from the site outside Leamington.
Emerson said that bis lecture
about the Leamington site was
e ua
"deliberate y vague
security reasons.

For fcur years Assistant An·
thropology Professor Jameson
Bond kept his secret. bidden.
But last week he announced
the discovery of a 5000 year
old Indian graveyard n e a r
Leami,1gton.
He said that he had kept the
site secret until funds could be
cbtained to survey and explore
it, for fear that unskilled search·
ers would ruin the site.
But now that the National
Museum has • advanced some
mcney, the dig can begin, he
said.
start has already oeen
made on the excavation of the
A

The second bone of contention involved a proposal made
to the University that student
groups sell discount tickets to
the Montreal World's Fair.
Laird introduced a motion that
student council, through the
CUS Committee, handle the
sale of these tickets.
"The banks downtown are
se ·o
po
diBcount basis. We're not doing

the students a favour, so we
shouldn't concern ourselves with
~elling their tickets for them,''
Kiervin said.
Kier;in went on to say that,
having been the CUS Committee's list of priorities for the
year, he did not feel that they
would have the time to spend
selling tickets. "Let the CUS
Committee look after CUS business, and not worry about
Expo ticket sales."
SAC again backed Laird's
position by passing his motion,
with Kiervin and Science Rep.
Glenn McCain opposing it, and
Arts Rep. Barb McPherson abstaining.
In other council business,
Vice-president Ron F i s h Jil a n
supported by the Science Rep.
continued his opposition to the
sale of undergraduate rings.

Fishman introduced a motion
last week to withold approval
of the sale of the rings. It was
defeated.
Tuesday, a motion of approval was introduced, and the
Vice-president stood firm on
his opinion by voting against it.
Only McCain voted with him,
however, and the motion was
passed.
Other motions passed includ·
ed: a proposal to add $50 to
SAC's allotment to CUS, in
compliance with a request from
the national body; an agreement
for the University to be an outlet for the International Teach·
In to be held the middle of this
month; and a motion to seek
more lenient sign regulations
from the administration.

Student super-spy slips
AUCKLAND, N. Z. (CUPI) - A formal inquiry set up
to investigate the presence of a New Zealand government spy at
Auckland University has cleared the New Zealand security service
of improper conduct charges.
The spy, Derek Godfrey, was exposed this summer by the
campus newspaper Outspoke, when be tried to obtain student
union help in his investigations of foreign students on the campus,
The government commission, headed by Sir Douglas Hutch·
ison, said in its report the spy had acted with "complete propriety
and that there was no danger to academic freedom" on the campus.
After Godfrey's status was revealed, students demom,trated
outside the political science department building where he was attending classes. Police had to be called in to remove the picketers
when they entered a classroom where the spy was.
In its report, the commission recommended that security
agents should not carry out investig1tions at universities while they
,
i f ur ,
iversi authoritie should
be consulted before agents are enrolled in classes.

COMPUTER DATING
Now you too can join in the latest craze which has already swept the U.S.A .... Computer dating has come to
Canada. The latest research has made it possible for you to increase your popularity and widen your circle
:,f friends through the use of data processing your personality traits can be specifically programmed to match
those of members of the opposite sex at our university. Join in the fun and see who your computer dates
wilt be!
Instructions:
1. Answer each of the following 21 questions as accurately as possible and place your answers in the appropriate boxes below.
2. Mail the answers along with $2 to cover comput.er time and processing to: Data Dating, c/ o Lance Office, University Centre,
University of Windsor
•
All answers will be held in strictest confidence.
Please reply within 5 days and allow 1 week for processing. You will receive thenames and addresses of a minimum of three
people who match with you.

(1)

Indicate your sex by putting: (1) if female; (2) if male, in the appropriate
box below.

Using

the letter scales
MALES ONLY

Indicate your choice in box:

(18) Physical attractiveness is: (1) unimportant; (2) moderately important;
(3) very important.

below answer the appropriate questions:
FEMALES ONLY

(19) School record is (or was): (1) "A" range; (2) "B" range; (3) "C" range
or lower.
(20) You hear some friends speaking of a certain person whom you know to be
well liked and a good student. It seems that he got home from a date
very late and stated that the reason was that he had locked the keysin
the car. Indicate your response: (1) I doubt it. (2) Perhaps. (3) I believe it.
(21) A friend of yours has been spreading false rumors about you and your
steady date. Indicate your action in the appropriate box: (1) tell the
person off; (2) make no inquiries, but you cool off the relationship considerably; (3) ask the person why the rumors started and strongly suggest
for the sake of the friendship that they stop.

(2) The height of my date

(2) My height is -----.
(3) The height of my date
should be about ----.
(4) I am ---- Years old.
(5) My date should be about
----- years old.
Scales:
(a) 5 ft. or shorter
(b) 5' 1" to 5' 4"
(c) 5' 5" to 5' 8"
(d) 5' 9" to 5' 11"
(e) 6 ft. or taller

should be about -----.
(3) My height is-~--.
( 4) My date should be about

--- years old.
(5) My age is-----.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

-

18 or younger
19

20
21

2~ or older

I

Indicate your interests in the following activities by writing a 1, or
2, in the appropriate boxes. Use the following codes (1) interested;
(2) not interested.

(6) (olk music
(7) classical music
(8) natural science and mathematics
(9) camping and hiking
(10) reading an interesting novel
(11) playing cards

1 J 2

3

4

5

(12) English and History

1

(13) travel
(14) community services
( 15) baseball and hockey
(16) discotheque dancing
(17) television and movies

I

6

7

8

9

I
10

11

- - - --- - - -

-

NAME-------------------------------------ADDRESS-----------------------------------All Applications Will Be Held In Stdctest Confidence

FILL IN APPROPRIATE BOXES WITH YOUR RESPONSES:

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2;)

21

..
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STAFF WALKS OUT
by BRIAN KAPPLER
Lance News Editor

More than 100 employees of
the University of Windsor went
on strike Wednesday against
"oppressive" working conditions.
The workers, employed in the
cafeteria and maintenance staffs
of the University, are mostly
members of Local 1001 of the
Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE).
Pickets went up Wednesday
morning before 6 a.m., in what
be a one-day protest

But late Wednesday night,
several of the pickets said that
the strike would go on into
Thursday and even longer.
Director of Residence and
Dean of Men R. Paul Gilmor
indicated Wednesday th2t food
supplies are short, and said that
his primary concern was the
feeding of more than six bun·
dred resident students who are
dependent on the cafeteria.
Wednesday breakfast was ser·
ved by the chief dietician of
Versafood Services Limited, the
C6~ring service which serves

MORE MONEY - not talk, says the sign. Strikers want increases from their base rate of $1.41.

the University, and eight other
supervisors employed by Versafood.

All of the strikers are employ·
ed by the University.
The other meals served Wednesday were prepared and served
by volunteers from among the
student population, who were
paid a minimum wage for their
services.
The cafeteria base rate of pay
strikers said Wednesday, is $1.41
per hour.
"How the hell can I raise
three children on that kind of

They are members of Local 1001 of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees. (bob mccan photo)

Gilmor said Wednesday that
the worker's former contract
had expired during the summer,
and mediation had not yet pro·
duced a new one suitable to both
sides.
Wednesday, strik.ers were refusing to allow any supply
trucks pa9t their picket lines.
Some strikers stayed at their
posts all night to enforce the
blockade.
University President J. F.
Leddy is out of town this week,
and Vice-President F. A. DeMarco was unavailable for com·
ment. But Executive Assistant to
the President J. E . Thompson
said Wednesday "this is clearly
an illegal strike."
He indicated that he hoped
the strikers· would return to
as quickly as possible.
At an emergency meeting of
Student Council and the Council
of the Highlanders (Men's Residence Council), with Dean Gilmor, seve ral arrangements for
feeding resident students if food

Late Wednesday, several strik·
ers said that they were at that
time prepared to stay off work
"as long as we have to" to en·
force their demands that a new
contract be signed quickly.
But no one said just how Jong
that might be.

is a good Polaroid
shot of some strikers, to C. W.
Morgan, Director of Engineering Services of the University.
Morgan was out with his little
camera Wednesday morning,
but he wouldn't say why he
wanted the pictures.
(photo bob mccann)

Stracke resigns, urges WUSC pullout;
calls WUSC inembers ''hypocritical''
The chairman of the Windsor
committee of World University
Services of Canada has resigned.
Richard Stracke (IV Hon
English), quit his post this week
because "WUSC suffers from a
metaphorical Parkinson's disease a disease related to
Parkinson's law WUSC
is proliferating in CanaJa without check.
In a report to SAC President
Jan Weir this week, Stracke ur·
ged that Windsor withdraw from
WUSC, and that Council estab·
lish an "International Committee" to seek worthwhile rela·
tionships with student organizations overseas.
He added that it was "ridicu·
lous" for WUSC to spend $38,000 in propaganda to collect
$54,000 for the WUS Intema•
tional Program of Action.
Stracke said that the recent
WUSC National Assembly taught
him that WUSC wasn't worth
the money or the effort.
He said that he especially objected to t the "hypocritical" attitude of many WUSC members
to the newly-established program
of "entr'aide", or mutual aid.
He charged that too many Can-

adian students are made aware
through the education program
of only the immediate social
needs of the countries which receive cash through IPA.
Windsor SAC should seek to
establish a genuine, if small,
program of "entr'aide" with students overseas, he said.
He recommended that SAC
contact the South African Committee for Higher Education
(SACHED), for it's first interest
overseas.

SACHED, he explained, was
founded in 1959 when the gov·
ernment of South Africa ruled
that Bantus in South Africa
could not attend university there.
Founded by Alan Paton and
several other prominent South
Africans, SACHED seeks to
supply higher education to as
many Bantus as possible. Stracke's report added that he would
accept the chairmanship of an
International Committee if it
were formed.

BULLETIN j
,:-:·~

Administration officials indicated
Thursday night that the strikers will
A
return to work immediately.
University official told the LANCE
that the strikers wou Id return to
work - negotiations will continue.

B.READ AND CIRCUSES for starving resident students, are pro·

wded by volunteer kitchen helpers including this comely m iss.
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4 - 3 VOTE

Council blasts alleged discrimination

by PAUL MONTCLAIR.SMl1H
HUSTLERS HANDBOOK SUFFIX DEPT:
The other night I had a girl . . . (I should leave it at that but for
her sake I cannot). Maybe I should start . . . Recently I had the
pleasure . . . (but no, that would start the perverts going and all the
virgins wondering).
Suffice it to say that I wished to impress this young lady with
the gigantic front that I put up expressly for the purpose of impressing. So I invited her over to my ivory tower (every author and
poet has one.) Mine is actually moulded IVORY SOAP FLAKES
because I am a PHONY. The excuse that I gave her to come over
was to see my etchings. My ivory tower turned out to be my modest
beat-up old Chrysler (affectionately nick-named the BEAST, th•
one with the sign on her "PLEASE STEAL") and the etchings
were on her fenders.
It can be seen nightly between the hours of 4 p.m. and 2 a.m.
at HEPPENSTALL'S. The windows are not really steamed up it
is just that I used to go out with a girl who gargled hydroflouric
acid (HF).
Needless to say 8he was not entirely impr~d but open to suggestion so I levelled with her. Afterwards I told her I was going
to be frank with her; she was under the impression that my name
was Paul but she was beginning to get used to the idea now.
It was odd how we met but that was because it was on the
thirteenth of the month. I shall tell you how we met because it is
not easy to fill thirty inches of column every week even with ·the
drivel that I write. Anyhow I was laying with my head on this other
girls lap in GRAND CIRCUS PARK in DETROIT when this
particular girl walked by. I raced after her, completely ignoring the
girl that I was with at the time. I told her that I was ROYCE
FRITH from TELEPOLL and that I was testing laps, would she
mind if I tested hers.
She was reluctant at first but my SAFFLOWER OIL smooth
charm won her over.
She relented and consented.
While laying there with my bead on her lap I asked what
she was doing after the test. "Nothing", she replied and there we
were at HEPPENST ALL'S.
Alas, she shot me downll I have
n
down so often
(more than SNOOPY even) that I am beginning to feel like a general
in the LUFIWAFFE.
EYES, EARS AND NOSE FOR NEWS DEPT:
FLASH: Hitler has been found alive!!! A reliable source has
mumbled to me that Hitler is alive and Jiving in New York. He has
a steady job with the POLICE GAZETTE as editor-in-chief.
TO MY LOYAL FANS DEPT:
N.B. To all my wonderful fans who read my column faithfully,
take all that has been written in the parentheses in this column so far
and lay it out on a piece of paper in order of its appearance. This
iis a secret code and in order to decode it you must send in for
JOHN LOOPSTRA'S secret decoder ring. It can be yours for a
modest sum ($436.96) and the smoke stacks from two ferry boats
(I did not know that we had a navy).
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME DEPT:
What is a THESAURUS? More than one theethaw, from the
pre·cambrian period. What you faithful devotee-type boObies who
read my column do not realize is that I have a deadline about a
week before the paper comes out with the consequence that this
column is not as topical as I would want it to be. The point is
that at this writing, Oct. 7 I have become old enough to drink
legally and at midnight this morning I dressed up in my LIITLE
LORD FAUNTLEROY suit and with a lollipop in my mouth wandered in one of the downtown bars in DETROIT. The bartender
suspected something right away (I could tell by the flashing light
bulb over his head) and asked me for my proof of age. I showed
him my CAP'N CRUNCH CREW MEMBERSHIP card but he was
still dubious. But when I hauled out my PALADIN FAN CLUB
and pledges to practice good deeds, good citizenship and fair play
with all his fellow men", be served me without as much as a bat
of the eye. (For you see it was signed by Paladin himself)
ONE LAST CRAZY DEPT:
Have you ever noticed lately how all the big organizations
of the world have taken names for themselves that can be abbreviated to one word. Exampla Gratia UNCLE, the United Network
Command for Law Enforcement and then there is the American
.COuncil To Improve Our Neighbourhood!I (ACTION). Also have
you noticed that they all seem to have secret agents working for
them now. Now just suppose that the World Health Organization
(WHO) lost Three-Hundred and fifty thousand CARE packages
and had to hire a secret agent to get them back. Here starts the
new television series, THE MAN FROM WHO, THE ADVENTURES OF SECRET AGENT THROCKMORTON THRILLERFLAP.
Picture if you will our hero alone in a room in Vienna with
scores of international thieves all prime suspects in the care package
caper. He has them surrounded. With his gun drawn he demands
of these international thieves (international jewel thieves, purse
snatchers, car strippers etc.)
"All right you guys, which one of you has the care packages
for WHO?"
Just then this international jewel thief, a very polished and
polite man of the world type in a tuxedo, stepped up and said
"You mean which one of us guys has the care packages for

WHOM."

by DAVE REMSKI
Student council took a stand
Tuesday against alleged admin·
istration discrimination in off·
campus housing.
After lengthy debate, coun·
cil passed, by a vote of 4 to 3,
with one abstention, a motion
which "demands that the OffCampus Housing Office make
no rekrence to race or religion
in any of its lists or documents
for student or office use."
The motion was introduced to
council by President Jan Weir,
who used some tricky footwork
to bypass traditional parliamentary procedure. Ordinarily, the
ehairman of a meeting is not
eligible to introduce motions.
Weir turned the chair voluntarily over to Vice-president
Ron Fishman, and took Fish·
man's place as an ordinary vot·
ing member, enabling him to in·
troduce the motion.
The actual council vote on
the motion was a tie, 3 to 3.
The anti-discrimination move
gained its eventual approval when
acting chairman Fishman cast
his tie-breaking vote in its fa·
vor.
Nothing
was
mentioned
throughout council debate on
the motion about how it might
affect administration policy, and
how it might possibly be implemented.

Council made another move
Tuesday toward balancing this
year's budget. External Affairs
Director Jack Kiervin introduced a motion to cut the local
World University Services of
Canada (WUSC) committee's allotment by $400. This amount
was to be used to send a Windsor representative to the International WUS Seminar, which
will be held in Canada this year.

Being associate members of
both IUS, which leans toward
the Communist line, and the In·
ternational Students Conference
(ICS), which leans toward the
West, allows us to maintain the!>e
contacts with both groups, with·
out being closely identified with
either camp," said Armstrong.

Kiervin's motion received unanimous support from council,
and Director of Finance Bill
Maguire announced that, after
the cut, the budget deficit would
be only $225.
National Canadian Union of
Student!. (CUS) president-elect
Hugh Armstrong attended the
meeting, and spoke to SAC concerning what be considers to be
CUS's priorities for the near
future.
Armstrong also commented on
the fact that CUS bad decided
at its national convention to seek
an associate membership with
the International Union of Students (IUS): "I think they made
a wise decision to affiliate with
IUS because: first, we can de·
velop and maintain contact with
other student groups through the
world; second, we can maintain contacts for bilateral exchanges.

FAMOUS CANADIAN biologist Norman J. Berrill, will address graduates at the fall convocation of the University Sat·
urday, Oct. 22.
Berrill will come to Windsor
as part of a major symposium
on the Present and Future state
of Biology. He will speak on
the "Role and Responsibility of
the Biologist."
(photo Ashley and Crippen)

WHERE
HAT?

You will find plenty of opportunity in Canada's leading industry - Pulp
and Paper - particularly with:

KIMBERLY-CLARK OF CANADA LIMITED
SPRUCE FALLS POWER & PAPER CO. LTD.
KIMBERLY-CLARK PULP & PAPER CO. LTD.
By nature of their growth and diversity of products, Kimberly-Cl ark and its associated companies offer excellent career opportunities for graduate engineers.
Manufacturers of newsprint, hi gh-grode pulps, and 22 brand I ines including the
wel I-known Kleenex* tissues, Kotex* napkins and Del sey* bathroom tissues,
Kimberly-Clark and its associated companies invite you to examine their brochures
and get specific information at your Placement Office about permanent and summer employment.

Company representatives will be interviewing at your university on -

December 13, 1966
OPERATIONS:

Toronto, Ont., St. Cothorines, Ont., Kopuskosing,
Ont., Terrace Boy, Ont., Longloc, Ont., Winnipeg,
Mon.,
St.
Hyacinthe,
Que.,
Lancaster,
N.B.

GENERAL OFFICES:

2 Carlton Street, Toronto, Ontario
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WUSC ends South African Treasure Van sales, re-elects LeBlanc
The 21st National Assembly
of World University Service of
Canada ended at 4 a.m. last
Monday with the re-election of
Napoleon LeBlanc, Dean of
Social Science of Laval University, as Chairman of the National Committee.
Claude Bachand, a student of
the University of Montreal, was
elected vice-chairman, and Tom
Faulkner, President of the Student-Council of the University of
Toronto, was chosen as Chairman of the Business and Fin·
ance committee.

Henri Ouellet, Director of the
Department of Psychology of
Laval, was elected TreasurU".
Twelve other members were
elected to the Committee, six
students and six faculty members.
Newly elected students are:
Jean Panet-Raymond (U de
M.); John Ruggie (McMaster);
Ilyas Absar (Saskatoon); Bill
Robinson (St. Francis Xavier);
Richard Brecher (McGill); and
David Hoye (UBC).
The first four named are, re-

WUSC LEADERS, in town last weekend, Included, from left, Claude Benjamin; Napoleon
LeBlanc, chairman of the National Committee;

spectively, representatives of the
Quebec, Ontario, Western, and
Atlantic regions. The other two
were elected at large.
Faculty members elected are:
Prof. Patricia Roberts, (UNB),
(Atlantic), Prof. Jean Bouchard
(Bishop's), (Que.); Donald Richerd, (Sec. of the senate of York
U.), (Ont.); and Prof. Wally
Fox-Decent (Manitoba). Elected at large were Rev. James
Kelly (St. Dunstan's), and Prof.
T . E. Bates (Guelph).
A major result of the resolutions passed by the deleptes

'°

Claude Bachand, Vice-President; and Douglas
Mayem, Secretary-General.
(John Lozinski Photo)

•hv uou should oonsideP

this assembly will be the ter·
mination of the sale of South
African goods in Treasure Van,
an annual WUSC fund raising
sale.
A resolution urging that in
the future WUSC not discriminate for political rea.,ons in the
selection of goods for Treasure
Van was soundly defeated Sun.
night after a lengthy debate over
the politioal character of WUSC.
Most omervers interpret the
defeat of the motion as a death
blow to the sale of goods produced in South Africa.
Anotbec motion effecting
Treasure Van was passed eal'ly
Sunday evening. It stipulated
that some of the profits from
the sale should go directly to
the WUS International Program
of Action (IPA).
In the past all of the profits
have gone towards the fmancing of Canadian operations and
the Toronto offices of WUSC.
At the Congre& of the Canadian Union of i1tudents in Halifax last month, ex-CUS-President Pat Kenniff charged that
the use of the funds was misrepresented to the public, and suggested that Treasure Van funds
should go to IPA.
Newly-elected vice-chairman
of WUSC Claude Bachand supported Kenniffs view Sun. night,
citing a WUSC film, "The Chai·
lenge and the Answer", as one
source of misrepreseotation, and
added, "We cannot leave people

ticipated that the percentage of
the profits sent abroad will t:,t,
small, and labelled the tactic
"dishonest."
Other major resolutions passed thi.o!i weekend by delegates
will:
- seek ways to obtain colleotive, rather than individual
contributions from Canada's
students;
-permit French Canadian
WUSC Committees to "earmark" funds to individual projects within the IPA, despite the
reluctance of International WUS
to allow earmarking.
begin arrangements for
the establishment of scholarships
for refugee students from South
Africa, Rhodesia, and Angola;
- establish regional symposia
to be held in the spring of each
year to "evaluate the aims and
principles of WUS";
refer to the National
Oornmittee for study a resolu·
tion calling for the establish·
ment of the post of President
of WUSC. Floor forces seeking
to begin the year-long procedure
of amending the constitution to
establish the post were led by
Tom Faulkner, of U. of T. But
they could not muster the votes
necessary, though
Faulkner
was able to have the matter referred to the National Commit·
tee for study for a year;
- ask student council across
the country to loan money to
WUSC or put up collateral for

with a false impression." ~-"""'""""'.ft

The new resolution makes the
National Committee respomible
for deciding what percentage of
the profits should go abroad.
"CUS President-elect Hugh
Armstrong, a delegate here. an-

duce the per capita levy of student councils which do so; and;
begin plans to seek a per-capita levy of 50c from staff mem
bers at Universities with a
wusc Oommittee.

b i ts and pieces
EC POLI SCI

For Career O·pportunities
1

Cominco is a progressive, expanding and diversifying Canadian
enterprise primarily engaged in metal mining and
the production of metals, chemical fertilizers, heavy chemicals, and
hydro-electric power.

2

Cominco participates in a growing range of other activities
including the potash, a1e-casting, plating, metal fabrication , electronic
materials and shipping industries.

3

Cominco's operations and interests extend across Canada, into
the United States, and into other countries.

4

Cominco has aggressive exploration and research programs.

5

Com,nco needs progressively-minded engineering graduates who seek
a challenging, satisfying and rewarding future.

club offers cocktail hour, dinner, forum on foreign aid and
dance, at Beach Grove Country Club, Oct. 21. Tickets $2:~0. Centre
desk. Rides to Beach Grove will be provided by members.
WIENER ROASf
Holiday Beach, Oct. 14, sponsored by the Iona Club. Everyone
welcome. Meet at University Centre at 6 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
men's interfaculty volleyball begins Oct. 18 at 8 p.m. Science
vs. Engineers, Commerce vs. Arts I, and Phys. Ed. vs, Arts II.
UW CHORUS
practices Tues. and Thurs. 4:30, at the music house, corner
Sunset and Fanchette.
STUDENT GUIDE
be patient
CHEERLEADER PRACI1CE
girls and guys. Tryout practice Oct. 17 at 6 p.m. in gymnasium.
MUSICIANS WANTED
especially recorder, string, brass players. See Norm Wentworth,
413 Cody.
OUR TOWN
currently in rehearsal, will be produced at the Cleary Auditor·
ium, Nov. 11 and 12.
UNDERGRAD PICS
will be taken for the Ambassador next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday in the Press Office, second floor, University Centre. Be
there any time between 9 and 5.
GRADUATE PHOTOS
must be submitted to the Press Office before December 7. So
make your appointment at the photographer's now. Three wallet-size
pictures are required.

Phone 254-8122

PLAN NOW TO MEET WITH OUR INTERVIEWERS WHEN THEY VISIT YOUR CAMPUS

1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAILORS
* Repairs

* Alterations
SHIRT LAUNDERERS

We Specialize

In

Pack-Away Box Storage

Cominco Ltd ., Trail, Brillah Cotumbt•

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

"Ask For It"

* Storage

~

L~
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Student awards plan hit
by JOHN GOYEAU
Everyone laughed when the Ontario region
of CUS labelled the new Provincial Student
Awards Programme as SAP, but the joke was
on the students.
Again this year the provincial gove~t
changed its student aid program entirely, this
time providing about double the money.
But the objectionable fea1ufts of earlier

JOHN TOMLINSON

WILLIAM DODD

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

The LANCE is published weekly (Fridays) by and ror
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, the LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

years' efforts, plus 80llle new problems, c:Ombined with hasty implementation, led to united
qitican by students, university presidents and
faculty a!iWOclations.
Overdependence on loans was the major
point of criticism. Although the Bladen Commission set 40 per cent as the acceptable maximum for loan aid to students, the new plan is
over 60 per cent loan. A combined statement
by Ontario university presidents, the provincial
council of faculty associations, and ORCUS
(Ontario region of Canadian Union of Studen~),
pointed out that loans are a deterrent rather
than an incentive to students from Io-.ver income
groups, and that they keep students out of Jong
courses such as medicine, law and graduate
work.
Their extremely reasonable counter-proposal
suggested that the same amount of money could
be better employed if the loan-grant ratio were
based on a sliding-scale. Students in their final
year are more willing to make an investment
in their future by loaning money than those
faced with the problem of beginning the long
and expensive period of education.
la other w. . . . . year I I ats ......
receive • pat ......, wlile lllt yes • ·

.......... get..,. ......

Joi1 tM r1,ollfio1
Tllere may well be a revolution in the music section this year,
wder . tbe leadership of sessional instructor Eugen F. Gmeiner, the
director of this year's Uni....ersity of Windsor Chorus.
Gmeiner, from Acadia Uni\'G'Sity in Nova Scotia. is a sparkplug who has led choral groups to national honors. He hopes to
do the same this year with Windsor's chorus.
Practices are undenvay,
·
ltill welcome. Gmeiaer has an impressive background and will no
doubt be a director of merit.
The response to this yeM's music program has been encouraging, but is still a long way from enthusiastic. Indicative of the
oversight which has occured in the past is the failure of the music

IICSSWO.
Many things are in the wind for this year, including an improved recorder group, and possibly a brass group. The e~panded
program is a good one.
Students who have talent would gain a great deal from participating in she scheduled activities. The revised and enlarged program may create interest in an area which previously has been
largely neglected.

Tro1laaclo1r expands
With the resignation of Generation editor Ray Jones last week,
another era of student publications passed.
Generation joined the Arts letter in making way for Trouba·
dour, which is attempting to combine the best of both in a format
which the editors hope will be more readable and more interesting.
Much of the program which Jones intended to pursue will
be followed up by Troubadour - notably the publishing of essays
and prose which formerly were of necell9ity presented in a taste·
less manner.
This week's photo spread by Owen Ball is a tint for the Lance
and Troubadour, and will be followed by an issue featuring Ball's
best photography~. portraits and glamor.
Those who wish to do creative writing for the Lance's literary
supplement are invited to submit their work. Troubadour can only
be as good as its contributors.

But there are .o ther problems. Students must
list $400 as summer income regardless of their
sex, wage, summer school course, or low-paying
intemship. Parents must contribute to the educa·
tion of their children whether the parents or
students choose to or not. Certainly this con·
tribution should at least be reduced. The $7,000
income family is expected to provide over $1,000
for their children's income, and financially independent students are diS"Couraged.
Students who are well-off financially can
..chola:l'l1.hi'in
•
lhldents applying for
Ontario student aid must lilt such money and

have it deducted from their grant-loan for the
year. This is certainly not in keeping with the
aim of providing more education for more students as agreed to by all parties in the education
field.
The hasty introduction of the Ontario Stu-dent Awards Programme led to another misunderstanding. Practically all parties other than
government feh that the procedure for registering appeals was not made clear to applicants.
Since appeals are generally accepted as they are
made (though only through increased loans), this
made clarification vital to desperate students.

. '0RCUS (Oatario region of CAnacHaa
Union of Stadents) decided to pabllsh their
own psznphlet oa student aid illc:ladlng dth
darifk:atioa with other warnings to ~ist its
members. (11lfs pamphlet is DOW available from
fbe stDdmt councl office or at the Unlvenity
Centre tie&)
The all-inclusive means test also offended
many parents. Parental resources to be listed in
the application included personal savings insurance, mortgages and investments.
Ontario students united against many of
these features of the Ontario SAP from their
introduction. Two weeks ago, over 1,000 Toronto students marched to Queen's Park in protest, and last week Ryerson students decided to
follow U of T's lead.
De Oaario Pffl'lllllellt, faced widt
. . . . . . . . . . . flrom • ,...., . . indic:8'ed
lilllt It has a flo:lble . - . . ar,«,at SAP, aad
aha aeme of the propcl9IIII cI aea may be
_ . aext year.
Weary university aid officials !lave by now
realized that the Ontario government's approach
is indeed "flexible", and dread the thought of
another totally new plan rushed through for implementation by next year.
ORCUS officials, including Windsor presi·
dent Jan Weir, are willing to present examples
of poorly administered grants to the government
if they are uncovered. If you think you've been
unfairly treated, and your appeal was a flop,
here's another chance for you.
Odlerwiae the joke'11 still on
up, next year' p

But cheer

Teach-In on China set
China's relationship w i t h
other nations of the world will
be the topic of the two sessions
of the Toronto Teach-In to be
piped int the University by dos·
ed circuit television tomorrow.
The teach-in, sponsored by
the University of Toronto, "will
be the first international conference to attempt to break down
the barrier and examine the crucial questions that China poses

for the world," according to a
bulletin put out by the sponsors.
The fir!>t session, scheduled
for 8:30 Saturday morning, in
Ambassador Auditorium, is entitled "China and the Emerging
Nations." Featured speakers will
include an expert on China's
military and economic affairs
from Harvard, a Canada geophysicist, a member of the

Communist Party of India and
an author and film maker.
The second session, starting at
I :00, will be "China and the
Industrial Nations. Speakers will
be an Englbh author, a Japanese professor, and an American
author who is an expert on Mao
Tse Tung. The chairman of the
afternoon panel will be Claude
T. Bissell, president of the University of Toronto.

•

•

Christian council active
If religion is ever to make a comeback on the University scene,
it will be through organizations such as the newly formed Christian
Council.
The council, which has representatives of the Roman Catholic,
United, Anglican, Baptist and Lutheran faiths has planned diversified and attractive program.
The first event, a discussion on the theme "God Is Dead"
proved interesting. Rev. Jerry Kiessling, C.S.B., Rev. T.C. Akeley,
and Rev. Hans Zegerius acted as panelists.
The recognition that a practical religion which speaks to the
issues of the day must be presented to sceptical university students
is an indication of the healthy attitude of the oouncil and their chaplains toward an often antagonistic and apathetic student body.
The chairman of the council bas stressed the unique ecumen·
tical structure of the University of Windsor campus. Indeed, this
is a unique school in relation to its religious tradition.
If an example can be set here for religious activity at Univeraity, the credit will mainly go to the Christian Council.

•
•

~--··
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ESCAPE FROM SKID ROW
Salvation Army helps derelicts
Just east of Wmdsor's down·
town area, there is a concen-

tration of crumbling warehouses,
untidy markets, low-rent apartments and dilapidated houses.
It is to this little ghetto of ool·
ourless days and lonely nights
that broken men find theic way,
for this is Wmdsor's skid row.
Once a man bas met with
failure and bas lost all faith in
himself and trust in society.
there is little chance that, by
himself, he will ever escape
from such a community of derelict 90Uls

.....................
,...,.....,..
llllt ....,,
..__

-

w.-,r,

. . . . . . . . . . . . artaalife
lty ae Sal, c ABiy Men's

SocW Senice

F¥W ii

op.ndaa. 0 - .........
~

The Salvation Anny will accommodate up to thirty such
men with a free bed each night
and 1bree meals a day for as
long • six days while they
seek ~ - If after this
time, a man has not aec:ured em•
ploynlent, be is adviled to IDOYC
on to anodlel' city wt.e a
euitaMe job ray be avaliable.

DWI.OYMENT OFFEltED
However, if be is wucc:esaful,
this nee aervice is OOIIIUllUCd
until he l'NCiwB his fin. pay
cheque. 111ml, bis only oblip,
tion to the Centre ii . . be
preeeaa . . . with a ..._ &om
his new
; fryer i ·,,_. 90

,· J•t•
till'IIO'C •

,_

t,ramilat pt p I f • ia a OllllbB"
uous . . . . nrely ... ,.., •it
the yal' IR 6c ClalJe f. . . .

not---~__ ._..... ....
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............ f

..,, ........
. . . . . .4

,-.
9 I

. , . . . ...

n... -

aac " - a wide
Y&riety of ~ ad it
is ..... 4# aei:md "' die Ccn·
tre's
11
ed
staff 6illt . . . Gae I Q • • per•
sooal
. . Some
are dia e•d to the ~ float
local piria,e COlll1I by die Salvation Army c:orreaioaal officer, ltoy Wiliams. <>then arc
enoouraai,d by frimdl, f.aily
or m· · a . On tlliie .._. laMd,
since dais lel'Vice is ao wlll
known among tlle. "bum" ~
ulatioo, a l•ge nuabe!' of. :he

.....a _.

.......... two . . . . . of
... . . .

1llle .._. fftilll& • ._ more

ex._.,e p•w of. aebaiHation to . . 'MIO 9fflt
adt
I 1 :e.
Of the Centre's seventy-nine
beds, approximately sixty-five
are allocated to transients. Half
of these beds are in the Salva·
tion Army Annex building at
341 Pitt St., and the remainder
are in the Chatham Street loca·
tion. These men come to the
Centre in the evening and b a
very small charse they receive a
hot supper and a clean bed for
the night. In the morning these
men leave and are on their own
once again. Also, in this phase
of the program there is a special arrangement made for men
who are out of work. and are

1111111

we ...

replar . . .

M*111111h •

The Wiod9or' Coq,s of the
Salvation .lvmy initiated this
work in 1931 with the completion of their two aorey Centre
at 349 Chatham St. East. Since
then, the c.eutre's ope1 ation has
greatly expanded and several
hundred men have benefited
from its fiacilities and the re0habilitation program.

poray aid to •

looting for a job in the Wmdaer

the fad ef -

c.re.

'l1sie Qaan

...

by John Reade

men undertake the rehabili1ation
program wholly of their own
accord.
As was mentioned abo¥e,
each man's his&ory hu been
found to be uailpe in cletaii,
hcwewr, Captain Willoo of the
Centre staff is convinced that
most men roDow a ,enenl pat·
tern on their way to the bottom.
He . . . . . . . . . . . . .
jortey ., ae h . . ,...

IMde •

.:.es tree:.

•

Many, at one time, i.d been
succesvul with a good income
and a happy family. But when
the ''tough times" came along
(which can be different for
every mall but which DO man,
throughout die ooaae of bis

version, growth and de'Yelopment.
life, can ampe) th.-e ..,. ac6However, as ctw·
than·
llllt tlie Jaave in diaordered
ing to fall t.:fc OD, nothing to
selves they well realiae that COD·
M
. a...icles eerving as
hold OIi to, acept (invariaWy)
ve11Sion is not a procea of in·
• _ . . tcw my pent-up energy
doctrination but rather a simple
a bottle.
ad eaoiion, the work program
step of faith on the part of the
is alao of more positive conseM tint, it WM jult heavy
individual .
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Baidn this rep1ar work
schedule, the men are also assigned chores such as cutting
the Centre's postage-stamp lawn,
washing the trucks and keeping
their rooms tidy. These little responsibilities help to bring a
more homey atmosphere to the
Centre.
Despite the fact that the sale
of the reconditioned fails to adequately subsidize the rebabili·
tation program, each man receives, besides wholesome food
and comfortable shelter and the
neces.ury personal clothing, a
weekly gratuity to provide for
his incidental needs.
SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE
The Centre's staff believes
that rehabilitation can be oom·
plete only with spiritual con·

tures of the rehabilitation program is that the men aPC alloted
considerable free time . The
Centre's staff feels that they
will win the trust and c0nfid·
ence of the men only if they
themselves show that same trust
in the men.
This is precisely the situatioc
which occurs. The mea are per·
mitted to go in and out of
the Centre at will and even pos·
sess their own room keys. Wednesday evening is u.ally reser·
ved for group recreation .. Per·
haps they will go bowling, watch
a movie or shoot a game of pool
in the Centre's recreation room.
Some of the men may want to
,afatcb television while others
may find the Cenare's library
more to their liki... Besides
providing the men with interesting and enjoyable p891times the
recreational program helps them
learn how to get along and cooperate with others.
COUNSF.L

Counselling is always done on
the individual level and is characterized by the understanding
and sincerity of the officers and
staff members. Captains Lewis
and Wilson and all the Centre's
staff have a compassion for the
failures and the castaways of
society. They have devoted
many years in learning how
these men live, act and think;
how their reward comes in lead·
ing one after another to a nor·
mal, full and happy life.
"Serving humanity with Heart
to God and Hand to Man", is
both the motto and the work
of the Salvation Army in Wind-

sor.
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ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

SUNSET DINER

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c

HOME COOKED MEALS

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University West

OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
Only 2 B locks Fro:P C.1 ;::pus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase
Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

THE TIMKEN COMPANY .IS THE

WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCER OF
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
With 14 manufacturing plants located in Canada, Australia, Brazil,
England, Fronce, South Africa and the United States.
31 Timken Company soles offices ore located in Canada and the U.S.
Practically every major city hos one.
The Timken Company has three products: Bearings, Steel, Rock Bits.
Uses for these products number in growing thousands. And there is
always something new stirring.
CANADIAN TIMKEN, LIMITED, St. Thomas, Ontario, is port of this
international organization. Our district sales offices ore located at
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
And we're still growing.

If you're interested in learning more about our Company and the
challenging career opportunities we offer, please read the brochure
now ovoi Iable at the Placement Office.

QUALITY TURNS ON

Interviews

On Campus

Friday,
November 11th

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

TAPERED ROLLER

BEARINGS

CANADIAN TIMKEN,
LIMITED
St. Thomas, Ontario

Montreal
golfers
stop Mac
by PAUL CICERI
McMast.er's predominance in
OQAA golf came to an end last
Friday as the University of
Montreal captured its first
OQAA golf crown. Victorious
for the past two years, McMaster slipped to a disappointing
seventh in the nine-school competition that was held at the
Westmount Country Club in
lutchener.
The University of Windsor
held down fourth place, the
same position that she occupied
in last year's tourney held at
Quebec City.
Frank Pinder of McMaster
took medalist honors when he
had rounds of 78 and 81 for a
thirty-six hole score of 159.
Close behind in second were
Windsor's John Mickle and Toronto's Bric Reid, each with 160.
Mickle, who was well on his
way to taking the medal after
thirty-two holes of play, ran
into difficulties and bad luck
on the final fourholes.Abogey
in both the 33rd and 34th, a
double bogey on the 35th and
a triple bogey on the final hole
put him one stroke behind Pinder in the finai count.
Pierre
Archambault,
last
year's medalist winner, finished
with a 162 total to take fifth
place in the individual scoring.
Together with teammate Jacque
Lacavalier's 161, they led the
Montreal foursome to the Ontari
uebec
iation golf title with a score of
665 after the thirty-six hole regulation play.
Trailing Windsor in the standings were: McGill 697, Western
698, McMaster 702, Guelph
711, and Queens 718.

"Q l ~

FOR EVELYN
Anyone knowing where I slept
last night please contact Throe·
morton Thrillerflap c-o Lance
Office.

COOK'S

"FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.

252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

JOE CASWELL
e ALTERATIONS
e DRY CLEANING
• PRESSING

2207 WYANDOTTE W.
"Just Off The Campus"

21VRS
OLD?
When you turn 21
you're no longer cov•
ered by your parents'
Hospital Insurance.
To keep insured, you
must take out indivi d ua I membership
within 30 days. Get
your application form
at a bank, a hospi a ,
or from the Commission.

NEWLY
WED?
The 'family' Hospital
Insurance premium
must now be paid to
cover husband and
wife. Notify your
•group' without delay OR if you both pay
premiums direct, noti•
fy the Commission.

4-,,,, ,.

NEW
JOB?
To keep insured follow
the instructions on the
Hospital Insurance
Certificate of Payment
'Form 104' that your
present employer is
required to give you
on leaving.

Your
This is the world of Al R CANADA. The planes.
The people. The places. Exciting! Isn't it time you took a trip?

AIR CANADA
SERVING CANADA ' U.S.A. • BERMUDA • BAHAMAS • CARIBBEAN • IRELANO • ENGL.ANO • SCOTLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • SWITZERLAND and AlJSmlA

ONTARIO
HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
Plan
Ontario Hospital
Services Commission
Toronto 7, Ontario

•
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Varsity whomps Queens

Good

By BARRY RUST

deeds?

(CUP Staff Writer)
Starry University of Toronto quarterback Bryce Taylor ran and
kicked his way to an all-time individual scoring lead in the Ontario
Quebec Athletic Association Saturday, while leading his team to
first place in the league.
Taylor scored two touchdowns on runs of three and seven yards,
kicked four converts and completed 19 of 33 passes for 297 yards
as Toronto stopped top-rated Queen's Golden Gaels 28·19 in
Kingston.
The five-year Toronto star now has 158 points, surpassing by
six the lifetime mark of Ron Stewart, former Gael now playing with
the professional Ottawa Roughriders.
Queen's defeat dropped them into a second-place tie in the
four-team league with Western Ontario, who defeated McGill 24-8
Saturday in London.
Halfback Dave Garland and Fullback Art Frose led the Western
attack, carrying for 91 and 84 yards respectively. Garland scored
two touchdowns, while Froese contributed a touchdown and two
converts.
Meanwhile, Alberta Golden Bears withstood a late rally by
Calgary at the weekend to defeat the Dinosaurs 17-14 in Edmonton.
The game played in a cold wind, was decided by a 20-yard field
goal scored by Laudwig Daubner.
Touchdowns by Gil Mather and John Violini for Edmonton
were matched by Calgary's Whitey Tuff and Don Green.
Edmonton's victory, its second over Calgary in as many weeks,
allowed the Bears to remain two points ahead of Manitoba Bisons,
who avenged an earlier defeat to Saskatchewan by stopping the
Huskies 16-1 in Winnipeg. John Davidson and John Bitchok scored
Manitoba touchdowns, and Dick Kohler added a convert and three
singles.
McMaster Marauders consolidated its sixth-ranked position by
drubbing University of Waterloo Warriors 27-1 in Hamilton. McMaster had little trouble piling up 510 offensive yards, mainly behind
the rushing of halfback Tom Johnson and fullback Doug Keicher
who rushed for 235 and 115 yards respectively.
All other weekend games were of the "no-contest" variety. In
the Maritimes, eighth-ranked St. Francis smothered Mount Allison
58-0, tenth-ranked St. Mary's dumped St. Dunstan's 33-14 and
New Brunswick downed Dalhousie 26-6.
Central Canada scores were as follows Loyola 34, Royal Military
College O; St. Patrick's College 41, College Militaire Royal O;
Bishop's 29, Macdonald College 7; Guelph 35, University of Montreal 20; Waterloo Lutheran 27, Carleton O and University of Ottawa
70, Laurentian University 0.
CAMPUS STYLES F O R GUYS

AND GA LS

METRO MOTORS
YOUR

RENAULT ,

•

CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES

Of Imported Automobiles At
2203 Wyandotte West
At Randol h

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969-9070

STUDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!

~
~

Rudy's Barber Shop
For the finest in

PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
Ri ght Under The Bridge
2340 UN I V E RSITY W.
Convenient To Staff And Students

PHONE 252-0584

~

For Women Who Like
the Very Best

F.\~ l ilO

~

Have you done your good
deed for this week? If you have
not - or better yet if you have
done so many that you have
run out of good deeds to do
- then here is just what the
doctor ordered.
1. If you want to cheer up
a buddy who has just flunked a
test which counts 1/ 3 of his
final mark.
2. If you have a bad case of
indigestion after dinner at the
cafeteria.
If any or all of the above
seem to be causing an undue
amount of agony for you don't
give up - smile . . . things are
not really all that tough. Just
amble on down to St. Denis
Hall any Monday night at 7:30
for ithe Women's Intramural
Night. Here, you wiU find fun,
excitement and buckets of laughter.

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
253-0369
Home Cooked Meals

Delivery Service
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

Time marches on . . . things ~hange and so must many of our
outdated systems. In this case I am speaking specifically of Women's
Intramural Sports. Only last year track and field was added to our
program and, in the same light, our obsolete points system underwent a complete overhaul.
For years now the women's intramural framework has been
organized on a yearly basis for the coveted Year Trophy competition. The teams represent Freshman (all preliminary year students),
and Seniors (all third, fourth and post grad students). Such a set
up was implimented due to the relatively small size of the University. Nevertheless, it has served us well through the years. However,
everyone can well see that a tremendous increase in size is underway
at present. It only follows that an increase in size must result in
a new and more equal breakdown for purposes of representation.
In recent years there has been little to no participation from
the Freshman element on campus. As a result we have been forced
Ito compete in a three team league, which greatly restricts the
amount of competition. This year the Nurses have voiced their
desire to enter a team in our intramural program. They feel that
they could guarantee a fuH team for the games, an innovation which
would be a definite benefit to the league.
The thought occurs that possibly a transition from year repre·
sentation might be a certain asset. For instance, there could be
interfaculity teams representing Arts I, Arts II, Science, Nursing
etc. I would suggest that this may result in a better turnout both
due to enthusiasm and to the larger numbers to gather from .
There is a need for some alteration and this just could prove to
be the solution - in the near future too!

,.

A CAREER FOR YOU
IN
CANADA'S FOREIGN SERVICE
Trade Commissioner Service
with
Deportment of T rode and Commerce

Diplomatic Service
with
Department of External Affairs

•••lffylng lxant - OCTOBER 19 - 7: 00 P.M •
ROOM 1051, ESSEX HALL
Exemption: Only for those with Master's or Doctorate Degrees in 1967

For e i gn Service Exam - OCTOBER 20 - 7:00 P . M .
ROOM 1051, ESSEX HALL
No Exemptions: To be written in additi on to qualifying exam
TO APPLY: It is preferred that you send, in advance of the examination, Application
Form CSC 100 (available at the Placement Office) to the CIVIL SERVICE
COMMISSION OF CANADA, UNIVERSITY RECRUITMENT, OTTAWA 4,
ONTARIO. It will be possrble also to complete on Applicotion Form at the
examination.

CAREERS FOR YOU

with the Civil Service of Canada
Economist or Statistician
Historian or Archivst
Management Analyst
Finance Officer

Adm inistrative Officer
Personnel Administrator
Commercial and Industrial Analyst
Foreign Service Officer

QUALIFYING EXAM

l ."I D.

OCTOBER 19 - 7 p.m.
ROOM 105E - ESSEX HALL
492 PELISSIER STREET
AT MAIDEN LANE

WINDSOR

ONTARIO

Exempt ion: on ly for those who ho ld Ma ste r' s or Doc torate
Deg rees in 1967.
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FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM
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OCTOBER 20 - 7 p.m.
ROOM 105E - ESSEX HALL

V,

Mo Exempt ion s

C
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TO APPLY:

It is preferred that you send, in advance of the examination,
Application Form CSC 100 (available at the Placement Office)
to the CIVIL SERVICE COMMI SSION OF CANADA, UNIVERSITY
RECRUITMENT, OTTAWA 4, ONTARIO. It will be possible also
to complete an Application Form at the examination .
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Tents at SAIT
CALGARY (CUP) - Tents pitched on the Southern Alberta
Institute of Technology campus these days are being used by stu·
dents to draw attention to the lack of government-sponsored resi·
dences.
And the SAIT students who erected them received encouragement from administration officials, who arrived one morning last
week with coffee to soothe the demonstrators.

KITSILANO GOES TO POT
VANCOUVER (CUP) - Police in Vancouver's Kitsilano
area are on the lookout for anyone attired in beatnik garb these
days.
Two University of British Columbia students and a young
worker were stopped by RCMP drug squad members and questioned about marijuana and LSD because they were dres.sed like
beatnib,police said here Wednesday (Sept. 21).
"It k policy to stop and question anyone in the Kitsilano
area if they are wearing beatnik dress," an RCMP spokesman
said.

"We're trying to find out how many people smoke marijuana.
If people admit it, we may keep an eye on them."

Erindale set

...

STUDENTS ARE ACCLAIMING
THE NEW

TORONTO (CUP) - Construction of Erindale College, the
University of Toronto's second satellite college, will begin in late
October.
An all-purpose two-storey building will be ready for about
200 full-time students entering the university next fall.
Erindale will offer a general arts curriculum similar to that
of Scarboro College, U of T's first satellite college.
Both colleges are being planned to accommodate 5,000 students each when completed.

Official

Centre planned
WATERLOO (DU - . After 10 years of planning and frus. • ~rsity c,f.
erloo s~dents will have a $2,
00
us centre.
.• :':
The Ontario governrtlent, which will finance 50 per cent of
its cost, last week gave final approval to plans for the structure.
Completion date for the building is Dec. 30, 1967.
Remainder of the necessary funds to finance it are to be raised
by the university in an upcoming fund drive. Students have cont'l'ibuted about $30,000 so far.

opt from CUS
The President-elect of the
Canadian Union of Students ex·
pects that Bishop's University of
Lennoxville, Que., may withdraw from CUS.
Hugh Armstrong, in Windsor
this week for the WUSC con·
vention last weekend, said Tuesday that "I'll be very surprised
if they stay."
Students at Bishops are to
vote Monday on whether or not
to stay in the Union.
If Bishop's does withdraw, it
will be the sixth University to
do so in six weeks.

University Of Windsor

BLAZER

More riots
DJAKARTA, Indonesia (CUPI) - Police here Sunday broke
up a demonstration of more than 2,000 unrversity students in front
of President Sukarno's palace.
The students were demanding that President Sukarno be put
on trial immediately.

Bishop's U. may

e TOP QUALITY WOOL FLANNEL

e

EXPERTLY TAILORED TO YOUR MEASUREMENTS

e LOW QUANTITY PRICE

LARGE SIZES NOVI AVAILABLE
(Official Crests $5. 95)

NOW AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
(SEE THE SAMPLE IN OUR WINDOW)

Three small universities and
the Memorial U. of Newfoundland quit CUS at the annual
CUS congress last month and
late last month the University of
Alberta withdrew.
With the loss of Bishop's the
Quebec region of CUS will con- _
sist exclusively of McGill Universit
Armstrong said Tuesday that
he believes McGill might be
"better off' in the Union General des Etudiants de Quebec,
but that he does not expect Mc·
Gill to make such a change.

QUALIF FOR A
IN THE CANADIAN FORCESI
• Paid tuition

•

•Textbooks supplied
• Military training
• Regular salary
For details concerning the Regular Officer's
Training Plan call or visit:

Attractive opportunities also available in
the reserve service of your choice:

ARMY
CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE,

-

NAVY 18S Ouellette Avenue, 2S2-761S

AIRFORCE -

MAJ. DENEAU
252 DILLON HALL
CDR. WALDRON
HMCS HUNTER

2544373
SQ. LDR. BENEDICT
252 DILLON HALL
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civic art

gallery
dt,~tabn
µoto4-~datt
"Windsor is not a lunch bucket
town," was the comment made by
Kenneth Saltmarche, Director of the
Civic Art Gallery of Windsor. With
regard to the visual arts last year the
Civic Art Gallery drew more than
43 thousand people. Public attendance
on a per capita basis is better here
in Windsor than at the Detroit In·
stitute of Art.
The Civic Art Gallery is sup·
ported by city taxes and public sub·
scription. There are over 13 hundred
subscribers which shows that there
isn't a Jack of interest in culture.
The Civic Art Gallery was
founded in 1943 in one room of
Willistead, the. former family home
of E. C. Walker, son of Hiram
Walker. It is typically a sixteenth
century English manor from an original design by Albert Cahn, famous
for his pioneer work in reinforced
concrete of which the building i~
made.
It is a period building; that is,
its design is authentic in that it is
based upon actual sixteenth century
manors; whereas, Casa Loma in Tor·
onto, "a bastard kind of building"
borrows something from practically
every period.
Since 1943 the Art Gallery has
expanded into the entire upper floor
of Willistead. Currently at the Gal·
lery they are exhibiting a number of
paintings taken from Windsor Homes.
The collection is varied and modest.
Its variety extends from a 17th century canvas by the most fashionable
portraitess in Am ter
,
ir
to 20th century sketches by a Canadian artist who was as much a fisherman as he was a painter." lts i;ca(.;!
reflects partly the limitation of the
Gallery's exhibition's space and, partly
"a lack of complete knowledge of
the workers of art owned in this
community."
The Civic Art Gallery maintains
a permanent collection of primarily
Canadian art, pictures and sculptures
covering the periods from 1690 10
the present. In addition to this perm·
anent exhibit, Willistead Art Gallery

acbedules monthly exhibits of varying subjects. In September for ex·
ample in conjunction with THE
LITHUANIAN S O C I ET Y OF
WINDSOR the Gallery exhibited the
works of Vanda Pazukaite, a series
of drawings and prints. Future ex·
hibits cover a wide range of fields
but deal mainly with Canadian art
so as to fit in with the upcoming
centennial year. A complete list of
future exhibits through to January,
1968 appears below.
Wllllstead Art Gallery Of Windsor
Exhibitions scheduled from September
1966, through January, 1968.
SEPTEMBER 66 Vanda Pazu.
kaite: Paintings, drawings &
prints by a Lithuanian artist held
in association with The Lithuanian Society of Windsor.
Canadian Art: From the Gallery's Permanent Collection.
OCI'OBER 66 - Windsor Collectors:
Paintings, sculpture, furniture
and objects of art from Windsor
homes.
NOYE
ana ia
for Collectors: A pre-Centennial
sale of pictures plus sculptures
by HANNI ROTHSCHILD.
DECEMBER 66 - Early British
Watercolours: From The Victoria
and Albert Museum, London.
Sculpture Maquettes: Models of
submissions for the Ontario Pa·
vilion at Expo '67.
JANUARY 67 - A century of Can·
adian Art: Canadian painting
1850-1950. A collection of masterpieces from across Canada.

The Century Ball on New Year's
Eve, the Gallery's 5th annual
Ball, will feature costumes of
the Confederation Period and
will mark the opening of this
major exhibition and Centennial
Year in Windsor.
FEBRUARY 67 - 27th Annual Exhibition for Essex County artists
Frederick Verner and Catherine
Reynolds: Pictures by two early
painters of Essex County.
MARCH 67 (1st 2 weeks) - Children's art from Windsor Separate
Schools.
MARCH • APRIL 67 - Wm. G.
R. Hind (1833-1888): Canadian
painter of the Confederation
Period.
MAY 67 - David Milne (1882-1953)
A retrospective exhibition of the
work of one of Canada\ most
distinctive painters of landscape
and ,still life.
JUNE 67 - To be announced.
7 - Canadian
Art: From the GaJlery's Permanent Collection.
SEPTEMBER 67 Contemporary
artists of Quebec and Ontario.
OCTOBER THROUGH MID- NOVEMBER 67 The Douglas
Duncan Collection: Works of art
from one of Canada's most distinguished collectors.
NOVEMBER 67 - Canadian Art for
Collectors: The Women's Com·
mittee's sale.
DECEMBER 67 - To be announced.
JANUARY 67 - The Bronfman Collection of Canadian Art.
In addition to the exhibition~
the Willistead Art Gallery is presenting lecture series on "The Visual Arts
in Canada", beginning January 5,
I 967. The series will be part of the
Gallery's centennial year contribution

for the people of Windsor. A tentative schedule is as follows:
All leotures will be held on Thursday evenings at 8:15.
JANUARY 5 - Dr. Jean Sutherland
Boggs, Director, The National
Gallery of Canada: "Canada and
Art over 100 Years".
FEBRUARY 5 Dr. Theodore
Heinrich, former Director of The
Royal Ontario Museum: subject
to be announced.
APRIL 6 - Dr. Robert H. Hubbard,
Chief Curator, The National
Gallery of Canada: "The Period
of Confederation."
APRIL 20 Professor George
Swinton, Fine Arts Department,
The University of Manitoba: "Eskimo Sculpture."
MAY 4 - Paul Duval, Art Critic and
author: "Some Little-known 19th
Century Canadian Artists"
JUNE 8 - To be announced.
SEPTEMBER 21 - To be announ·
ced.

OCTOBER 12 - Samua
ac ,
Collector:
'"Art Collecting in
Canada."
NOVEMBER 9 - Miss Dorothy
Cameron, Art critic and dealer
and organizer of the Centennial
Year scultpure exhibition at Tor·
onto City Hall: "Canadian Scul·
pture Today."
DECEMBER 7 - To be announced.
Schedule is tentative and subject
to change
In order to encourage talented
arti ls the Gallery has presented a full
~eason of art classes for adults, teenagers and children. The art classes
are all held in the Willistead Coach
House Studio, across from the main
building. The Art Workshop was es·
tablished in 1947 for the purpose ot
providing professional instruction at
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the lowest possible cost. Fees charged
cover instructor's salaries and costs
of equipment and, in part, operating
and administration. Adult classes are
limited to about 15 students; childrens
classes to about 20 students. The Art
Gallery receives no subsidy for this
educational programme, excepting an
annual contribution from the Maycourt Club of Windsor.
Willistead provides seven competent instructors.
Charles McGee, Detroit, was
born in South Carolina and studied
at The Arts and Crafts School, Detroit, under Sarkis Sarkisian. He has
exhibited since 1951 and recently was
awarded first prize in a national exhibition for Negro artists at Howard
University, Atlanta, Georgia. Last
season he gave a demonstration of
portrait drawing at Willistead.
Mae M. Hull, Windsor, is a
1950 graduate of The Arts and Crafts
School, Detroit, and has exhibited for
many years at Willistead, winning
awards in 1949, 1956 and 1965. A
member of The Detroit Society of
Women Painters, she has instructed
classes at Willistead since 1949.
Harry M. Zeilig, Windsor, is a
graduate of The Ontario College of
Art and studied at The Art Institute
of Chicago School of Art. He has exhibited across Canada and in the United States and is best-known for his
portraits and figure studies. His work
is in the collections of the art galleries of Windsor and London.
Helen Channen, Windsor, is a
graduate of The University of Man·
itoba and The University of Toronto.
She studied drawing and painting at
Queen's University, Kingston, with
David Partridge, Ralph Allen and Gus
Weisman. She is a regular contributor
to exhibitions in Canada and the Un·
ited States.
Virginia Aubrey Conn, Windsor,
art director of Conn Creative Printers,
studied at Cass Technical High School
and Wayne State University, Detroit,
under such artists as Louise Nobili,
Mary Jane Bigler, and is an under·
graduate in the College of Liberal
Arts, Fine Art Division, Wayne University. For the pas1 two years she
has been engaged in research in the
field of adult art education for The
Department of National Resources.

Larry Blovits, Detr0it, is a graduate of Wayne State University, 0e~
troit, obtaining his Master of Fine
Arts degree there in 1965. An instructor in the Fine Art Department
at Wayne since 1964, he is also a
graphic artist and painter who has exhibited widely through the State of
Michigan.
Antonio Doctor, Windsor, is a
native of the Philippines and is a
graduate in fine art5 of the University of St. Tomas, Manila, The Uni
iversity of Fine Arts, Bangkok, and
the University of Notre Dame, South
Bend,,lndiana. He spent three years
with Unesco researching Siamese art
before coming to Canada in 1961.
He was awarded a purchase prize
for painting at Willistead in 1963.
A schedule of the classes availn
as follows:
ADULT CLASSES
Monday Evening 7:30-9:30
1st session: Sept 19-Dec. 12. (No class
Thanksgiving, Oct. 10. 2nd session:
Jan. 9-Apr. 3 (No class Easter, Mar.
26) - Drawing and Painting Workshop for Advanced Students and Ar

tists. Instruoted by Charles McGee;
12 weeks: $20.
Tuesday Morning 9:30-11 :30.
1st Session: Sept. 20-Dec. 6; 2nd session: Jan. 10-Mar. 28 - Oil Painting:
Design and Colour. Instructed by Mae
M. Hull. 12 weeks: $20.
Tuesday Evening 7:30-9:30. 1st
session: Sept. 20-Dec. 6; 2nd session:
Jan. 10-Mar. 28 - Experiment,s in
Abstract Painting. Instructed by Helen Channen. 12 weeks: $20.
Wednesday Morning 9:30-11:30
1st session: Sept. 21-Dec. 7; 2nd session: Jan. 11-Mar. 29 - Beginner's
Oil Painting. Instructed by Harry M.
Zeilig. 12 weeks: $20.
1st session: Sept. 21 ·Dec. 7; 2nd ses·
sion: Jan. 11-Mar. 29 - Learning to
Draw: An Approach Through Realism. Instructed by Virginia Aubrey
on.
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At present he is also art critic for the
Windsor Star. In addition he is at
present organizing an exhibit of William G. R. Hind. Hind is a Canadian
painter primarily of the Confederation
period. His water colours, in excellent detail, are contained in a small
diary which he carried in his pocket
during his travels. This is Windsor's
main centennial contribution in the
field of visual arts. This exhibit will
tour a large number of Canadian galleries.
The Gallery is open from 10:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday to Saturday,
closed Friday. Monday, Tuesday and
Wdenesday 7:00·9:00 and Sunday af·
temoons 2:00-5:00. Subscriptions are
available to all. $5:00 single; $7:50
family.

w

Thursday Evening 7:30-9:30; 1st
session: Sept. 22-Dec. 8; 2nd session:
Jan. 12-Mar. 30 Beginner'!. Oil
Painting. Instructed by Larry Blovits.
12 week,s: $20.
Friday Evening 7:30-9:30; 1st
session: Sept. 23-Dec. 9; 2nd session:
Jan. 13-Apri. 7 - Beginner's Oil
Painting. Instructed by Antonio Doctor. 12 weeks: $20.

SLIDES FOR RENT
A history of Canadian art is available in the form of a large collection
of 35mm color slides of Canadian
painting, graphics, sculpture,architecture, Indian art1. and Eskimo sculpture
and prints. These are available for use
outside the gallery by students and
educators for study or lecture purposes. Originals by Canadian regional
artists are available through the Jun·
ior Committee's Art Rental and Sales
Collection in the Willistead Coach
House.
Rentals are 3 percent per month
of the value of the picture. Rental
fee applies to purcha1.e; that-is, pictures
can be renewed twice but must be re·
turned or purchased at the end of the
second renewal.

The Director,
Kenneth
Saltmarche, is a recognized Canadian art·
'5t himself. Born in Cardiff, Wales,
1920, and came to Canada in 1924;
studied in Toronto, at the Ontario
College of Art, graduating in 1945
and the Arts Students League, New
York. He was appointed curator of
Willistead Art Gallery in 1946. He
lived in Italy and Sardinia 1954-55,
in 1959 spent three months in Mex·
ico and returned as director of the
newly-reorganized Gallery in Windsor. He was awarded a Canada Counsel Fellow!ihip to tour art museums
and galleries in Europe in 1964-65.

DIRECTOR of the Willistead Art
Gallery muses once in a while des·
pile his busy schedule.
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This season's
C.B.C. Festival
This season, "Festival" will
feature a series of half-hour
programs, designed to be somewhat more experimental, in
terms of forms and techniques,
than other Festival productions.
and presenting the work of new
writers and directors, as well
as establimed ones.
Most of these irregularlyscheduled ptograms will be
dramas, but there will also be
what executive producer Gordon Hinch calls "quasi documentaries" on such subjects as
poet-playwright Bertolt Brecht,
and the Spanish Civil War, as
well as a musical romp featuring jazz pianists Willie 'The
Lion' Smith and Don Ewell.
The first of the series is
"Westbrook's Man", to be telecast Wednesday, Oct. 12 at
9:30 p.m. It's a drama of the
aftermath of a war, written by
the late Herb Hosie and starring
Robert Christie, with Lynne
Gorman, John Kastner and
Michelle Finney. It's directed
by Rudi Dorn, a new name
among directors, but a man
long regarded as one of CBC
television's top designers.
Describing the series, executive producer Hinch says: "The
series will create opportunities
for using a great variety of
directors and new writers. and
for doing something for poetry
which was not possible before.
We hope to combine the talents
of a major Canadian poet and
a photlographer to tell a tale,
pre era y a
poetry and still photos o f performers, with an original musical score.
"We're also trying to get out
of the studio ,t o shoot on location as much as our limited
budget allows. One of the areas
we're especially interested in is

REVIEW

the creation of vehicles designed
primarily to display the talents
of a specific performer or performers . .We're repeating one of
last year's successes itl this line:
"No Two People", featuring
Joseph Shaw and Mary Savidge.
And we're planning to place a
little more emphasis on things
in our time than is done in the
major Festival pla~."
Hinch sa~ he's going to try
to develop a purely TV format "To take a oompany
of performers who can sing and
aot and maybe dance a little,
combine these talents with certain qualities more normally
centered in the documentary,
and come up with a form having elements of revue and documentary, but with an overall
dramatic effect. We're doing
ij?is with such topics as Bertok
Brecht, and the Spanish Civil
War, compiled and arranged by
Canadians we're trying to
maintain a distinctly Canadian
flavor in this half-hour series.
"Another thing we're particularly interested in is cinematic
adaptations of 8holt srories.
We'd like to increase the number of work opportunitie6 flor
existing adapters, so that a large
pool of top writers in this line
can be developed. This could
greatly benefit Festival and
commercial drama programs."

The first production in the series, '"Westbrook's Man," Hinch
describes as "a kind of western
with a l 9th-century setting . . .
."

t

tells what happens when a
Quaker farmer and his wife and
daughter are visited by a threatening young man who claims to
be a scout for a rebel raider,
but whose strange behavior
seems at odds with his stated
purpose.

DETROIT SCENE
by JOHN GOYEAU
For the music or theatre buff,
a trip acl'OSIS the Ambassador
Bridge is well worth the effort
this weekend. The university
theater u in full swing, the
Met's in town, and the symphony season is rolling.
A short drive out to Ann
Arbor brings you to the UniveMity of Michigan campus professional APA Repertory Company, playing varying presentations at the U of M Mendoel:ssohn Theater. The U of M
players present Shakespeare's
Coriolanu.s at 8 p.m. Saturday.
E'Ven nearer home, The University of Detroit company is
presenting Shaw's "Caesar and
Cleopatra" in the university library building.
At the Bonstelle Theater of
Wayne State University, "Take
Me Along", based on Eugene
O'Neill's
"Ah, Wilderness",
opens Friday. The Bonstelle as
a 15 minute ride from the tunnel exit. Also at nearby WSU,
Goldsmith's "She Stoops To
Conquer" pla~ Saturday night
at the Hilberry Classic Theatr',
The Metropolitan Opera National Company appears this
week at the Fisher Theatre. You
probably won't get in without

tickets in advance, and you'll
have missed ''The Marriage of
Figero" and Britten's ''The
Rape of Lucretia", both in English. Earlier this week the Met
National Company played "La
Boheme" and "La Traviata."
The Detroit Symphony Orch·
estra''!l Saturday concert at the
Ford Auditorium (rt's so close
you can see it from here) win
highlight Eileen Farrell, sop·
I\Ulo. Also on the program:
Beethoven's Fifth, Verdi, Prokoviev, excerpts from ''Tannhauser" and "Tristan und Isolde" by Wagner. Sixten Ehrling
will conduct.
If you've never heard the
Dearborn Symphony Orchestra,
they deserve at least one trip
past Detroit city limits. Nathan
Gordon will conduct with Mischa Kottler, pianist, tonight at
8:20 p.m. in the Ford Central
Office Building.
"Mr. Pops" Arthur Fiedler of
Boston fame will conduct the
St. Louis Symphony in a "Pop"
concert tonight at the Masonic
Auditorium in downtown Detroit.
A birth certificate and a bus
token can make you as American as you want - for a night.
Why stay home?

CHORUS LAUNCHED - The University of Windsor Chorus Is
getting set for one of its best year, according to Eugen F. Gmemer,
director. Practices are underway, but those with choral experience
may still join. From left, Oiff Prangley, Comm. I, a member ot
the chorus, and the director.
-bob mccann photo

PROFILE

IN MUSIC
by DOREEN LAMARCHE

According to posters appearing about campus, the University of Windsor Chorus i'I planning a revolution. After an interview last week at the Music
House, it is evident that the in·
stigator of the revolution is Eugen F. Gmeiner, Se&sional Instructor,
irector o
usi
Activities who is in charge of
the Chorus and instrumental en5embles.
Mr. Gmeiner, a native of
Austria received his training in
Oermany, Czechoslovakia and
Austria. He first played the violin at the age of fifteen with
professional symphony orchestras in Europe. At sixteen, he
began serious study of the organ at the Austrian State Academy from which he graduated
with highest distinction in 1949.
Up to 1956 when he came
to Canada he performed as or·
ganist, choir director and freelance musician. After arriving in
Canada he was appointed ln1
structor of the Organ at Acadia University and later went on
to become an assistant professor

in 1960.
In 1962, he was awarded first
standing in the National Organ
Competition at Fort Wayne Indiana. Since then he has had
numerous recital appearances
especially in eastern Canada.
Mr. Gmeiner pointed out that
"Acadia, in 1963, acquired a
neo-Baroque organ inaugurated
by the renowned E. Power Biggs
and since then this unique in·
strument has won not only nationwide but continental acclaim. It is from that instruen
on the Trans Canada network."
He has been invited to give a
series of seven recitals for Expo
'67 in Montreal where in the
Canadian Pavilion one such neoBaroque organ is to be installed.
Mr. Gmeiner is Sessional Instructor here on sabbaitical from
Acadia University of Nova
Scotia. He is also organist for
the United Church of Canada
here in Windsor.
"The aim of the Windsor
Chorus," he said "is to create
mo~ interest in good music
- not mass produced music not the typical folksy music.
Good mll'Sic is a necessity in a
liberal arts programme. One
without music lacks education.
One who can't make music
ought to have respect for it."

CONCERT:
SUNDAY,OCT0BER16
The Woodwind Quintet from
the Faculty of Music of the University of Toronto performs
this Sunday night in the first
concert of the season sponsored
by the Universit)' of Windsor
Music Section. The programme
includes the Quintet, opus 71,
by Beethoven and the Chambermusic for Five Woodwinds by
Paul Hindsmith. The Woodwind
Quintet will be jc,ined by pianist
Mary-Nan Dutka, in a performance of the seldom heard Sextet
for piano, flute, oboe, clarinet,
bassoon and French horn by the
modem French composer, Francis Poulenc. Miss Dutka will
also be heard in a solo performance of the Bach Chaconne in
the transcription by Brahms.

The members of the Faculty
of Music Woodwind Quintet are
five of Canada's most outstanding young performers and all
should ultimately fill principal
chairs in Canadian orchestras.
They have been members of the
world-famous National Youth
Orchestra, some for as many as
four or five seasons.
This unusual programme and
brilliant young ensemble guarantee that the opening concert
for this season at the University
of Windsor will be a notable
event. The concert will take
place in the University Centre
Auditorium this Sunday at 8:30
p.m. There is no admission
charge.

by JOHN GOYEAU
The latest episode of Hitchcockian terror, now playing in
Windsor, is billed as "a thrilling
tale of espionage behind the
Iron Curtain." Don't be fooled;
it isn't any such thing.
''Tom Curtain" is a bad adventure story with a plot as
thrilling as Grimm's Fairy Tales,
but less believable.
Handsome young physics
professor (Paul Newman) and
sweet young bride-to-be (Julie
Andrews) defect to the East
Germans with American missile
secrets.
Now evel')'one knows that
Paul Newman h too pretty
and American to defect, aod
after many roles, everyone
realms tb1lt Julie Andrews ll
too sweet a gb1 to let her
boyfriend do anything •
msty • tbat. And everyone
is right!
While viewers wait for the
story to "reveal" this, Newman
battles a fight-to-the-death duel
with an East German agent.
While Newman holm him
down, be h stabbed In the

neck, then mercilessly clubbed
with a shovel, and finally
dngged across the room to
he smothered in an open gas
Offll.

At this point inthe thrilling
itale of Hitchcockian terror one
is tempted to return home and
watch a thrilling weeldy televis·
ion serial. But there's more to
come.
Newman reveals to his bridet~be that he is really
pry missile secrets
Germans, not to reveal America's. For this disclosure he ls
rewarded with an ecstatic smile
and a big kiss (behind the bushes where the enemy agents can't
watch).
Although the Germans be·
come slightly suspiciom when
their agent can't be found, our
hero pushes on to the university
to meet a German professor
with the secret anti-missile formula. Apparently to him it's not
so important after all. Fifteen
minutes of conversation later,
Newman has the formula and
is on the way to West Germany.
Meanwhile the body of the
terribly dead German agent
' - been uoeartbed, md the
Gennans are even more suspicious. But Newman ~ too
clever for them - after all
he stole their most Yitai mksile secrets In fifteen minutes,
there's no stopping a man like
that!
The Germans surround him
in a theatre but he makes a
brilliant escape by shouting
"Fire!" and causing a panic.
Newman and Andrews hide
in boxes of ballet costumes to
be smuggled out of the country,
only to have the Germans machine-gun the boxes. (You guessed it: their friend switched
crates at the last minute.) What
suspense, what terror!
''Tom Curtain" combines
poor acting, an unbelievable
story line, and hilarious attempts at suspense into an
evening of agony. Take note:
this article is not meant as a
review, it's a warning!
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TWO SEMINARS SET

Berill, Nirenburg to be
honored tomorrow
at convocation
.
•

The i th convocation of the
University of Wind or will be
held tomorrow at the
n1,.er~11y
Mott than )J.O wW recehe
d~rees at the convocation.
HonorJry Doctor of Laws
degrees will be conferred on
two biol gi'>ts al the convoca·
t1on. wh1ch will be held in con1unct1 n with a two-day ympo·
,ium titled "Biology today and
tomorrow"
The two are Dr. N. J. BerriU, professor of Zoology at
McGill, and Dr. M. W. Nirenbe~. chief of biochemical
geoetks at the Nadonal Heart
Institute at Bethesda, Maryland.

The new biology building
will be off1c1ally opened th1
"- cekend, 1n a ceremony a <,ociatcd with the ympos1um.
c~ es have been held in
the buJlding lnce late last
yeor, bllt It h~ not been officially opened.
Ten b1olog1'>tS, zoologist , and
b1ochem1 ts, leader
1n their
field in Canada and the United
States will taJ...e pan 1n the twoday symposium
AJI but one of the lectures
wlU be open to the public.
Attendance will be limited
only by the tZC of the Aud1tonum in Essex Hall, where
the $CSS1ons will take place

The
an-Am
eminar, featuring Dr James Eayrs, one of
Canada' most d1 tingu1 hed pol1t1cal sc1ent1Sts, will be held here
Nov. 1-4
Theme of the seminar 1 "An
Independent Foreign
Poltcy
Fact or Fiction?" D1scuss1on
w1U include the importance of
immediate recognition of Red
China, Canada's role a a med·
1ator 1n Vietnam,
the
large
wheat ales to Red China, and
the intervention of the head of·
fice of several large Americancontrolled firms 1n prevenung
expon
to some Communist
countri~s.
The degree of American dominance will be d1Scussed at the
fifth and final ses 100.
Dr. K G Pryke of the U01vers1ty will speak Nov 2 on
anada' Centennial, with special empha 1s on the evolution of
our foreign pohcy ince 1867.

- ....-
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Ontario, will speak at a

•

twice last year

by Brian Kapplu
LANCE AW AJlDS EDITOR
We did it again.
For the secood time Ill a year, the Lance bal been ne,oNI
an Aeoc:iate Collegiate Paca "Al·Amukan paper."
To make st, we bad to pile up a certain number of points in
comparison with all of the weekly papers from school! our size
throughout the US.
Associated Collegiate Press is an American assoc1at1on of

college papers.
"The award only confirml what we alrucly know," said
Lance ed)tor-ln-c:hld John TOlllllnaon, "that John Goyeaa, (editor
last year) did a peat Job, and IO did bill staff."
The award was for the second half of last year.
The first semester last year was the first time the Lance bad
won the award.
"There's no reason," Tomlinson says, "why we can't do it
. "
again.
It's getting to be old hat.

year Is '"The Coming Joternadonal ~polis - Urben

PLEASE?

I

SA

President Jan Weir has
a\J...e<l the Senate' of the Univerity to recon ider it' summer
dec1\ion to abolish study week,
the trad1t1onaJ period between
the end of classes and the beginning of pring exam .
The SenJte had decided to replace ,tud} week with a "slack
week" in 1he middle of February.
Weir' pre enution
pointed
out to the Senate that the majoriry of tudents would much
pri.!lcr to have a tudy week
as well as a slack period

He Cited a '>Ur cy made for
Premier Robarts
Growth Aero the Canadian·
American Border."'

Dr
on tant1nos A Dox1ad1s,
chairman of Athen Technolog1cal In tttute, Athen
Gree e,
will present the leading paper on
"The Prospect of lnternattona\
Megalopolis."
AO sesak>ns of the semlnar

of

are

dln·

all

ner at the University during the
8th annual Seminar oo Canadian-American Relations.
Theme ()f file seminar this

l

open

wm

to

the

public

and

be held lo the Uot-

'enlty Ceatn.
More than 30 speakers from
the US, Great Britain, Greece
and Canada will be present.

~tudent Council by Arts . Rep.
Barb MacPher~on.
which re,ealed that ~. of the department heads which he wa able
to contact were 1n favor of
!>ludy week and that some of
•
them liked the idea of having
both.
ln ummary, Weir a ked the
Senate to "reoon ideT" iu. de·
Cl 100

\Jn,"c"ky

~\dea\

J.

'P.

Leddy said Wednesday
night
that "Mr. Weir mado a YIM")'
clear, ne:11 statement which will

soon receive careful oonsidera1100 frcm tne Senate •·

WINDSOR'S VICTORIAtf MORALITY (IN)FAMOUS
University of Windsor Dean
of Women Evelyn G. McLean
gamed oat1onal fame thi , week
when Globe & Mail columnist
Richard Needham referred to
her and Un1vers1ty regulations
about dress and "public displays
of affection."
In the introductory paragraphs of hu, Oct. 19 column,
Needham says that the ten commandments and the two great
commandments are "too 1mple"
for human beings, who "love
to draw up law , rule . and regulation by the million "

Needham proceeds to cite
everal e ample of the "majestic as1n101ty" of many of the e
rules. Ones of bis example •~
the rule. laid down by Mi s
McLean during frosh week this
year, that co-eds are not to tn·
dulge in "public di play of affection," because these "impinge
on the nght of other ."
Needham say that he 1 "dispo!,ed to a k "Preci ely how do
they impose on the rights of
others?"
He proceeds to Ii t ome of
the dress regulallon enforced

by Mi
McLean' office. and
adds, "I gues these regulation
are general aero
Canada and
reflect the
anad1an E tabli h·
ment' deep-rooted fear of se
and love, e pec1ally among the
young."
Lance New
Editor Brian
Kappler peculated Wedne day
that Needham had picked up
the mformauon about the rule
from a recent Lance new story
"Mr. Needham' been on our
subscnpuon list."
Mi
McLean had "no comment" on Needham'~ column.

CUS CRISIS; BISHOPS OUT, M'Glll VOTES

•

LENNOXVILLE (CUP) - Students at Bish·
op's University here quit the Canadian Union of
Student& Monday, deepening an ideological split
which now bas chopped six uruoos from CUS
membership roles this fall
TIie lhhop't wldMbawal
abet a doze
Mt llllftCCWded Y0te WCell M a AOIWJ idwl Ila
IJIC ..tloa me lhc
This most recent in a aeries of withdrawals
sparked by nation-wide debate on CUS involvement
in political issues, Bishop's action bas left McGill
Univenity the lone CUS member in Quebec.
Wllea die ,_,. cl CkM cam I to • ,oee at
Ma1ry'1 aeelF 1, AMJ S
.-Ice pr !hat
ud cha!N • e ol estenel effetn • BI t q,'I., WOii

1-,

•le6:wkle oa lalt ,t ad •nbst CUS.
Saocton earlier told the meetins that be
would resign his post if students failed to voice their
opposition to CUS political activism and diuatisfac:tion with CUS services.
1n Ottawa Tuesday, CUS President Doug

Ward aaid he "wuo't surprised" by the withdrawal.

WATERLOO {CUP) - The
Canadian Union of
tudents'
education policy could be headed for its first major test of the
year, here on the University of
Waterloo campus.
Students'
council
decided
Monday night (Oct. 3) to reject
the national union's stand on
unrversal accessibility, in a bitter, emotional debate which
dragged on until 3 a.m.
After four hours of debate,
council voted 8-7 with one ab·
stention to reject the free tuition and student salary concepts
approved at last month's CUS
Congress in Halifax .

•

MONTREAL (CUP) - The Canadian Unioo
of Students membership problem boiled into a na·
tion•wide crisis this week as McGill University
voted to review it'~ membership in CUS.
McGBFs zeal et eoclety d1 !fed to llolll a
rderendUIII ID _.._,
, - WMtlt!f to ...,.
._ .CUS, join runloa Gena-ale dal Etudillntl ck
Qaebec, or become ledepi.a.lt I r,. • kO.
The motioo, based on recommendations contained in a report presented by McGill student
council external affaita vice-president Amie Aberman, also contains provisions for the withholding
of CUS fees until after the referendum.
111e $100,000 CUS bs11el, .:. 11 IJ ntl I ed
to die bnvl I paint l,y ah wttl J1swalt dais hll,
aow faces • $7,0M D h II McGil pall oa
The action by McGill comes in the wake of
similar announcements from Acadia and St. Oun1tan's Universities; the withdrawal of B1 hop's Uni-

versity, and the rejection of CUS education~ policy
by the etudeots of the Univenity of Waterloo.

•

•
,.
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UCW schedules events

for co-eds

Recently some of my more ardent critics have speculated that
my column has not been exploited to its fullest Potential and of
course I am the first one to admit quite modestly that this is true .
Looking at this from my point of view, I do not think I have been
redundant nor have I di solved aU the scope I had envisioned for
thil. column at its inception. So bearing this in mind I am entering
the field of public criticism in a little venture entitled:
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A RHETORICAL
ANSWER DEPT. OR, LOOK OUT PUBLIC HERE
OMES CRJTICISM!!!
A caretul re-examination of the last five i ues of the LANCE ,
which i twenty per cent of the year's publication, ha revealed
an intere~ting fact. The " ling and arrow,; of outrag.eous fortune"
of the newspaper, if it ha any, have not been directed towards the
admini trat1on or towards any 1n titution .
an it be dear readers
that we have a perfect adm1nistrat1on and be in the best situation
in the Best of all possible worlds? Leibniz cotne back we have found
it for you and bring along the doubter, Voltaire . Surely a student
new paper i that many faceted mirror which reflects all the a peels
of uruvers1ty life, the kudos that the students deliver and the complaints that they voice . It i ignificant to note that all the student
papers across anada criuciu the admmi tration but this one.

Why must a tore dealing in food and food products have
diny windows? The DAIRY QUEEN who is selling to the public
has dirty windows. Maybe it is so that we can not see the filth
inside the shop.
Why must I find a hair in my pie or what ever else I eat in
the cafeteria even whe..o I do not even look for them? Surely the
dear ladies in the cafeteria a.re not balding? Why do the Department of Health regulations require women or anyone else with
long hair who work with food to wear hair nets in all other estab1ishments but the University of Windsor?
Why must there be a chorus of humming lights whenever I
enter a classroom in Dillon Hall? If it is just the bumble way of
the fluorescent lights announcing my arrival, which I most certainly
appreciate, even a king docs not get a fanfare which lasts a whole
fitty minutes.
If I were a king, or at least president of a Students administrative
council at the University of Windsor I would ask myself, Why in a
university of thjs size is there so much incompetency within one ooun.cil? To illustrate my point I refer you to the students council meeting of last week wherein the chairmanship of the meeting was turned
over to the vice-president in order to introduce a motion of censure
for the administration for their "de facto condonement of discriminatory practices" with regard to housing of university students. After
the debate when the vote was taken there was a tie due to the ab6ention of one member and it became necessary for the chairman to
vote in order to break the tie .
It has long been a tradition in any type of parliamentary debate
that the speaker or chairman v04.e down the motion before the house
should he be required to do !>O in the event of a tie. This was not
done. This is the first year that the students' council has tried this
and it is not effective as are a few of the members of the council.
A.s a remedy to this situation I would suggest that instead of the
president acting a chairman of the meetings the tudent council appoint a peaker who would thoroughly familiarize himsclf with all
the parliamentary procedure and direct the progress of the meetings.
Why must I go to a bookstore to get gum? This is like
going to a hair dressing salon to get birth control pills. I am very
tired of waiting in long lines while people pay for five and six dollars
worth of books, u ually by cheque, to pay for my ix cent purchase.
Why can there not be facilities for the purchase of sundry items in
the cafeteria (you cannot get hair m a package of gum) or vending
machines that would make the problem of breath control much more
easily solved for those of us with clean teeth but soffering from
pyorrhea?
It never ceases to amaze me bow the lecturers in univeBities
· talk with an affected accent and the fewer their degrees the greater
the degree of affectation . So I inquire of my~lf of you and of
' lecturers; Why the affected accent? Why can yqu not be natural?
) .
Why must my P ychol~y . 22 course (child psychology) seem
, like a Parent-Teachers Association meeting? Come to think of it
l why do psychologillts refer to their work and studies as 8 science?
hychology can not make any unive™1I pronouncements much less
develop a working hypothesis.
Why must there be a proliferation of peroxide blondes on
campus? Surely girls,happiness can not be obtained from a bottle?
Ask the Women's Christian Temperance Union about that and they
will kll you ~at blondes do not have more fun. They do smashing
boUJes and ,ruffing the fumes. Everyone to their own stick. By the
way there ~ ao. ever growing pr~lifer.rt1on of blonds on campw as
well. To • kids 1 1n French you will le now that there is a difference
between blonds and blondes, VIVE LA DIFFERENCE!
Warning of the ~le: Jo . a little . while I will be with you no
longer and io a little while I will be with you. The Usurper cometh.

EARL'S GRILL

2045

Wyandotte W.

]53-0369
10,, Discount On Meal Tickets

SCIENCE
,
FLOATS
" Science Builds a Bra ve N ew
World " will be the theme of the
Science Homecoming Float.
by
It will
be con tructed
science students on the evening
of Oct. 26-28. Science Rep.
Olen McCain held a meeting
Thursday to finalize plans.

The
( W will spon s~ r the
pere nnia l a1.hc Hawkins Dance
c 1 rl v m November. thi:: children '
hristmas Party 1n Decem be r ,and the Roundabout Dance
1n February.
A guiddiook designed to
aid future frosh pts will IWJO
be published tb's year, for

the first dme. ·
Miss Watsh says that the
guide will " make female fresh,11an a·djustment , both social and
academic, easier .
"It will give new students
ome ideas about campus clothes, shop . residence needs, and
school functions and organiza·
tion ."
AJso planned is a tea and informal talk in January . Adele
Lewis, author of "From College
to Career, " will address all Ur.iversity women on the adjust·
ment of female graduatf:S into
the business world.
An advisor from the University Placement office will also
be present to answer quest.ions.
Miss W ahh stres&ed that the
tea may have to be cancelled if
the Sadie Hawkins Dance is not
a financial success .
She added that "ther-e are a
lot of 'ifs', but every attempt
is being made to make this year
the best yet."

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED MEALS

L11sr YIM NIT JtGAiJ
TIW ~ aF AMELIA
E'Afttl&'AftT
AW UMAl#P
To FJ.Y ...

10% DI scount On Meal Tickets

2424 University W,st

starts Saturday
Windsor
debaters,
the
champions of the Jnter-UnJvcrsrty Debate League, go into acuon Saturday night.
The frrst tring will debate
the subject of American withdrawal from Vietnam with a
team from Osgoode Hall.
The match is set for 8.30
Saturday night in the formal
lounge of the University Cen tre.

.

Council
appoints·
chairman
Student Council has named
Rick Wyszynski (III Comm .)
public relations committee chairman for Council.
Wyszynski heads a committee of four members in charge
of publicizing SAC events.
"We'll ~ist the Social Com·
mittcc the most", he said, "but
any member of SAC can oome
to us to get publicity for any
SAC event.
"For example, we're tryiRg
to set up a ticket agency at
Hudsoo's in Detroit for the
Dick Gregory performance, because we expect a large part of
our audience from Detroit.
Wyszynski's first move as
P.R. man was to latch onto a
five-minute-a-day radio s po t
with CKWW radio, "to let tbe
people know what's going on
at the University at the student
level."

-
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let's hear
it for the
cheerleaders!

COOK'S

"FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

,

252-0143
2133 WYANDOTTE W.

ZIZ-8SU
1892 OTTAWA ST.

U-DO-IT;

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus

CHECKER CAB

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchoae

Markham's Fina Service
3110 'Sandwich St.

• Hom• Cooked Meol 1

Delivery Service

by MARY ANNE DUNNE
Lllllce Reporter
In the trad1tron of m any uc·
•
ess ful ye l rs, the Unr ver 1ty
ouncil of Women ha planned
a full program for 1he 66/ 67
chool year.
atie Wal h, pre ident of the
UCW, was di appointed with
the limited funds s upplied by
tudcnt ounctl , but she hopes
to overcome this setback by
fund -ra1 ing projects.
1 he ounc1l reque ted $351,
but received only $181

Debate season

253-3551

(At Detroit)

Everybody cheers for ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has

the taste you never get tired of ... alway, refreshing. That's why things go better with Coke .. , after
Coke ..• after Coke.
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bits and pieces
EAYllS AT LUNCHEON
for students attending the opening of
an-Am Semmar
Students ~an purcha~ tickets for $2 to hear the U of T professor·
author of "In Defensc of Canada," and "The Art of the P()Ssiblc'.
~ovtmment and Foreign Policy ID Canada... His topic for
eyDote address will be "Foreign Pohcy Determinants •.

tb;

BOWLING
. begins Tuesday, Oct. 25, at Bowlero, 675 Tecum eh W. Rides
~ ~ l e - be at the centre desk by 3:30.
. fo'. Ca~-Am people who expect 100 delegates from about jQ
~n1vers1~ies ~ . Canada and the U.S. Students are needed to help
ID as.s1sttog v1 1tors, Nov. 1-4. Apply at SAC office if interested

•

•

EC POU SCI CLUB
.
prese~ts a cock all hour, dinner, forum on foreign aid and a
dance, tonight, at Beach Grove <;ouDtry Club. Tickets available at
Centre desk, $2.50.

NURSF.S AND ENGINEERS

will bold a social evening at the Legion tonight at 8 p.m.
Dancing and a buffet is planned.

OSGOODE RALL DEBATE
vs. the U. of W. will be presented Saturday night, 8:30 in the
Formal Lodge. To be resolved: Should the U.S. get out of Vietnam.
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIFS
will s":<'osor a talk by Dr. Norman St. Jobn-Stevas, Sunday
eve., 8:20 m the Ambassador Auditorium . The topic: "Religious
Freedom - A Reconciliation of Faith and Liberty."

D-S

FO..M SOCIETY
presents the Japanese film "Ugetsu" on Tues. night at 7:30 in
the Ambassador Auditorium. tu~ual 25c donation.

CU.S

COMMfITEE

meets Monday at 4:30 p.m . Students are encouraged to join,
or to attend meetings at the Univ. Centre meeting rooms.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
meets on Monday at 4:30, in conference rooms 5 and 6. Lic-

ensing course begins.
THE REASON a man can't
get anywhere arguing with a
woman 1s that she a ks so many
que t1on he can't answer.
Pins are about the only things
that are pointed in one direction
and headed in another.

EVERY MAN believes in
heredity until his son begins
making a fool of himself.
The constitution guarantees
the pursuit of happinesi,, but
you have to catch up with It
yourself.

by ANTOINEITE IACOBINI
Lance Reporter
bold publicity c1mpaign.
enthusiasllc volunteers, and a
good turnout hJgnlighted this
year's University Blood Drive.
4 79 unus of blood were obtained by the Canadian Red
Cross in the 3 days of the
drive.
This compare favorably with
last year' total of 499 units
collected, since th1~ year's drive
was hampered by tbe strike of
maintenance workers during it's
A

RS ATT
two days.
In a congratulatory letter sent
lo Mis Marilyn O' Heame, RN.
Dean of Nur ing, Mrs. H. L.
Savage, RN , of the Windsor
Red ross. cited "unprecedented
support, promotion, and part1c1pation .
in ~pite of unusual
complications.·•_.
Mrs. Savage commended the
graduate nurse for their tum·
out and the many hours of time
they spent helping out.
They enabled the clinic to
collect an average of 58 units
of blood per hour, only 2 un-

General Chemistry Monograph Series
The Struclu.re of Molecule, : An Introduction lo Molecula.r Spee·
lro,copy, by Gordon M Barl/lOW . $2.45 .
Coordlnallon Chemlalry: The ChemJatry of Malal Compl••••. by

Gazette

Fred Basolo and Ronald C Johnson $2 45
Nuclei and lladtoacllvity : Element, of Nuclaar Chemlalty. by

Gresory R Chopp1n $2 45.

;-

.

profane?

The Shape of Carbon Compound• : An lotrodactlon to Orsaofc
Cbamlatry, by Werner Herz $2 .45 .

•
•

The London Moraiiry Squad
has investigated the University
of Western Ontario Gazette for
alleged "profanity."
The action occurred last weelc
after the Morality Squad recei ved an anonymous letter from an
irate fitizen complain111& about
the u.se of profanity in the We t·
em paper. No charge were laid
as a result of the investigation
which resulted.
Much confusion about the investigation was cal™:d because
of a pbotograph published 10 the
last issue of The Gazette.
The Number 5 edition carried
an Amim Walter phOlo which
News Editor Joan Barfoot said
Tuesday may have been rejected by the judges at the recent
West.em Fair Art competiuon
held in London because of alleged "obscenity."
The Gazette carrie 9ude by
Walter each week .
Morality officers told Gazette
staff members, that 1f the complaints continued, so would the
investigations.

Behavlor of Eleclron• In Atom,: Structure, Spectra, and Pbotocbemletry of Alom,. by Robin M Hoehstrasser $2 45.
How Chemical Reaction• Occur. by Edward L King $2 45
Tran,lllonal Elemen1,. by Edwin M Larsen $2 45

.I

Formula
for. ·
Success?
Forming and maintaining on interest in chemistry
requires a unique combination of an inspired
teacher, a rigorous textbook. and the right sort of
supplemental reading. A formula? If so, 1t is
with this formula in mind that W. A Benjamin. Inc .,
publishes ,rs serres of outstanding science
paperbacks for supplemental reading. The
chemistry selection is listed here; why not examine
it, recommend the books that fit your class. then
pass on the 1nformat1on to your bookstore so they
will be available for your students.

THE SELECTIONS LISTED, PLUS MANY OTHERS,
ARE CARRIED REGULARLY BY THE
•

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Elementary Chemical Thermodynamic., by Bruce H

Mahan

$2 45

Organic Chemistry Monograph Series
Organic Reaclloo Mechanl1m,, by Ronald Breslow $3 95

The Molecule• of Nalure : A Survey c:i( lhe Blo1ynlhe1l1 and Cham·
1,1ry of Natural Product,. by James B Hendrickson $3 95
Peptide, and Amino Acld1, by Kenneth D Kopple $3 95

lnlroducllon lo Stereocheml1lry, by Kurt Mis/ow $3 95

Physical Chemistry Monograph Series
Quanlum Mechanic• In Cbeml1try. by Melvin W Hanna $3 95
Thermal Propertle1 of Maller : Kinetic Theory of Gaae,. by Walter
Kauzmann $3 95

?~

Physical Inorganic Chemistry Series
Inorganic Reaction, Mechanl1m1 : An lnlroductlon, by John 0
Edwards $4 95
Periodic Correla1lon1, by Ronald L. Rich $4 95

Boo.Us of Related Interest

.

~
~.

As anyone who tried to
attend knows, the teac:b-in
IC( for lalt
turda} and
Sonday was can~lf'd t the
Windsor end.
Tecbok:al problem, forcfll
the cancellatloo of the pro-

Matbematlc1 for Quantum Cbeml1try, by Jay Martin Anderson
$4 95.
Programmed Supplement, for General Chemlatry, by Gordon M.
Barrow. Malcolm E Kenney. Jean D Lass,ta, Robert L L,,tte.
and Warren E Thompson Two volumes, each $2 95

The Calculu, of Chemletry: With an Introduction to Computer
Pro1rammln1, by James Newton Butler $2 95

pm.
But In T0n>nto. he t~h-

Lecture, on Matter and Equilibrium, by Terrell L. Htll $3 95

SIi THIM TODA YI

ln MIii lwld., th u~h "lib
smaler c:rowds than had bttn
•
e peded.

Fraehman Cheml,try Problem, and How to Solve Them. Part I:
Stolchlomelry and Structure; Part II : Equilibrium, by Michell J

Sienko Each volume $2 95

'

•

.... -· . .

-

LANCE
VVRONG

Under.landing Pby1lcat Chemletry: A Sel of Simple Yet Difficult
Examination Que,1lon1 and Their Method, of Solution . Part I:
Propertle1 of Matter, Thermodynamic,, Chemical Equilibrium;
Part II : Electroc:heml1try, Kinetic,, Structure and Bondlna. by
Arthur W Adamson Each volume $3 95

Electron, and Chemical Bondlna, by Harry B Gray $3 .95

•

der the po ible maximum of
one per minute.
City merchants donated six
door prize to be raffled off to
donors, and a trophy was award·
ed to the Nursing Faculty,
which had the highest percentage
of donors, 31 per cent.
Four units from faculty members also helped to ~well the total.
SAC Nursing
Rep Elaine
Peters expres.sed her appreciation for the upport to the
dnve, added " get well" wlShes
to the many who contributed,
and a hope that
those who
were unable to contribute for
heatth reasons would be able to
do so next year.

.

•

•
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DITOR'

NOTE

TM Canadian Union of
Students Is lo big trouble.

In the

•

JOHN TOMLINSON

WILLIAM DODD

Editor - ,n - Ch,ef

Managing Editor
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Anti-Calendar valuable

•

The po 1b1hty of 1atroduc1ng a cour,;e evaloatioa or anh-<:aleadar
.1t he University i being d1 cussed by the student council
The idea 1s a good one , and follows the ltne of th1nJong which
m.1 rk ~d this year' SAC as one of the most progressive. Course evaluation outlines are done 10 most larger in~t.ttuttons by the students
of 1nJ1ndu;,I faculties .
There u a great deal of difficulty in preparing something appro aching an objective rating of professors, ince much depends
on. the year in which the student is en.roll~ and bis maturity.
However, if a propcr\y atructured &tudy can be done, the attempt
should be made.
A largely objective quc:stioooa1re is distributed in each class
at the cod of the Spring term. The information contained in the
questionnaires is later transferred to IBM cards to enable the
analysis to be done by computer.
Toe computer is programmed to give percentage distributions
o[ responses to the vanous questions. Bven the more subjective
"comments" sections of questionnall'e.1 are handled by the computer.
Generally, comments .as they appear are included in one of
some thirty "classes·· or general categories of response. The computers are then able to indicate any case whece a significant number of students express parallel opinions.
This method gives more weight to the comments than the
usual practice of leaving a section for random thoughts. With the
computer printouts as a guide, the editors then set about writing a
review of each course.
An evaluation of the instructors is done separately for each
course they teach, rather than attempting to arrive at a general
summary.
This system is preferred as ratings of professors differ aomewhat from course to coune. Any son of "averaged" evaluation
is nearly meaningless.
Toe support of tudents in each of the faculties in such an
undertaking would be essential. Otherwise, tlie evaluation is done
on the basis of the number of students responding rather than the
total number of persons registered in each course.
Course evaluations have proved successful in the most highly
respected iostitutions of learning in North America. Windsor should
adopt a 11milar plan.
An anti-calendar works 10 favor of professors and students
who attend university here. Faculty representatives on SAC should
be encouraged to pursue the matter further.

Alumni returning
Your chance to build school spirit, and have a ball at the same
time is rapidly approaching- Oct. 28-30.
Homecoming weekend promises to be the most out.standing
yet.
· ·Frank Grabowiecki and Agnes Farkas, are organizing the
parade which will feature at least a doz.en floats, marching uniH
from Windsor and di trict, clowns and, of course, cars with prell)
girls.
Otel Gregory, Negro comic and ardent civil rights worker
and the Brothen-in-Lawwill headline the entertainment card. Sportl
champion hips and a windup dance with Ray Douglas' Orcbestr,
will r<IJ o the aala atmosphere.
'fhe fever of Homecoming is spreadina. You can help by takinf
part in construction of a float, or by contacting the SAC office tc
aYist in Homecoming activities.
The S;"irit al the school is growina, and the success of Hon:comin1 is eoential to the buildin1 of tradition at the Universif.
Do Your part to make this Homecomin1 the · best!

~

slx weeks,
have quit. Thrtt

membffs
more are threatffllng or cooldering withdrawal.
Most of the wlthdrawak
have bttn o,er the quest.loo
of formal lnvohement In political, espe<:ially lotemational,
affairs that do oot direcdy
effect students.
Whether or not you know
it, CU ' ls very important to
)OU. This two-.part article on
the probleffl!, of membership
whkh fa e U , written by a
Canadian
oiversity ~
staffer, e plain . the
ue<i.
The econd part of the article
will appear ne t week ln the
Lance.
pa<.·e con.,;iderntion
ma:,es if impos,ible to pre<,ent
the entire ,to') at once.
John fomlin...on
F.ditor-in~hief
b) 8 \RR\' R
CUP Staff \\ rifer
OTTA \.V \ ' H q"' goe, the
ba ttle, Gcn.: ral?"
" The centre holJ fir m , "'c' re
ad, an ing o n the left and clo,ing up the right ," could "' ell be
the reply o f
L
pres1den1
Doug \.\ a rd .
A I,. ed the sa me que 1io" a
few )Ca n. .igo, a U pre 1dent
could equally well ha,.e re~ponded, "l didn' t k.now we were
fighting"
A

ignificant and very dyn a m -

ic change during the pa t two
year charactenzes
US The
"~mailer and lighter" un , n
Ward poke of foll owing the
University of Alberta'
withdrawal., 1s also a very different
union.
The new union is definitely
polttically-oneoted,
geared, 1n
the words of Ward, "to impinge
on society." Its leader seldom
speak of the
"organtzauon"
now, but rather of the "movement" of the "program."
The change ha also brought
with it the so-called left-nght
split of student leaden. (al-

th ugh the term " right"
a m i\nomer ,ince tho,;e
with it reall y di claim
1c n' re!ipon 1b1hty for

i re illy
lacelled
the unpolitical

e . pres">1on )
,
The left leaders claim that
tudent.s must take active role
1n nauonal and inlerna11onal potJ
111c . They feel
U can enter
the poltttcal field on ground,
that the ma1ori1y of tudent
agree w11h their pnnc1ple .
he right 1m1larly ad,ocate\
. tudent re pen 1bility in politics,
but claims
U as a national
orga n1zatton hould not be po l11,ca ll y involved A ccording to
right leade r.. the union an nc er ho pe to represent the poli 1ical
o p1 n1on, o f all ,tudcnl
The new poli tical directto n f
C
wa, appa re nt a t 1he l rgan11.11,on, 30th C ngrc,s 1n Hahfa , 11,t mont h \1 orc re lu 11 on
on educa1ion policy and in1crnational alt air, \lo,1, pa.,,cJ at
1h,11 ongre, .. than al an\ v:hcr
in rc~cnl \car.,
. Of reJl ,i~nili.
cancc .ire 1he num'-cr • f d 'r, : I·
i c, I r a hi1:ving the union\
or.jccll\C ol uni cr,al ac c,,ihil11~ 10 p,, 1- e ond,,r} cJucauon .
tha t "'ere gi,en 10 the na tional
c c uli\ c . An1ong the manJa1c
, on mea n, are dc m Jnd, on covernme nt fo r , 1ude n1 alarie'>, ,ol1c11a uo n o f , uppon fr om labor
unio n fo r
U objec11"e,. and
demand on the go vernme nt to
relinqu1 h certatn taxing power
to the provinces In the pa t.
U
h
been content to tudy
and compile 1nfonna11on on
what II con 1ders to be tudent
problems and leave mean to
the politicians.
The coocentralJOn on education policy and 1nterna11onal affaits also meant a corresponding
decrease in resolutions on nonQOlitical student problems. A
resolution
promoting
student
mental health, for example, was
gi 1en top priority among prc posal.s concerned with common
tudent problems, but 11 only
placed tenth in the overall list
cf pnorities. It is here that the
so-called student nght draws its
~

line.
he
anadian Un :on of
:udents, say the right, i meant
to promote the inter ts of aU
tudents, not to be a political
oundang board o r , wa r t of all ,
a poliucal activist.
Undoubtedly the nght leaders'
fi ght to keep
U no n politi ::al
1 en couraged by a fear that in,creased poht>ca.1
in .. olvement
will de troy the cc mmo n mee11ng ground of student . Th ey
ca n poi nt to his tory lo validJte
the ir fear\ . Trad1t.o n 11ly, interest group\ can c hoose between
two alternat h es. Th ey ei ther
concentrate on pro moting an d
g1\ 1n3 e press,on to the comm n interests o f their me m ber<..
or they select ccriain spccif, : ,
prin ipled ends an d
tick 10
the m cc me pro.-cr hial hell or
hiJh wa te r.
T "' o agrJ rian organi1;1t i n •
the
nucd Farmer, ol Alher:a
:.ind 1h1: Progrc"1.c, , learned J
h1Iler le ,on I" y Jllcmpl ing tu
nia1n t.1in their in1cr ·,1 gn>u r ,
\,h ilc ,· ill l!l\ing 1h.:n, pol11 ,c , I
l',prc ,ion . De pnct p,llitical
lC\ . 1"01h ,,rganl/,1t1 n, II\ cd
n:la11, cl) h rl poli .tcal Ii c ,.
F,\ di ell b::c Ju,c it dcvclo;-.:d
.1 poli1i al illlolog). 1h..: Progr..:,\i\ c bccau c 1hcy
..ighl 1,
urcratc m the ro:i1ical ,phcrc
"' ithou t o ne. ln tcre I group, .
• part ic ularly ap ra n an one., ha,c
m ade a general p:>1 nt of 1aymg
O ' I o f )Clive pohlle<i \I nce the
e penence of the 192 .
Whether It like& it o r no1, 1hc
anad1an
Union of
cudenl\
may be forced to cc nsc1ously
choc ~e one of the allcrnati 1e,.
1f indeed it 1s not alreidy t.rrelrie ably committed For the .i,tl.1le obsen er, the handwn1 ine
may have been
on (he wall
,nee the formation c f !'Un ion
Gener1le
de
Etud1ant
du
Quebec four year ago In anv
event. there 1 no d oubt that the
wn11ng 1s there now It ha been
made .. ery bright by the live
univer 1tte
who
have
1old
CUS during the last month the y
no longer wish to have an y part
of the union .

.

---Letters to the editor
MR. CULTURE?
Dear Sir:
The photography in your pre entat,on in Troubadour wa~
much better than your earlier
attempts. but I found the comments of Mr. Saltmarche, local
bearded representallve of Culture Incorporated a bit amusing.
Mr. Culture say, that Windsor 1s not a lunch bucket town.
and
that
Windsor's gallery
(which pays him a i.ubstantial
wage, no doubt - since culture
is an expensive bu1ines • w1tne~
the Canada Council) doe, ha e
a higher per capita attendance
l~vel than the Detroit Institute
.
of Arts.
I would take a different
meaning from these facts Windsor is a lunch bucket town, and
Detroit i even wor e. M SI
Wind orites realize that the philanthropy of the rulers of the
working class auto employee i
Dctroit's only substitute for culture. Their money is used
mainly to import culture from
more advanced area of the con-

.

hoent, and from the more civilized areas of the world.
By the way, Ca a Loma may
be a "bastard kind of bu1ldmg,"
I don't know. Perhap Mr. Saltmarche would be more informed
about this.
Charles Rusak

LANCE SAID
POINTLESS
Dear Sir:
While I find the general calibre of new reporting acceptable
the Lance lacks a medium of
critical commentary.
The only po ibility for such
commentary (I di mi
the ed.
1tonal as practically usete ) 1
the column "Musings" by Paul·
Montclair-Smith.
In my opinion, the literary
supplement, Troubadour, was
innovated for the type of material which the named columni.,t
contributes. Obviou ly the "mu
ing" author i attempting to impress us by the vague rambling,,
whk: he probably con,idcr, the

only type of joumali m a true
mtellectual would ever con tder
His incoherent ramtlmg fo r
no igruficant purpose 1. pseudointellectual defecation .
E,en though the Lance ha,
re tricted
sign1f1cant,
criucll
comment1ry to the potnl where
11 1 almo t non-exi tent, the on .:
provided outlet is nothing more
than valueless ranting.
The Lance, in general. pro·
v1des information and nothing
el e. urely the Lance pohcymakers have a view on o;neth1ng. Confonnity to aumm1 .r l·
t1,e pclicies is not an attribute
If conformity to adm101 trative polic1e~ is not the rea on
for the hy refu al to take a
stand on anything, some ,eget;itive, intellectual eunuch hl'
e1zed control of the <,tudenl
publication.
I hope not.
Sir. the lance ha no pOtnt!
John Ma llrn1.c\.:

EDITOR'S REPl Y
Sir. you arc prc~umr,tuou .

•

•
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Or, a cofttemporary canterbury tale
by Mike Reid
Editor

Lance Features
(EDITOR'

0 [)

(The sernd condn1on or the
( antcrbury
liege re 1dence
ha-. been hr ught t the Lance'
Jllention h
c cral re.,1dcnts or
that building. We feel that the
uni cr-,1t}
communlt)
,h ulJ
know ol thll\ J1,grJce on ur
campu,)
The ho,u'1ng ,ituation in the
cit) ol 'W1nJ,or ,., d~,perate
\l, 1 tlhe hnu'1ng ,11uauon .,t
the L, n,, er it ol \.\ tnd r . ·1\Hl
dl>/cn r•c\lJent ,tudenh can at·
tc,t tn that f I l. 1 hc, Ii c 1:1
,, ,lum I h1:, II\ c 1n t Ba 11'
Hou,c of
antcrhun.
l,lh:c, .
L 1~,c m ,1 tum 1cn:1nt . the c
, 1ct1n1 .urc c.1ught hy prc urc
"h'"h nn ,ke thcir p0,it1on di-,t re ing Due 10 thc la ~k ol oll ·
ampu, housing. the) arc unable to c ape their plight anJ

.

-

·~,~
..................
..
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ommun1t1e~ on campu,
II
\ecm\ that 11 also left A, ump11on v.1thou1 the obhgauon to
ma101a1n the bu1ld1ng adequate\}
Thi I the core of the problem
A,k an.
.1ntcrb11r} re'>1llen1 for
the rc:.,uh
rhe H ouse ,., in Ju1-olical ond111on
It " lo be undcr.,toou that
St Ba .... 1\ Hou . e 1 .in old h111ld1ng and n:qu1rc, con,tan1 maintatnancc to pre,crve 1t in a habit.1hl:: condt11on
.vcn the bare,1 minimum " not being accomph,heu .ind the compl.1inh
or rc'1dcnl\ .irc hcgmnmg to he
, 01ccd . ( onJ11ion, arc con,idercd "1ntlllcr.1ble" h~ ,omc \ll
the people who,c f.itc brought
thcm to .1ntcrbur}.
In two ol the room, . rain
le.1k, in to ,uch an c tent that
their 1nhab1tan1. an: forccu 10
nee during 30} type of prec1p·

~
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the powers that be see no need
to relieve their situation. With
no alternative, these student are
forced to remain in a residence
which must certainly be consid·
ered sub- tandard, but pay the
ame fee as the other tudenh
who enjoy much better facilities .
They are being cheated .
At one time St . Basil' House
wa the home of the Basilian
chcla tic on campus . With rhe
corrpletion
of
the
Basilian
Houe of tudy 10 1965, the old
re ilence wa turned over to
Canerbury College to be u. ed
a, • home for twenty-five men .
lrlis tran fer was made "bona
fide' i.e. without a formal agreemert between As.<iumption Uni·
vcf"IY and Canterbury ollege
1hi move exhibited the gcod
f a1tl and ecumenical ,pint he·
twen the Catholic and Anglican

•'

itation. This soggy mess bas ex·
istcd .unchecked since last summer. Any attempts al bringing
this pcriodiczl flood to the at·
tention of officials have met
with the classic "brush-off."
During the summer of 1965.
students asked for new loclc.s on
their doors. By Christmas one
haJf of them had arrived, the
other half showed up during
study week. Some locks still do
not have keys, the latches on
others do oot catch. No action
has been taken to acquire the
proper keys or repair the brok·
en locks In the meantime, the
"private·1 rooms arc accessible to
anyone who care to take a look
around.

If it gets too hot, one cannot open the window~ because
they are jammed. If you want
10 u~ a wash basin before your

•

S ho,- t
Le~v~

nine o'clock class, you have only
to wait fifteen minute for the
wa h water from the guy before
you to drain awa~ You see the
drJ1ns htl\e been plugged 1nce
the studen moved 10. If it's a
shower you want, there are two
of them and twenty-four of you,
so you may have to wait awhile.
Bul, be carcfu1 bccau3C \hat 11\Jl
inch shower curtain won't lc:eep
the overspray from soaking you
a bit prematurely. Or maybe
that strange scent will drive the
other aspirants away, leav ing
you next in line. But what about
the others? It is d1 graceful that
there are not adequate lavatory
facilities for all residents and
not make it an ordeal.
These problems are compounded by the fact that the only
maintainance available is performed by a single janitor who
spends no more than a reported
two hours per day cleaning the
entire building. It is apparent
that the job could never be done
adequately by a single man in
such a short time.
St. Basil's is blessed with a

kitchen, but the refrigerator does
not work. making the whole op·
erauon lightly le
de 1rable.
oulu you use a kitchen without
a method of preserving
}Our
food, or would you eat peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches without mint.
Recreation facilities seem to
be almo!>t non~xiMent. There is

no television, ping-pong table or
other forms of relaxation for the
weary college mind. (Inere i
a phonograph which works, occa ionaJJy.)
The residents asked for a
vacuum cleaner to help clean the
place. Six months later it ar·
rived without the attachment .
They are still wa;nng for them .
'I1le&e are ~ of Canter·
bury', dnwbacks. Yd those
who Uve there an, required to

pay the ame $815 115 those
who live In Cody Hall. It is
obvk>us that they are not get·
ting what they paid for. lbe
twenty.four residen~ are par
Ing almost $10,000 in fees,
bul an gdtlog less than the
minimum in rdum. Com-

plaints have fallen on deaf
ears, but lbe pttSeDt Inequalities In our residence ~ tem
cannot be left unattended. ~
sumptioo UnJversity is receiving the
benefits from the
fees but are not fuJfll1.log their
duties, monl if not legal, to
thoee wbo mll6t Uve In SL

cam

'BaaWa HOQ9e.

only

'Rea\dait. Nk

what h due them, In

justJce.

The original idea of Canter
bury for St. Basil'~ was to create
a distinct, compact community
on campus. Jt wa to be a famil , living closely-knit in harmony. However, it bas become
"just another residence", due
to the Jack of proper facilities
and any cooperation frol1\ those
respon ible for the e istencc of
the House.
There a re vanous alternative ..
The most obvious i~ the raising
of the quality of the building to
the level of other residences on
campu . If th is i not done, then
a portion of their fees mu t be
returned to those living in the
House .
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SOCCER LANCERS SUFFER LOSS
,

Windsor weather interf eres
,

Hea y rains and trong winds
contnbuted greatly to the occer Dancer ' 3-1 defeat at the
hands of
hoolcraft la t
tur-

__
..__

da

b PHJL WAJER
E actJy wh?t I the jgnificance of an athletic letter on the U.
of W. campus? Upon taking a ery fa t poll one might note that only
a very mall percentage of athlete wear their letters.
I bche e the reason for th1 em1nate from the fact that there
are too many in circulauon. At the Athletic Banquet last April the
big "W" wa awarded to the champion hip teams in an major incerfaculty sports, leiters were alw given to the first place Cini her 1n
1ndiv1dual compeution and members of intercollegiate teams.
Aside from the fact chat the~ award no longer carry any esteem
1t i becoming qu11c a financial burden. l don't wi h to imply lhat
the athletic department will fold 1[ lh1s continues but due to the tight
budgecing any money pen1 unnece l>anl . in one fa et of the program
denies a I tan e to a worthwhile cause.
To remcdv 1h1s 11uat1on numerou . uggest1on have been
ubm1t1ed 10 f
regarding the e award · The most predomioent
plan indicate 1he u~ of a point S} 1cm . A tudent would be required
10 gain appro. 1ma1cly I O point.s awarded on the ba I
f partic1pat1on
tn 10d1v1dual and 1eam ports
1111 method of giving the award would 'apply only to 1nterfacully sport~. The aY. arding of !he big "W" 1n intercollegiate sport
will be left 10 1he d1,cret1on of the coa hes
In the fr Jme work of the proposed plan it will take 3 years for
an a, cragc student to obtain a letter. Thi
ystcm as d1 cussed at
Monda} 's 1
meeung and i presently under con ,deration. The
final dee, ion will be announced within lhe ne. t two weeks. Tune 1n
next week for further details.

Right from the beg1nn1ng
hoolcraft, favored
by the
md, controlled the action . The
Lancers could do htlle to stop
lhem for everal reasons, not
the least of which was the facl
lhat most of the time they were
too bu y trying to keep from
kidding on lhe wet grass. The
lack of appropriate equipment
wa again a di advantage to our
team . Half of the player~ had
ooly teon.is shoes instead of the

regular cleat . The Schoolcraft
team, on the other hand, had
not the lightest impediment to
hinder them They were equip·
pcd
1th complete uniform ,
from hoelace t.o shirts.
The first goal against Windor came as a result of a beauti·
ful corner hot that was headed
high into the net by the center
forward . A couple of other
d::ingerou ru~he on lhe Wind·
sor goal finished the first quar1er.
Wilh _the score 1-0 10 favor
of the v1s1tors, the Lancers missed two glonou opportuniues
to tie the score and go ahead
in the second quarter when

Keith Hur t and O waJd Wolf
failed

on

ucce 1ve

peoolty

Jocks.
With morale low, the Lancers
m naged to fight off severaJ
Schoolcraft ru hes. But in the
third quarter, the vi11tors made
H2-0 on a clo e-io hot. Early
1n the fioal quarter Schoolcraft
pulled into a 3-0 lead.
Windsor' lone goal came off
a lh1rd penalty kick, which was
nicely
converted
by
Erwin
Elmanuer. Bclh Lancer goalten·
ders Joe Lukes and Tom Prinzing did a tremendous job 10
keep the Schoolcraft offence
from scoring more &oals.

•

Women's sports open
b GAIL PIRIE
Monday marked the opening
night cf the Women's lntramural program with events held in
both olleybal\ and badminton.
\t \co

as i{ \he c\au o{ • S

\!- out lO cop the year trophy
again this yenr. A Sophs lase

year they won all event . Th,
yeat as Juniors Ibey eem to
ha, e maintained their zest with
good turnout for the opening of
the volleyball schedule. As of
Monday nieht it looked hke the

nior
would pro, ide
some
good compeuuon. More So hs,
Fro h and Nur e · are needed to
improve the competition.
But, this was only a trial run.
The olheT years till have ume
before ne t week to improve
/heir playing and

10

recrurt new

members.
Next week the competition for
the Year Trcphy begins. Frosh,
Sophs and Nurses should come
out next week and try to beat
th6se J un1crs.

Bowl next Tuesday!
Join the fun at Bowlero Bowl
every
l'ucsday starting next
week Oct. 25 at 4:00 p.m. 4:30
for lab students). AlJ equipment
is supplied so all you have to
bring with you is your enthusiasm.
Think you're unathletic and
unco-ordinated? So what? Anyone can learn to bowl and you
don't have to be an expert at

•

it to have fun.
It only costs one buck and
thi price includes the cost of
three games plus shoe rental.
If you need a ride to the bowling alley, or if you have a car,
please meet at the Center desk
every Tuesday before 3:30 p.m.
So what are you waiting for?
Join up this Tuesday at the
Bowlero .

STuDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!

Rudy's Barber Shop
For the finest in

PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2340 UNIVERSITY W.

Ri ght Under Th e Bri dg e

Convenient To Staff And Students
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Somewhere in the mickfle of this p8e is • football. After 60 min utes of such action Commen:e

bad pnvafled over the
of 6-1.

Adi I aow411

The
ONTARIO PAVILION
at Expo 67 is
• •

now recru1t1ng

YOUNG MEN
for host and
restaurant personn.el
All applicants must meet the
following Age 20-26 at
April 28, 1967. Grade 13
minimum. lnt llrgent,
\V II-mannered, as nse of
responsibility, good personalfty.
Ar s1dent of Ontario. Ability
to sp ak both French and
English desirable but
not n cessary.
The period of mploym nt to
t nd from April 28 lo October
27, 1967 Positrons also
avadabl • for less r p nods.
Thos s lect •d wrl I receiv
an c tcnsivc training ourse.

There will be a preliminary
screening of applications
and a selection committee
\viii intervi w acceptable
candidates. Those interested
should apply as soon as possible.
Application forms are available
at the placement office
•
I
Or\.vr,t to;
Miss Julie Bradford I
Ontario Department of
Economics & Developmen t
Special Projects Branch
'
950 Yonge Stree t,
Toronto 5.

a,, •

liCO(e

•
I

Track conil)etition stiff
WcdneM!ay' tr ck c mpetition with Detroit
e Col'ege and Oakland
crvcd as a warm.
the 0-QAA champion hip heduled for
t
. 22 at Mc?-.1 ter Un,ver 1ty
At the 1965 meet 1n Water( • Wind~r
ced fourth of I O team\. Thi year compe11tton
1ffer and the coach commented tbat "It will
d1ff 1cult to remain 10 the top five."
H opeful point getter for tbe Lancers th1
r are led by Bodhun hodon~ky, gold medal.
in the 440 la t year and 11 er medalist tn the
Dave "Ches'' McWha 2nd place finisher 10

the javelin; letterman Tom Ja ob\zen and newcomer Mike Haugh Dove Hayman trom E ex
and Pete Lapsley of R1versnlc al o appear to be
threats 1n the Jumping event

t. 0<-t. 22 - 0-QAA Track Meet McMaster University HamUtoo Soccer uncers . WOIT - Wigle Parle 2:00.
Sat. Oct. 28 - H~mlnt-mtramunJ
championship &Oecer game 10 a.m.
ore
Ac~ Pan.
'

Intramural
1:30 -

campus.

ARTS I - ARTS II TIE
Art! I an d AN5 11 battled to a 1-1 tie tn an 1nterfac football
e Tuesday. The ingle po1ots came near the beginning of the
me and close to the end. Sandwiched between the potnt-sconng
ays w as a lo t of hard h1 tt1ng, defensive footbaJI.
W ith the gorne le than o ne mtnute old, A~ II capitalized
o an Am l error on a third down ltuation. Unable to get the
'ck away, Arts I was forced to run the ooll but was unable to get
ast the origi nal hoe of crimmage. Arts lI then took over the
on tbe A rts I 14 yard hne, were held, and Mike Newton• at·
e m pted fie ld goal went for the ingle point.
The remainder of tbe play took place near the center of the
eld . Both defenses stood up strongly as Am II wa only able to
ain three first downs and Arts I two In the yardage gauied depart·
co t, both teams were quite t!Ven The best play of the game came
id way through the second quarter when Gerry Morand of Ans II
me up with a 35 yard gain.
W ith about two mmute to go 1n the game, Ans I had a first
down on the Arts II 30 yard hne, but the Art II defen e yielded
only a single point on the third down ltick. The point gave Arts
I a ue in the game.
Arts lJ b ad the most penalt1e~ picking up four for forty yards
IP-'hile A rts I had three for thirty. Arts I bad two pas es 1nterccpted
while Ar1ls I picked off only one of the Ans II attempts

Neartl••• laaatarcla • .•

ROOKIE PURGED
The 1nterfacuJty Amalgamat·
Cd Hearts, Bndge and Euchre
League is moving along well.
All those w1 h1ng <o participate
should report to the Grotto
d uring the scheduled hours of
play (8:00 a. m . to 6:00 p.m .
dall y). 'Exci te m en t -

nunpao t

cbampion.sbJp football pme

at the A table caught on to this
move and severly punished the
above meouoned A. Aitchison
by relegation to the C table
where he currently t0tls in a
feeble attempt to work his way
back up through the manors to

last Friday as And y Ai~ison
(aemi-probau o nary A table play.

the elite A table. The AHBEL
is pleased to anoouoce the tem-

er) wowed the A table regulars
with a bcautifuHy executed renege. Needle to say, the pros

porary promotion of Peter
Loanng to the A table to replace the purged Aitchison.

B Ball,
hockey
practice
begins
Practices have aJreody begun
for the Un1verslty of Windsor's
two main winter sports - basketball and hockey.
Deni
Hall 1s packed
nightly with those trying to
gain a berth on Canada' best
college ba ketball team
The
ba ketball Lancers will again be
coached by Bob Samaras and
wall be odds-on favontes to repeat a national champions becau!>C the enure team of last
year has returned.
Practices have also begun for
the hockey Lancers who will be
coached this year by Prof. Ray
Hermistoo. Hermiston
an allround athlete who was an 1ntercollegiate
foo<ball· s ta r at
Queen's and later played senior
hockey at Fort William.
Although the Lancers had a
poor year on paper last year,
their record was not as bad as
1t seemed. Mo~ of their losses
were by one goal and Hermiston is confident that this year's
team will show a vast improvement over last seasoo.
It is still not too late for
those who feel they have the
necessary ability to make the
team to try out for etther the
hockey or ba ketbaU Lancers.

The

ONTARIO PAVILION
at Expo 67

is
• •

now recru1t1ng
I

YOUNG WOMEN

•
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Fall sports commence,
•

service prog ram held
The fall program for )port
" currently getting under way.
The
ni\ersity oflcr virtually e ery \port that one could
pO)\tbly be 1nterestetl in . Many
qualified an tructors will be glad
to teach the fundamental of
these sport to tho c 1ntere ted
A erv1ce progrom I currently hc1ng held for all those who
w1 h to paruc1pate 1n badman·
ton
Barry McPherson, Mr .
Wm Thompson, and Eric Pertsch will be 10 St Denis Hall
on Oct 25, Oct ·21, and Nov
8 10 teach newcomers how to
play the game
he Unt\er 1ty provide all
equipment for these port so
... m~ on out and enJOY your-

If between the hours of 6:30
p.m . a'ld 8 p.m . on the abo"e
Jatc .
horrly after the in,truction
period, an interfaculty tournament will be held and from this
player will be cho~n to represent the Un1vers1ty in extra·
mural and 1nterco1Jeg1ate corn·
peuuons
The men' volleyball league
has already begun its cbedule.
All those uU wJSlung to parttc1pate hould go to St Dell1S
Hall on the day of the games.
A schedule I posted 10 the
ping-pong room.
If interested, report to Pat
ROSS1ter, the volleyball commJS·
,oner

ARTS II WINS BY DEFAULT
Phys. Ed. uses illegal player
by Al Strachan
In an 1nterfaculty fo otb~I
game played during a dndng
rain on Saturday morning, Phy1cal Education defeated Art II
9-6
Guy Delaire cored an end
wee p on Phys Ed's first o'fensive play of the game. After
Btll Ruiter' convert the Arts
II defence jelled and limited
their oppooents to two single ,
both of "'Which were kicked by
Ruiter.
Although Arts 11 came back
fighting ooJy a touchdown by
Rick Simpson sa~ them from
being shut out.
After the p roe a protest .
"88 meet due to tbe alleged
use ol an ·ineligible player by
Physical Education.
The illegal team member was
found to be a Business Admmi trallon tudent. The Men\

TONITE

Athletic C.ouncil voted \.fonday
evenmg and declared by an unanimou vote that Art II wa
the winner.

BERNARD'S
HAIR FASHIONS
254-3791
75 Un i ve rsi ty W.
"Appointment
Not Always Necessary"
2 0 'l. OFF
Monday to Wedn e sday

SEE - HEAR - QUIZ

Alvin Hamilton
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
.
CABINET MINISTER
TEUTONIA CLUB
INFORMATION AT CENTRE DESK

for hostess and

METRO MOTORS

restaurant personnel

YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Se1vlce the Famous

All applicants n1ust meet the
followi ng. Age 20-26 at
April 28, 1967. Grade 13
minimum. Intelligent, poised,
a sense of responsibility,
pleasant persona lity. A
resident of Ontario. Abili ty
to speak both English and
French desi rable but
not necessary . .
The period of emp loymen t to
extend from April 28 to October
27, 1967. Posi tions also
availab le fo r lesser periods.
Those se lected wi ll receive an
extensive training course.

There will be a prel1m1nary
screening of applications and
a sel ction committee will
interview acceptable candidates.
Those interested should apply
as soon as possible.

YAMAHA
Motot cycles

WE REPAI R ALL MAKES
Of l 111>01ted Automobiles At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969-9010

Application forms are available
at the placement office,
or write to:
Miss Julie BrJdford,
Ontano Department of
Economics & Development,
Special P1 ojccts Branch,
950 Yonge Street,
Toron to 5.

Phone 254 8122
1022 WY AMOOTTE ST. W.
'

CLEANERS
TAILORS

• Repai rs

• Sto rage

• Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

i~ Discount On Cash and Cariy

'' Ask for

It''

•

I
'.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
St. Dunstan 's unhappy
C H A R L TT TOWN (C' P) - C111ng d1 content with the aim,
and benefi ts of member hip 1n the anad1an Union of tudcnt • the
tudent • u nion president at t Dunstan\
n1vers11y ha
ailed for
a referendum on LI member,h1p
At a mceung th1, \\ eck, harlc · \.I ~till an called for student
at the !\land unive~1ty "to rea ,c.,, some of our pa,t programs, and
to con~ider whether the monc} w h1ch ha~ been put 1n one area migh1
not be beucr u,ed in other area, of '>ludcnt acu, 1ty."

t,

Grits try it again
The Liberal }>Ut)' has decided to try a Reciprocity program
again. At the annual convention last week, the Liberal party went
oo rtton! as supporting a reciprocity ag.eement among Canada, the
U • and the arlbbean area.
The last time the party tried that plank, about fifty years ago,
the people of Canada were thrown out of office

-.
~

UVic withdraws
OTT A \VA (C P) - The
n1ver Hy of Victoria tudent •
council has voted to w11htlraw 1L\ support for Second
entury
Weck., the mammorh $208,000 entcnn1al fe uval to be held at
the Uni crslty of Alberta nc i 1\.1 arch

Dou~ Ward, C
president, said the decision was apparentl}
for ed by Edmonton' withdnn~aJ from
US.
He said he "would tick to h1 gun " a far as earlier state·
ments he has made about the entennial project, billed as the
major \tudent contribution to anada' Centennial year
He wa quored earlier as saying he wouldn't want to "pre1ud·
ice" the opinion of student council regarding the proicct by
makmg any official comment at this 11me.

Tories back Camp ·
OTTAWA (CUP) tudent Con ervat1ves polled aero s Can·
ada last week have indicated b an "overwhelming" majonty they
support national Tory president Dalton Camp m his drive lor a leadership con enuon
Progrc save Con ervau,e tudent Federation head Michael Vineberg Tue da} announced the poll result here.
The e~act vote was not revealed, but Vineberg said the student
con ervauve~ ga\.e overn•hetm,ng upport to Camp's bid to unsea t
Tory chief John Diefenba\ccr by a leadership vote ..

I

-

•

_,
l PFR-Ef FI( IF\

r

print .,hop .. 1nH tal.1•..,
11011· out to brruth. "lhc·) 1l1cl a t1·rrif11·· joh to
f!C' I 1h1• (,u11h· oul 11.., 1•url) 11.., tl11•) clid." "II)..,

I _ _,__

I

.

"itucl1•n1 Guide· l'ditor \ ih·Pn Colautti. The
tudt•nt (;uiclc· \\ill lw di .. triliutt·cl Ol",t ~'"~ek
an1l thl'"tuff "1ll l11·,il,l1• to go home· and ..,fc•t•p.

Loyola student
press threatened
MONTR EAL (CU P) A
memo submitted to Loi ola College president, Rev. P atnck G.
Malone, by the facu lty ad viser
to the boa rd of publications
there, could result in curtailment of freedom of Loyola's
tuden t press.
ubmitted over a mo nth ago,
the memo, termed "con fiden tial"
by its a uthor, Father J .E.
O'Brie n, is reported to recommend that all publi rhang rights
of student publicatio ns at Loy• the stude nt
ola be taken from
board of publications and be
pl aced under the supervision of
a sub-committee of the college

--

A

•

reininder

omm1ttee on Student Life.
A ny "conclus1on " contained
w11hm his memo were formul·
Undergraduate\ v.h
ha c
ated by last Augu t, Father
paid the AC fee arc the onl)
O' &ien was quoted as saying
.It\
member;
of
the
n1
..
er
la t week.
community entitled to 1a~c .i
"Since last March, I ha, e
Op} of the Lance .
beea c0mpktd by ~ by
All other;, fa_culty or ,taff,
the board," be aakl, "despite
w.ho w. 1~ to regularly read the
the fact that I was its faculty adviser.
Lance, ~hould ~nd a cheque
.. For tbJs re roa, it was
for S5 to
1,.1 anaging Editor.
C'Ompletely up to them to . tbdr aapomlbiUda
propThe Lance
erty."
Publication~ Office
University Centre
It II obTloas dley hne DO(
University of Windsor
med or applied Ill • respon·
,
lible fflUDel' tbe aathoilty
PI ~ 1oclude your n1mc
Ibey have,"' Ille aid.
and address

,

QUALIFY FOR A COMMISSION
IN THE CANADIAN FORCES!
,.

• Paid tuition

• Textbooks supplied ·

•

• Military training
.

• Regular salary

•

•

•

•

For details concerning the Regular Officer's
Training Pion coll or visit:

•

Attractive opportunities al so ovoi loble in
the reserve service of your choice:

NAVY -

ARMY
CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE,
18S 01ellette A,1111, 2S2-761S

AIRFORCE -

MAJ . DENEAU

252 DILLON HALL
CDR. WALDRON
HMCS HUNTER

2544373
SQ. LOR. BENEDICT

252 DILLON HALL
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Lance, Generation
editors quit posts
applications open

STOPPING TO BREATHE, Lance ple-eatlJIC
team gets a word of advice from coach Chri!

Jlnmigan. Lance team won, to prove oar domination over an. Any other challengers!

Lance big-mouths prevail again
We still rule the world.
We proved it Tuesday at the first Annual
Lance-Science Pie-Eating Contest.
F ive of our valiant staffers downed more
pie in less time than a bunch of scientists, to
aw~ all five priz.es.
Prize were tickets to Saturday's Dick Greg•
ory performance.
Science made the challenge, but then was
nearly unable to field a team.
Wearing "Lance rules the world" signs, in

case anyone didn't know, the Lance champs
filed into the arena to the cheers of the multitude.
They were followed by the sullen, intimi·
dated Scientists.
When it was all over, the SC1encemen 10
"ilently under the table, and the victorious Lance
staffers rushed out for Alk.a-Seltzer.
We have always known that we rule the
world.
It's about time that our subjects learned it.

Two student editors at the
University resigned this week.
They are John Tomlinson,
(3-A) ,and Ray Jones, (3-A).
Tomlinson was editor of the
Lance, Jones, of Generation.
Jones resigned early this
month, and Tomlinson this
week, but the Board of Publications did not accept the resignations until Wednesday afternoon.
Tomlinson resigned for "aca-

Student council bas scheduled a debate on the two most imporof toe year, universal access.ibility to hiaher
education, (Univac) and the Student Awards Program (SAP).
The Canadian Union of Students (CUS) has strongly and consistently supported the position that university education should
be made available to all who desire it. CUS passed a motion in
favor of Univac at the national congress in Halifax last month.
tant nationil suo,ec

Windsor's stand on Univac

wBI be decided by formal
debate on November 8, at the
regular council meeting.
Local CUS Chairman Tim
Laird will take the positive
side, while Finance Director
Bill Maguire will debate the
negative.
On November 22, again by
formal debate, council will de-

irk SAC
treasurer
Student government is a very
calm, collected business. Espe·
cially here at Windsor.
SAC Finance Director Bill
Maguire broke the tradition
Tuesday after the regular council meeting.
SAC had spent considerable
time debating whether or not
its members should receive
special privileges such as free
admission to social events. "I
don't like the whole situation,"
Maguire said.
The Finance Director fortified his position and bis
anger with several points.

"First of all," he said, "giving
out complimentary tickets costs
SAC money. We're already in
debt, so why should we add to
our own deficit?"
"Secondly," he continued, "I
didn't run for office because I
wanted or expected any side
benefits. The experience of serving in the position itself was
my goal. I can't see any other
reason for being a council
member."
Maguire concluded by saying
that council members were voting themselves privileges, and
that he did not understand how
the student body could approve
these actions. "And I certainly
hope they don't," he said.

bits and pie c e s
TWO BIG SEMINARS
Canadian American Relations and Canadian-American Seminar,
will be held next week in the centre. Details at Centre Desk.
HAM CLUB
meets Monday, 4:30 room 8, Centre.
ACDNG WORKSHOP
in all acting fundamentals will begin Sunday, 1:30 in Loblaws.
Interested? Contact Mr. D. P. Kelly, Section of Drama.
GEOGRAPHY CLUB
meets Tuesday 7:30 p.m., rooms 5, 6, 7, Centre. Dr. J. Ran·
some speaks on Applied Geography. Dues are due.

Applications for both positions will be accepted next week
in the Press office.
Any undergraduate may ap·
ply.

SAC schedules debates
on key national issues

Special priviliges

by DAVF. REMSKI
SAC Bureau Chief

demic and personal" reasons,
Jones because he believed that
Generation, the campus literary
magazine, could not operate
alongside Troubadour, the literary supplement of the Lance.

RADIO FREE WINDSOR i-. on the air.

New show tells the world
We're on the air.
Student Council bas organized a daily radio program,
heard on CKWW radio, to mform the populace of the city
of the events at the University.
Terry Morgan, (3-A) is director of the program.
He says that his keyman in
the operation is Brent Sleightholm, (2-A), who has worked
several summers for CFCO
radio in Chatham.
Sleightholm explained t h e
aim and function of the program
this week: "We're trying to get anyone in the corn·
munity who is interested in the

University to listen," he said,
"as well as just the students.
We carry announcements and
messages about anything impor·
tant that happens or is going to
happen."
The actual broadcasting of
the show is done by Sleightholm
and several other announcers;
and Morgan is looking for an
even greater staff.
The show, called "University
of Windsor .Radio", is taped in
the studios at the University,
in the former Memorial Science
building.
The program is aired every
weekday evening, at 6:30, on
CKWW, Windsor.

cide its stand on SAP. The
Ontario Region of the Canadian
Union of Students (ORCUS)
has roundly and fully criticized
the new program.
Debating in favor of the
ORCUS view-point will be
Science Rep Glenn McCain,
and against will be External Affairs Director Jack Kiervin.
The persons chosen to
speak for the different sides
of these two is.sues were
chosen by council, and their
positions do not necessarib'
coincide with their personal
views.
SAC Vice-president R o n
Fishman explained the order of
the two debates: "We can't possibly decide the merits and demerits of an awards program
until we decide which way to
go on Univac in general."

'\%~
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MUSINGS
by Paul Montclair Smith
Last week I intoned that no one had knocked any of the insti·
tutions around this place, and seeing as how GOD has been reported
as saying, "Thou shalt not have false gods before me", I thought
in my own quixotic way that I should go out and joust with the
false gods around this campus.
Not having too much time I wanted to go to a place where
iall the gods hang out in order to get as many as possible. "Where
else but Windsor Hall", thought I. I proceeded with all due haste
and with my iron glove (which hides a velvet hand) to this glass
and cement temple and placed a resounding KNOCK on each one
of the pillars about the building and untied this guy with no hair
who was chained between two pillars.
Failing to win the Battle of Jericho I then proceeded to Essex
Hall and placed a resounding KNOCK (my hand being gloved) on
that building in the vicinity of Darnel P. Kelly's office. Whereupon
the building immediately split in two and began to sink. I found
out later, after hiding in my basement for two days, that it was
really the boys in the Physics Department who discovered a new
way of splitting atoms (in a straight line).
The method i~ now being studied by 0. Roy Moore Associates,
an architectural firm, for practical application to building methods
in the future. The boys in the Biology Department will be delighted.
Imagine buildings by BINARY FISSION.
And to think only the other day (and the day before and the
day before that and the day before that and so on ad infinitum ad
nauseum) Glen McCain was voicing a complaint that the LANCE
was an arts journal and was not giving enough coverage, if any,
to the way out group in science.
Oh well! as Essex College sinh slowly in the mire I shall tum
from public criticism now to the more recent adventures of the
ever-suave Throckmorton Thrillerflap, gay blade (of grass) about
campus. As recent as last Friday Throck was down at Heppen~tall's
in his beat up old Chrysler entertaining a young lady with his scintillating wit and affable charming ways. All of a sudden a burst
of light lit up the car as no one has ever been lit up imide the car
before. (Except for last night but that has to deal with police brutality which will come later.)
"A reverse eclipse•·, thought Throck.
"Oh my gawd, it i · the gendarmes", screamed the girl as she
struggled to get her hat back on.
Throck always keeps a couple of bottles of his favourite wine
in the back seat (you never know just when you might be entertaining a bar,d of wandering Gypsies) and the police, who were very
gentle in their investigation (although Throck had a hard time understanding their monosyllabic English). wanted desperately to understand the reason for the pre~ence of the "grape" in the back seat.
Throck mumbled something about GALLO, the vintner suffering fjom geruntitis, fabricating a vintage liquid with enamoured
solicitude.
Completely satisfied the cops went back to their Willys dragster and roared off in a cloud of ques.tion ma~s mumbling in
mono~yllables. ··J think that guy said he was a pimp!"
Last night I was in Lee's Imperial House down by Dieppe
Ga"rdens partaking of the wonderful bitters and atmosphere which
the management th.-:re purveys, when this fellow saiJ to me, "Do
you write poetry?"
Being an honest fellow I told him that I <lid, under the name
ol OAKIE ISOPTERONI. He told me that he liked to tease the
Muse a~ well. I then asked him why he did not have a beard like
mine but my query fell upon deaf ears so we fell to drinking (his
f1ancee, my girlfriend. himself. and myself). For l\\ o hours we
hared the camaraderie that, if put to proper, use would grow
enough food to feed a Korean Family for eight months.
He was an American!!
Last call came fast. oiled by good time and the amber liquid
from Lee's cure-all dispensary and it was suggested that we all go
over to Detroit and avail ourselve-. of the late closing hour of the
drinking pots. Seeing a· how the tont, from v. hich flow~ the
essence of all growth (as the letter to the editor last week suggests)
was not entirely depicted, I agreed. Larry (hi~ name) suggested that
we take his car. I suggested we go to the POISON APPLE.
If I may digres.s here a minute, I should like to tell you about
this place. It is a way out coffee-house way out Jefferson East,
almost to GROSSE POINT, in the basement of the Newport
Hotel. There is a folk singer there named Tim Hazel who sings
with as rich a voice as any folk singer I hani heard. It is weU
worth it to spend an enning there and sip this marvelous concoction, certainly not misnamed the "POISON APPLE" and eat
the free popcorn.
Well anyhow. [ showed this fellow how to get out there. He
is from Ann Arbor where he attends schools and does not know
the city. We arrived and there were no tables immediately available
so Larry suggested that we go somewhere else. I am still agreeable.
First. howe..,er. the young lady that I was with and I said that we
had to go and visit our separate Uncle Arnies. Larry said that they
v.ould wait in the car hut when the young lady and I happened
upon the scene of our earlier parking no car did we see.
I had allowed a fast one to be pulled on me by this fast talking

Yank.
He was laughing all the way back to Ann Arbor to his finacee
about how he left two bumpkins from the frozen wastes to the
south of Detroit stranded all the way out in Grosse Pointe.
I was burning with indignation and kicking myself for not
seeing through his rue of "waiting in the car".
It makes me stop and wonder. though. just how wonderful is
the land of milk and honey on the other side. I am glad that the
River Detroit i deep and wide and I hope I never have to row the
boat a bore again.
Teddy Roo evelt . aid. "Speak ~oftly and carry a big stick."
American policy. and indeed the policy of perhaps of all
American!>- today ecms to be, "Speak softly and carry a big stick
of candy'~"

LISTS ACTIVITIES

Ward letter says Alberta policy
could "emasculate"CUS community
by JOHN GOYEAU
LANCE REPORTER
CUS President Doug Ward
last week mailed an open letter
to CUS student councils across
Canada defending priorities established at the CUS congress
at Halifax last month.
President Ward stressed the
CUS role in Canadian educa.
tion and student Ufe, but also
reaff"umed CUS's secondary
concerns with national and
international affairs.

On the controversial national
and international affairs question, Ward quoted last year's
congress: "The student has both
the capability as a student and
the responsibility as a citizen
to contribute to his society's
well-being." He also noted that
27 of the top 35 CUS priorities
were directly concerned with
education, students and faculty.
The policy of the University of Alberta, which recently
withdrew from CUS, would

Board re-elects Stuart
John J. Stuart has been reelected Chairman of the Board
of (',overnors of the University
of Windsor and Dr. G. M.
Morton has been elected vicechairman, succeeding H. Clifford Hatch, who remains a
board member.
Charles J. Clark, Q.C., has
been appointed by the board of
governors of Assumption University as one of their representatives to the University of

Windsor board, succeeding Miss
Helen McTague, Q.C., who has
retired from the board.
Committee elected are: exec•
utive committee, A. F. Fuerth,
chairman, and Dr. G. M. Morton,
vice-chairman.
W.
T.
Grant, W. D. Howison, C. R.
MacLeod, Rev. N. J. Ruth,
C.S.B., J. W. Whiteside, Q.C.;
facilities and maintenance committee, W. T. Grant, chairman;
J. R. Hartford, vice-chairman;
W. A. Cowan, Q.C., Joseph R.
Deane, Rev. Dr. D. J. Mulvihill, C.S.B., Ron W. Todgham;
finance committee, W. D. Howison, chairman; F. R. Palin,
vice-chairman; A. E. Gignac,
Rev. A. R. Howell, C.S.B., R.
J. Lyons.

"emasculate the student community", and cause it to opt
out of social responsibility,
be said.
"We are lead to believe that
the Alberta council withdrew
because of CUS's deepening
concerns for educational and
social issues," said President
Ward.
Ward also outlined specific
activities of the national office
in the past month:
- revised scholarships exchange
program
- indian affairs seminar
joint student-faculty study
on academic freedom
cheap student accommodation arranged at "Expo '67"
35
information requests
answered for member student
councils
- co-ordination for national
teach-in from Toronto

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN

With $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwi eh St.
(At Detroit)

Phone 254-8122
1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

ERS

J. 1. STUART

TAILORS

COOK'S

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

"' Repairs

* Storage

* Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry
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Ask For It"

DOEsLSDIN SUGAR CUBES
SPOIL THE TASTE OF COFFEE???
HEAR

KNOW
OF

THE

CONSCIOUS NESS

THE
FACTS

TRUTH

about

LSD by

Dr. Timothy Leary, Ph.D.
RECORDED LIVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDATION-DR. LEARY'S CENTER FOR
RESEARCH ON CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPANDING DRUGS.
SEND S3.00 PER RECORD CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGE 1
SEND ME ..... COPIES OF DR. TIMOTHY LEARY'S LP RECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FORS ...•... . ..
TO: PIXIE RECORDS. INC.
1619 BROADWAY, ROOM 602
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

NAME ............................... .
(PLEASE PRINT)

MONO-LONG PLAYING
(33 1 3 rpm)

CITY ............. STATE .... ZIP .... .

ADDRESS ............................ .
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"Absence

•

IS

by DAVE REMSKI
''The only thing better than
being relevant at a SAC meeting is being absent," was the
comment of a prominent student
council member after Tuesday's
meeting.
1be meeting ~ prolonged
by debate on whether or not
SAC members will be granted
free admisslon to social and
cultural events on campus.
The issue was clouded by
SAC Social Director Gerry
Roth's desire that all members
of the social and cultural committees be included in any policy statement on the matter.
"I don't know about the cultural committee, but my corn-

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED MEALS
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University West

better"

--

OLD?

mittee puts in enough time that

I feel that they deserve some
reward for their efforts," he
said.
After debating all the relevant, and most of the irrelevant, points on the problem for
over an hour, discussion was
turned over to a committee,
which will report at next week's
meeting.
Thus, a dechion won't be
reached uodl after the Dick
Gregory Concert tomorrow
n)ght, and SAC is without a
policy to follow for tlm
affair.
Council also passed a motion establishing a committee to
examine club constitutions. This
will save time for SAC because
it will no longer be necessary
for every member of council
to read and vote on every constitution submitted.
(All campus clubs must
submit cODStitutions for SAC
approval before they can reOther items on the agenda
were: President Jan Weir\
speech to the Senate of the
University about the calendar
change; a statement by Canadian Union of Students Presi-

dent Doug Ward; and the proposed pull-out of Windsor from
the World University Services
of Canada.
Weir reported that be asked
the Senate to reconsider its de·
cision, and that he had stressed
to them the fact that Windsor
students must have the study
week before finals.
The Senate decBion will
oot be known until January.
SAC members received copies
of a letter sent to all Canadian
student councils by Ward. The
letter was an explanation of
present CUS positions in relation to the shakiness of the
national body. "We spend about
$2,000 a year on CUS and J
think SAC members should be
kept current on what they are
doing," said President Weir.
A date was set for debate
on whether or not Windsor
will pull out of WUSC.
The local committee has
already accepted the resignation
of Chairman Dick Stracke.
Next Tuesday External Affairs Director Jack Kiervin will
support Stracke's recommendation, while Presidential Aide
Ken Landry will oppose it in
formal debate.

,a

STANDING ROOM ONLY at Science Council General Meeting
Monday, 1be meeting bad been publicized for a week.
SAC Science Rep Glen McCaio went ahead with the meeting despite the poor turnout.

HOMECOMING
SCHEDULE
Friday, October 28
9:00 - 12:00
Semi-Formal Dance
- Cafeteria
- Good Orchestra for Music Bob DuRant
- Crowning of the Homecoming Queen
- Flowers not in order
- 9:()(}.12:00
- $2.00 per couple
$1.00 per couple with Dick Gregory ticket

When you turn 21
you're no longer cov•
ered by your parents~
Hospital Insurance.
To keep insured, you
must take out indi·
vidual membership
within 30 days. Get
your application form
a

atut1 ay, cto er

ospia,

or from the Commissio n.

NEWLY
WED?
The 'family' Hospital
Insurance premium
must now be paid to
cover husband and
wife. Notify your
•group' without delay CR. if you both pay
premiums direct, noti•
fy the Commission.

NEW
JOB?
To keep insured follow
the instructions on the
Hospital Insurance
Certificate of Payment
'Form 104' that your
present employer Is
required to give you
on leaving.

CAUSTIC COMEDIAN Dick Gregory h.lgblights the acdvities of

Parade: leaves downtown - 11:30
arrives U. of W. - 1:45
Dance: outside on mall
- BAND: "TORONTO SOUND" Name: "JOHN
THOMAS AND THE WEEPERS"
- free
- 2:30, at half time of game and after game
Football Game: 2:00 or so.
- field behind Cody
7:30 P.M. - CONCERT
- DICK GREGORY & BROTHERS-IN-LAW
- St. Denis Hall.
9:30 P.M. - 12:30 P.M. - DANCE
- CAFETERIA
- $2.00 per couple
- free with Dick Gregory Concert ticket

the biggest 90Cial event of the year, homecoming. Calendar of events
for the big weekend is oo this page.

Sunday, October 30
2:30
-

THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
HAS OVER 5,000

P.M.
Jazz Concert and Dance
Ray Doug]a!> Orchestra ( 18 piece band)
FREE
Ambassador Auditorium.

JOE CASWELL

TITLES IN

• ALTERATIONS

e ORY CLEANING
e PRESSING

PAPERBACKS

2207 WYANDOTTE W.

Your

ONTARIO
HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
Plan
Ontario Holpitll
$ffilca Commissioll

Toron10 7, Ontaria
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IF, HOWEVER,
WE DON'T HAVE THE
TITLE YOU REQUIRE,
WE WILL PLACE A
SPECIAL ORDER

"Just Off The Campus"
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CAMPUS STYLES FOR GUYS
ANO GALS

t"R.( ..... ' _.

Clark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels

''"-·,

Campus
Sneeker s

;.7#JA

l 0% Discount To Students

The SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte West
At Randolph
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Letters to the editor
SENIOR BLASTS TY
"YOU CAN HAYE IT"

The LANCE is published weekly (Fridays) by and tor
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, ~he LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Resignations effect you
The resignation this week of the editors of two student publications will have a profound effect on us, you, and Student Council.
For too long, SAC has been sure that high-quality newspaper
would come out every Friday morning, rain or shine.
Despite our budget hassles, staff problems, and the myriad
worries of the technical production of a newspaper, SAC, and you,
have expected the Lance, interesting, informative, and on time.
We will go on trying to give you what you want, but a little
co-operatiGn would be nice,
Jn the last couple of weeks we've recruited more staff, but
not nearly enough.
Generation, too, has been effected by what is often but accurately called apathy.
Because there aren't enough talented people willing to work,
Generation, the campus literary magazine, has folded up. It has
given way to the Lance's Troubadour.
And there will be no Troubadour this week.
It's editors have decided that they would rather wait for a
sufficient quantity of good material, than put out an inferior pro·
duct. No talent. no supplement.

Most students chose t h e
University of Windsor for the
pursuit of higher education be·
cause of the chance to gain a
more personal and individual
relationships between the professors and the students. When
I enrolled at the U of W the
faculty ratio was l O to 1. Has
anybodr looked at Psych. 15
or Psych. 31 or horror of horrors Eng. 15 lately?
To be progressive the admin·
istration has adopted a system
of closed circuit TV lectures.
Let's face it. For dull, stationary lectures in Eng. 15 this is
fine. It is the only answer for
such a senseless course. However, when this ridiculous sys·
tem is extended 'to courses
which may be future fields of
research and experimentation for
students (and I refer particularly to Psychology, Sociology and
Mathematics), it is about time
that students stopped going to
sleep durng the TV lectures and
start some active complaining.
For example, the older stu·
dents at this university may recall the pleasure offered by
watching Fr. Faught give a
Math lecture. It was indeed a
joy to behold. However, to try
to pin this venerab!e personage
down to a TV screen is impossible. And what about Fr.
Fehr???? Just a minor comment
in passing is the fact that it is
virtually impossible for any Arts
student to follow Fr. Faught's
blackboard examples since the
camera must pan around to fol·
low t h e flamboyant priest.
(Engineers do not have this
problem. They receive their lectures Jive.)

Nevertheless, thts 1s progr-ess
and the U of W is PROGRESSIVE. Our grandfathers said the
automobile was a sign of man's
progress and every day it kills
count~ss Americans. Will clos·
ed circuit TV have the same effect and kill our pursuit for
knowledge and higher educa·
tion? C'est la vie! You can have
it!
Disgusted Senior

SYSTEM IDIOTIC
Sir:
Whoever is handling the idiotic reserved parking system on
this campus, please wake up and
,;tart doing your job.
There_.hasn't been one morning so far this school year that
one ga,te on every bloody reserved parking lot on campus
hasn't been stuck open.
In case you haven't noticed,
this allows people who haven't
paid twelve bucks to be sure
of a parking place, just as much
as we suckers who shelled out.
This morning, in one short
secticn of Lot C, I counted 16
cars, out of about 25, which did
not have parking stickers.
How about fixing your little
mechanical marvels so they do
the jcb they're supposed to?
If this is not possible, what
are the chances of getting a refund, so I can start cheating the
system like all the other smart
guys?
Dave Remski

CANTERBURY TALES
Sir:
We, the residence of "The
College that dares to be known
for A c a d e m i c Excellence
Alone," resent the scurrilous at·
tack made on our ivory tower
by your feature writer in last
week's edition of The Lance.

While we appreciate the con•
cern of our fellow students, perhaps the plight we are in is of
their imagining. Their concern
with the mundane factors of
physical existence is typical of
all other students at this University perhaps, but we are
above all that.
We devote ourselves wholly to
things of the mind and scarcely
worry about dirt, rot, insects
and other such trifles. How
content we really are can be
seen by our indifference to our
situation; a look at the state
of our kitchen any day will confirm bow irrelevant cleanliness
is.
Lest we take up too much
of your newspaper, we will say
no more. Please refrain from
intruding facts into the illusions
of our dream world in future.
Respectfully
The Twenty-Four
Scholars of Canterbury
Castle

NEW SPIRIT ON
CAMPUS
Sir:
In recent weeks a rash of
so-called irresponsibility h a s
taken over on this campus. I,
for one hail the coming of this
new wave, for it shows that
students are taking on an iden·
tity on campus.
Augustus - Claudius, Herbie
and pie eating contests are
symptoms of a new surge of
SPIRIT on campus. The great
silent surge of apathy on cam·
pus has finally been stemmed
by a few courageous students
armed only with ready wit, and
a pride in their University.
Woe betide us if we turn our
backs and relegate them to the
awful status of "irresponsible
idiots."
Pat Rossiter
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CUS STRUGGLE COSTLY PART 11
Facing a disintegrating union
FDITOR'S NOTE

In lut week's issue of the
Lautt, the first imCallment of
dais ar1icle appeared. Due to
it9 length we were IUlable to
PftSell1 tbe entire feature.
De followlnc is the completion of tbe CanacHan UniYasky Press feature by aarry
Rust CUP staff writer.

CVS was in enough difficulty
trying to claim it was a bona
fide naticnal student organization even without the ideological
split that developed in Halifax.
Four universities served notice
of withdrawal even before the
controversial resolution affirming CUS's right to become invo1ved with politics was passed.
With the subsequent withdrawal
of Alberta, CVS is now de1oid
of support in Newfoundland, has
only token support from the
English-speaking students
of
Quebec, and represents only a
small minority of the students in
Alberta.
CUS leaders explain while arguing in favour of free education and student stipends against
loan systems, that the student
is going to repay society for his
education through taxes when he
graduates, so "why force him to
worry about loans while he attends university." The real
point, of course, is that the graduating student is going to pay
taxes regardless of how he is
financed through
university.
Free education and student stipends really mean that the general taxpayer must bear the bur
den of releasing the student of
financial responsibility in educa·
tion. Justification of this policy
relies on giving the taxpayer
something in return. This can
be done, left leaders say, by virtue of increased economic benefits accruing to the econcmy as
a result of the increa~ed graduates the system will produce.
The general taxpayer will be
guaranteed an eventual greater
proportion of the economy's
wealth through government control of the economy, heavier taxation of "big business", and
heavier taxation of high income
groups (including, of course, the
uni,ersity graduate) according to
the scheme.

OPINION SPLIT
The fact that all students do
not favour such far-reaching
socialism, nor are they all aligned with the left side of the political spectrum, leads to the
main contentions of the right
wing. The rightists point out that
all students are automatically
members of CUS as scon as
they step on a campus affiliated
with the union, and thus have
no choice but to be publicly
represented by the political views
of CUS leaders. This they claim
i~ a violation of a fundamental
democratic right.
Right leaders maintain that
pclrtical expression is guaranteed

to all citizens through the right

to form political parties and voluntary organizations.

Even if

CVS were to assume the right
to gi,e students political expression, the right says representa·
tions made on behalf of students
could not be considered democratic since the main body of
students do not elect the CVS
executive. As well, student leaders are seldom elected along palitical lines but rather on their
ability to administrate student
government. The role of student government according to the
right, is to promote the general
interests of the student body, not
to be a sounding board for palitical ideologies.
The majority of right leaders
feel that most universities can
provide their students with
enough services to make inde·
pendence from the new CVS
worthwhile. Alberta's withdrawal has sparkecl the imagination
of a number of right leaders
across Canada. More serious
questions are being asked now
about CVS than even Alberta
leaders thought was possible.
Now that Alberta's council is
committed to withdrawal, the
success of the right reacticn will
depend very much on the ability of Schepanovich and his executive to unite Edmonton students behind independence.
Probably Alberta is the best
suited of any Canadian campus
to adopt the role it has. In recent years Alberta has done
mere to promote CUS student
affairs than any other university.
Since 1962, Alberta has assisted
CUS out of a financial crisis,
promoted the two largest inter·
provincial
student
activities
(French Canada week in 1965,
and Second Century Week
which Alberta is to sponscr this
spring along with the Uni,ersity
cf Calgary) and provided a national president (Dave Jenkins in
1963-64 who, significantly, as
council president of Alberta
once refused to allow his coun·
cil to beccme involved with
James Meredith's attempt to
break racial barriers to education in Mississippi.)

AL BERT A SETS
OWN SERVICES
As well, Alberta is very wellequipped to withstand the pain
of losing CUS services. Alberta
now has an enrolment of about
12,000 students and expansion
could prO\ ide up to 8,000 more.
A levy which would norm:illy
ha,e been channelled to CUS,
cculd be used by Alberta to es·
tablish a number of its own services programs. In fact, Alber::i
has. already entered some of
these service areas on its own
in recent years. As. the larg :st
university between Toronto and
Vancouver, Alberta should have
little difficulty maintaining contact with major student affa:rs
in Canada, and it cculd conceivably develop a reasonably-powerful education lobby of its ow:1.

The strongest challenge thus
far to CVS structure and leadership has come from McGill,
the only large Quebec univer<;.i1y
still in the union, and Alberta.
Dubbed the "terrible two" in
Halifax, McGill and Alberta
were so closely aligned on some
issues they could have taken
turns representing the right
point of view. (In one instance,
when the means students should
use to express political opinion
was being discussed, Edmonton
council president Branny Schep·
anovich had to discard a carefuJly prepared speech merely because his McGill counterpart,
Jim McCoubrey, had been placed first on the speaker's list.)
McGill's position in CUS is
unique. The only value of that
university to CUS at present is
the membership fees its more
than 10,000 students will be
paying. There is little doubt the
two McGill strong men, Mc·
Coubrey and his vice-president
Arnie Aberman, are sympathetic to Albertas' stand. However,
in addition to the left-right confrontation at McGill, the campus is split on whether it should
be members of a national union
or of the predominantly French,
· i
za ·
McCoubrey and A b e r m a n
would d~arly love to compromise all points of -.,.iew by arranging for voluntary membership
in both unions for McGill's
students. The two leaders can
be expected to continue promotion of the student-right ccn·
cept, but also to avoid a showdown because of their tenable
and complicated mandate.
Despite the fact the universities that have left CUS in recent years (other than those
who left to join UGEQ) have
not openly complained of CVS
political involvement, it would
l:ie wrong to suggest they do not
•hare the Alberta-McGill point
of view. What Alberta and
l\1cGiU have really done is provide the discontents with a philosophy. Alberta's specific corn·
plaints were not unlike those
of other withdrawing universities. CUS was not, Alberta
said both prior and during the
congress, concentrating on improving and expanding services
of direct concern to students.
Rex Murphy, council president of Newfoundland's Memcrial University, took considerable pain to condemn CUS administration and services in a
long and fiery speech at Halifax.
He succeeded in having himself "labelled as "childish"', and
criticized for failing to recognize that efficiency takes time.
The same reaction greeted
Schepanovich, McCoubrey and
Aberman as they laboured to
direct CUS away from politi·
cal involvement. Time and
again they were snowed under
by philosophies of student ac·
tion and youth involvement in
society that have swept over
the North America continent
.since the turn of the decade.

CVS PRESIDENT WARD
. . . . big trouble

What was often misinterpreted
by student leaders in Halifax,
and even since the Alberta withdrawal, is that Alberta and
McGill are not as disenchanted
about past CUS services as they
are about the organization's
new objectives and its recent
refusal to expand promotion of
common student interests.

CUS SCOPE
GROWi NG
The new leaders of the right
have taken a long look at the
evolving structures of CUS, and
perhap understand their significance better than many CUS
supporters. As now structured
CUS is much more than an organization dedicated to the student. Univcr al accessibility is
much more than CUS education
objectives of two years aeo
which were defined as under·
lining "that every individual ha
the right to receive the education that will assure his fullest
personal development, and that
it is the responsibility of society
to guarantee this right of ·education to the individual, regardless
of race, creed and geographic
or
economic
circumstances,
since the development of the
individual is essential to the development of society."
Of course, universal acces ibility need not in itself be interpreted as political. Few, if any.
student leaders, and certainly
none of the current right, would
suggest this should not be an
aim of CUS. However, the interpretation given to universal
accessibility by left leaders goes
far beyond ensuring that no
citizen possessing university entrance requirements be able to
gain access to post-secondary
education. The concept of uni·
versa! student loans comes
much closer to realizing this
objective than most CUS leaders would like to admit.

Inherent in "universal accessibility" is free education and
student stipends. Architects of
the theme see it as being on\y
the first step in an overall
scheme to allow CUS to work
for greater government economic control, and governmentadministered social re-organiza·
tion.
"If you don't like it, get out,"
was the occasional taunt thrown
at Alberta in Halifax. Alberta
has got out. Its leaders must
now convince the students they
acted in the univer ity's best
interests. If they are succes ful.
the student right could prove to
be much more powerful than
was first expected.

RIGHT WING
THREATENS
The right"s big hope, of
course. is t.hat it can force CUS
away from its resohe to become
political. If threatened with
·everal withdrawals, it is conCCI\ able CUS leader
'Aill cc
sufficient value in a comprehensive n:itional union to tack
down enough on the political
question to produce a compromise. There is little reason to
believe that will happen, however. Of more likelihood is that
the 'mo,ement"' will push forward. regardless of hew, ... mall
or tight it has to get. Its lcaJers arc dedicated to social action, and they have a strong
core of left wing campuses. particularly in Ontario to support
them.
Whatever the result of the
left-right conflict, no one can
seriously suggest CUS will cea..,c
to exist. But it"s a different
union from the one Engfohspeaking students are us::d to
seeing. For the first time in
many years, it is dynamic and
alive.
At present. CUS ls decidely
left wing. The leaders love it.
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INTERFAC SPORTS

With the football season virtually over, interfaculty hockey
practices are about to begin.
Judging by previous years, only
a very limited amount of experience is necessary to make
the team. All practices will last
one hour and the actual inter-

by Janet Morrell WOMEN'S SPORTS EDITOR
Once again there is a definite lack of participation in Women's
Athletics from one dominant element on the campus - the girls
from Electa, Hall. Two hundred and fifty girls cannot possibly all
be unco-ordinated and lazy or can they? For the few who did turn
up I tip my cap.
This year there are two residence girls on the Women's Athletic Council out of a possible twenty-two positions. Where is
your support and initiative? That is even a decrease of one from
the past year.
It seems .strange that residence girls, who live right on campus and not five miles across town, cannot put on a pair of shorts
and walk the !>hort distance to St. Denis Hall on a Monday night.
N.one of us, I'm sure, are that keen on studying that we cannot spare
one hour a week for a little recreation.
Admittedly we are not all intercollegiate material. Wouldn't
it be nice for the coaches if we were! The intercollegiate level is
only a very small part of Athletics. Your Women's Athletic Council has labored long hours to provide you with an exceptional
intramural program designed for everyone who ha!, a desire to
keep physically fit, have a good time and meet new friends.
You are at University now and growing up fast. Nobody is
going to lead you by the hand to do things. You must use your
own initiative. What you get out of this school is not going to all
be book learning In fact what you gain i!> going to depend largely
on what you put into 1t in all facets, not just in the area of Athletics.
Perhaps there is a reason which I have overlooked that might
be the cause. I'm looking for the :mswer so if you have it let me
know. The Women's Athletic Council will do its best to rectify
it.

STUDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!

~
~

Rudy's Barber Shop
For the linest in

PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2340 UNIVERSITY W.

Right Under The Bridge

Convenient To Staff And Students

faculty schedule begins on Nov.
16.
On Thurs. Nov. 3, the interfaculty basketball League (male)
will hold its opening practices.
Those interested should consult
either the Athletic schedule or
thei bulletin board in the locker
room under St. Denis Hall.

HOCKEY PRACTICE SCHEDULE
DATE
Wed. Nov. 2

Thur. Nov. 3
Wed. Nov. 9

Thur. Nov. 10

TIME
10:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
10:00 P.M.
11:00 P.M.
10:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

FACULTY
Engineers
Science
Commerce
Arts I
Arts II
Commerce
Engineers
Science
Arts II
Phys. Ed.

ARENA
Riverside
Riverside
Windsor
Windsor
Windsor
Riverside
Riverside
Windsor
Windsor
Windsor

Track team
swamped

As was expected the Lancers
did not fare at all well in the
0-QAA track meet held last
Saturday at Hamilton. Windsor
gathered only five points to
finish ninth among the ten
schools represented at McMaster. The highest point-getter
for the Lancers was Tom Jacobszen who came in third in the
shotput. Dave Hayman, a first
year Phys. Ed. major from
Essex provided the only other
bright point by finishing fifth
in the hop, step and jump.
The track and field team is
not as bad as these results indicate. Peter Lapsley, a fresh·
man standout in previous meets
was unable to make the trip
because of illness. The Lancers
also finished sixth in many
events but only fifth place finishes and better count for points
in the final standings.

•
•
Co-ed service
program starting
This year's sports service program must rank as the best ever
in the history of the University.
The number of instructors has
been increased as has the quality and amount of equipment.
These programs are open to
every student of the University

regardless of sex or experience
(at the sport).
The schedule for the use of
the pool is not fully prepared
as yet, so those who wish to
participate in the swimming
program should consult either
Dick Moriarty or John Nash.

Archery
Fencing

St. Denis Hall
Old Sculpture Room

Mon. Oct. 31
Tues. Nov. I

Judo

Combatives Room

Tues. Nov. 1

Swimming

Pool

Fri. Oct. 28

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
)53-0369

CHEC

Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

253-3551

The schedule which appears
below lists the time and place
of these sports. Drop by and
register for at least one of these
programs. Future service programs will be similarly listed
in the Lance the week before
they begin. Watch for them.

Mondays
10:00-11 :00
Tuesdays
7:00-9:00
Thursdays
7:00-9:00
Tuesdays
6:30-8:15
Thursdays
5:00-6: 15
Consult pool schedule

a
The final dust cleared over
the football field last Saturday.
Only the first four teams made
the play-offs. The· two semifinal winners will meet head on
for the school championship.
TEAM
W LT
Engineers
4 I 0
Commerce
3 2 0
Arts I
2 2
2 2 1
Arts II
2 3 0
Science
I 4 0
Phys, Ed.

GIRLS LEARN
ABOUT DIVES·
Point your toes, girls! An
entirely new aspect of swimming has entered the Pool
Scene at the University of
Windsor. M o n d a y evenings,
from 9:30 to 10:00. a Synchro·
nized Swimming Club will go
through the paces of dolphim
and ballet legs. tricks and style
swimming, dives a n J joke
stunts. Beside~ improving you r
figure and learning better coordin.1tion the future holds
promise of musical water shows
in some of the city pools. All
women intere ted are welcome.
For further information contact
swim commissioner Dorothy
Pittcrs.

This is the world of Al R CANADA. The planes.
The people. The places. Exciting! Isn't it time you took a trip?

AIR CANADA
SERVING CANADA • U.S.A. • BERMUDA • BAHAMAS • CARIBBEAN • IRELAND • ENGLAND • SCOTLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • SWITZERLAND and AUSTRIA

,I

,,z )Ml > EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
tJ p

DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S
SALES 8c SERVICE.
1320 Wyandotte W.

254-9087

•.&,
...rt,?
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INTEIRFAC FOOTBALL
COACHES' TEAM REPORTS
Engineers
- Al Phlanzner,
Carl St. PIERRE
The success of the Engineer
football team this year can be
attributed to balanced offensive
and defensive teams, a blending
of experienced men with talented freshmen, and a keen desire
to win. Our defensive team has
been anchored by veterans Bliz·
chuck and Bardswich ,who, with
Miles, Morgan and Desmarais,
comprise a forward wall averaging well over 200 lbs. In the
defensive backfield the emphasis
is on speed. Here experienced
backs such as Pigeon, Lukes,
Howell and Henderson have
helped to limit the opposition
to an average of one touchdown
per game.
For success, the offensive
team must both control the ball
and score. Here again veteran
backs Steiner and Stanevicius
with freshman Yamashita, Jin
and Stephens have moved the
ball consistently. Quarterback
Osborne directs the offensive
team whose formard line consists of Povoledo, Rupzinski,
Poirier, Vozza, MacCombrey,
Livingston and Thoms from end
to end. This offensive team is
capable of grinding out the
tough yardage or exploding for
the big gain.
Everyone

Arts I
- Hank White
Arts I started out the interfaculty football season with a
bang. Handily they defeated
Physical Education 12-1 and Engineers 24-6. Then they started
their skid by losing to Commer·
ce 13-6 in a hard fought cause.
Playing their worst game of the
campaign, they battled a stubborn Arts II defense to a 1-1
tie. Then they met a fired-up

Commerce
- Lyle Warwick
Included within the make-up
of any good squad is the skill
and strength of the line. Our
line this year will be a great
asset to our performance both
offensively and defensively.
Holdovers from last year's
team form the nucleus of the
Commerce s q u a d. Pickford,
Stahl, Minello, Wilkinson, Hogan, Tesarski, Simon and Zeccheo were instrumental in the
success of the team last year.
Newcomers Halpin, Roberts and
Zannier whave added welcome
strength. Although our attack
has basically been confined to
the ground, an aerial attack will
be utilized if necessity arises.
The strategy was to make the
playoffs while using each game
to perfect our offensive plays.
Commerce is up for the playoffs and is determined to repeat
the victory achieved last year.

Arts II
- To m Jacobszen
The Arts II football team will
definitely be out to win this
game. If running backs Gerry
Morand and Rick Simpson along
with Bob Sylvestre c o m e
through, the Arts II team will
have to be reckoned with. The
line on both offense and defense
has such stalwarts as Barry Culhane, Bill Scarfia, Terry Griffin,
Joe Lucas and Wayne Coughlin.
With a few breaks here and
there the Arts II squad will certainly be a team to be looked
out for.

Leave it to the Engineers to
screw things up. They were supposed to easily dispatch of Arts I
in the semi-finals of the football
playoffs thereby making it easy
for the Lance to have a preview of the final game in this
edition. Typically the Engineers
played to a tie thereby forcing
a replay of the game on Thursday.
The Plumbers played the
Artsmen because in a game held
last Saturday they defeated
Commerce 6- 3 to clinch first
place. Arts I scored first on a
right end sweep by Dave Bailey
in the first quarter. The Engin-

ARTSMEN DROP SEMIFINAL
Arts II lost a tough, hard
fought football game to Commerce 8-0. Both teams played
real hard hitting football. In the
second quarter Wayne Roberts
drove for 14 yards, then Minello picked up 18 more to bring
the ball to the Arts II 25 yard
line. After being stopped there
by the Arts II defence they
kicked the ball out of the end
zone for the extra point. The

half ended with Commerce lead·
ing 1-0.
Jn the fourth quarter Commerce had possession of the ball
on the 18 yard line of Arts II;
Roberts drove for five yards and
Minello for seven yards. An offside penalty against Arts II
moved the ball to the three yard
line where Roberts took the
hand-off from Barry Pickford to
score from the three yard line.
The point after touchdown attempt was good to make the

score Commerce 8, Arts 0.
Arts II came close to their
only scoring chance in the
fourth quarter. John LaPorta
had been standing close to the
sidelines and streaked downfield
to · catch a 25 yard pass from
Mike Newton. He rambled
down to the three yard line, but
the referees called the play back
claiming that LaPorta had been
off the field and had come into
the play illegally. The game is
currently under protest.

eers surged back in the second
quarter to tie it up at 6-6 when
Jim Steiner barreled through for
yards and Don Osborne carried
the ball over for the touchdown
on a quarterback sneak from the
six.
In the third quarter a long
punt by Steiner •resulted in the
last Engineer point in the game.
Arts I came close to tying or
going ahead in the third quarter.
when they advanced to the Engineers' 20 yard line. They were
stopped, however, when an attempted field goal was blocked.
In the fourth quarter with only
minutes remaining, Arts I started an attack that rushed for 51
yards down to the Engineer 18
yard line and kicked the ball out
of the end zone for a point to
tie the game 7-7.

LANCE
PREDICTS
Arts I + 14 over F..ngineen,
Arts I + 4 over Commerce

I AL TEAM LINEU PS

on tlie team has

contri uted to the first place fin·
ish. As coaches we feel that this
overall team effort will lead the
Engineers to the championship.

Science team and lost 12-6.
However, this last game pointed
out the fact that Arts I has an
offense that could go far if fumbles were eliminated, but that's
football!
Tough defensively, Arts I will
be hard to beat because of
great determination and hustle.
They now face a defeated foe,
the Engineers, who will be looking for revenge. Arts I will have
to prove they have it, and by the
time you read this article they
may have done just that.

PLUMBERS CHOKE

ENGINEERS
4
5
7

8
9

10
11
12
14
15
18
19

20
22
24
25
26
27
29

30
32
34
35
36

G. Yamashita,
A. Povoledo,
J. Steiner,
G. Lewis, .
D. Thoms,
D. Osborne,
T. Stephens,
J. Lukes,
A . Stanevicious,
D . Cole,
M. Livingston,
J. Henderson.
A. Gaspar,
L. Vozza,
M. Pigeon,
K. Miles,
J. Desmarais,
R. Blizchuk,
C. Bertrand,
K. Rupzimki.
L. Howell,
J. Bardswich,
G. MacCombrey,
G. Morgan,

ARTS II

Windsor
Windsor
Windsor
Riverside
Windsor
Windsor
Windsor
Peterborough
Hamilton
Leamington
Tillson burg
Dover Centre
Merlin
Samia
New Liskearlo, Ont.
Islington
Sudbury
Sudbury
Timmins
Windsor
Windsor
Sudbury
Windsor
Windsor

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
10

11
12
13

14
15

16

18
22
23
25
27
31

32
33

H. Miller,
J. Laporta,
M. Newton,
J. Lenardon,
A . Doczi,
R. Sylvestre,
P. Flanagan,

J. Lucas,
G. Luscher,
R. Simpson,
W. Scarfia,
R. Astrella,
B. Culhane,
A. Strachan,
T. Murphy,
J. Flett,
J. Morand,
I. Reid,
W. Coughlin,
T. Griffin,
G. Strong,
B. Goodwin,

ART S
COMMERCE
I

T. Prinzing,

2
4
5

w. Roberts,

6

7
8
10
11

12
16

18
19
21
22
24
25
26

27
28
29
30

R. lnnocente,
B. Smith,

0.
T.
B.
J.

Stahl,
Cheslea,
Pickford,
Hogan,
B. Browne,
M. Mullen,
J. Halpin,
G. Minello,
R. Tesarski,
B. Stephenson,
B. Jacques,
J. Wilkinson,
D. Zannier,
D. Watson,
A. Zaccheo,
R. Gonzales,
E. Kulperger.
B. Ivosevich,

Rochester, N.Y.
Burliogtoo, Ont.
Windsor
Georgetown, Oot.
Riverside
Windsor
Tilbury
Windsor
St. Catherine!;
Samia
Riverside
Windsor
Windsor
Windsor
London
Sudbury
Windsor
Sudbury
Sudbury
Adrian, Mich.
Niagara Falls
Windsor

I
2
3
6
7

9

10
12
15

16
18

20
21
22

23
24
29

30
33
35

36
37
68

69

Riverside
Rochester, N.Y.
Almonte, On.t
Windsor
Sudbury
Windsor
Toronto
Windsor
Cottam
Windsor
Rochester
Roche~tcr
Rochester
Riverside
Sudbury
Windsor
WioJsor
WindM>r
Windsor
Detroit
Riverside
Windsor

M. Bailey,
T. Laporta,
J. DeRaddo,
A. Wood,
D. Daigle,
B. Tayles,
R. James,
D. Bailey,
D. Pilutti,
M. Foley,
M. Olsui,
D. Walsh,
B. Bies,
J. Sheehan,
R. Ronuiold,
R. Evans,
B. LeBlanc,
N. Menican,
M. Muldoon,
T. Dudley,
C. Dettman,
P. Houle,
P. Master,
C. Batei.,

I
Toronto
Rochester, N.Y.
Rochester, N.Y.
St. Thomas
Toronto
Windi.or
Bearline, Ont.
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Bath, Ont.
Sudbury
North Bay
Sudbury
Sudbury
Willowdalc
Sudbury
Sudbury
Windsor
Rochester, N .Y.
Rochester. N.Y.
Rochester. N .Y.
Fire Island
Yorkvillc

..
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Calgary gets wet
. CALGAR~ (~U~) - Calgary will get an Olympic-size swimmmg pool even 1f 1t fads to get the 1969 Canadian Summer Games
Fred Colborne, minister of public works, said here last week.
'
1?1e pool will be part of the expansion program of the physical
ed~cat1on plant at the University of Calgary which will begin next
spnng.

TORONTO TEACH-IN

American earns hisses at Teach-In
by calling China issue "footnote"

Food again at UM

TORONTO (C UP) A
former U.S. State Department
official, commenting on Canada's possible diplomatic recognition of China, drew loud hisses
and boos from his audience last
week at the International TeachIn on China.
Charles Marshall said Can•
ada could decide the cootrovenial is.we by flipping a
coin, "It's not a world shaker,
It will only be a footnote in
diplomatic history," he told
3,500 persons at Vanity

MONTREAL (CUP) - The University of Montreal cafeteria
has finally opened its doors to hungry students after a three-week
shutdown.
The administration closed the cafeteria after students refused
to comply with a hike in food prices and boycotted the building.
The agreement to put food services back in operation represented a compromise, said a spokesman for the U of M students'
council.
The cafeteria will operate at the same prices in effect before
the price hike. However this is "only a temporary situation," she
said.
The make-shift, non-profit cafeteria which served students during the shutdown will suspend operations.

Marshall's speech was sarcastica!Jy re~arked on by Chester
Ronning, Canada's peace envoy
to North Vietnam and session
chairman.
Ronning said he wanted to
thank the heavy-set, cigarsmoking Marcshall for the tone
of his speech. He said acidly:
"I was one (a U.S. citizen)
when a child before I be·
came a man."

UGEQ won't come
MONTREAL (CUP-PEN) - L'Union Generale des Etud1ants
du Quebec won't participate in celebrations commemorating Canada'$
Centennial, a UGEQ spokesman announced here recently.
In a letter to Quebec's centennial service director, Pierre Le
Francois, UGEQ vice-president of public affairs, said UGEQ feels
centennial celebrations are projects "which aim to celebrate a regime which hfnders the French-Canadian people from realizing
itself."

Arena.

The audience laughed and
applauded Mr. Ronning's remarks in which he emphasized the Mr. • in Mr. Mar·
shall. "I couldn't but help
think of my childhood Image
of Uncle Sam. This is what
made Americans popular In
China. The Americans do de·
serve a good deal of credit
for certain policies io China.
I appreciate it that you have
presented the American point
of view so capably.''
Ronning was not the only one
to criticize Marshall's speech.
Several U.S. visitors attending
the teach-in appeared shaken,
and delegates from the National
Council of Churches in the
United States said they were
appalled by the paternalistic,
condescending tone of Marshall's speech.

A former member of the U.S.
State Department's policy planning council, Marshall said it

would not hurt the United
States if Canada wanted to
recognize China. Perhaps Canada wants to share a place in
the balls of Peking with Britain,
he suggested.
Britain, which recognizes
China and has a delegation
in Peking, comes to the U.S.
for Information about China.

he said.
Marshall, professor of international relations at the John
Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies in Baltimore, said France's recognition
of China was an exercise in "inconsequential grandeur."
Sharing the floor with two
other speakers - John Mend·
et.son, a British Labor MP, and
Leo Mates, director of the In·
stitute of International Politics
and Economy in Belgrade Marshall was the only speaker
to be booed by the audience.

Ottawa prof
proposes
•
marriage

subsidy
KINGSTON
(CUP) A
University of Ottawa professor
has suggested marriages between

intelligent per ons be ubsi<lized
in order to increase the proportion of intelligent persons in
society.
Studies have shown highly
inteUigent parents tend to
produce highly intelligent children, Dr. E. 0. Dodson told
students at '1 biology society
meeting here recendy.
But, in many cases, members
of this intellectual elite must
delay marriage. because education costs make marriage economically unfeasible, he said.
Dodson suggested subsidiz·
ing young marrieds during
their unproducth•e college
years, Under his plan, a student in the top three per cent
intell.lgence range would be
subsidized in his marriage,
provided his mate WM also in
the top three per cent bracket.

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR C'"ENTRE

The story behind these hands
could be the story ahead for you
Tw\'llt\ s111111tl\TS .i~o. lhl'S\' h,111ds 111i11cd for on·. \\ IH'll Lill c;1111l', ll,n l>l'r.11111· llw
hands ~r <I slllcknt. I .Oil~ ho11rs ol sl11(h lit.lei(' tlH'lll !hi' h.111ds or illl 1·11gi1;('('J'. Thro11~h
thl' ,-ears. thn h.,, 1· 1T111ai11cd th!' hanels or ;i 11111sici.111. Tod.I\. 1hn ;11T th!' h.1mls ol .1
l>ir1:ctor of o :nt.irio 1-1 >elm .
·
·

Also Seit and !>erv1ce the Famous
YAMAHA
Moto1cycles

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Call

969-9070

TIH·,· ar\' stron~. co11lidl'11l hands,, hich tdl ol .1 k1·1·11 111i11cl th.11 \\1·lco11H·s ch.tllc11 ~1·
illlel thl' opporlll11i1, lll \\ork I\ ith olhl'r, it;il pcoplt- . . L11 ~ i111·ns .
Sci!'nlists .
l'h,sicisls . .. l',,fath\'111.ttin.ins.
.\ccrn1111.111t s . . IH'oplt- in the ,n, lord'rnnl oi'tlll'i1
pror\'ssions . < )111.1rio H\Clro prm 1d!'s this I'll\ irrn11111·111 .111d. IH·r,111,1· or its , i~on>tts
g rowth. 11ccels 1·,1·11 11101T stroll~ . colllielclll h.111els

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

For inlor111.1tioll 011 .1 1Tw.1rdi11~ tdn'l'I, plt-.1s1· ro11s1tl1 ,0111 l ' lli,n,it, l'l.1c1·1111·11l
( )ll1rn or ,ni11· lo the E111plm 111\' tll l >fl1rn. l'rokssio11.il and 7'1.111.1 g1·111!'11t ',t,tll'. < >ntario
1hdro, 1,:.m L"lli,nsil> .-\,1'1111c. Toro11lo '2 . < >11L1rio.

3 BARBERS TO SE RVE YOU
Only 2 BI ocks F1 orn Carnpus

ASK NOW AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT NOY. 10, 11

2221 WYANDOTTE ST . W.
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UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR WINDSOR, ONT.

ZAMBIAN P.M.

Alrican leader expected to speak
at special Windsor convocation
University officials indicated this week that Kenneth D. Kaunda,
Prime Minister of the Republic of Zambia, will speak at the University November 19 at a special convocation of the University.
Should such a visit occur, it would be the first time a head of
state from outside Canada has ever visited campus and received an
honorary degree.
Highly-placed University official~ have hinted strongly that the
visit will occur, but are unable to officially confirm the facts.
No further facts were available, but one observer speculated
that the recent presence in Zambia of two UW professors as advisers
to the Zambian government was connected with Mr. Kaunda\ expected visit.
Kaunda became Prime Minister of Zambia in October, 1964,
when his Texas-sized nation gamed its independence from the Un·
ited Kingdom.

Prime Minister Kaun«h

Windsor may be megalopolitan centre
by JOHN GOYEAU
Windsor ain't such a bad place
after all.
This was the conclusion of
Dr. Constantinos A. Doxiadis,
the world's principle authnrity :m
"international megalopolis"

the merger of major cities in
the future.
"The Great Lakes Megapolis ii not only forming but
is here,'' declares Dr. Doxiadis.

eynote s
at student
by DAVE REMSKl
"Freedom and Necessity in
Foreign Policy" was the topic of
Wednesday's keynote speech of
the 1966 Canadian-American
Students Seminar.
The speaker was Dr. James
Eayrs, noted author and professor of Political Economy at
the Unhersity of Toronto.
Eayrs listed the main restrictions placed on a statesman: expense, public opinion,
and the usual conflicts bet·
ween a foreign miniiter and
his foreign service department.
"Politics and the opinions of
the public are considered in
making policy decisions," he
said, "since, because of party
oolitics, the statesman is always

Homecoming
Queen

Pam Searles

vulnerable at election time."
Eayrs expressed doubt that
the excuses usually rendered by
diplomats for not being able to
do more an~ fully legitimate: "I
don't believe they are quite so
limited and impotent as they
would have us think the
statesman tends to protect his
reputation by exaggerating the
difficulties of his job.
"Furthermore," he added,
"many statesmen today misunderstand the idea of power in
the modern world. Power con·
sists in getting other governments to do what you want
them to do, and they don't realize that this can be done by
ideas as well as t-y military
strength."

According to Dr. Doxiadis.
the Great Lake~ Megalopolis
stretching from Chicago through
Detroit and Toledo towards
Pittsburgh is 30 years behind the
great Atlantic Coast Megalopolis, but has greater potential for
growth.
A secondary megalopolis
forming in Canada from
Wuidsor ffirOugh oronto o"'-= =--=---==d
wards Quebec wUI nentuaOy
join the Great Lakes Megalopolis at Windsor.

Dr. Doxiadis based his projections on population and economic shifts since 1900. His
figures clearly demonstrate population losses around the outside of the area and increased
urbanization in the corridor he
labels the Great Lakes Mega•
polis.
''Urbanization begins be·
fore planning, but later people
protest and tum into anti•
planning citizens.''

"Our challenge is whether we
will be better or worse than the
eastern megalopolis 30 years
ahead of ours. We can avoid
their problems by proper stud·
iei.," he said.

Windsor to stay in WUSC despite Stracke resignation
by DAVE REMSKI
Student council voted Tuesday to retain the
Windsor committee of the World University Ser·
vices of Canada (WUSC) in its present form.
Presidential Aide Ken Landry introduced a
motion which stated that SAC approve the program of the local WUSC committee (as directed
by the national body) for the 66-67 school year.
Landry's action was followed by a formal
debate on the motion, in which be took the
affirmative and External Affairs Director Jack
Kiervin took the negative. After informal disc~ion of the bsues debated, council supported
Landry by a l'Ote of 5 to 2, with one abstention.
Arts Rep Barb McPherson voted with Kier·
vin, and Engineering Rep Mike Livingston ab·
stained. "I think the committee should be retained,
but I don't think their budget request of $600
should be approved, on the basis of what was
brought out today," Livingston said.
Former WUSC committee chairman Dick
Stracke resigned recently because he felt that

there is too much red tape involved between the
collection of money by local groups and its
distribution in foreign countries.
Stracke commented on the council mo,e:
"I expected SAC to do this - the committee
recommended it over my objections, and it's,
really SAC's business."
"'lbe meeting was a farce, though. Landry
and Kiervin were both unbelievably mjsinformed," Stracke said.
Toe debate itself featured Landry's idealistic
support of WUSC versus Kiervin's objections to
the practical applications of its goals.
Landry outlined the history of World Uni•
versity Services (WUS), the international body,
and then told council, "WUS is. not primarily a
relief organization, but one which attempts to
develop international understanding through a
sharing of student ideas, problems and goals."
Kiervin countered by citing statistics which
showed that WUSC in particular is quite innefficient in its attempt to get the "share" idea

across.

"WUSC subsidizes scholarships for foreign
students to come to Canada," Kiervin sairl, "they
spend four years here, then, because they're not
not complete idiots, they decide not to return to
their undeveloped homelands. How can this pOS·
sibly help emerging nations?"
"Last year, WUSC spent $74,000 to collect
$54,000 to send to the International Program of
Action," Kiervin continued. "Where is the efficiency of that, when they could have saved $20,000
by just sending their own budgeted money directly
to Geneva?"
Council President Jan Weir again managed to
get in a vote (he supported Landry) by allowing
council to dissolve into a committee of the whole,
with Vice-president Ron Fishman chairing. Thus
Fishman, who supported Kiervin's stand, could
not vote.

Co mplete Homecoming
cover age ... pg. S, 6, 7
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But we don't understand!

•••

by PAUL MONTCLAIR-SMITH

I have been away!! To magistrates court in Chatham!! If you
ever have an afternoon free you should take yourself to the nearest
magistrates court and listen to the hardship cases that are being
tried. It's viscious. It's dog eat dog!
I, personally, was subpoenaed as a witness in a careless driving
case in which the accused had earlier pleaded not guilty and elected
trial by magistrate. It appeared to me that the crown was basing
its whole case on my testimony for the other witness had nothing
really enlightening to say. The defense counsel tried to crucify me
and I was sweating bullets. But justice prevailed and the fellow
was found guilty.
He was fined twenty dollars and costs which came to over
fifty dollars. What made me laugh was that this fellow had hired
a lawyer at a great deal of expense and trouble to beat a twenty
dollar fine. I ran into him outside the courtroom and he was far
from pleased to see me.
While trying to reason why he was not so happy I noticed he
was a BIG fellow. It would have taken me a half an hour to run
around him. Fortunately for me my legs had enough sense to run
in a much safer direction.
While in court, I managed to listen to ~ome of the other cases
that were called. You would be amazed at things you can be arrested
for. There was two cases of car theft, one of the fellows was from
Quebec and did not speak a word of English. Another fellow was
brought up on charges of molesting young girls while under the
influences of Al Coho!. He m,ed obscene language and scared the
poor girl half to death; she was only eleven years old.
The poor fellow, who was obviously unable to control this
impulse of his could only blubber out, "I am sorry. I am sorry."
The magistrate ordered a psychiatric examination and released him.
He actually released him on his promise that he would not do it
again! One fellow who looked about fourteen was up on three counts,
operating a motor vehicle without a licence, drinking under age
and careless driving.
Of course there were the usual speeding tickets, a couple of
teenage girls up for shoplifting (a common practice these days for
young girls). It seems in order to belong to this certain club the
have to steal at least thirty dollars worth of clothes. They would
not tell who was in the club or anything about it. (Part of the
code.) Their mothers did not know that they were in court that
morning and they pleaded with the magistrate not to tell them.
They were released on probation, and their mothers were told.
Between the cases I managed to read a little of a book that
I bought recently that I highly recommend to you. It is entitled
MEMOIRS OF AN AMNESIAC by OSCAR LEVANT. It is a
very revealing book about the character of Levant which is very hard
to discern at times. He can be regarded as a babbling neurotic or
a genius of infinite wit. Levant says that, "my health is so bad that
I may be the next Premier of India." "Clifton Webb was so attached
to his mother that at the age of five he was said to have said
'Mommie tittie'."
His intimate contact with so many people in show business
plus his fantastic photographic memory allows for great insight into
the "bright life" as he knows it. He pulls no punches. "Clifton
Webb was quite upset when his mother died in 1964 and no wonder,
he was the worlds first seventy year old orphan."
A week ago last Monday I was stopped by my friends, the
men in blue who mumble in monosyllables. When I first saw the
flashing red light on the front fender of their Willys dragster J
thought it was an advertisement, but it said POLICE STOP.
"Get-out-of-the-car-and-let-me-test-the-brake-mack." he i.aid.
Having read a copy of SEE DICK RUN since my last encounter with the gendarmes I was able to communicate with him
on his own level.
"What-iS-\>.Tong?", I que1i.ed.
"I -can-not-Jet-you-drive-this-car-on-the-road-it-is-not-safe."
"But."
I tried to argue further but I was using too many consonants
for him to understand. I did manage to make him understand that
I did need the car to go home and to Chatham etc.
Recently in Hamilton a cai.e was thrown out because the police
cannot stop a car for a safety check unless they intend to charge
the driver under the Highway Traffic Act. The police had no reason
to stop me except for the fact that I drive an old car and it is in
sad looking shape. Well anyhow, I was told to bring the car in on
last Monday and show that it had been fixed. In the meantime I
had driven to Toronto and left the car to be junked, now the police
want me to bring a certificate saying the car has been junked, some·
thing of which I have no such an animal.
But that is fine, if I can not produce one by next Monday
they will put out an all points bulletin and it will cost me fifty
dollars minimum fine.
You can not reason with these guys; they have been programmed to do good and protect John Q. Public. Did you know that
they cannot draw their gun unless they intend to use it and they
have a list of the proper circumstances in which they can draw
their guns. Let us face the facts these guy~ are running the country
and we cannot do a bloody thing about it. Police Chief Mackev
in Toronto wants all the good citizens to carry police l.D. Cards
which they must produce upon request. J. Edgar Hoover would have
all the good citizens of his country fingerprinted for identification
purposes. Police State here we come!!!

BUT WE DON'T UNDERSTAND. Aren't the
polke supposed to stop bad people from parking
in no-parking zones?

If so, what was this vehicle doing parked in a
guess-what-kind-of-zone last Friday? We don't
understand.

Bhl 1ou should consider

For Career Opportunities
1 Cominco is a progressive, expanding and diversifying Canadian
enterprise primarily engaged in metal mining and
the production of metals, chemical fertilizers, heavy chemicals, and
hydro-electric power.

2 Cominco participates in a growing range of other activities
including the µotash, 01e-casting, plating, metal fabrication. electronic
materials and shipping industries.

3 Cominco's operations and interests extend across Canada, into
the United States, and into other countries.

4 Cominco has aggressive exploration and research programs.

5 Cominco needs progressively-minded engineering graduates who seek
a challenging, satisfying and rewarding future.

PLAN NOW TO MEET WITH OUR INTERVIEWERS WHEN THEY VISIT YOUR CAMPUS

Co,.unco Ltd• Trail, Br•hsh Columb••
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Library said "too big" for detailed
inventory -- losses unknown

bits and pieces
COMMERCE CLUB
will present the annual Commerce Clomp on Friday from 8:30
to 12.30 in the Ambassador Auditorium. Entertainment will be
provided by Robert Walker and the Nightriders.
EC AND POLI-SCI CLUB
will present a panel discussion on "The Economic~ and Politics
of Developing Countrie ... on Friday at 3:30 p.m. in the Formal
Lounge. The panel members: Mr. V. Musakanya, Dr. W. G. Philips.
Dr. W. White, and Dr. Z. Fallcnbuchl.
SADIE HAWKINS DANCE
The U.C.W. wiIJ sponsor its annual Sadie Hawkins Dance on
November 11 th from 9 p.m. to J a.m. in the Cafeteria. Tickets will
be available throughout the week. Girls: Hurry and get your dates
now!
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
Dr. Ralph E. Lapp, famous scientist and science writer, will
speak on the topic: "Can Democracy Survive Science"? Sunday ewn·
ing at 8:20 p.m. in the Ambassador Auditorium.
CURLING CLUB
will hold a meeting next Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the clas. room
below Sr. Denis Hall, Anyone wanting to curl will be expected to
attend.
JAZZ CLUB
Nina Simone and Herbie Mann will be performing Saturday
evening at 8:30 at the Ma onic Auditorium.
CHRISTIAN COUNCIL WEEKEND
begins Friday and runs through Sunday. Everyone welcome
For information contact Andrea Pinto, Electa Hall.
UNITED CHURCH C0:\1'.\-IU!'llO!'I
Sunday. Nov 6th. 10:30 a.m. in the New Meeting Room,
Univ. Centre.

Univer,ity library officials
have no idea of the number of
books that have been stolen in
the last three years.
Since the establishment of the
guard system two years ago, inventories have not been taken
on any regular basis, said Un·
iversity of Windsor Deputy Librarian J. E. Kanasy said. this
week.
"Di covery of losses is entirely dependent on what our
Librarians discover to be missing," he said.
He added that despite the installation of Xcrcopter which
has been used 100,000 times a
year, mutilation of books and
periodicals continues to increase.
"The hardest hit sections," he
said, "arc the Humanities and
Social Science periodicals."
Kanasy said that "definite
steps" are being taken to plan
for a new, considerably larger
library if the present, overcrowded building is affected by
plans to add a Law School to
the University.

c.u.s.o.

~OBODY K'.'IOWS how manJ books have been smuggled past
this desk. At lea,t. l.ibr.try offidals don't, do JOU?

SAC cancels plans
for meeting chamber

Thursday and Friday. Nov. 10th and 11 th, slides and mo, ie
on the life of a C.U.S.0. volunteer \'.ill he shown. Anvonc interested visit the Office of Student Affair~. or contact Pat B~tcher.
STUDENT CHRISTMAS TRAVEL PLA. 'S
C U.S. offers a 8 days anti 7 nights in the Bahamas and or t\\O
"'ceks in Switzerland. Anyone intere~ted sec Rick Wysz)nisk1, S.A.C.
oftice.

AN EARLY CHALLENGE TO USE
AND EXPAND YOUR KNOWLEDGE
in operations with a scope to match your ambitions

Plans for a meeting chamber for student council have been
,cr apped . T he rem o d ell in g idea was originally o n e of SAC's top

riori . it
A rloor p lan uhm1tte9 t o 1:he O ffice of
en Affai rs would
h.n e pro, ided that the enti e Acth itie · Area on the econd floor of
the C cntre be utilized for council. Included in the area at pre ent
b the office of the t\kn's Athletic Council (MAC).
lhe proposal has hcen dropped because of the Athletic Department\ objection 1h.1t the \tAC office should remain in its
present place. A c,mnci.:ting staircase directly from the gym to the
office enables students to get to 1t in athletic garb without parading
through the Centre.
'J'hc Athletic Department doesn't want to give up this con,;
venicnce.
SAC E\.ternal Affairs Director Jack Kiervin, who did much of
the ,, l)rk on the original pi.ms, commented. "The objections of the
thletic Dcpar·ment would be all right if they u ed the office. I go
in thc,r 0ncc .1 month to dust that empty desk."

Just zn Time for

CHRISTMAS GIVING
A NEW SHIPMENT Of

CRESTED
JEWELERY

Chemistry, chemical engineering,
mechanical engineering ,
extractive metallurgy.

Chemical process control,
improvement development
Production and fabrication of
aluminum and alloys.

Chemical, Metallurgical,
mechanical engireering

Plant electrical equipment, and power
supply, instrumentation, servo-systems.

Electrical engineering.

Maintenance of production facilities,
and equipment.

Mechanical engineering,
civil engineering.

Work methods, cost reduction,
human aspects of method changes.

Industrial engirieering,
mechanical engi'leering.

Engineering studies projects,
installation.

Mechanical, electrical,
civil engineering.

Power generation, transmission,
network communications.

Electrical and civil eng,neer•ng.

Analysis and analytical development;
chemical, physical, instrumental.

Chemistry, physics, geology.

Research: basic processes, properties
and uses of alloys and chemicals.
Technical and commercial systems
analysis, operations research.
Operation of technical libraries,
literature surveys for research and
development staff.
Cost accounting, procedures
accounting, commercial data processing.

I

Ph.D., M.Sc., or B.Sc. in chewistry,
physics, engineering physics, chemical,
electrical, mechanical and metallurgical
engineering.
Mathematics, engineering, commerce,
business administration.

I

Science and arts
(majors in chemistry or physics).

I

Commerce.

• COMPACTS
• CUFF LINKS
• TIE BARS and TIE TACKS
• CHARM BRACELETS

Your Placement Office has copies of "Alcan, A Growth Company".
See also page 103 of Canada Careers Directory: 1967 (Cornmarket Press).

14 NOVEMBER, 1966
is the date A/can Representatives will be on campus for interviews.

~II

GET THEM EARLY WHI LE THEY LAST
AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd

...e:~~l1, .
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G.O.P. resurgence is predicted
as American campaign winds up

"The citizen who is truly loyal to the chief magistrate
will neither advise nor consent to arbitrary drinking
Jaws."

The LA'.',;CE •s pub!t,,,J,t•d weekly 'Fridays) by and tor
the <studt•nts ,f •he Un1\lr!ntv of Windsor (Ont«rio). Press
>fflles:.re lec,Jted ontrC' stLond fl0or of the University Centre.
Suhscriplton ra•es - SS per year.
Entered t,s ~ecord-c.lass mail at the Post Office of
Ca.,.ida, ~h£ LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Prcs<: ,ind Associ,ited Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
ure tho:sl' of the student wrill'r and do not necessartly express
tl«• \'it>ws of tht Un1verst1v of Wrndsor or Students' Adminislr'1l'VC' Counctl
News office - 2S3-·i060, advertising department - 253·
4'.!32 (ext. 221)

Snack bar undersl'affed
There are approximately five hundred more student~ at the
University of Windsor this year than there were last year.
In spite of this fact there are no more snack bars or additional cafeteria space. As a result, service in the University Centre
declined greatly.
We appreciate the fact that the present kitchen facilities were
not designed to accommodate between seven and eight hundred
tudenL per meal and that the food services staff are working under
evere pace limitation~. However, there are no such excuses for the
frequently ari ing sttu,1tion in which a student mu~t stand at the
main nack bar for ten or fifteen minutes while one staff member
Jltempts to operate ihc whole snack bar. It is not a strange sil;lht
to ee thirty students being served by one waitress.
This is a problem which ~hould 001 exist in an organization
the size of the Uniwrsity of Windsor.
urely the upcn1sors or management in the Department of
Food Services realize that the; must cater to 3,000 students, num·
erou facult} member and a great number of the dmini trative
taff every da). fhey hould al o realize that these people don't
dr appear at 4 o'clock ,,hen the waitre ses who work the day hift
go home. The Uni,cr ity community i very much alive at night
and till need the enices of the nack bar.
Jn the main nack bar there arc at least four women ,,ho
work during the day Just ervmg food. Yet at night there arc only
two women who are respomible for serving food, prepanng this
food as is nece ary and cleanng all the table~ in the snack bar
area. Does thi not seem like a gigantic task for only two people,
no matter how efficient they arc?
There is no doubt that the people involved in the area of Food
~ervices are doing a good job, but, a good job isn't enough. The
'Dack bars are desperately understaffed and most of the· help are
nev. and Jack experience.
Perhaps it would be a good idea to have the managers of the
cafeteria and ·nack bar stand in line for ervice the next time they
would like a meal or a cup of coffee. After waiting for ten or
fifteen minute for this cup of coffee they would decide that some·
thing bas to be done soon to eliminate this problem.

Keep those letters coming
All editors are faced with the problem of satisfying their readers. This is e pecially true of a college newspaper where the reading
audience is fairly well defined.
Every paper must choo e the news it will highlight and the
opinions it will expres . It mu t decide to write in either a hrgh or
low tone of style, and whether it will be a local newsletter or a
vehicle for pre~cntmg national issues of importance.
Univer Jty papers arc no longer content to dwell on the t.:niver 1ty communrty but realize the responsibilities of the student corn·
munity as an important group of Canadian citizen .
M t papers are very trict about one law. If the read
don t r e what the) 're getting, then i ' impossible to fore th m
to a cept it. For that reason, most n w p pers feature a I tterthe-ed tor colum on a regular b · to ghe th ''gri rs'' th ir
Pc p

...,rth eriou view ar~ welcome to drop off their opinrons
m-..cr it} ncY. ~p 1per.
W like to get them· it makes u feel appreciated.

h the

"It's a Republican year."
Jn poll after poll, in state after ~tate, the
voters of the United States are beginning to real·
ize that fact.
Tuesday, they will elect a House of Rep·
resentativcs, a part of a Senate, and a handful
of Governors.
As the last week of the campaign vanishes,
more and more of the ''marginal" races are
going to the Grand Old Party.
Let's check over a few examples.
In Michigan's close Senate race, Republican
Bob Griffin is pulling ahead, the latest poll giving him 5 per cent more of the vote than Soapy
William~.
In Illinois, GOP hopeful Charles Percy
leads incumbent Democrat Paul Douglas by 18
per cent in the Senate race.
Winthrop Rockcrfeller leads Democrat Jim
Johnson in a close Arkansas gubernatorial race.
And so on across the country. The same
conditions prevail in major races in Minnesota,
Indiana, Massachusett~, and Georgia, to name
a few.
American newspapers have detected the big
swing.
Both the Free Press and the News, in
Detroit support Romney, and the Free Press
bas endorsed Griffin.
The New York Times and the Daily News
both support GOP Governor Nelson Rockerfeller
in hi~ close race with Democrat Frank O'Connor.
The Arkansas Gazette bas broken 150
years of Democratic tradition to support Winthrop Rockerfeller, and the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat backs Charles Percy in Illinois.
Incredibly, the Los Angeles Times has come
out in support of GOP Gubernatorial candidate
Ronald Reagan.

A number of factors have contributed to the
Democratic debacle in all of these major races.
First is probably the War. There arc few
doves running on either side, but most Republi·
cans promise a swift conclusion to the war.
But a more basic cause than any single
mue underlies the Republican resu~ence.
Vast numbers of midwesterners are cro~sing
back, almost by reflex, to the Grand Old Part),,
which they left two years ago because they just
couldn't stomach Goldwater.
For the Democrats have little to defend
their record in the agricultural west. When
Democratic candidates asked Secretary of Agri·
culture, Orville Freeman bow to answer consumer complaints about the cost of living, he
advised them, Time magazine reports, to "slip, •
slide, and duck."
In the South and East, and to some extent
in the West, white backlash is helping some Re·
publicans, whether or not they are themselves
Liberal.
Republicans are managing, too, to gain from
the black backlash.
,.
In a well-timed speech last week, Richard
Nixon called on President Johnson to repudiate
Lester Maddox, the ax-bandle segregationist
who is running for Governor of Georgia on
the Democratic ticket.
Johnson remained silent, and Negro leaden
in the North, attracted by new-wave, Lindsaytype candidates, began to wonder about their ,
Democratic allegiance.
After the Goldwater debacle, there was a
good deal said about the impending death of
the Grand Old Party.
But there's some life yet - a good deal
of life.

Letters to the editor--BUBBLE GUMM
INVADE

S

Sir
I protest! The University of
Windsor dances are being infit·
trated by teenie boppers. The
reek of their bubble gum is filling the~e hallowed halls where
pipe smoke belongs. As a result
this University has turned into
a glorified high school, and a
hangout for status-seeking children, whose hoe dances reveal
their obvious insecurity
The atmosphere which this
campus 'lhould try to foster 1s
one of a cohesive student family, where university students
can interact with other university students, and engage in en·
tcrtainment based on college
tastes and intere~ts. Unfortunately, the clubs won't form
that type of cohesion in the
school. Their interests are strictly monetary, but their real obligations are to entertain their
members and their fellow students, not to those still wet behind the ears. What's more, the
effect of the~e kids upon us is
unprogressive. With their Victorian ideas on vices - smoking, drinking, sex - and their
small talk, they hinder us from
developing into normal adults.
They serve as our peer group,
and we almost conform to their
standards. Now I'm not knock·
ing small talk, nor am I promoting philosophical discussion,
but Robin Seymour, the top
ten, and thenno bobbie socks,
just don't turn me on.
So why don't we get rid of
them? You don't want to huh!
All right, but just remember
this weekend, San Quentin quail
...,111 be on the prowl, and the
fellow you go home with may
be one of your kid brother's
friend .
Jane;, Reed

I TELL

I have been in attendance at

a number of universities both
"=""""'"'"'==~~here in anada and abroad an~d'°""_,,,....."I
Dear Sir
in all the student newspapers of
I am fed up!!! Your paper is

written by you and your staff
for you and your staff. I am
sorry I fail to get all the in·
humour that is provided for
the "wheels" who love you all
so much.
My beef is not entirely with
you but with that ego-matic
P a u I Montclair-Smith who
write~ that scurrilous drivel called MUSINGS. He no more has
an idea of what belongs in a
college newspaper than a mongoloid idiot.
Dear Sir:
On Thursday, Oct. 6th.
Rev. J. M. Hussey C.S.B.,
former head of the Classics
Department and moderator of
Athletics, passed away. Father
Hussey's contribution to the
growth and stature of the
University of Windsor is inestimable. Not only was he
a warm and effective teacher
but Father Hussey played a
great role in both the develop·
ment of the Alumni Chapter
throughout the country and in
the admittance of Assumption
University to the 0.Q.A.A.
in 1952.
He served on the executive
and Board of Governors of
that association for fifteen
years, and in recognition for
his outstanding service was
presented with a silver plaque
at the Association's Annual
Meeting last spring.
Those of us who bad the
privilege of knowing Father
Husse; were always impressed by hi devotion to his
studentd to the University
...,h1ch he l'rved for over
tY.enty five }.:ar .
I am most dis.lppointed that
your newspaper ha not in

these institutions were mature
publications indicative of the attitude of the students in attendance ..
Your Mr. Smith cannot be
enjoyed by people on campus
much Jes~ read by a large number of people. I would like to
see a referendum on this idiot
rather than on something important like whether or not we
should pull out of CUS.
sign me
Communae Bonum.

any way acknowledged Father
Hussey's service. I particularly
feel that it is most unfortunate, because the new students at the University are
not made aware of the great
sacnt1ces that the Basilian
Fathers have made to the
growth of the University of
Windsor.
Yours Sincerely,
G. A. MacMahon M.A
Assistant to the Dean
of Arts and Science.

'Ibe Lance regrets th
editorial mixup lt-bich resulted
in the omm· ion of
y ref•
erence to the death of Father
Hus.5ey.
The Editors
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HOMECOMING 1966

(A special Lance supplement including photoessays on Dick Gregory and the Homecoming parade.
Photos by Bob McCann, Owen Ball, and John Lozinski)

DICK GREGORY
Photos and text by
Owen
Meet Dick Gregory . . .
humourist, satirist,
humanist,
crusader.
Basically a black comedian his jokes are racially oriented,
his idiom from the black ghetto
- Dick Gregory has surpassed
his predecessors and opened new
frontiers for negro comedians.
He has brought to an end the
era of black face comedy. No
more the degrading, stereotyped
buffoonery, previously the only
white-accepted negro humour.
He has replaced 1t with sophistication and intelligence. His
audiences laugh with him in•
stead of at him.
He has thrust off the facade
of black (foolishness) and plays
his role much a the Fool in
Shakespeare' Kmg Lear, an improbable but blatant voice of
truth and wisdom. Safo behind
his shield of humour he can
bare the wounds others dare
not. speak the truths others
may not, reveal what others will
not . He has in addition the
unique ability to captivate his
.

"I ~·as .22 before I realize Lincoln freed the slaves. I always
figured Jeff D.avis had us out
on probation.'•

"I Jove

the expression "sur•
vival kit". We used to have
survival kits in Mississippi-ten
"yassuhs" and a shuffle.''

.

offending.
vociferation to
the contrary his humour is not
really new. It is in fact old . . .
the old and defensive humour
of slavery, of second class citizenship, of poverty, of ghettoism, of black America. The
humour of a man laughing to
keep from crying, the desperate
mirth of a pained and desperate
people.
Himself a product of this
same poverty, bigotry, and ghettoism, this humour has found
in Dick a proponent, an ally,
a master of the art. Raised in
a St. Louis slum, welfare and
misery were his keepers and
teachers. He grew with the
'word' and it developed in him,
into something special. So special that it served as a defense
for a skinny under-nourished
kid against slum rowdies.
In one incident,
backed
against a wall by one such
youth determined to 'stomp'
young Dick, he quipped about

"But the ad said "engineers,"
and besides, l',·e no experience
as a janitor.tt

Ball

the boy's shoes, so upsetting and
amusing him that he retired
leaving Dick unscathed. It is
not therefore surprising that
Dick's humour and quick wit
should be called upon to feed
him. What may be, however, is
that it failed miserably until
1961 when he was catapulted
into fame.
His meteoric success un·
known in '60, a headliner m
'6 1 - is perhaps O\\.ing to the
movement he was always very
much a part of and which no"'
note~ him among its leaders;
the social advance of American
Negroes. The cataclysmic civil
rights movement left a Jot of
frayed nerves, hard feelings and
confused people. Dick is the
stop-gap, he use his wit and
humour to sooth, prepare and
educate.
In proximity to Dick you are
impressed with his humility and
the feeling that he bears the
weight and woes of 20 million
blacks upon his shoulders. He
has not forgotten the past , the
e I
r th

a g a i n s t poverty, segregation,
prejudice and bigotry.
He is above all a very funny
man, well worth the time and
money it takes to see him.
If you want to laugh, see
him. (If you want to cry, read
his book "Nigger".)

"'.\le, I'm a born pessimist. The
minute I stop looking on the
black side of things. I'm out of
a job...

"When you came into our old
house you never had to knock
the snow off your shoes. It wasn't going to melt anyway.

My ambition Is to put a Nigger in every home in America.
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WITH A SINGLE-MINDED devotion to a single cause • • •

FR0:\1 OUR HEUCOPTI'.R hiJ:h above Victoria Street, the mar•
~halling ~rounds looked crowded and confused. (\Vould you believe
the top of the Canada huildin1f~)

THIS IS A PICTURE of pretty girls. Can't have a parade without
prett)" girls. Can't have much of a newspaper, .either.

TRYING TO PROVE that Science can be fun, SAC science rep.
Glenn McCain (bat) leads a cheer.

More than three hundred alumni and Dick
Gregory came to the University last weekend to
take part in the celebrations included in Home·
coming '66.
The classes specially honored this year were
those of 1961, 56, 51, 46, 36, 26, and 16.
Gregory performed in a crowded hall Sat·
urday night, and SAC turned a $300 profit on
the concert, the first profit on such an event in
three years.
University President J. F. Leddy addressed
the alumni who returned, and reviewed plans for
the addition of a Law School to the University,
as well as increased residential expansion.
He added that he expect!. that there will
be more than 5000 students at the University
by 1970.
The focal point of the weekend, for under·
grads, was the annual parade held Saturday afternoon. As our photos indicate, it was a freewheeling afternoon.

GRIMLY DETERMINED to stay sober, Barry

Walker and friends entertain alumni and undergrads.
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STUDIOUS PUBLIC A110NS types studied histo11· in the midst of debauchery.

BEST DRESSED girl on campus )lary Petrcich graced the best-kept
car on campus. ~ote milk-shake, supplied to keep marchers warm.

EC·POLI SCI. CLUB had a Piece Tower, Dief the Chief, and Gerda.
ENGINEERS had a machine for school spirit. They produced so
much of it that half of them fell off the float

BIGGESf CROWD was around this hallowed campus landmark. It always is.
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External Affairs Rep. peeved by Student Council decision on WUSC
METRO MOTORS
Kiervin ''disappointed''
by DAVE REMSKI
SAC External Affairs Dtrec·
tor Jack Kiervin is "very disappointed" that council voted
Tue d1y to continue its support
of the local World University
Scr,ice~ of Canada (WUSC)
committee.
For the ·econd consecutive
week, council action produced
a hitter post-meeting reaction
from one of its members. Last
week it wa Finance Director
Bill ;\faguire.
K;cnin wonders how the student body would respond to
quc,t1ons which he feels should
he a ked: "How effective can a
local committee of any organi·
zation be if it i, controlled in
(,c11c,•a, Switzerland?" he demrnded.
" The local committee here
colle1.:tcd $3016 la t year," he
con tin ued, ··and we have about
2800 tudcnt ·. Brock Um,ersity
Mt. t. Vlnccnt\ College, ond

I.akehead University all collected more than that. These 3
places have, respectively, 361,
400. and 421 student . Why is
thi, 50?"
Kienin went on to refer to
a WUSC circular which state,
that it "has built up a large surplus fund." "So," he commer,ted, "they are utilizing the money
we give them just to enlarge
this fund. Why is there a sur·
plu , when they claim that
there's o much to do, and why
should we contribute to a surplus when we're already in
debt?"

YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE

Also Se11 and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automob1les At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969-9070

Phone 256_5036

John (Rocky) Poupard

ESSO STATION

Phone 256-2500

" Your On Campus Service Stat ion"
Wyandotte at Patr i cia
University at Crawford

Kiervin is resigned to the fact
that WUSC will retain its Windsor committee. However, he intends to seek a reduction in the
amount budgeted to them by
SAC. "We're stuck with the situation new, I guess. o I just
hope that they will actually do
something this year.

SG already effective
school, do not benefit from a
training program for their posi•
tions," he added.
"For example, the Arts Rep.,
idealistically, wouid be active on
the Arts Council for a year,
be a member of its executive
for a year, and then join SAC
with a solid background for his
action," he conqluded.
Weir also feels that there have
been general changes in the
::.i ent counci ecause o w at
was discu~sed in C ommission
sessions: "There is nothing that
can be seen clearly, but we are
tending to examine what we're
doing, and why, more closely."
If the effects of the Commission become more wide·
spread, student o pinions on such
things as new residences may be
solicited for the first time.

T he C'omm1s ion on Student
Gov.!rn ment which met during
the J. t . chool year. is already
ha,.,m • a great effect on the action
of this year's student
coun ii.
f hc chairman of the Com·
mi
n was Jan Weir, present
SAC President, who has said
that 1t served as a very good
train ng ground for him before
he
umed his. post as Pre idenr.
O ther Commission members
were present council Vice-president Ron Fi hman, Assistant
Director of the University Cen·
tre Barry Walker, Dean of Men
-- R.P. Gilmor, and Dr. Rudolf
Helling, Head of the Sociology
Department.
'"We didn't actually do any•
thing," said Weir, "but we were
in a position to sit back and
look at how things were being
done, and whether or not improvements could be made.
'"Students who participate in
government, at least at this

LOST

Proctor & Gamble
has openings in
•

PRODUCT RESEARCH

•

QUALITY CONTROL

•

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

•

PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT

ONE GOL D CUFFLINK
INITI ALS RFR.
REWARD !
Phone Michigan Ml6· 3437

CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
Ca lgary,
Offering

Al berto

Careers In

Petroleum Exploration
Wi l l Condu c t Campu s I nt erviews On

FOR BACH ELOR'S IN ANY BRANCH OF ENGINEER!~': OR IN
HONOURS CHEMISTRY AS WELL AS MASTER'S IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERIN G OR HONOURS CHEMISTRY. A FULL OUTLINE OF THE
OPPORTUNI TIES IN THESE FIELDS IS GIVEN IN OU R TECHNICAL
BROCHU RES AVAIL ABL E AT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE.

NOVEMBER 25
For

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES
UNDERGRADUATES

INTERVIEWS NOVEMBER 16, 1966

In
Honours Physics

-

Maths-Physics

- Permanent an d

Permanen t and summer employment in geophy sics
summer em-

p l oy ment in geophysics

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE THROUGH
N.E .S. STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

The PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
of CANADA, LIMITED
H.\ MI L TON , ONTARIO

POINTE CLAIRE, P.O.
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by TOM REDMAN Lance Features Editor
We are being trapped by the muddle of the
mechanical world; sold short by administrators
whose long range planning is limited by myoptic
imagination. Annually a new building is thrown
up on campus and enrollment is swelled by the
hundreds, yet certain provisions, particularly in
the area of services, are inadequately considered
or completely left to chance. An area which,
with the passage of time, is becoming acute is the
parking crisis.
There are many students who feel that such
matters are trivia in the realm of higher educa·
tion. Perhaps they are quite correct and in order
to achieve this type of learning one must sacrifice all of the basic luxuries of life and exist in

a Spartan world for his three or four year tenure.
However. there are very few, if any, students
who hold this opinion. The rest of the student
body is irritated, to say the least.
Today, the parking system is both inauc·
quate and mismanaged. The official university
lots, under the Bridge anJ at Loblaw's hold cnlv
a small portion of the total number of cars which
students use for their daily transportation needs.
Drivers who use these lots are requireJ to pay
a ten dollar fee plus a two dollar deposit. Re·
grettably, the payees are forced to vie with others
who merely drive into some of the lots which
are left unguarded by either man or machine.
As a consequence, many of those who have paid
the fee now feel cheated because their privilege.
for which they paid, is not being protected. This
situation only adds to the disillusionment of
many students towards the bureaucracy which
administers our university and allows such mis·
fortunes to occur with increased frequency.
However, this is a problem which may be
easily solved with an almost minimal amount of
effort on the part of those responsible for the
maintainance of these lots. This would. be the
first step on the long road to some type of sat·
i factory arrangement for university off-street

---
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Thou sbalt not . • .
he is forced to search for an open space which
is not always readily available. It is not a rare
occurence for a student to miss his first class
because be was unable to find a parking place.
The automobile left on the street is suseptible to such menaces as aerial-breakers,
paint~ratcbers and side-swipers. There is also
a danger of being ticketed for over-parking

or those other misdemeanours which the local
gendarmes are so quick to punish. Pressure bas
been applied on the university by the police
and fire departments to relieve the overcrowded
streets as soon as possible since they are both
an inconvenience and a safety hazard. The
situation may soon rapidly deteriorate if time
limits are placed on the streets which surround
the university. This will leave the majority of
drivers on campus without a place to park
for all practical purposes; coupled with an
increased enrollment and the fact that more
students drive cars than previously, the situation is fast becoming desperate.
970 we will have a projected 5,000
students. At present, there are no new major
facilities to supply parking area for the incrsased
number. It has been estimated that our need
will triple by that time. Yet, at the moment,
space is disappearing due to construction faster
than new lots are being created. There is no
question that the problem must be resolved immediately before it gets completely out of hand.
There are various solutions to the problem, aJI of which brmg along with them other
problems which, although imposing, must be surmounted.

The immediate expedient seems to be the
imposition of more stringent re,trietion as to v.ho
may bring .i car on campus. Restriction will h.!
based on distance from campu . arn1lab1hty of
public tran,portation and formatwn of car pool .
However, any type of tight regulations c.in onlv
be an interim mea ure until fac1litie · can be ex·
panded to meet a reasonable demand. If re trJct
ions are made, there is always a danger that complacency will set in. and the problem forgotten .
We can never let this happen on this campus.
A long range plan, requiring some imagination, is the building of either a parking ramp m
an underground parking area. Many consider thi
an overwhelming undertaking, too expen ive for

serious consideration . Yet, considering the Jack of
available land, this could be the best olution. It
would allow students to park relatiyely close to
the main campus. An underground lot would completely eliminate the ugly 'Spector of a ea of
cars, plus cost very little in actual land space.
Students and faculty would be only a fe\\ ~1cp
from classes in such ':i development leading to th.!
increased efficiency of the univer ity communit)
A second solution is the acquisition of \\ hat
would amount to several city blocks of hou ·e · in
the immediate vicinity of the universit}. Howc,er,
this involves contributing to the already acute
housing shortage on campus and in the city. It
would also help to alienate a large section of the
community in which we live including th~ cit\'
government which would stand to lose con 1Jer·
able tax revenue . But, con idering the . hockm,'.'
lack of imagination on the part of man) of the
university's policy makers. this may be the an,\\ er
they choo e to adopt. This space thus acquircJ
would also certainlv cc better useJ for the
building programme ·which i~ in danger of be ing
cram ed d ue to lack o{ avai\ab\e \and. T he di'>·
tance that the students anil tatf) v.ould h vc r
walk also could prove prohibithe to such a plan
A third solution is one "hich is being
employed at the Unh·ersih of Alberta and
,arious unhersities throughout the United
States. A parking lot \\Ould be built at a relatively great distance from the campus and then
a shuttle sen·lce bJ bus i set up bctnecn the
parking lot and the main campus. The ad,antag
to such a system, properly engineered are man,.
It allows for the remo,al of all ,chides, cxcci>t
the buses, from the immediate , icinit'.' of the
campus, thus keeping some standard of coherence and beauty to the la)-Out of the unh rsity. If the bus sen ice is at frequent-enou •h
inten-als, there hould be little or no inc~mcnience for tudents. This method ma) prO\c the
most desirable and practical of an) brought
forth.
However, no matter what s;,.:,lution I au p
ed. it should be done \\ 1th the utmo,t pccd 1--t
fore chao1. reign~ uprem" m thi~ area ot uni er·
sity life. To the moment. too little ha~ been •one
too slowly. It is time for everyone. ,t, ft .ind tuJ
cnts, to demand that adequate t.1c1lirn: be pro I I
ed so that v.e can pur ue our uni,er it) hie , 11'1
some measure of convenience.

parking.
On-street parking serves only to compli.: 1te
the is ue and imolve individuals and group v.ho
are not conn cted Y.1th the uni,ers1ty. D.lilv,
Huron I me, Patricia, Umver 1ty and the other
v nou side treets are choked b:y the mcrea mg
numbers of students vehicle . One is ne,er .:i •
sured of a pot in a defmite location; therefore,
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In recent weeks there have been many complaints about the
lack of available facilitie for unsupervised recreation. The basic
complaint is that St. Denis Hall, which in pre" ious years has been
open most afternoons to those looking for pick-up basketball game!>,
i~ now closed because of the new Physical Education program. There
are many reasons for this but the Gym Rats should rest assured that
they are not being unduly persecuted.
The shortage of available facilities is a problem which cannot
be immediately remedied. The rapid growth of the University has
not been matched by the growth of recreational facilities. The
sports program which is offcn.:d by the University has. however,
been greatly e:-.panJcd in order that all students. regardless of
experience or talent, can participate in their favorite sport at a
le, cl which will offor them ~ome seriou competition.

PRACTICES HA VE BEGUN for Canada's best
basketbaU team, the U. of Windsor Lancers. The
Lancer~ are in the background while in the foreground the Crusaders are practicing. Going in

for a dog is Dave Crow·e who played for Western
last )ear and was known as Dirty Dave, This
Jear he is on our side so let·.~ hear it for Good
Old Dave. -Lance staff photo by John Do)le.

The number of qualified instructors for the various sports
ha, also been gre.1tly incrca,ed, and understand,1bly each of these
in\tructors .Jc~ires to haYc as much time as possible for his par·
ticuhtr ,port. In 'Vie\\ of the strJm which has been put upon the
Athletic Department by these developments, it 1: felt that they
de ervc a vote of thanh for a very commendable job. Although
the amount of unsupcn i ed sports ha!> been diminished, it is only
in order th,tt a f.tr
upcnor brand of athletic endeavour can be
pursued Durmg the Umvcr ity's period of growing pains let us rcmemb.:r Jcrcm:- B1.:ntham's concept of '' the greatest iood for the
grcatc t number."

COOK'S

EARL'S GRILL

" FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

2045 Wyandotte W.
t53-0369

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

Home Cooked Meals

Del ,very Service
10', ::J1scount On Meal T ckets

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- 1967

Applications and information booklets are noVv available
1 n the Placement Office and in Departments .

j iiy•·NOEl, WILDt;SO
S tu..di&,s

LT D.

Please s ubmit your application by l "> No veTbcr 1966,
to ensure idlest consideration
to

256- 538
EMPLOYMENT OFFICER,
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,
OTTAWA 7, ONTARIO

905 OTTAWA

MANAGER'S liES . 253-9711

(IF NO ANSWER CALL 2:52-4818)

.,.,

Be') C'!ta-Co/1 n~ Coke are re stererl trace n• ll k~ w 11t~ idenlilv the produc• of Coca-Co/a Ltd.

Wrestling begins

Now

there's a
double-date.

All those \\ ho are interested
in a tough, competitive port
will be pleased to know that
wrestling will be offered by the
University this year. All tho.c
who were thinking of another
tough. competitive sport will be
pleased to know that despite
certain members of the adminis·
!ration your favorite sport will
not be supervised by them this
year. To get back to wrestling.
a service program begim. this
week. It will be held daily from
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Coca-Cola adds extra fun to dating-single or double. That's because Coke has •
the taste you never get tired of ••• always refreshing. That's why things go better
with Coke ••• after Coke ••• after Coke.
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4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m in the
judo room starting November

7.
There will
be an interfac
tournament m January and an
intercollegiate competition with
Wayne State on January 18.
This is the first year ever that
intercollegiate wrestling has been
offered at the University and the
Athletic Jepartment is hopeful
that students will participate.
Anyone who is interested is welcome.
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WOMEN'S SPORTS

Seniors stopped
Monday night the Super
Seniors suffered their second defeat of the year at the hands of
the Soph Volleyball team. After
a 15-8 Joss in the first game of
the match the Seniors pulled
back into the running by winning a close 15· 12 decision in
the second game. However, the
youth of the Soph team was
too much for the older Seniors
and they whipped them 15-4 in
the final game.
The Juniors had an easy

night of it as they won their
match by default against the
combination team of Frosh and
Nurses.
An excellent turnout occupied
the badminton court in preparafor next Monday's tournament.
Commissioner Marilyn Biddle
bas announced the tournament
date as Monday, November 7,
at 6:30 P.M. in St. Denis Hall.
Members of the Intercollegiate
team will be chosen from the
best players in this tournament.

Lancerettes prepared
Jerry Yamashita recoH\rs a fumble for the En·
gineer. during last weeks championship football
game. Thi~ was not enough, however, as Com•

merce defeated the Plumbers 13·7,
-Lance staff photo by Bill Dodd

COMMERCE WINS 2nd CROWN
In the championship football
game played last Saturday, the
Engineers suffered a 13-7 defeat
at the hands of Commerce. In
the fir~t quarter it looked as
if the Engineers were going to
run all over Commerce when
Jerry Yamashita took the opening kick-off on his own 20 yard
line and returned it all the way
for the touchdown. The point

after was good to make the
score 7-0 for the Engineers. For
the rest of the quarter the En·
gineers were able to hold down
Commerce's powerful offensive
team, but in the second quarter
Gary Minello took a hand-off
from Barry Pickford, Commerce
quarterback, and scored on a
left sma~h. The half ended
Engineers 7, Commerce 6.

STUDENTS, WELCOME BACK TO WORK!

Rudy's Barber Shop
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2340 UNIVERSITY W.
Right Under The Bridge
Convenient To Staff And Students

IF I JOIN
THE TIMKEN
COMPANY
AFTER
GRADUATION,
WHAT
Will THEY DO
FOR ME?

In the third quarter Commerce tied it up 7·7 when they
kicked the ball out of the endzone. The fourth quarter was
the toughest played as both
teams were trying desperately
to score. Commerce finally got
the winning touchdown on a 15
yard run by Wayne Roberts.
The convert attempt was blocked. The Engineers desperately
tried to score but to no avail.
Don Osborne completed five
out of seven passes while Barry
Pickford hit on one out of
three.

EQUIPMENT MANAGER

For Basketball Crusaders
SEE DICK MORIARTY
For Further Detai Is

Every man with any job hunting experience knows not to
ask that question.
And yet, we think it has some validity. After all, a man's
growth can depend as much on the company he works for as
the company's growth depends on the man.

Windsor basketball fans won't have to go far this year to
'Watch an exciting girls' team in action. It might also be well for
rival university teams to keep their eye on the University of Windsor
Lancerettes, being coached by ~fos Sue Hilton.
Miss Hilton began training the girls over a month ago with en·
durance running. This is a necessity since, for the first time, girls
will be playing boys basketball rules in competition. The girb are
also working together in the gym on plays adapted for thi new
game.
From a group of eighteen enthusiasts who tried out for the
team, ten players have been chosen . to represent our university.

F
G
G
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F
G
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F
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Bill Hodgins of Science No.
1 Jet loose with games of 219,
165, and 184 for a sparkling
568 series in bowling action last
Tuesday. Bill's 219 was also the
high single game for the weelc.
Pinkas Jarcaig rolled 215 and
there were ten bowlers in all
who reached the 500 mark.

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED

MEALS

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

We'd be pleased to tell you in detail, about the individualized training programmes (with pay), the challenging assignments and the opportunities for advancement we offer to
young engineers looking for careers in

OPERATING MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL SALES
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Should you be interested in becoming a U.S. resident, the
Timken Company also offers excellent career opportunities
in engineering, research and sales there.
Our brochure is now available at the Placement Office and
our representatives will be on campus

Friday, November 11th
Applications for interviews may be made with your Placement Officer.

Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts

F
F

Judy Allen
Janice Bednarick
Barb Carnochan
Bonnie McPhail
Linda Moffat
Mary O'Brien
Heather Sinclair
Jeanne Thompson
Kathy Thompson
Sharon Thompson
Mary Ann VanderPryt
Pat Wilson

2424 University West

St. Thomas, Ontario

III
I
I
I
III

Required-Lifeguard

CHECKER CAB

For the U of W Pool
On Mon., Wed., and Fr i.
Afternoons from 12:00 to 1:30
See Al McMillan, Athletic Dept.

253-3551

Remuneration

Even!

U-DO-ll

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase
Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

Pltone 254-8122

TIMKEN.

CLEANERS

TAPERED ROLLER

TAILORS

1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

REG<5TERED TRADE MARK

LIMITED

II
I
II
l

Thornhill
Windsor
Smith Falls
Windsor
Windsor
Essex
Deep River
Windsor
Windsor
Amherst burg
Windsor
Windsor

Only 3 teams were able to
sweep all three games: Science
No. 1, Arts II No. 1 and Arts
II No. 4.
In women's action Jeanne
Schell took high triple honours
with a 404 series. High individual game went to Marlies Rot·
termund who rolled 164 and a
400 series.
There are still openings for
those people interested in bowling in the league. Bowling starts
at 4:00 at the Bowlero every
Tuesday and rides will be available from the Center Desk at
3:30.

QUALITY TURNS ON

CANADIAN TIMKEN,

I
I
I

BEARINGS

* Repairs

*

Alterations

* Storage

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage
10% Discount On Cash and Carry

11

Ask For IY1
r
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Fugs cancelled
McMASTER (CUP) - The Fugs, a controversial group of
Greenwich Village musicians, will not appear at McMaster University's November arts festival as previous-scheduled.
Students' council dropped the group, billed as the "songi.ters
of sex" from the program upon recommendations received from Pat
Conway and Russ Brown, co-chairmen of the arts festival committee.
Miss Conway and Brown made their recommendation after
travelling to New York to see the group in action and to persuade
them to clean up their act for the festival.
The Fugs are very talented and entertaining, and their accused
obscenity is done in a satirical fashion. But I don't think they would
be tolerated on the McMaster campus," Miss Conway reported.

Bookstore closed
HAMILTON (CUP) - An early-closing city by-taw here has
prevented McMaster university students from using the campus bookstore after 6 p.m. except on Thursday and Friday nights.
Protesting the by.Jaw, about 250 i.tudents voted in favor of adjOJlrning for one minute a McMaster debating union session Tuesday
night, October 4.
The by-Jaw is an unnecessary inconvenience, speakers on the
motion said.
Notice of the protest has been sent to city officials.

New U. for T.O.
TORONTO - (CUP) - A new university to accommodate
5,000 to 6,000 undergraduate students in Toronto hai. been recommended by the city's planning officials.
An offkial plan says the university will be required at the
latest by 1981, at which time it is expected Toronto's student
population will be expanded by 10,000 undergraduates, 6,000
to 8,000 community college students and 10,000 polytechnical
students.

a

"Because of the time it takes to organize a new university, it
might well be set up as a college of the University of Toronto, or
possibly York University, to take advantage of existing faculty,"
the city report says.
The report also urges the new univeri.ity to concentrate on
good research and laboratory facilities, since planners believe science
and technology will be major factors in future education.
During the next 15 years the University of Toronto is
expected to expand from its present 21,000 students to a maximum of 25,000 students.
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute has plans to facilitate all anticipated enrollment increases up to 1981, and expects to enroll
,;,~~~~--cc--,
tudents y
yerson's present enrollment is about
4,000 students.
The proposed university would occupy the site of existing
railway yards located west of Toronto's Simcoe Street between
King and Front streets.

President beat up
KINGSTON (CUP) -

A group of unidentified youths recently

beat and robbed the principal of Queen'i. university while he was
walking across his own campus.
Dr. J. A. Corry was reported recovering in Kingston hospital following the attack.
A university spokesman said the youths knocked the principal
to the ground, cut his face and removed $30 from his wallet before
leaving it beside him.
Then they fled. Because of the darkness, Dr. Corry said he
was uncertain as to how many youths were involved. Their voices
sounded like those of teenagers, he told police.

ATOMIC ENERGY
of CANADA LIMITED

Davis blasts Federal Government
over Sharp's Award Program Policy
TORONTO (CUP) Ontario's education minister William Davis has taken federal finance minister Mitchell Sharp to
task over the controversial Ontario student aid program.
Mr. Davis has been the tar·
get of two recent Queen's Park
demonstrations by University of
Toronto and Ryerson Polytechnical Institute students protesting against various aspects of the
Ontario plan.

"It is wholly unacceptable
for Mr. Sharp to disclaim his
government's
respomibil.ity
for the unpopular features of
the federal student aid program and to try to foist that
responsibility on the provin•
ces," he declared,
The minister's top aides could
not recall another instance since
the mild-mannered Mr. Davis
took office in 1963 of his issuing a public statement criticizing anyone.
Mr. Davis' statement set the
stage for a hard confrontation
with Mr. Sharp October 24 at
the federal-provincial conference
in Ottawa, when federal financial aid to higher education came
up for discussion.
Ontario is demanding in•
creased aid with no strings at-

tacbed, and Mr. Davis is ex.
pected to use the student loan
controversy as a bargaining
point,

"Instead of apologizing for an
almost wholly inadequate program, Mr. Sharp would do well

to support a plan consistent
with his government's financial
resources,
its oft-proclaimed
recognition of the importance of
education in the national interest, and in fulfillment of commitments made without qualification on a number of occasions - but especially in October, 1965," Mr. Davis said.
A special committee appointed this month by Mr.
Davis bas drawn up recommendatioos to be presented to
the conference.
"If these
suggestions are

Education Minister Davis

adopted, they will result in a
simplified application form, a
greater degree of flexibility in
assessing need, and an improved loan plan."

Saskatoon may quit
SASKATOON - The President of the Students' Union of the
U~iversity of Saskatchewan said this week th3t his University may
withdraw from the Canadian Umon of Students.
CUS has been plagued with drop-outs this year, and that's the
reason, U of S Student Union President Dave Tkachuk gave for
hii. Union's re-appraisal of CUS membership.
"A re-evaluation is definitely called for," he said.
Tkachuk cited the withdrawal of the 11 ,000 student University
of Alberta as the cause of the re-examination of many campuses
across Canada.
Tkachuk mentioned the possibility of a referendum on the is·
sue, but said that he hoped the step would not be necessary.

CUS Western Region dissolves
VICTORIA (CUP) - The Canadian Union
of Students' Western region quartered itself here
at the weekend.
Delegates representing the region's 13 umve iti

v

i

will ask the national union's 1967 conl?ress to
approve the formation of four provincial associations to replace the region.
Steven Bigsby, student president of the host
University of Victoria, said the provincial as-

sociations' prime purpose would be to provide
more effective communications between schools.
The four new associations would be British
Columbia, Alberta, Manitob
.
Said UBC's cOUn1:ff president Peter Braund,
" ucation problems and realities are different in
each province, and effective work in a four· prov·
ince region is impossible.
The six-part resolution passed by the conference would allow membership to both CUS·mem·
ber and non-member post-secondary institutions.

THE CANADIAN
METEOROGICAL SE.R VICE
offers
professional careers to bachelor graduates in

MATHEMATICS -

PHYSICS

(GENERAL, MAJORS, and HONOURS COURSES)

On

METEOROLOGISTS - (about 15 graduates required)
Successful candidates ore enrolled, at full salary, in a 2 year Moster' s
degree course in Meteorology at McGill University, the University of
Toronto, or the University of Alberto (Edmonton).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1966

and

Will Conduct

CAMPUS

INTERVIEWS
For

ADMINISTRATORS
BIOLOGISTS
CHEMISTS
COMMERCE GRADUATES

ENGINEERS
MATHEMATICIANS
METALLURGISTS
PHYSICISTS

METEOROLOGICAL OFFICERS - (about 50 graduates required)
Successful candidates are given a 7 month in·service training program
and then posted to the various civil ion and National Defence weather
offices across Canada.

Continuing staff appointments available at

-

*

CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES
Chalk River, Ontario

*

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
Ottawa, Ontario

*

POWER PROJECTS
Toronto, Ontario

These opportunities offer good pay, cha I Ieng ing work and numerous
employee benefits.

Interviews on campus: November 14 and 1S, 1966

* WHITESHELL NUCLEAR RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
Pinawa, Manitoba
For job descriptions and interview appointment, please
visit your university Placement Office

Full details, applications and interview appointments available ot
your Placement Office.
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This volume of Troubadour is being devoted to art. The first three pages of Troubadour has been
made available to the art from the Dept. of Fine Arts here at the University in the form of wood
cuts. Also to international artists who have generousfy donated their works to the United Nations
Children 's Fund for use on the Christmas Cards they sell every year to raise money for the
charitable work they do in taking care of the world 's needy children.
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by PETER ROWE
(Reprinted from The Silhouette)
The Kandy-Kolored Tangerine Flake Streamline Baby - by Tom Wolfe. $2.65, Noonday
Paperback.

The first think about Tom Wolfe is that he
is not the Tom Wolfe who wrote Jong meandering
novels like Look Homeward Angel for Scribners
back in the Twenties.
That was the first Tom Wolfe. This is the
second, and he isn't from the Twenties, being very
much a member of the Sixties, and he doesn't
write Jong novels but medium-length essays which
are published in the New York Herald Tribune's
New York magazine and Esquire, and then are
re-published in a book called "The Kandy·Kolored
Tangerine Flake Streamline Baby."
The second think about Tom Wolfe is

that he is not only the most imaginative and
invigorating Uterary stylist to appear since SalInger, but aJso has produced the most unusual
and exciting non-fiction of the year.
Wolfe is so much a stylist that writing about
his work without interjecting Wolfe-isms such as
"but exactly", "Yes!!!", "ack-ack brests", and
"hernia· hernia, hernia, HERNIA," and fifty goddam exclamation marks in every paragraph is
about as hard as trying not to be very cool and

tough after sitting through a five-hour Bogie fes·
tival or trying to sing a song like Easy Rider in
the 1850 slow, bluesy three chord progression it
was written in after listening to The Animals do it.
Wolfe not only has a catchy style, he has
caught the style of the age. Jim McQuine of The
Byrds claims that music reflects the style of the
period that produces it, and is probably right;
but the same thing is seldom true of print. Wolfe
has done it, he's grabbed the sixties on the bounce
and managed to get the "new sensibility", as he
calls it, the twenty thousand headlight-hello bobo·
green and wellowswirling chicago boxcar groovy
- "don't bring me down" delidous happy opulence of the age into print. Yes!

I mean, baby, that while Andy Warhol
may not be the greatest artist of all time and
The Fugs may not be the greatest musicians,
and Cassius Clay not the greatest poet and Tim
Leuy not the coolest pothead and Tom Wolfe
not the best essayist, but they're all more "The
Sixties" than are certain perhaps more talented artists of their time.

Despair for the age if you wish, but before
you talk of John Coltrane and W. H. Auden and
George Grant and Teilhard de Chardin replying to
the century, grab all these people who so beautifully reflect it.

Wolfe is no longer writing; when the best
newspaper on the continent folded, he, at least
temporarily, did likewise. But when he was writing, he was writing about things like "Las Vegas
(What?) Las· Vegas (Can't Hear You!) Las Vegas!"
which opens with the word "hernia" repeated 53
times, and "The Last American Hero" which is
specifically about Junior Johnson, who was the
best stock car racer in America back in 1964, and
generally about stock car racing, the South, "olea·
gineous hotdogs and such divers physical cbaract•
eristics of the sixties as ack-ack brests, trazeii
bouffant hairdoes and glutei maximusfixations.
Although bk subject matter is great (and

I cm think of no better way of re-living 196364 and 525 years from now than re-reading this
book), it is the style which has made him famous. When most people are still writing about
drag-racing, or some such phenomenon in utterly square fashion and then get their editor
to box their story around a glossary of expressions (Poncho - a hot Pontiac', "hang-ten"
to put both feet over the front of the
boardard,) to show that in the sub-culture they
happen to be describing they are very much
•.• in. Wolfe has the ability to write about
the sub-culture as if he was a member of it
and yet perfectly understands it from the outside as weU,
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''JOY OF SHARING'1
A series of five
paintings offered to
UNICEF by the
American artist,
EZRA JACK KEATS
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UpcoIDing events at Cleary
Sat. 4, 4.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.Zonta Wine and Cheese Festivat, Dieppe Room, 2,000. Admission $2.00. Tickets may be
obtained from any Zonta Club
member or at the door. The
,mblic is invited.

formances $1.50 and $1.25.
Season tickets $12.50 & $15.00.
Tickets available at Wansbrough's Camera Shop, 39 Chatham E. Phone 256-2383. For
telephone reservations phone
AKO at 969-2020.

Sat. 5, 8.00 p.m. AKO
Worldorama, Auditorium 1,200.
"Spring Captures Holland" Robert Brouwer. Individual per-

Sun. Evening 6 Saint
Jamel. Baptist Church, Detroit
C h o i r Concert, Auditorium
1,200.

Thurs. 10. Even. - University of Windsor, Drama Dept.
Dress Rehearsal. Auditorium.
Fri. 11, Even. Windsor
Garrison N.C.O. Ball, Dinner
Dance. Skyline Room 250.
Fri. 11, 8.15 p.m.; Sat. 12,
8. I 5 p.m. - Auditorium, 2,400.
pres«;nts "Our Town". Tickets:
$1.50. Available at Heintzman's
Limited, 184 Ouellette Ave.,
and the University Centre.

The sound of one hand clapping

Without a plan for a career your university work might be likened to the Zen
image of one hand clapping. What will provide the other hand? Think about
being a Chartered Accountant. That's a two-handed job. It takes dedication;
clear thinking; a wish to be helpful to others and useful to society. It takes an
outgoing personality: you work with people rather than things. It takes originality. It takes leadership. Those are some of the things it takes. What does
it give? Advanced education; income; stability; satisfaction. (Which doesn't
leave very much out of the ideal career.) As a Chartered Accountant you will
be at the centre of Canada's growing economy. You get on the management
team of your company much more quickly. Or run your own practice. Or teach.
Or serve in government.
There isn't room here to tell you all about the challenge of Chartered Accountancy as a career. The decision whether or not to enter the field is a major one,
and you will want all the pertinent facts.

For further information write:
THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO
69 Bloor St. E. Toronto 5 927 -1841

RECRUITING DATES FROM NOVEMBER 10 -

DECEMB15>£E;.!R~--~
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DOEsLSDIN SUGAR CUBES
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by PETE BIERMANN
I was sitting on campus soulfully throwing gum into the

fountain and smoking two cigarettes when, suddenly, to everyone's
surprise, two colourful sex-goddes!.es screeched past the god-tree,
followed by a jet propelled maniac on fuel-injected crutches.
As be passed through the fountain his left crutch gave way
and his face became one with the fountain-head. "Such is life"
he said, aiming his crutch in Bond-like fashion at the two distant
figures. "Rat-tat-tat-tat-tat" he said, "Rat-tat-tat-tat". After several
minutes of tbii. neurotic fantasy, he blinked and put down bis crutch,
'Tm out of ammo", he said with a shrug.
"I am Randy Kenny and am delighted to meet you, please take
a seat" I pleaded. I noticed with admiration the wealth of names and
symbols etched across his leg of plaster. Unable to resist the urge I
prodded it. "That's quite a thing you've got there, how did you come
by it?"
"During one of our warm-up soccer ses!,ions, it was". Field of
green grass swaying moodily in the breeze. The game was coming to
its close when the opposition made a paranoid dash for our goal.
I couldn't let it happen, so I tried to stop it." He pulled a piece of
plaster away and tossed it gracefully into the fountain. "I didn"t
succeed" he sighed.
"No" I i,ighed warmily. "And has the crutch caused any changes
in everyday life."
For a moment - silence - . Then two mini-dressed juniors
passed by, carelessly flicking as they went, several lumps of gum into
the fountain. Randy gasped, and as he yelled the call for attack, l
gripped his ankle so as not to lose my new-found companion. After
groveling and salivering for some time, the crazed glint left hi!, eye
and be turned towards me "They've gone" he said five times.
"Yes" I agreed, "You can put the crutch away now".
"It's out of ammo anyway." He seemed to remember something.
"I get nightmares," be recollected.
"Nightmares" he repeated.
He screamed.
"Every night" he stuttered. "There's these three midgets and
they want to steal my crutches Every night they break into Cody
Hall and I can hear them. I can hear them and I know they want
my crutches."
"Both of them" I ga!,ped. "But why - they're out of ammo
anyway."
"I know" he countered, "and you know also. But THEY don't
know. And this is the problem, They Don't Know."
I suddenly felt pride for this man of soccer, pride and admiration. For, what it is to have men like this around us. I smiled and
began to wish I had taken the other crutch and joined in his attempted
attack.
e OU
m.
inquired ,
"Trinidad" he replied. "You know, land of the mango, calypso
and sex. Oh the calypso."
His face became animated, his body began to tremble and his
fingers ~napped rhythmically. He was taking off and I knew it. For
several minutes he was in psychodelic ecstasy. I waited for the calypso to burst forth; and eventually it came. Here it was, the calypso,
sung by a True Trinidadian accompanying himself on crutches. It
was beautiful. The campus became alive, two passing girls !.topped,
awed at the mystic sight of a broken legged singer, lost in a world
of his own. Gradually he began the trip back to us, and as his aware·
ness increased he noticed the two paralysed girls.
"Geronimo!" he screamed a!. he shot after them.
"Wait for me!" I called, picking up a discarded crutch and
dinging it over my shoulder, "Wait for me'."

ATTENTION
GRADUATES
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FACTS
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Soccer on crutches
satire by Biermann

LSD by

Dr. Timothy Leary, Ph.D.
RECORDED LIVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDATION-DR. LEARY'S CENTER FOR
RESEARCH ON CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPANDING DRUGS.

The Noranda Group of Companies offers a wide range of
opportunities to university graduates with ability and initiative. Broad diversification promises successful applicants unusual scope to develop skills and gain experience in their fields of specialization. The policy of the
Group to select personnel from within our companies to fill
key positions as they open up, makes it possible for a
trainee to travel widely and, over the years, to get exposure to a great variety of job situations which wi II help
prepare him for supervisory and administrative duties.
A Norando Group representative will be on campus here
November 9 to interview applicants from among prospective
graduates. Appointments can be made in advance through
the University Placement Office 253-4232, Ext. 269.

SEND $3.00 PER RECORD CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGE!
SEND ME ..... COPIES OF DR. TIMOTHY LEARY'$ LP RECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED JS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR$ ......•...
TO: PIXIE RECORDS, INC.
1619 BROADWAY, ROOM 602
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

NAME ............................... .
(PLEASE PRINT)

MONO-LONG Pt;AYING
(33 1/3 rpm)

CITY ............. STATE •••. ZIP .. ..

ADDRESS ............................ .
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Nurses' letter shows
scholastic discontent
Sir:

On Tuesday last conflict became open crisis in the Nursing
School.
Toe issues are of importance to all students interested in safe
guarding the last vestiges of academic freedom.
The present system of instruction in the Nursing School
impinges in two important ways on academic freedom. First, the
system of rules that denies the student the right to make the
fundamental choice about the methods by which he (or she) is
to leam, is incomputible with a university community. i.e. compulsory class attendance, constant reminders to do assignments
and not rock the class boat by "challenging" the ''teacher" with

a different opinion.
The second and by far the most important is the question of
intellectual snobbery.
Snobbery, difficult to define, is be$t exemplified by the incidents that create it to wit, (paraphrasing) "I have such and such
a degree, you do not, therefore do not "challenge me" or "Do not
evaluate unless you have more education and experience than the
person you are evaluating.
In this stimulating academic environment our university will

Nunes rote to make statement official bat fear of academic reprilals prevenls them

Academic freedom threatened

no doubt beget a new generation of great thinkers.
We will conclude with concrete recommendations for the School
of Nursing.
First, the faculty must realize that the infantile methods
employed in hospital nursing schools have no place in a University. Second,. the student must not have bis academic program
''bottled" and forced down by the faculty.
\'le believe that a University must create an atmosphere for
self development, and that the student matures and learns by taking

full responsibility for his own actions.
Dissatisfied Students

Free university tuition
by JOHN GOYEAU

Student council voted overwhelmingly Tuesday to support
the stand taken by the Canadian
Union of Students (CUS) on
"universay accessibility to higher education".
Local CUS Chairman Tim
Laird explained that "universal
accessibility" implied the elim·
ination of all barriers to education - both financial and social.
The CUS position was form·
ulated by student council leaders from all member institutions
at the annual congress held at
Halifax in September. It in·
eludes as long range , policy
goals:

• rejection of loans, means
tests, and mandatory parental
support.
• abolition of all tuition fees
• student stipends to equalize
opportunity
• programs to overcome exist·
ing social barriers.
All council members supported the motion to support CUS
policy except Director of Finance Bill Maguire. External Af·
fairs Director Jack Kiervin ab·
stained.
In presenting his motion,
CUS Chairman Laird claimed
that education was a privilege
of the upper classes and the
wealthy. "Education should be

"Smouldering discontent" was felt within
the School of Nursing Wednesday, as the Nursing Club held an "emergency meeting".
The meeting followed what one student called a "class explosion" in a Nursing 31 (education)
· class Tuesday.
One student said that several members of
the class were reduced to tean in I.Ill hour-.JQ111
discussion of the course and -its' msttuctor, Leta
G. Sanden, R.N.
Miss Sanden began the class with a statement that she bad heard that some students doubted her ability to teach the course. She reportedly
said that because of her experience, no student
has the right to challenge her.
The rest of the class was filled with debate
about the <1..uality of the course, the instructor, and
the School of Nursing.
The incident touched off an explosion which
resulted in Wednesday's meeting.
At the meeting, conducted by Student Council Nursing Representative Elaine Peters, formed
Nursing Club president Claudette Smith said that
a right to all and not a privilege
to a few", he said.
SAC President Jan Weir was
a strong supporter of the CVS
pos1t1on. He explained that
CUS's goals are long-range ones
that will have to be achieved
step-by-step, rather than immediate demands.

The King is dead; long live the King
In recent weeks, the LANCE has been plagued with a number of unfortunate incidents which
have considerably sapped its strength and weak·
ened its effectiveness as the dynamic journalistic
organ it should be.
Over two weeks ago, John Tomlinson resigned his post as Editor-In.Chief for academic reasons. In his place, an Editoriai Board composed
entirely of LANCE senior editors was formed
to control operations and to consider and vote
on matters of editorial palicy. Unfortunately, this
Board has proved to be unwieldy and largely
ineffective.
Upan receipt of Mr. Tomlinson's resignation, the Univenity of Windsor Board of Publications opened applications for Editorship of the
LANCE. Three LANCE staffers subsequently
placed their names in the hands of the publica·
lions Board for consideration of appointment to
the vacant post. The contest unfolded between
Al Strachan (Spans Editor), Brian Kappler (NewsEditor) and John W. Lalor (Copy Editor).
On Thursday evening November 7, at ap·
proximately 7 p.m. an expectant LANCE staff
received the news from the Board of Publications
that they ~ after aevenl tedious hours of de,.

liberation, reached the decision that John W.
Lalor would be the new Lance chief executive.
Almost immediately thereafter, News Editor,
Brian Kappler, announced his decision to resign
completely from our student publication.
Dave Remski, of the LANCE SAC Bureau
has indicated that he will follow Mr. Kappler's
example and submit his resignation as well. This
action virtually depletes the LANCE News Department. Robert McCann, former LANCE
Photo Editor and Mike Reid, former Features
Editor have both decided to resign due ~ academic pressures. Mr. Reid will continue to work
in a less demanding position. As well, Mr. W. J.
Dodd, former Managing Editor of the LANCE.
has been forced by fonDel academie preaaarw
to curtail his activities at the Student Publication.
These changes necessitate a thorough augmentation of our staff. Mr. Lalor, the new
Editor-Jn-Chief, cordially invites all University
of Windsor students with interest in the field of
journalism to talk with him about the possibility
of joinina the LANCE. 'Ibis is a unique oppartunity for those interested, to gain valuable experience and insipt into the fascinating area of
the collep press.

she believed there was a
dissatisfaction, expressed in
operation of the School of
She called personality
content special problems.

"concensus of great
every form," at the
Nursing.
conflicts and course

Miss Smith said that the statement which
appears on this page was drafted by "a few stud·
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~

..... and

eijiiUICd

Jaer belief

dlat a majarity of NuniiqJ lll1deala .,.._.
the opinions stated in she letter and that if
students were not allowed to do so, there was no
point in their education.
At a meeting with the Head of the School
of Nursing, Miss Florence M. Roach, a delegation of student Nuning presented the problem to
her.
The delegation, members of whom declined
to be named, said that the "vef¥ brief' meeting
resulted in a promise from Miss Roach that students and faculty would work together to analyze
and overcome any problems.
Meetings continue next week.

Bubble gum is out
at SAC dances
The Social Committee of
Student Council this week laid
down the Law about SAC
dances.
In a statement issued Mon·
day, SAC Social Director Gerry
Roth (X II-Arts) announced
that "the general atmosphere of
regular Univenity dances held
on weekends has long been a
problem. The situation has now
become too serious to overlook
and something must be done
to forcibly return dances to
their original status and to remove ''teenie boppers" from our
campus for good."
Roth's ultimatum followed
the early finish of a dance in
Cody Hall Saturday night and
a fight at the dance which
necessitated a call to the Windsor Police.
Roth announced the following set of regulations, which he
says will be strictly enforced at
all dances and social functions
in the future.
1) Admittance will only be
allowed with the presentatioD of

a
University student card,
nurses card, or proof of 18
years of age.
2) Anyone whose dress is
not appropriate will be refused
admission.
3) Anyone showing evidence
of being under the influence of
alcohol will be refused adJnission.
4) Any abusive language or
undesirable attitude will not be
tolerated and the person or persons involved wiD be removed.
S) Conduct unbec:on1i.,.- a
mature University stuckDt
not be tolerated and the sibll-

tion will be handled accordingly.
Roth added that even individuals known to be University
students will not be admitted
without a card.
"It will probably cut down
the income from the dances
considerably until our students
realize that the dances are just
theirs. and then they will ~tart
to come," Roth said of the new

1'11111.

UWO--and UBC presidents
will bo.th resign June 30th

Wbat the pimp in the foreground doesn,t know is that the guy in
the dark suit is a plain clothesman; Ken Powers, Mike Lyons,
Robert Morpa, and Janice Nickleson from the cast of "Our

Town".

We can't stumble
"An experience of living, loving, dying in a small New England
town." This is a capsule comment from the director of Thorton
Wilder's "Our Town" being . produced this week, Friday and Sat·
urday evening, at Cleary Auditorium. A. Owen Klien is extremely
satisfied "'ith the play, his players and promises anyone who comes
that "this production is as professional as any as he has seen.
The play is extremely well written, a true to life story of in·
ternal conflicts which faces us all at one time or another. "Trying
to recognize what is right and true in our day existence" is the
conflict about which the universal theme of people to people re·
actions is built.
The third act departs from this reality and the author discusses values in dying. Mr. Klein has pointed out that response
to the play in the form of advance ticket sales has been poor but
is confident that the sales should pick up during the week as a
lot of people do not like to commit themselves so far in advance.
The cast is ready and they have been given the last few nights
off with exception of dress rehearsels on Wednesday and Thursday.
I was at rehearsal on Wednesday night and the show was great,
the cast brought to the people that they were portraying a very
professional characterization. It is a play well worth seeing and
for a buck you can not go wrong.

GRADUATING IN
ENGINEERING?
SCIENCE?
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION?

by BRIAN KAPPLER
University Presidents have an
alarming h:ibit of quitting. Two
have done so in the last month.
They arc John B. MacDonald
of the University of British
Columbia, and G . Edward Hall
of the University of Western
Ontario
MacDonald resigned Oct.
20, but his resignation will
not take effect until the ehd
of the academic year.
Hall will resign on the
same day.
Hall, who holds degrees from
Ontario Agricultural College
and the University of Toronto,
is a medical doctor and a doctor of Physiology.
He has been President of the
University for 19 years, but recently has come under harsh
attack from several sources.
The student newspaper, the
Gazette, and the annual student handbook, Ethos, have
both opposed him.
And the faculty association
described h i s administration
earlier this year as "parochial,
paternal, autocratic, and complacement."
Hall has suffered two
heart attacks.
Reasons .behind the resigna·
tion of UBC President J. B.
MacDonald are less clear.

MacDonald said that UBC
has had a very heavy development program over the past
five years, and that as the Uni, ersity enters a new phase, a
change of leadership is needed.
He denied that bk resignation had anything to do with
differences between himself
and the Social Credit provincial ~overnment.

He said that there is nothing
personal in his decision, and
that he ha. been thinking of
resigning for several months.
l\lacDonald had been Presid.!nt four years.

Student reaction to h"
•
IS r~.
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.
f
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,
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.d Ott
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Beard of Governors did ~hole
.
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St. Dunstans quits CUS,
Acadia thinks it over
CHARLOTTETOWN (CUP)
St. Dunstan's University,
following the lead of six other
post-secondary educational institutions, has quit the Canadian
Union of Students_
The students of the only
University in Prince Edward
Island voted in a recent referendum to leave the Union,
which is beset this fall with
it's most serious en.is in
years.
The reason for the withdrawal is the same one which
has plagued CUS this year: the
union's right to become involved
in political, issues.
Discontent with CUS aims
and benefits sparked the referendum,
said
Student's
Union president Charlie
McMillan.
Acadia University, m Wolfville, Nova Scotia, is also considering pulling out of CUS,
it was announced this week.
Acadia's Student Council has
formed a committee to consider
the pros and cons of Acadia's
proposed withdrawal from the
Union.
"There is a strong feeling
among committee members
that CUS has gone out of
line,'' said Barry Carmichael,

a committee member. 9"there are many aspects 111
to be considered," he bastta.
ed to point out.
Acadia contends CUS h
. d h
.
ij
carne t e umversal accessili).
ity question too far. Jota
Coombs, CUS chairman, claim!
the national union wants fll!
education with no strings at·
tached.
The Maritime universky
also feels CUS has oversttp.
ped its bounds in fonnulatiac
national a n d intematic._
policy, and that it is not "'P"
resentathe of Canadian stu,
dents feelings shared b~
seven other unhersities whid
hai e alread}" withdrawn from
the union,
However, a small pro-CUI
minority says it feels Acad~
should stay in CUS and figlt
to keep the government aware
of students and their needs, 1
pro-CUS spokesman said.
Reliable sources say Acadia'
CUS committee is seriously considering the Atlantic Asscciatill
of Students as a possible alter,
native to CUS. Although Acadia
withdrew from the AAS la!I
year, it may rejoin if the At
sociation can be turned into a
strong regional unit acting as a
pressure group against CUS.
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METEORLOGICAL SE'R VICE
offers
professional careers to bachelor graduates in

MATHEMATICS - PHYSICS
(GENERAL, MAJORS, and HONOURS COURSES)

METEOROLOGISTS - (about 15 graduates required)
Successful candidates are enrolled, at full salary, in a 2 year Master's
degree course in Meteorology at McGill University, the University of
Toronto, or the University of Alberta (Edmonton).
and

METEOROLOGICAL OFFICERS - (about 50 graduates required)
Successful candidates are given a 7 month in-service training program
We market products and services in four essential segments of the
eco~omy: steel and ~1!8~ products, en~if!~ring, power and transponation
equipment. In our d1v1saons and subS1d1ar1es, you will apply your skills
and kn~~!edge in a stimulating environment of challenging work,
responsibility and rewards.
We would like to meet you on the campus in order to discuss your
career pl~~s, ou~ graduate training and development programs, and the
opponunities with Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.
Please consult your Placement Office for position descriptions reference
materials, and interview times.
'

Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.

and then posted to the various civilian and National Defence weather
offices across Canada.

These opportunities offer good pay, cha I lenging work and numerous
employee benefits.

Interviews on campus: November 14 and 15, 1966

Hawker Siddeley will be interviewing graduating students
at the Bachelor and Master's levels on

November22

Full details, applications and interview appointments available at
your Placement Office.
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--Remember no protest
TORONTO (CUP} - The
. ersity of Toronto commitun,vID end the war m
. v·1etnam
tee ·ssued a call for a nationbaS J
•
.d student protest agamst the
r11 e
.
Vietnam confhct.

in the last two wars. It's the
military tradition of marking it
that we're opposed to," said
Colleen Levis, U of A's Viet·
nam Action Committee secretary said.
But Edmonton's University
of Calgary counterparts are not
planning to participate in the
Remembrance Day demonstra·
tion, said Lynn Smith, a mem·
ber of the Student Union for
Peace Action.
"We don't think it docs any
good to protest on Remembrance Day."

oeroonstrations, planned at
abOUt 11 Canadian universities,
will be staged Nov. 11 and 12.
Reports say more than 300
university of Alberta students
are planning to march Nov. 12
JII protest against the military
tradition of Remembrance Day.
"We respect those who died

b its and pieces

~

CA NADA"

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
.,.

Our Representatives Will Be Visiting The Campus
28th AND 29th NOVEMBER
to interview graduating and post-graduate students in the following disciplines who are interested
career in industry:

c.u.s.o.

a

Regular Employment:
Mechoni col Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Engineering Science
General Arts or Science
Mathematics

OUR TOWN
The Windsor Theatre Company will present the play "Our
Town" Friday and Saturday evening at the Cleary Auditorium at
8:15. Tickets may be purchased at the Main Desk for $1.
GRADUATE SOCIETY
will sponsor a Centennial Seminar with speakers, Stanley
Ryerson and George Burt. The topic: "The Role of organized labour
in Affluent Societies." It will be held Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Faculty Alumni Lounge.
woMENS FACULTY ASSOC.
announces a Champagne Ball to be held in the Ambassador
Auditorium at 8:30, November 19. Tickets are $4 per couple.
Bachelors welcome too.
U. OF W. COMPUTER DANCE
is planned for Friday, November 19. Keep the day open and
Jook for further information next week.
GRAD PIC REMINDER
December 7 is the deadline for graduate pictures. Submit them
to the Press office.

in

Electrical Engineering
Engineering Physics
Chemistry and/ or Physics
Commerce or Business Administration
Stati sties
Econometrics

An interview appointment can be made at your Placement Office on campus where you mayobta1n pos1t1on
descriptions and information about the Company. If supplies of these are depicted, please fill in the coupon
below and forward to us for immediate attention.

Summer Employment
We wi II have a number of interesting openings for undergraduates in chemical, mechanical and electr 1cal
errgineering, one, two and three years from graduation as well as for undergraduates in chemistry, corn·
merce or business administration.
Summer employees, particularly those who will be entering their senior year provide the additional technical
manpower required to carry out many important investigations of a challenging nature.

DU PONT OF CANADA
Personnel Division, P.O. Box 660, Montreal, P. Q.

Slides and movies will be shown today to anyone interested
in C.U.S.O. volunteer work. Contact the Office of Student Affairs
or Pat Butcher.

........................................ -· ............... ·-· ............. -....................................................... .
Dear Sir:
Kindly forward immediately information on openings for 1967 graduates and a copy of your booklet
"From UnivePSity to Industry With Du Pont of Canada".
NAME----------------------------------------------~------------

Undergraduates,
Graduates
and
Post Graduates in engineering and
honours science are required by
COMINCO LTD. for summer and
permanent employment.

INTERVIEWS
WITH REPRESENTATIVES,
NOVEMBER 6, 1966
Your University Placement Office
hos details and literature about
Cominco and will arrange an inter-

view.

ADDR ESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FACULTY & YEAR-------------------

(plea s e print)

Kalium
Chemicals
Limited
"The World's largest and most modern

ATOMIC ENERGY
of CANADA LIMITED

evaporation-crystallization plant"

Wi II Conduct

CAMPUS

INTERVIEWS
On

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1966

Kalium
in growing Saskatchewan
a multimillion dollar
solution potash mine, offers challenging, demanding positions for
chemistry and engineering graduates.

For

ADMINISTRATORS
BIOLOG ISTS
CHEMI STS
COMMERCE GRADUATES

ENGINEERS
MATHEMATICIANS
METALLURGISTS
PHYSICISTS

Continuing staff appointments available at

* CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES
Chalk River, Ontario

Kalium's representatives will be on campus -

maintenance . . . or plant engineering contact your placement office
for an appointment.

* COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
Ottawa, Ontario

* POWER PROJECTS
Toronto, Ontario
* WHITESHELL NUCLEAR RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
Pinawa, Manitoba
For job descriptions and interview appointment, please
visit your university Placement Office

NOVEMBER 18.

If you are interested in research and development, production . .

Or , .. write to:
Personnel Supervisor,
400 Bank of Canada Bldg.
Regina, Saskatchewan
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JOHN LALOR

BRENT SLEIGHTHOLME

Edi tor-!n-Chi ef

Managing Editor

The LANCE is published weekly (Fridays) by and 1or
the studt•nts of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offic.cs are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, ~he LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Ageold problems
Sitting here in the void of the press office one cannot help
but wonder as to the purpose of a press office. This is supposed
to be the last stronghold of rationality, the place where reason
supplants impetuousnes.
The system around here in the past has been to allow personal
feelings to interfere with the good and freedom of the student press
as a functioning entity, indicative of the student voice. In recent
weeks the paper has passed from the grip of apathy to an atmosphere
of promise of maturity. But that was doomed to failure for ideal
states never work out. From out of the ensuing ncuum a new and
foreign regime was born and the old one with its underlying current
of immaturity showed its true colours.
Indifference to this attitude on the part of the paper would
'Only further the problem and magnify it to herculean proportions.
The paper, if is to be an effective organ, cannot in all sincerity
remain aloof. Therefore it is the policy of the newspaper to not
allow apathy and affluence to be the governing principle of the
Lance. Immaturity is out.
Newspaper work is hard, interesting and sometimes rewarding
work but the subject of the "care and feeding of egos" is not dis~sed in any textbook on journalism that I have read.

Rhodesian anniversary
Today is Rhodesia's birthday.
A year ago, Ian Smith declared, all by himself, that his colony
was no longer a colony, out a free and independent nation, the equal
of any other.
Few people agreed with him.
The black majority in his own country didn't like it, because
they knew that it meant the continuation of the rule of the many
by the few.
England didn ·1 like it, because the Declaration of Independence
hurt her prestige, and because she was anxious to make a good
impression on the myriad emergent African nations.
One year old, Rhodesia is stm a going concern today.
The Rhodesian Declaration of Independence must rank with
the American Declaration as a concrete reflection of the great
courage of a few men.
No matter whether we agree with the beliefs of Smith and his
allies or not (and we hasten to say that we, personally, do not,)
we must admit that to carefully weigh all of the odds, to measure
all of the possibilities. and then to stand up for one's beliefs in the
face of the still, considerable armed might of the United Kingdom,
is an act of distinct and great courage.
The United States and the Soviet Union blustered, too, and,

declared opposition in carefully general terms.
Few people liked the Declaration of Independence of Rhodesia,
but no one was willing to do anything about it.
Within a month, the British embargo was the laughing-stock of
A~rica. With the help of South Africa and Portuguese Angola, Rhodesia found it easy to maintain a relatively stable economy.
England guaranteed the African nations that the "rebels" would
be brought to their knees within a month. But that month stretched
Ito two, then three, then six.

nat Smith and

his government succeeded in making the new
nation work only proves that be bad measured the odds accurately.
The only other person who so successfully stood up in the
·ace of the British Empire and Army was George Washington.
No matter how wrong Smith may be, bis action must rank
with that of Washington.

Can he do it??

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
READER LAUDS

REDMAN
Sir:
Congratulations on an excellent feature on the parking
problem at the University.
Few students write letters,
but many, I know, feel the same
way I do, that something must
be done, scon, about the problem.
Your writer did an excellent
job of describing the problem,
and of suggesting solutions.
I hope we see much more of
Mr Redman's work.
Charles Rusak

ANOTHER ONE

would no longer remain on the
staff. Again, it seems they
thought that I was in error.
With what I believe to be no
display of self·pity, I wish to
point out that, assisted by a
few others, principally David
Remski, I have put out the
Lance.
I find it impossible to believe
that the Board feels that you
can do as good a job.
I have become, Sir, sick of
running the Lance without hav·
ing the proper authority. I will
not continue to do so.
Accordingly, I have decided
that with this issue, No. 9, my
association with the Lance must,
at least temporarily, end.
I have done my best to produce the best possible paper this
week.
Brian Kappler (Prelim-A)

Sir:
I hereby resign as News Editor of the Lance.
I wish to state WITH ABSO·
LUTELY NO PERSONAL ILL
FEELING, that I believe my
treatment by the Board of Publications was arbitrary, unfair,
unjust, and foolish.
For the last nine issues, sir.
I have carried the Lance along
nearly alone.
Whatever was my failing in
the eyes of the Board of Publications, I do not agree that it
was so great as to justify the
appointment of someone who
knows so little about the Lance
as you do.
In applying for the position of
Editor, I attempted to make
clear to the Board ,. my disdain
for the type of journalism indulged in by you in your column "Musings". Evidently they
did not agree. I told them that
if I were made? Editor, you

H.S. PUNKS
RUIN DANCES
Sir:
Last week you printed a Jetter from Janet Reed, protesting
the invasion of "teeny-boppers"
of our dances.
I wish to second her view.
For the second time this year,
it has been necessary for SAC
to call the Windsor Police to
avoid a riot.
E v e r y University student
should be appealed by the actions of these high-school punks
who ruin our dances for us, why
pay most of the money that
keeps SAC going.
I hope that SAC will decide
now to prevent a recurrence of
the events that shamed us all.
R. Peter

ARE GIRLS HIDING?
D~ar Anne Lance:
This weeks edition involved a
letter of ccmplaint called "Bub·
ble Gummers Invade."
I am able to see this person's
point of view except for one
most important and significant
point.
"If it weren't for these "teen·
ie boppers" the dances would be
eYen more of a flop for a lot
mere guys. These dances at the
University are the coolest yet,
the kids are neat and the bands
are out of this world.
If, at the door, the high
school teenie boppers were
screened out, the number of
girls would be cut in half. As it
is now, there are about 50 girls
and 50 million guys.
If you don't get to the dance
before twenty minutes to nine
you just stand around the floor
with a goofy grin on your puss
and an envious gleam in your
eye.
I don't get it, are all those
beautiful and luscious girls at
Electa snobs or are they
bashful? At these danc<.s it's
always the same ones that
show up. It's unbelievable the
opportunity that knocks on
these girls doors, only a few
steps away at St. Mike's and
Cody Hall.
All they have to do is show
up at these dances for the time
of their life. Com'on chicks, get
off your high hor es and let's
have a blast!
Disappointed Student
Ha,ing exhausted the entire stock of letters to the
editor, selfsame Editor urges
you to write some more, because we used to write our
own, and it doesn't work,
Don't forget to write,
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"HER NAME IS PEGGY"
Photo essay by Owen Ball
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JE SUIS SEULE

Carabia revives

immoral story
MONTREAL (CUP) - Th:!
reprinting of an "immoral" article in Laval University's student newspaper has created a
situaticn similar to the one it
aroused when first printed six
ye:irs ago.
But instead of being expelled like his luckles.s pre·
decessor, Carabin editor-in•
chief Jacques Mathieu is be·
ing in,estigated by a tribunal
d'honneur composed of three
cff-campus officials.
ONIVERSITY PRESIDENT J. F. Leddy greeu Ontario P.M. John
Robu1s and U. of M. President Harlan Hatcher at the annual

Canactiau-American Relations Seminar banquet.

Proiected promises,
Progressive Conservatives
The
th annual CanadianAmerican Relation
Seminar
\l.ouml up last week, as did the
annual Student-Council sponsored Canadian American Seminar.
Headliners at thi
year's
Seminar were John Robarts.
Prime Minister of Ontlrio, and
Harlan Hatcher. Presideut of
the Unhersity of Michigan.
Speaking at the major Seminar banquet, Hatcher outlined
the history of the WindsorDetroit area from the beginmngs of exploration of the area
to the Present.
He cited the growing prob·
!ems of the rapidly industrializing Windsor-Detroit area.
Robarts, speaking immediate·

ly after Hatcher, chose one of
the problems facing the urban
areas of Ontario which is shared
by the Lakes States of the U.S.,
water pollution.
Robarts outlined the Ontario
governments program for comb:itting the growing menace to
the future that is presented by
the pollution of our lakes and
rivers.
He quoted a high official of
the Ontario government as saying, "If we can save Lake Erie
we can save anything."
He then proceeded to outline a comprehensive Ontario
government scheme to save the
great lakes through extensive
co-operation with the municipal
governments of the province.

OFFICIAL
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

These men will hear the ev~
dence and make recommcnda.
tions concerning Mathicu's re·
viva) of Je Suis Seule, a storv
describing in detail a sexual e~counter between a student
named Bob and a young girl
named Dora.

Mathieu reprinted the ar.
exactly six
years after it first appeared.
The then editor, Pierre Mig.
nault, and two senior Carabia
staffers were expelled. The
entire Carabin staff was fired
by the students' council.
tide Oct. 6 -

So far there has been no
mention of expelling Mathieu or
any of the present Carabin
staff for reprinting the article.

CHRIS1MAS
CARDS
NOW ON SALE AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
A FINE SELECTION
OF

ALSO AVAILABLE

21YRS
OLD?

When you turn 21
you're no longer cov•
ered by your parents'
Hospital Insurance.
To keep insured, you
must take out indi·
vidual membership
within 30 days. Get
your application form
at a bank, a hospital,
or from the Commission.

NEWLY
WED?
The 'family' Hospital
Insurance premium
must now be paid to
cover husband and
wife. Notify your
•group' without de·
lay 0~ if you both pay
premiums direct, noti•
fy the Commission.

NEW
JOB?
To keep Insured follow
the instructions on. the
Hospital Insurance
Certificate of Payment
'form 104' that your
present employer Is
required to give you
on leaving.

Your
This is the world of AIR CANADA. The planes.
The people. The places. Exciting! Isn't it time you took a trip?

AIR CANADA
SERVING CANADA • U.S.A. • BERMUDA • BAHAMAS • CARIBBEAN · IRELAND • ENGLAND • SCOTLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • SWITZEIILAND and AU8TRIA

ONTARIO
HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
Plan

I

,
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Students award program cancels in~course scholarships and bursaries
•

he Unive~i ty ha discon·
tinued all entranc~ and 1n-coune
n1,cr ity bur anes.
T.
\Vh1te,
Uni,er 1ty
A"'anl
(ficcr, announ ed the
can ellat1on of the Award, l,ht

•

in
the go ernment'
policy
which also \ itally affect the
a .... ard\ plan of the University.
"Beginning with the fi cal year
1967-68, the Pro\'ince will di)·
continue the payment of fund,;
10 each univer-,ity for purpose
of \tudcnl aid and will direct
such m ncys 10 the OntJrio
1uc.lcn1 .,..ard\ Program along
"'Ith any add111onal funds providcc.l by the Pro,mce ."
"Acoorc.lingly. our
niver ity
ha'i hac.1 10 reapprai\e its po,ition . This it ha'> done 11nc.l the
following adjustment, ha,e been
made .

week

n1 er... 1t
1n-cour,c profic1cn y award
applt able t
1967-6 fee .,..111 al
be di,continued. he ,aid
"'The ctung up of ,tudent
aid plan, h~ the senior go, ern·
ments ha, changed 1n great mea,ure the function f the A.,..ard
PI.in of the nl\cr-,1ty of W1nd,or. Pre, 1ou,lv , me niver\lt}
award were based on ,eh la .
ti proficienc>,
me on financial need and ull other... on
hoth prol 1c1cncy and need The
Ontan
tudcnt A.,..ard,
ffi e
.,.. h1 h admin1 tcr, hoth Joan
and grant fund , endeavour, to
c,11hli,h the amount ol the total
need of c,1 h ,tudent .,.. ho ap·
pile · tor aid . · H;l\:1ng done ,o
11 dctcrminc
how much ,hall
he 1n grant form and how much
in loan form . It ha, ruled that
if the ~tudcnt re ci,cs 01h1.:r

Smile back and the man gives you lots of money.

ca,h a"' ard\ the total amount
of the c hall be deducted from
the grant portion of h1 - Ontano
tudcnt Award

" rhe following excerpt from
a commun1c:1uon sent out by
the Deput'.,, 1tni tcr of Un1\'ersi1y Affair announce a change

Graduate students union planned
1 \t Pl - ,\ nlJII group
L n1 cr 11~ lll ~linnc ll .1 tc:i.:h·
in c .1 1 1.1n1 ,1rc.1n11cd
re en11'.
1,1 J1 ..:u 11e p 1 1b1h1 ~ 01 l.>rmin g .1 union ,11 p,1rt· 11me .1c,1·
Jl'nll.: 1.111 m,·mhcr "h,1 .,ho
h.1 ,. 111Jcn1 ,1.11u,. thc \linnc ,·
, 1.1 I) 111\ h.1 rcp,1rtcJ
0

-

I he union nould include
ull ,1urlen1' holdi n~ acodemi

oppoin1menl\.
"houc

I hi,,

.-.elude'>

1eochin1? a..._,L\t·
1eochlng a social~. re2.000

anh,
,ear h a ,~tanl'i,
part· time
i11,1ru 10,...,, ,1uden1 counselors
IUld lah oratol') in tru tof!t and
a,,i,tant, n1 \tinne,;ota.

1 he gr 1ur "iii ,tn c to al-

lc, 1.11c ccon 1m1 need ot studl'nl ac.1dcm1c emplo~ cc
.md
m::i l..c thl':: need, l.:no"n at all
lc,d, ol 1hc L,n1,cr,1t~ \tru ·
turc . ,.uJ z~ Acton,.
. teachinc

I hl· 0rg.1n111 tll1n, gcncr:ill )
.1ppl.1udcJ h, \\ 1 c,1n in dep.1rt·
mcn l hc;iJ
,nd gr.mll'd l)ne
rcquc,1 h, 1he ,1Jmini tr.11i,1n :ii-

ready. pi.in, to conccntr 1tc en
cc.l ucJ tio n impro, cment ,1nd fo,.
.
tcrm .,c l\\ O ·\\ ,I\. commun1c,111on
hcl\\ ccn L.1cult ) and T As .

.,

(I) U n i v e r s i t y hursarie<,
(awards ha,ed mainly upon
financial neec.l), both entrance
and in-course, have hcen c.li •
continuec.l. It is clear that the
financial resources of the
University henceforth, can he
more effcc11vely U'ied lo recognize cholar hip rather than
need .
(2)
nivcr 11y ln-cour e proficiency awnrd applicable 10
1967·68 fee will be d1 continued
"The Uni,ersity of Wind<,or
is hoping 10 be nble to meet its
commitment
for
cholarsh1ps
already made
tudent
who
have been granted renewable
awnrds in this or in past year
will continue to benefit from

•

The Bell's technical progress Is vital, ever growin g. New electronic devices ... more advanced
switching systems for local and long distance
services ... advanced carrier systems and a host
of related developments offer highly In teresting
challen ges to engineers.

Nove•ber 15, 16, 17

25'-3791
75 University W.
"Appointment
Not Always Necessary"
20 '-

Ofl'fl'

Mondoy to Wedne1dov

••

White also said that he knows
of :it lea,1 t\.\ o Ontano ni,criue, "'hich have notified some
of their students I.hat they will
not be able 10 honour their
commitment in A"' ard alread y
granted .
"The ni, er ity of \Vind,or ,"
he added, "hope .. to be able 10
•
.
'1
meet 11\ conlm 1tment s.

CONSIDER A CAREER IN THE BELL, IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN ENCHNEERING,
ELECTRICAL, Cll/1 L, INDUSTRIAL, MECHANICAL ENG., SCIENCE

DISCUSS YOUR CAREER
IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ON

HAIR FASHIONS

He ob en cc.I that alm<ht all
student "'ho have applied for
the hur,;aric\ ha\e abo applied
for
overnmcnt a~,1,tan e. " It
i, worth noting," he aid, "I.hat
under the present go\.ernmcnt
plan , the granting of a niver,;it) bursary v. ould ~imply have
the effc t of reducing or elimi·
nating the award from the go,crnment."

WE NEED ENGINEERS EAGER AND
ABLE TO ADVANCE THE 'STATE
OF THE ART' IN THE BROADENING
FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

prl1gr.1m .
Am0n~ the ·· 1entJti c cooCl'rn " 10 he pre l'ntcd to the
uni\ er"". aJm ini,tr,nion.
clon~ , .11J. ,ire a . 500 allo"' 1nce
tor uni on mcmb·r · dcp~ndl'nt .
.!!U,1r.in1ccJ ., 1 tance dunnc- the
ummcr, .1 re-, .tluauon of \.\Orl.:mg cond1110n . and a rcmi, ion
ol tuition for academic tatl
member~.

BERNARD'S

\ hue added that 1t .... ould
be " difficult" 10 say e,act.ly
how man · ,1udent .,.. .u be cffectecJ by the change.

•

•

-

ineteen
nssi tants
met
last month to appoint a fh e·
man
prodsioual
e ecuthe
committee which ~ill formu·
rote tatements c0nceming the
group' plan .

them if they till qualify under'
the conditions of the aw
"Under the new circumstance,;, awards from pri ate
donors take on an incrca,;ed
significance . Every effort will
be made to increase these both
in numbers and in the total re,·
cnue they produce. It would
appear that private contribution
arc 10 become the main·stay of
the Un1vcr.11y's a .... anh programme.

WHEN THE BELL
EMPLOYMENT REP
WILL BE ON CAMPUS.
Informatlve Career Booklets are available from
your Placement Officer.

Bell Canada

\
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B-BALL CLINIC WELL RECEIVED

V olleyballers
vie for top
• •
position

by M. ABRAHA:\1 RE~FREW
This space is u-uall) filled frum \\eek to week with some form
ol editorial drivel concernin!! ,0mc deplorable problem which face
tho. c per on, who aucnd ou; Umver ity and participate in its ports
progr m. After much br,1in·racking (1 u e the word brain rather
loo cl)) over the wcd,end, we were t0tally unable to come up with
any deplorable ituation to gripe about. This may, of course, have
,omcthing to Jo w Ith the fact that the weekend was spent in Hull,
P.Q. at a wilu p:1rty rather feebly disgui ed as a Collegiate Press
Comcnt1on. A prominent Winusor tar columnist once pointed out
to u... that the ccrct of journali m is to take a trip and run this
trip into the ground in a minimum of 400 succeeding columns. We
"-ill, howe\er, moJif) his au\ice and use only this column to discuss
the tnp and modify it even further by discussing only the sports
a pect . B) ports \.\e of cour ·e mean only those sports which are
hclu in hib>h e teem b) !he admini tration.
C1rleton University in Ottawa has only 500 more students than
the l.Ini\crsity of Winu or yet it upports an intercollegiate football
team . We think th:it the government should at least provide us with
a , tadium so that we can carry on the ame Saturday afternoon sports
,is they do. The BriJgc House is getting rather crowded.
Barry Rust of the Canadian University Press wa~ at one of the
soci..11 gathering., and is now aware tbat the Lancers will win another
ba ketball champion hip this year. He wasn't at first but we talked
to him and Barry show cu his greatness by admitting that he had been
wrong. Thanks B:irry. Hope your head heals soon.
A lo\ely young lady trom Carleton descended upon me (1 was
ab. olutely flustered.Silly·) ,md a ked if I was the world-famed Lance
p0rh Editor. he contended th..t Carleton would win the national
champion hip. She recci\ed a different form of punishment. Sorry
Marg . Hope you've got ome turtle-neck sweaters.

It eems that the C BC has finally realized that college sports
desene more attention than they are currently receiving. T here will
be 26 con cuti\e week of College sport on the tube thi sea on.
On Wed. Dec. 7, the Windsor-Mc.Master basketball game will be
tele\ iscd. There are . till five open dates and one of these will prob·
ably be filled by the national basketball championship game.
Would all tho·e with deplorable problems facing those persons
who attend our University and participate in sports please drop by
the Lance office and tell me about them so I can register great shock
and Ji belief next \.\eek instead of turning out garbage such as this?
\Vnh apologies to Barry, Marg and, of course, J. L.; Shock and
Disbelief.

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

3 BARBERS TO SERVE (,;
Only 2 Bloc:<s Fro·n C,·.

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W

Phone 254-8122

.

1022 WY ANOO TTE ST. W.

LANCE PREDICTS

CLEANERS

WATCH
THIS SPACE

TAILORS

WANTED
LANCE
PREDICTION WRITER

*

Repairs

*

Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

We Speciali :r;e In Pack-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

11

Ask For lt'1

HOME COOKED MEA L S

Canada's First Bank

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 Un iversity West

METRO MOTORS

ANO GALS

YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE

Clark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels
Campus
Sneekers

Also Sell and Servi ce the Famous
YAMA HA
Motorcycl es

10% Di scount To Students

The SHOE BAR

WE REPA IR ALL MA KES
Of Imported Automobiles At

2504 Howard Avenue

2203 Wyandotte We st

Give Us A Ca ll

At Randolph

969-9070

invites graduating seniors in Arts,
Business and other faculties interested
in new challenges in banking to meet
its campus representative on -

TUES., NOV. 22, 1966
Learn what the
Bank of Montreal
can offer you
Interviews may be arranged through
your Placement Office

n..

MltdMN

Lev ~

Vince . _ . ,

A NAME FOR FINE CLOTHES
10% Di scount To All Students

Widd1an's
253-44-22

* Storage

BANK OF MONTREAL

II

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W,
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST,

This overwhelming respo .
. d'1ca1Jve
.
not on 1y m
of the nse •
for such clinics during th·, neec1
..
I
.
s trao,.
s1t1ona period but is al
·1;
so, a
tn ute to Mrs. Wm. Tho
Miss Sue Hilton, Mr. Bob~
aras and Mr. Ed Chittaro the
four clinic staff members. '
The reason for the clini .
to aid both players and offt ~
.
h
..
Cla~
m t e trans1t1on this vear
•
~
boy s rules: In the morning, the
Lancers will demonstrate offe •
sive and defensive plans, indi:.
idual skills and team strategy. In
th_e afternoon the Lancerettes
will go through
conditioning
drills and play a g:ime for a
officiating demon ·tration.
n
Anyone wi hing to attend may
do so by regi tering at SI
Denis Hall from 9:00 a.m. to
9:30 a.m. on Saturday,· Nov,
ember 12. There is no registration fee.

SUNSET DINER

COOK'S

FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

Now well under way, this
year' i111terfac men's volleyball
tournament is shaping up to be
a battle all the way. Art JI,
defending champ , wil be hardpre sed to remain on top.
Under the leadership of commissioner,
Pat Ro siter,
the
ea on is moving along well. In
mid-October a practice night was
held and since then games have
been played on Tue day nights
in St. Denis Hall. Starting at
8:00 three games are played,
each of forty-five minutes maximum time duration. The winner of each match is decided by
the best of three games in each
time period.
The climax of all the action
comes in late January with the
playing of the semi-finals and
the final game coming a week
later in which the champion
team will be decided. In last
year's compet1t1on the final
standings were: Arts II (15-1 ),
Engineers
( I 0-6),
Commerce
(4-8), Arts I (4·8), and Science
( 1-11 ). Included in this year's
tourney is the Physical Education faculty.
An extramural team will travel to Oakland University in mid
January, and in intercollegiate
play Windsor will be represented at the O.f.A.A. championships in Toronto this February.

The School of Physical Education, through its Department
of Athletics, is plea ed to announce that the response to its
Women's Basketball Clinic on
Saturday, November 12th, has
been overwhelming.
The Clinic, beginning 9:00
a.m. and running through to
5:00 p.m., will be attended by
high school teachers from as far
away as Fort William, Sault
Ste. Marie, Espanola, Copper
Cliff. Sudbury, New Liskeard,
North Bay, Sturgeon Falls, Toronto, Midland, St. Catharines,
Hamilton, Iroquois, 0 hawa,
Port Colborne,
London, Kitchener, Owen Sound, Whitby,
Pcfferlaw, Brantford, Renfrew.
Barrie, Lindsay and Guelph. In
total, 200 teachers will attend
along with over 400 students.
Many elementary and high
school teachers and students
frcm Essex and Kent Counties
will also be in attendance.
The University of Western
Ontario, York University, Uni·
versity of Waterloo, University
of Guelph, McMaster University, College of Education (Tor·
onto), and Ontario Department
of Education will also be rep·
resented along with the local
Women's Board of officials who
will be making a major contribution in the officiating segment
of the program under Mrs. Wm.
Thomson.

of Windsor

286 Ouellette
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Cage classic at U of W

10th anniversary
December 28 and 29 are the
dates and St. Denis Hall is the
site of the 10th anniversary Uni-

New look for
Lancerettes

"Ham" thinks A table hearts player Rich Buillld (plaid shirt) a, be fishes in the locals. Note
die presence of Andy Aikhison (with drooping
Ill) fighting Im way back to the majors. The
Hearts League fi so well organu.ed that no

game may begin without the presence of Card
Mol Irene Kubicki (at B table), The League
wishes to extend a cordial invitatioa to any new
fishes (bring money).

Science and Arts II lead bowling action
Last Tuesday in bowling action, Frank Fazio exploded with
games of 208, 192 and 187 for
a 587 triple. Following close behind was Jerry Reynell with 582.

The big game of the day was
234 rolled by Joe Eserski, who
topped Phil Martin's high game
of 233 by a single pin. A total
of 18 players topped the "500"

Rudy's

Barber Shop
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
28:40 UNIVERSITY W.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

mark. Four teams were able to
win all three games: Science II,
Arts II No. 2, Arts II No. 5,
and the women's team Arts I.
Science No. l and Arts II No.
l are now tied for first place,
each with seven points. .
In women's action, Judy Goldin took high triple honors with
394, wtiile Bev Matheson's 173
game was high for the day. Arts
I with seven points was high for
the day and now leads in the
women's league.
Bowling continues each Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. at the Bowlero.
Anyone wishing to bowl on a
team is welcome.

DOEsLSDIN SUGAR CUBES
SPOIL THE TASTE OF COFFEE???
FIVE LEVELS

HEAR

OF
CONS CIOUSNESS

THE

KNOW

THE
..........

___

trying out for the team.

Miss Hilton in commenting on
the team, stated,
fact that they are
extremely pleased
they are adapting

"Despite the
small, I am

at the way
to the new
rule changes and also with their
speed and development of basketball skills." The Lancerettes
have a full schedule of home
and awa~ meets this year, commencing with a trip to Waterloo
on Friday, November 25, and
Saturday, November 26, 1966,
to participate in the women's intercollegiate athletic union tournament. The full schedule is
listed below:

CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
Calgary,

FACTS

TRUTH

University of Windsor Lancerettes Women's Basketball
team will have a new look this
year, as Miss Sue Hilton, one
of Canada's top women athletes
assumes the reins as head
coach. Miss Hilton who joined
t h e University of Windsor
School of Physical Education
staff this fall brings with her
an extensive experience in basketball. She was one of the top
stars on the University of Western Ontario team which captured the Women's Inter-collegiate
Athletic Union Championship
four years running from 19611965. In 1965, Miss Hilton received the University of Western
Ontario top award · for contribution to women's athletics and
also the F.W.P. Jones Trophy
designating her as the outstanding university women's athletes.
Following her graduation from
the Jniversity of Western Ontario, Miss Hilton pursued studies for a M. Sc, degree in Physical Education at the University of Oregon.
For the past month, she has
held four practices a week in
an effort to select an intercollegiate team from among the
large number of Windsor co-eds

versity of Windsor Invitational
High School Basketball Tournament.
Invited back to compete in
this milestone edition of the popular Christmas holidays cage
classic are the eight sc~ools
which have captured the Benny
Crowley Memorial
Trophy,
symbolic of the tournament
championship, in the past.
'University of Windsor athletic
director Dick Moriarty announced today that the following former champions have accepted invitations to compete for the
1966-67 title: Assumption High
School Purple Raiders (1957·
58); Stamford Collegiate Hornets (1958-59); Sudbury St.
Charles High School Cardinals
( 1959-60), Brennan High School
Cardinals (1960-61); Herman
Collegiate Green Griffins (196162); Niagara Falls Collegiate
and Vocational l!lStitute Red
Raid
(1962-63) and (196364); Patterson Collegiate Panthers (1964-65); and Walkerville Collegiate Tartans (196566).
"Because this is the 10th anniversary of our tournament and
as a kickoff to Windsor's Centennial Year celebrations, our
tournament committee thought
that this year's event should be
something special," Moriarty explained. "The idea was brought
forward that we should invite
all of our former champions back
for a crack at the 10th anniversary championship and I'm
happy to report that each of
the..,;e schools bas accepted our
invitation. We're looking forward to one of the best tournaments ever and intend to add a
few frills to the festivities to
make it an event well worth remembering."
The format of the tournament will remain unchanged
with four sudden-death games
on the opening day (Wednesday,
December 28), the consolation
and scmi-fmals the following
morning, the championship semifinals that afternoon and both
the consolation final and championship attraction on the evening of Thursday, December 29.

Alberta

Offering Careers

In

Petroleum Exploration
Will Conduct Campus Interviews On

about

LSD by

Dr. Timothy Leary, Ph.D.

NOVEMBER 25
For

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES
UNDERGRADUATES
In

RECORDED LIVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDATION-DR. LEARY'S CENTER FOR
RESEARCH ON CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPAND1NG DRUGS.

Honours Physics

SEND $3.00 PER RECORD CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGE!

Maths-Physics

- · Permanent and summer employment in geophysics
- Permanent and

summer em-

ployment in geophysics

SEND ME ..•.. COPIES OF DR. TIMOTHY LEARY'S LP RECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR$ .• ········
TO : PIXIE RECORDS, INC,
1619 BROADWAY, ROOM 602
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

MONO- LONG PLAYING
(33 1/3 rpm)

NAME ............................... .
(PLEASE PRINT)

ARRAN GEMENTS FOR PERSO NAL
INTERVIE WS MAY BE MADETH ROUG H

ADDRESS ............................ .
CITY ............. STATE .... ZIP .. ..

N.E.S. STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

.... '
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HOCKEY LANCERS
LANCERS ARE LOOKING GOOD

The University of Windsor
Lancer Hockey Team will face
an extensive 17 game chedule
this season. Included are 14
0.1.A.A . game. , along with a
home-and-home series with the
Univer ity of Toledo and a
single game against the University of Western Ontario, a perenni:tl power on the intercollegiate scene.
The Lancer, will have two
new coaches this season. Mr.
Barrv McPherson, v.ho was appointed to the stall of the new
School of Phy ical Education.
NAME
Bczaire, Ernie
Boyko, Jamcs
Bruner, Don
Carroll, Hugh
Collins, Brian
DeYrie~e. Dennis
Dunn, Brian
Henry, Paul
Knowlton, Tom
Mortin, Mitch
Micallef. Frank
Mickle, John
Morand, Jerry
Morin. Bill
Morin, James
McFadden, Torn
Mullen, Dave
Murray, Mike
Prpich, Dave
Ruiter, Bill
Scandiffio. John
Ste\ens. Bruce
Tayle,, Bryon
Welsh, Rick

Pher on, after two weeks of
practice, have narrowed the
team down to 24 players from
the 50 candidates.
Returning from last year's
team, which dropped off to a
1-8-1 record after winning the
OJ.A.A. Western championship
in 1964, are ten lettermen
whose names are listed below.
This wealth of experience, together with some very promising rookies should insure the
Lancers of being in contention
for the league championship
again this year.

played for the Western Mustangs hockey team in 1964 and
coached at Earl Haigh Secondary School in Toronto last year.
Mr. McPherson will share the
coaching duties with Professor
Ray Herrniston who brings extensive collegiate hockey back·
ground with him, having coached the University of Michigan
fre~hman team the pa t two
season ·. Prior to that time, he
played Senior A at Fort William and coached high school
in Sudbury.
Coaches Hermiston and Mc-

PREVIOUS TEAM
High School
Lancers
Essex Jr. B.
St. Mikes TO
River<;ide Jr.
Lancers
Lancers
Senior A
Lancers
Samia Jr. B.
Toronto Blues
Lancers
Lancers
Intermediate C
Intermediate C
High School
Jr. C
Cornwall Jr. B
Lancers
Ri\·!rside Juv.
Lancers
Lancers
High School
Lancers

POSITION
defense
centre
goal
forward
ct:ntre
centre
defense
forward
defense
goal
centre
defense
forward
forward
forward
centre
defense
centre
forward
forward
forward
goal
defense
forward

HOMETOWN
LaSalle
Windsor
Kingsville
Toronto
River ide
Wallace burg
Toronto
London
Toronto
Timmins
Toronto
Ridgetown
Windsor
Tilbury
Tilbury
Windsor
Windsor
Cornwall
Kingsville
Riverside
Toronto
Nipigon
Windsor
Windsor

Take a good look at the SJQillng faces of Brian Dunn on the left
and John Mickle. Their opponents will never see them looking so
amiable, The Lancers are very serious about a hockey crown em

aeason.

UNIVERSIT Y PLAYERS
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
PRESENTS

FRIDAY, NOV. 11

-

SATURDAY, NOV. 12

CLEARY AUDITORIUM
CURTAIN: 8:15
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: MAIN DESK, UNIVERSITY CENTRE and BOX OFFICE

Students With I.D. Cards $1.00
No Reserved Seats
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B·BALL LANCERS PREPARING
1olt Navetta

Angelo Mazzuchln

Bo:, Navetta was the only
Lancer All-Star not to end up
firs! in a major category but the
f I that he received 37 votes
ac
showed
that Bo.b' s ve_rsat1·1·1ty
did not go unnot~ced. Hts average of 16.7 pomts per game
and 43 percent accuracy threw
the screws to teams that doubleteamed Marty. As the starting
center he averaged 9.3 rebounds
per game and hit on 70.5 percent of his foul shot attempts.
A 6'3" junior from Notre Dame
High in Detroit, Bob still has
another year of eligibility.

Angie's 33 votes out of a
possible 40 gave him one of
the All-Star guard slots. He
stood tenth in the total point
standings with an average of
13.3 points per game and was
the league's most accurate gun·
ner, sinking 55 of 107 for an
average of 51.4 percent. He
stood 13th in the league in free
throws sinking 23 for an average of 63.9 percent and averaged 5.3 rebounds per game.
Angelo is another guard; he
stands 6' I" and hails from St.
Charles in Sudbury and is working on his Master's in Science.

Gerry Horner
Marty

"Horny" managed to get 29
out of a possible 40 votes to
put him on the All-Star team
and ended up in sixth place in
the total points standing with
an average of 14.6 points per
g3me. Gerry led the league in
free throws with an accuracy of
76.2 percent. He stood ninth
with an average of 42.9 percent
accuracy in field goals, and even
though he is a guard averaged
3.6 rebounds per game. Gerry
stands 6'1", is from Herman
Collegiate in Windsor,
plays
guard, and is working on his
Master's in Business Administration.

Kwiatkowski
Marty was the only player to
be an unanimous choice for the
All-Star team. He stood first in
the total scoring with an average of 23 points per game in
ten games despite the fact that
he only played for four minutes
in a game in Guelph in which
he was injured. He stood fifth
with an accuracy of 45.5 percent in shots from the floor and
was accurate on 62. 7 percent of
his free throws. Marty averaged
ten rebounds per game. He likes
to shoot from the ccrner but
is also deadly in the key area .
The Big "K" is a 6'4" forward

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
253-0369
Home Cooked Meals

RETURNING LANCERS FROM 0-QAA ALL STARS

sam plans surprises

Delivery Service
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

University of Windsor Lancer coach Bob Samaras can look
forward to perfecting his blitz
basketball as be opens the 196667 season with a young but ex•
perienced varsity squad. From
last year's team which captured
the Canadian National Intercol·
Jegiate Union championship in
Calgary, there are ten returning
lettermen.
In addition to those mentioned above, returning lettermen
are Mike Taranszuk, 6'5" forward from Cathedral High in
Hamilton, Gary Polano, 6'1"
forward from Sudbury St. Charles, 6'8" center Dave McWha
from Windsor's Herman Collegiate, guard Doug Brown, 6'
l", from Forester in Windsor,
Tom D. Elliott. 6'2" forward
from Detroit Catholic Central.
and Tom R. Elliott, 6'3" forward from Rochester,
N.Y.
Making stron; bids for open
berths on the Lancers from Eddi Chittaro's freshman team are
Dave Service, 6'2" from Windsor Walkerville Collegiate, Jim
Murray, 6' guard from SL
Thomas, Al Venette, 6'2" guard
from East Rochester and Gerry

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

JOE CASWELL
e ALTERATIONS
• DRY CLEANING
e PRESSING

2207 WYANDOTTE W.
"Just Off The Campus"

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DEALER

•

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S

SALES

8,

SERVICE

1320 Wyandotte W.

254-9087
PHONE 2-52-0584

;r:~/ junior hailing from De-

U-DO-IT

For Women Who Like
the Very Best

CAR WASH
25c

C

Blocks Off

1--

Campus

With $3.00 Purchase

AT MA I D E N LANE

ONTARIO

u

V,

CAR WASH TOKEN

WINDSOR

z

:::::,
0

OPEN Z4 HOURS

Just 3

492 PELISSIER STREET

1--

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

z

w
C

::,
1-v,

Bunce, 6'2" forwa.rd from McQuaid Jesuite High School in
Rochester, N. Y.
Promising
freshmen candidates are Peter
Lapsley, 6' guard from Riverside, Windsor Assumption's Ed
Langtree, 6'2" forward and 6'
5" forward, Andy Auch from
Massey Collegiate. The 196667 Lancers appear to have the
depth which is the key to Samaras' blitz basketball and are out
to improve on last year's 16-12
record. Head Coach Samaras
bas been decidedly impressed
with the enthusiasm and competitiveness shown among team
members this year. He was
quoted as saying, "This team is
young and has a great deal of
potential. With one year's experience under our belt, we hope
to improve on our record against
U.S. teams which slipped to 1•
11. Needless to say, we are
going all out to retain the McGee Trophy in Canada's Centennial Year. I am particularly
impressed with the bustle of this
year's squad and, if their desire can be sustained throughout
the season, I think we will sur•
prise a lot of people."

I
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U. of T. computer
said sex-oriented

~k frank question<, about
a ks: •Are you a ~lrgin?'

ex. Que tion 18, for example,

1 o a\,urc anonymity, the narne 1s cut off the an wcrs and only
the number •~ u,cd, Biro says
.
!'he computer <la11ng bureau \IJrted operation~ Oct. 24 along
\\ 1th the thcr I und-ral\1ng pro1ec1, for \
's annual
HARE
can1pa1gn fhc ~en 1cc CO\h one dollar - !)5 cents of v. h1ch goes
into the H RL lund l hl? other five ccnb h used to defray
printing and ad,crtl\ing co t .

-

by Mary Anne Dunne
LANCE REPORTER

cheques wbkh may have b«n
p ~ al Ontario Unlversilies
r.uay be due lo the new stu·

The U,n1 ers,ty of Windsor
has not yet been affected by the
"great check bounce" which ha
plagued everal Canadian uni·
versities this year.
Due to lack of funds and
other rea ons, needy studenb
at the Uun1vers1ty of Bnttsh
Columbia passed a total of 640
bad cheques this year
However, Dr T
\Vhite,
University of Windsor Award,
Officer, said last week that
"\.Vmdsor stuJcnts h.1, e been
'hard put" but I don't I-now of
any case where student have
fa ls1f1ed cheques "
He said that any bad

dent aid program.
.
tudents were m1!>led by the
government's plan, he 1nd1cat•
ed Many believed that they
would receive aid 1n a matter
of day , as in years pa t. They
were urprised to learn that the
applicants must be ent to and
processed in Toronto.
, They also didn't realize
that it wou ld be 5-7 weeks
before they beard any word
about their application,
he

•

you can
us move aster
wenee ·you

,

,

,

(An open letter
•

to '67 grads)
Northern Ftectric 1s moving faster today than any selfrespecting 70-year -old should. Away back in the late 1 aoo·s.
before autos or aarplanes. or radio. or telev1s1on .were invented,
a few men !.tarted a business that la'ter grew into Northern
Electric For years we relied upon American sources for
most of our technical development But back 1n 1958 a
rather d1sturb1ng thing occurred · Linus threw away his
blanket Northern began to do he r own research and
development: began to plan aggress1vellf for technolog1cat
,cha nge and an active penetration into world markets .
The last eight years have been exc1t1ng ones A new air has
permeated the atmosphere at Northern and developments
are taking place that present a challenge 1n every sphere of
our activity To meet this challenge we need university
grads top -notch un1vers1ty. grads 1
We need engineers electricals and mechanicals especially,
bu t we ve room for c1vils. me tallurg1cals and chemicals None
of our departmen ts has asked for a m1n1ng or (orestry man
ye t. but don't bet on 1t I
We need B Comm ·s mostly for accounting and business
adm1n1strataon. but our Mark e ting , Produ c tion and Personnel
departments are always coming up with requirements for a
good B Comm
We need B Sc.'s not only honors grads. but those
maionng 1n chemistry, maths. physics and related d1sc1pl1nes .
And because we·re pushing into so many experimental
areas. tn the pure and applied sciences, we need Master's
and Ph. D ·s. people who~~ sr,'larhead the attack on the
more complex problems that face us.

'

If you want to become part of Northern 's exc1t1ng future.
see your Placement Officer. He ' ll give you more detailed
1nformat1on and arrange an 1nterv,ew for you with one of our
recruiters who will be on campus soon

.,

,

Although the program of stu·
dent aid helped almost everyone
who applied, the lateness caused
much contu!>lon, he said.
.,
He explained that a student
is rarely turned away from
the University due to lack ~f

funds.
But he added that ca!>es were
JuJged on an 1nd1111dual basis.
A difficult case, he 1nd1cated,
would be where the parent,
could afford to send their l>On
or dJughter 10 college, but re·
fu,;cd to give any a s1 tance.
He adc.leJ that student:. could
he c,pected 10 borrow pan of
tu,uon fees. but parenb !>hould
abo contribute at least
700
if the} can afford 1t

said.

White aid that "especially
off-campus studenl~ were hard
hu and 11 was embarrasing for
them to be wtthout money."

Recruiting season open
The campus branch ol the
C anac.la M anpO\\. er ervice ha!>
announced the schedule of recruiting , istts of employerll 10
the Umverstty.
ompan1e, recrutt1ng on campu,
in November are as follows:
Nov. 11 Ontario Hydro.
Colgate-Palmolive,
anad1an
Nov. 11 Ontario Hydro
Colgate-Palmolive
Canadtan Timken
Nov. 14 Aluminum Company
Domtar
...... .::1 ...... -Meteorology
Nov

15 -

- 1eteorolo6 y
Domtar
Bell Telephone Co.
Nov. 16 Bell Telephone Co.
Proctor and Gamble Co.
Simpson-Sears LtJ .
Nov. 17 _..:
Bell Telephone Co.
Defence Research Bd.
Atomic Energy
J
Cominco Ltd .
Nov. 18 Cominco Ltd.
Defence Research Bd .
Kahum Chemical
I
Riddell, teat!.
raham and
Hutchinson
Kncx College
Nov 21 Minnesota Mining and Mfg.
Arthur Anderson and Co.
General Foods
Nov 22 General Foods
Bank of Montreal
Hawker- iddeley Can.

Nov '.!J Deloute. PlenJcr.
H ac;k in,
and Sells
•
R. J . Strasenburg
Hud~n Bay Co
CSC Public Adm1ni\lration
Union Gas Co.
Nov 24 Cook Paint and am11,h Co
CSC- Public Adm1n1 trauon
Branch
CSC· Bio-Sciences Program,
Dept. of Agriculture
CSC- Engineering Di 1s1on.
Fed. Government.
Nov. 25 CSC· Engineering D1vi~1on,
Fed . Government
Trane Co of Canada Ltd
Chevron Standard Ltd .
Thorne, Gunn, Helhwell and
Chnstenson, Ch. Accountants.
CSC· Pubhc Adm1msl.Nltaon
Branch
Nov. 26 SC· Public Administration
Nov. 27 SC- Pu blic Admin1 trat1on
Nov. 28 C&C- Public Adm1n1!>trauon
Price, Waterhou e and
o.
Dupont of Canada Ltd .
Canada Packer Ltd.
Nov. 29 Dupont of Canada Ltd .
anada Packers Ltd
Eli Lilly and Company (Can·
ada) Ltd .
Nov. 30 Iron Ore Co. of anada
Ontario Water Resource~
Commission
Northern Electric
Ontario Dept. of Highways

HUDSON'S BAY .Company
AND

HENRY MORGAN & CO.
LIMITED
will hove a representative on campus to discuss
management career opportunities in retail merchandising on

.

Wednesday & Thursday
November 23rd & 24th

COMPANY LIMITED

Mole graduates in Arts and Commerce ore preferred.

•
•

Northern Electric
..

-

Students haven't falsified checks~-.
says University Awards Officer

ORONTO ( UP) - Un1ver<,ity of Toronto's World Un1verity crv1ce po se
a remarkable dating computer 1t'
exoriented .
Ao A-part an.swer to question two of the 72-part question•
naire wUl match a datele
tudent with a member of the opposite
ex. But a B-part answer to the same question gets him a date
with an lndividual of the same sex.
George Biro, one of the co·ordinators of the program, says
if more than 100 peo(lle ay they would hke to date members of
their own ~ex, the computer will match them up.
The y,tem I sur,enor to other daung ':>Y terns on campus
be au\e 1t I psychologically oriented, and 1s geared ':,pec1 fically to
un1ver\llY tudent,," aid Biro.
Unlike other ~}'>lems, it doesn't mention appearance, but it
doe

•

Please see your Student Placement Office to make
on appointment for on interview .

'

•
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150 POISONED EATING IN CAFETERIA

JLl\1M. THINK l'LL EAT this doughnut. I sprayed it with DDT
and it ~n't moving as fast as the others.

by LANCE STAFF
About 150 resident students
5,uffered food poisoning Wednesday after eating in the University cafeteria.
Board of Health officials notified early Wednesday evening
sent a team of inspectors to
the University for a complete
check of kitchen services managed for the University by
Versafoods Services Limited.
Dr. John Howie, director of
the Windsor Board of Health,
said Thursday, staphylococcus
was suspected in the poisoning
but that further testing would
be required to pinpoint the
cause of the illness.
University officials reopened
the cafeteria on a "limited
menu basis" for lunch Thursday.
Food serYices manager Mr.
Richard Abernathy said that
only "supemeated" foods cleared by the Board of Health
would be served until further
tests were completed.
Dean of Men R. P. Gilmor,
and University Medical Officer
Dr. D. D. Ruthcrhrd visited a!!
floors of the three University
residences overnight Wednesday
and treated serious cases.

"About 50 students were seriously affected, that is, quite
sick," said Dean Gilmor. He
estimated that about 150 students were affected in all residences.
A St. Mike's student said that
the pattern of the disease was
continued vomiting followed by
severe stomach cramps. Most
students were improved or back
to normal by Thur~day morning.
Board of Health officials took
swab tests of all cafeteria staff
and inspected meat served Wednesday at lunch and supper.
Samples of the suspected food
were taken for bacteriological
examination.
Three Board of Health staff
members checked University
sanitition Thursday while the
entire University staff spent the
morning cleaning and disinfecting the building.
Coffee, rolls and juice were
served in Cody Hall Thursday
morning while cafeteria service
was suspended.
Fred Fraser, president of the
A~ umption Highlanders (formerly Men' Residence Council)
said Thursday that no one had
been sent to the hospital and

that the council would "wait
and see" before taking any formal stand on the poisoning incident.
Earlier this year University
officials stopped
the sale of
student-made "submarine sandwiches" in residence because of
the possible danger of food
poisoning, although no cases had
been reported.
University Centre Director
Chuck Tolmie, and food services manager Mr. Abernathy
claimed that University Food
services had never had a food
poisoning incident before. They
said that there was no way to
insure that such incidents do
not occur because food is often
brought in from outside sources and served to University
· students.
Student council members and
publications staff were the only
students pleased with the food
poisoning incident.
"We'\"e had trays of dirty
ccffee cups and dishe sitting in
the student acti\'ities area for
v. eck..,. It took a fcod poi oning
scare to get the place cleaned
up, l gu::~ ." said LANCE edit. r-in-chief John Lalor.

Senate comes through with study week

I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN something was wrong when the
hot dog barked.

Tuesday night at SAC
At the Tuesday regular meeting of the Student's Administrative Council a report was deli\'ered l::y Vice-President Ron
Fisnman regarding the decision
of the Board of Publications to
appoint Mr. John Lalor to the
position of Editor-In-Chief of
the Lance. Mr. Fishman said
"We felt that Lalor had the
working knowledge necessary for
the job, and that he had the
ability to get along better with
the staff. With Mr. Lalor as Editor we believed that the Lance
would be much· more of a team
effort."
The question was also raised

as to who should sit en the
Board of Publications. According to the SAC Constitution the
Board shoulcl consist of the
editors of all official student
publications, the director of adertising, and two members of
the SAC.
Fishman suggested that representation of press people on the
Board be reduced so that students-at-large might be able to
deliver more objective decisions.

In reply, CUS Chairman Tim
Laird, noted that the press was
the main channel of news on
campus and as such should be
well represented on the Board.
A report was also received
from SAC Finance Director Bill
Maguire on the subject of SAC's
present accounting system. At
the moment, the University handles all accounting and invoicing for SAC. Mr. Maguire pointed out that this system is creating tremendous problems due
to the rapid growth of the University.
Last year SAC had $500 in
bad debts which Advertising
Director John Goyeau felt was
the result of the inefficiency of
the treasurer's office and the
present accounting system.
Mr. Maguire also pointed out
that with the present system
SAC has very little control over
what is charged to their accounts. The Council is currently
considering the possibility of
taking over their own accounting
and hope that a suitable system
may be implemented in the
near future.

Those of you who wish to
take a week off and go to Florida in February and still have
a week to study for your final
exams need not worry any longer. Your wishes have been fulfilled.
Recently Jan Weir, president
of SAC, went to the Senate with
the problem of study week being chopped to three days in

favour of a "slack week" in
February.
"This was not our original
intention in asking for a slack
week," said Weir, "we bad intended that study week remain
unchanged."
In a letter received by Jan
Weir from Dr. Leddy, President
of the University, the final decision of the senate was made

known. Slack week remains "on
an experimental basis, with an
immediate assessment next February, of its effectiveness as an
academic device.''
Further, lectures will not be
held on April 10, 11, and 12
"thus restoring a Study Period
of one week." Instead the
Christmas recess will end on
Monday, January 2

Nurses go to Dean with their problems
The effect produced by the letter submitt:.:d
by a number of student nurses to the Lance last
- week was a confrontation of the principles involved An in camera session was helc in the
basem~nt of Windsor Hall wherein the nur e
aired their problems in front of Fr. Ruth, Dean of
Arts and Science and Miss Roach, head ot the
School of Nursing.
This proved unsatisfactory as the meeting
did not get to the heart of the nurse!>' dissatisfaction so a further meeting wa!t held in the,
Dean's office, at the request of the more active
dissenters and E laine Peters, SAC representati .~
for the School of Nursing and Claudette Smith,
President of The Nurses Club.
At the meeting, a well prepared brief, outlining the purpose and function of a university
student, was presented to Dean Ruth. The report
said that the student-. felt that this idea of a
university student was not being realized by the
nurses in the schcol.
The report went on to make two ·recommendations:
I. 1b:1t a course evalution c<>mmittee be set
up within the School of Nursing with members
comprising both students and faculty.
2. That more seminar-type courses l::e set
up to allow freedom of student expression.
In an interview Dean Ruth said that the
School of Nursing is in the Faculty of Arts and

Science and that these girls if they had a grievance should h1ve come to him first. He expre., ~J
regret that the whole affair had been ra hlv
blown up in the paper and that the nurses' lette·r
had to deal in personaltities.
He said further that "higher education for
nurses is in the same tlge of development a
schools for medicine was in the 1900's." ''There
are four schools of nursing in Canada that gi,e
M.A.'s and none that give Ph.D.'s, so where
do we get !>taff?," he added.
"We are in competition with industry and
the government for qualified personnel."
Miss Roach added, "In other discipline it
is possible to get qu:1ntity and quality and you
can afford to be selective," with regards to personnel."
With regards to the sugge!>lions made by
the nurses in their brief Fr. Ruth was quite willing to set up the proposed committee in cours:!
evalation, but added that Dr. Lee is doing a
study on this matter.
"The enrolment is too large to make many
seminar courses feasible with our staff limitations
even though we did in the past."
"I would ex.pect that the per onal integrity
of any staff member would not allow any personal
feelings to influence any final results of any student here at the university," said Dean Ruth when
the question of academic reprisab was rai ed.
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''Our Town" Uninteresting
"Nothing very interesting goes
on around here" SfAGE

MANAGER.
This was also true of the event
at Cleary Auditorium last week.
It was then that the University

by PAUL MONTCLAIR-SMITH

Having lived in excruciating pain for no less than three days
I decided it was time to call a dentist. Not knowing any or anyone
who could recommend me to one I figured the next best thing was
to look one up in the Yellow Pages.
"May I get an appointment with the doctor as soon as possible?"
"Just a moment please."
There was a long wait during which some wandering gypsies
played a musical interlude . . . Finally a man came to the phone
and asked me if I was in pain and I said yes sounding as though I
was in pain.
It turned out that be was the dentist and that he had to go
to the hospital but be would be back in a couple of hours. If I
would take a 222 and be there at two o'clock be would relieve my
suffering.
I suffered for a few more hours and arrived at the office of
the good doctor where I was ushered immediately into an electric
chair and bad a nappie tied around my neck.
I waited.
For a full hour I waited.
Finally a man (I assumed him to be the dentist, I also assumed
him to be a man) came in and injected me with that stuff chat
they give you to freeze the nerve.
While I am slowly backing up the wall the conversation ran
somewhat like this.
"You're a student eh? Do you live nearby? If you start to
bleed can you get pills? The Medical Arts drugstore is open til'
nine o'clock. If you do start to bleed you can go there and get the
bleeding pills that I recommend."
I think be anaesthetied his thumb by sticking the needle through
my cheek because he started to suck his thumb as be told me to put
my head between my legs and gave me a Kleenex. (I always thought
that they made you put your head between your legs when you feel
faint). I could not figure that one out but I soon found out why I
was given a Kleenex, I started to bleed like a stuck pig.
I waited again.
The freezing did not take. He came back in and I told him that
it didn't take so he proceeded to try again. This time the conversation
went like this:
"You're a student eh? Who referred you to me? Have you got
the money to pay for this now, otherwise I can't take it out I can
only give you a local anaesthetic to kill the pain."
I did not have the money with me but I promised to pay as
soon as possible. Just then the needle that he was trying desperately
to jab in my tooth broke and there were little pieces of broken glass
all over me. He said he would try again.
(While I was waiting in the chair during all my rest periods
I did what every person does when he goes into a dentist's office
I played with the water fountain and looked at the diplomas on the
wall. He is a member of no less than two dental societies a fellow
of three others but what struck me most was a large bronze plaque
upon which is engraved the Hippocratic oath.)
When he said that he wanted to try again I told him to never
mind and pointed to the bronze plaque muttered a few oaths..of my
own questioned his legitimacy and the character of his mother and
stormed out into the waiting room when he tried to silence me in
front of his other patients (victims) only to discover that the nurse
had hidden my coat.

Players presented their first endea•,our Our Town, by
lbomton Wilder.
Aside from certain bright
spots, the play proceeded too
much in character with the town
it portrayed • • . innocent medi·
ocre and excruciatingl.Y dull.
There was nothing terribly
wrong with the performance it·
self. Indeed, the tasteful costuming and fine technical work were
further heightened by several
excellent characterizations, notably those of Mr. Sinclair, who
gave a convincing portrait of the
drunken, wryly philosophical organist, and Miss Veighey, who
provided a welcome, but slight·
ly over-done bit of comic relief
in her presentation of the delightfully priggish Mrs. Soames.
Mention must also be made
of Miss Nicklesen's realistic portrayal of Emily Webb. She handled a difficult character with an
ease that was pleasing to see.
Again some of the characters
were disappointing especially the
portraits of Mrs. Gibbs and Mr.
Webb. It is felt that Miss Mady
and Mr. Morgan could have
made much more of their respective characters.
Not one word spoken by Sam
Craig to the undertaker was
heard, and the whole scene was
lost, an unfortunate occurance
in a production of this calibre.
Mr. Klein's able direction was
very efficient and to the point,
eliminating most of the upstag·
ing that could very easil~ occur
in a play of this sort. Evidence
of hard work and careful planning was prominent in this area.

Lighting sequences were well
timed, and the musical accompaniment was adequately performed, although often quite
elusive.
It seems that this play was
an unfortunate choice to open
a season with, and as a result

will not be remembered as
memorable event. Yet this d" a
culty was overcome by a iffi.
duction and performance pro.
good quality. It can be rea of
ably said that we may look ~·
ward to a fine year of ullJ· or.
•
roductions.
.
Ver,
s1ty p

MIKE LYONS makes up for his. part as the stage manager in "Our
Town.

AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
051iaat
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR RINGS
• MEN'S and WOMEN'S
• STERLING SIL VER
• COMPLETE RANGE OF SIZES
Also

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR PINS
with year guard

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU

ATTRACTIVELY BOXED
IN EITHER GOLD PLATE OR STERLING SILVER

Only 2 BI ocks From Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST . W.

I retrieved my coat and came back to the press office to suffer.
Little did I know that the story was hardly over. I went home and
got dressed for OUR TOWN (I had complimentary tickets) and
took off to the theatre. Throughout the first act I was fine but
starting the second act the goofballs that I had popping in my mouth
began to lose their effect and I bad pains and fever and chills so
I went to the emergency of the hospital and they filled out form~
for thirty-five minutes . and then this doctor came in and looked at
his watch gave me three pills and cut out. So I suffered all night
and am here typing this column out with my nose for I can't move
a muscle.
But why am I telling you about my sufferings? For the simple
reason that I am so entirely cheesed off by a man who takes an oath
to help the sick and the suffering, a man who is among highest earning persons in Canada, a man who names his own hours, a man
who bas 80 much money that he had to be sure of getting his five
bucks before his oath would take effect.
This may not be entirely true of all dentists but it is an attitude
that I have found prevalent since coming to Windsor.
Students bring an estimated $600,000 of buying power with
them when they come to Windsor and yet the merchants say welcome
wnn one hand and treat you with mistrust on the other.

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
253-0369
Home Cooked Meols
Delivery Service
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

Any game is more fun with ice-cold Coke on hand. Coca-Cola has the taste you •
never get tired of •.• always refreshing. That's why things go better with Coke,,.
after Coke , •• after Coke.
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Morgan on u s
bits and pieces

Board
The Director of the Univer-

c.c.s.

'tl' of Windsor Student Radio
11

prog,r·irn may soon be. appointed
he Student Council Board of

ID l

DIRECTORS

publications.
.
Terry Morgan (Arts III), d1rf the program whicn has
ecto r O
t,een broadcast on CKWW for
three weeks, said Tuesday that
he would be pleased to be a
member of the Pubs Board.

Mr. Morgan is now a member
of the SAC Public Relations
committee and is directly responsible to Council. His position on the Board of Publications would officiaJly free his
show from direct responsibility
to SAC and provide the radio
program the same editorial freedom as other student publications.
Inclusion of the Radio Program on the Board of Publications would require a constitutional amendment from
the
SAC, and the approval of present members of the Board.
"I am not satisfied with the
present setup of our relationship
with SAC. I want to gain a
free agent status by moving from
under the Committee on Public
Relations to the Board of Publicatiom,", he said.
The student radio program is
broadcast Monday through Saturday on CKWW Radio 580

____7

LET THEM
EAT CAKE
Local 100 I of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees bas
reached an agreement with the
management committee of the
University of Windsor this week
said Raymond Kupko, vice-president of the local, in a statement,
last Monday.
The contract has been but
not signed by either side as yet.
The contract which will cover a
I year period when signed guar·
antees the workers an extra 19
cents per hour, raising the minimum wage to $1.60 per hour.
No guarante of seniority was
given by management whicn was
a main part of the issue. The
employees cannot yet expect
any established system of promotion, and are still liable to

Save the paintings fund
Three Windsor
professors
have appealed for student aid to
a Florence Relief Fund to assist in restoring flood-damaged
art works in the city of Florence, Italy.
Tore three professors are Dr.
Charles Fantazzi (Classics), Dr.
Ralph Nelson (Political Science)
and Mr. Joseph Delaura (Fine
Arts).
Donation5 taken by the three
professors will be forwarded to
Piero Bargellini, mayor and art
historian of Florence. An appeal
will also be made to University
faculty members.
"The newsreel showing young
North American students who
chose to stay by the stricken
city to help restore its damaged
art trea5ures is an inspiration
for us to make some gesture of
our own", said Dr. Fantazzi.
"Many persons. including myself, feel that Florence is the
est beautiful city of the world,"
he said.
Recent floods have caused exteru;ive damage to museums and
art works in Florence. Complete information on the total
damage is not yet available.
Donations to the Florence
Relief Fund will be accepted
directly by the three professors
or may be sent by mail.

!UNSET DINER
HOME COOKED MEALS

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University West

Etienne Gilson, author and philosopher, will speak on "Thomism Today", Sunday eve. at 8:20 p.m. in the Ambassador Aud.
IONA CLUB
Dr. Walter White will speak on Zambia and his recent trip to
that country at 4:30 p.m., Thursday at the University Centre.
HOLY REDEEMER COLLEGE
An open house~ folk mass, and panel will be held at Holy
Redeemer College this Sunday at 2 p.m. Come and find out what
gives about seminarians on campus.
FILM SOCIETY
The Swedish film "Winter Light" starring Ingmar Bergman
will be shown Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
TREASURE VAN
WUSC Treasure Van will be here Dec. 5-9. WUSC Treasure
Van features a collection of exotic and unu~ual articles from more
than thirty countries.
SKI CLUB
There will be a meeting of the Ski Club Monday in the New
Meeting Room at 7:30 p.m. Planning for the dance on Nov. 25,
Trip Plans, and Outing Plans plus a film are scneduled.

THANK YOU

dismissal at any time that the
managers choose. However, the
workers have an extra day of
holidays - half a day on th~
day before Christmas and half
a day on the day before New
Year's day. Those with an already higher pay level obtained
a higher pay hike.
In spite of this settlement
Supko stated that he did not
com,ider the contract completely
satisfactory and that minimal
wage increase received by the
employees was "rotten".
Mr. Wintermute, the personnel officer at the University, was
unavailable for comment.

ANGLICAN STUDENTS
The principal and fellows of Canterbury College are sponsoring
an Open House, Tuesday frcm 3·5 p.m. All Anglican students invited to drop in.
UNITARIAN GROUP MEETING
"Caught in the colourless confines of orthodox religion"? The
Unitarian group will meet on Tuesday at 4:45 p.m., the Univ. Centre. Meeting Rooms I, 2, 3, 4.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
A meeting will be held Monday at 4:30 p.m., Room 109, Memorial Hall for all amateur radio enthusiasts.
LION'S ESSAY CONTEST
The Lion's Club announces an international essay contest on
the topic "Peace Is Attainable". The grand award is $25,000. For
further information contact Peace Essey Contest, Lions International,
209 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
SEASON TICKETS
to all Lancer intercolJegiate sports are on sale, in the Athletic
Office, St. Denis Hall. $10 each, or $9 each for two or more.

ANTIQUE
JEWELLERY
LIMITED

FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

• GIFTS and CHIMA
• COSTUME JEWELLERY
• 10% DISCOUNT

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

256-854 l
429 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

COOK'S

" FINES1 CAKES

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 S!indwich St.
(At Detroit)

A Career
Iron Ore!
IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA
AND

QUEBEC NORTH SHORE AND LABRADOR RAILWAY
SEPT-ILES, P.Q. - SCHEFFERVILLE, P.Q. - LABRADOR CITY, NFLD.

Career opportunities are offered in

......
......

.....
.....
......
......
......

GEOLOGY
MINING ENGINEERING
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT,
IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANACA,
SEPT-I LES, P. G.

Our representatives will be pleased to meet with you when they visit your campus on

November 30 and December 1
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Sex and Morality on Cainpus
On Monday, N ovember 11, the combined
Cultural Committee of the Men's and Women's
Residence Councils of the University presented
a discu sion of "Sex and Morality on Campus"
to a packed house in Electa Hall's sixth floor
lounge. Father Hogan, Roman Catholic Chaplain
on campus, was the speaker. A panel of resident
students composed of Marilyn Kane, Anne Marie
Blum, Fred Fraser and John Gebal were present
to stimulate discussion. Here is the impression
cf Franc Sehovic (Arts II) on the meeting.

by FRANC SEHOVIC

BRENT SLEIGHTHOLM

JOHN LALOR

Managing Editor

Editor-In-Chief

AL STRACHAN
Sports Editor
T he L ANCE 1s published weekl y (Fridays) by and to r
the students of the Universi ty of Wi ndsor (Ontario). Press
offices are l ocated on the seco nd floo r o f t he Unive rs ity C entre.
Subscri ption rates - $ 5 per yea r.
Ent e re d a s seco nd - cl a ss mail at the P os t Office o f
C a nada, ~h e LANCE is a membe r of th e Canadi a n Uni ve rsit y
Pre s s and Associ at e d C o ll egiate Press. Editor ial opini ons
a re t hose o f the stud ent writer and do n o t nece s saril y expre ss
the vie ws o f the Uni ve rs ity o f Winds o r or Students' Administrat i ve C o u nc i 1.
New s o ffi ce - 253-4060, adv e r tisi ng department - 2534232 (ext. 22 1).

Nurses plight
The serious accusations which arose last week from the Faculty
of Nursing seems to have resolved itself into a struggle between the
New Youth and the Old Guard.
TIie Sc:bool of. Nursiq has
its enrolled, students who
are jmt attam-s adublloocl and are impatient with 'antiquated
aetllada allO CMle are IIUIIIS wllo llave spent .-y yeua ID
pnctice ad are seekills a degree in order that they may teach.
The fact that the entire School is more or Jess divided between
these two types makes any definite policy statement by the Nurses
Club virtuaHy impossible.

amonc

Further all nursing students fear academic reprisals, so without
little doubt the whole affair will "blow over" with little being done
about it on either side. In passing therefore we . would like to note
two things:
First, that is indeed sad that in a university community, freedom of one person to bis opinion should not be encouraged but
rather discouraged.

Secoad, dlllt it •

always beat cllaracteriidc of. lllfdlall

111Nies to pent dlamelvles from widlia and no penmental
nllricdom w restrictiou of ay ldad can be placed apon diem.

Dey wil IIOt . ." it for die me of. . . . .Ip... "pro(eaioml
st dents". Tllill aUowa sucla bodiea to retrict their numbers, fb:
tlaeir OWII prices, md publdy ostncize •YODe of daeir members

no ..,. •

u.e.

of
Last week's incident will probably be condemned to tlfat limbo
of mediocrity as is the wont of so many good causes that lack a
strong champion.

We re11e11bered to forget
What significance is there in the number eleven?
Why is it that at the eleventh hour, on the eleventh day, of the
elev~th month we all stop for three minutes and remember our
glonous dead from wars that have long since passed?
Why do we bother to remember past wars at all?
Are we repaying any debt to these men and women who gave
their lives in the cause of freedom?

. Does so~ing the seeds of freedom mean dropping bombs on
foreign countnes?
A great man returning from the first world war was asked how
he had won h~ Distinguished Service Cross and be replied that it
w8:' for sbovelhng horse guts off a roadway. This was the way in
which be preferred to remember the horror that was war.
.
Tuer~ will ~ people who will say that by forgetting our "glorlOUS dead ':"e will also forget the reality of wartime. For these
people there 1sthe question, Why do we forget them for 31,609,620
~ a year and remember them for 180 seconds in this horror
that 1s peace, that we have erected as an alternative to the reality of

war.
Why was this editorial not printed a week ago when it would
have been much more topical. Well it seems that some classes were
cancelled at ele~ o'clock _and some were not. 1bose in class were
busy
. remembenng_ that their f~ends got off while old so and so is

makmg them stay m and those m the cafeteria were wondering wh'l
1
old so and so cancelled his class.
e
But that's okay kiddies, you are too young to remember anyhow
Santayaoa once said ''Those who do not remember the past are con:
demoed to repeat it."

Principle are not matter for compromise.
The term 'principles' implies concepts of truth
that h ave been arrived at by weighted considera·
tion of all aspects of the subject matter with as
open and unprejudiced a mind as an individual
human being is capable. In addition it infers a
reconnoitering of the causes and effects of the
principle . Assuming the suitable completion of
these prerequisites a principle is arrived at.
When my principles are attacked I am obliged to answer, based on my conviction that I
am responsible to myself for what I am, think,
say and do. The discussion of November 14th on
" S:!x and Morality on the Campus" was just
such an attack on my convictions. The question
and answer period did not give me the opportunity to present an organized criticism which this
article does .
Permeating the entire debate was the sugge tion that the Judae o-Christian stand, or rather
the Roman Catholic Church's, was the only correct point of , iew on the subject. Such a discussion could never even feign to touch the topic on
a campus-wide basis, but would merely become a
di.iletic puppet show (which it was for the most
part). My objection is two-fold; first no proofs
were forwarded to show that the Judaeo-Christi.1n
conviction was sound and second the conviction
was only implied and not stated as such (be it
r ight or wrong).
When dealing with human beings and their
interrelationships one mus be particularly wary
of definitions that may be postulated to explain,
guide, or restrict human actions. Definition in
e sence is contrary to non-conformist and individuality.
Thus when morality was defined in point
form the thing that came to mind was the hypocritical definition of mortal sin with its sectional
requisites. Although I will here concede that in
juding the morality of an act one must take into
account such questions as: Is it loving? free?
fitting? I must explain that these 3 requirements
are too cbjective and limiting to apply them to
indn idual cases. Every human being true to him
(her) self must have his (her) own morality that
is individual to themselves. It is only a matter of
convenience that most of us have a similar concepticn of morality. People by their very nature
cluster about a like pole. So it is that various moralities ha, e gathered about particular civilizations,
so;:ietics, sects and finally social groups.
The question now arises 'what of those with
ineffectual or piastic moralities or no morality?'
The answer is a very basic one - education. Althcugh morality is very individual it must have
a solid base and be directed by general guiding
principles. The ideal educational situation for
morality would be one in which a new-born would
be guided by parents, who have already satisfactcrily (lo themselves) acquired an educated concept of morality. This instruction would continue
on into the educational system up to the time
the age of reason (or ability to accept or reject
concepts with all implied consequences) would
be attained, at which time a gradual individually
would be allowed to develop. This morality would
have a solid foundation and would be aimed by
guiding pillars of individual choosing.
Another insinuation that particularity struck
me was the one that the lecturer insisted on repcatmg several times. It was without a doubt
implied that none of us - that is, i.e., students
at the college level and not considering near-future
m1rriage - were capable of performing beauti• fully and humanely the act of love out of the
bonds of marriage. In not so many words we
were informed that we were unable and unqualified to judge the morality of an act (especially

one of a sexual nature), to act in a humane
Jo,ing manner towards a human being of~
oppm,ite ex and to freely realize and con the
... d .
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sueh an act k·eepmg m mm its effects a
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spon 1 1 1t1cs.
urt er 1t was implied that re.
riage is the only 'fitting' circumstance for marsexuai
love and that only within these limits c
.
.
an we
function beaulifully and meaningfully on
a se~·
ual Je .. el. Does love (not excluding its sexu 1
· a as·
pects) not exist outside of marriage? Can it
. ·t·1e d outside
.
not
be mora JI y JUStl
of marriage? 1 ,
deficient .out of ma~age? I suggest that ,od~y
Jove flourishes more without than within the bonds
of marriage and that love outside of marriao
is demanding, satisfying and hum'.lne as it ~:
within the limits of marriage .Further I challen b
!!C
the lecturer's doubt in youth's capabilities by ve;.
turing to say tha t many of us can and some of
us do engage in ver y beautiful, ful filling and bu.
m ane Jove.
M y nex t point - freedom - was illustrat~d.
or rather its lack of it was illus trated when it w~s
pointed out that the act of love involved the ~iv·
ing of the complete self to the other - 'I ;°0 ,~
you so much that I give you all o f myself'. _
With this I disagree most vehemently. It invades
the tabernacle of personal liberty, which kves
does not. To illustrate my point of view here are
two quotations:
" I once loved a woman, a child I'm told.
I gave her my heart but she wanted my scul.
But don't think twice,
It's all right."
" Don't Think Twice It's All Right"
Bob Dylan
"Lo ve gives naught but itself and takes naught
but from itself.
Love possesses not nor would it be posse:;s~d;
For Love is sufficient unto Jove ."
The Prophet - Kahil Gibran
To this wisdom I can only add that it dearly
indicates to me that need for free-flowing fr~~dom in any type of relationship.
The most irresponsible and ind icative of the
petty middle-class attitude towards sex prevelant
in the minds of most females on this campus I
have kept till the last. In the midst of a discu.·
sion about the advantage of restricting sexual
gratification until marriage, one female proudly
proclaimed: 'what greater gift can a woman give
her husband than her virginity.' If she had not
been so deadly serious, it would have been corn·
ical; but this was her conviction met by hearty
'yeahs'. Nowhere was there a mention of the
most important "gift" - love - . Is lo,·e to b~
placed second to er even compared to virginity?
And what is virginity?
Virginity is two-fold, mental and physical.
What is most often meant by the preservatio•1
of virginity is the retaining of physical virginity.
The act of love is not merely the action of inter·
course rather it encompasses the o"erture, rising
and falling action of the act of sexual union.
Therefore it seems logical to say that engaging i1
the act is a loss in mental virginity, even though
sex play (in reality the overture and rising action)
of union is not consumated. Hence it seems that
such statement!'. as the aforementioned proclamation of an individual female are hypocritical to
the point of absurdity. In the majority of cases
the gift of physical virginity, keeping in mind the
lost mental virignity, is of such insignificance or
even hypocritical nature that it becomes disdained .
Finally let m~ explain that quotation marks
about "gift". A gift is something that i~ valued
by an individual and which is given to another
individual who is Jacking or rather does not possess this "gift". But love is in every individual
and cannot be given in the sense of a "gift''.
Love is free, independent and complete unto itself. Two individuals can share in each others'
loves and thus communicate. They cannot exchange a concept which they share. They can
give themselves to each other completely while
at the same time they make the important reservation of the soul (the germ of freedom and
life).
I do not suggest that this criticism is complete, ne\lertheles~ I have attempted to touch
the important aspects of the topic as it was
discussed and lay down my views with the hope
that they stimulate further discussion.

EVffOR'S NOTE: The following was

,ritJen by Mr. Stracke during bis CUS

spansored, four week visit to Turkey
tb.fi past summer. Mr. Stracke, as your
rtflresentative, would now like you to
his impression of what be saw
beard in Turkey.
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by RIC HARD STRACKE
29 JUNE '66
Awaking on the
train I found that I had missed my
point of entry into Turkey. I was already within 'the rest of the rest', of
old Turkish Rumelia, the rolling hills
of Thrace. Nor would I ever know the
name of the little station that gave me
ti,,st greeting to this republic. It
seemed a town stuck in the past- not
the quaint costumes- past of the countryside but the tough mechanical yesterday of our own land.
Dirty little locomotives in the
dusty squalor of the station, chugging
their thick black smoke into the country air. Abandoned beside the tracks
was an ancient second-class carriage
that must have been the glory of its
day - breezy open platforms at either
end, solid square windows and the hint
of a designer's caprice in the panelling.
Now, like many other Turkish
wagons that become way stations in
their old age she was rotting in the
early morning sun. Beside the train
was an old abandoned ice-cream cart
which in its turn added to the impression that we were looking at something
that had fossilized forty years ago. And
three peasant women kneeling beside
the train, picking among rejected ashes
for a few coals, piling them into their
great hole-cursed pails, oblivious to the
complaints of officials and insults of
little boys.
The little boys were trying so hard
to sell us their bright green cucumbers
(no one had yet acquired any Turkish
mcney) their bright pink faces g!eaming
up at us. When they could not sell their
wares they ate a few and threw the
peels at each other.
Can it be that the modem, progressive Turkey that we heard so much
atout is no more than the crumbling
remnants of Ataturk's great leap forward? How can one tell such things
from a single town whose name he
does not even know?

all the Turkish people puts our own
nation to shame. CUS; for example, has
only an embryonic tourist service
whereas TMTF handles as many as
fifty towns in a year.
But what a city they have to show!
The accumulated civilization of four
thousand years forms the cosmopolitan
background of these settlements on the
!>hores of the Bosphourus and the Gold·
en Hom.
Most important the feeling of progress is everywhere. Racing to catch up
with Europe, in her ancient taxis and
chugging steamers, Istanbul always reminds her guests that she has made
much progress in her last forty years.
For in Istanbul, the past has been reconciled with the present. It will always
be alive, but it will always be the
humble servant of the exciting future
towards which all Turks are directing
their efforts.

2 JUl Y '66
Today's seminar was
a lecture on Mustafa Kemal. The ungrudging esteem with which the 'Father
of the Turks' is held by his people is
without a parallel anywhere in the
world. Before him, Turkey believed,
with the peoples of the East, that civilization was a gift of God - perfectable by studying His Word more close·
ly, but essentially static. All attempts
at progress before Ataturk needed some
sort of justification from the Koran,
the Islamic bible. The essence of Kemal's secularism was to insist that progress is the only sure sign of civiliza·
tion and that the state must act in the
name of the people, not of religion.
The consequences of this secularist
revolution are many, but perhaps the
most interesting is the total distain of
the educated Turk for tradition. "To
believe without thi,1king," our Turkish
lecturer stated quite categorically, "is
tradition."
Without tradition, what then is the
stuff of which the modem Turk wishes
to build his new society. The answer
is in the word repeated over and over
again by our hosts - SCIENCE. They
are not speaking of mere technology.

1JULY '66
TMTF is the Turkish
equivalent of our own CUS. Both are
national student organizations· but the
similarity ends there. Unlik~ CUS,
which has never even questioned government authority, much less been suppressed by it, TMTF is the vanguard
of social change in Turkey.

To the Turk, SCIENCE meam the
whole new way of i.e he is seeking
for his country. It means judging all
things in the light of reMOD, of logic.
It meam progress without religion.
It means everything that "tradition"
is not.

8 JULY '66

In his address to the WUSC group,
student president Cavit Savce called on
us to aid him by our work in TMTF's
goal, that the nature and reasons of
the common under.. development in social, political and economic framework
~f our country, will be exposed to the
hght of science as a result of your
work."
:rMTF is also a remarkable tourist
agency. For two days now, Turkish
students have been our guides through
this fascinating and often complex city
of Istanbul. But mosques and museums
are only a small part of a city and the
hospitality shown by our guides and

Istanbul can be an
ugly city too. I strolled down Ataturk
Boulevard past the temporary dirt roads
where Istanbul's first cloverleaf is to
be opened in a few weeks. Then over
the Ataturk Bridge, thrilling all the
while to the teeming happy life that
envelops one in the streets of this most
cosmopolitan of cities. And there, over
the bridge, only a few yards from this
busy artery, was a little kiosk serving
sandwiches and soft drinks to a crowd
of brisk, chattering Turks.
As I received my grilled sandwiches and Coca Cola, two little girls ten and six perhaps - came to buy
some gum, laughing and joking with
the man in the kiosk. Immediately came
a man from the shadows. He offered
me the girls. His hands told the story

of what he was offering them for. It's
an international language. Now, for
once, I could be sure of the Turks
around me. Without words, their minds
were quite clear. A chorus of faces
leering down at me: crooked yellow
teeth, !>teaming mustaches, a chorus
of forefi ngers entering clenched fists; and
grins, the filthy grins. The little girls
laughing no longer. What could I do
now in this place but to repeat "yok"
(no) over and over until the leers turned to sighs of disappointment. I hid
my face in the food, bought some cigarettes and went away.
Would I, the rich young tourist
have been the first for those little
girls with their chewing gum? If so,
by how much did my little ''yok"
lengthen their innocence? A month?
A day? The tourist season is starting.

To a question about inter-faith
dialogue, he answered that soon the
re, i vified Moslem religion would
manifest the Truth to aU nations."
Concerning reform he commented
'Islam being perfect · beyond reform.'

Perhaps it is dangerous to judge
from a handful of encounters in a single area. But we have been told so
often that the cities of our town are
more progressive than those of Tur·
key's eastern regions. How much more
reactionary could one be than this village hoja?
One of the Turkish profesors travelling with us told me that he, with other
intellectuals, reject the idea of a new
revolution. He rejects any suggestion of
trying to reform Islam, because, as
the hoja pointed out, this religion is
founded on the belief in theocracy. The
progressive Turk can only hope for

16 JULY '66
lymir is a difficult
place to leave. It must be the most
modern city in Turkey. Burned to the
ground in the War of Independence,
the city was rebuilt around an immense
"Kultur Park" where citizens pass the
hot hours of the afternoon before returning to their work. What impressed
us most on entering the city was its
brightness. The broad clean streets lined
with palm trees; the pleasant waterfront road which becomes a pedestrian
mall in the evenings; the feeling of newness that one finds everywhere.

No less impressive was the main
plant of the Dgove Sadolin paint company. Without any union pressure, the
management of this private company
has instituted an immense welfare program for its workers. Pensions, free
milk, a recreation building with a
movie house; great reductions at the
company's seaside resort and wage
that average 20 percent higher than
those in comparable industries. When
we asked the man who took us through
the factory if there were a union, he
replied that a union was unnecessary
when everyone feels as though he belongs to the same family. Our only
reservation was that the worker becomes tied too closely to the company.
But then most workers with employers,
benevolent or otherwise, are tied to
their com!)anies.

21 JULY '66
I was wrong. I was
utterly wrong about religion in this
country. I should have waited to come
into closer contact with religious people
before I formed any judgments about
the value of I lam in Turkey. Ye!>terday, in an economically progres ive
little village out. ide Alanya, I met my
first hcja, a man who had dropped
out of the religious school system because he didn't approve of their teaching
science. With the villagers forming an
appreciative chorus behind him, he told
how all religious men in Turkey are
working toward a theocratic state; a
return as he put it, to the glories of
Suleiman the Magnificent. Hi eyes
burning. he told of the wickedne of
the Republican Party, of the vast menace of Communism that was corrupting
Turkish society and of the speed with
which he expected Islam to re-establish
its power. here.

gentle persuasion, the eventual suspen,;ion of Islam as it is known today and
'
ultimately, a wholly new Islam that can
admit secularism and accept reform.

.

22 JULY '66
My last particle of
optimism for religion in Turkey was
crushed today when we visited the
Higher Institute of Islamic Studie .
Knowing by now that the only way
to get straight answers is to ask crook·
ed questions, we devised tortuously
phrased enquiries on tne place of Islam in Turkey and in the world. The
result is that there can be no doubt
that the views of these most educated
of religious men are es entially the
same as those of the village hoja. Islam is perfect and therefore beyond reform. Theocracy (although by law they
could not say this explicitly) is an integral part of Muslim theology.
We came to see what Mohammed's
religious tolerance has become in
morlern Turkey: everyman has the
r.ght to be wrong, but an unbeliever
is no less wrong because of it.
These views, then, are the dominant
ones in Islamic higher education. I once
thought that it would be so easy to
reform Islam by merely establishing enlightened academies for the training of
religious leaders. The vice-director
showed me how wrong I was. Islam is,
in its essence, a social religion, and de·
mands that its adherence make distinction between the society and the religion.
Even more frightening was the vicedirector's hint of their plan for event·
ual reconquest of Turkey. If his school
and others like it can train enough men
adequately in the natural ciences, pedagogy and the humanitie:. then the offices
of teacher, the only outpost of secularism in most villages, will be reunited
with that of hoja. Then with the hoja
in complete control of the village, Turkish peasants will be completely cowed
by the conservative classes.
No, I have not forgotten n1y former
diatribes against Secularism. It still
brings with it the dangers of godle ncss
and immorality. But there i nothing
more godless than a religion that pervert God. There i nothing more immoral than uch a god-being u ed to
frighten men into letting their families
starve. I am at least glad that I did not
come to Turkey looking for answers
because I have found none.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
No s ow 11 Italy?
Dear Mr. Editor :
We have a question for the
University . We have at Ja t
been provided with decent side..
walks on the Campus, but now
that snow has fallen, they have
been plowed or shovelled to
scarcely one-track width. Last
year it was the same and we
bad to struggle through snow
and slush for months. If the
clearing was done properly from
the first snowfall - i.e. NOW
it wouldn't get all frozen
and impossible to clear.
We know that some of the
Management and most of the
employees come from sunny Italy, but we hardy Northerners
think they could do better.
"The Sudbury Snowmen"

Term work
passing for •ula
Halleluia!
I didn't realize cheating was
so easy here! Profs are so naive.
AU you have to do is take an
exam in a class other than your
own in order to copy the questions. Hand in a fictitious name
and leave unnoticed. Of course,
it makes things tougher for
those who studied but who
cares? Since most exams are
marked on a curve, I get my
high grade.
Yes, things are really good.
Everyone has an equal opportunity to cheat unless you happen to be in the first class but they say that everyone has
a cross to bear. Think about it.
Herkimer Horn
(Completely Disgusted)

CAN-AM k1dos
Dear Sir:
I was a delegate to the Canadian-American Seminar held at
Windsor, November sec o o d
through the fourth. I would like
to thank the University as a
whole for the interesting and
educational experience the Seminar provided. You should certainly be proud of the way your
committee organized and directed the conference. I am sure
every delegate left Windsor vecy
impressed with the University
due to the committee's fine efforts.
Jay F. Birdsall,
Department of Political
Science
University of Rochester

o,r first
e1co1ragl11 1ote
Dear Sir:
As a past member of the
Lance staff and as an individual who wants very much to
see a good student newspaper
printed every week, I would like
to express my confidence in the
Lance's new Editor-in-Chief and
his small but enthusiastic staff.
I am sure that these people will
be successful in putting out an
interesting, informative and provocative newspaper every week.
Most students at the University of Windsor take it for
granted that they will be able
to pick up their copy of the

Lance every week. Little do they
realize that it takes many hours
of work on the part of many
people to keep the Lance in
circulation.
These students also find it
very easy to criticize the editors
of the Lance, yet very few see
fit to come to the press office
and offer their services in order to better the quality of the
paper.
It is of great interest to note
that the Lance, like every other
college newspaper in Canada and
the United States is published
every week by four to five
pecple who spend from 20 to
50 hours per week attempting to
please a student body composed
of regurgitating
automatons.
One wonders whether or not all
this effort is really worthwhile?
All that remains to be said
is that I wish Mr. Lalor and
bis staff the best of luck in
their journalistic endeavours for
the remainder of the year.
W. J. Dodd

W at a way to go go
Dear Sir:
The news stories
in
last
week's Lance concerning the
plight of the nurses was very
encouraging to the average
student who has a tendency to
think the school of nursing to
be a below-average-intelligencegroup of man-hunters. That the
nurses as a body are interested
in academic pursuits other than
body temperatures-taking and
hypodermic needle-giving is welcomed. Perhaps this little show
of discontent will spur on the
generally apathetic University cf
Windsor student tody to q'Jestion and not blindly swallow
everything that is thrown at
them in the academic sphere.
Nurses, you're a peg higher in
my estimation.
Otto Lysis

Se mi-virgins
More gum
Dear Sir:
Can someone explain the big
difference between teenie boppers chewing bubble gum and
our seventeen and eighteen year
old teenagers? So the high school
kids do live dances for security!
How many of our "developing
adults" of the University could
stand in the line let alone walk
a straight one? I suppose these
lines do hinder the University
kiddies from stumbling all over
and creating all sorts of noise.
At least when the high school

kids go out their parents can
trust them. They can somehow
create their own fun and within the limits set by their parents.
They are free from stimulant
while liquor is a must for the
"mature" University student.
The ages of the two groups is
the same so what can be the
difference? The main point is
that the University kids are away
from home and in order to
have security they must run with
the crowd. Drinking is synonymous with the role played by
the "in-crowd".
They drink before and after
every dance and then stumble
off to bed blaring noise all over
and, what's worse, being sick
all over. I suggest that this is
only half a person if he must
use liquor as a crutch to have
fun and get along with people.
I'm sorry the article did not
define "their Victorian ideas on
vices" beca111e I think it would
have been interesting to ~ what
"normal adults" consider as norm;r. If gettin! drunk and being
vulgar is normal then God help
all normal people. Just to keep
the record straight, I do drink.
I go to the Bridge House once
in a while and have a beer or
two with friends but I do not
drink to get drunk.
Hoping a few people take a
good look at themselves in tht;
mirror and then exchange their
bottle for a smile or even a
chew of gum, I remain yours
hopefully,
Double Bubble

Dear Editor :
You asked why I was annoyed by Father Hogan's spectacular discussion - "Sex and Morality on Campus"? I'll tell you.
It mas "middle-class". Father
Hogan said that what is morally good is free, loving, and
suitable to human nature. And
this is intelligent. But then he
suggested that "suitability to
human nature" excludes the ultimate sexual action unless you
are "committeed to" your bedfellow. And of course the punch
line - marriage. No one challenged commitment, no o e asked what it meant. (It's a noble
word.) But it successfully boxed
up sex. Sex was, for the rest
of the night, the wild force that
needs the firm control of the
Spectre Reason.
Why weren't we talking of
the great sin "unsexiness"?
The average campus cavalier is
cool (i.e. cold). He is not emotional, spontaneous or free. It
is immoral to want to suddenly
kbs someone and then ask "is it suitable?" A sin against
life and freedom and imagination. You see when you talk of
restrictions, you aren't usually
talking of friends or lovers, you
are talking of a selfish kind of
pleasure . . . how much big
daddy will stand for. (Perhaps
restrictions should be mentioned,
but only by way of footnote.)
If you discuss sex and morality, say "become like children"
or "be fruitful". At least say
"yes."
J. Alfred McEllis

I love Pail
Sir:
I would like to answer that
"disappointed student" who complained last week that not
enough U. of W. girls show up
stag and available at the dances.
Well, I would like to ask him
one question: When was the
last trip you made to your analyst? Are you suffering from
hallucinations?

BOB VIGNA (from Rochester) crowns Bily Scarfia, this Year's
Campus Ca,'81ier at the Sadie Hawkins Dance last Friday in the
Ambassador Auditorium.

Cainpus cavalier
"Wow! Chcunzi!." The Campus Cavalier is dark and hand;
some Bill Scarfia. Bill captured
the title of "Joe Cool with the
babies" from five other aspiring
lotharios last Friday night at
the Sadie Hawkins dance.
Bill is from Rochester.
Four out of the last five cavaliers were from Rochester.
For you girls who missed him,
Bill is six feet tall with black
hair and he tips the scales at
210 pounds. "He has the most
adorable greenish-blue eyes and
the longest eyelashes," said a
starry-eyed admirer of bis.
Marryin' Sam made a few
people happy by making it all
"legal like." Liz Kirley won the
prize for the best hat although
Jeff Morris hat was. termed as
an "unique creation."

Despite all the frivolity the
aim of the evening's entertainment was directed towards a
charitable end. The University
Council of Women sponsor a
Christmas party every year for
underprivileged children.
This year, thanks to the more
than five hundred who turned
up at the dance, more than 150
children from two Windsor agen·
cies will have a successful Christ.
mas party.
Everyone has a chance then
to be a cavalier, in the eyes of
one of the needy children. By
"sponsoring" one of them, the
sponsor chooses the age of "his
child" and buys him or her a
small gift.
Happiness is not a Christmas
Fairyland.

MORE OVER HERE
The attitude of many, if not
the majority, of the guys on
campus is absolutely revolting.
In order to be "Joe Cool, Campus King" a guy doesn't ASK
a girl to dance. He stands
around with 2 or 3 other coolies, !coking her up and down,
(while she secretly gets her
hopes up) and then turns his
head and looks ot other way.
REAL COOL. The less sadistic
youth might also nonchalantly
stride past her, to let her feast
her eyes on his teautiful body,
while she, although aggressiveness is not a natural part of
her make-up, tries subtle "comehither" glances. Joe Cool writes
her off as a hustler, out to get
an M.R.S. degree.
If the cool guys (would you
belie,e frigid?) would only
smarten up and assume their
proper role as the pun,uers, the
men of action, the aggressive
beasts their forefathers were,
perhaps girls would not have to
be forced into the humiliating
role of the "brazen hussy, the
typical North-American domin·
eering female."
And another thing - some
princely character~
have this
warped, misconstrued misconception that all the chicks are out
to SNAG them. (L.A.C. 11-E,
for one). All a girl wants is to
derive the basic and essential
social satisfaction that should
be part of her college curriculum; namely, an occasional date.
Going stag to school dances is

fun, sometimes. But there are
other occasions set up in our
Western social structure which
demand an escort: and the fair
young damsel is, alas, at the
mercy of The Cool One: The
Unmoved Mover.
alias Joe Cheapskate.
Money really isn't a problem. If
a guy can afford to go out to
the Bridge with the guys, 3 or
4 or 5 or 6 times a week, he
can surely afford to take a girl
out at least once. And I don't
mean out to Heps.
To all the coolies on campus:
You don't know what you're
missing. Why don't you drop
that cool, protective mask. Are
you afraid of the ridicule from
your buddies if you are turned
down? (Sure, it's easier, and a
dastardly deed, indeed, to re·
ject a girl before she has the
,chance to reject you.) Wb.y,
don't you admit to yourself that
it would be fun to take out a
broad (a nice, wholesome, col·
lege-type broad) once in a while.
Or at least ask her to dance,
for cryin' out loud.
Sincerely,
A nice, wholesome, CollegeType Broad.
P .S.: I LOVE the Musings Col-

umn, and anyone who criticizes it obviously lacks the
superior mentality needed to
understand it.
P.P.S.: to Paul Montclair-Smith:
Are you interested in a N.W.
C-T. Broad?

TORONTO TELEGRAM BUILDS CHRISi~AS' F
AiiYL\ND'
1

THE TELEGRAM'S CHRISTMAS FAIRYLAND - This ii, a
model of Toronto's biggest Christmas show scheduled Dec L - - 3.
,
emu.%
30 · the Qu
m
. . een FJizabeth Buildmg of the Canadian National
Exhibition. The Telegram's Christmas Fairyland will featu
some ~7 different exhl"bits over 63,000 square feet. F ~
pomt of the show is Santa Claus and he will be joined
by the Fairy Princess, Soo Belle, Uncle Bobby
Fred Flinstone, Huckleberry Hound and ~
host of other children's favorites. 1bere

Chirstmas Fairyland, one is at the northeast corner
of the Queen Elizabeth Building
(lower left) and the other is at
1he southwest comer of the
building (fop right).

are two entrances to

There will be a Christmas
Toronto this year.
John Bassett, chairman and publisher of
The Telegram, said his newspaper will stage a
Christmas Show in the Queen Elizabeth Building
at the Canadian National Exhibition grounds
from December 3 to December 30.
Covering an acre-and-a-half, The Telegram's
Christmas Fairyland is designed as a family show
of excitement, enchantment and entertainment,
all set in the charm of an Old World Village at

Christmas.
Mr. Bassett said the show will be an annual event. Children under 12 years of age will
be admitted free when accompanied by an adult,
and special group tours for children in Metro
schools will be arranged during the first two
weeks. General admission will be $1 .00 fer
adults and 35 cents for students from 12 to 16
years of age.
Mr. Bassett said there is a real need in
Toronto for a spectacular focal point of the gaiety
and traditions associated with Christmas. He was
confident that Christmas Fairyland will fill this
need and that it will also attract visitors to
Toronto from all of Central Ontario and
border states.
The show will surpass in size and lavishness anything that previously has been staged
at this time of year in Canada. It will have 27
individual structures in its village layout. Houses,
cottages and shops will contain a wide variety
of exhibits ranging from animated toy displays
to The Friendly Giant's house with its walkthrough furniture. The majority of Canada's
major toy companies will be participating and
exhibiting their latest toys in this show.
Santa Claus will be the focal point, holding
court in a glistening Ice Palace. The Fairy Princess and Little Miss Sno Belle ~ hostess of a
continucus children's theatre also are headliners, along with television personality Uncle
Bobby, Fred Flintstone, Yogi Bear, Huckleberry
Hound, and Elmer the Safety Elephant. The
animations of Humpty Dumpty, marching soldiers in the bell tower and the Mad Hatter's
boiling teapot are other features.
There will ~ rides for children, including
a carousel and rocket ships, and an Old Woman·
in-the-Shoe slide. A two-sectioned Play Town
will be chock-full of toys for actual play by
children.
As a special treat, a huge ten-foot stocking,
filled with all sorts of toys, will be delivered by
. Santa Claus to some lucky boy or girl on
Christmas morning. The winner will be decided
by a draw and proceeds from this stocking fund
will go to charity.
During weekdays, The Telegram'e Christmas
Fairyland will be open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturday, the show will open at 10 a.m. and on
Sundays at 1:30 p.m. closing both days at 11

me

p.m.
The show will not be open on Christmas

Day.

The largest artificial Christmas tree in North
America has also been completed for The Telegrafs Christmas Fairyland.
The tree, a statistician's dream come true,
was constructed Monday in the Queen Elizabeth
Building of Exhibition Park, home of the monthlong Christmas show.
Four workmen from Noma Lights, designers
of the tree spent five hours assembling the gigantic tree which:
- is as tall as a three-story building;
- weighs as much as the offensive line of the
Toronto Argonauts;
- has as many branch limbs as there are men,
women and children in Barrie, Ontario;
requires enough needles to supply one each
to every resident in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec combined;
- when lit, is bright enough to illuminate a city
street

The Lance staff joins with fae
University Council of Women,
the Unitarian Service Committee, the Salvation Army and all
the other charitable organizations, who devote their money
and time to the making of
Christmas for the needy and underprivileged, in wishing these
same people a merry Christmas.

If this hasn't driven you to a slide rule, consider that the tree's materials, if used in making
the average six and seven-foot home variety,
would be sufficient to supply trees for 50 houses.
Then too, the average tree in a home· Ol'
an apartment would use about 40 lights while
Fairyland's tree is scheduled to have over 10,000
lights decorating its 14,000 branches from De·
cember 3 to 30.
The electrical supply for one day alone is
what a six-room bungalow uses in a month.
In addition to building the tree, Noma Lights
are also supplying all of the lighting facilities
for it.
Noma's merchandising manager, Bill Srigley,
says, "of all the special trees we have produced,
this one as the tallest and most elaborate. To my
knowledge, it's the biggest ever attempted on
this continent."
Just the thinking and planning that went into
the concept was enough to cause a king-sized
headache, much less the construction and assembly
of all the parts. Noma bad to change specifica·
tions of its production line and institute some
retocling of equipment.
The tree bas been specially treated and it is
composed of flameproof wood and fibreglass. It
will greet visitors in the Queen Elizabeth Building's
southwest entrance at the CNE.

And, if anyone would like to institute a
count of all the needles in the branches, Noma
will te pleased to verify the correct answer.
Here's a hint. If you don't come up with
a number close to 12,500,000, you're not even
close.
A group of inspired artists, carpenters and
cabinet makers have the challenge of turning this
fairy tale village into 20th century reality.
Their employer, Eugene Flowers, said he
has seldom seen display builders take such a
lively interest in a project.
Mr. Flowers' company, Canadian Display
and Exhibit Co. Ld., has been commissioned to
build the Old World cottages that will give Christmas Fairyland its unique qualities,' when it
cpens.
Most of the buildings have been finished
already. They have exceeded everyone's expectations.
"Looking at one of these buildings instantly
recalls all the fairy tale cottages that you've ever
read about in childhood," said Vic Growe, show
manager. "It's not anything that is contrived.
You could only say that the designers and builders ha\'e captured memories and transformed them
into finished buildings".
The designs for the buildings were created
by two men with a strong background in theatre
and televis.ion, Chris Adeney and Stan Sellen.
After their designs were accepted, Christmas
Fairyland invited three display companies to
submit their interpretations of the designs, and
COE was commissioned for the job.
Its president, Mr. Flowers, s.ets high standards fer the work of his company, but even he
was delighted by the end products. He plans to
use Christmas Fairyland as a showpiece for the
work of his own company.
The buildings range in size from 400 to
2,200 square feet, and are in a variety of shapes.
One circular building, for instance, is a candy
cane house. Another is built as a Swiss chaleL
After each is completed, it is painted and
decorated. Each part of the building is coded,
and it is then dissembled and put into storage at
the Canadian National Exhibition.
On November 26 at 12:01 a.m. workmen
from COE will move into the Queen Elizalleth
Building and begin marking out the floor to show
where each building will go. They will be finished
at about nine a.m. and four crews of eight men
each will begin erecting the buildings.
Wrthin 48 hours, seven of the largest buildings will be in place, and exhibitors will then
arrive to begin their set-up. The remaining buildings will be assembled and the components mov·
ed in by midnight, December I, allowing 24
hours for final touchup.
"Everyone connected with building the show
has had experience in design and display work,,.
Mr. Growe, the show manager, said. ''But no one
has even seen anything like the buildings that
are going into Christmas Fairyland."
The designers and craftsmen all look forward to the opening as eagerly as their children,
for they are just as anxious to see their handiwork in its final setting, the fantasy atmosphere
of Christmas Fairyland.
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by M. ABRAHAM RENFREW

Once again there is a distinct lack of things to register shock
and disbelief about. 'Ibere are, however, a few things which
deserve commenting upon.
First of all, the Canadian College Bowl will be played at Varsity
Stadium in Toronto this Saturday. Probably never heard of it have
you? Well it happens to be Canada's feeble imitation of the Rose
Bowl. Needless to say, the University of Windsor's interest in this
occasion is minimal due to the fact that we don't have a football
team (hint).

-

L--

H you happen to be in Toronto for the weekend drop by.
The entire ~ side of Varsity Stadium is resened for studellb
at a buck or a buck and a half a throw. 'Ibe net proceeds will
go to the Save the Children Fund which helps children of North,.
em Canada, Viet Nam and Bolivia.
This weekend the ninth annual University of Windsor B~Ball
clinic will be held. Some of the best coaches in the area will
be present which of course means that our own Bob Samaras will
be there too. It is interesting to note that "Sam's" record in conference competition since he took over the Lancers is 44 wins against
two lo~. We feel that it is only fair to warn those frosh who have
never attended a Lancer basketball game that your personal well being is in jeopardy if a long, loud cheer is not heard when Sam is
introduced before each game.
'lbe LANCE sports staff (me) needs help. This fact should
be painfully obvious to those who have read the last two sports
pages. Just come up to the Lance off'lce and ask for M. Abraham Renfrew or the Lance spo~ editor (me). Ask what you
can do to help. After you've Cmished doing my homework you
can probably write a story or two.
John McCullough, well known Gym Rat around town, wants
to know why the gym should be closed all afternoon when no one
is using iL John wishes to point out that he realizes that the Phys.
Ed. department has priority but what is the sense of locking up St.
Denis Hall when the P.E. class is elsewhere?
LANCE HATS OFF FOR THE WEEK To Rick Wyszyn•
l!iki for coming into the LANCE office and asking that a space
be left open for a s1nl'y about a project of biol. Well, the space
was left open until the last minute Rick, when the LANCE
Sports Editor (me) bad to work like bell to fill it.

THE LANCER'S THREE FORWARD lines
which will clean up on opposing teams thJs searon wll be centred by the three players pictured
above. From left to right they are: Mike Murray,

SCIENCE#l FORGES INTO BOWLING LEAD
Science No. 1 slipped into
sole possession of first place
in the bowling league by sweeping three games from the Engineers. Arts I No. 1 and Arts
II No. 4 are tied for second
place at eight points, three points
behind the leader.
High series for the day was
rolled by Mike Dimaro with
576; Bill Janci followed with
556. Mike's single game of 214

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
Our Representatives Will Be Visiting The Campus
28th AND 29th NOVEMBER
to interview g•aduating and post-graduate students in the following disciplines who are interested in a
career in industry:
Regular Employment:
Mechoni co I Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Engineering Science
General Arts or Science
Mathematics

ex of the ComwaD Jr. B. team, Tom McFadden,
a standout in Windsor high school circles, and
Frank Micallef, a former member of the Tor.
cnto Blues.
Lance Staff photo by John Doyle

Electrical Engineering
Engineering Physics
Chemistry and/or Physics
Commerce or Business Administration
Stoti sties
E conom etri cs

was high for the day, beating
Dan Zannier, Pinkas Jarcaig and
Rick Frank, all with 210 games.
The surprise of the week was
that Arts II No. 3, a team
which previously had failed to
win even a single point decided
they had had just about enough
and swept four points. Team
spokesman Rich Basinski was
quoted as saying, "If that fathead Wayne Ocolisan gets off
his ass, we can really set this
league on fire."

GRADUATING IN
ENGINEERING?
SCIENCE?
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION?

Rich also extended his thanks
to those girls who were bowling
a mere eight alleys away and
pretended they did not hear what
be said when he got a split after
three strikes in a row.
Judy Goldin topped the worn·
en's league with a 426 series.
Kathy McCrone was second with
409, but rolled the high individual game of 156. Arts I still
leads the league with nine
points, two better than Arts Il
No. I and Arts III.

INTERVIEW
WITH
HAWKER
SIDDELEY
I•

An inJerview app?intment_ can be made at your Placement Office on campus where you mayobtain position
descriptions and information about the Company. If supplies of these are depicted please fill in the coupon
below and forward to us for immediate attention.
'
Summer Employment
We _wi 11 _have a ~urriler of interesting openings for undergraduates in chemical, mechanical and electrical
engineering, one, two and three years from graduation as well as for undergraduates in chemistry commerce or business administration.
'
Summer emplo~ees, particularly those who will be entering their senior year provide the additional technical
manpower requtred to carry out many important investigations of a cha I lenging nature.

DU PONT OF CANADA
Personnel Division, P.O. Box
Dear Sir:

660,

Montreal,

P. Q.

.............................................. ••••• ······•·•···•••··•···

Kindly forward immediately information on openings for 1967 graduates and
"From University to Industry With Du Pont of Canada".

O

copy of your booklet

NAME----------------------------------------------~-----------ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FACULTY & YEAR-------------------

--------------------------print)
(please

-------------------

We market products and services in four essential segments of the
economy: steel and steel products, engineering, power and transportation
equipment. In our divisions and subsidiaries, you will apply your skills
and knowledge in a stimulating environment of challenging work,
responsibility and rewards.
We would like to meet you on the campus in order to discuss your
career plans, our graduate training and development programs, and the
opportunities with Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.
Please consult your Placement Office for position descriptions, reference
materials, and interview times.

Hawker·Siddeley Canada Ltd.
Hawker Siddeley will be interviewing graduating students
at the Bachelor and Master's levels on

November22

NOVEMBER 11, 19" -

,'eter piper picked a peck
of pickled swimmers
In

exclusive LANCE inr.riiew. swimming _co1ch John
ash ga ve a pr,;vtew of this
year's Lancer swimming team.
The team has alreaJy been
working out for O\.er a month,
not onl} in the pool but al o in
the \\Cight-lifting room. The
te :n's ni n~tecn members (seven
girl and twelve of the other
kind) do two anJ a half hour
workout s J a1ly.
Out of this !lfnc cnly one hour
the pool
1 actually spent in
(pr,.,babl) in order that the
w,mming team will not further
rtS approximation to a group of
dill pickles judging by the
amount of chlorine in THAT
rod). The remai nder of the
time is spent in weight-lifting
an<l various form s of exercises
induding isometrics and isotonics.
The men's team is co-captained by Al McMillian and
Phil McCullough. Last year, Al
wcn two first at the OIAA meet
all

'DIE IANCE -
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in the I 00 yard breast troke and
the 100 yard indi\.idual medley.
Phil was third in the 200 yard
freestyle and the 500 yard freest} le at the same meet.
'I he accent this season is on
youth with no less than five of
the boy's team members being
freshmen. These foe, Chuck Allen, Keith Young. Ed Brarid,
Tern Fox and Dave Trower,
make up the main p:irt of the
Lancer sprint squad although
Tom Fox will probably compete
in the butterfly and breaststroke.
The girl's team is captained
Dorothy Pitters, a second
year English and Sociology major. Doroth y will represent the
University in the indi vidual
medley.
by

Coach Nash has a strong,
young team which would do
well this year (as long as none
of them get kidnapped by the
Vlasic company).

TIIE LANCER SWIM TEAM works out in one
of. their daily practices. In the background captain Al McMillan looks on (left) while he catches

his breath. The guy on the right received an

Oscar for his act for the LANCE photographer.
-LANCE staff photo by John Lo.dnski

SPECTATOR CODE RELEASED

BY DEPARTMENT
Jn the interest of good sportsmanship the members of the
N .C.A.A . recommends the fol·
lowing code for students and
other spectators in the conduct
of their intercollegiate program:
1. The home college, as host.
should encourage courtesy toward the visiting colleges, play·
-~~,-b.es and students; and to
the game
spectators.

OtllCl.u:,

auu

~ ·=--a:-

is still time to join if you care to. 'Ibe schedule
is in the athletic office. Get the point?
LANCE staff photo by John Birchell

Rudy's
Barber Shop
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2840 UNIVERSITY W.

CAREERS

The faculty and staff of the
School of Pb) sical Education
and all intercollegiate coaches
endorse the abo\'e spectator be·
haviour and urge all students to
con tinue the positi\e cheering:
and sport man . like conduct
which has been so charactcris.

couraged.
3. Silence should be maintained during all free throw attempts.
4. The use of noise-makers
CURSES FOILED AGAIN! Thb was the scene
down in the old sculpture room 1-t week as the
EIToI Flynn followers went at it again. There

be encouraged as a traditional
part of college athletics.

that interfere with the proper
game administration should be
barred.
5. Enthusiastic cheering should

' ni'licr,;,i\y ot Win<.l o r

the pa t.

students
campu
tion of
graduate
Seasons
Office.

game upon presentatheir 1.0. card. Po !students may secure
Passes at the Athletic

FOR

GRADUATES

•

CANADA

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

IN

HUDSON'S BAY Company
AND

HENRY MORGAN & CO.
LIMITED
wi 11 have a representative on campus to discuss
:nanagement career opportunities in retail merchandising on

Wednesday & Thursday
November 23rd & 24th
Male graduates in Arts and Commerce are preferred.
Please see your Student P locement Office to make
on appointment for an interview.

AGRONOMY
ANIMAL SCIENCE
BACTERIOLOGY
BOTANY
BIOCHEMISTRY
OIEMISTRY
DAIRY SCIENCE
ENTOMOLOGY
FISHERY BIOLOGY
FOOD CHEMISTRY
FORESTRY
HORTICULTURE
PHARMACY
PLANT SCIENCE
POULTRY SCIENCE
SOIL SCIE CE
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
ZOOLOGY

The Government of Canada needs creati,·e
young university science graduates, with
training in the fields outlined at the left,
who are interested in a career promoting,
regulating,
inspecting, developing and
managing Canada's national resources and in
so doing directly serve and contribute to
Canada ' s growth and prosperity.
Repre entative of the Government of Canada will be on this campus ' ovember 24,
1966 and are most anxious to discuss the
career opportunities that are avai lablt: to
you, Canada's newest graduate .
ee your placement office for your copy of
our new careers booklet and an interview
appointment.

L--------------------------------------
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Apathy here as well

KATHY THOMPSON (who insisted that this picture is really
of her sister Jeanne) drives in
for two points during the er
bibition game held last Satur·
day as part of the women's basketball clinic. The clinic itself
drew over 750 people and was
termed by Dick Moriarty "a
huge success."
-LANCE Staff photo by
Pat Rossiter

Volleyball lancerettes set
This year the University of Windsor women's volleyball team
will be seeking a repeat performa
iv -t vear when they captured
the Western Confe ,._ · llegiate Athletics title.
practising ardently for their upcoming
ich will begin with a tournament at the University of
Waterloo on Fri. and Sat. Nov. 25 and 26. Mrs. Wm. "Sis" Thompson, Assistant Director of Athletics, is back again as coach this
year. Mrs. Thompson feels she has every reason to expect an equally
successful season from this year's team.
Every good team needs a combination of youth and experience
and this year we have exactly that. Nine of the players were on last
years team.
~£

NAME
Marion Duquette
Sue O'Neil
Marg Holman
Jane Clancy
Oxana Liszczak
Pam Borthwick
Anne Emerson
Gloria Thibert
Sue Stauth
Lynn Kaufman
Rika Huijgen
Brenda Steel

YEAR
Arts II
Arts I
Arts II
Arts III
Arts III
Arts III
Arts II
Arts II
Arts II
Nursing I
Arts II
Arts II

HOMETOWN
Windsor
Oldcastle
Ridgetown
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
Riverside
London
Windsor
Meaford
Windsor
Windsor

by JANET MORRELL
Monday's intramural volleyball action wa full of laughs
this week. In the first game the
steady Juniors easily took the
exuberant Senior team two
straight games 15·6 and 15-10.
For some unknown reason (per·
haps pressure of school work)
the Seniors were an abnormally
giddy bunch and could not seem
to handle the volleyball. Jeanne
Thompson could not even get
her usually deadly serve over the
net.
Once again the contrast was
great between the enthusiasm
of the Junior and Senior years
and the apathy of the Frosh,
Nurses and Sophs. There were
not sufficient people in these
years to make up two teams to
play the second scheduled match
of the night. The girls who come
out to play have such a friendly
and enjoyable time that it is
difficult to understand why there
is not more support for the
Frosh - Nurses and the Soph
teams.

DON BRUNNER, LANCE GOALIE, shows bis stuff in practice ~
Daye Prypich takes a shot. Note the puck sliding wide of tht
goal on Bnmner's Je:ft after he bad deflected it. (We think - kindly
4liiregard the 6 pa,cks in the net.) LANCE staff photo by John Doyle

b-ball and birdies
BADMINTON:

BASKETBALL:

Ninth Annual University of Windsor Oioic. Sat.
Nov. 19 in St. Denis Hall, 11:30. Admission free to students.

Would
you
like to
join us?
We're Canada's largest manufacturer of telecommunication
equipment and cables, both power and communications.
Sales in 1965 exceeded $350,000,000-an increase of 44% in
four years.
Our plants are located at Montreal, Lachine, Ottawa, Belleville,
Toronto and London, and our sales and distribution houses stretch
from coast to coast.
Our International Operations Division is developing world-wide
markets.
We do our own research and development in the largest and most
modern laboratory in Canada-more than 800 people work in R. & D.

Of our 22,000 employees, over 1,700 are university
graduates: they comprise more than 60% of middle management
and more than 90% of top management.
Although more than half the 1967 grads we hire will be for
technical assignments, the balance will be from a wide range of
non-technical degrees and disciplines.
Our starting salaries are substantial. Your performance will
be evaluated at regular intervals and increases will be based
on these evaluations.
To encourage your professional growth we have liberal tuition
refund plans, scholarships and bursaries for our employees.

"DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

AT JOE STILLER'S. WE FILL ALL STUDENT MEEDS"
10% Discount To Students
256 Pelissier

We provide excellent employee protection in the form of sickness
benefits, life insurance, company-subsidized medical plans and
non-contributory pensions.

z

If you'd like to work for an all-Canadian Company that is a
leader in its field and is daily breaking ground with new and
exciting projects, ask your Placement Officer for an appointment
with our recruiters.

0

They'll be on campus shortly.
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Doubles elimination tournament and Singles elemin,
ation tournament. Nov. 22, Nov. 29, Dec. 6. Submit entries to Athlete Office in St. Denis Hall before Nov. 21.

Nort/Jern Electric
COMPANY LIMITED
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STUDENTS FREE
Hey Frosh! Don't look like a
complete clod when the Lancer
basketball season opens.
Girls! Impress your boy friend
with your knowledge of switch·
ing zone presses.

The occasion is the ninth annual University of Windsor b:isketball clinic whir.h will be held
on Sat., Nov. 19. All tho c who
will be playing basketball in a
league of any calibre this year
will no doubt learn something
that will come in handy.
Sam and his Lancers wlll be
there in person to illustrate
.certain points. Don't miss it.

Those of you who think you
know all about basketball here'syour big chance to see how little
you really know. It's free too

B-Ball clinic Saturday

"BUT I WAS ONLY GOING TO PULL a loose
thread off your sweatshirt," says be, but she
shows no mercy. If you would care to get laid

by AL STRACHAN
The 6th Annual University
of Windsor Basketball Clinic for
coaches, players and fans is
scheduled for Saturday, November 19, 1966, commencing at
10:30 a.m. in St. Denis Hall.
This annual event which is cosponsored by the University of
Windsor School of Physical Education Athletic Department and
the South Western Ontario Secondary School Association has
ont by some of our loydy co-eds, drop down to
always been popular with those
the judo room from 6:30 to 8:00 on Tuesdays.
interested in basketball in the
Windsor-Detroit region.
The clinic director, head Lancer coach Bob Samaras, stresses
that the clinic is not only for
coaches, but also for players
and fans, and for anyone interested in achieving a better un·
derstanding and appreciation of
the game of basketball.
There is no registration fee
for the clinic proper which will
extend throughout the morning
and the afternoon. During this
--..-..::.~,"tir,n of the clinic, there will
be p r e ~ rnembers of
the clinic panel and also 11.
special preliminary game featuring Coach Samaras' 1966-67
edition of the Lancers against
Mr. Chittaro's Crusader freshmen team.
The clinic panel will feature
Ted Kjolhede, head coach at

WHERE
WILL YOU HANG YOUR
HAT?

Central Michigan University,
t h e interstate - intercollegiate
champions in 1964 and 1966.
Coach Kjolhede who was select·
ed as the National N.A.I.A.
coach of the year in 1966 will
speak on the shuffie offense
against man-for-man and zone
defenses.
Windsor will be represented
on the clinic panel by Fred
Montour, coach of the Walkerville Collegiate Tartans defend·
ing All-Ontario and University
of Windsor Invitational champ·
ions. Mr. Montour will open the
clinic with a presentation on offense against the pressure detenses and will use Walkerville
Collegiate players to demon·
strate..
Jack Kelly, former Lancer
Canadian Ail·star player who is
currently coaching at Aquinas
Institute in Rochester, N.Y., will
also appear on this year's clinic
panel.
Lancer Coach Bob Samaras
will also appear on the afternoon panel discussing R1· •
.Keluc.~.
rallon agre;!
Hal Hender~ ith one plac·
Hills High School, ho
three league titles in three years,
and Will Robinson, head coach
at Pershing High School will
also appear during the afternoon session.

You wi II find plenty of opportunity in Canada's leading industry - Pulp
and Paper - particularly with:

KIMBERLY-CLARK OF CANADA LIMITED
SPRUCE FALLS POWER & PAPER CO. LTD.
KIMBERLY-CLARK PULP & PAPER CO. LTD.
By nature of their growth and diversity of products, Kimberly-Clark and its associated companies offer excellent career opportunities for graduate engineers.
Manufacturers of newsprint, high-grade pulps, and 22 brand lines includi~g the
well-known Kleenex* tissues, Kotex* napkins and Delsey* bathroom tissues,
Kimberly-Clark and its associated companies invite you to examine their brochures
and get specific information at your Placement Office about permanent and summer employment.

Company representatives will be interviewing at your university on -

10% Student Discount

"ALL THE LATEST STYLES
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS CLOTHING NEEDS"

254-7878

368 Ouellette Avenue

CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
Calgary,

Alberta

Offering Careers In

Petroleum Exploration
Will Conduct Campus Interviews On

December 13, 1966

NOVEMBER 25
For

Toronto, Ont., St. Cothorines, Ont., Kopu~ko~ing,
Ont., Terrace Boy, Ont., Longloc, Ont., Winnipeg,
Que.,
Lancaster,
N.B.
St • Hy acinthe ,
Man.,

OPERATIONS:
GENERAL OFFICES:

2 Carlton Street, Toronto, Ontario

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES I
UNDERGRADUATES
In

Phone 254-8122
1022 WY AHDOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAILORS
* Repairs

* Alterations
SHIRT LAUNDERERS

We Special i :r:e In Pa ck-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

Ask For It''

11

* Storage

~

~

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobiles At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969..9070

Honours Physics

-

Permanent and summer em·
ployment in geophysics

Maths-Physics

-

Permanent and

summer en;i-

ployment in geophysics

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE THROUGH
N.E.S. STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

NEWS IN BRIEF~
The entire tudent masthead
of Ryerson Polytechnical lnstitute's daily newspaper resigned
last week following a decision
by the institute' board of governors to assume full editorial
control.
The Ryersonian appeared on
Monday, November 7, as usual,
but the in titute's communications department head, E. U.
Schrader, was listed in its masthead as publisher. The masthead
also included the names of managing editor Lloyd Lockhart and
two other staff advisors.
The new masthead said the
paper is still published by the
school's board of governors, but
noted it is now "a laboratory
project of the journalism curriculum •.. under staff supervision
and strives to attain professional
standards."
Tuesday, November 8, there
was to be no Ryersonian. Communications department officials
said only "two or three" students attended a meeting called
Monday to replenish the paper's
depleted staff.
Ryerson's student council has
demanded from the administration student fees appropriated
for the Daily Ryersonian, and is
calling on students to boycott
the now-defunct newspaper.
Canadian Union of Students President Doug Ward urged students' council presidents
across the country to cancel
their subscriptions to the Daily
and write letters to

Coates said the board of govfunds invested in the paper.
ernors acted to prevent the Daily
Students and Ryerson repreRyersonian from further embar·
sentatives Tuesday night worked
rassing
the education minister,
out a partial agreement to end
following
prolonged Ryersonian
their two-day walkout by the 18
criticism
of the controversial
student editors at the Daily RyOntario
student
awards scheme.
ersonian.
A new publishing board sugCommented Coates: "Some·
gested by Ryerson's director of
body jumped, and they don't
student affairs will give the
want it to happen again. It could
paper's student editor final say
be Davis or his friends on the
in all editorial content disputes.
board of governors."
Under the proposal, three
The institute's principal, F.C.
students and an equal number of
Jorgenson, denied Mr. Davis had
faculty members would form a
any connection with the board's
final court of appeal. The stud·
decision to make the communent editor, as a board member,
ication's bead the paper's pubwould have an extra vote in the
lisber and give professional manevent of a tie.
aging editor Lloyd Lockhart fin.
Representatives from both
al say "in matters of taste" in·
sides welcomed the proposed
volving the paper.
settlement, approved Tuesday
Jorgenson further states, "We
night in a vote taken among secare concerned with putting out
ond-year journalism students.
a professional paper and putting
E. U. Schrader, communicaall copies through Mr. Locktions head, said the move was
hart is assurance of having a
prompted by comments from two
professional paper. Lockhart's
members of the institute's board
purpose is to advise reporters
of governors. He emphasized
and help improve stories - not
their views did not represent
censor the paper."
those held by the entire board.
Coates retorted, "ll they want.
Mr. Schrader said the unfaved a better paper, they should
ourable comments prompted him
have started at the other end
and Mr. Jorgenson to. agree the
and improved teaching methods
paper had to be improved if
so journalism students could
grants were to continue coming
write a decent story and distinin from the board of governors.
guish fact from fantasy.''
Meanwhile, student Editor-InInformed of a Ryerson stud·
Chief Len Coates levelled the
ents' council decision to publish
charge that Ryerson Polytecha rebel newspaper te.!!!?.!iv~ nical Institute put clamps on the
call,.,t t:..e avu and edited by
Daily Ryersonian to orP··~.:..: tne / Coates, Mr. Schrader said he
campus r ·.,::;,-J:"'• trom "embarlikes the idea of a second Ry·
rassmg" Ontario education min·
erson paper because competition
ister William Davis.
is good for the press.
0

Residence drinking

civil

• electrical

Asocia\~

Centennial theatre
OTTAWA (CUP) - Aspiring young actors will begin auditioning Wednesday (Nov. 15) for roles in the Uotvemues Centennial
Program Theatre project.
The theatre project, part of a five-stage Centennial pro&ra111
launched by the Association of Universities and Colleges of Can,
ada, requires 30 students to participate in two 1 % hour-long p~
- one in French, the other in English.
Julien Forcier, theatre project administrator, will screen stud·
ents in university centres across Canada in preparation for the final
auditioning, in early Jant1ary, by European director Pierre Lefevre.
The 30 students - 24 actors and six staae attendants - will
rehearse for one month next August before be.ginning a six-week
tour of Canadian universities.

Frosh warm-up
BOLOGNA (CUPI) - Four upperclassmen at staid 12th ceptury of University of Bologna got a roasting when they made things
too bot for a freshman.
They forced the luckless frosb to sit bare-bottomed over eight
·iighted-eandlcs during a hazing ceremony.
Unamused, the scorched newcomer complained to police that
he had suffered severe bums.
The upper-class students, all in their 20's were convicted ol
private violence and sentenced to 20 days in jail. The sentences were
suspended, however.

• mechanical
• industrial

•

•

chemical

•

•
•
eng1neer1ng
physics

An engineer's career in the
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA features
• Plan1ed Career
• Pro11otion Based on Merit
• Co 11petitive Salaries
• Trai1i1g
• Moder• Equip•e•t
• Tec~1ically Trai1ed Support Staff

INTERVIEWS
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

•

Broad Scope and Challenge
for Professio1al Develop11e1t

THURSDAY
November
24

FRIDAY

-

November

You are invited to meet Mr. G. S.C. Smith , P . Eng., APPLI ED SCIENCES STAFFING

PROGRAM on the above dates. Arran ge you r appoin tment to-da y thro ug h th e Pl ac ement
Office ..
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VANCOUVER (CUP) - University of British Columbia
ents have legal cause to defy residence liquor regulations, a pro:
ent Vancouver lawyer said Thursday (Nov. 3).
"Provincial law states any person over 21 can consume li
in a private place," said William Deverell, Civil Liberties
executive secretary. "And a student's room in a residence consuiu:
a private abode."
Deverell termed the university ruling prohibiting alcohol .
residence "a prissy and Boston" sort of action.
in
"It is a dangerous thing for the university to try to maintain
a Big Father image and to organize and direct student morality.
"A student over 21 would have a very good legal case in de,
fending his right to defy this regulation," the lawyer said.
But housing czar Maloolm MacGregor maintains "UBC is
public institution and must obey the provincial drinking laws. a
"Any student caught drinking in UBC dorms will be expelled •
he said, in response to a story published in the student newspa~
The Ubyssey, -:VhiC? said d~inking is now ~!lowed in dorms ~
Georgetown Un1vers1ty, Washmgton, D.C., a pnvate Catholic college,
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bits and pieces
LfflERAL CLUB PARTY
The annual dance this year honoring Paul Martin, M.P. and
Art Reaume, M.P,P., will be held Friday eve. at 8 p.m. at the
French Canadian Centre. Tickets will be available Friday at the
Centre desk, and will be sold at the door. Admission: $1.

SKI DANCE
The Ski Club will bring back the Little Sisters for a return
engagement this Friday eve, 8:30 in the Ambassador Auditorium.
Dress - casual.
STUDENT RADIO PROGRAM
Needs script writers, announcers and technicians. Anyone in·
terested should leave bis name at the Communications Office in
Memorial Sc. Bldg.
EC & POLI SC CLUB
George Bain from the Globe and Mail will speak on "The
Leadership Question", Dec. 2, at the Knights of Columbus Hall.
A free bus leaves the Univ. Centre at 7 p.m.
COFFEE HOUSE PARTY
Coinciding with the Residence Christmas Party, a coffee housetype party is planned for Dec. 9 and 10. Students are asked to
submit original works of art for display. The art must be submitted
by December 6 to the SAC office.

SICK AND SICKER
Scattered cases of the un·
discovered illness which has
plagued the University of Windsor recently are still being re·
ported. According to latest
counts, on·campus students have
been the chief contractors of
the 'bug' since the epidemic ill·
ness simultaneously e r u p t e d
over a week ago in all University Residences. But day hops
have also managed to get into
the act with numerous cases of
sickness reported in their segment of the University populus
as well.
So far, the tests which have
been run locally on culture
samples collected by Windsor's
Health Unit have failed to turn
up any answers to the mystery.
According to Dr. John Howie,
the Unit's head, will not be
completed for three weeks at
least.
The reason is that samples
have been sent to Toronto for

"stool examinations" conducted
by a toxicologist in that city
Howie advised students to
be patient about the results of
the tests. He explained, "They
don't move as quickly at the
Toron o Unit a w d
r ·n
Windsor" but had no words of
encouragement.
Jn fact, Howie wouldn't
even conjecture on the nature
of the disease. But it is reasonable to assume that it couldn't
have been salmonella or staphylococcus. The tests run at Windsor's labs could have determined
these by the first of this week.
A bacterial virus, which is a
prime suspect at the moment,
could prove untraceable, especially if it were spread in the
University Centre Cafeteria. If
the plague were carried in contaminated food, it would be
nearly impossible to track down
because no samples of suspected
foods are available for testing.

Zambian PM
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SAC Considers Awards Program
At the SAC meeting Tuesday,
the Nurses' problem regarding
the question of "academic freedom", and the support of
ORCUS' and CUS' stand against
the present SAP program were
discussed.
Unanimous support was given
to Nurses' Representative Elaine
Peters' motion that: (1) SAC go
on record as supporting free and
open classroom discussions and
that (2) SAC petition the Senate so that a definite policy on
academic freedom be formulated
and adopted.
Vice-President, Ron Fishman,
praised the Nurses, relatively
"new" students to the University, for instigating this much
needed action.
S c i e n c e representative,
Glenn McCain, then presented
bk brief to win approval of
a motion that U. of W. stud.
ents give wholehearted support (in the form of pedtions,
demonstradons, etc.) to OR·
CUS' and CUS' stand that
SAP not only presents a fin·

ancial barrier to universal accessibility but is also a blat·
ant retrogressive step in ach·
feviog this goal.
ORCUS and CUS urge:
(a) abolition of the "mandatory parental support" stipulation in consideration of the
student handicapped both by
lack of parental aid and by
consequent ineligibility for
substantial government aid);
(b) abolition of the embarras·
s i n g and error-conducive
"means test" ane1 of the inconsistency in asking for academic average when NEED
and not GRADES should be
the criterion;
(c) replacement of loans by
bursaries (although the present 60-40 loan-bursary innovation is a slight improve·
ment) in order to equalize
the opportunity for both the
high-and low-income bracket

their true place as a mark of
honour, achievement, and incentive to success; and not
• subtracting their total from
bursary allotment;
(e) abolition of tuition fees
as the only feasible long-range
solution to the problem of
universal accessibility.
Director of External Affairs,
Jack Kiervin, presented the
counter-view that SAP was most
"liberal" and "progressive" in
abolishing academic barriers (a
"D" student is now eligible for
aid) and in doubling its amount
of financial assistance, theoretically allowing twice as many
students to go to university.
He also pointed that for "practical" reasons, the means test
must be retained, and perhaps
even made more stringent, in
light of many evidences of fraud.
The fact that statements sent
direct from ORCUS and CUS

student, and relieve the heavy

were not yet available, resulted

t·

ad1udL>Ull0

of the latter;
(d) retaining of scholarship in

·
ponemeot
cussion and voting on the motion of the SAP question.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAM;
FILL IN AND LEAVE AT CENTRE DESK
When did you apply? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - When was an answer received? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - How much did you receive? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - How much more do you need?
Have you criticisms (yes, no)? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Are you opposed to 1) Parental support? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2) High loan portion? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3) Slow processing?
Your name please:
Faculty:
Year:

•
convocation
special
at
degree
receives

"We shall win because we are right," were
the words of Dr. Kenneth D. Kaunda when he
addressed the special convocation held in his honour at the University of Windsor last Saturday.
Dr. Kaunda was presented with his Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree. Kaunda is President
of two year-old Zambia, a country rich in min·
erals and landlocked in south-central Africa. Current mineral receipts from Zambia's Copper Belt
amount to some $350 million each year.
Zambia was created out of the federated
state of Northern Rhodesia in 1964 after living
under the colonial rule of Britain for seventy-five
years.
President Kaunda could only regret the colonial period of Zambia's history. "This sad leg·
acy of our colonial past is a fact from which no
one takes pride; it shatters some of the common
myths about what the colonial powers did for
Africa. Indeed, in discussing it, it is difficult for
me to stop short of severe recrimination."
Kaunda said that Canada holds a place of
especially high esteem in the minds and hearts of
Zambians. He expressed bis gratitude to Canada
for its external aid and technical assistance. But
he stressed that Zambia's admiration for Canada
is more comprehensive than a merely material
relationship. He stated that Zambians respect
Canada because her people have designed a nation
for themselves against what must have seemed
at times in their history to have been staggering
odds.

•

Dr. Kaunda discussed the contributions of
the Canadian University Students Overseas (CUSO)
which he said receives a wide and universal ac•
ceptance from developing countries. He explained
that Zambia considers education a top-priority
item in its first national Zambian development _
plan which was initiated only four months ago.
The plan is a yardstick for development in
Zambia, over the next four years. "Under it, ap·
proximately a billion dollars will be spent to pro·
vide the infrastructure for economic development."
It would appear that this money has been weII•
allocated because, "In Zambia at the present time
there are precisely one hundred and sixty-three
university graduates in a population of about
four million people."
The Chief of State said that he was determined to help build a nation in which men of all
race!> could live and prosper. "We see the first
indespensable step . . . as the establishment of a
completely non-racial society."
He said outside help was welcome in Zambia but that the government insists that outsiders
accept the environment provided there in which
privilege based on race alone does not exist.
Kaunda implored foreign sympathizers to
exercise unden,tanding and patience not prejudice, cynicism or aloofness.
His task is staggering and a less-capable
man would stumble and fall. But halos were
always heavy.

"I AM DEEPLY CONSCIOUS THAT ••. the University of Wind·
sor m honoured not only me but my country and its people • • •
I know that they would want me to exp~ their thanks ~ well."
-KAUNDA
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Drama club does Anouilh hit

by PAUL MONTCLAIR-SMITH

Well now group, I have engaged in Public Commentary long
enough. I think that I ~hould go back to wierdo stuff so that the
young lady who admires me so much, and admitted it publicly in her
letter to the editor last week, can defend me to her friends in the
Grotto.
So with a socialist swing into the right field here is:

THE NEW OTHELLO
THE MODERN MOOR OF VENICE
Conditions were perfect:
He went down to the shore - the water was calm.
He looked at the sky - no mores' tails, no mackeral - there
were no ~torm warnings. Yes, now was the time to escape.
It must be today.
He returned to his sordid little room over the Jewish delicatessen
made bright solely by the flashing neon lights of the other delicatessens. The faded yellow sign on the door made it still quite clear
that there was to be no cooking in the rooms.

The culmination of six weeks of intensive
effort will be presented in the University of
Windsor Drama Club's offering of "Thieves'
Carnival".
This four act play is one of Jean Anouilh's
early works. It was first produced in Paris in
1938, when it was the hit of the season, firmily
establishing its author as one of the leading dramatists of the day, a position which he still holds
nearly thirty years later.
The play embodies, as do nearly all of
Anouilh's three principle themes: the combat of
youth and poverty against age and wealth; the
impossibility of surviving without money; and

the difficulty of retaining love and mnocence
without it.
In the past, the Drama Club has been noted
for the fine acting abilities of its members; this
play is no exception. Over the past few weeks
the entire cast has received extensive coaching
from the capable hands of Daniel Patrick Kelly,
director of the play and head of the Drama
department.
It will be presented on four evenings, De•
cember 2, 3, 9, and 10 at 8:30 in Essex Hall
auditorium. Tickets are available at the Main
desk, University Centre and at Heintzman Co.
Ltd. General admission is $1.50, students $1.00.

PROCTER
& GAMBLE
offers

He took a number of dimes from the small tin dime bank
that be kept inside the post of the brass bed. From the pay
phone out in the ball he called the group leaders informing them
of the time and reminded them of the pre-arranged meeting place.
The group leaders in tum called the rest of the Italian Patriots
in their own particular groups.

Today at four P.M.
They all met at the shore and greeted each other silently. He
did not show himself until all the patriots had finally arrived. There
had to be no mistakes. Everyone took heart by his presence. It could
not be seen but it was felt . . .
No final instructions were given, no final instructions were
needed, they had rehearsed this moment for months.
He led them into the water and led them in the swim. With
strong silent strokes he forced them to keep up, pausing only to stop
and help the weaker swimmers. Their destination lay three miles off
shore outside territorial waters - a freighter.
Half a mile from shore there were boats waiting for them by
prearrangement with a scrupulous junk dealer. Ironically enough the
boats were old gondolas left over from a film that was made there
a year before.
They all piled into the gondol~, in the distance they could
see the freighter that would carry them to freedom riding at
anchor facing them like a knife blade floating on the surface.
Everyone took up paddles and started to make their way towards
the ship, appropriately named 'la Liberte'.
He looked back. Half a mile behind the lights of the city showed
the size of their prison as they lit up the sky and reflected off the
clouds hanging like a pall over the now darkened terrain.
The ship was now only a half mile away.
Aboard the ship elaborate preparations were being made to
receive the Italians. As they drew along side a huge cargo boom
lowered a hook over the side. Suspended from the hook was the
cutaway body of a bus once used for .filming inside shots of the
movie "The Wayward Bus" from the Steinbeck novel of the same
name. The Italians climbed aboard the bus through the side that
had been cut away.

But when he tried to climb aboard the Negro behind the wheel
brought everything to a standstill when he shouted to him "You
can't come aboard here1 you NIG!!!"
'
He looked at his hands. They were black. The skin on his arms
was black. He indeed wa~ black.
He was forced to turn around and swim back to Toronto!

GRAVE NEW WORLD
Phylaxis and self sati faction concerns up
Jacobeans did not condone this
Warlock and witch have produced these
Results, this per onification of
Apathy in mankind, a world of disgusting Chri!.tians.
Infringement upon anyone else's rights?

A career in business management can offer you unsurpassed opportunities
for personal achievement, responsibility and growth if you select a company to join after graduation that strongly believes in the value of its
people.
The success of Procter & Gamble in Canada and throughout the world is
made up of the individual successes of each of its employees. Because
the Company recognizes that personal achievement is a major source of
individual satisfaction, every opportunity is provided for its realization.

At Procter & Gamble you can expect:
l.

To be able to develop your business education in a program of
individualized, on-the-job training.

2.

To be cha I lenged daily with new ideas and new pro bi ems in a
stimulating environment where intelligence and enthusiasm are
recognized.

3.

To be given responsibility based on your capacity to absorb it,
and to advance based on your abilities to do a more demanding
job.

4.

To be encouraged and rewarded with continued opportunities,
increasing income, and an uncommonly sound program of profit
sharing and other benefits.

You will want facts on which to make an intelligent choice of your career.
To learn more about Procter & Gamble ask your Placement Office for a
descriptive brochure and arrange for an interview on

JANUARY

10, 11

For Positions In
Not I
But let anyone infringe upon mine
I sit passively in my "non ex cathedra chair"
And watch the trampling whordes.
The perfect society, Aldous
Built of turdy fundamental units
Can be but the inhuman solution.
Let us not murder anymorc grey squirrels,
Of sense Jet us be
Very conscious in order to produce thi
End.

Marketing, Purchasing, Finance, Systems Analysis,
Transportation and Sales Ma agement
Graduating students from al I academic disciplines are invited to apply.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
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Fashion Hall
With all the bright competitive minds on
campuses now, a girl has to have the brains to
look great. She has to know how to dress in her
environment, especially in a school where the
boys are. Unusually enough, this campus' look
is one of the casual dressed-up girls seen here.
The skirts, blouse, sweaters, shoes, and
Sandy's hair piece, come from Smith's of Wind·
s.or, Mary's op-art suit from Maggies, the plaid
wool pants-suit (with matching skirt) from the
Scotch Wool Shop, and masculine apparel from
Lyles Men's Wear.
The in fabric is wool, but keep an eye open
for corduroy, and soft leathers. This is the college trend.
Models include: Mary Petrcich, George
Buckley, Al Wood, Gerry Morand, Mary Ann
Mulveney, Jan Reed, Sandy Monik, Gina Sax·
ton, and Nicole Duval (with foil) .

Photos: Owen Ball, John Lozinski

Don't Postpone
Buying Those

CHRISTMIIS GIFTS
WHILE THEY LAST
WE HAVE AN EXCELLENT SELECTION OF

Sweaters
Sweatshirts
Crested iewellery,
mugs, glasses, etc.

The sound of one hand cla'P'J)ing

Without a plan for a career your university work might be likened to the Zen
image of one hand clapping. What will provide the other hand? Th\nk about
being a Chartered Account~nt. That's a two-handed job. It takes dedication;
clear thinking; a wish to be helpful to others and useful to society. It takes an
outgoing personality: you work with people rather than things. It takes originality. It takes leadership. Those are some of the things it takes. What does
it give? Advanced education; income; stability; satisfaction. (Which doesn't
leave very much out of the ideal career.) As a Chartered Accountant you will
be at the centre of Canada's growing economy. You get on the management
team of your company much more quickly. Or run your own practice. Or teach.
Or serve in government.
There isn't room here to tell you all about the challenge of Chartered Accountancy as a career. The decision whether or not to enter the f19k1 is a major one,
and you will want all the pertinent facts.

For further information write·
THE INSTITUTE bF

TE

D ACCOU TA TS-OF O TARIO

69 Bloor St E. Toronto 5 927-1841

Undergraduate rings and pins, etc.
RECRUITING 'DATJls FROM

AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTOIE

NOV£IIBBR 10 - DECKllllER 15
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
NO MORE SEX?

JOHN LALOR
Editor-In-Chief

BRENT SLEIGHTHOLM
News Editor
AL STRACHAN
Sports Editor

The LANCE is pubhshed weekly (Fridays) by and 1or
the students of the University of Wrndsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, the LANCE is a member of the Canadian Uruversity
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of !hi:' University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Counci 1.
News office - 253-4060 advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Kenneth Kaunda and
Black Nationalism
The recent visit of Mr. Kaunda to our campus has prompted
our taking a stand on a pres ing problem facing the world today
and j1, most poignant in the emerging continent of Africa.
Kenneth Kaunda is a modest simple man. When he was asked
once how tall he was he replied, "Five eleven, six feet with my hair
combed back." He has no great aspirations to be a leader nor does
he want power. He feels very strongly in his country's need for
self government.
"Our problem is practical, not ideologcial. After all, there are
3,000,000 of us and only 72,000 whites," he said in 1960.
With regards to a totalitarian state, in 1964 he said, "We would
like an opposition that is non-tribal, non-racial and non-religious (by
non-religious of course, I mean one that is not based on any religious
grouping.) A sweeping victory at any given election is no mandate
to legislate against the formation of an opposition."
Zambia is a very poor country except for a twenty-five mile
strip wherein are contained the copper mines. These mines provide
an annual revenue of $350,000,000 and make Zambia the richest
country in Africa. Her wealth from this source is expected to last
for at least another one hundred years.

Zambia is unique in her independence, for she was groomed
for it by the British government, However the whites in Zambia
did not want the blacks to have control of the country. She is
bordered on all sides by eight countries and every one of these
would have liked to have control of the country merely for the

mines.
Her most notorious neighbor to the south, Rhodesia has tried
desperately to gain such a control. Zambia has resisted these efforts
with the help of countries such as her own. It is this belief in
democracy on the part of the aiding nations that will make Kaunda's
dream of a united Africa a reality.
We are furthering this ideal through our exchange scholarship
plan with all African countries. Pan-Africanism as Kaunda envisions
it and the efforts be bas put into it, even to the point of risking his
own life, should not go unrewarded. It is our firm belief that any
effort made by us all as citizens for peace and unity should have
concrete results in this regard.
"I would like to stress once again that aD of us have made
mktakes in the pim - and being human we will make some
more in the future. What is important that men do not live in
tile past, they live in the present and prepare themselves for their
future. Let us all be constructive." - Kaunda, 1962.

Well so much for the
student protest in
the cafeteria
Wea so much fOI' the student protest in the cafeteria

Dear Sir:
I have carefully considered
your request to answer Franc
Sehovic's essay in last week's
Lance. I appreciate what controversy or debate can do to
liven up the pages of a university new,paper. And yet Mr.
Sehovic's criticism of my talk
was such a gross misrepresentation of what I in fact had said
that there is really no point in
answering it. To be fair to your
readers I would have to reproduce my talk so that they could
at least begin with what I had
actually said. This being impossible (I mean, I didn't write it
out beforehand) I will give a
very brief summary of the talk
just to set the record straight.
After some preliminary observations about being in the
world in 1966 (and how wonderful it was) I stated that in
my view a moral act required
three things: it had to be free;
it had to be loving; and it had
to be fitting or suitable for a
human person. By free I mean
an act that flows from the inner determination of a selfpossessing 'ego', an act that a
person can truly attach his/her
name to and say, 'I did that on
my own without any external
force or inner cornpulsipn.' It
was my act. I was in no way
compelled to do it. A loving
act is one which truly recog·
nizcs the unique dignity of the
other and/ or of oneself and in
no way violates or "uses" the
other per,on. T he idea of fittingness is a ittle ess c ear. n
act is fitting when it takes into
account what we now understand a human person to be.
Every person possesses, or
rather, is, a history; every person has a psychology. The background and the direction of the
person's life (which would include his present commitments
and position in society) must
be taken seriously as moral aspects of his actions. No man
acts in a void. Nor can he ignore the collective experience
of the human family up until
now. I also made the point that
every moral act is ambiguous
from the very nature of the
case. Freedom, love and selfunderstanding are not achieved
easily; one is never sure precisely of the real motives for
one's actions; and besides, the
context of the action is often
so complex that one could never
simply say: this is absolutely
the best thing to do in these
circumstances. A person has to
do his best honestly.
I said a few things about sex
as a language, a way of communicating. When people expressed themselves sexually they
are saying something, and 1
asked the audience to reflect on
this question: What is it you
are saying when you say it sexually? It's a very important
question.
The last part of my talk was
simply applying the three requirements I had outlined to
acts of sex, as they could be
applied to any human actions.
There was none of the pessimism, suspicion, or hard-line
moralism that Mr. Sehovic read
into the talk.
Rev. T. Hogan.

article headed "8 July '66". B:
bowing to Windsor's Vestigia
Victorian Virgins and cuttinJ
the final paragraph of that arti
cle, you make it seem that (A
I think child prostitution is fun
ny and (B) it's all the Turks
fault. I do not write about per
version for the amusement o
the masses, sir. I do not smirk
The unprinted paragraph of tha
article made it quite clear tha
I saw it as a sad, horrid corn
ment on all of western material,
ism. Perhaps you are afraid ol
the word "cunt," which appear·
ed in that paragraph. Perhapi
you are afraid of the guilt tha1
I placed so squarely on om
own shoulders for that frightening evening. Perhaps, indee(
most likely of all, you felt tba1
your kind of editing would
make the article a more suitable
amusement for your readers.
I did not go to Turkey for
amusement. And I did not write
this report to my fellows for
the sake of the leering masse~
of whom you seem so enamored. I must apologize to those
students from whose fees my
$400 was taken. They have
been cheated.
Dick Stracke
Dear Sir:
I appreciate your taking
your time to criticize us for
our failings. I am not afraid
to print the word "cunt" as
you used it in your article.
However, you, as past editor
of the paper should realize
that articles submitted in longhand are very hard to read
a'1d should be y d, in order
co
•
in "judicious editing," as a
result of inability to read
some manuscripts, might be
avoided. Further, when I
made mention to you of my
intention of running your article two weeks prior to this
printing you did not make
known to me your original
intentions as this letter points
out.

PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
Dear Sir:
Last year, S.A.C. gave me
$400 toward the cost of participating in W.U.S.C.'s International Seminar in Turkey. That's
a lot of money, especially when
you consider t h e financial
straits of last year's Council.
But I felt utterly justified in
taking the money, because I
was confident of my ability to
share my experience through
the Lance with my fellow students.

I felt that the developmental
nature of what happens on such
a Seminar would best be expressed by writing a series of short
articles, so that my readers
could grow with me, as I had
done, into a gradually blossoming awareness of Turkey. To
achieve this goal, I had to write
the articles on the spot, while
the impressions were fresh. This
was a very difficult task, because virtually every day of the
Seminar wa!> tightly scheduled
from early morning to late at
night. But I did it. And when
I came home, I painstakingly
analyzed every word of every
article so that I could present
my fellow-students with a coherent, concise, and intense representation of my experience.
You have frustrated all these
efforts. The articles were never
intended to be lumped into a
single isue. They were not written at one time, and they should
not be read at a single sitting.
Indeed, I doubt if many stua .
o
wants to read a whole page
about Turkey (of all places) at
lunchtime? And those who did
read it must (frankly) have been
rather bored by the episodic
nature of the "superarticle"
presented to them.
Moreover, you have cut from
my work some of its most important parts. I refer especially
to your prim prostitution of the

JU'jf LOVE

COMPUTeR DANCES 1

OOW 1T YOU 9
0

~.,.
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All This And Poison Too?
So relieved is each student, that
he gingerly picks up his very own tray,
hot and wet to the touch, and at once
he realizes the painstaking effort with
which these were meticulously cleaned
and dried. And each sparkling utensil,
fork, knife, and spoon, is a marvel
to behold - so decorated with intricate designs of egg, jam and dried soap
that one barely needs to take a tray of
food . They are a meal in themselves.
The novice or Frosb searches deliberately for a clean milk glass, sincere
in bis endeavour; but, soon he be-

I!\-U/L
Si=, 7.

l·"

Wl-l~OD/WA ME/IN, EXTRA
To PA" fOft

home. During 64-65, a friendly studentcafeteria staff relationship existed and
at times (it was a well known fact)
those who served the meals turned a
blind eye on a student when be was
helping himself to a second desert
(Yes! At times the deserts were good
enough). And it was not announced
at that time that our Food Supplier
had become bankrupt because of such
friendly and human gestures. During
65-66, the crack-down came. The
Dragnet caught student after student.
The once friendly and once appreciated

!Ag,.,\"

T~E P0t4:,orJ .

"'-

The obvious inabiltiy of the existent food facilities to offer adequate
and prompt meal service to all resi·
dent students is a flagrant injustice
and a direct insult to all who are
forced to rely on this utility because
they are bound to do so by a so called "Food Contract."
About this time every year each
re eive a
tract." It is an unimpressive
sheet of paper that suggests appropriate
times for students to eat, gives the
dates between which students will be
served by the cafeteria, and also sets
limits on the quantities of food that
constitute a meal. Nowhere is the quality of service stipulated. Someone as·
sumes that the student will be satisfied with whatever he gets. Unfortunately the students, when they pay residence fees, assume that the service
will be satisfactory. However, after
four months they realize that.
"Something is rotten in the state
of Denmark," yet, they are too complacent (or weak) to offer objections.
And it is unjust to force students to
eat cafeteria food because they live
in residence (this is apparently the
only obnocious thing about residence
life). This gives the cafeteria a monopoly and they therefore lack the ICl'Upulous attitudes that arise from competition.
And it is guardedly rumoured that
the food service on this campus is of
a high standard compared to that of
other Canadian (and American) universities. If so, it will be assumed that the
residents are proud of their food aup-

plier for maintaining such an eminent
position amongst the world's least ap·
plauded culinary artists and that the
residents will refrain from eating at
these other establishments.
To eat is to wait. An impossible
situation exists in the cafeteria and the
resident students, the people paying for
this service, must suffer.
And the food lines

ically, and he, who is too impatient
to suffer, or to enter the marathon and
stand the longest, sulks in his own
misery and discontent, and wishes be
had a dime to buy a coffee at some
congested lunch-bar (and for once he
wouldn't be forced to plead for a meal
with that ghastly yellow card).
But some of the more stalwart do
not give in, but stand their ground and
sheepishly, nervously check the length
of time before that afternoon lab. and
shuffle forward inch by inch, moment
by moment, and come closer to ultimate satisfaction - the food. Meanwhile they can pleasantly chat with
fellow students and joke about the
morning's breakfast (and glower at the
ladies and gentlemen who usurp the
privilege of -having a better place in
the line by cutting in). When each student reaches the doorway he knows that
bis moment of truth has come. Deli·
cacies of a utilitarian nature, coococted
by masterful, dutiful chefs in white
coats, ao overjoyed with their creation
that they openly display love for the
food and sit in honourable places, before the ID8S'SC&, and pge themselves
wi&h the npturous bounties that the

residents are forced to eat.

CROWDED CONDfflONS, poor llptlng and tbe rush to mllke
yom nest dass or set tbe food down before the guy w11b the cart
takes your tray away and makes life ncldng llere at lbe Unhersity of WlndsGr.

SO 'IBEY THINK THAT I'm rude 1111d dJlcourteous eh? ro show
them, for instance this tea that someone spilled, I think I'B wipe
it onto this gny's dessert.
comes afraid of clean glasses and shuns
them for the more homey, speckled
ones that have so much flavour. And
on his tray be places generous servings of desert (rapturous in design and

"girls" became the accomplices of the
Kitchen Hawk and regulations tighten·
ed. The human, warm, friendly, family aspect of meals was slowly dying.
The friendly meal service away from

sturdily constructed). The dinner itself

home became a type of Salvation Al:my

urm,

the years
' there was
only slight inconvenience caused by
endless food lines. During 65-66, the
situation grew enormously and little
was done to augment the facilities, even
though disgust was voiced by the stu·
dents. And this fall it is almost im·
possible for students to eat. The time
required to stand in line is not available, so many students go without
lunch and must last whole days with
no more than a cup of coffee squeezed
out of some half-functioning vending
machine. And what a close group we
will be at meals next year when a certain new residence building will house
so many extra hungry students.
And what happens when a student misses a meal because be does
not have time to wait in line? Is be
refunded the sugested retail price of
that meal at some later date •. ? Just
let that i.tudent try to take an extra
glass of milt or a bowl of s o u p at
some future meal A snarling Kitchen
llawk will slap bis hand, tell him what
a aaugbty boy be is and send him OD
his way - no bard feelings please; this
is your friendly meal service away from

pression area. And this year we are
anticipating (and getting) the barbed
wire and punishment of concentration
camps. Each student bas a number.
He is not a human entity but a math·
ematical permutation. Have we ever
seen a permutation eat? Each tray is
checked carefully and it is assumed that
each student is a cold, ruthless thief.
And food service is a business. Agreed.
But this is also a residence, a place
for people to live. And one bates to
think of life as a constant battle for
a mere existence.
Eating in the cafeteria is an unrewarding experience. It is a necessity.
Students are forced to eat there, and
they Dl1llt or forfeit their meal money
with DO returns for missed meals.
The JD8118gement and chefs need
only produce food. They need not promote business by offering good quality. And the Administration seems contenled to overlook the floods of students who only delerve a chance to
eat in peace and finish each meal with
a sigh of stuffed contentment, rather
than to be left to stand and wait and

wait . . .
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Bitch In produces protest march in University Centre cafeteria
The combined councils of the
men's and women's residences
met last Friday night for a
"bitch-in" at the instigation o.
Ron Fishman, SAC Vice-President.
The Students protested conditions in the area of food service!!
at the University of Windsor in·
eluding quality and quantity of
food, sanitary conditions and
unsatisfactory treatment of students by food services personnel.
Several students suggested that
residents proceed through the
cafeteria line, obtain their food,
and leave their meals on the
tables uneaten.
Others suggested that when
asked for their I.D. cards, students could leave their meals at
the cashiers booth, thereby tying

up the entire food serving process.
Residents at the meeting finally decided to protest Monday

in picket lines and to petition
Dr. F. A. Demarco, University
Vice-President.
A petition was signed by 215

resident students and sent to
Dr. Demarco on Monday..
Dr. Demarco replied Wednesday in a letter to Fred Fraser,
Assumption University Residence
Council President, who was not
active in the weekend protest.
Dr. Demarco asked Mr. Fraser
to organize a committee to dis·
cuss the dispute with him.
"The letter did an excellent
job of spreading goodwill and did
an even better job of saying
nothing," said one resident
~tudent.

GEE I HOPE THIS MARCH on the cafeteria gets over soon. I
gotta eat my lunch. (Prevalent Attitude).

"I've found a
challenging career
opportunity in
marketing life
insurance."

"In three years with
London Life I have
enjoyed wide
experience in many
areas of personnel
work."

"I work with one of the
most advanced data
systems anywhere and
I like; a c;:ity the size
of London.''

Bruce Etherington, B.A.
Western

Bob Totten, B.A.
Windsor

Don Johnson, B.Sc.
Queens

A minority of students have
expressed a willingness to pay
more money in order to improve
service in the cafeteria. SAC
Vice-President, Ron Fishman,
said that residents find it neces-

sary to spend the money on food
anyway, so they might as well
spend it at the University.
The students agreed that they
appreciated the fact that they
are presently paying $1.94 per
day for their meals. To help alleviate this problem the students
suggested that some means be
found for reducing expenses in
the cafeteria.
Several students at the meeth
ing suggested that t e situation
might improve if students placed
their own trays on the racks,
thus eliminating the need for
extra personnel. This would also
keep unfinished trays on the
tables while students go off for
a cup of coffee. Spilled and
broken dishes would then be a
student responsibility.

"I joined London Life
on the strength of its
reputation in data
processing."

"As a specialist in
group insurance plans,
I've found our own
benefits to be among
the best."

"There's lots of scope
here for the actuarial
student. You get
involved in many
phases of the
business.''

Dave Marash, B.Sc.
Acadia

Bill Sproule, 8.S.A.
Guelph

Dick Huffman, B.A.
Western

Join these graduates with London Life
If you are graduating this year in arts, mathematics, business administration, or
commerce and finance, why not follow the example of these young men? Right
from the first day, you will find, as they did, interesting and challenging work. As
you progress, your career can lead to executive positions in all areas of the
company. At the head office in London, there are opportunities in programming
and systems analysis, personnel and actuarial fields. In marketing you can choose
from locations coast to coast. More information can be found in the booklet
A CAREER FOR YOU WITH LONDON LIFE, available from your placement officer.

LO NDON

A REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE INTERVIEWING
AT U. of WINDSOR
DECEMBER 1

LI F E INS U RANCE

COMPANY
Head Office: London, Canada
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Everything but dirty French Post Cards at
Treasure Van is rolling across
Canada on its annual visit to
university campuses, offering a
display and sale of international
handicrafts. The Van will bring
its wares to our campuses - in
the New Meeting Room of the
Centre - from December 5 to
December 9. The exhibition and
sale will open daily at noon and
remain open until 10 p.m. in
the evening (and close 5-6 p.m.)
Treasure Van, as usual, brings
it~ exciting display of unusual
goods. From the bazaars of Asia,

the villages of Latin America,
the rural co-operatives of northern Europe, and native crafts·
men in Northern Africa and the
South Pacific Islands, thousands
of hand-made items have been
obtained for exhibition and sale.
Note that these goods are of·
fered at prices ranging from five
cents to $150.
If you are drawing up a gift
li~t and are searching for bizarre
and beautiful handicrafts, why
not stop in to see the "wife
leaders" from Barbados, puppets

from Mexico, "worry beads"
from England, tribal drums from

RudYs
Barber Shop
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE

host of other exciting gift items.
See you there!
EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARAN.TEED USED VW'S

SALES

8c

SERVICE

1320 Wyandotte W.

2840 UNIVERSITY W.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

1-

z

:::>

0

u

VI

0

10% Student Discount

VAN

TREASU RE

Africa, taxi horns from Bombay,
wooden toys from Russia, and a
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254-9087

ANTIQUE
JEWELLERY
LIMITED
• GIFTS and CHINA
• COSTUME JEWELLERY
• 10% DISCOUNT

"ALL THE LATEST STYLES

z

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS CLOTHING NEEDS"

0

256-8541

:::>

429 Ouellette Avenue

368 Ouellette Avenue

w

1-

254-7878

V'I

Windsor,

Ontario

21YRS
OLD?
When yo u turn 21
you're no longer cov•
ered by your parents~
Hospital Insurance.
To keep insured, you
must take out indi·
viduat membership
within 30 days. Get
your application form
•
.,-a.--=----~~,"'"'~-~--.....,.,~-........_-soa-~-~~-=-L~ =at a bank, a hospit~I
comrms.--,-.~.....d
sion.

No one ever said it would be easy.

, unning a hospital with a minimum of
medical supplies - building a bridge with
nothing but timber and sweat - teaching a
child who knows only a strange tongue. But
that's what CUSO workers do ... hundreds
of them in 35 countries. They meet the challenge of a world of inequalities - in education, in technical facilities, in engineering
and medicine.
This year, the Canadian University Service
Overseas - a non-profit non-government
organization - has already sent 350 young
volunteers to cou ntries in Asia, in Africa,
South America and the Caribbea"n ... a
total of 550 CUSO people altogether in
the fie ld, or about 1 to every 50,000
people who ask for thei r hel p. More
are needed.
The pay is low .. you won't make a

prot,t. Unless you count it profitable to see
developing nations master new skills and
new standards of health and science.
You can ' t earn a promotion ... but you can
promote. You will promote new learning, and
enthusiasm, and a desire to succeed in
people who are eager to help themselves.
There are no Christmas bonuses ... but you
earn a bonus every day in the response of
the people you work and live with. And you'll
be amazed at how quickly you 'll find an opportunity to develop your ideas, your dreams.
Willing to work to build a better world?
Here's just the job for you.
How do you apply? Get more information and application forms from local
CUSO re presentatives at an y Canadia n
univers ity, or from t he Executi ve Secretary of CUSO. 151 Slater St., Ottawa.

cuso

The 'family' Hospital
Insurance premium
must now be paid to
cover husband and
wife. Notify your
•group' without de·
lay
if you both pay
premiums direct, noti•
fy the Commission.

er

NEW
JOB?
To keep insured follow
the instructions on. the
Hospital I nsurance
Certificate of Payment
'Form 104' that your
present employer is
required to give you
on leaving.

The Canadi an Peace Corps

Your

ONTARIO
HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
Plan

®

Ontario Hospit.11
Sffilces Commissioll
Toronto 7, Ontario
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athletic announcements
HOCKEY
The Lancers open their season tonight, 7:00.
The opponents will be York University. 25
cent charge to help River~ide minor hockey.
Riverside Arena.
BASKETBALL
Waterloo Golden Hawks will be in town
to-morrow to see what they can do against
the Lancers. Game time 8:30. St. Denis
Hall. In the preliminary game, the Crusa·
ders play Detroit Bible College, 6:30.

SWIM.MING
Thur~day, December I, the umpteenth an•
nual Women's Inter·faculty Swimming Meet
will be held in the excuse for a swimming
pool beneath St. Denis Hall. Come out and
support your faculty! All you have to be
able to do is to swim one length. The Juniors are formally challenging the other
faculties!

********

Find out
more about a
future vvith
Northern
Electric

NOVEMBER 30th
Northern Electric is growing at a rate greater than a
thousand employees a year. Over 1700 of our present
22,000 employees are university graduates, comprising
more than 60% of middle management and more than
90% of top management.
Although more than half of our 1967 recruitments
will be for technical assignments, the balance will be
from a wide range of non-technical degrees and
disciplines.
Starting salaries are substantial with increases based
on performance as evaluated at regular intervals.
To encourage your further professional growth,
Northern Electric features liberal tuition refund plans,
as well as employee scholarships and bursaries.
If you'd tike to work with an all-Canadian Company
that ranks as one of the world's leading manufacturers of telecommunications equipment, find out
more about us. Arrange now for an on-campus
interview with Northern Electric through your University Placement officer.

~ Northern

L

j
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HORNER OUT FOR 66
The Lancers will be without the services of their flashy guard
Gerry Horner for the remainder of the season.
In a practice last week Gerry twisted his knee. The injury
was at first not considered to be &erious but further examination
by a specialist revealed that Gerry's cartilages were badly tom and
an operation would be needed to correct the situation. Horny has
also been told not to play basketball again, at least until after the
operation.
The blow is a serious one to the Lancers because Gerry was
one of the first string guards and was noted for his defensive
steals, excellent ball handling, fine shooting and being the best
foul shooter in the league.
Horny was voted to the
OQAA All-Star team last season, was the sixth highest scorer
with an 14.6 points per game
average, and was ninth in field
goal shooting.
Gerry's free throw shooting
percentage of 76.2 was the best
in the league and his excellent
defensive work was one of the
reasons for the success of the
famed Lancer full court press.
We wish Gerry the best of
luck in his operation and send
our thanks for three fine years
of Lancer ba~ketball.

LANCE PREDICTS

I

Campus lntervie\Ns

THE LANCE -

Bowling

Hockey Lancers by 1 goal
over York University.

Scientists ahead

Basketball Lancers by 42
over W a t e r I o o Lutbenn
Golden Hawks.

Science No. 1 remains in
first place in the bowling league
with a slim one point lead over
Commerce No. 2, who have 10
points.
Scores fell considerably with
only ten bowlers breaking the
500 mark for three games this
week. High series went to Rich
Basinski with 553. Included in
this series was a 221 game.
Rich is still valiantly trying to
along on his shouJders.
Jerry Reynell bowled a 546
series and Bob Duxter rolled
the high individual game of 229.
The women's Arts II team
was the only team able to sweep
all three games.
Judy Golden bad a high
single game of 194 on the way
to a fine 465 series. Jeanne
Schell followed with a 424
series while Beth Gervais in·
eluded a 166 game in her 402
triple.
Arts I continues to lead the
women's league with 11 points,
one better than Arts II No. 1
and Arts m.
Bev Pouget was 74 pins over
her average for a single game
to take the honours for highest
over average.

Crusaders by 60
Detroit Bible College.

over

Basketball Lancerettes will
win the tournament at Water•
loo thk weekend.

chance
lor artists
Can you draw obscene pictures?
Well, if you can, tone down
your work a bit and submit a
drawing for the new school Jet•
ter to the Athletic Office by
next Tuesday. The prize is a
free pair of tickets to the Ath·
letic Banquet (then you can
draw nude girls and obscene
pictures on the tablecloth).
Submissions should be drawn
to scale (actual size is about
7 inches) and appropriately
coloured. These letters are to
be handed out in future to those
who amass the required num·
ber of athletic points which are
earned by participation in interfaculty sports.
(For: the
apatheic types the school
letter is a W).

JOE CASWELL

AND GALS
Clark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn

Loafers

e ALTERATIONS
e DRY CLEANING
e PRESSING

Stacked

Heels

Ca111>us
Sneekers

10% Discount To Students

2207 WYANDOTTE W.

The SHOE BAR

"Just Off The Canpus"

2203 Wyandotte West
At Randolph

Electric

COMPANY LIMITED

"DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
AT JOE STILLER'S. WE FILL ALL STUDENT NEEDS"
10% Discount To Students

256 Pelissier

253-0800
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Tr.r

a Nelson, Admiral

There is a lot of bugging and
holding going on in one of the
rooms just off the tunnel these
days.
Every day at 4:30 such activities, under the guise of
wrestling, take place in the judo
room. The program, which be·
gan on Nov. 7 is well under
way under the able guidance of
Coach B. D. McPherson. New
skills are being taught and old
ones reviewed.
There is, however, at this
time, a shortage of 'lightweight'
wrestlers - those weighing be-

tween 115 and 140 lbs.
Wrestling is not limited to
those hairy, neanderthal type
beings whose knuckles drag
along the ground as they walk
(for an example of this appearance check out the local gendarmes). Speed and agility are
of as much importance as
strength in this form of wrestling which is, as opposed to the
TV farce, COLLEGE WRESTLING.
The wrestling program needs
you (especially if you are a
lightweight) every day at 4:30

CHALLENGING
AND PROFIT ABLE
This is what's commonly known In wrestling jar·
goo as a leverage bold. Notice the leverage wbicb
is being applied by fbe guy on top. Notice the

grhnace of the guy on the bottom. No wondel'f
-

LANCE staff photo by John Doyle

LANCER HOCKEY OPENS TONIGHT
The University of Windsor
1ockey season gets under way
this Friday at Riverside Arena
when the Lancers take on York
University in a regularly sched·
uled OJ.A.A. league game at
7:00 p.m. The Lancer opening
game will be played as a reg· ·
ular part of the Friday night
minor hockey program at River·
side Arena and all proceeds of
the gm1e will go to minor
hockey.
Coaches Ray Hermiston and
Barry McPherson will make
~ - -the aeout at the helm of 1he
Lancer hockey team at River·
side on Friday night. They face
a major re-building job as last
year's Lancer team finished the
season with a dbmal I win, 8
loss, 1 tie record in OJ.A.A.
9
competition.
Friday night's game will
launch a 16-game schedule for
the Lancers, including 12 home
a n d home fixtures against
I.0.A.A. Le a g u e members;
York, Osgoode Hall, Ryerson,
Waterloo Lutneran, W.0.1.T.,
and defending champions Laurentian University from Sudbury.
In addition to OJ.A.A., games
the Lancers will also face the
Univenity of Toledo in a home·
and-home series and play a
single exhibition game with
rival Western Mustangs at the
Windsor Arena on Wednesday,
December 14, 1966.

At

STUART

The Corner of
Ouellette & University
OUR

$29.95

CORDUROY
JACKETS

24·

95

WITH THIS AD

10% OFF
ON

CLOTHES
GIFTS

ALL FAMOUS BRANDS
University Styling

York University has played
three games to date this season,
losing one and winning two. In
the opening game of the season
they downed Univer~ity of
Guelph of the Ontario-Quebec
Athletic Association, 5-3.

CAREERS

In the1r only outing to date,
the Lancers downed Western
Michigan University of Kalamazoo I I-2 in a scrimmage at
Windsor Arena on Wedne5day,
November 16, 1966.

. . for 1967 graduates in Arts, Commerce, Business and
Mathematics, with one of Canada's leading international
life insurance companies. Outstanding opportunities in the
following fields.

* Actuarial Trainee

* Electronic Data Processing
* Ger.eral Administration
* Group Products
* Agency Staff Trainee * Branch Office Administration

To arrange an interview please make an appointment at the
Placement Service. Mr. Colin A. Smith of our Toronto Head
Office will be on your campus on January 16th.

FREE

BONUS TICKET

Available in hancfy boo

IN

EVERY

M

BOOK!

gay git enve opes

ets an

FAT

LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY

ON SALE AT
The CAPITOL, PALACE and PARK THEATRES

Assets Exceed $1.4 Billion Branch Offices in 15 Countries

Tickets Good At Any Theatre In Windsor

A Career
1n

Iron Ore!
•

IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA
AND

QUEBEC NORTH SHORE AND LABRADOR RAILWAY
SEPT·ILES, P.Q. - SCHEFFERVILLE, P.Q. - LABRADOR CITY, NFLO.

Career opportunities are offered in

.....

GEOLOGY

.....

MINING ENGINEERING

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT,
IRON ORE COMPANY CF CANADA,
SEFIT-ILES, P.G.

Our representatives will be pleased to meet with you when they visit your campus on

November 30 and December 1
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''We could beat anybody on our schedule"
Last week the sports department sent its most
able (and only) reporter to
interview
Lancer coach
Bob Samaras.
Coach Samaras was, as
usual, pressed for time but
still found the time to give
this LANCE interview and
was his usual amiable self.
In the sake of accuracy,
the coach's answers were
tape recorded and then
transcribed in their entirety
with only minor grammatical changes.

***

LANCE: Do you feel that
you will have more trouble with
your opponents this year because
other coaches have read your
book "Blitz Basketball", and will
use it against you?
SAMARAS: Some of the
coaches might have read the
book, however, I don't know if
they are going to actually use
our particular system. We are
hoping, even though I try to
give the coaches everything I
know about the presses, that we
have come up with new innova·
tions in the last year or two
which will certainly help us
along. I think we're always looking for something new and with
this in mind, if they are hurting
us in any way we are going to

However, we do have a couple
of youngsters who are going to
try to fill his spot. You see we
can move Doug Brown up to his
spot and then we'll have Al Ven·
ette, along with Peter Lapsley.
I'm hoping they'll work hard
and perhaps do a real capable
job; but definitely, we're going
to miss Gerry.
LANCE: Do you have any
predictions to make as to the
Lancer record this season?
SAMARAS: No prediction~.
I'd like to predict 23-0 or 24-0
but I'll tell you one thing that's
the thing we want and we are
going to play them all one at a
time and do our best to win
each one.
LANCE: Are you anticipating
much trouble with Waterloo
Lutheran this weekend?
.SAMARAS: We anticipate
trouble with every team we play.

out within the blitz attack.
LANCE: What will the injury
to Gerry Horner do to the team?
SAMARAS: We are going to
miss Gerry. Gerry, besides being
a fine player and a tremendous
competitor, is a real nice young
man to have around and a good
captain. I think be kind of show•
ed the way as far as being a gentlemen and a great ball player.
We are going to miss him.

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

GARY P<>LANO staffs one
during the basketball clioic held
last Saturday. -LANCE staff
photo by John Doyle.

FLOWER SHOP

15% ••count on all LOCAL orders
131 UNIVERSITY AVE. WEST
256-3407

E! NwELL' s

BETIER LUGGAGE
AND GIFT SHOP

ATTACHE CASES • FLIGHT LUGGAGE - STEAMER TRUNKS,
FINE HANDBAGS. LEATHER & CHINA GIFTS

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
494 PELISSIER STREET
254-2982

Waterloo has good ball handlers,
good shooters, and has this
crazy defense that can stump a
team and did stump us last year.
Now if we play heads-up ball
and don't foul too foolishly and
keep pressure on them, I think
we can beat them, but I anticipate difficulty with this game,
too.
LANCE: Usually, the weakest
part of the Lancer game is their
foul shooting. Will extra time
be spent on free-throw practice
this season?
SAMARAS: We did spend
time last year. You see we're
really limited in time with an
hour and a half to practice, but
I don't think it would be fair to
impose on the boys' time at our
school more than 1 % hours a
day. We're going to have to
work free-throwing in again this
year like we did last year and
maybe even more. We'll have to
overlook some things to do it.
Usually a team will practise
about two hours or a little more
and that extra half hour is
shooting time, so we're going
to try to work shooting in some
how. We have to improve. It
improved considerably last year
but we have to be much better
this year, too. We like to shoot
8 of 10 free throws instead of
6 % out of 10 as we did last
year.
LANCE: Do you seriously
think that the Lancers can beat

that if our boys develop and
play ball we could beat anybody
on our schedule.
LANCE: Even Loyola?
SAMARAS: Anyone on our
schedule (including Loyola it sound& funny, but including
Loyola). However, if we don't
play heads-up ball and if we
could get beaten by anywhere
from 1 to 30, 40, 50 points by
a couple of good teams. It's
within our realm to beat any
team on our schedule, if things
fall right and if we play headsup ball.
LANCE: How do you feel
about the awarding of athletic
scholarships?
SAMARAS: I think that the
boys that I have worked with
here at Windsor have shown that
they don't need athletic scholarships to attend the school. If
we were to give athletic scholarships, we'd have to be kind of
careful because it's too easy to
get caught up in recruiting and
an athletic factory. What we
are is a wonderful academic institution that plays basketball.
As long as we play teams in the
same calibre and can hold our
own, I think we're pretty happy
with the Canadian approach.
I'd have to give that a little more
thought, but I don't think we'd
like to give athletic scholarships.
I can see academic scholarships
- maybe one or two for schol·
ar-athletes, but as a rule, I
think that we'd have to be careful and base awards on marks,
need, and contribution.
LANCE: Is -there anyone on
the team who you would say has
improved more over the la ·t
season than the others?
SAMARAS: Well, it's kind of
hard to say right now. Dave
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Samaras

LANCER COACH BOB SAMARAS
McWha certainly has improved
a lot. I'd say Mike Taranczuk
looks even better than he did
last year. Probably, I'd say they
all seemed to have improved but
I think probably Dave McWba
improved the most.
LANCE: The Lancers don't
usually seem to go for records.
Will there be any change in this
practice this· year?
SAMARAS: We like records,
we love records, we don't go
for records against a team that
we feel that we're really step·
in on. Now if we had a chance
m &eat--V111"-til....~il4h-~would. We figure they're big
enough and strong enough to
defend themselves, but we don't
like to make records against
small teams that really can't (for
example, Guelph), I don't think
we have any right to go all out
for a record there, but against
a good team, I'd like to make
every record we could. We're
shooting for 100 points a game
again. We want that. We want
to hold our opponents under 70

again if we can. That's our goal.
LANCE: How is the schedule
compared to previous years with
regard to length?
SAMARAS: It seems about
the same. We could end up with
27 games this year if we win all
the way.
LANCE: Any harder?
SAMARAS: Not too much
harder, no.
LANCE: Thanks very much
for your time Coach. Is there
anything you would like to say
to our readers?
SAMARAS: The boys and I
inl

a

reciate the backing

w e ~ bt our
student body and the wonderful
backing we've had and it's always been first class backing.
They've been wonderful basketball fans who appreciate good
basketball by us or the opponent and we certainly hope this
continues. Good sportsmanship
has been shown here as part of
our program and we'd like to
have big crowds at all games if
po&Sible to help boost us on.

DAVE McWHA (42), Bob Navetta (51) and Marty Kwiatkowski
battle for a rebound duriog last week's scrimmage as Mike Tanaczuk (33) looks on.
- LANCE staff photo by Jolm Doyle
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way in Ottawa these days - a movement aiming
to involve every interested Canadian university
campus in spending $225 OOO within the next
year.
It's not Second Century Week - nor is it
the Black Hand Society or the Order of Royal
Jumping Kalathumpiums.
The movement is the Universities Centennial
Program, a five-stage project under the direction
of the Association of Universities and Colleges
of Canada and financed by the federal Ceoteooial commission.
And as Canada's Centennial looms ever
larger on the 1967 horizon, John Banks, UCP
secretary, uses more than his usual stack of stationery, shouts frequently into his constantly-ringing phone, and summons his secretary at least 20
times an hour.
The Centennial program must get underway,
interest must be aroused and people must become
involved.
John Banks and his associates realize this
is no slight undertaking. They have assumed a
reponsibility that cannot be shirked, and time is
running short.
One of the most important, and certainly the
most interesting project to be implemented, is the
lecturers and artists project. Mr. Banks says he
hopes two or three Canadians involved in various
aspects of art history, painting, music and liter·
ature will be able to visit each Canadian university
campus during 1967.
He has already asked the universities which
pen.ons they would be interested in sponsoring on
their respective campuses. The University of Al·
berta, for example, has requested Dr. Desmond
Pacey from the University of New Brunswick visit
the Edmonton campus. And Carleton University
has asked for Professor Peter Breiger, fine arts
department head at the University of Toronto.
Carleton's embryo arts department feels it needs
a friendly push in the right direction.
Thus, under the visiting lecturers and artists
program, each university will be given the opportunity to sponsor two or three distinguished Canadians of their choice. The AUCC, of course, will
foot the bill.

ents ~ but as spectators only. They will have
the opportunity to listen to, and question participants. But a second, and perhaps more ambitious facet of the program is the theatre project
which will present two one-act plays (one in English and one in French) at various campuses.
, , .
.
,
.
. Th~ AU<.:~ is hopmg young Canadian thesp1ans _will be mterested enough to audition for
parts in the plays.
.
Those lucky enough to be c~oseo for roles
m the plays will embark on a six-week, cross·
country tour in September, 1967. These young
people "'.ill not be paid, but they _will hav~ the
o~portumty to work under the d1T~ctorsh1p, of
~ierre Lefevre of the Centre . ~ram~uque de l _est
10 S~rasbourg, and the adm1rustrauoo of J,ulien
Fo~c1er ~f Montreal, who boasts 15 years ex·
penence m all fields of the theatre.
Preliminary auditions will begin in mid-November at campuses across the country. Final
auditions will be held in January at regional
centres.
The third stage of the program - the Cao·
adian historical seminars - was launched in August when three seminars were held at the University of British Columbia, the University of
New Brunswick and Stanley House, the Canada
Council's conference centre.
Next August, graduate students and professors in history and political science will travel to
Memorial, Laval and Laurentian Universities in
the East, and the University of Saskatchewan and
University of Victoria in the West.
The conference - one on the role of the
creative arts in the university, the other on higher
education in the second century of Confederation
- will constitute the fourth and fifth stages of
the program.

Plans for the creative arts conference are
going ahead full speed, with Queen's University
playing host from June 5 to 9. A program, consisting of interdisciplinary workshops, teachertraining in the Arts, professional training in the
arts at the university level and the role of the
arts in liberal education has been arraopd.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Quitters will be charged

The seven universities which quit the Canadian Union of Stu·
dents this fall will be billed for services they received up to the
date of their withdrawals.
The union's board of directors, meeting in Ottawa recently,
voted unanimously in favour of charging "the poopers" for serv·
ices they received from Aug. I through their departure dates.
The seven institutions would have added about $12,000 to
CUS coffers this year, and the organization'!> lawyer said on Saturday (Nov. 12) he believes CUS could still take legal action to
recover the full amount.

Student P.C. 's Back Camp
Toe rising, restless generation of young Canadians lofted successful incumbent Dalton Camp to the leadership of the national
Progressive Conservative party on November 15.
When the 1,066 votes were tabulated, !>tudent Tories immedi·
ately began taking much of the credit for Mr. Camp's 62-vote
margin of victory over Toronto lawyer Arthur Maloney in a race
which was split into two warring factions.
Unofficial figures gave Mr. Camp a 564-502 victory over his
opponet, identified as the Diefenbaker candidate at the conserva·
tive meeting.
Student Tories began victory celebrations, claiming they accounted for at least 52 of Mr. Camp's votes and pos!>ibly as many
as 65.

More liason required
Amid pleas for · better communication with the vast student
body they claim to represent, the Canadian Union of Students'
fall board meeting was held in Ottawa recently.
And without exception, board members agreed they will have
to find better ways of narrowing the knowledge and information
gap which hampers their student movement these days.
The biggest problem in communicating with student bodies,
most board members agreed, occurs when student government leaders return to their campuses from the annual CUS congress, brimming over with new ideas but unable to convey them in a meaningful way.
"They come back from the congress, and when they come
back, they are out of touch with their campus," CUS president
Doug Ward commented.
Then, when they propose brand-new ideas to unattuned councils, "they get their just desserts," he said.
CUS vice-president Dave Y'.PIIM,-•llll••P•Mllfflitllg";.;.:ui-.unual fell-

COOK'S

EARL'S GRILL
20

"FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

yon otte W.

253-0369

HOME COOKED MEALS

Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
lO"m Discount On Meal Tickets

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2 5 3-3551

2 5 2-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252- 8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

2424 University West

Phone 254-8122
1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

CL EAN ERS
TAILORS
* Repairs

* Alterations
SHIRT LAUNDERERS

* Storage

10% student discount

We Specialize In Pock-Awoy Box Storage

10%Discount On Cash and Carry

Ask For It''

11

494 Ouellette
Avenue

252-3372
METRO MOTORS
CANADA PACKERS INVITE GRADUATING STUDENTS in
Arts, Commerce, Business, Engineering, Chemistry
and Agriculture to discuss plans for an interesting
career in a leading Canadian industry.

STUDENT INTERVIEWS

NOVEMBER 28th and 29th
at times arranged through the University Placement
Office. For further information, Canada Packers·
Annual Report and brochure are available at the
Placement office.

YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE

ONTARIO WATE R RES OURCES COMMISSIO N
REP RESENT ATI YES

PACKERS

CANADA'S LARGEST FOOD PROCESSOR

2504 Howard Ave!\.,.,
Give Us

Will Be

On

Campus

NOVEMBER 30, 1966
To Meet Members Of Classes

GRADUATING IN

BACTERIOLOGY, BIOLOGY, CIVIL
CANADA ®

Also Sell and Service the Famoui.
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At

ENGINEERING, CHEMICAL ENGINEERING,
HONOURS CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY

A Call

969-9070

Crisis

at

McGill Under

For the second time in less than as many
weeks, a major Canadian college newspaper has
been beset with problems great enough to threaten
its very existence. The first was the Ryersonian
of Toronto's Ryerson Polytechnical Institute and,
of late, the McGill Daily of McGill University
of Montreal was seriously disrupted when Daily
Editor Sandy Gage was fired by McGill's Students Council on November 17.
The incident which led to Gage's firing

was reportedly a front-page story published by
him concerned with the/ soil research of a
McGill professor who the Daily alleged to be
aiding the American war drive in Viet Nam.

A special Canadian University Press investigation commission began an inquiry Monday in

VOL. XXXIX, NO. 12

by

Investigation

Montreal. The Foley Commission, as it has been
called, is chaired by CUP vice-president Tim
Foley with Brian McKenna, Editor of the Loyola
News and Nick Aufdermaur, Montreal Gazette
Reporter appointed to the Commission by Gage
himself, rounding out this three member board.

CUP

Managing Board shall be appointed by the EX·
ecutive Applications Committee . . and be sub·
ject to ratification by the Students' Council."
She further stated, "The Daily failed to stress
that the EAC would consist of the EAC Chairman, any two Council members, and four mem·
bers of the Managing Board of the McGill
Daily."
"In a case where a member of the Managing Board is seeking a further position (eg. Editorin-Chief) his place on the Committee would be
filled by a member of the Editorial Board of the
Daily as selected by the incumbent Editor-in·
Chief. Clearly, the makeup of this Committee
ensures the Daily a voting majority over Council
members."

According to LANCE Montreal Bureau
Chief, Marta Skaab, "The Daily presented a
good example of slanted and prejudiced report.
ing."

Yet, it would appear, as Miss Skaab indi·
cated, that the reason for the recent collapse
lay in a cause much deeper than the Student's
Council objection to Gage's front-page story.
Miss Skaab said an amendment in the consti·
tution of the Daily reads: "the members of the
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STUDENT DEMONSTRATORS SLAP SAP
Hordes of angry students poured onto the Student Centre Mall
Wednesday afternoon to protest
the Ontario Government's stud-

ent Aid Program. A crowd, estimated at 250 by protest leaders Jack Kiervin and George
Buckley, staged the fifteen min·

ute demonstration to focus corn·
munity attention on the injustices of SAP.
Kiervin, SAC External Affairs
Minister, introduced Jan Weir,
SAC President. Mr. Weir labelled SAP as "completely unacceptable" for Ontario students
due to the complicated applica·
tion procedures and the lethargy
with which government drones
process these applications. He
iadicated that various uoiversitiea
across Ontario, ihcluding Carle·

ton and Toronto, have already
staged similar demonstrations.
The movement aggainst SAP is
now being co-ordinated by the
Ontario Region of the Canadian
Union of Students. ORCUS has
engaged the services of Hugh
Armstrong, President-Elect of
the Canadian Union of Students,
to lobby in Queen's Park, Toronto, on behalf of the thousands
of students across Ontario who
feel that they have been cheated
by the present system instituted
last summer.
Mr. Weir urged all studenls

Gauvreau Receives Award
The Alex Pavlini Memorial
Award, valued at $200 and
granted annually to an Arts
student with a good record in
scholastics and participation in
Radio and/ or Dramatic activities was bestowed upon Gil
Gauvreau (Arts III) last Friday
by the University's Committee
on Student Awards.

lli marks the first occas·
ion the Committee has granted
award for motion picture film
production. Mr. Gauvreau
was the director-producerbacker of his own 16 mm.
film called ''Helpless", a two
minute,
thirty-five second
short besed on a psychological
theme.

Since its first public showings
at the University last year, the
film has received wide acceptance
in Canada and abroad. It has
been televised in Ottawa and
accepted for showings along with
other films by Canadian students
in Ottawa and Toronto.
Elsewhere, Cinestud 67, an
international cinematic review·
ing board, displayed the film in
Amsterdam as an official entry
from Canada.

who have applied for aid and
have not received what they
consider satisfactory treatment
in the handling of their application, to document their
case against SAP by means
of the questionnaire which appears in this week's Lance.
This wouJd provide additional
ammunition for the f"ight
against the Conservative bur·
eaucracy which has imposed
the system upon a generally

opposed student popuJation.

Mr. Weir then introduced
Rick Young, President of the
Debating Society, who gave an
emotionally
charged
tirade
against the shortcomings of SAP.
Mr. Young stated that student
aid should be based on need and
that the means test and consid·
eration of mandatory parental
support were both unfair and
unrealistic. Mr. Young finished

·

effigy

If
of l!aucatioo

an
I

ttr Wil-

liam B. Davis be publicly burn·
ed as the climax to the protest.
At this point, a kerosene
soaked dummy, representing Davis was set aflame by Kiervan
and Buckley while the mob gave
out with three spine-tingling
boos. As the flames quickly engulfed the speechless Minister,
the crowd slowly filtered back
into the oblivion of the Grotto.

Opposition was petuantly expressed by a reactionary campus
conservative who was overheard saying, "I thmk SAC is
mistaken in protesting against
the best Minister of Educaticn
Ontario has ever had. Besides,
students shouldn't get any money
at all."
Lance staffers who covered
the funky demonstration agree
whole-heartedly with one placar -carrying mi i an w o

quoted as saying, "Christ1 It s
cold."

Student leaders felt that this
demonstration was one of the
first positive efforts on the
part of Windsor students to
break the chains of apathy
which ba,·e retarded them so
much in the past.

Other students when questioned of the demonstration felt
that except for a few active and
enthusiastic
organizers,
the
crowd was there merely to be
entertained by the antics of certain hecklers and rabble-rousers.
Student opinicn was neatly summed up by Pete Cooke (Science
III) "To hell with the demon·
strations, I just want the money."

QUESTIONNAIRE ON STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAM;
FILL IN AND LEAVE AT CENTRE DESK
When did you apply? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - When was on l answer received? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - How much did you receive?
How much more do you need?
Hove you criticisms {yes, no) ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Are you opposed to l) Parental support?
2) High loon p o r t i o n ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3) Slow processing?
Your name pi ease:
Faculty:
Year:
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What Did You Think of
Last Weeks Paper ?

THE LANCE ASKS

by PAUL MONTCLAIR-SMITH

Many people in the Grotto and down at Heps have thrilled
to the amazing adventures of Throckmorton Thrillerflap and have
written in asking his advice in matters of the heart.
Throck comma therefore comma has been given the reins
comma so to speak this week comma so that he can answer his
mail in a column that he calls:

Pete "Sweets" Syring

Abie Shapiro

Science Ill

Science I

-It was nice - upside down
pictures and dirty words.

-unadulterated dirt

Vera Drude
Arts

I

-h it supposed to be different
from any other edition?

ADVICE TO THE LOVE-WORN
Dear Throck;
My philosophy professor is an atheist. This worries me terribly because he seems to be such a nice man in other ways. (SIC)
It seems a prerequisite to graduation th:it one lose all absolute
beliefs that followed him from home and high school. Perhaps it
is a transitory state.
What do you think?
Pre-disillusioned.
Dear Pre-dis,
I have given this matter my careful consideration and after
careful consideration I have decided to ask my analyst about your
case.
However, an interim policy that would be good for you to
adopt would be to accept the advances of this young lady and try
to encourage her to stop drinking if her love for you is strong
enough, as she says it 1s.
Try and have see a minister or synagogue of her choice and
see if she can be put on a permanent playground of her own.
Trust in Griff.
Throck

Harvey Biel
-

Jacqueline Fournier
Arts

IV

not as cruddy as it used
to be.

Preli m

-a very nice paper, a great
school paper

Peter Baxter &
Judy Redburd
Ar s Ill and

Dear Sir
I considerably doubt whether it is due propriety
to answer your advances at aJI. But as you might
fear that your advances were welcomed by my
not responding in any way, and thus be induced
to try again, it is best, probably, for me to make
an immediate reply, and thus settle the affair
entirely, and relieve you, possibly, of further sus·
peose.
It will be impossible for me to recognize
you, or to think under any circumstances of per•
mitting an acquaintance to be commenced by
such an introduction as you seem to deem suf·
ficient.
More especially should I regret allowing a
friendship to be formed by recognitions as fellow
travellers, while the mind should be employed in
traffic observances.
You will, therefore please understand that I
am not favourable to further recognition, nor to
a continuance of relations at the present leHl ..
Hand him that booby and you are in like a dirty shirt . . . He
will absolutely love you.

Chapman
Arts

Someone's in trouble.

SPECIAL NOTE TO THOSE WHO ARE NOT AWARE OF THE
EXISTENCE OF THE PORCH CLIMBING PRIESTS: GRIPP
IS LARRY'S SON AND LARRY IS GOD'S FIRST NAME.
Dear Throck
My sister and I write advice to the loveworn columns that are
syndicated across the continent and we have not spoken to each
other for years. I, personally welcome you to the business for you
perhaps can help us to settle our differences.
Ham Slanders
Dear Throck
My sister and I write advice to the loveworn columns that
are syndicated across the continent and we have not spoken to each
other for years. I personally welcome you to the business for you
perhaps can help us to settle our differences.
Dear Hubby
Dear Dear and Ham
For a start why don't you guys start frequenting the same
bars and work together on your material. You could also go to
night school together and finish high school.
Throck.
Dear Throck
The other night after last call I was hitch-hiking back to my
apartment in Sunova Beach and I was picked up by this guy in a
brown car. He told me that no matter how cold it got outside he
never slept in his pajamas for he did not like to feel restricted. What
am I to do if be picks me up again?
Young and unconverted.
Dear Young
In this matter I would refer you to Hill's Manual of Social
and Business Forms, page 114; the next time he picks you up hand
him a note along the vein of the one published in that volume in
1885.

Sue

Phys. Ed. I

r

-We have taken the practical
aspects of the article on free
love and applied it to our own
lives.

Arts

-

Ron

Ill

If it doesn't stir up some

sort of controversy, nothing

will.

Shulgin
Arts

-provocative;
usually is

II

better than it

The lance Regrets
The week that we ran the
story of everyone getting sick
we mentioned that the University
of Windsor officials had stopped
the sale of student made sub·
marine sandwiches for fear of
food poisoning.
They did not stop the sale of
the sandwiches.
The sandwiches are not student made. They are made by a

local bakery.
The Unh·erslty officials did
however speak to the people
involved in their sale and made
sure that in the event of any
mishap the University is not
responsible,
They are not responsible. By
agreement it falls back on the
proprietors who have taken out
a $50,000 liability policy.

GANT
SHIRTMAKERS

Winograd's
we

have a fine selection of

;,

,._ __

Christmas gifts for your special
"fella" or "gal"
! TRADITIONALS
FOR THE FELLAS
I

OXFORD
BUTTON-DOWN

Jonathan Logan
Fashions
For Young Canada

I

LADIES and MEN'S WEAR and SHOES
WINDSOR,
35 WYANDOTTE ST. EAST

ONTARIO
253-1717

PARK FREE: OPPOSITE TUNNEL PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE
OR OUELLETTE - WYANDOTTE PARKING DECK

Very special our Gant oxford
button-down- its flair, its fit,
the superb quality of the cotton oxlord fabric, the casual
roll of the collar. All these
attributes are exclusively
Gant - all reasons why we
carry this distinctive brand.
Come in and see our new
color selection. $9.00
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Students Administrative Council Votes on Student Awards Program
by Luciana Chiandussi
Voting on the SAP question,
a new motion introduced by Finance Director Maguire, and discussion of the bus-stop problem,
were the items discused of Tuesday's SAC meeting.

Science Representative Glenn
McCain considered SAC's past
suppon of the principle of universal accessibility and SAP's
"intrinsic inconsistencies" rendering it insufficient for student
aid.

bits and pieces
EC AND POLI SC CLUB
George Bain of the Globe and Mail will speak on "The Leader·
ship Question", Friday night, at the Knights of Columbus Hall.
There will be a free bus leaving the Univ. Centre at 7 p.m.

c.c.s.

Nathan A. Scott, Jr. will speak on the topic: "The Religious
Imagination in Modern Literature", this Sunday at 8:20 p.m. in
the Univ. Centre.
FILM SOCIETY
The Russian film "Alexander Nevsky" will be shown Dec. 6,
Tuesday at 7:30 in the Ambassador Auditorium.
BASKETBALL GAME
The Lancers vs. the Adrian College team this Saturday night
at 8:30 in St. Denis Hall. See Lance Predicts.
FLORENCE RELIEF FUND
An appeal is being made for student aid to assist in restoring
the flood-damaged art works in Florence. Donations will be accepted directly by Dr. Charles Fantazzi, Dr. Ralph Nelson, or Mr.
Joseph Delauro.
TREASURE VAN
WUSC Treasure Van will be here all week, Dec. 5-9. It features exotic and unusual articles from over thirty countries. Inter·
ested in purchasing something different for Christmas?
UNITED CHURCH COMMUNION
Communion service is this Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in the New
Meeting Room.
GIRLS ONLY
Make-up lessons - free. Corrective make-up and hairstyling
offered this Monday, 7-9 p.m. Apply at Lance Office.
COFFEE HOUSE PARTY
Toe coffee house party planned for Dec. 9 and 10 is still in
need of original works of art for the display. Please submit the art
to the SAC Office by December 6.
SUMMER TRAVEL
Application forms and information on reduced-fare CUS charter
flights available from Tim Gilmor, Room 418, Cody Hall or SAC
office.
CUS UNAC COMMITIEE
omethin about the financial and
...............r-...........!Jt':llllil_ _ ...._ _ _
<:',JlllliimlMICle
Room on Thursday December 8 at 4:30 or contact Kevin Park at
253-1519.

1·~-,,.. ...-

He presentecl. the motion that:
"SAC support the ORCUS stand
on the Student Awards Pro·
gram, and by a concentrated effort, show some public display
on that stand, so that the insufficiences of the SAP be exposed locally."
He reviewed ORCUS' main
criticisms of SAP: mandatory
parental support,
the means
test, loans, (rather than bur·
saries), and deduction of scholarships from bursary allotment.
Vice-President, Ron Fishman,
in supporting the points made
by McCain, further added that
"mandatory parental support"
often results in academic dependence as well as financial dependence, and can obligate the
students to pursue study - and
work-areas imposed by his par·
ents.
He also said that large loans
interfere with plans of further

The Canadian branch of WUSC has undertaken such projects
as educational campaigns, region·
al conferences, international sem-

duding long-range abolition of
tuidon fees and granting of
student stipends) are directed
towards those who are not
yet in university, while
ORCUS's stand concentntes
its attention on those pre·
sently attendin~.

The motion, as previously
stated, was passed, and plan~
were discussed for the demonstraticns held Wednesday on the
mall.
Regarding the bus-stop, VicePresident Fishman proposed that
SAC use Council funds to supplement the $50.00 already received from S.W.&A. to allow
the students quick avail of the
stop during the winter months.
As a temporary interim
solution, however, it was sug·
gested that Science Repre·
sentatlve McCain secure plywood planks.

°'

6 Bucks from Us To Save Florentine Art
The efforts of three Windsor
professors to help in the preservation of art works in floodravaged Florence, Italy have
been frustrated by "apathy and
torpor".
In a statement last week, Dr.
Charles Fantazzi, head of the
Classics Department, condemn·
ed student lack of concern:
"Is this appeal for the pr~ervation of books, paintings, and
works of art but another instance of the oppressive apathy
and torpor that infests this cam·

According to Dr. Fantazzi,
total Windsor collection to last
weeks was $6.
"There's something wrong
with this place. The people . . .
they're not students • . . they

have no soul", he said.
Donations are still being accepted by Dr. Fantazzi, Dr.
Ralph Nelson of the Political
Science Department, and Joseph
Delauro of the Fine Arts De·
partment.

Memorandum To You From Birch
by John Lalor
Well boobies I have a
reminder on my desk here
the Registrar's Office and
like they say, "No news is
news."

little
from
it is
gooct

pus?", be asked.

inatioos will be held on December 17, 19, 20, and 21."
So here is the reminder that
final mid-year examinations will
be held on December 17, 19,
20, and 21.
By the way those of you are
u i i n
int r
b r,
..second semester lecfutts wr1J

us that we insert in the Lance
"a reminder to the students
that the mid-year final exam-

Wus Centennial Seminar Here
WUS (World University Service), an international university
service organization with wide
Canadian membership, will hold
its 1967 seminar in Canada in
honour of our centennial observances next year.

education, and they limit the
range of career-fields open to
the graduate, thus discouraging
many from going into muchneeded, but low-remunerative
fields. He cited social work and
teaching as examples.
Fishman said that the present
set-up reduces scholarships to
mere "honorary" distinctions,
and suggested that they be sub·
tracted from the total cost of
education, but NOT from grants.
Fishman and McCain indicated defects in the present application form; for example, the
inconsistency in asking for academic average, and the omission of such necessary family
expenditures as clothing and furniture as valid types of indebt·
edness.
President Weir, in conclusion, commented that, given a
certain
erlap, the principles
of universal accessibility (in-

inars, the SHARE campaign and
Treasure Van.
The 1967 program will be
highlighted by preparatory trav·
el for overseas students, a special introductory itinerary in
which Canadian and Overseas
delegates will assemble in Ottawa for Centennial observances
and study tours in which the
delegates will travel and study
in each of the provinces.

begin on Tuesday, Jan. 3, 1967.
That is all from the Good
and Bad News Department,
pending further memos!

I

The Finest Gifts for Chrlst11as Giving

by

THE c1FT sHoP

Jean

Anouilh

OF CANADA

DIAMONDS
SWISS WATCHES

December 2, 3, 9, 10

ENGLISH CHINA
FINE SILVER

PRESENTED BY:

HANDBAGS
FASHION JEWELLERY
LUGGAGE

"Gifts from Many Countries"

The University Players
Essex Hall Theatre

OUELl.l:TTE AVli. AT PARK ST.

Curtain Time 8130 p.m.
GENERAL ADMISSION $1.50

STUDENTS $1.00

Open nl9htly untll Christmas
(except Saturday nl9hts)

TICKETS AT MAIN DESK, UNIVERSITY CENTRE
AND HEINTZMAN AND COMPANY, DOWNTOWN
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Protests Aren't Parties
It is time to ponder the effectiveness of student protests. The
most recent is the one we had on the Student Awards Program. The
Lance was more prepared than you were. Why was it that this
was a surprise for everyone?
Why did everyone gather around the fire and say "Who is that
supposed to be?"
"Is this ,Effigy, I thought it was Windsor!''
Well it is Windsor, more specifically, The University of Windsor
where, aa the cartoon says, we ma1'e no waves.
How can anyone make a large enough wave that can be felt
by the people in the Legislative Assembly in Toronto.
Last week The Lance ran a questionnaire regarding the Students A ward Program, whkh has ,been under fire across the province, even to the point where two institutions of higher learning
found it necessary to march on Provincial Pariliament in order
to make their feelings felt in this regard.
We, being so remote from the source of the problem, were
only able to receive thirty-five replies to our questionnaire.
This program is hurting you, not us, so why can you not do
anything about it?
The Ontario Regional Canadian Union of Students is paying
Hugh Annstroog, President-elect of CUS, REAL money to
compile a list of cases wherein people got screwed out of their
just desserts. We do not think that this is a worthless cause and
in the interests of all students your helping out in this matter
certainly is not a waste of time.
So, if you got screwed by the Ontario Government, you can
not sue for support but you might be able to get a little help.
The slogan is, "Help Hugh to help you."

Inadequacies Hurt
The Lance does not deal in personalities.
We arc not out to point out the failings of one individual, if
he is but a mall cog within a system of cogs.
The staff of the Cafeteria are but cogs within the great ystem.
Which cog turns which cog we have not been able to figure out but
when we unravel and cut through the red tape we will be the first
to know.
Our purpose in our repeated attacks on the cafeteria and
~ociated functions, (part of the red tape) bas been for a purpose,
id est to point out to the authorities (whomever they may be) the
inadequacies of the present system.
The present editor has suffered under many regimes of food
allocating and as yet has come up against any system that compares
favourably with that of the University of Windsor.
The residents themselves are quite willing to admit that they
are receiving more value for their money in this regard. The deficit
is made up by the profit that the Centre makes from the various
functions held here during the year.
No provision has been made for students living in the new
men's residence, now being built behind Cody Hall for dining
facilities.
The residents there will have to use the now over-crowded
facilities of the Centre's and only add to the prevalent confusion.
Why?
Should the people who work in the Cafeteria have to bear the
brunt of the criticism for matters that are far out of their hands?

No.
These people must put up with the temperaments and the
rulings laid down for them by people who are above them. These
are the people to complain to, not the people in the Cafeteria.
As soon as we can find out who they are we will let you
know •••

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We Do Not Publish Obsenities in The Lance
Dear Sir :
Apparently the rumored pleas
for obscenity in the Lance have
not reached deaf ears. The recent issue, with its Letters to the
Editor, have overstepped the
boundaries of good taste and
discretion. Were it not for the
fact that I firmly hold the conviction that a university newspaper can be valuable to the
university community as a whole,
and should therefore be supported, I would be among the first
to cancel my subscription.
While I fully understand the

Another Letter!
Dear Sir:
With the change in the
Lance's "management" recently,
I feel that this is an opportunity
to voice a strong desire for a
change in one of the Lance's
long-standing but out-dated policies. The policy I am r'!fering
to is the Lance's annual selection of a Fink Of The Year.
I find it very difficult to conceive of a practice, on this cam·
pus, which is more cruel, inhumane and uncharitable (would
you believe Anti-Christian?)
than this "centering-out" of
some unfortunate human being
so as to cause him shame, and
to make of him the butt of
widespread ridicule and derision.
Furthermore, I feel that the
pain suffered by the poor sacrificial victim {indeed is not
sometimes a scapegoat?) is one
that may very likely endure as
long as that person is able to
remember that awful day in
April when the Lance's "Humourous" issue was placed in his
trembling hand~. Recently. while
arguing this issue with one of
your insensitive, cool, and bloodthirsty staff members the following "positive" re.isons were
given in support of the unthinkable continuance of this barbarism:
I. The threat of being branded Fink of The )rear ··encourages" diligence and propriety on
the part of each S.A.C. member. each club president and
each student in general;

2. The Fink enjoyed this
chatisement because it made him
the centre of attention;

3. Fink Of The Year is a
time-hallowed tradition of the
Univer~ity of Wind or and
therefore should not he interfered v.i th;
4. The Lance "very definite-

difficulties the Lance has undergone during the past few weeks,
and sympathize with those involved in the production of the
paper, I cannot remain quiet

when such flagrant disre&ard for
decency is demonstrated.
Sincerely,
Evelyn McLean
Dean of Women

No Signature & No Agreement
Sir:
Regarding the statements and
opinions expressed to your reporter by Mr. Ray Kupko, vice
president of Local 1001, about
our Local and the University
contract.
The above mentioned statements and opinions of Mr. Kup-

ko are his own personal feelings
and not necessarily the feelings
of this Local.
Hope you will find space in
your fine University week:ly to
keep our records !>traight. Thank
you.
Pres. Local 1001,C.U.P.E.

Another Fink of The Year?
ly" needs Finks Of The Year
because of its appeal (ugh!)
value to the reading public.
Taking the first point, I
would feel very sad and much
disillusioned if it were true that
many of the hardworking, respectable, and well behaved
people to be found on campus
were so largely because of a
fear that to do otherwise would
place them in the running for
Fink Of The Year. Ji this is a
dominant motive for good conduct and productivity in the
University, I consider it to be an
unhealthy one and that a remedy
for it !>hould be desired I
prescribe the abolition of Fink
Of The Year.
Regarding the second point.
I would merely like to ask if a
sick neurotic's masochistic desires are so demanding that the
Lance feels it is their righteous
duty to regre. s to hi!> level in
order to gratify him with
.. healthy'' sadism.
In reply to the third argument, I am of the opinion that
time will never sanctify or
make hollow this most abomi·
nable tradition of the University.
and that the student body, and
you Mr. Editor, should come to
view Fink Of The Year in its
truly profound light.
Finally, if the success of the
Lance depends on a yearly human sacrifice I feel that its publication should cease because a
human being's integrity is a
price which nothing I can think
of has a right to expect, or to
be paid - not even the Lance!
Furthermore I am certain that
the Lance, one of the Foremost
College Newspapers in the
county and lauded even by J.
Lindblad, will survive without
Fink Of The Year. If it can't,
it shouldn't.
However, before I become

labelled

as an iconoclast or
wone (Pink of The Year?) I
would like to suggest a worthy

replacement for Fink of The
Year, I would encourage that
every year the $Choo! news letter acclaim some worthy individual as V.I.P. of The Year, or
some title equally
laudatory.
This I feel would be a truly
"positive" approach in centeringout someone since some very
important person would be ap·
plauded by his peers for having
produced diligence, propriety,
productivity and the like, and
that no longer would some misunderstood or sick individual
be subjected to a cruel heartrending torture. I am abo cer·
tain that V.I.P. of The Year
has the potential to become a
truly time-hallowed tradition and
that it would farther be a positi \e incentive toward good conduct on the part of the student
and its leaders; that it would
indeed be an enjoyable and
healthy experience for fortunate
V.l.P.'s of coming years, and
that it would gain for the Lance
an appeal value far exceeding
that of Fink of The Year.
I would now seek the opinions of my fellow students concerning this matter, for if they
agree with these views and suggestion!> they must speak up. A
reform can only be realized if
they are heard from - loudly!
Robert K. Landry
(Arts III)
Editorial Note:
Sir:
You are quite right, this evil
practice should be abolished in
favour of a more modern approach. Therefore at this writing
I hereby abolish the fink of the
Jear award in favour of a Yo·
Yo of 'Ibe Year Award. May
we consider this letter your application for the position?

DECEMBER 2, 1966

The Best of Dyron Small
by IAN ALLABY
Dyron Small, who passed away last month in the institution
where he had spent most of his life, left me instructions to burn
all his work. To some extent, and not without regret, I've obeyed
that final request. But now conscience tells me that I have a duty
to Dyron's reputation, to show that he was capable of really worthwhile things. Above all, I have a definite responsibility to the lovers
of literature, who by now no doubt are on the edges of their seats
in anticipation.
Anyway, because Dyron's work was always interesting, I saved
two of his favorite poems for republication. As poems, they were
not fantastically original, nor were they especially well-done, nor
were they widely accepted. As a matter of fact, there is really no
reason for them to be printed again. So you may keep in mind that
this presentation is both unnecessary and tasteless in short,
modern.
The first selection here was published on May 15, 1962 in the
creative section of U.S. News and World Report. The second ap·
peared two summers ago in T he Curio, a publication of the Yorkville
Tourist Bureau. The Curio always tells how individualistic, soulful,
and misunderstood all the young poets are. It's a very valuable rag.
Well, at any rate, here is the first poem:
Owed To A Thi<itle Fluff
It lives to skip and climb the sky:
Why ever wish to ask it why?
It needs no reason just to be
As happy as its drift is free.
It needs no reason just to be.
Now that's not bad verse. Even the criticalest English majors
will be satisfied when I tell them that the poem actually has six
levels of meaning, and each word has between three and eight con·
notations. Most importantly, no one can deny that it is a fine ex·
ample of structural and thematic unity!
To be truthful, though, my opinion is that Dyron wasn't too
serious. Poetry is just a kind of affectation anyway, and there's
really no sense being serious about it. Look, for instance, at John
Milton, one of the all·time greats: John Milton, who'd do anything
for a laugh, labored twenty years to provide the language with its
most uproarious theological satire.
Well, this is quite beside the point; wei should just quickly get
to Dyron's other poem:

from the asylum
o all of
and not
since all
to flood

all is oh so glad and good
a spot of it would i replace
things flow just as i know they should
the globe in hope and happy grace

i sing hello and how are you to each
of all the people passing on the street
and dancing while i bask in day i teach
them how to pray on proud and prancing feet

so good the baby bud that springtime breeds
and good the winter snow that buries it
for theres a precious law some heaven heeds
to safe and guide us as is just and fit
and those are glad of life whove understood
how all of all is wholly happy good
Well, that's it, I think: no more of Dyron for now. There's
got to be time for some sort of enigmatic aura to build up, so I
can get rich editing his stuff later. Certainly I've been correct to
violate his last will anyway, as you readers will joyously attest.

Haiku Poetry
OUTLETS
Sighs can be exits
Of frustation and grief when
Another dream dies.

SEASONAL SYMBOL
Crystals of winter
Compressed to daggers of ice
Carve the silent dusk.

SORROW SHARED
Little waterfalls
Cutting chasms on her cheeks
The clouds cried with her.

DEFENSELESS
Stalked and terroized
Infatuation strikes down
Victim of the heart.

PERCEPTION
Waves of yesterday
Lap the shores of the present
As future drifts in.

THEORY
Love is a climate
Sahara hot yet with rain:
Tears of jealousy.

FRIENDSHIP
Object of value
Discovered to late to keep
Killed by thoughtlessness.

REVELATION
Each has his own price
Sell-outs for riches or fames
Temptation unveils.

PANORAMA
Umbrellas in rain
Colorful moving mushrooms
Colliding on streets.

CREMATION
On the mantle safe
A white alabaster vase
No rain or cold ground.
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Two Poem
by Calullus

Gunsmoke,

45

Septimius holds Acme, his love,
in lap and says, "My _Acme,
if I don't love you madly,
by love prepared forever for you
enough to perish in Libya
or India rol'sted,
may I meet my fate today."
As this was said, Love, on the left
came to the right to smile approval.
And Acme lightly lending her head,
kissed her lover's love-drunk eyes
with her red-lipped mouth and said,
" My life, Septimius, greater
fiercer, more to me than you,
the fire burns the marrow of my bones,
if we are one to our master."
As this was said, Love, on the left
came to the right to smile approval.
Now set asail with wind in hand
loving and loved, heart to heart,
Septimius in misery wants Acme
more than Paris or Rome:
Full faithful Acme makes
her pleasure and passion for
Septimius alone.
Who sees men more blessed
Who sees Venus more sacred?

46

Act I, Scene I
A click of dial and hum of power
unleashes light,
to form a grainy man, who
longlegged strides toward
another shape that wears
a hat and gun,
like he
who moves in his bright white jeans,
then stops and stands
with gun neath his hand
till the other moves,
too. slow
and drops.
1fakes you feel good, doesn't it Matt,
as the other lies there
his face in his hat.
Sure you feel good, look at your lip
as they twitch and spread
and reveal to all the chuckle within.
Do it again Matt:
lets watch them fall,
as you execute them
like the're tied to a wall.
Makes you feel good, doesn't it Matt.
Paul Burgener

Horatio al The
Bridge House

Now spring brings thawing airs;
Now the rage of equinoxal skies
grow~ quiet by laughing winds of West.
Well, here I sit in the Bridge
Trojan plains and fertile fields
House,
of swealtery Nicea can be left:
Wondering if I'm a man or a
We can fly to the famous cities of Asia.
mouse.
Now my mind impatient longs to wander,
I've
just read an article in the
Now my feet tingle to dance from desire.
Lance,
0 sweet circle of friends, goodbye.
i
""""'-~~-"---~------·=---......::A nd my male ego it does not
once took us far frciui home, return u too.
enhance.

Please Mr. God
Don't Kill Me!
Please Mr. God, don't kill me!
Even though I was 17 seconds late for mass
Even though I forgot my grace before dinner last nite
Even though L don't hate those 'infidel' protestants
(as much as I should)
And Mr. God, I even secretly wished I had been
Born Protestant this Sunday morning
(That way I wouldn't have to go to Mass)
I've been told by my teacher all about that
'fire and brimstone'
You rain upon wicked sinners. I hope you spare me!
And I know nuns are the smartest holiest people around
(next to priests of course)
If they tell me the temperature in hell is 20,000 degrees
I know they're right
If they tell me you burn, but don't burn up I know they're right
because they know everything
Now I'm repentent though,
I think about the flames, and devils, and pain
at least one hour every day
I try to be afraid of you like the Bib le says
so please Mr. God don't kill me!
And Mr. God, forgive me if I find it bard to believe
you're eternal, like my soul!
(But I wonder where my soul was before I was born)
Honest, I believe the nuns when they tell me
"Sex is wrong, and dirty." I know I must be bad
Like sex is, because I wonder how they know
so very much about it
But then I forget they know everything.
In history class yesterday, when the nun was telling us
that Henry VIII was in hell
I wondered how she knew unless she was there herself
well I suppose they just know.
the way they know everything else
I seem to be doubting everything, Mr. God, and I'm
sorry-really I am.
I know I'm supposed to have faith, and I'm trying awfully
hard, but . . .
I know I don't want to go to hell
'Cause I'm awfully scared of it
So I'll have faith
Even if it kills me
But in the meantime
Please Mr. God, DON'T KILL ME!!!

It seems at a dance this collegetype guy
Happened a maiden to pass by.
He looked her up and down
once or twice.
And thought that she was rather
nice.
But upon considermg a little
waltz
He thought first impression _
might be false.
"I'll let it slide for a little while.
Besides. I don't like her type
of smile.
No, she's not for me, she's not
my type ."
Oh, what are you doing you
little snipe?
Don't you realize you're being
a cad,
You're liable to make thi.
maiden mad!
A man doesn't pretend his
head's in a fog
And then decide that she's a
real dog.
You've hurt her feelings - now
slap your \\ ri\t,
And another mistake don't make
like this.
Well, you'll ha,·e to find another
college type,
Too bad there aren't any more
tonight.
You . ee, they're at Elccta Hall,
Thinking they'll be safe, one
and all.
Besides, they wouldn't take a
chance,
And have their news on life
advanced .
There's just one olution you
cad, you louse,
Come and jom me at the old
Bridge House.
Signed
The Second College-type Guy
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PHOTO PHILE

MORE LETTERS HERE

by Lance Photo Editor Owen BaJI
Photography is a very broad field. It calls upon and/or aids
virtually all fields of endeavour. It is essentially an outgrowth of
the sciences - chemistry in the main, and physics. Cameras themselves call upon the engineering fields. It is also a major industry.
It will be my endeavour to acquaint you with photography,
it's technical and it's artistic aspects. I have found that the average
Dear Sir:
individual, while having a desire to make use of photography is
The recent sickness which aftotally ignorant of the nuances in this field. It is not their ignorance
in judgement as to quality or scope but rather in their confusion
flicted the resident students ha~
and lack of knowledge as regards materials and equipment that
raised a number of issues and
most would-be photographers go astray. Most individuals who underquestions. Being a resident studtake the taking of their own pictures have an idea as to what they
ent myself, I was wondering if
wish to accomplish but they are totally in the dark as to the amount
you could clarify the agreement
of work required or the equipment which would best suit their needs.
this University has with Dr. D.
I will try to avoid being overly technical, but I will try to acquaint
D.
Rutherford. Is it true that no
you with the be~t equipment to fulfill your needs and to instruct you
other doctor were allowed into
in the use of that equipment, thereby helping you to avoid some
the residence because of a conof the pitfalls that I, and most other photographers, have floundered
tract
between the University
into.
and Dr. Rutherford? I would
My first recommendation is that if you already have a camera
hold onto it and learn to use it. Any camera will deliver just about
appreciate an answer in the
anything photographic, limited primarily by its operator and of
Lance. Thank you.
course the ease to which it can accomplish any given task. If you
A curious student
do not own a camera, your main consideration before buying one
i!; to consider what you desire to accomplish, that is, the type of
photographs that you wish to take and the amount of money you
are able to spend, tempered by your future photographic plans. If
you intend only family, travel, and artistic photographs for your
own use without entering into photography as a major hobby, the
least expensive and simplest of equipment will suffice. If, on the
other hand, you are considering it as a major hobby, the most
adaptable equipment of good manufacture should be considered.
In the main, there are two major types of cameras and many
derivations of these two. The first is the viewfinder type and the
second the through the lens viewing type. Viewfinders are optical
or wire frames which endeavour to show the area encompassed by
the lens and exposed on the film. Viewfinder types are generally
the quickest and consequently are the first consideration for sports
and action. Reflex types while having the advantage of viewing
through the lens require more experience and are more difficult to
use for action photos. Range-finder types are of the viewfinder
category, but incorporate an optical device to determine subject
distance. These rangefinders are extremely accurate and easy to
use but require mental visualization of what is in and what is out of
focus. Through the lens viewing, which includes the reflex types,
allows you to see exactly what is in and what is out of focus. At
first glance the ability to pre-visualize would seem the most ideal
but in most cases it is neither necessary nor important. I would,
therefore, recoaunepd as a fir:.t camera one of the rangefinder or,
"1Q people have s~
long.
c
n o
ai
i
m er
e.
~---.,------,.---'
• :w.s---=,'llt
hours trying to put on the best
My reasons for this are numerous but in short, using the rangeshow possible for the enjoyment
finder you will enable yourself to take most of the pictures you
of the audiences," said Daniel P.
desire and you will discover which phases of photography interest
you most, what types of pictures you most desire to take and through
Kelly in an interview earlier this
use of this type, will be more able to make a decision as to whether
week.
you will require more specialized and consequently more expensive
Tonight and tomorrow night
equipment.
and again next weekend you will
The maxim, "Let the buyer beware!" has no truer application
be able to see the results of their
than when buying photo equipment. Buy in doubt and ignorance
and you will be sold the most expensive, the- most adorned and
probably for you the most disasterous piece of equipment the camera shop can sell you. They are in business to sell, not apparently
to serve, and since, for some reason, no one wants to admit that
they have erred in their judgement, that they have, in effect, "been
taken for a ride", and labouring under the mi~conception that because they paid a Jot of money, the camera they have bought should
take good pictures, they feel that if anything is amiss it is their own
ineptitude (to which they are not willing to own). Consequently,
most neophite photographers get the wrong equipment and Jack of
accessories or the need for more expensive equipment is generally
their conclusion when they get second to third rate results. The
camera shop makes another good sale and the poor photographer
is still not acbeiving his ends. Reasons for this are varied and numerous but in the main it is specialization in the equipment which
conflicts with the photographer's de ires and abilities and prevents
him from producing as he would like.
I have dealt here, primarily with still cameras; we will deal
with movies at a later date. In my next article I will try to cover
the rangefinder camera - How to choose and use it.

Not True Say
Authorities

taken, I have talked to three
people who have lest two coats
each, and another, half-dozen
with only one to their credit.
Since I have no desire to move
up to the two coat bracket I
went and talked to Mr. Mclver,
Head of Security, and we decided that a coat check wouh.1
be an easy and efficient answer
to end the problem. He explained that he doesn't have the per~onnel to station someone in
the building as he haJ wished.
These sticky fingered people
may be from outside the school,
but I believe the problem occurs frequently enough to warrant something being done, and
a simple coat check would be
the answer.

A TfENTION CROOKS
There will be a meeting of the
Lifter's Club in St. Denis Hall,
tonight at 7:30. (that is the only
room large enough to accommodate the membership).
The very first day I attended
this establishment, some hungry
body swiped my lunch. I should
have taken that incident as a
foreshadowing and warning, I
didn't. Since then I have had
a complete set of Math notes
taken; they were returned one
month and one important test
later, and also, a green parka.
Why is this happening? Well,
there isn't much that can be
done about lunches, notes, etc.,
like the stuff that has been disappearing lately from Electa Hall
However, since my coat was

q,,rrv Hnklen

Lots Of Sweat Here
endeavours

of equipment all of which is new
was without instructions for its
use.
The dedication of these people
who are mostly volunteer help
and who invariably go unsung
has been an integral part in the
production of Thieves' Carnival.
They are satisfied and so will
you when you see the fruits of
their labours.
DECEMBER 2nd, 3rd, 9th,
and 10th.

as the University

Drama Club does their production of Anouilh's THCEVES'
CARNIVAL. This play is a
technician's nightmare. Each
member of the cast does no
less than four costume changes.
There are three sets with fairly
difficult lighting arrangements.
Essex Theatre being a new
theatre all the lights had to be
focused and the $45,000 worth

A SPECIAL NOTE:
There appears to be a strong interest in photography on campus, and overtures have been made to start a camera club and to
running a photo contest - more on this later.
TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES - The Lance requires
persons interested in photography. If you know or are interested
in learning call 253-4060 or 253-7902 and leave your name and
phone number. Girls don't be shy, there's room for you too. We
especially need people who are free on Wednesday morning or
afternoons.

ROOMS
FLOWER SHOP

AVAILABLE

NOW
15% •scount on ... LOCAL ortler1
131 UNIVERSITY AVE. WEST

256-3407

With Fireplace, Carpets,
Two large bedrooms for
four persons, Fine view,
Kitchen facilities included.

CALL:

254-6758

337

OUELLETTE

AVE.,

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

252-7692
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OKOBO & SUBAR STRIKE AGAIN? Sorry, we couldn't think up
a funny cutline for this pie. The caper speaks for itself.
- S~ph Foto

Interested University men
residents staged a mammouth ..
Caper Night last Monday in an
effort to stem the tide of student apathy and stimubte student spirit on campus.
One crew attempted to kidnap Tom Shannon from his
gold pad somewhere inside
CKLW Radio. Unfortunately,
in a weaker moment the stalwarts called Shannon to infonn him of their plans so
that he could have a fighting
chance,
Meanwhile, the wily Shannon, evidently a believer in the
adage "forelearned is forewarned", took elaborate precautions. When the would-be
abductors reached the station's
Riverside Drive studios, their
assault was thwarted by a sizeable contingent of the local gendarmes.
Another more ambitious
group whose members claim·
ed to be brothers of the mysterious OKOBO and SUBAR
residences pulled off a daring rally to the University of
Detroit where they successfully made off with eleven
sports trophies on dfiplay in

the Athletic Building of that
campus. According to one
participant who refused to be
named, much less quoted, the
marauders were sixteen strong
and well organized (see p.9).
Their quarries were housed in

CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE
COMPANY, LIMITED

INVESTIGATE A
MANAGEMENT CAREER
Write for this free brochure

;r

J!AH ANOUILH'S

Thie\tes Carni~al
a glass case which was reportedly under heavy guard at the
time of the theft. The Residents
planned to return the trophies
at last night's Lancer Basketball

Don't Miss Out

The Lance Office
Opens Applications
for Yo-Yo of The
Year Award
TELEPHONE 254 3392
DETROIT : WO 2 - 5330

A DELIGJ./TFUL EXPERIENCE
IN DINING

KEES J

755 OUELLETTE AVENUE
WINDSOR
•
ONTARIO

ROOZEN

to interview
1967 Engineering graduates .

representative on campus
DECEMBER 9, 1966

A well-defined training program is offered to prepare
for

positions

of

responsibility

in:

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
FACTORY ENGINEERING
SERVICE ENGINEERING
FIELD INSTALLATION
QUALITY CONTROL AND TEST
TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES
The positions will afford opportunity for career
development to graduates with potential.
Professional salary scale and increases based on
performance as well as excellent employee fringe
benefit pi ans.
Contact the Placement Office for detailed information,
brochures and interview appointment.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED
Invites YOU to meet its

Will BE ON CAMPUS DECEMBER 7, 1966

candidates

contest in which the Lancers
met the U. of D. for a hoop
epic in Detroit. One resident
commented, ''The whole thing
was planned to stimulate interest in last night's game."
According to d y n a m i c
LANCE Sports Editor Al
Strachan, who denies any conception with the "tropbyswiping" incident, "T h e r e
used to be a home and home
series until Detroit became so
afraid of being upset by the
Lancers that they refused to
play in Windsor anymore even though they used to
bring their own referees with
them anyway."
Resident students were quick
to point out when questioned
that there were several other incidents which occurred and were
worthy of note but not all of
which are worthy of print.

DEC. 2, 3, 9~ 1 (

MA. N A G NG OIA F C"TC\P

"WE ALL LIVE IN A YELLOW SUBMARINE." We surfaced
in a drinking fountain o,er at U. of D., rallied over to the trophy
case, and guess what w·e brought back?
- Staph Foto

PAGE 7

Night

Caper

8:30 P.M.

TH~ LAN<..:E -

Our current expansion plans
create outstanding career opportunities for university men \l.hO
possess leadership potential, marketing aptitudes, and social mobility and skills. This brochure
outlines the challenging five phase
program lt':c\ding to executive responsibilities in Agency Management. For your copy write direct
to Mr. A. L. Andrews, C.L.U.,
Agency Superintendent at our
Head Office 200 Bloor Street East,
Toronto 5, Ont.

MANUFACTURERS LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Branch Offices Across Canada

GRAD UAYING SENIORS
IN

ARTS, COMMERCE
ENGINEERING, SCIENCE

Learn what FORD
can offer YOU
Arrangements For Interviews Can Be Made And
Further Information Obtained At CMC Student
Placement Office, Main Floor - Windsor Hall
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SWIM TEAM HOSPITALIZED
by AL STRACHAN
In a series of freak, yet not
altogether unexpected, accidents
the U. of W. swim team was
hospitalized last week.
Trouble began when Al McMillan, men's co-captain. in:id·
vertently walked under the fan
which blows a gale force wind
of freezing air from outside.
Coach Nash was quick to reject

offers to sell him as a TV dinner. Problems were compounded
when it was discovered that it
was as easy to turn the fan off
as it was to find an English
speaking janitor, and certain
members of the swim team suffered severe frostbite before Mr.
McMillan could be rescued.
Phil McCullough Jost hi,
head when he dove into the

by M. ABRAHAM RENFREW
Last Friday I was wandering through the cafeteria asking people
what they thought of that day's edition of the LANCE. I was
travelling as myself rather than in my disguise of a mild-mannered
reporter from a minor metropolitan newspaper, M. Abraham Renfrew. Upon posing the above-mentioned question to one of the
members of the much beleaugered Phys. Ed. faculty, I was asked
if I knew who that M. Abraham Renfrew was. Not being as dull
as some people like to think (I was smart enough to use pseudonym
wasn't I?), I said I didn't. It seems that the reason he wanted to
know was that Abe was about to be physically admonished for the
snide remarks concerning the lack of participation of the Phys. Ed.
faculty.
"Holy jock-straps' said my partner Throckmorton Thrillerflap,
"Perhaps we should set the record straight before we get physically
admonished".
Now being so tough that I go bear hunting with a switchblade
and so cool that I carry a heater around with me, I was not impressed. Throck, however, as soon as I got him to come out of the
girl's john where he had gone to seek refuge, insisted that in the
interest of truth. justice, and the American way, we should present
the other side of the case.
The Phys. Ed. department only has about 45 persons in its
faculty (according to Dave Service in his recent treatise on the distortion of facts in sports editorials) and is therefore very hard
pressed to tum out teams for all intrafaculty sports. The department
also DID tum out a basketball team for the "A" league but due
to personnel shortage could not muster up a ''B" team. Our thanks
go out to the Phys. Ed. department for setting the record straight
(even if they did threaten physical violence).
The LANCE sports staff was doubled last week as Bob
Baksi became our hockey reporter. Not only that but Bud Pircell
bas also volunteered to help out. If Bud actually joins the staff,
the Sports Department will have as many members as the rest
of the LANCE staff put together.
ns are now eing accepted in the LANCE office
for the 60 cents required to replace the burned out light bulbs in
the St. Denis Hall st':>reboard.
This column would like to send out congratulations to the
cheerleaders for a fine job la t Saturday. Not only were the cheers
themselves a great improvement upon last year but also the manner
in which they were performed. Even Joe Orczyk ea.me up with a
ripping good finale in one imtance. (That was Lady G's mistake).
How about those hockey Lancers? Perhaps we'll have two
national champions on our hands this year. The great support which
they were given by the largest crowd ever to see a Lancer hockey
game was a primary factor in their defeat of York. The team really
appreciated it.

9'!;--- - = = Cc>ntlnb:u

THE

CHRISTMAS GIFT

Lance reties Split Tourney
by JANET MORRELL
The University women's teams
travelled to the University ot
Waterloo this weekend to attend
the first Women's Inter-collegiate
Athletic Union tournament of
the 66-67 season.
The result was the University
of Windsor team. coached by
Mrs. Wm. Thompson, won the
volleyball title and placed second
in the overall team standing.
McMaster University took top
honors in the team standings with
a total of 15 points, while Windsor, Waterloo and Guelph held
a three-way tie for second place.
Waterloo Lutheran University
stood fifth.
In volleyball action the Uni·
versity of Windsor girls amas·
sed a perfect record of 4-0, defeating Guelph 33-8, 30-10, Uni·
versity of Waterloo 22-10, 9-17,
22-9. McMaster University 15-12
25-9 and Waterloo Lutheran 20·
12, 30·13. Marg Holman led the
Windsor onslought by scoring
oints · t e our games with
her keen serving. At the net
Marion Duquette appeared quite
adept at spiking.
The basketball team did not
fare so well, as it only mustered
a I -3 record with a win Friday
over Waterloo Lutheran University. Marianne Van DerPryt and
Janice Bednarick scored 10 and
9 points respectively to aid the
team's effort,
Pam Maskery was outstanding
in badminton as she captured the
first singles title losing only once
to Jean Richmond of the Univer·
sity of Waterloo. Ann Graziol
failed to win any matches in her

PICK SEVERAL PAPERBACKS OF

ATTRACTIVELY GIFT BOXED

Arts II Gunners Romp
by RICH HARRISON
In the second week of interfaculty basketball Arts II and
Commerce remain undefeated.
In the opener Science gained a
close 29-25 victory over Phys.
Ed. The low scoring contest was
paced by Doug Stocco and
Mike Cbelag with seven points
each.
The next game was a scoring
display by the Arts II gunners in
a romp over the under-manned
ngmeer squad 61-44. The Artsmen were led by John (Gym·
Rat) McCullough's 22 points
and Hechman 's 11. Charlie MacMillan paced the Engineers with

16.
In another thriller Commerce
edged Arts l 38-34. Ron lnno·
cente led the victors with 17
points. Tom Dudley hit for 14
for Arts I.
Jn the "B" di,bion Commerce
No. l edged out a one pomt
overtime , ictory over Science
37-36. Prinzmg and Smith led
the , ictors with 8 points each.
Commerce • 'o.
2 defeated
Engineers 36-28. Paced by

RudYs
Barber Shop

OF LASTING PLEASURE

YOUR CHOICE AND HA VE THEM

effort at second singles. In doubles Sue Kaufman and Mary Mc·
Gregor scored a 2-2 record with
wins over Waterloo and Waterloo Lutheran and losses to Mc·
Master and the University of
Guelph. McMaster took the badminton championship while University of Windsor tied with
Guelph and Waterloo for second
place.

FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2840 UNIVERSITY W.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

(FREE OF CHARGE)

UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED
INQUIRE AT THE
Interviewing for 1967 Graduates

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

pool and hit a floating sea mine
left over from W. W. IJ. The
reason he did not see the mine
was that it was hidden by floating hair, cigarette butts and various other objects which frequent the pool.
When
the Lancers'
three
sprint men dove in to rescue
Phil only one reached him.
Chuck Allen succumbed to severe contusions to the head and
shoulders, which were administered by part of the ceiling falling upon him. Ed Brand's eyes
immediately began to protrude
until he approached the appearance of a red-eyed frog, and he
was unable to continue. Only
Joe Riordan reached the general
area of the unfortunate Mr. Mc·
Cullough but couldn't find him
due to the fact that the accident
had taken place in the dark side
of the pool.
The Lancers hope to be on
their feet in time for their meet
with Western on Saturday.

Tuesday, December 6th

Lindquist's 12 points and Stephenson's 9, the Commerce group
was never hard pressed for the
victory.
The final game was another
overtime thriller with the experienced Arts II squad gaining a
29-22 victory o,er Arts I. The
loss spciled a fine 15 point effort by Paulin.

SWIMMERS
OPTIMISTIC
This weekend the University
of Windsor Lancer Swim Team
will make its debut in a special
relay meet hosted by the University of Western Ontario in London. The meet is an invitational
event of universities from acros
the province, with the Uni, ersity
of Toronto (last year's C.I.A.lJ.
Swim Champs) the favcnte.
Windsor \I.ill be led b} co-captains Al :\lcMill:m
and Phil
, 1cCullough
and outstandmg
rookies Keith Young. Joe Riordan, Ed Brand, Tom Fox and
Steve Robert~.
Hard ,,.,orking
coach J. C. Nash, himself a graduate of Western. is cptimistic
about the team's chances. 1 his
meet will open a season of nine
meets for Windsor, the larg:::st
and finest yet against Canadian
and American universities. The
Lancers will have two more
meet before the end of 1966;
one en December 10 against Ctlvin College at the Ri, cr~ide
Pool and the other on December 14 against Jackson College
.it Jackson. Michigan.
Today at 4:30 there will be
an inter-faculty wim meet in
the U. of W. pool. All men are
asked to come out and represent their faculty.

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c

A WIDE SELECTION OF HARDBACK

Complete Description Of Positions

OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus

Fiction & Non-Fiction
ALSO AVAILABLE

At The Placement Office

Our Representdtive: G. i. Hatfield

CAR WASH TOKEN

W,th $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)
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RESIDENCE TYPES PULL CAPER TO HERALD U. of D. B-BALL GAME
University of Windsor says
"Catch You Thursday Babee".
That was the sign left by the
16 marauders, from residences
OKOBO and SUBAR, who
went over to U of D to pull a
caper.
Tqe nasty idea eminated from
the brain of the famous celebrity of Okobo - "Cutter". Trophies were to be the booty of
the crew.
They launched the plan Monday night and crossed over to
that country of all evils. Parked
and. panting, the mob went
searching about for these prizes.
lllustrious "Bullet" led forth,
having said he knew the exact
location of the trophies, but alas
he did not.
Sixteen men walked nonchalantly past a 6'6", 260
pound cop. The search went
on. Going to the center
they found that they had to
retrace their steps. Great fear
shuddered through the spines
of the valiants for they had
to reQ(>Unter the probably suspecting security guard.
Amongst us was a brave one.
"Winger" went up to the giant
eunuch and asked for further
directions. He said, "That way,
boy." As the other fifteen crept
by slouch-shouldered the action
was being set for the coming
scene.

LANCERETTES
READY NOW
by .JANET MORRELL
The University of Windsor's
women's basketball team came
out on the short end of a 1-3
record last weekend at the W .1.A. U. tournament in Waterloo.
However, Sue Hilton feels that
there were two main reasons for
the loss - the inexperience of
the team at playing on the intercollegiate level and the recent
adjustment to boy's rules.
Friday night the team lost
a decision to Waterloo Lutheran despite the fact that
Windsor girls outplayed them
on the floor for the entire
game. It was a lack of accuracy at foul shooting and shots
from the floor that caused the
downfall.
On Saturday, the losses to
Macr-.laster and the University
of Waterloo were understandable
due to the number of holdover
players from previous
years.
Both of these teams were also
used to playing boy's rules. In
addition, a zone defen f' was employed thereby forcing Windsor
to shoot from the outside and
thus greatly cutting down the
accuracy.
Throughout the tournament
the Lancerettes put on an excellent defensive effort. Miss Hil·
ton plans to work this week on
pressing and fast breaking in
hopes that the team can win by
outrunning their opponents.
Now that they have the experience of one tournament behind them the team should fare
far better in their next effort. a
tournament against York University and Ryerson this weekend.

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
)53-0369
Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
l(JO.., Discount On Meal Tickets

The whole lot marched into
the athletic building and surveyed the situation. The great tro·
phies were in the centre lobby
in glass showcases and were well
watched by a nice little old man
with a .45. There was no way
we could get a hold of those.
The word was "scavenge."
We split up into groups of
four, and each group headed in
a different direction to discover
something worthwhile "borrowing." One group spotted a trophy case on the second floor
and pulled it out from the wall.
Only a weak clasp held it shut.
The rest of the groups were
rounded up and came to the aid
of their buddies. All sizes of
trophies were stuck into belts
and covered with jackets. "Winger" looked pregnant as he was
going to leave. One of them
came to the old guard and distracted him on the question of
tickets for the big game Thurs·
day. "Winger" got out after
trying three doors. J. B. from
Elmira got a kingsize cup out.
It is beyond most of the party
that he did it. One of the crew
had one in his jacket. As he
was leaving a cop came out of
nowhere and followed him out

of the building. It looked as
though one of the great had fal·
Jen prey to the hands of an evil
man. But the cop went the other
way without suspecting what
happened. Eleven trophies passed through the gates of hell in
this manner.
Back in the parking lot Gomez- and Boo were ha, ing fits.
They expected to be jumped
upon any minute by 50 campus cops. When Mother ran
along wavh1g one in the air
and Bones doing the same,
they said for sure they were
going to get mobbed.
As the three cars whipped out
of the lot, the John Lodge Expressway was the next move; a
quick get-away. Cutter missed
the turn and B.B. followed him.
Only Artie made the right turn.
lt was every man for himself
once on the freeway.
Cutter and the brave Okobos dared to go back by the
Bridge while the others went
by Tunnel. What happened by
Tunnel I do not know but a
little bird told me what happened in the car on the brid~e.
These eight greats took the
chance of going back the same
way.

As they approached the toll
on the American side with trophies in sight, the toll man said
"What do you know - a bunch
cf winners!" Gomez suggested
we hide the trophies, but a few
were brave enough to want to
show them at customs and say
we were bringing them over as

prizes won in competition. Seventy feet from the Canadian
Customs it was decided to hide
them under the blankets. No
trouble at Customs so we returned safely to Cody Hall, prizes
high, spirits high.
Everybody
gathered at the Council of the
Highlanders' room and pictures
of the happy gang were taken.

Scientists Bombed By Arts II
With games of 228, 219 and
191, Rick Frank captured high
triple for the year with a brilliant 638 series. Far behind was
Mike Dimaio, who rolled a 550
series. Rick's two games of 228
and 219 were both high for the
wee .
The team standings have now
taken a new outlook. Arts II
No. 1, along with Commerce
No. 1, moved into a tie for
first place, each with 13 points.
Science No. 1 dropped to
second place, one point behind
the leaders, when they were
soundly whomped by Arts Jl
No. 3 who persevered despit<!
Wayne Ocolisan.
Four more
teams are tied for third with
10 points.
Only two teams were able to
sweep four points: Arts II No.
1, and the women's team Arts

II No. 1, who clobbered the
hapless Engineers unmercifully.
In women's action,
Jeanne
Schell and Judy Golden tied for
high triple honors at 436. Mar·
lies Rottermund followed with a
425 series. The high game for
a
7 rolled b Virginia Morse. Cfose behind was
Marlies with a 174 game. The
standings in the women·s league
remained very close.
Arts II No. 1 moved into a
tie for first place with Arts 1.
Both teams h:ive 14 points. Art,
III remained in second place,
only one poini cut of first.
The University of Windsor
school team challenges the U.
of W. alumni team Sunday, Dec.
4 at 1:30 at the Rose Bowl
Lanes. All spectators are welcome to cheer on the school
team.

Tourney

Saturday

This weekend you sports fans will have the opportunity ot
watching your girl's teams in action in St. Denis Hall. The University
of Windsor is hosting York University of Toronto and Ryerson
of Toronto in a meet beginning Friday night and ending Saturday
afternoon.
Of special interest will be the volleyball team and the skill
that won the tournament for them at the University of Waterloo
last weekend.
Two games will be played Friday evening and the rest will
take place Saturday.
Schedule

Friday
- 7:00 p.m. Windsor vs. Ryerson - volleyball
- 8:00 p.m. Windsor vs. Ryerson - basketball

John Doyle.

Hockey Going Strong
With the season already well
under way Science and Arts II
have jumped to the top of the
Jnterfaculty hockey league. LeJ
by Brother Colin and J. Kurkurtin the science men have won
their opening three games against
Arts I, Commerce and the ne\\est entry, Physical Education.
After being beaten in their open·
ing tilt, Arts II have come back
with three resounding victories.
Veteran Ken Long and Wayn~
Ocolisan (with four goals to his
credit) have been the big spark
plug. for the senior Artsmen.
The newly fom1ed School
of Physical Education has entered a squad this year for
the fir..1 time. After sufferinl-!
from a pla,·er shortage in the
early stages of the season,
the Phys. Ed. team picked up
six men in the annual player
draft.
The junior Artsmen, not ac-

customed to the rugged play,
started slowly but picked up
their first points in their last
outing.
With the loss of four key
players to the Lancer quad, the
Commerce team has been great·
ly weakened. However, Coach
Gorge Yawor ky looks to John
Zechncr am! "'Big" Ed Ro. ar
to lead hi team from their
early cellar position

ANTIQUE
JEWELLERY
LIMITED
• GIFTS and CHINA
• COSTUME JEWELLERY
• 10% DISCOUNT

256-8541
429 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor,

Ontario

IMPORTS FOR

Saturday

-

9:00 a.m. Windsor vs. York -

-

10:30 a.m. Windsor vs. York 11 :30 a.m. Ryerson vs. York 12:30 a.m. York vs. Ryerson -

-

Torrid action from the monumental conflict between our Lancers
and York at Jm,erside Arena Friday night shows rno Lancer stal·
warts well inside the York defcnse.
Th.is scene was typical of the second period in which the Lancen
looked unbeatable. The second stanza blitz plus the brilliant netminding of Don Bruner resulted in an impressive 6-0 Lancer
'ftdiiiy.
w
b ~-~"'------

basketball
volleyball
volleyball
basketball

MEN and WOMEN

10% Student Discount

APARTMENTS
Apartments are new now available
,n

Patricia Manor for
married students

Calh Paul Rolaart• & Co. Ltcl.

254-3766

325 OUELLETTE
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LANCERS TROUNCE HAWKS 106 • 47 IN OPENER
by M. Abraham Renfrew
Well, so much for broken
lances and disparaging remarks.
The Waterloo Lutheran Golden
l{awks dropped by St. Denis
}{all for a while on Saturday
night and left looking more like
lead ~parrows. The game was
close for a while but the referee had to go and spoil it by
throwing up the ball for the
opening jump.
The Lancers moved out to
a quick lead (something like
32-4) and by the time the first
quarter was over had scored
40 points. At this point Coach
Samaras decided to take it
easy and pulled out the entire
first string. He a1<;o C1llled off
the Lancer full court press
thereby letting the Hawks
have the previously unknown
pleasure of getting the ball
as far as half court before it
was stolen .from them.
By the time the game was
over the Lancers were on top
by a 106-47 score. It was obvious to all who saw the game
that the Lancers could have
really routed the opponents but
were taking it easy.
Angelo Mazzuchin was the
arm for the night scoring 25
points. Marty hit for 18 and
Bob Navetta 17.
It's a bird - It's a plane ••• Action stopped at the B-Ball
Gary Polano a n d Doug
game last Saturday as a mild-mannered LANCE reporter fties
through St. Denis Hall. Even he couldn't have helped Waterloo
Brown each had twelve.
Lutheran (not that he would have wanted to). - LANCE staff
The Lancers played a fine
photo by John Doyle.
game and totally fooled Waterloo for most of the night with
such little innovations as behindthe-back passes, fast breaks, and
-~ - sh-aa,!1'
, shooting, to a nothin
of the manner in which they
Lancers' first two conference
The injury plague has struck
seemed to take the ball away
games next week. It is a well
the Lancers again. Dave "Ches"
at will.
McWha, the Lancers "6' 7" and
known fact among true Lan·
For the first game of the
cer fans that Chester a1ways
a little bit" centre will be out
season the Lancers looked ex·
plays his best games on the
of action for at least two games
ceptionaJly sharp but on ocroad.
with a knee injury similar to
casions seemed to be unable
Despite the flippant and
the one that has already put
to put the finishing touches
Lancer starting guard Gerry brusque manner in which Ches
to a fine play.
l{orner out for the season.
treated the LANCE reporter by
Mike Taranczuk was certainly
Ches hurt his knee In pracreferring to his injury as " .. an
impressive with his moves under
tice on Tuesday when be
old wound from the Spanishthe basket and the ball hand·
made a sharp tum. The injury American War which recurs
ling of Doug Brown and Angelo
is a recurrent one and both every 69 years", we still hope
Mazzuchin was a pleasure to
Dave and Lancer coach Bob
that his injury is not serious.
watch.
Samaras hope that it ls no
Marty Kwiatkowski seemed
Coach Samaras, in another
bored with the whole game
more serious than usual.
exclusive LANCE interview on
and only bothered to score
Wednesday, said that Dave's injury would certainly hurt the
LANCE PREDICTS
Lancer's chances of beating the
University of Detroit on ThursBASKETBALL
day. l{e also explained that
Lancers over Adrian by 15.
either Jack Orange or Andy
Lancers over Guelph by 75.
Auch would be called up to
Lancers over McMaster by
the Lancers from the Crusaders
60.
to fill the hole created by ChesCrusaders over Oakland
ter's injury.
Community College by 25.
Both Ches and "Sam" hope
HOCKEY
that the injury will not preLancers over llamilton Tech
vent Dave making the trip to
by 2.
Guelpb and McMaster
SWIMMING

Lancers Lose

PHOTOGRAPHY

Lancers to come in second
to U . of T. at Western.
SEASONS RECORD:
3 right, I wrong.

Marty Kwiatkowski goes In
for two of bis 18 points
agaJnst Waterloo Lutheran,
The arm behind the defender's
posterior belongs to John

Zadrahal who was running in
with some foolish nodon that
there might be a rebound.
Too bad, John.
LANCE staff photo by
John Doyle.
when be couldn't pass the ball
off to someone ebe. He made
oo

ridiculously easy. Had

he shot as much as he did
last year he probably would
have ended up with about 40
points.

This year's Lancers seem to
have reached the calibre of play
already that they had at the end
of last year when they won the
Canadian championship. It looks
like a good season for basketball.

Deadeye Mike Taranczuk pots a fould shot and Bob Nevetta
(SO) and Marty Kwiatkowski (24) move in just in case there should
be a rebound. Angelo "The Arm" Mazzuchin is in the foreground.
For all those girls who are Mike Taranczuk fans we have a picture
in the LANCE office of Mike cruising in for a shot with his hair
flying in the breeze behind him. This picture will only be shown
to those who contribute to the LANCE'S "Save the Scoreboard
Fund" (see editorial) - LANCE staff photo by Bob McCann.

8:30 P.M.
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256-4538
985 OTTAWA

MANAGER'S RES. 253-9711

John (Rocky) Poupard

ESSO STATION

Phone 256-5036
Phone 256-2500

"Your On Campus Service Station"
Wyandotte at Patricia
University at Crawford
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Hockey Lancen bomb York 6-0. Confused goal•
tender typifies York's feeble effort as Lancers
rack up their initial victory of the present cam·

In
another impressive
LANCE scoop the LANCE'S
dynamic sports editor had
an exclusive interview with
hockey coaches Ray Hermiston and Barry McPherson
on Wednesday. For the
sake of accuracy the comment was tape recorded
and transcribed as spoken.
LANCE: The Lancer hockey
team only gets about two hours
of ice time each week . Don't
you think that's a little short?
HERMISTON: I think the
optimum amount of ice time is
practice every day an hour. It's
kind of hard with two hours a
week. You don't get the chance
to produce a hockey club that
works as a unit when you only
have two hours. With five, we
would work on a little more getting the puck out of our own
end and perhaps, some plays in
the offensive end. t wou
a.Jee. am. !'!!ff'! day.
LANCE: Aren't you afraid
that the Lancer method of rushing the defencemen could result
in a costly error?
McPHERSON: No, we have
purposely set up our offensive
system that we depend on our
defensemen to bring the puck
out of our end. We feel that by
doing thi5 "'t' can
the forwards up the •
'' ·an
hit the opponents' bi
full speed. We feel
•• most of
our defensemen ..:an skate pretty
well and if they should get caught

I CHECKER CAB

I

I

I

253-3551

dictions go for this season, I.
feel that one thing we can predict is that our guys are going
to be in every game. They want
to play hockey and they want
to win and they are going to
give a fight in every hockey
game.

LANCE; If the Lancers win
the league championship is there
any post season championships?
HERMISTON: I believe that
this year, the winner of the
OJ.A.A. goes to Edmonton to

it's fair to predict scores in
Championships. I believe they
hockey games. You very seldom
are alternating it from year to
see a run-a-way in hockey, the
year O.Q.A.A. one year,
way you do in such a sport as
which it was last year, and this
basketball. I think it was quite
year it is the OJ.A.A.
evident from the opening whistle
LA1'L."'E: Was there any playthat the Lancer-Waterloo Luther who pleasantly surprised you
eran basketball game that Luthin Friday's game?
eran wasn't about to win that
game. I don't think you can do
this in hockey. Even though the
McPHERSON: The way the
score was 5-0 at the end of the
team played on Friday night, I
econd period, there was still the
don't think you could pick out
chance that York could have tied
a star. I think everybody gave
it up, even u , to the last five
everything they had. If you are
minutes f that game. They had
going to pick a star you have to
enoug!·
the third period
go along with Don Bruner in
H
l1ad our goaltender been
my opinion. If it hadn't been
not up tr, the task of keeping
for Don in that first period, the
the puck out
that net, we
score could have been 6-0 the
could have been in serious
other way, because there were a
trouble.
couple of defensiYe lapses in the
McPHERSON: As f~ as .tP..:.r..:.e·_ _fi_r_s_t_p_er_i_o_d__w_h_ic_h__
w_e_re_v_e_r.;,y

Phone 254-8122

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENtRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAl{ES
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2504 Howard Avenue
Giv<> Us
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969-9070

B! NwELL' s

1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.
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Repairs
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SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage
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serious and without that fellow
between the pipes, we could have
been in bad trouble.
LANCE: How did you feel
about the support?
HERMISTON: We were most
impressed with the resp.onse of
the fans. They were extremely

Before the game, York coach
Bill Purcell felt that his defen ·
sive corps could cont'.lin any
Windsor firepower.
However,
Windsor's defense led by goalie

n
Toronto opponents
Lancers bombarded the York net
to post a 6-0 victory in last
Friday's season opener at Riverside Arena.
The well-played, well-attended
match before a standing-roomonly crowd proved that the Lan·
cers could once again be challengers for the OIAA title.
Brian Collins counted two
goals while Tom McFadden,
Gerry Morand, Dave Mullen,
and Frank Micallef matched
singletons. Collins and Mc·
Fadden are rookies, both
Windsor products,
having
played under Father Cullen at
Assumption High School. Bill
Ruiter also showed poise for
a rookie in the defensive slot.
Frank Micallef started the
action when he boomed the first
of several missiles at the York
net. His high shot caromed off
the screen where Tom McFadden picked it up and skated
around the net. His shot from
York goalie Dave Halse's left
glanced into the lower right corner and Windsor was on their
way. Don Bruner's heroics in
the net allowed Windsor to preserve the lead after a period of
play. After the first line change.
John McCormick fed Mike

ATTACHE CASES. FLIGHT LUGGAGE • STEAMER TRUNKS,
FINE HANDBAGS • LEATHER & CHINA GIFTS

10";, Student Discount

494 PELISSIER STREET
254-2982

0

Tumpane who skated in all
alone on Bruner. Tumpane
deked once but Bruner slid
along the ice to smother the
shot with his pads. Again Bruner held the fort as a Windsor
power play almost backfired.
With John Daley off for tripping, Micallef was placed on
the point to utilize his shot.
York's Dave Carson slipped
around him only to shoot over
Bruner's shoulder and the net
at the last instant.
The second period began
where the first ended with a
lot of skating and bodying.
However, Windsor's hustle gained them the upper hand a~ the)
counted four unanswered tallies.
At I :33, Jim Boyko stole the
puck from a York defender and
fed BriJn Collins who rapped
it by the startled Halse . .'.\1ical·
Id then boomed a slapshot into the net from outside the blue
line, and Halse watched as the
puck sailed by his stick. Col·
lins tallied his second goal on
a tine pass play from Jim B,))'·
ko and Mike Murray. Gerry
Morand wrapped up the econd
period coring when he v.hippe<l
Chico Devrie e's pass by Halse's
leg pads. Windsor led by five
The pace slowed in the
third period ~ the teams
turned to sloppy hockey. John
Mickle displayed his form,
however, by carrying the puck
into the York zone and skating around behind the net.
Da~e Mullen took his centering pas.s and put his "Tist
shot into the upper right-hand
comer for the game's final
goal. Brian Dunn fired too
high on a golden opportunity

COOK'S

"ALL THE LATEST STYLES
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS CLOTHING NEEDS"
368 Ouellette Avenue

interested. They seemed to have
some knowledge of the game
considering both of us being new
to Windsor, that we had more
fans in one game than they've
had for the total number cf
games probably over the last two
or three years. So we were most
impres ed. The players certainly
appreciated it and I am sure
the fans were certaml} receptive
to the type of hockey they saw
and I am sure the1'll be \I. tllin~
to come out again Other game
aren't quite so far out as Riverside; many of them are in \\ indsor Aren so that we hope there
will be even more fan a~ this
year goes on, and that v.e do
better and that the fans will be·
come more interested m us.

Lancers Stomp York 6 -

BETIER LUGGAGE
AND GIFT SHOP

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
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ifs way to a winning season (for a change).
- LANCE staff photo by John Doyle

paign. Instrumental in this victory was the im·
pres.sive turnout of U. of W. fans. (for a change).
Let's support our team which could well be on

they can recover in time. Again,
with our lack of ice time this
is a possibility that might hurt
the odd time in a game, but we
think it is worth using this system.
LANCE: Are the Lancers as
good as they looked on Friday
or is York bad?
HERt'\USTON: I think they'd
have to forget the first period
and the third period in the Lan·
cer hockey game. However, if
you look at the second period of
hockey, I don't believe there are
many clubs in the 0.1.A.A. that
could have beaten the Lancers
during the second period. The
first period, I think you have to
write it off because of nerves the first game of the season and
I don't think they played well.
What happened in the third period is still giving me nightmares
and I'm sure it's giving Coach
McPherson the same sort of
thing.
LANCE: Any predictions?

THE LANCE -

254-7878

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS '
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.
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All Kinds Of Birds Provide Guano Even In England
BRITISH STUDENT NEWS STAFF WRITER JAY AUSTIN COVERS THE CURRENT POP SCENE WITH A RUN
AT THE GROUP SCENE BACKWASH. The National Union of
Students of England, Wales and Northern Ireland publishes Student News.
BY JAY AUSTIN
(Special to CUP)
The girl had a flintily attractive face, slightly debauched, and
impossible to hang an accurate age on. And a pair of legs that
stretched from her toes to her shoulders. Around her tight little
buttocks was a narrow band of leather. If you had an imagination
it could have been called a skirt. But with something that scanty
who needs an imagination.
She was a groupie. Groupies are the latest in a long and dis·
honourable line of chicks that hang around groups.
These are the birds that make flogging your guts up and down
the country in a sweaty, beer-stinking, fag-strewn van to sordid ill·
equipped gigs run by fat little crooks in tatty evening dresses,
mouthing their bad breath and making a quick quid all worth while
for an hour, or maybe a night. These are the one-night lays.
A groupie will tum up at the gig. Make the member of her
choice and hitch home. Sometimes she'll travel away with the
group bot generally there's no room. They're a strange phenomena of the pop world but by no means a new one. George Melly,
for twelve years singer in the Mick Mulligan band, describes slag$
in hJs book "Owning Up". In his day they were scrubbers. He
says - "A scrubber was a girl who slept with the jazzman but
for her own satisfaction as much as his . . . many of them tnvelled
in pairs but each was individually faithful in her fashion to one
member in any given band. In her fashion, because many of them
were very experimental sexually and would take pan in gang
bangs but only with the permission and participation of her regular partner."
And so it is today. Many of the groupies attain a kind of
prominence. The classic example being "The Bournemouth Boil",
known by name groups the length and breadth of the country. Her
proad boast is - "I had 'em all through me. All the big ones".
Just what she means by that I don't know. There is a story, probably, apocryphal, about one young lady who tattoos the name of
each group she has pleasured on her body.
Mostly groupies and their activities are pretty aqualid. Some
are young kids, starry-eyed with the glamour of being with a star
and consequently easily and painfully seduced. Like one chick who
had her first "experience" in the sixth row of an empty theatre.
Others are washed-up, ritzed-out, clap-ridden bags. And there are
those who honestly enjoy being had in unlikely situations, who are
frank and honest in their enjoyment and somewhat unsubtle in ap·
proach. These are the group's delight, young, not unattractive, ex.·
perienced and yet naively gay in their outlook. They enjoy the dis·
comfort of vans, fields and floors and frequently have a genuine
fondness for the boys they make.
Groupies liven a dull scene. They make much of group life
bearable and many of them are great characters in their own right.
Next time you go to a dance take a look to the side of the stage,
and, if the group's got any sort of a name, I guarantee you will see
a pair of groupies chewing gum, or puffing a cigarette in a worldlywise manner and eying the rest of humanity with a condescending
look of pity.
So there was this guy playing the "1812 Overture" on an
electric banjo. And then there was this chick singing "I'm a boy."
And to end it all a lead singer disappeared in a cloud of blue
smoke with a severely burned band. A great dance, but is it art?
Who the hell cares? A new concept in dances hit Brighton's
Rag Week when Harvey ''Eppy" Goldsmith staged the biggest, nois·
iest, most colourful blow-up of a dance the town has ever seen.
The MOVE and the SANDS stormed their way through four hours
of confusion, entertainment and Barnum razz.
This was an orgasmic evening in which every sense was assailed by two groups that barred no holds. Ears were bomberded
by the non-stop musical barrage. Eyes dazzled by five startingly
coloured suits from the Move and full crimson Guards regalia
from the SANDS. Nostrils stifled by thunderflashes and smoke
bombs. And libidos aroused by groupies, not so much in skirts
as pelvis pelmets.
How do notoriously reactionary students, dressed in the main
in polo-necks, jeans and tweedy jackets (both sexes), regard flagrantly
outrageous crowd shakers like the MOVE? What do they do when
the Sands light bombs on the stage and recreate an air-raid with
feed-back, drum rolls and a singer being taken to hospital (this was
not so much five dimensions as third degree - and pass the acrifla·
vin)? They blink, look again and launch into an all-time raveup.

And the SANDS, I can only think of one way to improve
their air-raid - run a wild track of Churchill's speeches across
the top of it all.
Only one disappointment. The MOVE could not set up their
psychedelic film reel. And just as well. I suppose, the way the
dance turned out. Because, according to all reports, the effects of
this hypnotic projection take the audience into another medium.
A surrealistic end to the ceilidh was when the lead singer of
the SANDS had to go to the hospital after a fracas with a thunderflash. As he waled out of the building the road manager of the
MOVE raised his right hand, heavily swathed in bandages, and
smiled sympathetically. The MOVE incorporate pyrotechnics too.
So there was this guy skipping with a guitar lead. And Harvey
Goldsmith, a capacity audience yelling for more, money rolling in
and a very happy smile on his face. This is how to run a dance.
Set a trend and the world will beat a path to your student union.

NEWS

IN

The 900 people who have
joined Canadian University
Service Overseas took on a
tough job. Long hours. Little
money. But the reward was
in the response of people
eager to help themselves.
Now it's your turn. Write
CUSO, 151 Slater Street,
Ottawa.

cuso

The Canadian Peace Corps

BRIEF

Toronto Computer Condones Incest
TORONTO (CUP) The University of
Toronto's sex-oriented computer dating program
matched a male student with his sister, a programmer reported recently.
Programmer John Pullman, said the brothersister match is the only "honest objection" he
has received to the Engineering Undergraduate

Society's computer campaign to share funds for
SHARE.
Pullman, who is planning a thesis on computerized dating said reports of requests for
homosexual dates were unfounded. Only one
such request was received and it proved to have
been falsified.

Un ion of Potheads Local #1
VANCOUVER (CUP) -

Vancouver pot·

Vancouver

to form the C-11, the November 11th Committee.

heads are organizing in an attempt to change
legislation against, and inform the public about
marijuana and LSD.
The current police crackdown on the clrcu•
Jation and use of marijuana in the coastal city
bas prompted a group of users, mainly students,

Committee chairman, Jamie Reid, says the
committee intends to produce legal defence for
persons arrested during the crackdown, educate
the public, and communicate with members of
the federal government.

UWO Council Members Storm Senate
0
(COP) - Seven members of
University of Western Ontario's students' coun·
cil were denied entrance to a special university
senate meeting recently.
Senate members voted unanimously to refuse
the students admittance to the meeting which was
considering a report on senate reform.
Dr. J. K. Watson, university registrar and
senate secretary, told the council members no
students had ever been allowed at senate meet·

ings in the university's history.
The senate will be considering the report
in general terms, not details such as the exact
number of student representatives on the senate,
be said.
Students' council says it is "disturbed and
disappointed" by the senate's refusal to admit
council representatives - even as interested ob·
servers.

Have you considered
the opportunities of a career
with The Mutual Life?
I

Why not obtain a copy of our Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement Office. It
describes the many rewarding positions available this year.

POW!
Th.ls was an evening, already. Every where you looked some·
thing was happening. The MOVE never broke between numbers
they just tore their way through ignoring applaWie and the state
of collapse of mOfit of the dancers. They jumped, twisted, stripped. Their fluorescent suits playning lysergic tricks on the eyes.
And the 1812. Incredible!
t-

z
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We would be pleased to discuss these careers
with you on

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5TH
when a personnel representative will be visiting
your campus. Please contact your Student
Placement Officer for an interview.
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Berkley Situation ?

Amalgamation Study

WHAT'S GOING ON HERE? Lance Staffers aren't the only ones
to hit Treasure Van. See pages 6 and 3.

by RICHARD ROMAIN

mann contributed a degree of
magic to the production. Miss
Monck's performance was visibly more polished, but Peter's
natural sense of timing combined
with his almost Beatle·ish presentation made him the stand-out
actor of the evening.
Another unpolished performer worth mentioning is
Dan Conley as Hector. I
couldn't help but admire the
flair and the flourish that he
brought to the stage. Trudie
Hltzeroth as the ballerina
nursemaid and John Madigan as the town crier are the
most prominent examples In
my mind of people whose ap·
pearances, though brief, were
s~ifi.cant.
The theme, if there was one,
is unimportant. The play is
a perfectly delightful waste of
an hour and a half. No universal truths were thrust upon
the audience and no metabolism-jolting catharsis was achieved. In short, it provided an
evening to be thoroughly enjoyed.

The University of Windsor
will become a satellite campus of
a new University of Ontario if
the recommendations of the
Spinks Commission on research
and graduate studies are acted
upon.
The Commission will propose
a Central University Affairs
Department, located in Toronto,
to control accredation and gov·

tario Government and the Com·
mittee of Presidents of the Provincially Assisted Universities
and Colleges of Ontario.
As an alternative, the report
recommends a much stronger
Committee on University Affairs
examine and accredit graduate
studies in the province.
Dr. J. F. Leddy, president of
the University of Windsor, said

to consolidate
search studies
of Toronto.
The study was commissioned
in August 1965 to discover methods of avoiding duplication of
graduate studies and thereby reducing government grants. The
commission is made up of Dr.
J. T. W. Spinks, president of
the University of Saskatchewan,
Dr. Gustav Arlt, president of the
American Council of Graduate
Schools and Dr. Kenneth Hare,
Master of Birkbeck College, University of London.
The report will be submitted
in two weeks to The Committee
on University Affairs of the On-

He pointed out that the university presidents were not in fa.
vour when the proposal was
~uggested in June and he doubt·
ed they would support it now.
Dr. J. A. Corry, president of
Queen's University noted that
the merger "would only be
worthwhile if the problems to
be solved were monstrous." He
suggested the use of alternate
plans now under study.

and Syd and Alf and
Brent and Abraham
and Sam
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Presentation

bits and pieces

The Music Section of the
University of Windsor will present the Orford String Quartet
in the Ambassador Auditorium.
The performance, on Sunday,
Dec. 11, 1966 will begin at
8:30 p.m.
Few instrumental groups have
gained so enviable a reputation
in so short a time as has the
Orford String Quartet. The
Quartet first met at the Jeunesses Musicales Summer Camp
at Mount Orford, Quebec, in
1964. In their first season they
gave over fifty concerts in East·
em Canada, and at Expo 67
they will give four concerts at
the Canadian Pavilion. The
Quartet consists of Andrew
Dawes, violin; Kenneth Perkins,
violin; Terrence Helmer, viola;
and Marcel Saint-Cyr, cello.
The programme for the first
Windsor concert by the Orford
Quartet consists of the Quartet
in G major, K.387, by Mozart,
the Quartet No. 2 by Prokofieff,
and the Quartet in F minor,
Op. 95, by Beethoven. There
will be no admission charge.

SAC CHRISTMAS PARTY
The annual SAC Christmas party will be held this Saturday
following the Calvin College basketball game. There will be entertainment in the Cafeteria and Ambassador. Time: 10 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Admission $1.50 per person.
IONA CLUB SKATING PARTY
At Windsor Arena, this Sunday the Iowa Club will sponsor
a skating party. Meet at University Centre at 7:30 p.m. Pizza
party afterwards.
UKR.AIN1AN CHRISTMAS DINNER
The Trident Club will present its Annual Ukrainian Christmas
Eve Dinner, Monday at the Ukrainian Prosvita Centre at 7 p.m.
Tickets are available at the University Centre desk.
SOCIAL COMMITI'EE
Anyone con~idering the possibility of being Social Director on
next year's Student Council or being a member of the Social C.om·
mittee next year, leave name, address and phone number in the
SAC office soon.
PARKING PROBLEM MEETING
Help solve parking problems on campus. A meeting will be held
this Monday at 3:30 p.m. in Conference Room 4.
COFFEE HOUSE PARTY
This Friday and Saturday works of art will be on display in
the Grotto. It will be a coffee house party with lots of atmosphere.
COFFEE HOUSE PARTY
Come and relax. The coffee house party planned for Dec. 9
and 10 requires original works of art for display. Submit all works
of art for display to the SAC Office as soon as possible.
FRENCH CLUB PARTY
Thursday, December 15, chez J. D. in River Canard. Tickets $1.00 - may be purchased from any of the executives. Meet at the
University Centre at 5:45 p.m. for rides. Depechez-vousl

Olford String Quartet, Andrew Dawes, Kenneth Perklm, Terrmce
Helmer and Marcel Saint-Cyr will appear in the Ambassador
Auditorium this Sunday •

No profits.
No promotion.
No Christmas bonus.

Parklnw
Committee
A recent feature story in
the Lance brought to light
the critical parking situation
at the Unhersity of Windsor.
Linda Renaud, SAC Sec·
retary has undertaken the
formation of a student com·
mittee to study the problem
of limited parking space
near the campus.
A meeting will be held on
Monday, December 12 In
on erence oom 4 of the
University Centre
to try
and decide a course of ac·
tion which will alleviate the
parking problem.

Here's just the job for you.
BERNARD'S
HAIR FASHIONS
254-3791
75 University W.
"Appointment
Not Always Necessary"
20% OFF
Mondoy to Wednesday

If these words have a challenging ring to them
instead of a depressing one ... read on There·s
a place for you in CUSO. And you join hundreds
of others who are working in 35 countries. meeting the challenge of a world of inequalities - in
education, in technical facilities. in engineering
and medicine.
This year. the Canadian University Service Overseas -a non-profit, non-government organization - has already sent 350 young volunteers
to countries in Asia, in Africa. South America
and the Caribbean .. a total of 550 CUSO
people altogether in the field, or about 1 to
every 50.000 peop'e who ask forthe1r help.
The pay ,slow .. . you won't make a profit.
Unless you count it profitable to see de·
veloping nations master new skills and

,.

new standards of health and science.
You can 't earn a promotion ... but you can promote. You will promote new learning, and enthusiasm. and a desire to succeed in people
who are eager to help themselves.
There are no Christmas bonuses ... but you earn
a bonus every day in the response of the people
you work and live with. And you'll be amazed at
how quickly you'll find an opportunity to develop
your ideas. your dreams.
Willing to work to build a better world? Here's
just the 1ob for you
How do you apply? Get more information
and app 1cat1on forms from local cuso
representatives at any Canadian university, or from the Executive Secretary
of CUSO. 151 Slater Street, Ottawa.

cuso

8:30 P.M.

DEC. 2, 3, 9~ l('Jf
J!AN MICUILH'S

Thie\·Cs Carnii'cil
ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

The Canadian Peace Corps

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
Only 2 Blocks From Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST . W.
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Near Accident At Treasure Van Opening
Treasure Van unusual.

Night Club

SAC has planned an interest·
ing and exciting Christmas programme tomorrow night. At 8.30
the B-Ball Lancers meet Calvin
College in St. Denis Hall for a
game that promises to be a rab·
hie-rouser from opening jump to
final horn. Adrian is one of
only a few teams the Lancers
meet this year who use the Full
Court Press. Adrian is fast and
plays much the same style of
ball as do the Lancers. The
game should be well-matched
and close-scored.
After the contest, SAC will
present simultaneous dances in
Ambassador Auditorium and the
Cafeteria. A Detroit group called the Southbound Freeway
will be featured in the Ambassador in a folk-rock dance.
Meanwhile, in the cafeteria,
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the Johnny Wallace Four will
play with a three act show of
comedian Frankie Rapp, Johnny Limbo's dance act and a
group of folk singers called the
Dalton boys. Refreshments will
be served in the cafeteria.
Both dances will start about
10 o'clock and run until one.
From one to three in the wee
small hours of Saturday morn·
ing a breakfast party will be
staged in the cafeteria. Coffee,
danish pastry and egg nog will
be served. A group of folk singers who call themselves the
Furst Family will entertain at
the breakfast.
Admission for all events in
the Centre is $1.50 per person.
Electa Hall has granted three
o'clock leaves on Saturday morning.

The 1 9 6 6 edition of
WUSC's (World University
Services of Canada) Treasure
Van opened in Windsor on
Monday w h e n University
Vice-President Dr. F. A. DeMarco slashed a tape strung
across the doors of the Centre's New Meeting Room.

President Dr. J. F. Leddy
was scheduled to officiate at the
opening but was detained in Toronto because of inclement
weather.

A WUSC spokesman said
sales, which end today, have
been brisk throughout the week.
The profits from the sale of
goods help to further the work
of WUSC in organizing seminars
and
conferences,
providing
scholarships, sending Canadian
students abroad, helping overseas students in Canada and contributing to the growth of uni·
versities in developing countries.

CAREERS
* Financial Management * Auditing
* Accounting

Dr. F. A. DeMarco lashes out at Lance Photographer who tried to take his picture at the Trea·

l,~J
11"',..

Auditor Generals Office
Comptroller of Treasury
Department of National Defence
Department of National Revenue
(Taxation
Branch)

~ ,=

Information respecting place and time of interview
can be obtained from Mr. Paul Macko, Student Placement Director.

In several letters to CUP
headquarters in Ottawa, SAC

According to Maguire, On·

plre bas tried to point out
the fact that any person resident in Ontario can probably
gef a one year paid-up policy
in OMSIP just by applying
for it.

cember 31, 1966, the qualifica·
tion for thi:! plan will be based
upon 1966 incomes. In this case
students with taxable incomes in
1966 will have to pay according
to a set scale described in a government brochure.

I

However, Mr. Maguire stated
that any resident of Ontario who
has no taxable income for the
taxation year 1965 is eligible to
receive one year's services in
OMSIP absolutely free of charge
to himself.
He said that according to
research which he has conduct·
ed on student experiences, he
believes university students are
eligible.
Further information can be
obtained from the OMSIP brochure available in any chartered
bank.

by

Jeon

Write for this free brochure

Our current expansion plans
create outstanding career opportunities for university men \\ ho
possess leadership potential, marketing aptitudes, and social mobility and skills. This brochure
:>utlines the challenging five phase
orogram leading to executive responsibilities in Agency Management. For your copy write direct
to Mr. A. L. Andrews, CL.U.,
Agency Superintendent at our
Head Office 200 Bloor Street East,
Toronto 5, Ont.

MANUFACTURERS LIFE
INSURANCE COMPA Y
Branch Offices Across C.inad.i

give 8oolcs of

FAMOUS
PLAYERS
THEATRE
TICKETS

The University Players

P11tkagtd in the
handy gift ,artontllt

Essex Hall Theatre

'

STUDENTS $1.00

TICKETS AT MAIN DESK, UNIVERSITY CENTRE
AND HEINTZMAN AND COMPANY, DOWNTOWN

I

INVESTIGATE A
MANAGEMENT CAREER

This Christmas

PRESENTED BY:

-·

_,

-~,.

Anouilh

December 2, 3, 9, 10

GENERAL ADMISSION $1.50

_·

sure Van opening. Fortunately he missed the
photographer but be got the camera.

Students Unaware Of
Free Medical Service
OMSIP

Graduates in Business Administration interested in
problems of Canadas Commercial, Economics and
Finance Planning and Development are needed for -

A Selection Team will visit the campus on Monda ,
the 12th of December.

as usual the

1~1if
GOOD..=~~o!"J::';_, ~-w:
NOW ON SALE

The CAPITOL, PALACE and PARK THEATRES
Tickets Good At Any Theatre In Windsor
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Lance Receives Hate
Literature
Shortly after our return from The Ontario Regional Conference at Ottawa for Canadian University Press members the Lance
received a Letter from Ottawa the contents of which could be des·
cribed as bate literature.
The letter is printed in part as follows:
To:

News Editor, LANCE
OITAWA (Special) - Canada's Jewish minister of national
defence, Paul Theodore Hellyer, is reported to be "highly satisfied"
with the success of bis efforts to break the morale of the present
members of Canada's armed forces, according to sources close to
the department of national defence here today.
He is also happy with the equally successful campaign in the
House of Commons to destroy parliamentary morale. Both drives
are believed by Ottawa insiders to be part of a long-range plan to
purge the entire government (very especially the permanent Civil
Service, through the "red-circling" de, ice) of all personnel liable to
binder acceptance and implementation of the bill for the compulsory
unification of the country's armed ~ervices, and, more importantly,
to destroy anticipated opposition to as yet an unannounced programme for the complete communization (i.e. unification) of Can·
ada's entire federal system.
The new, unified armed service will not be available for the
defence of Canada. It will be at the sole disposal of the United
Nations.
Ottawa insiders also believe that the new, unified service will
be set up on the ~ame lines as the paramilitary, international Communist Party, which is described in the Party's Manual of Organization as "following a standard (i.e. unified) organizational pattern
in every country of the world, in which interchangeability of units
and personnel is the foremost advantage of its essentially paramilitary
nature."
Canada's Jewish minister of national defence, Paul Theodore
Hellyer, is believed by Ottawa insiders to be a secret member of the
paramilitary, international Communist movement.

At least one other college paper has received such a letter. It
is the Argosy Weekly. Not being entirely aware of the consequences
of this letter we filed it under 'G' for garbage but upon bearing
that the Weekly received such a letter we became aware of the
import of the matter.
There is obviously a sick old man holed up in his dingy little
roaming house in Ottawa where he can be close to the source of
insurrection.
So to the sick old man up in Ottawa we respectfully ask that
you straighten up and fly right to your friendly neil!,hbourhood
ciatri 's couch a d ave him e
u how
·
to
get you.
Except us.

Syd and Alf Reply
The time has come, Alf, to answer all our cnt1cs in one fell
swoop for that is all they deserve. The Lance has received three
letters from people in positions of importance about the University.
One was from Miss E. McLean, Dean of Women, which was published lar,t week, a second was sent to Mr. J. Weir, SAC President
from R. P. Gilmor, Dean of Men whose letter was labeled CONFIDENTIAL but he kindly sent a copy to the Lance; a third letter
was received from the University Council of Women which represents eight hundred under-graduate women here on campus.
First of all to Miss McLean no one has pleaded to me for
obscenities in the Lance and it is the firm belief of the Lance and
the Privy Council that any word in its context, one of a literary
value, i!> not obscene.
To the ladies of the UCW, it is the firm belief of the Lance
that you are being. very presumptuous to say you represent eil!,ht
hundred women and their views in this matter.
You are as you say in your letter "critical without being
constructive."
The Lance as a student newspaper in the present regime is
being very succer,sful in that it is reporting on campus events provoking student thought, in fact read people are reading the Lance.
La t week every copy of the Lance was gone from the usual
drop points within one hour. Obviously the eight hundred women
you represent took them to a book burning as fuel to keep the fire
going.

Yesterday we co de
Today we conde

He's At It Ag~i
Dear Sir:
In regard to my letter last
week, concerning the abolition
of the Lance's cruel Fink Of
The Year "award", I would
like to thank you for not d.!stroying its sense completely des·
pite substitutions ("profound"
for profane), errors ("county"
for country), and deletions
"student" for student body).
Also I wish to express my appreciation for your reply. The
Lance's traditional lack of sympathy for human sensitivity and
sensibilities (with which my letter was concerned) was perfect1 y
reflected in your juvenile remarks.
Yours gratefully,
Robert K. Landry
(Arts III)

Parking in a YW
Let's face it! A Volkswagon
is a r,mall car. Anybody I've seen
down at Heps on Friday or
Saturday night can verify this.
And these V.W. drivers will also
agree that they can park their
puddle-jumpers in a relatively
small space, which brings out
the real topic of my complaint.
A good driver can park his
car, any car, in a space no longer
than the length of the diagonal
from the right front bumper
corner to the back left. Jn a
V.W., the amount of space required is very small indeed! But
what happenr, if you can't find
such a parking space?

JOHN LALOR
Editor-In-Chief

ed the lance beca se it rhymes with pants.
love beca se it is a four letter word II

Don't strain your brain: I'll
tell you! You look for another
spot. Sometimes a spot is not
between parked cars but between
"No Parking" signs. Rather than
leave your car a mile and a
half from the campus at 8:50
a.m., you snatch these spots before someone else does; the result, a parking ticket.
Friends, car driver , and parking sign violators, lend me your
money (at least your symp:ithies), No that's not right either.
If you have had a parking ticket this year, you're in the same
spot I am - a ticket in your
hand, and broke already. For
some of us, we budget every
cent we spend. Trying to make
our Ja~t uck ast . f you're like
me, you check that ticket closely
looking for
incorrect license
numbers, wrong make of car,
wrong time of violations (Hellyou can't get a ticket for park·
ing your Sting-ray in a "no
parking zone,'' when you drive

a V.W.)
The university campus does
not include enough parking
space. That is my whole com·
plaint. If you read this far, then
accept my thanks for your patience. Mine is running thin.
Can't Park, Day or Night

Belated Thanks
Dear Sir :
Local 1001 wish to express
their appreciation to the students
of the Univer!,ity of Windsor
for their understanding of the
Protest Strike in October, and
we hope that there will be no
more inconvenience in the future.
Ken Wadsworth,
Recording Secretary

BRENT SLEIGHTHOLM
News Editor

AL STRACHAN
Sports Editor
The LANCE 1s published weekly (Fridays) by and tor
tht- studt-nts of the Un1vers1ty of Windsor (Ontario). Press
off1<.es are located on the second floor of the Umvers1tv Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per vear.
Enterecl as second-class mat! at the Post Office of
Canada, ~he LANCE 1s a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associaled Collegiate Press. Ed1tor1al opinions
.ire those .>f the student writer and clo not n<'cesr.arily express
the news of the University of Wrndsor or Sludents' Adnumstrat1ve C.>unc1l.
News office - 253-4060, advert1s1ng department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Representatio
Without
Represe tatio
Dear Sir:
Being a University Council
for the eight hundred women
students here on campus we feel
it is essential for us to inform
you of our disappointment in
the present quality of the Lance.
We feel that you have forsaken
the seemingly high ideals evident
in the first editions of your
newspaper and this has resulted
inevitably in the gradual deterioration of its quality. You are
producing a newspaper which is
sarcastic without being witty,
critical without being con tructive, and newsy without being
informative. You are distorting
the vital purpose of a newspaper
to inform and, instead, you are
using it as a source of cheap
entertainment. We wonder if
the crude approach you are now
employing in the promulgation
of your news is the only
method that will appeal to your
public or is it the only method
you are capable of utilizing. If
this present standard of the
Lance is all you are capable of
producing we are not justified
in our criticism, but if you do
have the ability to produce a
better newspaper, as we feel
you do, you are not only cheating your public but you are also
cheating yourselves.
Sincerely,
The University Council
for Women

Not Enough Chiefs
Dear Sir:
It appears that a brief dose
of "instant geography" and a
glance at the map of Asia (easy
to find - it's the largest continent!) are precisely what those
concerned with the publishing of
the latest student guide need.
I have been listed as belonging to Karachi, India! Well, Karachi was in India nearly 20
years .igo, but, !>ince then, It has
been part of a country called
Paki\tan (easily identified on the
m1p!). As far as I know, the
political situation in Asia has
not been transformed to the extent of bestowing on me an In·
diJn nationality!
Yours truly,
S. F. Hasnain,
IV Engineering Science
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The Small Kingdom of Winsoria
by FRANC SEHOVIC
Once upon a time in the southern tip of the county of Essex
there was a tiny kingdom - Winsoria - which was surrounded
by a Great Blue Wall of ideas. The ruler, King Leadbelly, reknown
for his endurance and steadfastness, lived in a cracker-shaped castle.
By his side sat his very faithful partner - Queen McPurity - thus
titled because of her annual vigil over her brood, (who ouly laid
eggs).
If you wonder why news of progress and civilization never
reached this ~imple kingdom, you must remember that the Great
Blue Wall was very efficient and capable of ingesting all ideas that
came its way.
The means of income was not especially peculiar to this kingdom, but it was reknown for the quality and exactness of its product. The industry was carried on in the red-brick structures that
sprung up numerously around the castle. They were all of redbrick so that the near-sighted elf employees would have no reason
for straying to other corners of the realm. The elf's malady suited
the King just fine, since it meant that the elfs could not see beyond
the Great Blue Wall.
Depending upon the quality and quantity, the entire process
could take three, four, or even seven years. The only difference in
the models was structural endurance. Let us examine this process
more closely.
During the fiscal year envoys disguised as real people were sent
out beyond the Great Blue Wall to entice and seduce recruits. Proclamations were posted and read aloud, there were even visual displays presented inside and outside the county. Both the delegates and
the announcements inferred a haven of idealism, pure reality and
artistic freedom.
The first week behind the Wall proved an enlightment. Each
newcomer was assisted in his misunderstanding of his new enviro.11ment by a citizen of the realm. By night the citizens wined and dined
them while by day the King warned them of the penalties of revolt
and the Queen encouraged them to have ~ocial intercourse with members of their own sex. If any became confused, they were comforted
by exemplory citizens who urged them to jump into the Melting
Pot for the sake of peace and humanity.
The second we.ck was even more bewildering than the first.

The newcomers discovered that only after a period of penance and
public humility could they hope to become citizens. For days they
walked about dressed in rags and ashes bowing before their fellow
citizens. The whole affair had a carnival air about it and some we~e
so happy that they were seen shedding tears of joy. They had finally
been given the opportunity to show that after all one's human pride
is only a base whim.
By the third week most of the new citizens were so confu ed
or pacified by arguments that they didn't much care that the Melting
Pot was being heated . And those that did care were sent to cut firewood as punishment for their revolt.
At the end of the second month the Great Blue Machine h:id
reached its optimum revolution per month and the process was i'l
full swing.
Each year saw new recruits and annually the citizens were allowed beyond the Great Blue Wall for three months to absorb more
energy which was essential for the life of the Machine. Some managed to escape but most were recaptured and fed back to the Machine.
There was also an annual invitiation into the order, attended bv
representatives of various other kingdoms who had similar machines. The end products - blue-yellow knights on horseback holding lances - were sworn to loyalty. (In the interest of art we here
interject an explanation of the colour combination. The 'blue' was
supplied by the Great Blue Wall, the Kings and Queen's privat::
donations and especiaily by the Great Blue Machine's unlimited
supply of blueness - pumped in by a friendly kingdom - Ollow.1.
The 'yellow' was generously donated by the newcombers and citizens.
At first the King was afraid that there would not be enough yellow
stripes available but it was soon discovered that some citizens had
wider yellow stripes than others, thus compensating and saving the
system. Impurities red-black or other combinations were
either redisolved or eliminated).
Near the conclusion of the ceremonies the newlv·produced w~rc
titled 'Lancers' and 'Lancerettes' and given their duties - to Jive
according to the Blue Code and to occasionally squirt Blue oil into
the Machine to keep it running smoothly.
And so the income of Winsoria kept pouring in, the Lancers and
Lancerettes riding out on their missions of mercy and the King anJ
Queen lived happily ever after.

Three Christmases Ago
by IAN ALLABY
They released Dyron in my custody for J.
few days, three Christmases ago. The first day
we spent visiting relatives and friends of his who
still lived in town. On the second, which was the
day before Christmas, we cleaned up the flat.
then just went out to a movie (another arty
European thing, in pornovision). When evening
came we were sort of clomping home. trying to
in
er
were sllJ!lherd up an
e aK •"*'=--1,t,
snow began falling then; a wind arose, and the
clouds seemed to pile darker above. (Such ominous description!) Anyway, I forget whose idea
it was, but we ducked out of the cold into a bar.
It was dim inside; but even from the dimness, the usual sounds of cheer and laughter.
There must have been a standing joke that here
even the lamps were half-lit. But it looked warm
and casual, so we settled into a booth and ordered
beers. Inconspicuously, for close to half an hour
we talked: about his health and my iob, and
all the recent political crises, and so on. But
then - this always happens - for the sake of
the Season and human fellowship and whatnot,
this character with a half-empty £)ass drifted over
and asked to join us. He was rather short, with
dark eyes, a snug Hemmingway beard, and a grey
cardigan swung like a cape around his shoulders.
He sat on my side of the booth, facing Dyron:
and he appeared already to have had a lot to
drink.
"Well," he began, with practiced eagerne5s,
"My name's Clifford."
"I'm Robert, and this is Dyron."
"There's an unusual name."
"Yes, yes," Dyron answered, "Everyone says
that, you know. but sometimes too they tell me
it's a very interesting one; and Doctor Tavlor,
who is really intelligent, told me he considered
it quite intriguing."
Clifford shifted the subject: cold weather.
He pointed out, though not with any particular
enthusiasm, that at least this might be a White
Christmas. That's very romantic, he said, and
children enjoy it more. "But you know what I
think? There's really no difference at all. We're
intelligent enough that we can do without it,
white or not. Because we know better. After all.
you know, December 25 was a pagan event.
some god's special day, before the Disciples cashed
in on it. Mithras was born on that day. fror1
light and rock, before the eyes of gathered shepherds. The myth had it too that before Mithras
ascended to the gods, there was a last supper of
bread and wine. Did you know that? Mvself,
I'm agnostic. I think most people are seeing that
for two thousand years we've been dealing with
illusions - and how can illusions be taken reverently any more? So what's a Christmas worth?
Nothing. Nothing, except to merchants."
Dyron was actually concerned about all this.
and tried to interrupt, He was leaning forward on

the table (on which were placed our fourth been).
and was finding it difficult to keep still. But
Clifford persisted:
"Now, I think I'm sensitive enough to rec·
ognize that the world provides manv wonderful,
lovely experiences," he said. (And by the way,
if you're wondering how I can recall his littl:!
polemic so accurately, it's because I happened
to be making notes.) "In a trice, I can even be

.

.

.

was sitting over there on the sixth, no I guess

it was the fourth, bar tool from the end. I w3s
just staring in the mirror at all these people here
talking, at those shelves of bottles, and the cash
the manager was taking in. I was sitting there,
drinking and looking, and this couplet - yes, I'm
quite a sad poet, really - this couplet kept forcing itself on me:
Yet dimly through it all you sense
That certain sad inconsequence.
There's the trouble, you see because that thought
spoils everything. In the end, none of this, none
of these celebrations matter at all. Deep dow'l,
you know that. Everybody's thought it countless
times. And if you want to avoid the effects of
that consideration, gentlemen, what you have to
do is keep your goals, your expectations, strictly
short-range. Things can be worthwhile. I think,
only in the short run. When it comes down to
it, only the present moment means anything. Only
this place and time are real: do you see what
I mean, eh? Well then, here's to Here - it's ..111
we have! Toast the bittersweet life, friends. Bittersweet. That's why it's impossible to pretend h:inpiness into Christmas, I think. That's whv -well, I've been talking too long. Let's have another
round, eh?"
To be truthful, it should be mentioned that
poetical Clifford's speech was not quite as cohcr·
ent as it appears in print. In point of fact, hi!
was slurring many of these words. Dyron had
been constantly trying to edge into the one-way
conversation; he looked too excited. and I re·
member thinking he would be in trouble. He virtually pounced across the table, and his right
hand, gesturing, knocked over a glass:

"How can you," he said, loudly, so that
the people around must have thought him drunk.
"How can you speak like that? I mean, I mean :1t
Christmas the happines is in the day itself a special day for the celebration of breath and
people and everything beautiful! And even if
you're right and there's no God, or if Christ'.,
a fake, you know, or even if everything cherished
is proven ridiculous, still Christmas is no worse
off, as I see it. Does that make sense? I don't
know, it's awkward to talk about. I'm sorrv. I'm
sorry if I lose track of myself, but I'm sure I've
figured it out right and you would understand too, if you'd let yourself understand. be·
cause I'm sure you style yourself a1?T1ostic just
because Jt's so attractive now, so fashionable - "

Dyron accidentally tipped another full glass;
but he certainly wasn't drunk. No, he was perhaps about to have a fit. Clifford sat perfectlv
still, looking perplexed. One of the waiters passing told us to quiet down, but Dyron didn't seem
to hear at all.
"And when you talk about living for the
moment or whatever, that's impossible!" he cried .
Every word, every sentence you begin, don'r' _.aa=......ca...J
you expect to finish it? We all of us believe beyond the moment - well, listen to me, I think
I'm a philosopher! But I wouldn't want to be one,
you know, because these philosophers of yours
try to freeze life into 'being' when it's not, because it's 'doing'. I've thought about it, and that's
how I see it. Everything does, or is done upon.
Things happen - that's the word. happen! And
if nothing happened, how would you know you
were alive? Does that make sense? Thinl,!s hap·
pen, things happen, things love to happen! I read those words somewhere. Yes. becau,e
people have known all along. And for thing to
happen, there must be an energy, and I think
that for all these year the} 'vc been right after
all. spirit is the prime energy. That's what I think,
but I've never really worked it all out and it
might not sound too reasonable but if you give
it-"
The manger had come over. and was r,rohabJy going to ask Dyron to leave. But I sug·
gested it first, because I was a bit worried. Dyron·,
brow was covered with per piration. and he ju,t
couldn't keep his arm· still. You tell him, \OU
tell him a hundred thousand times. but he never
can control himself. I guided him out rathl'r
quickly, and we even forgot to say good-bye to
Clifford.
On Christmas afternoon, Dyron was due
back, so I borrowed a car to drive him. On the
way we stopped three hours to visit Dianne Beaudet, married now, but with whom Dyron wa~
once unbelieveably infatuated. When we lcf:.
Dyron began to tell me about all the nurses and
attendants he'd be glad to see again. But I think
he was just trying to hide how depres ed he w,1s
now, having to go back.
We got there about four o'clock, and in the
hallway he thanked me and said good·bye, an•J
we exchanged Happy New Years and so on.
When they asked, I told them Dyron had been
quite sedate and reasonable. and could perhaos
soon be released for good. You see, I was trving to be a nice guy. Otherwise, they might overwork him in clay-class.
Next day, I just returned 10 my life as a
cog in the machine: I twist tungsten for West·
inghouse. Both my friends have told me this is
a waste of talent; but they'll be surprised. I think.
when later this year I publish Ten Trillion Tricks
for Tungsten-Twi ters, a volume which promises
to be very worthwhile.

•••••

Santa brings a gift for the Dean of Men, Mr.
R. P. Gilmor.
Here is Santa giving his gift to Mr. Abernathy
of the Food Services. We don't understand it
but we suspect weiners and beans.

Here's Santa leaving a gift for the Dean of
Women. It is a copy of Hill's Manual of Social
and Business Forms published in 1885. Santa's
up to date.

Santa was feeling remorseful this Christmas so
he returned a book to the library that be stole
two years ago.

Here's Santa stocking-up at Treasure
Van - most of the elves were on strike.

Here's Santa over at Electa Hall delh·er·
ing their little gift. It's in a plain wrapper
as you can see.

Here's a young lady asking Santa for universal
accessibility. Note the puzzled look on Santa's
face, he doesn't understand these government
term1.

Here's Santa's distracting the Argie
Rent-a-Cop while the elves make off with
more material for good boys and girls.

YOU BOOBIES think Santa
drinks Coke when he stops for
a break - boy have you kids
been fooled for a long time!

Here's Santa giving a special Lance gift
to Dr. F. A. DeMarco. The other n~ht
at the Awards Banquet, Dr. DeMarco
said that be liked the changes in the
Lance.

HERE'S A UTILE kid who
asked for too much. Santa rebuked him for wanting mari·
juana for Christmas.

While Santa was in the Library, he thought he'd
rally up a gift for the friendly old cop. No sac·
rifice is too great for Santa.

GEE WHll, Virginia, here's
Santa disrobing in the , Lance
office and it isn't Santa at alL
It is ..•
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A Successful Season

Christian Council Presents Films

by J. ALAN MUNRO, Lance Substitute

This column, as you may have noticed is NOT written by
Paul Montclair-Smith. Although I do consider myself to be one cf
Paul's friends (one of very few) I do not consider myself to be a
literary disciple of his. I developed my own literary style during my
years at high school when my English teacher was forever out of
the room and across the hall hustling the principal.
I finally got out of high school four years ago (thank God)
... oops, I'm sorry, I didn't mean to mention His name. We aren't
allowed to print stuff like that. Honest, Administration People, I
believe in God. I know he's not dead because he picks on me. I
also believe in the almighty powers of Paul Gilmor and Evelyn
McLean. Paul must be almighty. Anybody that fines a University
student ten dollars for telling a rent-a-cop what he thinks of him
must be almighty. I even used monosyllables so he'd understand.
I'm not supposed to tell anyone this but the Almighty Paul used
monosyllables too when he told me to get the hell out of his office.
He's not really too bad though . Anybody that stands in line for
University food must have some good in him.
I also believe in she who sitteth on the right hand of Gilmor
the Father Almighty, namely Evelyn McLean. She is so benevolent
that it would be hard not to believe in her eternal goodness. She
listens to the appeals of her subjects and allows them so muc:h
freedom that they can even stay out until the wicked hour of twelve
o'clock. She cares so much for her subjects that she makes decisions
for them long after they have passed the age at which the foolish
mortal government thinks that they have become of age. Ah, how
great the security of the womb of the University. Oh no! I did it
again. I used an evil word. Please forgive me O great Administration
Gods. Such an out and out reference to a part of the female anatomy
must not go unpunished. I can only plead for mercy from the gri.!at
Holy See of Windsor Hall. l will most certainlv undergo anv penance which you deem fit but PLEASE PLEASE don't make me
undergo the supreme punishment of all. PLEASE don't make me
think for myself.
Believe me, Great People; I am no heretic. I don't believe in
all those self-appointed campus gods. I don't believe that Frank
Grabowiecki, who stands at the top of the stairs during the Saturday
night dances like St. Peter at the Pearly Gates, bestowing his almighty permission to enter upon those whom he sees fit, is anv
better than anyone else. Actua y oug , he is quite supreme. Just
ask him. ot only does he have the powers of admission, he also
decides whether or not one can use the john. May we suggest that
in future, those denied admission to this sacred area bv the abov~
mentioned immortal relieve themselves upon his personage and
therefore destroy his self conceived image of importance.
It is a well known fact that all engineers consider themselves
to be campus gods. They can be seen at odd intervals during the
day running up to the snack bar in the cafeteria with great piles
of books tucked under their arms, slide rules in their hands and
wondering out loud what would happen if they attached an oscillating
frammis-gurbley to a high frequency fallopian tube. I pay no homage
to these gods either, 0 Windsor Hall Holies. I fail to be impressed
by their incessant babblings as they blink their eyes as they occa~ionally emerge into the daylight from Essex Hall where they usually
hibernate from dawn to dusk.
I by no means wish to imply that everyone on this campus is
an unmitigated ass. Those who are really contributing to the school
and care about its future are not to be found running around proclaiming their own personal virtues to all those who are gullible
enough to listen. They are found when the rights or values of the
students are at stake or where there is a job to be done which will
inevitably be for the common good of all students in the university.
These people are usually unheralded but go about their job
anyway. Such a person is Bill Maguire, financial director of the
Student's Administrative Council. It is he who allots the Students'
money to the various campus organizations. He goes about his job
quietly and conscientiously (this fact can certainly be attested to by
the LANCE staff who have, on occasion, attempted to get money
for a cause which Mr. Maguire did not consider suitable).
Bill is not alone in this respect; he is merelv the first person
who came to mind. Jan Weir, Tim Laird, Cheryl Semark, the students
of St. Mike's who are trying to eliminate student apathy, Gabe
DeLuca, Assistant Dean of Men, are all among those (and this by
no means, completes the list) who are trying to create a better
university.
It is to be hoped that the activities of these people. persevere
over the little tin gods (my apologies to Kipling) whose clay feet
are most certainly showing.
PHONE 252-0584

~

For Women Who Like
the Very Best

The Christian Council presented its first of four film offerings
in the season last week when it
screened Lord of The Flies in
the Ambassador Auditorium.
So far the Council has announced two other film presentations. The Loneliness of the

Long Distance Runner January
18th and David and Lisa Mar.
18th will help round out the
season.
A final film, yet to be announced, will complete the programme this spring.

All films are preceded by a
short commentary and followed
by a discussion. Admbsion i~
25c. All students and faculty
members are invited to attend
the showings which are held in
Ambassador Auditorium at 7:30
p.m.

PROCTER
& GAMBLE
offers

A

career in business management can offer you unsurpassed opportunities
for personal achievement, respon si bi Ii ty and growth if you select a company to join after graduation that strongly believes in the value of its
e.

= •. . . - = = peop

The success of Procter & Gamble in Canada and throughout the world is
made up of the individual successes of each of its employees. Because
the Company recognizes that personal achievement is o major source of
individual satisfaction, every opportunity is provided for its realization.

At Procter & ·Gamble you can exp·ect:
l.

To be able to develop your business education in o program of
individualized, on-the-job training.

2.

To be challenged daily with new ideas and new problems in a
stimulating environment where intelligence and enthusiasm are
recognized.

3.

To be given responsibility based on your capacity to absorb it,
and to advance based on your abilities to do o more demanding
job.

4.

To be encouraged and reworded with continued opportunities,
increasing income, and an uncommonly sound program of profit
sharing and other benefits.

You will want facts on which to make on intelligent choice of your career.
To learn more about Procter & Gamble ask your Placement Office for a
descriptive brochure and arrange for on interview on

JANUARY

10, 11

For Positions In

Marketing, Purchasing, Finance, Systems Analysis,
Transportation and Sales Management

FASHIONS LTD.
Graduating students from all academic disciplines ore invited to apply.
492 PELISSIER STREET
AT MAIDEN LANE

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

PROCTER & GAMBLE
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Gage Reinstated As Daily Editor At McGill Alter Investigation
The report describes the
Its report reviews a stateMONTREAL (CUP) - Mccommission's terms of referment of McGill's engineering
Gill Univen.ity students' counence as judging "the admiral·
dean, D. L. Mordell, that Dr.
cil voted overwhelmingly Thursity
of evidence" with respect
Yong is not "conducting a reday night to reinstate Sandy
to whether Sandy Gage,
search project designed to aid
Gage as the McGill's Daily's ediviolated the spirit of CUP's
the war effort in Viet Nam,"
tor-in-chief.
charter and code of ethics in
but concludes "Gage could
The reinstatement came 15
printing
the controversial
reasonably continue to accept
days after the council fired Gage
as true the original evidence
story.
for printing a Nov. 11 story
The 15-page document says
made available to him.''
which alleged a McGill profes·
CUP's president Don Sellar is
sor, Raymond Yong, was aiding the commission is "satisfied"
mentioned in the report as havthe American war effort in Viet that at the time of the story's
ing told the commis!.ion he
Nam through research he is printing Gage had no reason to
doubt information given him by
thought the story would have
conducting at the university.
reporters and other sources.
The council voted 16-0,
created little or no controversy
The commision also upheld
had it appeared on a campus
with three abstentions to acGage's actions after the story's
cept a recommendation of the
such as the University of British
publication.
Canadian University Press
Columbia.
Foley Commission that Gage
be reinstated.
The recommendation was con,.._
tained in the commission's report on its three day investigation of the council-newspaper
dispute, which was released late
Thursday afternoon. The commission convened in Montreal
FOR THE FINEST IN
Monday at the request of the
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
council.
"Describing the controversial
RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE
2840 UNIVERSITY W.
story as "poorly written and
badly timed", the report said
the
commission\
members
"would not, as journalist!., have
printed the McGill Daily, Nov.
11 story in precisely its original
form.
"The commercial press failure to pick it up was more a
reflection on its news value than
its accuracy" says the report.
"However, none of the5e factors, even if true, are necessary
reasons for dismissing an editor,"
the commis ion concluded.
- - - -Evidence from 18 wir:--n-es-s""'
es- - " ' " " " " - ~ - ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - - was heard by the commis ion
which wa5 comprised of chairman Tim Foley, editor of the
Dalhousie Gazette and CUP's
national vice-president, Loyola'
News' Editor Brian McKenna
and Montreal Gazette reporter
Nick Auf der .:\1aur.

Friday CUP's national office
·aid it is "pleased with the report and the job done by the
commission with its terms of
reference."
The motion to reinstate Gage
was moved by Robert Vineberg,
who supported the editor's firing
two weeks ago.
"I apologize to Sandy Gage
for the improper treatment he
was apparently given by this
council," he said.
One of Gage's biggest critics,
Amie Aberman, said "I supported the CUP commission . . . a
man is only as good as his word
. . . so it is incumbent on me

Rudy's
Barber Shop

to vote for Mr. Gage's reinstatement."
"But if I had a paper I still
wouldn't want Sandy Gage as an
editor," he added.
Two engineering representatives, Taro Alepian and Murray Segal, and architecture representative Phil Gooch abstained from the voting.
Interim editor, Mark Faifer,
was applauded by the majority
when he offered the Daily's
council seat to Gage.
Gage took the seat amidst
greater applause and a standing
ovation from about a third of
the spectators.

JEWELLER
337

OUELLETTE

AVE.,

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

252-7692

COOK'S

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTT AWA ST.

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
153-0369
Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
100., Oiscount On Meal Tickets

JOE CASWELL
e ALTERATIONS
e DRY CLEANING
e PRESSING

2207 WYANDOTTE W.
"Just Off The Canpus"

S 30 P.M.
DEC 2, 3, 9, 10

i
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J!AN MICUILH'S

Thie\·C5 Car11iicil

This i • an advertisement about You.
From Lever Brothers.
Jt sugge ts that you consider a career
in Brand Management-with people
who stand among the leaders in a challenging, rewarding art: Marketing.
It presupposes only two things of you.
One: that you have a brain you enjoy
using. Two: that you like to make
things happen.
knowledge of a score of professionals
This is the proposition: Of all the in a dozen marketing disciplines.
jobs available in Business, none will You'll involve yourself deeply and
offer you as wide a range of respon- meaningfully in production, packagsibility as quickly as Marketing ing, pricing, marketing research, distri bu tio n, promotion, selling,
Management.
advertising.
As a Lever Brand Manager, you'll be
the manager of a company within a You '11 deal every day in the most
highly stimulating sales environment
company.
in the country: the marketing of
You'll take an idea and turn it into a high-turnover, large-volume
product concept. You'll translate the packaged goods. Laundry products,
concept into a product in a package household cleaners, floor waxes. Toithat sells. At a profit.
let soaps, toothpastes, cosmetics.
You'll select from the talents and Packaged foods.

You'll like what you do, you'll enjoy
the people you do it with, and you'll
be rewarded handsomely in every
conceivable sense.
And, you'll make things happen.
Every day, you'll make things happen.
That's Brand Management at Lever
Brothers. That's the proposition.
Sound like you?
A Lever Marketing Management
Inteniew team will be on campus on

December 13.

If the job sounds like your kind of
job, let's get together. A detailed
brochure on Le,·er Marketing is
yours for the asking. Pick one up
when )·ou make your interview appointment at the University Placement Senice.
Lever Brothers Limited,
299 Eastern Avenue, Toronto

Brand Management at Lever Brothers
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LANCERETTES LOOK LOT LIKE LANCERS
Women's Athletics on the
U. of W. campus seems to be
on the threshold of something
really big. The volleyball and
basketball teams virtually ran
away with a tournament held
here last weekend. Both teams
won all games played against

by M. ABRAHAM RENFREW

This is the last issue of the LANCE for the year and we still
have yet to come upon anything worthwhile to complain about in
the Sports department. We are very pleased that this is the situation
and certainly hope that it continues throughout the remainder of
the year.

Debauchery
Perhaps by the time we come back from the week of revelry
and debauchery in Montreal during the holidays (again thinly
cfu-guised as a press comention) our physical condition will be
such that we will be able to find something wrong with every
thing and everyone that fool~hly comes within range.
The LANCE has saved the scoreboard. The offending light
bulbs were replaced before last Friday's Lancer game.
We wish to correct any ambiguity that may have been existent in the story of fast week's Lancer basketball win over Wat«loo Lutheran. When we said that Marty looked bored the impli·
cation definitely was NOT that he played a poor game, He played
an excellent game. Perhaps 'confident' would have been a better
word choice.

We're still right
Those who noticed the LANCE prediction of a hockey Lancer
win over Hamil''Jn Tech might be surprised to note that there is
no coverage of that game in the LANCE. This is because Hamilton
Tech dropped out of the league. By a unanimous vote in the LANCE
Sports department (me) the prediction will of course be counted
as being right.
The prediction concerning the swimming team losing to
U. of T. would have had a chance if U. of T. was going to be
in the meet. They weren't. Thanks go out to Al McMillan for
leading us merrily up the garden path.

anx pal
~ •,i'r,-..~,f"!l'·~ l~1rc~ ar er.

help the
interviews would have been impossible. Despite the fact that Nancy
is a graduate of Acadia we still appreciate her as~istance.
The Lancer swim team opens their home season this week
with Calvin collegiate providing the opposition, The meet will be
held at Riverside High School which has a beautiful pool and
ample seating facilities. The time is 7:00 on Saturday, December
10 and, of course, students will be admitted free upon presenta•
tion of a student card. We hope that the swim team receives
the excellent support that the hockey and basketball teams have
already been shown.

B-ball Tourney
Don't forget the tenth annual University of Windsor invitational
basketball tournament which will be held in St. Denis Hall on December 28 and 29. Student passes will soon go on sale for the
price of one buck for a ten game pass. All the previous winners of
the tournament have been invited back so it should be a good one.

The Fliest Gifts for Christ•as Glvl11
THE GIFT SHOP
OF CANADA.

DIAMONDS
SWISS WATCHES

Juniors
Choke
Swim
Meet
The Women's Intramural swim
meet held December 1 was ~ignificant for two aspects of the
event. Firstly, thii. meet was the
most successful yet, with thirty
eager competitors participating
in the various events. In fact
swim commissioner Dorothy Pitters stated that the turnout was
so good that there was difficulty
in running off all the events in
the limited space of the U. of
W. pool.
Perhaps the gigantic sur•
prise of the evening was the
failure of the Junior team to
cop this activity as they have
won everything else this year.
A young and very aquaticminded Sophomore crew defeated the !·miors and won the meet
witt, a total of 40 points. Even
the aged Senior team edged out
the Juniors with 37 points to
take second place. The Juniors
landed in third spot with 23
points. Could it be the other
years have finally come to life?
Still worse, could it be that the
Juniors are about to go down
r
The Soph onslaught was Jed
by the superb efforts of Sheila
Murphy who is credited with
1 first, 2 seconds and l third
for her individual achievements
of the night. Linda Menard with
a first, a second and a third
and Marg Smith with 3 firsts
were standouts for the Senior
team. The Junior rivalry was
highlighted by Dorothy Pitters
with 2 first and Bonnie McPhail
who won a first and a third.

the opponents York University
and Ryerson Polytechnical Institute.
For the volleyball team it was
merely a continuation of their
excellent achievements in the
past year. Youth and experience
are a decided advantage in the
depth of this team. Mrs. "Sis"
Thompson is very proud of her
team, many members of which
she has worked with toward
this goal for three years.
However, in the case of the
basketball team, it was their opportunity to show fans that Ja~t
week's poor showing was due to
nerves from their first real test
together as a team. As the team
romped to victory over York
on Friday night and Ryerson on

Saturday it wa s obvious that
coach Sue Hilton's strenuous
training bad paid off for the
team. Superb control and hand·
ling of the ball on the court
stood out as one main factor in
the win.
Tourney results were as follows:
VOLLEYBALL
Windsor over Ryerson 1.5-9,
1.5-6 and 1.5-10.
Windsor over York 1.5-1,
1.5-10, and 1.5-1.
Ryerson over York 15·1,
1.5-10, and 1.5-7.
BASKETBALL
Windsor over Ryerson 41-14.
Windsor over York 47-12.
York Oler Ryerson 21-19.

Commerce Leads
lnterfac Bowling
Tournament
Aeain this week in bowling.
the spotlight centercd on Rick
Frank, who put together games
of 215, 214 and 165 for a pacesetting 594 series. His first two
g:imes were also high for the
week. Brian Robinson rolled
second high series (5 51) while
teammate Pinkas Jarcaig came
close to high single with a 213
game.
This week's action saw Commerce no. 2 climb into sole
possession of first place with
17 points. Close behind is Arts
6
teams are tied for third
with 13 points.
Kathy McCrone took high
triple honors in the women's
league this week with a 423
series. Included in this series
was the high single game of the
week, 174. Gail Ranahan rolled
a 412 series to take second high
series honors, while Kathy's
teammate Virginia Morse rolled
145 for second high game of
the week.

The standing~ in the women's
league remain unchanged, with
Arts I leading with 18 points.
Arts II no. 1 remained in second place, three points behind
the leader.
This was the last~ week of
bowling before Christmas. Bowling begins again on Tuesday
January 3 at 4:00 p.m.
Last Sunday, the U of W
undergrads challenged the U of
W alumni team to a bowling
match. The alumni team was
win two ame~, one b
only a single pin. The undergrad team, on the strength of
their first game lead, beat the
alumni in total pins. The alumni
team was paced by Todd Romiens who rolled a 585 series including a 216 game. Chuck
Tolmie contributed a 553 er·
ies, with a 203 game. Jerry
Reynell was high for the under·
grad , rolling a 581 eries, including a 205 game. Brian Robinson was second high with 569

-

girl's swim results
EVENT
Medley relay
50 yard free
Individual medley
50 yd. backstroke
Scramble
50 yd. butterfly
50 yd. breast
Marathon - 10
lengths free style
Fun race: dog paddle
Free style relay

FIRST
Sophomores
M. Smith (S)
D. Pitters (J)
S. Murphy (So)
M. Smith (S)
D. Pitters (J)
L. Menard (S)

SECOND
Sophomores
S. Murphy (So)
M. Steele (So)
L. Tripp (J)
S. Murphy (So)
C. Manor (So)
J. Dewhirst ~)

THllU>
Seniors
B. McPhail (J)
L. Menard (S)
S. Podolsky (So)
H. Sinclair {So)
M. Steele (So)
H. Stirling (So)

B. McPhail (J)
M. Smith (S)
Seniors

L. Menard (S)
M. O'Brien (S)
Juniors

S. Murphy (So)
H. Sinclair (So)
Sophomores

ENGLISH CHINA

PLANNING A PARTY!

FINE SILVER
HANDBAGS
FASHION JEWELLERY
LUGGAGE

"Gifts from Many Countries"

IMPORTS FOR
MEN anti WOMEN

10% Student Discount

OUEUETTE AVE. AT PAltK ST.

How

About

0~~Foshioned

~J..~k::'J

1hf~~~

~~lt'~

Horse-Drown
HAY RIDE!
HORSE RIDING ALL YEAR
No Party Too Big None Too Small !

The FLYING DUTCHMAN
RANCH
4501 MATCHETTE RD.
Phone 969-8034

Open nl9htly untll Chrl•t111a•
(except Saturday nl9ht•)

325 OUELLETTE

10% Student Discount

-
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THUMP

Marty Kwiatkowski goes up for two of the Lancers 107 against
Adrian l~t Saturday, This week the Lancers take on Calvin College
in what promises to be an equally tough game. In previous years
Calvin has utilized a full court press similar to that which the Lancers
use themselves. If you were wondering, that's Angelo Mazzucbln
looking on. LA CE staff photo b:t John Birchall.

ADRIAN
The Lancers certainly looked
impressive last Saturday as they
defeated Adrian College 107-84.
The Lancers moved out to a
quick 5-2 lead, saw that disappear, then moved out in front
again to stay there. At the half
it was 53·45 and by no meam
a rout. In the second half, however, the Lancer first string sta11ed to pour it on and by the end
of the game the entire fin,!
string was watching from the
bench.
It was a truly enjoyable sight
(for Lancer fans) to see Marty
Kwiatkowski and Bob Navetta
pouring the points in as they
did last year. Both were impres·
sive not only with their shooting
but also with their rebounding
and defensive hustle.
Angelo Mazzuchin's 18 points
ranked him third behind Marty
and Bob with 28 and 26 respectively but the play that made
the fans happiest was his behindthe·back pass half way across
the court to set up Gary Polano
for a dog.
Dave McWha played his best
game in many a moon too. He
was all over the court grabbing
rebounds, snuffing shots and
hammering various opponents.
This could go on throughout
the whole team. No Lancer
played badly and everyone seemed to be hustling and to want
to win. If the Lancers go on like
this they should end up with an
excellent record this season even
against American competition.
After all, they have already beat
as many Yank teams as they did
all last year.

Rich Basinski shows his form (such as it is) during last week's bowl·
ing action. Notice the blurred band as an indication of Rich's
great power, Ek-LANCE staffer John Lozinski stands amazed in
the back left. An unidentified clod (mainly because he is not on
Arts Il No. 3) watches the LANCE photographer getting his ankles
broken. LANCE staff photo by Al.

Engineering
Football 317.0
Soc~r
403.7
Softball 111 .9
Track
105.0
Tennis
113.0
Golf
10.0
Total
1060.0

Arts·men Lose As McCullough Slips

-

After last Thursday's interfaculty competition only the Commerce team remains undefeated
with a sound 53-39 victory over
previously undefeated Arts II.
The Commerce squad featured a
balanced scoring attack Jed by

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DEALER

•

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARAN.TEED USED VW'S.
SALES 8i SERVICE

Willie Mlacak (who was sober
for once) with 15 and Norb
Kelly with 12 points. The undermanned Arts II team was
paced by Ward Parson's 18
points and John (Ex-Arm) Mc·
Cullough hit for nine well
below his average. In the only
other A league game Science
edged out Arts I 60-29 in a
.,squeaker. Larry Kelly provided
all the Science offense as he
shone for 27 points before retir·

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

254-9087

ing early to see the U of D
and Lancer game. The Arts I
team, minus Tom Dudley, were
outclassed. Only McGhee, with
11 points, was in double figures.
The final scheduled game between Engineers and Phys. Ed.
was a forfeit to Phys. Ed .

146.5
45.0
]60.0
857.2

105.0
101.9

76.0
255.8

382.0

20.4

61.0
103.0
130.0

145.0
53.0
60.0
610.2

882.9

Phys. Ed. Arts I
33.0
134.0
81.9
258.6
80.6

163.0
85.0
55.0
594.6

26.0
101.0
85.0
508.5

A DELIGHTFUL EXPERIENCE.
IN DINING

.tlt. AAario's
~..L

In B competition the Science
team didn't fare so well. They
were defeated by Phys. Ed. 38·
34. The other contest saw Commerce 2 defeat Arts I 32-23.
Thomas paced the winners with
14 points and Pauling and Moro
each scored 11 paints. The other
game was forfeited to Arts II as
Commerce I failed to field a
team.

R OOZ F'N S

KFES J

l T Ct

ROOZEN

MANA GING

('ll i:tF CTOR

!

Windsor

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
755 OUELLETTE AVENUE
WINDSOR
•
ONTARIO

E! NwELL' s

BETIER LUGGAGE
AND GIFT SHOP

ATTACHE CASES· FLIGHT LUGGAGE - STEAMER TRUNKS ,
FINE HANDBAGS - LEATHER & CHINA GIFTS

10 % STUDENT DISCOUNT

CAR WASH

494 PELISSIER STREET
254-2982

25c
OPEN 24 HOURS
Just 3 Blocks Off Campus

"ALL THE LATEST STYLES
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS CLOTHING NEEDS"
368 Ouellette Avenue

348.0
157.7

TELEPHONE 254-3392
DETROIT : WO 2 - 5330

U-DO-IT

10% Student Discount

Commerce Arts II Science

254-7878

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

SUNSET DINER

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

HOME COOKED MEALS

WANTED
1 groupie
See Mike
558 Partington

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University West

Vt

-f

AND GALS

c::
C

FLOWER SHOP

m

z

-f
C

t.\:~;
..
.:·' ~
.·,
~~

Vt

~

n

15% • • •• •• -

•

LOCAL •tiers

Clark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers

Stacked Heels
CalJ1)US

-'···
Sneekers
10% Discount To Students

c::

131 UNIVERSITY AVE. WEST

The SHOE BAR

-f

256-3407

At Randolph

0

z

2203 Wyandotte West
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Happy- Birthday Big J
The Women's Athletic Coun·
cil is going to experiment aft~r
Christmas with a new type of
representation for the intramur.il
basketball tournament. Generally
it will be a faculty basis of representation plus one team from
Electa Hall. It is hoped that
through this method of repre·
sentation there will be both an
increase in _participation and in
spirit. At the meeting it was ap·
proved that the faculties be divided as follows: Nurses, Science,
Arts 1 (Prelim, 1st and 2nd
year), Arts 11 (3rd and 4th
year) and Electa Hall. All those
wishing to play for their partic•
ular faculty should get in con•
tact with one of the people
listed below.
Nurses - Oxana Liszczak
Science - Linda Menard
Arts 1 - Brenda Steel
Arts 11 - Pam Borthwick
Electa Hall - Janet Morrell
Barb Carnochan

Fader than a speeding bullet, the basketball mes
across St. Denw Hall. Perhaps it was one of
Angie's fancy behind-the-back passes which habit·
ually fool the opponents. Nobody knows. We do
know, however, that Mike Taranczuk is standing

bebJnd Adrian's no. 51. Mike is dkappointed that
no girls tnmed up to accept the LANCE's offer
of a free look at bis picture in return for a contdbution to the Save the Scoreboard Fund, That's
alright, the scoreboard was saved.

OKAY, GUYS, I give up. He
should have. Lancers woo 107•
84.
Staff

••

LANCE PREDICTS

•••

BASKETBALL: Lancers over
Calvin College by 8.
Lancers over Eastern Michigan
by 3.
Lancers over Baldwin Wallace
by 5.
Loyola over the Lancers by 18
Crusaders over 0Jk!and Community College by 12.
SWIMMING:
Lancers over
Calvin College.
Jackson College over the Lan·
cers.
HOCKEY: Lancers over Waterloo Lutheran by 1.
Lancers over Western by 2.
LANCERETIES:
Lanccrcttcs
over Western by 15.

ANTIQUE
JEWELLERY
LIMITED

What it means to work where things are happening

• GIFTS and CHINA
• COSTUME JEWELLERY
• 10% DISCOUNT

256-8541
429 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Seil and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Call

969-9070

It's hav1nq ab1l1ty- and L,sing 1t It's a feeling
of personal pride. It's doing sometl,ing really
meaningful. It's challenging and changing the
world It's living And doing And professional
growth. It's excitement. It's now
What's happening at IBM?
Just about everything under the sun--nnd
beyond . Twenty years ago. the elect1on1c
computer was Just getting off the g1ou11cl In
this short time. 1t I as come to be called the
most benef1c1al invention in history
The pace of new applications 1s literally fantastic. Business. qovcrnment law. education.
med1c1ne. science and the 1,uman1t1es A 1me
affected by IBM'S info1mat1on and cont1ol
systems. Posi{lvelv affected
1

Chances are there·, a µlace fo1 yo 1 1'1 tilt
grow111g world of 111format1on anc c. ntr ·
appl1cat1ons
Whateve1 your educational background.
whateve1 your d1sc,pl111e. you cuuld b a pa1t
of what's happen1n~1 at IBM
Make 1t a point to 1nvest1gate the odvantages
of this growth company w1tl tr e IB rrpre
sentat1ve wno v..111 be v1s1ting thP ar 1p1,
January 9. 10 and 11.

Y,,

ir Pldcen ent Off:c er ar c1r· in J
•1 ip
po1ntrrent for you If \, OJ Cdnrc t att I d t• P
1nterv1ev,..s. please wr 1te cir v1 :t tr e 181\/' 0H1c e
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Aero
by GINGER BRADLEY
(CUP Staff Writer)
OITAWA - A disease which is threatening
to reach epidemic proportions is sweeping Canadian university campuses this fall.
A rapidly-increasing number of campus news·
paper editors are being struck by resignitus, and
as the disease takes its toll, the list of former
campus newspaper editors grows.
The mortality rate is high, and if the present situation is any indication, resignitus will
continue to take its toll.
Although most editors resign voluntarily to
qualify for membership in The Club, as the association of former student newspaper editors is
called by the 'in' group, some become members
by another route: councilus firitus.
Such was the case of Sandy Gage, former
editor of The McGill Daily.
Following printing of a Nov. 11 front-page
story which alleged civil engineering professor
Dr. Raymond Yong was conducting research "designed to aid the American war effort in Viet·
nam", McGill University's students' council de·
mantled Gage's resignation.
"I am not going to resign - you will have
to fire me," Gage firmly replied.
Gage was fired.
The McGill Daily, however, lost more than
an editor when Gage was dismissed - 52 statf
members handed in their resignations after their
chief was removed from office.
The case recently assumed even more serious
proportions when McGill's student council called
a Canadian University Press investigation corn·
mission to investigate and report the facts leading
to Gage's firing.
Just why Gage chose to be dishonorably fired
rather than honorably resign is hard to determine at the time when campus editors acro~s
the country are taking the easy way out.
Most editors beat their brains out for the
required number of months, then quietly retire.
Others, unable to fight the insidious germs which
breed on social, financial and academic pressures,
feel compelled to resign.
Confident another individual will come
along to fill the editor-in-chiefs chair, they apply
for membership in The Club.
Unfortunately, the new editor is often as
uninformed as his predecessor was of the hard
work and responsibilities entailed in assuming the
editorship.
For the editor's job is largely a thankle~s
one, gentle reader, uncompensated by the prestige
the position carries at some university campusc~.
When he accepts the position, he is accept·
ing a full-time job - a job that can demand 50
or more hours of work each week. He is accepting the possibility of failing one or more
courses and possibly his entire year.
In short, he accepts a major responsibilityone he sheds only when life and limb are jeopardized or more often when exam time rolls
around.
But resignitus is not really a disease. Rather
it is a symptom of the campus editor's inability
to cope with the responsibility designated to him.
Such was the situation at Loyola College
when Henry Sobotka, then editor of The Loyola
News, quit because the job was "too heavy a

C

physical and mental burden to bear any longer" .
In due course another editor was appointed:
Don Ferguson. But last weekend, after a brief
36 days in power, Ferguson handed in his resignation over what he termed was a "hassle with
the Board of Publications".
Herein lies a difficulty most campus paper
editors face. If they allow their papers to become student council bulletin boards, they avoid
potential council-newspaper friction, but are often
blasted for becoming a council instrument.
If, on the other hand, they crusade for a
campus cause or attempt to implement a hardline editorial policy, council more often than not
accuses them of using the paper to promote
their own 'narrow' causes.
Are editors compensated for all the head·
aches caused by disagreements among staff members, squabbles with council and quarrels with
the administration?
Usually they receive only a small honorarium - small enough reward for the conscientious
performance expected from them.
The pressures build - and these, combined
with the editor's personal problems - often provide the discouragement needed to write a letter
of resignation.
"It is with regret . . . " etc., etc., the letters
go, and another campus newspaper editor has re·
signed.
Carol Schollie, former editor of The Manitoban wrote on of those letters.
So did John Tomlinson of the Universitv
of Windsor Lance, John Lynn of The Georgian
and John Adams of the Glendon College ProTem.
Len Coates, former editor of The Daily
Ryersonian, resigned twice over disputes with the
administration. But Coates, still in the ball game,
is attempting to establish a second student newspaper at Ryerson.
Tim Glover, present editor of the University
of Victoria Martlet, succeeds two editors overcome by resignitus this year.
Early in September, Frank Reynolds walked
into The Badger office at Brock Universitv to
discover he was the only staffer at the first staff
meeting.
The "organizational collapse", precipitated
by the original editor's resignation, was remedied
when business manager Reynolds assumed the
role of editor-in-chief and enveigled 60 students
to work under him.
Fortunately, he wasn't susceptible to the
deadly infection which threatened to 'thirty' The
Badger.
Just recently, Fred Stevenson, co-editor of
The Carleton, handed in his resign:1tion, shiftin!!
the burden of responsibility on to Carol Ander·
son's shoulders.
Lou Soroka held the position of editor-inchief for the briefest time in recent annals of
Canadian student journalism. Immediately after
his appointment as interim editor of The McGill
Daily Nov. 21, Soroka resigned .
He didn't even get to see his name appear
at the top of The Daily's masthead.
All tolled, university newspapers have lost 13
editors since September, not counting large num·
bers of senior staff members who usually accompanied them.

I

NEWS IN BRIEF
The Birth Control Lows

Chan

CAMROSE (CUP) - University of Alberta's dean of agriculture
called Canada's birth control laws the most "ignorant, backward and
disgraceful" in the world at a public meeting here recently.
Dr. C. F. Bentley said Canada should be leading a cra~h
program designed to balance world death and birthrates, not hindering

it.
Under present Canadian law, it is illegal for anyone to disseminate information about birth control to another person.
"We have developed death control, but we have not at the
same time practised or developed .birth control," he said.
The agriculture dean proposed the establishment of a "Canadian
p_opulation policy" which would promote the practice of birth among
low-income groups, Indians and Eskimos.
"I am of the opinion that people do not have the right to pro·
duce additional children if they are on welfare," he said.

Colle e Boards Plus Calorie Intake
NEW YORK (CUPI) - The intelligent-but-fat high school girl
has one-third Jess chance of getting into an American college than
her intelligent-but-thin classmate, a recent public health study in·
dicates.
The study, made by the Harvard School of Public Health, also
reveals fat boys have a slightly better chance than fat girls of getting
into college. But they still have a tougher time gaining admission than
thin boys of comparable intelligence.
Helen Channing and Dr. Jean Mayer, study researchers, said
although roughly the same percentage of thin and fat boys and girls
apply to college, the fat students are accepted Jess frequently, par·
ticularly the female applicants.
The two researchers said they can find no other explanation
for the finding than college placement officials' preference for thin
students.

Hard To Give Seminars
TORONTO (CUP) - There is at least one student attending
Canada's largest university who doesn't think the University of Toronto is a cold, impersonal institution.
Mark Wilson is the only student in his invertebrate palaeontology class.
Every Monday and Wednesday at 9 a.m. the third-year student
listens while his female instructor, Professor M. A. Fritz lectures
on the remains of animals without backbones.
For four hours a week the two peruse fossils, pieces of coral
and rocks.

Baudy

House

Phi Kappa Pi?

TORONTO CUP) - Morality charges laid against two girls
and 24 men after a police raid on a University of Toronto men's
fraternity were dropped in magistrate's court recently.
The charges against the 26 involved in the Nov. 17 raid on Phi
Kappa Pi fraternity house were dropped because of "insufficient
evidence", one of the young men said.
Five of the men were charged with keeping a common bawdy
house, the other 19 were charged as found-ins. The two ~1rls were
charged as "inmates of a bawdy house".
"To prove we were running a common bawdy house the policz
would have had to catch us in the act-they didn't," one of the
men said.
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Lance Becomes Full

EDITOR LALOR (Beloved One) hard at work at C U P Conference Plenary Session.

laPierre Addresses
Laurier Lapierre, former cohost of CBC's 1bis Hour Has
Seven Days, told the Canadian
University Press Conference in
Montreal recently that modern
universities are ghettos.
Dr, Lapieffe, honorary presi- « CUP and profesMJr at
Ml-Gil University, wm address.. the 29th annual conference
a Montreal. He said, "Modem
are Fettos and If
lllllems wad to cbaDge them,
ley should aim at three dungs:
free hatioo, gudent syndiadRn

111d lntemational organi7.ation."
He contended that most univeradministrative

sities are merely

Conference

monsters creating impersonality
and emotional chaos. Said Lapierre
"They are socially degenerate because the members refuse to participate in society or contribute
anything to the outside world."
"Universities can DO longer
remain as ivory towers and its
up to the students to tear down
the walh. Students mould participate in university senates and
beads of peraan.."
Further, Dr. Lapierre said that
students should band together in
order to have the force of numbers. He said he believes that student labour unions would be the
best thing for higher education.

Dispas Victim Of Hit And Run
Dr. Gustave Dispas, Associate
Professor in the French Department, died as the result of injuries received in a hit and run
accident December 15, 1966.
He, along with Fr. Drouillard,
bad been invited to a University
French Club Party in River
Canard, parts of which were being taped by C.B.C.
Dr. Dispas was crossing Malden Road (near the Essex Golf &
Country Club Rd. intersection)
accompanied by two young ladies.
Seeing the oncoming car, he
quickly pushed the ladies to safety
while he himself received critical
leg and head injuries.
He was taken to Hotel Dieu
Hospital where he died early next
morning.

cuso

He and Miss Drene DeGroot,
one of the girls he saved, were
to have been married during the
Christmas holidays.
His death proves a great loss
to the University of Windsor as
well as to the entire Windsor community. Dr. Dispas was active in
French Club activities, and just
prior to the tragic accident, bad
offered to produce and direct
French plays for the Club. He
had already produced several surrealist films for television.

Last year, he tried to gain su~
port for a French Broadcasting
Station in the Windsor vicinitf.
This great man will be missed
and remembered by all who have
had the privilege to know him.

Volunteers

Two CUSO overseas volunteers
were killed in traffic accidents
within four days in mid-December.
They are Lynn Caroline Dalziel
and Patricia Bernadette Gleason.
Lynn, after having just commenced teaching duties at Nabumali High School in Mbale, Uganda, died in a tragic car accident
not far from that city. A graduate of University of Manitoba in
1965, she spent one year teaching
high school at Fort Frances, Ontario before joining CUSO.
Patricia Gleason died on December 17, 1966 when she was
struck by a car while riding a
scooter in Georgetown Guyana.

.......

She was a science teacher at Mackenzie High School, Mackenzie,
Guyana.
As volunteers to the Canadian
Union of Students Overseas, Lynn
and Pat were committed to sharing their knowledge with people
of developing countries.
Several former University of
Windsor students served with the
deceased girls in Africa. Their
overseas commitment makes them
close to all Canadians devoted to
furthering international understanding and development. The contributions of these young ladies will
be sorely missed by CUSO.

Member

Last week, during the 29th annual national University PrcH
Conference at an early plenary
session The Lance became a full
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP).
CUP is a press service that
provides student papers across
Canada with the national news of
student interest. For years it has
been a fledgling outfit with little
or no importance but with recent
expansions and upsurgings of student interests it bas grown to a
place of great importance.
As a full member the Lance is
now eligible for full voting rights
at all national and regional conferences and are also eligible for
the trophy competitions.
The results of this years trophy
competitions were:
Features - The Varsity, Toronto
Photography The Gateway,

Alberta
Cartoons - The Ubyssey, British
Columbia
Supplement - The Varsity
Editorials - The Queens 1oumal,
Kingston, The Carleton, Ottawa
Sports - The Silhouette, Hamilton
Best Week1y - The Silhouette
Southam Trophy - The Ubyssey
The highlights of this yl':irs vot-

ins were:
the adoption of a five year expansion plan
- a study of the feasibility of a
-

In

national advertising co-op
the immediate incorporation of
a Telex System for all member
newspapers where possible
the next years president is
Miss Libby Spry of the Sheaf,
University of Saskatchewan.
- The Ryersonian, suspended for

-

CUP
a year for using professional
editors and for faculty control.
The honorary president for the
last year, Mr. Laurier LaPierre
gave a speech on ''The Ghetto
and the University Student," details of which may be found elsewhere in the paper.

Wac~1a's Wish

Lance

Editor

Dr. Tony Wachna, prominent

Wmdsor physician and organizer
of a Centennial Project to develop
winter sport facilities in Windsor,
plans an exciting parade to promote the plan next Monday.
Dr. Wachna and other civicminded Windsorites hope to secure a practice ski hill on Malden
Road near Matchette. The organizers hope to receive the backing
of Windsor City Council in a
plan which would convert an
existing hill at the sanitary fill disposal site in that location to the
centre of a winter recreation centre.
Dr. Wachna is working in close
cooperation with Wmdsor's Public
Works Commissioner, Mr. R.
Bailey. Dr. Wachna is hoping to
convince City Council and City's
Parts and Jlecrealion .Departmenl
beaded by Mr. Hany Brumpton
that the plan is both feasible and

necessary.

Becomes Colonel
It is proposed that a complete
winter sports service be made
available to the public at a nominal
fee. Facilities would include ski
tows, snow machines and outdoor
lighting. When completed the centre would include acres of parking
on the 180 acre site.
Dr. Wachna and the Centennial
Committee have appointed Lance
Editor-in-Chief and News Editor
Lieutenant Colonel (pronounced
Left-Tenant-Kernel) and Major
(pronounced May-Jurr) respectively in the Committee.
"What is needed most at this
point", said Dr. Wachna, "is some
positive and serious support for
this exciting programme."
"The programme will be especially benl!ficial to Universi y of
Wmdsor students." said Dr. Wacbna, "because of the proximity of
the proposed recreation area to the
school."

Auditions For Shakespeare
University Drama C7.ar Daniel
P. Kely announced Wednesday
the opening of casting for Shakespeare's "As You Like It" and
several one-act plays to be presented at a later date.
Readings for parts in these plays
will be held in Essex Hall Theatre
Wednesday and Thursday, January 11 and 12 from 7 to 9 p.m.

Mr. Kelly said that any student who is interested in a part
is invited by the Section of Drama
to attend the readings.
Audition material is available
from the Drama Section Offices
or students may select their own
readings from Shakespeare and a
modern dramatist.

"As You Like It" is the final
major production of the Section
of Drama for the year.
To date, close to three hundred
people have read for parts this
year.
This years offerings, Our Town
and Thieves' Carnival, have been
well-received by University and
community patrons.

Italian Film Festival Approaches
Gil Gauvreau, president of the
University of Wmdsor Film Society, announced Wednesday that
the Society is presenting its second annual film festival. This is a
special series of films representing
three well-known Italian fiJm dir·
ectors - Mario Monicelli, Federico Fellini and Michaelangelo Antonioni.

tor's problems in film creation.
This expressive motion picture is
presented in an almost abstract
manner.
The final showing will feature
Michaelangelo Antonioni's "The
Red Desert." 1be fiJm deals with

the psychological conflict between
a man and bis wife caught up with
the dynamics of everyday Jiving.
These three Italian films represent the broad tradition of Italian
film-making ranging from neorealism to surrealism.

1be films will be shown at 7:30
p.m. on January 9, 10 and 11,
next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
1be first offering is Monicelli's
''1be Organizer" which develops
graphically the beginnings of labour conflicts in Italy. It stars
Marcello Mastroianni.
Tuesday night's film, also starring Mastroianni, is Federico Fellini's "8%''. The flick, which is
representative of the new-wave
style of film directing, has won
wide acclaim throughout the world
and at film festivals in Venice and
Cannes. It is an almost autobiographical film dealing with the direc·

ANTONIONI STREET SCENE: Monka Vlltl ... Rldad Hanis
"'Ille Reel OIied".

.
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M ore M o ney

Cost Of

•

Student washing to pa.rtJcipate
in Crossroads Africa an the summer of '67 will have to provide
$500. a opposed to $425.
The, co t per Crossroader an
1967 as ant1c1pated as being a
minimum of $1625. It 1s po ible
that some sympathetac organi?aWell groupies today I am writing to you from the precarious heights
tion should make a direct conol Bachanalian Revelry, whit:b is a rather large drumlin in the vicinity tribution to the ro · roader to
of Montreal.
enable him or her to have this
What I am doing here I have only a vague recollection. I do howexpenence.
ever remember meeting a mammoth woman at a party at my hotel last
This programme enables about
rugbt and after saying hello I picked her up (not literally mind you but
300 North American tudent to •
as is meant tn the ordinary common old street jargon) and took her
go to Afnca each ummer. They
back to the hotel room that I was occupying.
I turned o[( the light (for I couldn't bear to look at her). We live and labour in Work Camp
situauon with African tudent ·
started to neck, (she was the only women avaihble aod I was drunk and local re 1dent in developing
an apology).
She bas a tongue like a Nicholson file. She reemed the inside of
area .
my mouth. But don't worry folks there is a couple of guys rn there
Cro road ' project I n c I u d e
now trying to fix it up.
·
building, medical attention, food
Why am I in Montreal? Good question! I think it i because of
provi ion and various types of edthe CUP convention but of that nght now I cannot be sure. I remember
ucation.
when I arrived here dispatching myself with all due baste to the lobby
Particip:ints are selected on
of the Sheraton-Mount Royal hotel and whispered in the ear of this guy,
such con 1deration as schola tic
''I am the agent who was sent to pick up the papers in the yellow
achievement, leader hip ability,
packet." To which hi reply was a qWZZ1cal look of disbelief and,
experience in group relation hips
'"lbere must be some nustake."
I returned with, "Are you not Chelenkov?", looking like a puzzled
and interest in African affairs.
.
"
R USSIOD . . .
In return, each Cros roadcr
"No."
undertakes to tell the tory of h1,
"Gee that is too bad. For now you must be disposed of immediately
experience at lea t 50 tame to
because my identity cannot be revealed to anyone," I said making a
erv1ce clubs, church groups, unimotion with my hand toward my shoulder holster.
versity organization , etc., within
"Please," be pleaded.
I swore ham to secrecy and then followed tum for an hour and • two year of his return home.
Some knowledge of Africa as
a half during which time I convinced myself of his honesty.
u eful but not essential to be a
Mischief over for the day, I settled down to my personal objective
good Cro roader. Cro road refor the conference, i.e. to drink in every one of the bars within a three
mile radius of the hotel (and I would have made it too if the RCMP
quires young people who are ymhadn't grabbed me and hauled me in for questioning, but that is another
pathetic in their philosopny anj
story.)
•
w~ have enough sensitivity, d;:.
I am really cheesed off at the bartenders and waitresses in Montermin~ion, common ense and
treal, they are very forward, they ask for llpi..
good :,umour to car,y through
l am impressed wllh the city though. they have a fantastic snow
what can be a very trying expcnremoval systan hcr1:, why doo'l \hey j1nl \et \t mc\t \ikc they do ,n
Wmdsor.
I was not impressed with the snow job that those people in con.
nection with EXPO tned to give us IN FRENCH about how wonderful
whatever 1t was they were talking about.
I am for seperallsm, those people ~ould be on a permanent playground of their own.
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Intent on
·
creative
pertormanee?
•

•

• •
•
•

•

•

c us o

ence.

CrossroJders go determined to
help and .to serve; almo t unanimously they return convinced thJt
they have received more than they
gave, teamed more than they

Consider
Chemcell!
(And carry this
advert isement to your
interview as a
reminder to discuss
the questions
important to you.)

•

•

DRAMA READINGS
Casting for "As You Like It" and for the one.act plays will take
place in Essex Hall Theatre on Wednesday and Thursday from 7 to 9
p.m. Anyone interesetd in a part as welcome. AuditJon material may be
obtained from the Drama secoon offices or a student may select his own
readings from Shakespeare and a Modern Dramallst.
DEMONSTRATION PLANNED
Dr. Tony Wachna invites all Windsor Sport Enthusiasts to attend a
demonstration on Monday at 6:30 p.m. at City Hall Square. The demonstration will bring auenuon to the need for winter sport faciliues in town.
MARRIAGE PREPARATION COURSE
The Thomas More Society will sponsor a mamage preparation
course January 16, 23, and 30 at 7:30 p.m. an the Ambassador Auditorium. Lectures and discu sions will be presented on the religious,
medical, financial and psychological aspects of marnage.

Cl.UBS: BUDGET REVIEW
Any club contemplating budget changes may make submiwons
to the SAC on or before January 13.
BACK J O SCHOOL EVENT
SA~ will sponsor a dance Friday from 9 til 12 in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Go-Go girls will entertain and the muSJc will be proVJded
by the Satellites from Detroit.

ARTS BALL
The finaliz.ed date for the Annual Arts Ball as March J.8. Jt will be
held at Cleary Auditorium.
LECTURE AND DISCUSSION
C. Stacey Woods, Sec. of International Fellowship of Evangelical
Students will talk on "Frustrations of Free Thought", on Tuesday, 3:30
til 4:30 in Conference Rooms I, 2 and 3.
CHRISI1AN FELLOWSIDP BIRI E STI.JDY
An loter-Varsity Christian Fellowsl:up Bible study and dascusSJOD
will take place on Wednesday from 12:30 to I :30 at 393 Essex.
BASKETBAIL GAME
The I aoc,:rs will play Central Micb.iaan on Tuesday at 8:30 1n
St. Deal! Hall.

ITAI.JAN FllM FFSilVAL
lbref. Italian fi.lnu, The Organizer, 8 ~, and The Red Dessert,
will be presented Mond.ly, Tuesday, and Wednesday of this week. All
films will be shown at 7:30 p.m. an the Amb.ssador AudJtonum.

Canada's most d1vers1f1ed
manufacturer of chemical
and fibre products, with
operations ranging from
organic and inorganic
chemicals through plastics to man-made ftbres ,
finished fabrics and carpets

1965

In Engineering
Chemical. Mechanical ,
Electrical, Industrial, Textile
In Science·
Chemistry, Physics,
Mathematics
In Business Management
Finance, Adm1nistrallon,
Employee Relations,
Marketing

In 8 years sales have doubled, · profits tnpled Pioneering in the chemical industry has been continuous .
Extensive expott programs
to 46 countnes have been
maintained Benefit plans
and personnel policies have
been increased to supply
7000 employees with the
best in the business. Salanes and salary policy have
advanced with the progress

Company g eograph y:
In Quebec:
Montreal, St Jean, Sorel,
Drummondville, Montmagny,
Coaticook, Val/eyfield

In Ontario
Toronto, Cornwall

In Manitoba:

Edmonton, Two Hills

HEMCELL
CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY

In British Columbia

CANADIAN CELANESE COMPANY

In Alberta·

Management Sciences
Marketing
Production
· Engineering
Research
Finance
Employee Relations

Reputation :
Young, aggressive, rapidly expanding-one of the
four largest companies
in Canada's chemical industry.

•

•

Net sales $108 m1llton
( 10 9~o Increase over 1964)
Net profit $10 .5 million

Winnipeg

Careers :

for living whether at home or
abroad.
Crossroads needs young people
who are genuinely interested in
shanng excat.ang, fru tratJng .ind
d e m a n d j n g experience with
others.

bits and pieces

Current Perform ance:

Graduate and
Post-Graduate degrees

,

taught They report lively African
interest in Canada.
The operation is primarily an
e x p e r i m e n t in commumcataon
which open, to tho e who partJ·
cip:ite new dimensions an opporturuties for service and added zest

Chem cell?

Requirem ents:

.,on Up
Opera

,

Vancouver

DIVIS IONS OF CH(MCELL LIMIT(O

Any questions ?
For information on a career with ChemcelJ, contact your university placement office, ask for a
"Chemcell Careers" brochure and make a date
for a campus interview.

At Chemcel/,
creative
competence
counts!

Interview date :

Jan. 17, 1967

•

•
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H0110 rary Degree

Joey Smallwood To Visit University of Windsor

tion,

w.

Smallwood, premier of
canada's tenth province since it
'oined the Dominion in 1949, is
~articularly interested in the de-

velopment of Newfoundland's tuition-free Memorial University.
Newfoundland is Canada's only
province with such an arrangement.
University President Dr. J. F.
Leddy commented that Mr. Smallwood was a particularly apt choice
for the recipient of a Centennial

Year award because he had been
the architect of the entry of Newfoundland into Confederation 18
years ago.
Premier Smallwood is the author of several published books of
history and biography on Newfoundland subjects and is reputed
to have one of the largest private
libraries in Canada.

Dr. Leddy said that the University of Windsor had received much
encouragement for the establish•
ment of the new school from the
deans of the other law schools in
Ontario, from the treasurer of the
Ontario Law Society, and from
a special committee of the Essex
Law Association formed to serve
in an advisory capacity.
'The University of Windsor is

Purchase Early

TEXTBOOKS
AND

SU.PPLIES

Law School To Be Established At Windsor
Official sanction for the establishment of a law school at the
University of Windsor has been
given by Hon. W. G. Davis, Ontario minister of university affairs,
Dr. J. F. Leddy, president of the
university, announced today. The
Board of Govenors and the Senate
of the University had formally
approved the proposal earlier in
the year.

pleased to be able to prepare now
to offer the services of a new professional school in this area," Dr.
Leddy said. "We are grateful for
the financial support offered by
the provincial government, through
the department of university affairs, and for the counsel which
we have received from members
of the legal profession here and
in other parts of the province."

Complete Stocks Now Available
At The

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Dr. Leddy said it is expected
that the first classes in law will
begin September, 1968, and that
a dean of law and a librarian will
be appointed by September, 1967.
The first year class should number
between 75 and 80 students, with
a total enrolment in the three-year
course of 200 students by 1970.
In addition to the dean and four
or five full-time professors, the
services of a number of part-time
instructors will be sought from the
legal profession in the area.
Surveys, studies and discussions
over the last few years, Dr. Leddy
said, have indicated that there is
clear need for a new law school in
Ontario and that Windsor is the
logical location, as the fourth metropolitan area of Ontario, after
Toronto, Ottawa and Hamilton.
Enrolment of first-year law students in Ontario is expected to
increase three-fold from 490 in
1963, to 1,486 in 1972. Plans for
enlarging accommodation at law
schools now in Ontario will provide places for only 97 5 students
by 1969, when qualified applicants
are expected to number 1,213.
And the demand for lawyers in
Ontario is expected to be somewhat ahead of the indicated supply
for the foreseeable future.
Last April, enquiries disclosed
that 38 Windsor area students
were enrolled in law schools at
Queen's, Toronto and Western
Ontario universities, and Osgoode

Hall.

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE

What it means to work where things are happening

Also Seil and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES

969-9070

It's having ability-and using it. It's a feeling
of personal pride. It's doing something really
meaningful. It's challenging and changing the
world. It's living. And doing. And professional
growth It's excitement. It's now.

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

What's happening at IBM?
Just about everything under the sun-and
beyond. Twenty years ago. the electronic
computer was just gehing off the ground. In
this short time, 1t has come to be called the
most beneficial invention in history.

Of Imported Automobi les At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
Only 2 Blocks From Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

The pace of new applications is literally fantastic. Business. government. law, education.
medicine. science and the human1t1es All are
affected by IBM'S information and control
systems. Positively affected.
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TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
WE SUGGEST THAT YOU

~

]llewfoundland's premier, Joseph
,
aUwood, will be in Wmdsor
: June 3, 1967 to receive an
orarY degree and address the
IIOD
• d
university of Wm sor convoca-
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Chances are there's a place for you in the
growing world of information and control
applications.
Whatever your educational background.
whatever your discipline. you could be a part
of what's happening at IBM.
Make 1t a point to investigate the advantages
of this growth company with the IBM representative who will be visiting the campus
January 9. 10 and 11.
Your Placement Officer can arrange an appointment for you. If you cannot attend the
1nterv1ews. please write or v1s1t the IBM office
in Windsor at 670 Ouellette Avenue.

IBM
lfl.ltrn1lio111 811dt1n1 M,ctunn Coml).lny ltm11td
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BRENT SLEIGHTHOLM
News Editor

AL STRACHAN
Sports Editor
The LANCE is published weekly (Fridays) by and ror
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada the LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press ~nd Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Don Quixote Rides
Again
Well Alf it is dirty linen time.
Apparently the people involved with running student affairs around
the SAC area don't give a damn about the people they represent. In fact
if they can screw a guy up because they don't care for him personally,
they will do- their- J~osL
Students are not being represent~ !3y the majority of their elected
representatives but that is okay cause they do not care either. The Lance
has to make large cutbacks in publication because the advertising revenue
is not there.
Why?
Because there is another person sitting on their fat laurels and not
doing the work promised. Certainly the advertising revenue is there experts say that the field of student advertising is virtually virgin.
There have been quite a number of students coming up to yearbook
office asking to help and they have been turned away and there is a
handful of the in-group putting out our year book.
Hey you people come and help the Lance; we are not in; we will
not turn you down.
There are not enough people around who are willing enough to not
allow lectures to interfere with their getting a university education.
What in the hell do you have to do to people before they realize
how immune they have become to gross violations of the moral code.
Attack apathy where you meet it Alf?
HAH!!!t
Better you should joust with windmills. What better use for the
point of the Lance • • •

A One Hundred Year
Old Baby
Here it is January 6 of the Centennial year. For Canada this is the
tum of the century and she has survived, but with no thanks to those
of us who number among her citizens.
It has taken this year, our 100 year old birthday party for those
people with the dough in this country to release their tight fisted grips on
it and start spreading it around where it will do some good. I.E. in investing in the future of the nation as a whole.
It is about time that some of the control should come from within and
that we as a nation should benefit. In the past the profit, if any (big
laugh), has gone to a country south of our borders which, for obvious
reasons, shall go unnamed.
Canada has spent her youth suffering from growing pains ranging
from dodging Indian's arrows to the bullets of two world wars. She has
chuckled over the chain of candy stores named after national heroine,
Laura Secord, marveled at the ingenuity of her engineers creation, the
highway named for her procreators, Georges Etienne Cartier and John A.
(MacDonald.
Surely she must wonder now with all this ingenuity and forethought
on the part of a few individuals what has happened to the rest of her
citizens.
Well, we finally have a flag of our own; Expo 67 is well on its way
to becoming a success; people are beginning to get up off their fat laurels
and standing on their own two national initiatives.
It is about time.
What are you doing?

WHO

SAyS

ENGINE"ERS

D" f\l 'T

l(IV OIA,)

HOW

Tc

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A SCHOLAR AND A MAN IN TOUCH WITH OUR TIMES
Dear Sir:
I am not a sentimentalist, yet
it is with great regret that I note
the death of Dr. Dispas during
the Christmas recess. I write this
Jetter in the hope that the Lance
will treat his death not with the
sensationalism to which it has become accustomed this year but
with the due sense of loss that
Dr. Dispas death has brought to
this campus. For Dr. Dispas contribution to our lives as students
was not merely the saving of two
people from serious injury or
death but was of an intellectual
bettering and endeavour to enrich
the lives of the people on this
campus. lbose who have attended
the numerous debates and talks

he has given particularly connected with the Department of
Modem Languages will know and
understand what this means. Dr.
Dispas was indeed a scholar and
a man in touch with our times.
I would summara.e my thoughts
on this matter in a quotation from
Emerson in his Divinity School
Address, 1838:

798 OF THE REPRESENTED TO GO
Dear Sir:
We have several things to say,
good and bad, so we might as
well start with the bad. First of
all we would like to thank
the U.C.W. for their marvellous

NO TROPHY FOR GARBAGE
Dear Sir:
I understand how difficult it
must be to fill a newspaper under
the conditions you have experienced in the past few weeks. However, I do believe the trash you've
printed in the Lance the past few
weeks was entirely unnecessary.
So you'll say I'm a prude, but the
language used, especially in the
titles of articles has often been
distasteful. We've already paid for
our subscription in our tuition fees
so you can't be trying to drum
up a bigger circulation with such
articles as the one from Jay Austin of England. It seems to me
that the Lance is turning into one
of those cheap, vulgar magazines
- the ones dirty old men buy instead of an informative newspaper. You'll probably say compared to Western's paper or others
the Lance is like a version of the
Bobbsey Twins. But, are you competing for the filthie t, most nause-

"We mark with light in the
memory the few interviews we
have had, in the dreary years of
routine and of sin, with souls
that made our souls wiser; that
spoke what we thought; that told
us what we knew; that gave us
leave to be what we only were."
Respectfully,
A Student.

ating newspaper award? How
about more student opinion polls
or reviews on movies and plays?
How about stories on the progress of the new television studio
and opinions on its success or
failure? There's so much you can
write about. I don't see why you
have to scrape the bottom of the
gamage can.
Signed,
Unsigned.

We Are Still
Waiting
Mr.
Morgan

"representation without representation." Perhaps we are only two
of 800 girls who happen to think
that the Lance is not a disappointment, so that cuts it down to 798
doesn't it? On a monotonous college campus where daily routine
comes to a suicidal pitch we are
glad to see Friday roll around
and with it our Lance which informs about what is going on,
gives us a few chuckles and takes
our mind off what we're eating
for lunch (let's hear it for lunch
everybody - blah!).
Yours is a small select group
(which should be larger) on this
campus who are not afraid to say
what they think. You have just
been ousted from the "apathy
club." Congratulation ! Maybe a
few more free thinkers around
here would give this campus a
personality.
May we say again and again
Congratulations for a job well
done.
Two who are leaving the fold,

M&M
P.S.
Even though we can't understand a word of it we love
musings (and Paul M. Smith, and
Abraham H. Renfrew and Alan
Munro).

,,.
•
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by MARIAN JOHNSTONE
In the New Stooe Age of pop music when
every boy dreams of being Mick Jagger, when the
cry ~ fo r origioality but nobody wants to be different first, few groups have dared to rests! the demands of public trends. To go against the "1n sound"
in the record industry is to condemn oneself to
ob3Curity. Yet there have been groups that have held
out, playing to a limited but devoted {oUowmg, often
cnticized for doing somethmg new, pretending not
to care at all about bemg accepted but in reallty
caring very much - hoptng for the day the public
will ll.re of its old sound and search for something
new . . . somethmg strange . . . and then ll would
all be worth iL
Toe cult of the strange was here repre ented
at the U of W SAC party last month by four 1n·
dividuals who form a group caUed the South Bound
Freeway t:rrugbt out of the Motor Cil)' without
a touch of Motown. They're sophl ucated, they're
ongtDal, they have their own idea of what mu 1
should be. They compel you to ll ten Yet they
remru.n esseouaUy small time, playing dan es and

From West To East '

Jim Freeway,
Lennie Freeway,
Marty Freeway,
Marc Freeway

lllE LANCE -
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l.oite style by which 11 can be 1denufied. Thu , any
music the Freeways borrow to fallen their repertoire they do m their own way. Take " rweg1an
Wood" for example. It's Lennop-McCartn y composition. In Ills arrangement for the group, lead gwtar·
ist Marc J.OCOrporates a 16th century lute tune mto
the song. This JS guaranteed to throw aU those listenen expecung a mechamcal reproducuon of cut rwo,
side ooe of Bealle album T2442.
The Freeways' own composiuoos are pnmarily
psychedelic. A psychedelic "freak-out" i music that
is supposed to liberate the listener' cruod from hi
environment (which may explain 1ts current popularity on the Amencan west coast) and IS named
after the psychedelic drugs giving a surular effecL
Freak-outs are composed rather than spontaneous,
and quite often the ba!llc me\ody is taken from other
sources. In the past, Marc has borrowed th JewLSh
anthem "Hatikvob" and a theme from Beethoven's
Nmth Symphony. Oneotal scales are also used m
freak-outs because they are strange to the west.em
ear.
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coffee bol15CS when they have ability that should talce
them beyond thaL
They're a different bag, but they're not what'
happening, baby.
Just what does it ta.lee to malce 11 big? Why
does one group appeal and another fail? Why d e
one sound cat h on in Cahforrua but not tn M1 higan?
In a brief, unpromptu mterview in the Lan::e
office, the South Bound Freeway let their hair down
and allowed us a bit of an 10 1gbt on lhemselve ·
a a group, on their music and on the proce · of
becoming known.
About themselves, only half eriously they reveal name, rank and senaJ number In their own
words they are Mar Freeway, 22, lead guitar and
composer; t,..1arty Freeway, 19, lead singer, harp1 t,
play harmoruca and eleven stnng guitar; Lenn Freeway, 21, electnc bas; and drummer Jim Free>Aay,
23 a self-confe ed Polack. (A be ea ually mentioned
thJ at least four rune 11 seemed unportant to him
and should thus be 10cluded in hi stau u . Anything to oblige, Jim.)
Wbeo port editor A. S. ta tie ly a ked them
bow come they were still on the loose and hadn't
been drafted, the Freeway cheerfuUy replied !har
at 6' 7 " Lenny was too taU, Jun ha a nervou
disorder (hi veins are too close to his km) and the
other two "p yched out".
Toe Freeways don't want to be an unitauon
of anybody el e. Why hire an unitalJOn, they a ,
if you c:in get the real thing? Because music I their
fuD-time occupation, they must plan -on a future
beyond the coffee house c1rcuiL To be reaUy u · 11
ces.nul, they conclude, they have to be original. They
point out that all the big name group - the Beatles, the Stone,, etc. - are wriung the bulk: of their
own material. Each of these groups bas it.s owo def-

In contrast with their psychedelic composnion ,

We don't tJ,;11 k oar .tires-~ ;s
II
the-

not'tO

the Freeways play fu n-tune mu 1c, re:rrumscent of
the 20's and 30's. They recorded a song "Crazy
Shadow " which they attempted to promote. Caught
up in the red tape of producuon, the record wa
held back and "Winchester Cathedral" wa released
first by the New Vaudeville Band. After that, producers refused to handle the Freeway • record on
the contention that one oovelry tune at a umc v.J
enough. Now that t1u "novelty" sound i becoming
an established thlng ooe wonders about the judgement
of tho e people employed to predi t tr nd
In the meantune what happen to " razy
Shadow "? Nooe of the Detroit area tauon
111
play 11 because the Freeways are a local group, and
the stations are all programmed fr m ew York.
Without a tart tn radio, 11' doubtful th Freeway
wiU ever become more than a loc.ll group.
In January the South Bound Free ay head~
east. They are going to v1 11 a few fnend and p{a
a few club tn the hope that ew Yorker will be
interested in them because they are fr m another
part of the country. (" It's important to be different,
we're told," says Lenny.)
A second recording ~ 100 1 m the offing,
with plan to turn out "P ychedeh Youth ,ir L t
Blue " (?). U ~e Freeway can over ome pr mouon
dtfficulue , this could be the breakthrough for them.
What ha happened to the Frcewa~ 1 not
unique. 1n a city that at one Uine all but ontrolled
the record indu try and i t present a centcr of
music produ Uon in the land of equal opportuntt •,
birth n ght can be a cur c rather than a bi ng Bu t
if a group I really good 1t can't b held down fo rever, and someday a blue-mohair- wted-c1gar- moking-pop-music-mogul m y lo k hun elf a good one
for letting the South Bound Freew y lip through
hi lingers.

-

•
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Santa Forgot The Lancers'

We're Back
Much to the disgust of most people on campus we returned safely
from Montreal. Needless to say, since we were in Montreal, we were
not able to cover any of the events around Windsor during the Christmas
Holidays. Therefore, most of the following information was picked up
second hand. (Phys. Ed. always threatens bodily harm when things are
reported wrong and I wanted to point out that it is not my fault if
some things are in error.

But We're
The Laricers haven't won a game since we left. They did play very
well, however, and considering the calibre of the teams who were their
opponents they have nothing to be ashamed of.
The trouble is not over yet, either. On Tuesday the Lancers go
against Central Michigan University which is probably the most powerful
team to come into St. Denis Hall this year. In the first game the
Crusaders will take on Michigan Christian College (whoever they are).
Toe Lancer game should be a good close match and the Lancers can
by no means be counted out. For those who like to get their yuks and
see some basketball at the same time, Guelph will drop by on the
following Saturday.

Leaving Again For the hockey fans, the University of Toledo will be in town
on Wed., Jan. 11. The game is at Windsor Arena and admission is free
upon presentation of a student card. Our scouts got drunk on 3.2 when
we sent them to see what Toledo was like, and as a result we have no
information on their team. You will just have to go to the game yourself
(no fools we).
Whilst wandering around the smelly confines of St. Denis Hall
the other day, the LANCE'S dynamic sports editor came upon our
revered basketball coach and said "What's our chances against Central
Michigan, Coach?" The answer: "We're going to beat them. It's about
time we knocked somebody off."
Complaints are again arising from the Gym Rats (well, one Gym
Raf anyway) that the Phys. Ed. department has taken to locking the
doors of the gym when the above mentioned facility is not in use. Need
we say more?
During the trip to Montreal it was our pleasure to meet the eminent
history professor and ex-television star Laurier Lapierre. This has nothing
whatsoever to do with sports but I thought you might be impressed.

Soon?

The University of Windsor
Lancers open the 1967 portion
of their schedule by taking on
powerful Central Michigan University rated as one of Michigan's
top basketball teams. The Mt.
Pleasant game will mark the
Lancers first home contest since
Saturday, December 10, 1966,
they dropped a game to Calvin
College. The loss to Calvin started a four game losing game which
included defeats on the road at
the hands of Eastern Michigan at
Ypsilanti; Baldwin Wallace at
Cleveland; and Loyola University
at Chicago. As a result of this
four game losing streak, the
Lancers have slipped below the
500 percentage mark with four
wins and five losses.
The Lancers will be hard pressed to balance their season's record off against a team of the calibre of Central Michigan. The
Chips are coached by Ted Kjolhede who is starting his eleventh
season as head mentor. Last year's
squad was the best ever to perform
for Central Michigan University
finishing the season with a 23-6
record, capturing their second
I.I.1.A.C. cage title in the last three
years, winning the state N .A.I.A.
district 23 play-off, advancing to
the second round of the N.A.I.A.
basketball championship in Kansas
city, before being eliminated by
eventual champions, Oklahoma.
Only three lettermen are lost
from last year's squad. Returning
starters include Willie Iverson, the
former great Detroit Pershing star;
John Berends, 6'2" senior forward
from Wyoming, Mich.; Dave Autwin and Bill Yearnd. Iverson was
all-conference choice while Ber-

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED MEALS

ends was named to the second
team. Other letter winners returning are guards Gerry Reese, Dale
Brant and Bill Collins; junior center 6'5" Greg Vossekuil, a Physical Education student from Wyoming, Mich. and forward Dave
Petroskey.
Kjolhede is also counting on
help from 6'4" sophomore Steve
Johnson; 6'2" forward All.in Houer; 6'7" Ralph Baker.
Central is famous for the shuffle
offense and utilizes a strong manta-man defense.
Central Michigan closed out the
1966 portion of their schedule
with an 8 win, 1 loss record. They
won their first three home games
defeating Hillsdale, 66-63, in
double overtime; Fair State, 8643; Western Michigan, 77-76 in
double overtime. On road games
against Eastern Michigan, 81-73
and Western Illinois, 77-62, before
dropping their first game of the
1966-67 season, a 71-69 loss to
Calvin College at Calvin. On December 27, 1966 and December
30, 1966 the Central Michigan
came back to win the Calvin Invitational Tournament downing
Bridgeport, Conn., 97-77; Concordia of Illinois, 101-61; and TriState College, 81-68. The Chips
arc averaging 80.9 points per
game, but with the scoring power
distributed over the complete
squad. Only two players are in

B.est sports sign of the season award: To the Purdue fans who

2424 University West

For all those who are totally (or even slightly) disgusted with the
lack of winter recreational areas in and around the city of Windsor,
there will be a parade (that's a nice form of protest march) at 6:30
p.m. on Monday, Jan. 9. The parade will march on City Hall and attend
the City of Windsor council meeting where a plea for better facilities
will be presented. We don't know how much truth there is in the rumour
that this is the only week the petition can be presented because in future
weeks the Windsor City Council will be involved in voting pay raises to
themselves. If yon wish to participate, check the story to be found elsewhere in the LANCE.
We are wagering that chances of getting a toboggan slide out of
Wmdsor Council are far better than the chances of _gettin_g a ski slope
because that body is never off its collective fat ass lon_g enou_gh to know
what skiing is all about.
Don't forget that all the interfaculty sports are now under way
again. Go out and enjoy yourself and if you can't do that you can
always go out and take out your frustrations on someone.

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

INVESTIGATE A
MANAGEMENT CAREER
Write for this free brochure

21, 1967.
Plenty of good seats are avail.
able for the Central Michigan at
Windsor game.

Lancers Take On Toledo
The University of Windsor
hockey team opened the 1967
portion of their schedule when
they take on the University of
Toledo at Windsor Arena on
Wednesday, January 11, 1967, at
9 p.m. This game will mark the
first meeting between Toledo and
Windsor.

10°v Discount On Meal Tickets

ran around the Rose Bowl with the sign: Lubricate the Trojans.

double figures, Willie Iv
14.5 per game and Jo;son With
with 13.6 points per g Berends
rebounding is Bob Cracarnke. Top
er 6'5•
center from Niles, Mich '
·, Who·1
averaging 10 rebounds pe
1
Coach Bob Samaras : 0;arne.
Lancers return to practice . the
1n 1967
on Tuesday, January 2, 1967
.
' fo~
1owmg a week's Iayoff. Coach
Samaras plans to work on
. .
~ni
tiorung and offence 10 preparauon
for the Central Michigan &ame.
Senior guard Angelo Mazzuchin
missed to Loyola game with a
back injury but is expected to be
back in the line-up for the Central
Michigan game. However, Peter
Lapsley, sophomore guard, will
miss the balance of the season, due
to a broken ankle. Senior center,
Dave McWha, left the Lancer
squad following the mid-year
exams and has been replaced by
sophomore forward Andy Auch.
Tuesday's game against Central
Michigan will provide the Lancers
with their last warm-up prior to
heading into the head of the
0-Q.A.A. schedule with games
against Guelph at Windsor on
Saturday, January 14, 1967; Wind.
sor at Western on Wednesday,
January 18, 1967; and Waterloo
at Windsor on Saturday, January

Toledo is a member of the
mid-state's hockey league composed of an eastern division including Bowling Green, Ohio University, Ohio State University, Oberlin College and the University of
Toledo and the western division
consisting of the University of
Notre Dame, University of Illinois,
Northwestern
University,
Lake Forest College and St.
Mary's College. The University of
Toledo won the league championship last year with an overall
record of 19 wins and 1 loss.
Included in their wins were victories over Bowling Green, Ohio

State Varsity at Columbus, 5-3;
Western Reserve, Notre Dame,
Miama of Ohio.
Following Wednesday's game
with the University of Toledo, the
Lancer hockey team will move
back into OJ.A.A. competition
with a league game against Os·
geode Hall at the Windsor Arena,
2-4 p.m., on Saturday, January
14, 1967. The following Friday
on January 20, 1967, the Lancers
will take on W.0.1.T. at Riverside
Arena, 7-9: 15 p.m. as part of the
Riverside Minor Hockey Night.

LANCE
PREDICTS
BASKETBALL: Lancers o v e r
Central Michigan by 3
Crusaders over Michigan Christian by 28
HOCKEY: Lancers over Toledo
by 2.
SEASON'S RECORD: Not too
damn good.

TEXACO
EXPLORATION
COMPANY
CALGARY

ALBERTA

REPRESENTATIVES FROM ONE OF CANADA'S LEADING
OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION AND PRODUCING COMPANIES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO INTERVIEW STUDENTS
IN THE FOLLOWING COURSES ON

JANUARY 18th, 1967
REGULAR
GRADUATES,
PETROLEUM

EMPLOYMENT POST-GRADUATES

Our current expansion plans
create outstanding career opportunities for university men who
possess leadership potential, marketing aptitudes, and social mobility and skills. This brochure
outlines the challenging five phase
program leading to executive responsibilities in Agency Management. For your copy write direct
to Mr. A. L. Andrews, C.L.U.,
Agency Superintendent at our
Head Office 200 Bloor Street East,
Toronto 5, Ont.

ENGINEERING

All Branches of Engineering
For further information and appointment
Please contact the Placement Office

MANUFACTURERS LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Branch Offices Across Canada

John (Rocky) Poupard

ESSO STATION

Phone 256-5036
Phone 256-2.500

"Your On Campus Service Station"
Wyandotte at Patricia
University at Crawford
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Who Are

Finally the 10 will compete in
a fashion show and chosen by
specifically selected judges will be
the best-dressed college girl at the

PAGE 7

Kidding?

You

For the next two weeks, nominations for the best-dressed college girl on campus, will be open
to all girls attending classes at the
University of Windsor, including
previous years' winners and runners-up. Anyone can nominate, be
you male or female. Out of those
nominated, 10 girls will be chosen
by a group of randomly selected
judges, will be photographed by
the Windsor Daily Star, and will
appear on television.

11IE LANCE -

University of Windsor, who will
represent our campus in Glamour
Magazine's contest to select the
10 best-dressed college girls in
America.
Best-dressed does not mean that
the most popular girl in the school
will win. This is an honour bestowed on those who display impeccable grooming, good posture,
a natural look with or without
make-up, and an individual and
imaginative taste in clothing and
accessories, but with a clear understanding of her fashion type.
Therefore: Don't gripe after.
Nominate Now

Hockey Standings
Team
Science

GP
5
7
5
4
6
5

Arts

Commerce
Engineers
Arts I
Phys. Ed.

WE WOUID HATE to say Chat the university swim-

abom to practice for their upcoming meet with Sdloof.

ming pool does not meet up with decent standards
t,u1 11m candid shot shows the Lancer swim team

craft and Jackson Colleges next week.

Bowling •••

Commerce
Takes Over
League Lead
Bill Janci started off the new
year right as he captured individual

li'1 single

and high series of the
week. Bill's 629 series consisted
of 234 (high single for the year),
203 and 192 games. Ken Dufour
roUed a 593 series to take second
high honors. Second high single
went to Joe Eserski with 221.
This week's action saw Commerce No. 2 jump into a third
point lead in standings with 20
points. Tied for second place at
17 points are Arts II No. 1 and
Ans II No. 2, while Science No.
1 holds down third spot with 16
points.
In women's action, the spotlight
was on Bev Matheson, who rolled
a sparkling 202 game on her way
to a 459 series. Bev's 202 game
was high for the year for the
women. Virginia Morse's 402 series was second high, while Bev
Matheson and Kathy McCrone
tied tor second high single at 147.

In the women's standings, Arts
I continues to lead with 18 points.
Arts II No. 1 is three points behind at 15, while Arts llI is third
at 14. Close behind in fourth is
Arts II No. 2 with 12 points.

****

Inebriate: "It's an outrage why was I arrested?"
Desk Sergeant: "You were
brought in for drinking."
Inebriate: "Oh, that's different
- when do we start?"

Scientists Lead Hockey
The interfaculty hockey season
is again under way after the
Christmas break. The standings
which can be found below represent the statistics which had been
compiled up to and mcluding
games played on December 8.
Science and Arts II are tied
for first place but Science bas
played two more games than the
Artsmen and must therefore be
considered top favorites to win the
league title.
It is obvious from the statistics

Get AGrip On Yourself
Interfaculty wrestling begins Monday, January 9 with a tournament
which will be held in the Judo Room at 4:30 p.m. A similar tournament
will also be held on Friday, January 13. Weight classes are as follows:
115 - 122 lbs.
152 - 159 lbs.
123 - 129 lbs.
160 - 166 lbs.
130 - 136 lbs.
167 - 176 lbs.
137 - 144 lbs.
177 - 190 lbs.
145 - 151 lbs.
unlimited (over 191 lbs.)
Those wishing to participate should submit their entries to Mr.
Mitchell {Equipment Room) or contact John Puppi before Monday,
January 9.

TAILORS
*

* Alterations
SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

Repairs

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

Barber Shop

25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

"Ask For It"

Rudy's

CAR WASH
Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

* Storage

FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
28.tO UNIVERSllY W.

RIGHT UMDER THE BRIDGE

0
2
3
2
4
4

GF GA Pts.
22 8 10
28 12 10
15 16
4
6 12
3
13 19
3
6 23
2
PTS.
9
9
6
6
6
6

FUTURE GAMES
Thurs. Jan. 12 4-5 p.m. Comm. vs. Arts at Windsor
Wed. Jan. 18 10-11 p.m. Eng. vs. Comm. at Riverside
11-12 a.m. Sci. vs. Arts II at Riverside
Thurs. Jan. 19 4-5 p.m. Arts I vs. Sci. at Windsor

EARL'S GRILL

COOK'S

"FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

2045 Wyandotte W.
153-0369

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
lO'lo Discount On Meal Tickets

Some companies say
bachelor graduates
are a dime a dozen.

..

1022 WY ANOOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS

I
0
0
0
1
1
0

L

( UNOFFICIAL) SCORING RACE
PLAYER
TEAM
GOALS
ASSISTS
Arts 11
1. B. Moran
4
5
2. Bro. Col in
Sci.
3
6
3. J. Hurst
Comm.
5
2
4. Bro. Vincent Sci.
4
2
5. W. Ocolison Arts 11
5
1
6. N. Donnally Comm.
2
4

Phone 254-8122

U-DO-IT

5! ~

that these two teams are the only
serious contenders for the championship.
Arts II are led by their high
scoring forwards Wayne "Weiner"
Ocolisan and Gerry Moran.
The Scientists are undoubtedly
playing dirty by having two brothers on their team who obviously
get outside help from a higher
source. Brother Colin and Brother
Vincent are second and fourth respectively in the individual point
race.

W
5
5
2
1
1
1
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We don't.

Becau ewe
are involved in a Imo t e\ery phase of economic
life in Canada, we 're looking for men \\ ith a
broad outlook. Con equently, ,,e don't re. trict
oursel\'e by any mean to graduate \\ ith
specialized backgrounds.
Banking has become both a highly competitive
and fa t-changing busine . The Royal Bank's
decentralized operations provide many
acti,e management position to men of di\er e
inclination· and talent .
We'll be on campu oon. Meam,hile, ,,hy not
ha\e a ,,ord with your pla ement officer today?

ffl

ROYAL BANK
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YOUR SIMPLE WAR
by HOWARD MOFFETI
Special to Canadian University Press
EDITOR'S NOTE: Canadian University Press
has contracted to receive the weekly reports of Howard Moffett, a full-time correspondent in South Vietnam for Collegiate Press Service.
Moffett's reports will be released by CUP
throughout the course of the publishing year.
An American citizen, Moffett has lived in China
Japan and Korea, where his father is superintendent
of a Presbyterian hospital. He was 1956-66 editor
of the Yale Daily News.
CPS is an agency of the United States Student
Press Association, with which CUP maintains a
regular news exchange.
.
This is the first of a series of introductory articles written by Moffett in Saigon. He describes the
social context in which the war in Vietnam is being
fought.

•

•

SAIGON (CPS) - Last year at this time I was
writing editorials calling the American war in Vietnam unjust, illegal and anti-democratic.
I could still make a case for the last two (it
has occurred to me since that a just war is a contradiction in tenns). But after a month in Vietnam,
I am clear on one thing: nothing here is that simple,
nothing is that black-and-white.
Those who talk about Vietnam in these tenns,
and on the other hand those who mouth cliches
about defending democracy and freedom against
Communist aggression, have reduced one of the
most complicated and agonizing situations in modern
history to shibboleths. Worse, they have succeeded
in making these shibboleths virtually the only terms
of the public debate on Vietnam.
The following analysis is quasi-sociological. It
may strike some as an intellectual game; I see it
rather as an attempt to step back a bit and establish
a frame of reference against which further analysis
and interpretation may be measured. It may also
suggest some of the hazards involved in basing value
judgements either on deadline press reports or on
personal political preferences.
It is based on three assumptions: (I) What is
happening here is as important as what should be
happening here; (2) What is happening may in the
<:m1r e of time affect what should happen, i.e., the
use of power and the objective conditions to which
it gives rise may either undermine or create a moral
prerogative: morality, like power, is not static, and
must sometimes be measured in relative terms; (3)
Neither what is happening here, nor what should be
happening here, are very adequately understood by
most Americans.
There is a struggle going on in South Vietnam
betewen two groups of people, each of them numbering several millions: in effect they are two sepru:ate
societies, co-existing within the same geographical
boundaries. Each is trying to organize, strengthen

•
•

and sanction itself while weakening or destroying
the other.
Though each group numbers millions, they are
both led by relatively small elites which have developed their own traditions, their own social values,
and their own vested interests. The majority in each
group are people who, through varying degrees of
sophistication, are influenced by the traditions and
values of their elite but have little stake in its vested
interests.
They are people like civil servants, interested in
salaries and a modicum of culture, personal freedom
and opportunity for advancement; or merchants, interested in the free flow of trade and economic
stability; or soldiers, interested in winning without
getting killed, recognition for bravery and home
leave; or farmers, interested in the weather, the
market for pigs, owning their own land and being
left alone. These people have been at war for over
20 years., almost all of them are interested in staying
alive.
This is not to say that the majority in each
group do not participate in the culture of their elites
- they do, and often by choice. But it seems likely
that in a showdown many in either group would
be willing to dissociate themselves from their own
elite and exchange its culture for that of the other,
so long as their own popular and private interests
were not seriously threatened.
In other words, the ideological and material
interests of the two elites are not quite so important
to their respective sub-groups, except where expert
and intense propaganda bas taken effect over long
periods of time (as it has in some areas on both
sides). This means that fundamentally at issue within
South Vietnam are the traditions, social values and
vested interests of two opposing elites, fighting to
destroy each other's control over substantial portions of the population.

In such a situation, the distinction between being
supported by ,and exercising control over, different
elements of the population is at best a hazy one.
The question is illustrated by the importance that
both sides attach to the concept of 'infrastructure"
or its equivalent in Vietnamese: 'ha tang co so.
Broadly speaking, an infrastructure is any system
of organized authority. Implicit in the concept is the
idea that an infrastructure - whether at the hamlet
or national level - cannot exercise control over
people without having their support in substantial
degree. Conversely, if control can be established,
support may be developed over time through popular
administration.
The personnel of their infrastructures are the
primary weapons in the power struggle going on here
at every level between the government and the Viet
Cong. Major elements of each infrastructure are
devoted to strengthening it and weakening the opposing infrastructure (e.g., both sides lay great stress
on the development of strong recruiting and propaganda teams, both practice selective assassination to
destroy key lines in the enemy's infrastructure). Fur-
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Rewarding Careers
are open for a limited number of graduates
as Manpower Service Officers in the
challenging new field of

MANPOWER
The newly created Federal
Department of Manpower
and Immigration has been
assigned the task of achieving
better and more efficient use
of our manpower resources
... to match the supply and
demand for manpower in
specific localities and occupations and make provision
for changes.
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They will assess the potential
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will assist employees to attain
their maximum potential either
through re-training or
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mobility.
No written examination is
required and successful
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satisfaction of knowing that
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Remuneration and
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thermore, each infrastructure is said to be h
. .
. one. Si"nifica
e.iv1Jv•
infiltrated
by agents of th e opposing
1
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but not surpnsmg y, many 1etnamese believe nty
tha
both Viet Cong and government village infrastr 1
tures are now much weaker than the traditiou\
village power structure prior to the coming of coJna
.
on.
ialism or commurnsm.
To gain its political - and cultural _ end
the elite infrastructure on each side has mobilize~
substantial portions of the population it controls.
Each bas dev~l~ped wea~ns - t~hnological, psy.
chological, log1st1cal - which are bemg tested where.
ever one side . can find a . weakness in the other. At
the present tJme, one side has technological and
logistical superiority within the contested area, where.
as the other appears to enjoy the psychological ad.
vantage. Thus is a struggle for power, and no hold,
are barred. Toe skill in highest demand is that ol
employing the appropriate wea~ons at the right lime,
whether it be a mortar or a lie.

INEWS IN BRIE~·
Where Do You Put
The Other Foot?
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CUPI) - Late leave
rules and visiting restrictions have been liberalizeJ
in many United States women's colleges, but with
some strings attached.
After a long battle to allow men in the rooms,
Smith College women can now entertain their male
friends from two to five on Sunday afternoons.
But doors have to be open six inches, and three
feet must be on the floor.
University of Georgia administrators are just
now allowing women to visit men's apartments.
However, the university does not consider one
room an apartment. Bathrooms don't count a5 a
room either, but a kitchen might.
Formerly, girls had to sign out personally for
late leaves which could extend to I :30 a.in. on
weekdays and 2:15 a.m. on Saturdays.
Now a girl may call her dormitory and request
someone to sign her out.

2

Suicides From L S D

VANCOUVER (CUP) A University of
British Columbia psychiatrist said last week he knows
of two persons who committed suicide after taking
LSD.
Dr. Conrad Schwarz made the remarks while
speaking in a panel discussion on the controversial
drug.
"Two weeks ago a number of people took
LSD over the weekend," he said. "Within the next
five days, six of them had complications and one
of the six killed himself."
He said it was possible the LSD users obtained
an impure sample of the drug, "but it is very diffi·
cult to say".
Toe psychiatrist added he knows of a second
suicide involving LSD, but he refused to elaborate.
''1be LSD scene in Vancouver has cooled down
Jince this happened," be said.

To Get Pill Get Married
PALO ALTO, CAIJF. (CUPI) - Although
nearly half of the United States' college health service will prescribe birth control pills, only 4 per
cent will do so for single women who do not intend
to marry in the near futt.re.
A recently-compiled national survey, revealed
more than 50 per cent of American college health
service units will not prescribe the pill to female
students, be they single or married.
.
These institutions said this was not an appropriate function of a college health service, but required
continued supervision by a personal physician, said
Dr. Ralph M. Buttermore, president of the Pacific
Coast College Health Association, who released the
study.
"Others thought prescribing the pill would express tacit approval for premarital relations, implying colleges accept a responsibility that does not
properly belong to them and runs counter to the
great majority of parents," he said.
Those health services prescribing contraceptive
pills felt they should be treated the same way as
any other drug. Most prescribed for unmarried
women in conjunction with a premarital examination.
Only 19 of the 315 institutions studied written
policies covering contraceptives.

---l'O
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WRC Charges
Privacy Invasion
The Womens Residence council at Elccta Hall this week has
charged the University with an
invasion of privacy.
Upon returning from their holidays at the Christmas recess a
number of girls found that objects
were missing from their rooms.
"The objects were primarily of
sentimental value," said Judy
Taliano, President of The Women's Residence Council, "empty
bottles, canJies, posters and private collections."
Blame for the disappearance of
the articles has been laid upon
people who come in to clean the
women's dormitory thoroughly
during the girl's absence.
It seems, however, that there
were three factions involved in
this house cleaning 'process: the
maids, the janitors, and the window cleaners. None of them has
owned up to the removal of the
articles.
Miss Taliano said that these
articles were not in the way of

the cleaning staff but in any case
that they were personal property
of the girls and they shouldn't have
been taken. Miss Taliano has not
been "able to get a satisfactory
explanation" even though she
..considers this a very serious
matter."
Miss Barbara Craig, Directress
of Women's Residences, has been
unavailable for comment and Miss
Taliano was not able to contact
her in this regard.
The Women's Residence Council has taken the matter up with
R. P. Gilmor, Dean of Students
"trusting that" he "will look into
this matter, and see to the return
of these articles to their rightful
owners."
Miss Taliano also said that
"this" is "a very serious problem
that person of persons" have
"such easy access to our rooms.
Furthermore," she believes, "that
this is an infringement upon the
privacy for which" resident students "pay."

HEY GIRIS, maybe you can clip out these pictures and paste them on the wall!

"Leddy Says Nothing To S.A.C."
Student Council invited Dr. J.
F. Leddy President of the university to answer a few pertinent
questions about student representation on the Senate at this weeks
regular students council meeting.

After being introducted by Jan
Weir,
oun U
sident, Dr:;:..=~=
Leddy proceeded to make
6 points in this matter:
• Any action which might have
been instigated with regards to
student representation in the
past was shelved pending the
Duff-Berdahl report.
• Senate meetings have remained
closed to students in the past
due mainly to precedent.
• ihcre is a recognized chain ot
cotnmand through which all
matters that the students are
pressing for, and the students
should not be impatient.

I
I

HERE'S MORE bottles girls! One is full but keep it under your bats
'cause we can get into trouble for this.

• The decisions made by the
senate are made known to the
student body and there is a
channel of appeal if the decision is not acceptable.

Dr. Dispas' Donation Made Known
Shortly before his death, Dr.
Gustave Dispas, generously donated to the University of Windsor
a rare Renaissance Period Book
Press, which is currently on display in the foyer of the Library

shown in the library and it is for
me a pleasure to give it to the
University of Windsor with the

expression of admiration tor tn,s
institution. its President ,its Faculty and its Staff."

Recently, in a letter to the Ed.tor of the Lance, Dr. J. F. Leddy
President of the University, indicated that "Professor Dispas had
many friends in the student body
of this university" and that "they
would be interested in his most
generous decision."
When Dr. Dispas left Belgium
to teach here, he had sold all his
antiques except "a spanish chair
and a press of the Renaissance
which is very rare, even in
Europe."
In his Jetter to Dr. Leddy, Dr.
Dispas said: 'This press is now

• Students are not capable of
understanding what goes on in
these meetings.

HERE IS TilE great man himself
in case you've never seen him,

, u -..:orn i

mmi

would better suit the
needs.

Wow! Chcun:zi!
Lance staffers were given a
rare and wonderful treat on Monday of this week as Diane Coulter,
Miss Dominion of Canada, came
up to the office just to see us.
"See what people who don't
work for us are missing," said
Editor-in-chief John Lalor between
droolings.
Miss Coulter is in Windsor this
~ cek to help promote the demonstration being held in downtown
Windsor in favor of the city making the hill at the sanitary disposal
sight into a wmter recreation an:a.
Diane, she said we could call
her that. hails from Wheatly, Ont.,
spend most of her time doing promotional appearances. She has
onJy recently returned from Europ.:! whLTe she was our goodwill
ambassador of pulchntude.

When asked about Playboy
magazine she replied, "I have had
a number of offers to pose for
them as playmate of the month
but I do not feel it would help
my career but rather hinder it."
She did say that if one were
to po.se tor that type of magazine
that it would be the best.. With

s

tudi:nt

These points he made were in
the first few minutes of the meeting and the rest of the meeting
was spent answering questions and
reiterating his stand.

Miss Canada Here

When her reign 1s up in July
she will represent Canada in the
Miss Universe contest and then
retire from the beauty queen business to a career in professiohal
modelling.

RARE REN~ANCE BOOK, left by Dr. Dispas to University sils
in the University Library.

• The bulk of decisions made by
the senate are made in committee and that perhaps a
change in the structure of the

DIANE

(WOW)

'

•

COULTER,

Miss Dominion of Canada '67.
reg.1rds to a movie career she did
say that she had an offer but the
offer included an offer so she
turned 1t down.
S.1v1ng the good news for the
bst and the bad for the last,
Lance staffers estimate that Miss
Coulter is about 5' 9·• in height,
I 35 lb. in weight and hits the tape
at (36-24-36) and she is engaged.
Too bad fellows!
As he left the office with her
student e cort. George Buckley,
Buckley aid, "If 1 am not back
in half an hour send my mail to

Acapulco!"
To which Miss Coulter quipped,
"You can send my mail to
Wheatly."
Too bad George!
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CUS Provides Cheap Accommodation
In one of the many programs
designed to benefit the university
student, the Canadian Union of
Students has made available cheap
accommodation for students wishing to see Expo 67.
Any person between the ages of
15 and 30 is eligible. CUS members, and persons accompanying
them, will have preference until
the early spring, when bookings
will be on a first come first served
basis.
Accommodation is being provided at a CUS hotel, actually
the College Francais in downtown
Montreal one block from an
Expo subway station.
There are no Jess than four
plans available:

-

-

Plan "A"
$33.00 including:
4 nights accommodation
a 21h hour tour of city (at
your convenience)
North American-style breakfast each morning
3 Expo passports
one dinner at any of 5 excellent French restaurants.

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase
Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

METRO MOT
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service t'le Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At
2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Call

969-9070

Plan "B"
-

$28.00 including:

-

4 nights accommodation
North American-style breakfast each morning
3 Expo passports

-

$28.00 including:
4 nights accommodation

-

North American-sty!e breakfast each morning
21h hour tour of city (at your
convenience)
1 dinner in any of 5 excellent
French restaurants

Plan "C"

-

-

Plan "D"
New York and
Montreal - including:
Plan "A" in Montreal as described above

$66.00 -

4 nights acoommodation in a
centrally located New York
hotel
- 4 American breakfasts
- 1 New York city tour
- visit to United Nations
- boat trip around Manhattan
- evening concert
In an interview, CUS chairman,
Tim Laird said that this plan is
about the best and cheapest travel
plan available to university students and that "students would be
very wise to avail themselves of
the plan if they are planning to
visit Expo."
Further infonnation on this
travel plan may be obtained from
Tim Gilmor, Travel Chairman or
Dave Richardson, Publicity Chairman, at Cody Hall.
-

High School Seminars
For the fourth successive year,
the University of Windsor is offering a series of Saturday morning seminars for Grade XllI and
Grade Xll student· of Win:lsor
and Essex, Kent and Lambton
Counties tJ enl.lrge their awJrencss of ac;i.demic opportunitie,
available at the university level.
Announcing the new program,
which commences Saturday, January 14, 1967, Dr. T. C. White,
University of Windsor liaison officer for secondary chools, said
toJJy tha: t;1ere woukJ be nine
successive seminars, each to include two lectur::s, covering 18
academic areas of study. Each
will emphasize new aspects of development research or explorat;on
which may have special interest
for high chool . tudents seeking
to dcternune the course of study
they might follow at university.
On January 14, Dr. R. J. Thibert, chemistry department, w;u
d!scuss "Hormones - Regulators
of BoJv Ac,ivity" and Dr. Ale,
(,n)r, ch::mical en 6in.:ering d<!partrnent, has this topic: "Is lt
Sour Grapes or Wine?"
Other topics for later seminars
include "S::>ap Bubbles in Electri-

ea! Engineering," "Our Community," "The Computer and BusiL,s,," ··1:nitap:1 nere Lies A Civilization Destroyed By Its Own
Wastes" (civil engineering); "Canada. Monarchy or Repub!i;::?";
"Science of Physical Education,"
"Modern Psychology."
Lectures, each Jess than an hour
in length, will be at 10:00 a.m.
and 11 :00. Informal discussions
with faculty members may be arranged, as well as laboratory tours
on days when engineering seminars are otfered. Teachers of
Grades XIII and XII are also being invited to attend the seminars.
All lectures will be in the auditorium of Essex Hall.

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S
SALES

&

SERVICE

254-9087

To the Graduating Class
all Faculties

by PAULMONTCLAJR~MITH
Long before I ever came to the dynamic University of Windsor I
attended a rather small liberal arts college where I was also in residence.
I never got along too well with the dean of the residence there and consequently we were always at odds with each other.
I think it was because I was too masculine for him.
However, one evening, the eve of St. Patrick's to be exact, I
wm given a weeks notice in which to pack up and get out for having
committed the grevious sin of running down the ball and waking him

up presumably. (Pronounced pres.s-you-may-blee.)
In my innocence I knew not where to turn. I arrived at the decision
that I should take up residence at the local Y.M.C.A.
I did.
For a moment, if I may, I should like to disagree and preface any.
thing else that I say with the following information about my new environment. To any of you who have lived at a Y.M.C.A. for any length of
time you will know that the 'Y' is filled with wierdos. This particular
Y.M.C.A. was no exception.

'The ammgement was such that the mens' residences were on the

two lower floors of a four story wing and the womens• residences
were on the next two. The floors were serviced by an elevator. 1be
'r spent a fortune on a lock system that was supposed to have been
fool-proof. (The locksmiths hadn't run up against fools of the calibre
that were living there.)
Access to the residence areas were controlled by doors that only
those people living on that particular floor could open with the keys
to their room.
I lived on the second floor. Outside my window there was a roofed
section that led to a sun deck, an outdoor exercise area, and also to an
old section of the building in- which were more mens residences. This wing
was joined to the roof by a fire escape.
With this in mind let us meet some of the wierdos.

There was, of course, myself and Murray, another guy who was
kicked out of residence at the same time as I was. Then there was
John, he was from Waterloo University. He was a student studying
under the co-operative plan in computer science and at present was in
town programming the computer science and at resent was in town
programming the computer at the brewery. He was a good friend of
Murray's and they shared a room in the old wing.
No plot would be complete without women, so ,we have Bev, June
and Sonja with a 'j'. Bev was a sort of effusive idiot that was after John's
body. June was separated from her husb:1nd, who was insane, and she and
Murray were in love but they had to keep it secret pending her annulment.
Sonja with a 'j' was Jewish and she was rebelling against her parents,
who lived in Hamilton. I liked Sonja because she was classically beautiful
like Haya Harareet, the girl in Ben-Hur.

These are the maiu characters. There was also:
Ben, the paranoid . . ..
Judy, the neurotic
Gord, the father image
Bob, the epileptic
Jim, the souse
Alf, the limey
Mike, the hustler from down east
and Glennie, the queer.
Each person there had a story to tell and if you were willing enough

to listen they would be quite willing to pour out their tales of woe. I
became terribly interested and would really like to pass this on to you,
for these are experiences that are the stuff of lite. All is real, some is
funny, most of it is tragic.
I
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I intend the next few weeks in this column to tell as much of
this story as I can in the hope that you will find it as interesting in the
relation as I did in the living of it.

VICTORY SMASH
- After Toronto Game
- Address: 45 Balloil St.
- 1 block S. of Davisville Subway
Station
-10 minutes subway from Hart
House.

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED

MEALS

10°0 Discount On Meal Tickets
2424 University West

PHONE 252 -0584

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

COOK'S

"FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

For Women Who Like

the Very Best

~

Fr\~IHONS I .TD .

492 PELISSIER STREET
AT MAIDEN LANE

•• ·- ·- ···--- WlNDSOR . ON:fARIO

New Snack Bar Upstairs In Centre
Toe University has taken another step to relieve the crowded
eating facilities at the University of
Windsor. On Tuesday of this week
a new snack bar was opened in
the New Meeting room on the
University Centre.
Toe snack-bar, which has a
seating capacity of 96 (compared
to that of 63 in the main cafeteria snack bar) v.ill offer the same
food vending services as are presently offered in the other two
snack bars in the University Centre.
This is the first in a series of
steps that will be taken in the
near future to eliminate the problem of crowded facilities. The
new residence which is presently
under construction will be provided with a full-service snack bar
that will remain open till 2 a.m.
Prominent member of the Centre Expansion Committee, Brian
Kappler commented in a recent
interview "Students complain a

CAFETFRIA'S OPENING upstairs at the centre is heralded by photo,
The guy cutting the pie hid because bti wife is still looking for him.

Formal Lounge ClosesEarly
by Sue Pegler

In recent weeks there has been
an increase in the amount of smut
seen on campus.
At any time during the day at
least one couple can be found
fondly embracing in the formal
lounge, much to the amusement,
and usually disgust, of the viewing
audience.
At one time, the doors of the
formal lounge remained open until
the University Centre closed at
10:30 p.m. but now the doors are
clo ed at 7:00 p.m.
H one inquires as to why
the fonnal lounge is closed at
such a ridiculous hour, he will
find that so many people have
been abusing the privilege of
being allowed to relax and read
in tbis beautiful lounge tbat it
preve
the occmrences of any unfortunate happenings.

With the university growing at
such a rapid pace, and facilities
being so crowded, it is a shame
that the rest of the student body
must be deprived of the use of the
formal lounge after supper (for
the purpose of reading).
Presently there are three

JOE CASWELL

people charged with running
the University Centre. Would
it be too much to ask to have
them occasionally have a look
in the ,ounge and break up

Home Cooked Meols
Delivery Service

AT

STUART
STYLE CORNER - OUELLETTE & UNIVERSITY

JACKETS
Wool Plaids - Furries, Etc.

AND PROFIT ABLE

With your student cord and
this ad instead of 1/3 off
as
advertised
to
the
general pub Ii c:

CAREERS
. . . for 1967 graduates in Arts, Commerce, Business and
:\lathematics, with one of Canada's leading international
life insurance companies. Outstanding opportunities in the
following fields.

v2

PRICE

ZELLER~S
RETAILERS

*
*

862-5112

Blanket Cloth - Corduroys

CHALLENGING

* Acturual Trainee

Call:
Mr. Williams

HUDSON BAY COATS

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

down at Heppenstall's?

Detroit-based
diamond
merchants seeking local
representatives. Port-time
with
fl exi bi e schedule.
Openings
immedi otel y
available for neat, aggressive young men.

DUFFLE COATS

2045 Wyandotte W.
]53-0369

any would be lovers by explain-

Wanted

-

EARL1 S GRILL

ing to them that this is the
Univmity Centre formal lounge
and not the back seat of a car

great deal about the Jack of facllities at the University. They should
realize that thes eprojects designed to alleviate the various problems and there are many take a
great deal of time. Students
should look at things in terms of
the Jong run rather than the short
run."
At the present time there are a
number of committees in which
students are involved in studying
problems of relevance
to the
students. Crowded residence facilities shortage of parking lots, recreation facilities, eating facilities
and representation for students on
the Senate, are but a few of the
areas currently under study by
sutdent committees.

TO

THRIFTY

CANADIANS

*

Electronic Data Processing
* General Administration
Group Products
"'
Branch
Office Administration
Agency Staff Trainee

To arrange an interview please make an appointment at the
Placement Service. Mr. Colin A. Smith of our Toronto Head
Office will be on your campus on January 16th.

• AL TERA TIONS
• DRY CLEANING

e PRESSING

2207 WYANDOTTE W.
"Just Off The Campus"

MANUFACTURERS LIFE

Here is a career opportunity where your initiative
and personal talents will be appreciated and re·
warded. You will receive on-the - job training
designed to prepare you for rapid advancement.
Promotion is from within the company, and is
based on individual performance.

INSURANCE COMPANY

If you are graduating in the faculty of Commerce,

Assets Exceed Sl.4 Billion Branch Offices in 15 Countries

Arts or Science.

If you possess leadership ability and self-confi-

1967 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
Social-Economic Dlscipllnes with the Federal Civll Service

Consider a career with Zeller's Limited, a growing
Canadian Retail Company with over 100 stores in
more than 70 cities. Success in the Training Pro·
gramme leads to Store Management or to other
executive positions.
Starting salary will be commensurate with your
qualificatioRS and experien<:e. Employee benefits
include, Pension Plan, Group Life and Health
Insurance, Profit Sharing, and Summer and Winter
Vacations.
Visit the Placement OITice to learn more about
the career opportunities with Zeller's, and to
arrange an interview with a company representative who will be on campus on:

OTTAWA
Thinking of a Career?
Try us for the summer !
QUALIFICATIONS:
1)
You must be specializing in one of the following:
Political Science, Public Administration, Sociology, Industrial Relations,
Business Administration, Commerce, Economics, Statistics, Social Work,
Psychology, Medical Social Work, History, Home Economics or Library
Science.
2)
You must be enrolled in an Honours program and entering the final year of
this program in the fall of 1967, or continuing studies at the post-graduate
level.
·
SALARIES:
$350. - $610. per month depending on academic qualifications and previous
work experience. Most positions are in Ottawa, and return travel expenses
in excess of $30. will be paid.
APPLICATION FORMS:
Available at your Placement Office - Complete and return to the Civil
Service Commission of Canada, Ottawa 4, not later than January 31., 1967.
--;:-

dence.
If you possess imagination, ambition, and an
interest in people.
If you are able and willing to accept periodic
expense-paid transfers.

.Ian. 24
.~.

....

-
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Student Government
Revisions
Student leaders and student

journalists are notorious for attempting

to lead a so-called "apathetic" student body against that bureaucratic
ogre, The Administration. The members of our dynamic SAC are no
exceptions to the rule.
When confronted with the gross injustices which we are forced to
suffer, some of us ask the obvious question, WHY?
There is an answer to this question which seems to escape our
leaders.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT AS IT EXISfS TODAY ON
OUR CAMPUS IS OBSOLETE.
It has been for a long time. The SAC does not represent the student
body. SAC policy does not even represent the views of the entire SAC.
Student opinion is the product of a mere handful of people, rubberstamped by the rest of the council. Their inability to effectively deal
with The Administration is a reflection of the incoherency of their relationship with the mass of "average students".
As long as student government is hampered by a shortage of funds,
due both to inadequate fees and ineptitude in high places, and farces
which passl for election by acclamation, this muddle will continue.
It is time for a change. The system must be rearranged in order to
truly represent student opinion on campus, even if it is dead.
What can we suggest? How about changing the structure a bit so
that there is equal representation on the basis of faculty and student
population.
Make the government a commissioned government, that is have
a commissioner of publications, finance etc. with people under him
responsible to a corporate body, the SAC.
That is just a start.
Let us get away from this small town attitude around here!

Where Is Student
o ial Refor

?
•

Recently, Doug Ward. the pre 1dent of the Canad an Umon of
Students condemned students councils for abd eating the1 responsibilities. He suggested further that he wa fed up with student governments
which give a higher priority to yearb0oks and dances rather than to
social change.
"If I were the student press or a candidate in the upcoming council
elections, 1 wouldn't tolerate the neanderthal priorities of the average
student council - student councils are acting as if the is ues of most
vital importance to students were model parliaments, and the budget of
the outing club."
'The funny thing is that when student councillors go off to the
faraway CUS Congresses, they do talk about the contemporary problems,
of society, and they pass resolutions on them. And then they mandate
the national office to work very hard at implementing social change in
the academic community."
"But when they go home, they feel they have done their little bit.
They go back to their council chambers, take the line of least resistence
in the policies they have formulated nationally, and settle into a year of
tinkering with a budget devoted largely to issues irrelevant to their
electorate."
There is a bottleneck that occurs at the local level, the 28 year
old president went on to say, when the CUS committee at the local
level fails to pass such material along to student government and the
student electorate.
These statements have prompted the following questions .from the
student press:
What has been done by council by way of providing an adequate
health program?
Do we have preventive medical health facilities?
What do students know of CUS other than the student discount
program and a trip to Europe?
What does the electorate care about CUS or whatever may be
going on in student council?
Does the electorate only want dances and yearbooks and model
parliaments and the budget of the outing club?
What electorate?

Would You Believe The Affluences Of lncohol?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Why Come To To University?
D ear Sir:
Though I don't admire what
you call a newspaper, I will write
my Jetter to you since this is the
only weekly publication on campus. F or two years, I have observed
and studied the students of this
humble institution. I know there
are many honest, hard-working

cus

Objections

De r Sir,
A 11 undergraduate, full-time
student, at the Umversity of
Windsor are members of the
Canadian Union of Students
(C.U.S.) and there :s a local committee of C.U.S. on this cam pus.
However local committee seems
to be intere ted in students here.
The functions of the C.U.S.
committee are to administer the
service (low rate life insurance
discounts, student travel etc.) provided by themselves of the national office of C.U.S. and to carry out education action programs
in support of C.U.S. national
policy.
The University of Windsor
C.U.S. committee has failed to
carry out this second task. It has

cus

ra.tled to provide any programs
concerning university government,
umversal acce,,ib1lny, student
mentai health, housu1g, parking,
or for that matter any subject
dealing with university affairs.
Perhaps worse than the C.U .S.
committee's failure to carry out
any of these programs is its failure
to make its existence a nd activities known to the student body.
Some questions that arise in my
mind are: Who is on the C.U.S.
committee, how does one get on
the C.U.S. committee and when
and where does it meet. Its about
time the C.U.S. committee revealed some of these secrets.
Yours sincerely,
Mike McMahon

Chairman

Mike McMahon has levelled
certain criticisms against the local
C.U.S. committee but has provided me with an opportunity to
answer them in the same edition
of the Lance.
Mike talks of an interest in the
part of the committee with the
average student, yet these students
exhibit no interest in themselves.
Students are what make up the
Canadian Union of Students.

JOHN LALOR
Edi tor-In-Chief
AL STRACHAN
Sports Editor
OWEN BALL
Photo Editor

kids here, struggling for the marks
so they continue, despite great
financial burdens. But overwhelming all of them, I've seen chea ts,
drunks, and leeches. They are
foul-mouthed and lack any sense
of morals. U niversity seems to be
the sanctuary for all these characters. I thought university was the

place where the kids with the potential and m arks go to better
themselve . But it seems that when
one rea::hs universi'.y, anything
goes. w e·re adults now, so we
can do anythi ng. Who knows
what's right -or wrong? D rinking
proves we're adults. Any kind of
1 for adults, so let's drink and
morality is square. Is it because
the fir.·t time and they mu t act
the e people are on their O\.\n for
the part or 1s i: that they ~.n e
tlie college s,udent's reputation 10
live up to? What 1s ;t?
Arc we just at univer~ity for
a good time? How many time·
has someone a,ked you for a
paper to copy that took you. ti ll
three in the morning to finish, or
noticed someone's little eyes
ing over your
ou
test paper? (They'll probably get
higher marks than you). I've got
a Jot of other gripes but who cares
anyhow? You ca n't reform the
whole world especially if they
don't want to be. I suppose my
standards are obsolete, Victorian
you'll say. It seems to me I read
that the Roman civilization went
this way.
Tired of this old world.

Replies

which strives for a betterment ot
the student condition but shows
no interest in getting involved in
student affairs.
The local committee is supporting C .U.S. policies by examining
or carrying out programs on the
university
structure,
Academic
Freedom, Univer al Accessibility
to post-secondary institutions, a
lowering of the voting age, Student Mental Health and C.U.S.

STAFFERS WHO HELPED
Mary Anne Ducharme
Mike Reid
Doreen Lamarche
Marion Johnstone
Peg Chappus

Tre L ANCE 1s pub li shed wet>k l y (Fridays) bv and ror
the st u d<nt~ of t he Umversit }' of W, ndsnr (On•.iric•). Press
offices are \oC'dlPd c.,n the second floor of the L ni~ers1ty Centre.
":iubs np ,on r.ih s - $'- pc•r year.
F., erec' a sec.,md-c,ass
ail
t •he Post Office of
C'a, da, ,h LA CE •
r ember of th C.ir, draP University
Pre s and Assoc1atec! C'ollrg1ate Preo;s Ed1•or, I 0p.ruons
;ire thc;se of th stu<ler>t \\.rtle• ml do nc t nee es nly express
th view of ll £> Univers1t\ of \\ ir,<l or or Students' Adm:.nistral!ve Counc1~ .
• ews off,-e - 253-4060, .idvertts1ng dcpart!l'ent - 2534 232 (< xt. 22 1).

services such as C.U.S. life plan,
Student Travel Reductions, and
C.U.S. Discount plan, a national
pla n. As a committee of the
S.A.C., the two are working together to initiate programs in these
areas.
Student awareness of what
C.U.S. docs should be satisfactory
through programs attempted this
year anc.l in past years as well as
through C. U .S. leaflets.
The committee itself is made
up of an elected chairman and
others appointed by him although,
very definitely. others are encouraged to, if no t sit in on the meeting, , .tt least to get involved to
s0me e ·te nt m C.U.S. programs.
The CQmmit1ee would like to see
as ma ny students as possible become .tctive and especially to urge
stude nts to attend the C.U .S.
mectmg th i~ coming \1onday
where Di,rnne M acDougall, a
member of the C.U.S. secretariat
in Ott.1w,1 will he down to addres, all th.: st ude nts at 4.30 in
confore'lce rnom~ 4 and 5, second floor, university center.
1 he ..:omm ttee can be an effective voice of studen t opimo n
but only 1f a majority of students
t.1ke JO a;;tive interest m student
affair,.
1 im Lain.I
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B-BALL

Central Michigan Wins By 7 Points
The Lancers dropped their 1967
opener in St. Denis Hall Tuesday
night when they were defeated by

the University of Central Michigan Chippewas 81-74.
The Lancers got off to a fairly

We're Rallying To Western
In keeping with the general LANCE policy we have managed to
be very sneaky over the past couple of weeks. By looking through the
papers that come into our office from various college newspapers around
'the country we hace decided that the only serious competition the
Lancers will have in their attempt to win their fourth Canadian basketball championship in five years will come from Western Ontario.
The only reason that Western will have any more of a chance
than they have had in other years is the presence of Bob Horvath.
Horvath was probably 'the best guard ever to wear a Lancer unifonn
(with the possible exception of Gene Rizak) and graduated from Windsor
with an engineering degree in 1965.
He is now at Western playing the top man in a half court press.
After Toronto was bombed 96-81 in their own Hart House, Toronto
Varsity sports editor Rich Pyne remarked: "The Western club is a 100
per cent better club than they were a year ago. And the major reason
is their acquisition of former Lancer, Bob Horvath."
The purpose of this information is to impress upon Lancer fans
the importance of the game at Western this coming Wednesday. The
Lancers have not lost a home game to a Canadian team in four years
and are not likely to start this year. In order to go undefeated again
however, they must win Wednesday's game. We certainly hope that as
many students as possible will make the trip to support the Lancers.

Are You?
In previous years Western trips have been remarkably wild (the
entire fifth floor of the Hotel London was demolished one year and one
unnamed third year student was even escorted to the city limits and told
not to come back.)
The Windsor fans outnumbered the Mustang supporters last year
and we hope that this pleasant situation will arise again this season.
We can't really see one player making so much difference in a
team, but just in case, try to support the Lancers next week. Buses will
probably be on hand. Consult the bulletin boards. Please remember
1o bring your own too.
Don't forget the hockey Lancers either. They will be playing their
first conference game this Saturday at Windsor Arena. The opposition
will be Osgoode Hall and game time is 2:00 p.m. Stay away from the
matinee at the track and watch the Lancers win their conference opener.
Well, another LANCE prediction bit the dust Tuesday night as the
Central Michigan Chippewas defeated the Lancers 81-74. The Lancers
played a fine game but made just a few too many mistakes for an
opponent the calibre of Central.
At least the Lancers will be able to take it easy on Saturday night
when they take on Guelph. There is no truth to the rumour that Gerry
Horner will play standing in one spot in order to protect his sore knee
and still score twenty points.

Phone 254-8122
1022 WY AHDOT TE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAILORS
* Repairs

* Alterations

MARTY TIIROWS the knee to an unidentified clod during the Lancers
defeat at
an on
d
. 'Ibis was one
of the best games of the ~ n despite the outcome. Mike Taranczuk
who played an excellent game for the umcers locks on.

FEN CI NG TEAM

First Time In Competition
While our basketball players are
defeating Western next Wednesday the fencing team will alsc
be in action.
The main hopes tor tne ream
rest with Bob McNicol and Rick
Tremblay, the two retrnning lettermen. This is the first year that

* Storage

ANO GALS
Clark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Speci ali ze In Pack-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

II

Ask for It"
~ ~. «·
.•·~

Rudy's

Barber Shop
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Wmdsor has competed in intercollegiate fencing competition and
therefore not too much should be
expected. The squad is strong on
enthusiasm, hO\Vever, and has four
newcomers, Rick BO\Vey, Jim
Klipa, Rick Farrel and Jerry
Romanik.
Sarah TumbuJJ, Lynn Kauf-

man, Sue DoneJJy and Sandy
Jones will do their best to uphold the school's honor in the
women's competition.
There is still room in the
school's fencing program for all
those who are interested but may
have missed the notices earlier.

Coming
.

In February

10% Discount To Students

The SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte West
At Randolph

FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2840 UNI VE RSI TY W.

gooct start and at one point the
score was 10-8. All of a sudden
things got out of hand and the
Lan::ers found themselves on the
short end of a 26-11 s::ore. Shortly afterwards, the score was 32-13,
and then the Lancers came back
strong. The score became 36-24
and then 44-34 at the half.
By this time Lancer fans were
expecting a stron greturn by the
home team in the second half.
After trading baskets for awhile
the Lancers were still <l.:iwn 56-46.
It was then the press started to
work and soon the Lancers were
onlv down 58-53.
At this point disaster struck
and the hC'me team was suddenly
cown thirteen points again. For
the rest of the way the decision
was never in d.:iubt.
Bob Navetta and Marty Kwiatknowsik kept the Lancers in th~
game in the early stages anJ s::ored the first fifteen Lancer points
between them. Marty ended up
with 14 points while while Bo!J
netted 20 to qualify as high s::orer for the game.
Next in line was Angelo Mazzu.
chin who hit for nineteen whil~
doing his usual job as the leading
playmaker.
Mike Taranczuk and Al Vene:ie hit for six apie::e, Gary Polano had 4, Andy Auch 3, and Ed
Lanktree 2.
At certain points in the game
it seemed that Mike Taranczuk
was the only Lancer getting rebounds. M ike must be by far the
most underrated player on the
Lancer team.
On Saturday night the Lancer
lo~ing streak will be ended when
they defeat the University of
Guelph in St. Denis Hall at 8:30.

OUR ANNUAL

SALE
TRADE & REFERENCE BOOKS

RIGHT UNDER TH E BRIDGE

~

BERNARD'S
HAIR FASHIONS
254-3791
75 University W.
"Appointment
Not Always Necessary"
20"!, OFF
Monday to Wednesday

PLAN NOW TO STOCK YOUR LIBRARY
WITH THESE FINE SELECTIONS
ALL REDUCED TO

HALF PRICE
At The

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
.

:
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Hockey

Girls In Action This Weekend

:
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On Friday and Saturday, January 13 and 14 the volleybaIJ,
basketball, badminton and swimming teams journey to the University of Guelph for the second
W.l.A.U. tournament of the 196667 season. Competitors at this
meet will be McMaster University, University of Guelph, University of Waterloo, Waterloo
Lutheran University and the University of Windsor. It is suspected
that the University of Waterloo
will provide our strongest opposition in basketball, McMaster in
volleyball, Guelph in swimming
and the University of Waterloo
in badminton.

because they had used a zone defense. However, we have been
practising against this type of defense a lot lately and I think that
this will show up next week-end."
The basketball, volleyball and
badminton teams will also play

matches with the University of
Western Ontario on Monday, January 16. All teams will be making
a special effort to make a better
showing Monday than they did
when they were at Western before Christmas.

Electa Overcomes Apathy

There is spirit in Electa Hall! The basketball court was fairly
flooded with girls from the residence on Monday night. That was the
date when the first games of the new interfaculty ba ketball touranment
were played. The tournament will
LANCE
run for four weeks. Basketball
commissioner Linda Huckle was
PREDICTS
happy to see such a good turnout
BASKETBALL: Lancers over
especially from Electa. The only
Guelph by 55.
rea.lly poor showing was the Arts
For the swim team this tourney
Lancers over Western by 23
1 and the Science teams.
will be their first appearance in
Crusaders over W.0.1.T. by 16
In the first games Arts 11 beat
an intercollegiate meet of this kind. • Science rather decidedly by a 13Crusaders over Western Colts
Swim commissioner Dorothy Pitby 21
8 score and Electa 1 managed
ters stated that "Considering the
HOCKEY: Lancers over Osgoode
a 9-2 victory over the Nurses. In
concerted efforts of coach J. C.
by 2
the second game Electa 11 deNash to get this team in top
Lancers over W.0.1.T. by 3
feated Arts 1 6-2. Competition
shape I am highly optimistic as
SWIMMING: Lancers third to
will continue in this bloodthirsty
to the chances of the team in
Schoolcraft and Jackson
tournament next Monday at 7:15
inter-collegiate competition."
GIRLJ,' BASKETBALL: Lancer-,
p.m. For an entertaining evening
ettes over Westemettes by 9
there is nothing like watching a
We are confident that the volSEASON'S RECORD:
Getting
good
game
of
women's
basketball.
leyball team coached by "Sis"
worse
So
spectators
come
out
and
cheer.
Thomson will continue in their
winning ways. They took top
honours in the first W.I.A.U.
tournament of this season.
Coach Sue Hilton's basketball
team with its 3 wins - 4 losses
record to date is ready to make
a special effort in the new year
to strengthen this record. Miss
Hilton spoke regarding the efforts
of her team. "We were beaten
earlier in the year by these teams
vv-,irt-T-~fl
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Lancers

Host
The University of Windsor
Hockey Lancers open their 1967
OJ.A.A. schedule this Saturday
with a game against Osgoode Hall
at the Windsor Arena at 2:00
p.m.
Osgoode finished third in the
league last year behind Laurentian and Waterloo Lutheran. They
are currently 1-3, having defeated
York 4-0 and losing 11-2 to

Osgoode
Laurentian, 7-3
to Waterloo
Lutheran and 5-3 to Ryerson.
Ex-Lancer Kirk McKinnon is
now with Osgoode as are exChatham Maroon George Olah.
Rick Day from the University of
Montreal and Reno Master, a
former Junior A player.
Plenty of fine seats are available (about 4000) and the team
certainly deserves support.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
Approximately 1,800 summer positions are available across
Canada for undergraduate and graduate students in the
pure and applied sciences, engineering, and those in medicine, dentistry and pharmacy.
Salaries will range from $300 to $640 a month and there are
generous provisions for travel to and from places of work.
Details and application forms are available at your placement office. Closing date for receipt of applications is
January 27, 1967.

Is

High Single
With games of 222, and 233,
Chuck Dettman led the way in
the bowling league with a sparkling 634 series. Chuck's 233 game
wasn't quite high enough for the
high single of the week, as Oz
Wolf rolled a 235 game (high
for the se:ison) on his way to a
fine 604 series. Tied for third
high triple at 572 were Phil ~1artens and Rick Frank.
The standings in the men's
league took on a new outlook as
Arts II No. I jumped into a first
place tic with Commerce No. 2,
both at 21 points. Science No. I
took over sole possession of econd pbcc at I 9 points, with Arts
II No. 2 and Arts II No. 4 tied
for third with I 8 points.
Kathy ;\tcCrone rolb.l a 158
game on her way to a 428 . eries
for high single and triple honors
of the week in the women's
league. Close behind wa Jeann.::
Schell with 156 and a 407 series.
Irene Kubicki rolled the third high
single game of 154.
The standings remained unchanged, with Arts I leading at
20 points. Arts II No. 1 is three
points behind with 17, while Arts
III at I 6 points holds d.:iwn third
place. Arts II No. 2 is closr behind with 14 points.

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

Our
Freshman
Class
Our first year men and \\ omen at
Automatic Electric don·t ,,car beanies.
or do the) attend pep rallies.
But they do have spirit, the l-.1nd )OU \,ould
expect to find in a fast-grO\,ing company in a
fast-growing industr).
The communications needs of the comm unit)
t\.\enty years from no\, arc of primar) concern
to A. l:. today. Our major contributron is in the
field of telephone communication, from complete
automatrc exchanges to the telephone instrument
itself. We also design and manufacture industrial
relays, small power transformers, lighting ballasts
and arc pioneers m the field of educational T .
Automatic Electric is a member of the General

Only 2 Blocks From Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

Telephone & Electronics \\ orld-,\ldc famil) \\ hich
include Canadian Companies like S)hania. l enl-.urt,
PO\\l:rlitc De\ ices, Electrolier and the Briti h
Columbia and Quebec Telephone Companies
Because we arc gro,\lng, ,\e need high calibre
people to gro\.\ "'ith us. That"s why the above
A. E. emplo)ecs arc all 1966 graduates from
Canadian campuse . And that's \.\h) Automatic
Electric puts so much effort into seeking
) oung people \\ ith promise.
If you can picture )Ourself \.\Ork1ng \\ith such a
company, let"s hear from )Ou. \\ rite or telephone
us at our head oflicc in Brochille, Ontario.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

(CANADA) LIMITED

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU

We will be on campus
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Your Simple War Con't: Part II
Both sides in the Viet Nam war are using all
the available power they can muster to gain support
of the population. Yet, there is another dimension to
the conflict between the elites of the government
and the Viet Cong, and it is best expressed in terms
of their values.
One side claims a sincere anti-colonialism refined by fire through twenty-one years of war. It
emphasizes social justice and especially the abolition
of privilege. It travels closer to the ground, and more
often has succeeded in identifying itself with the
simple virtues and viewpoints of the peasantry.
Furthermore, it has often succeeded in identifying all civil authority which the peasant tends to view
as arbitrary and inimical to bis interests, with the
other elite (both sides try to do this). It stresses the
necessity for social struggle and to wage this struggle
it has built up a system of authority which is unified
to the point of regimentation.
Discipline is strict, and apparently little deviation
from the official point of view is tolerated lest the infrastructure's effectiveness be weakened. Personal
freedom and amibtion seem to be subordinated (sometimes voluntarily, sometimes not) to the collective
goal.
The other elite claims nationalism, but has become increasingly reliant on foreign arms and aid to
achieve it. It too speaks of social justice and the abolition of privilege, but it lays greater stress on the protection of personal freedoms, fortunes and points of
view. As a result, differences often become outright
dissension.
This elite is anything but unified. It is riddled
with factions competing for influence across political,
religious, regional and institutional lines. It has maintaned a significant degree of personal and civil liberty
at the expense of the continuation of privilege and
even organized corruption.
Yet this elite, heavily dependent on foreign aid
because of its own factionalism and widespread corruption, is unified in opposing the regimentation and
loss of personal liberty imposed by the other elite in
the areas it controls.
What is perhaps difficult for American intellectuals to understand is that, though they are often
abused by those in power at any given time, the
convictions of the second elite run as deep and sincere as those of the first. The issue is better expressed
by a leading Vietnamese intellectual, Ton That Thien,
in a recent article in the Asia Magazine:
One may ask why the Vietnamese fight, and
what has sustained them for so long. The answer
can be summed up in two words: liberation and freedom. Those are the aims for which they have fought,
suffered, and died, and for which, I think, they will
continue to fight, suffer and die. And they have
found the strength for it in the belief that they fight
for a right cause (in Vietnamese ghanh nghia). So
long as they continue to believe that their cause is
right, they will persist. And who can convince them
that to fight, suffer, and die for a right cause is wrong.
But the tragedy of Viet Nam is that the Vietnamese are divided into those who believe in the
primacy of liberation, and those who believe in the
primacy of freedom. The majority of the first are in
the North, and the majority of the second are in the
south. Neither the North's nor the South's government offers the Vietnamese people both liberation
and freedom. Each offers the Vietnamese only half
of what they want.

This double half-offer, which gives the Vietnam-
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ese a sense of half-fulfillment and unfinished business,

is the major cause of prolonged division and war,
with all its terrible consequences. For not only is
Viet Nam divided, but each Vietnamese is tom internally by violently conflicting desires. As a citizen, he
aspires toward liberation, and as an individual he aspires toward freedom. He cannot give up any of
those aspirations without feeling a deep sense of par,tial alienation. For a man is both citizen and individual, and without both liberation and freedom he is
only half a man.

It is against the above background that one can
appreciate the cruel fate which has befallen the Vietnamese people - a victim of the mistakes of the
statesmen of the great powers, as well as the follies of
their own leaders.
Both the physical war and the psychological war
are being fought here at several different levels. There
is a struggle to build and destroy infrastructures in
each of some 16,000 hamlets. There as squad and
platoon-sized engagements between local guerillas
and government militia, called Popular Forces. There
are terrorist bombings at luxury hotels and in peasant
markets.
The Viet Cong are trying to build up troop
concentrations while avoiding pitched battles in the
rich Mekong Delta; government leaders, largely
through the intermediate agency of U.S. Special Forces, are trying to win the loyalty of the Central Highland Montagnards, who are generally looked down
upon by all Vietnamese, Communist and non-eommunist.
South of the Demilitarized Zone, full-fledged
conventional battles rage between battalions (roughly
1,000 men each) of American Marines and North
Vietnamese regulars. "Pacification" cadres from one
side or the other are at work in every one of South
Viet Nam's 42 provinces.
The struggle has now spilled well beyond the
borders of South Viet Nam and has become in effect
a regional war. Anti-government activity is reported
increasing in Laos, northeastern Thailand, and even
Burma, while the Hanoi government claims North
Viet Nam is about to be invaded.
Finally, the international political implications
for the rest of South-east Asia - from Indonesia to
East Pakistan - are enormous. And however Americans want to slice it, Southeast Asians are the two
major protagonists - competing for power, influence
and the vindication of ideology - as the United
States and China.
This, then is your simple war.
It is true that American warplanes are bombing
and burning and killing civilians, more than you will
ever read about in the papers. It is also true that the
Viet Cong disembowel good province chiefs, or bad
ones, and they do run prison camps under conditions
not so far removed from those of Dachau. The only
thing these two statements prove is that war is hell,
and modern guerilla war is worse than any other
kind.
What is going on here has two sides, in every
usage of the word. It is not just a slaughter of particularly innocent, peace-loving villagers. Nor is it
a particularly democratic defense of freedom against
terror and tyranny from without. It is a total war.

bits and pieces
SAC ELECTIONS
SAC elections for 1967 will be held on March 6. Nominations
open with a noon assembly on Monday, Feb. 27, and close at 6 p.m.
on Tuesday, Feb. 28.
SENIOR CLASS ELECTIONS
Senior Class elections will be held on Monday, Jan. 16
MARRIAGE PREPARATION COURSE
Lectures and discussions on the religious, medical, psychological
,and financial aspects of marriage. January 16, 23, 30, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Ambassador Auditorium. Tickets at the Centre Desk. ALL
WELCOME.
MOVIE ON WEDNESDAY NIGHf
The Christian Council will show the film, 'The Lonliness of the
Long-Oistance Runner", on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Ambassador
Auditorium.
WEEK OF PRAYER SERVICES
Monday, Jan. 16 - Anglican Chaplain; Tuesday - Roman Catholic; Wednesday - United Church Chaplain; Thursday - All three
Chaplains. Place: the Formal Lounge, Univ. Centre at 4:30 p.m. Everyone Welcome.
VICTORY SMASH
FOLLOWING THE Basketball game in Toronto on January 28,
there wll be a victory party. Place: 45 Balloil. Cost: $1.00 per person.
Those going to Toronto this weekend who are interested, contact Jon
Fell for further information.
C.U.S. MEETING
Miss Dianne Mac Dougal, the Associate Secretary, Canadian Union
of Students, will speak on Monday at 4:30 in the Formal Lounge. All
welcome - general meeting.
C.U.S. LIFE INSURANCE
Have you filled out your C.U.S. life insurance policy yet? Do it
soon. Amount sold to date at this campus: $500,000.

Crowley Resigns

TROUBLE AT BERKELEY AGAIN
BERKELEY, Calf. -(CUPI) - A melee broke out on the University of California campus here when officers attempted to arrest the
leaders of a student demonstration.
The sit-in, organized by the newly-formed Berkeley Draft Information
Committee, began when two navy lieutenant-commanders and a marine
setup recruiting tables in the foyer of the students' union building.
The clash with the law erupted when about 100 sheriff's deputies,
policemen and university police officers entered the building wielding billy
clubs.
Following the fracijs, during which eight persons were arrested, the
officers withdrew to a sub-basement while nearly 3,000 students gathered
in protest.

LSD RESEARCH HINDERED
SASKATOON (CUP) - illegal trafficking is hampering research
work with LSD, an associate professor psychology at the University of
Saskatchewan said recently.
Dr. Daniel Sydiaha said the recent legal measures taken to control
the illicit traffic in LSD have made it difficult for researchers to obtain the
drug in the required quantities.
Although U of S students talk about "acid trips", neither Saskatoon
city police nor the RCMP have made any arrests or found the drug being
used on campus.
'We have men on and around the campus at almost all times, and
it is doubtful that drug trafficking could be going on without their knowledge", an RCMP spokesman said.

BRANNY VS. CUS
EDMONTON (CUP) - A member of the University of Alberta's
student council has accused students' union president Branny Schepanovich of censoring the union's mail.
Owen Anderson, former Canadian Union of Students chairman and
now external affairs minister, said a letter he had written to CUS president
Doug Ward and left on a secretary's desk marked 'type and mail', was
seized by Schepanovich Nov. 28.
"I accuse him of censoring my mail, and I am calling for bis
resignation," Anderson said.
"Mr. Schepanovich claims this letter puts the union in legal jeopardy,"
Anderson said.
The letter requested communications between U of A and CUS
continue even though Alberta is no longer a member of the national union.
U of A's 1966-67 budget, now approved by council, designates
$500 for "material from national CUS office," he said.

Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks wh,ch identify only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.
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just love

basketball
players.

Fr. Crowley, head of the
English
department, has reS\gned his post.
An election among members
of the department was held
Thursday and the results are
as yet not known.
The results of the election
must be approved by the senate.

The 900 people wh_o have
joined Canadian University
Service Overseas took on a
tough job. Long hours. Little
money. But the reward was
in the response of people
eager to help themselves.
Now it's your turn. Write
CUSO, 151 Slater Street,
Ottawa.

cuso

The Canadian Peace Corps

And they love Coca-Cola on every campus. Coca-Cola has the taste you never get tired of ... always
refreshing. That's why things go better with Coke
... after Coke . .. after Coke.
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Strachan, resigned their posts as

of this issue.
.
''1be LANCE, as I saw it when
I took over," said Lalor," was to
have been an instrument, for com-

, mun

·,cating ideas and events to

students on campus."
.
.
,,1 had with me at the mceplton
f my editorship a small but loyal
:nd dedicated staff and it wasn't
hard 10 put out the LANCE
every week."
"We cannot continue due to
increased demands placed upon us
. by the recent resignation of News
Editor Brent Sleightholm. It has
become an impossible situation
and the Board of Publications,
realizing our plight, has failed to
come to our assistance."

"Both Mr. Lalor and myself,"
explained Strachan, "are feeling
the academic pressures as well. J
know in the case of Mr. Lalor
that he has been spending up to
60 and 70 hours a week working
on the paper and neglecting his
schoolwork and his wife."
"We both feel," Mr. Strachan
continued, "that this is a necessary and wise step, besides, we
were both fed up with the poor
student response to our efforts
Even the yo-yo's in the SAC
.area."
There is every indication that
there will be a LANCE next week
Both Strachan and Lalor said
that any experiment or policy tried
during their tenure met complete
opposition from the SAC area
habitues. Further, that students
wouldn't believe "the horseshit
that goes on around here."
"So, with this issue, we wish
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reason.
He said this is very unfortunate,
since there is a great need for dances, etc., as a release from academic pressure on the student

body.
Weir suggested !hat Engineering
·ces take measures to corr~t
this regressive policy: either increase their budget or staff in order that SAC can on~ ~gain hold
dances in the grotto or cafeteria.
Weir concluded that Ol.ll' increased emolment should be met
by increased facilities; yet we now
have less facilities than last year.
Centennial Projed
A few suggestions were made
or a University of Windsor Centennial Project, for example, constructing a huge maple lea~ (perhaps made out of metal) to be
placed in front of Windsor Hall.
Please note that the subject of
a Centennial Project will be plac·

to be considered our jointly tendered resignation."
"We're going out with a bang,"
said Lalor, "This is to be our
blanket editorial edition in which
we express our opinions to cover
the rest of the year, not to be

confused with the gag issue for
you Yo-Yo's who will read this
and not be able to fully comprehend the implications of our bitterness."
Mr. Lalor said that he is very
grateful to fonner LANCE staf-

fers Brent Sleightholm. Bill Dodd
and Mike Reid who rallied to the
cause with this edition in order
to point out the pathetic fallacies
of the establishment or the incrowd or whatever you want to
call it.

JANUARY 20, 1967
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SAC Discusses
Items of discussion at Tuesday's
Student Council meeting were the
"'problem of using University Centre facilities to hold campus functions, and plans for a Centennial
Project and a Student Alumni
Committee.
President Jan Weir commented
on the difficulty in obtaining adequate University Centre facilities
for holding dances and other campus functions. It sees that there is
unfair competition from outside
agencies and groups who are able
to book activities in the Centre as
far as a year ahead of time.
The Student Council is unable
to book this far in advance, and
consequently, this cuts down on
campus social activities.
Weir cited four such dances
that have to be cancelled for this

By 1he time you read tlm, these wiD be fonner News Ediror Sleightholme and former Editor Lalor

ree

ed on the agenda for the SAC
meeting January 31, and any
worthwhile suggestions from the
students will be greatly appreciated.
A motion made by Vice.President Ron Fishman was carried,
that SAC suggest to the Board of
Governors that the U. of W.'s
new residence to be opened in
September, 1967, be named after
Sir John A. Macdonald.

Student Alumni Committee
External Affairs Rep. Jack
Kiervin suggested the formation of
a Student Alumni Committee to
be composed of approximately
three students in third or fourth
year.
Proposed plans might not have
effect for two or three years, but
the University stands to gain a
great deal financially and socially
if such a Committee were former.
Because of alumni participation
(financial and otherwise), the University could sponsor bigger and
better homecoming activities, with
more and better floats.
Frosh week and the senior banquet would also improve and receive more support as a result of
this Committee.
Student Representation On
The Senatt:
The CUS field secretary, Mrs.
Dianne Macdougall, presented the
CUS views on the need for student representation on the Senate
Body or even the Board of Governors in Canadian Universities.
at Tuesday's SAC meeting.
She stated that students are not
represented a t all, and even faculty
arc not represented Jdequately.
She commended the Duff-Berdahl report as on outlet for stud·

•

•

I
ents to make their demands
known.
In order that student representation may be achieved, she suggested a Royal Commission on the
study of the structure of University Government, supplemented by
student opinion on facilities.
The next step, she said, after
the students are made aware of

A
the functions of University Government, would be to approach
the administration.
She urged a push for democratization as a long-range goal, open
decision making as a short-range
goal, with student representation
occurring somewhere in the middle.
Senate meetings have traditionally been closed, she said, but there

e
is ilO constitutional reason why
this should be so.
She further added that student
representatives must be responsible to the people who elect
them, and therefore, representation
must include open meetings.
The University, she concluded,
cannot be a different democratic
structure from any other in society.

Radical Curriculum Changes
The result of a three year per·
iod study by a curriculum committee bas brought about many
changes in the curriculum.
Rev. N. J. Ruth, C.S.B., Dean
of Arts and Science has announced the revision of the general BA.
and B.Sc. degree programmes to
be effective September of the new
year. These changes will effect
all new students and any other
students to whom these regulations
may apply.
Most notable of these changes
are 1) the elimination of the requirement of specific subjects such
as English 15, Language 12,
Theology or Philosophy 22, 2) the
provision for a greater degree of
concentration in the major field,
which now may include up to
seven courses in the major field.
Rev. Ruth said, "While preserving the values of the general
curriculum, the new program allows the student a greater freedom
of choice and the possibiJity of
selecting a program of major,
minor, and options more in accordance with bis interests and
,abilities."
Toe general course will be

divided into four main categories,
a) the Humanities, b) the Social
Sciences, c) Languages a n d
d) Science and Mathematics. First
year students will be required for
a B.A. to select at least one subject from group A, at least one
from group B and at least one
from group C or D. For a B.Sc.
students will be required to select

at least one from group A, at least
one from group B or C and at
least one from group D. Second
year students will select 5 courses
from at least two groups am.I
truro year students will do the
same. A total of sixteen courses.
provided that not more than a
total of 12 are selected from one
§OUp will obtain a BA. or B.Sc.

DUBIOUS ACHIEVEMENT
Mass Murder of The Year Award

D
D
D

Richard Speck
Charles Whitman
Lyndon Johnson

Vacillation of Toe Year Award

0

D
D

Lester Pearson
John Diefenbaker
Lester Pearson

I Am The Greatest Award

D Cassius

0

O

Clay

Bob Navetta
John Goyeau

Best Dressed Man on Campus

D
D
D

George Buckley
Brent Sleightholm
Bud Ryan

Stupidity Award

o Engineers
Grub Of The Year Award
Pig-Pen
Polaks
0 Cafeteria Staff

D
D

Deadliest Weapon Award
Napalm

D
D
O

Armpit Aroma
Centre Coffee

Hoo-h.ih, here we .1rc ag.1,n \,ith am:>thcr chance to be nasty towards
lmo·t everyone wc\,c ever met. :\ly last column was a huge success.
1hc engmcers didn't like it so it must h.ive been good. The bst column
, s my fir t one. Thi~ is m} fir t bst one. I too am going the way of
the rest of the Lmce staff hdorc the worry drive: me to that great
ncv.spaper office in the ky.
I h:ne been wondering of bte '\.\.h.:it it's all about. Why do we sit
here week after week turning out a paper which so few people seem to
appreciate? I hope that thi docs not ound like rm crying in my beer.
A beer \\-Ould never sit in front of me long enough to be cried in. Besides
that, if one has beer, there is no reaspn to cry, is there? It just seems so
futile sometimes.
We ~et Jetter· from a bunch of semiliterate engineers who are so
eager to imprc~s upon us the fact that they are not illiterate that they
'\.\.Tite a Jeucr which looks like a grade eight exerci e in jargon.
I am not against engineers merely because they are engineers. One
of my best friends is an engineer.
Then again we get letters from clod who say that our only purpose
in writing this paper is to be crude. That is sheer stupidity. We are quite
free to print any word in the English language. Any word. If there are
any who doubt that we know such words we invite them to drop by the
Lmcc office and request a re::ital.
The world (and Essex Hall) is full of complainers. "Well", we say
to those who drop by to bitch, "how would you like to help us out and
then you can have your say whenever you want?" Funnily enough they
are always too busy. Such p.!ople deserve a recital of the nature mentioned above whether they request it or not.
As we said, we sometimes wonder why we do it. Perhaps we like
to flunk? Perhaps we weren't doomed to success. It is a feat in itself to
sit up here all day working on a paper for people to complain about,
knowing all the while that an essay is overdue or that books have yet to
be opened for tomorrow's test and all the while being nice to the 29
clods per day who walk past a sign saying, "Put grad pictures here" to
ask us where to put their grad pictures.
We also wonder at times what kind of idiots we have running
around this university. Once again last Saturday night some mental
midgets with an IQ . two below plant life destroyed portions of the men's
washroom. One wonders what form of mental illness must ail these
cretins. It is always one or two persons of this nature who ruin the reputatio.QS of other and limit their e.njoymenL The end result. of continuing

.
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knowledge to Jan Weir, SAC president. A far better idea would be to
take the law into one's own hands and punch out the offenders. If a
helping hand is needed, corn:! to the LANCE office and ask for 'Hard
as nails Al'. I'm sure I can find someone to help you.
Now I'm getting off topic. At least I think I am but I'm not quite
sure what the topic really is. Perhaps you would like to see some of my
poetry.
Speaking of phonies, let us dis;::u5s the typical first year Psychology
major who, having taken Psych. 15 since September (he thinks - Psych.
majors aren't noted for a sup.!rf!uity of intelligence) considers himself
to be another Freud (Fraud?). One of these imbeciles of the type that
finds deep-rooted homosexual tendencies displayed by those who go to
the toilet, last week took it upon himself to dissect a certain girl whom
be had known for three weeks (perhaps decimate or annihilate would
have been a beuer word choice). Unfortunately, a great amount of harm
was done. These amateur head-shrinkers should be made to realize that
psychology should only be used by those clinically trained professionals
who know what they are doing, not by a bunch of psycho-ceramics* who
insist upon experimenting without knowing buggerall about what they
are doing.
We have a beef from one of the LANCE's female reporters which
we feel deserves some space. "Those money-grabbing Kotex machines
will take fifty cents from you and not give you a goddam thing." Perhaps
this is known as padding the account.
Why haven't you investigated this Mr. Tolmie?
Another complaint (those of you who are looking for crudity can
skip this paragraph) is that there is no form of refreshment at the SAC
dances. Is this the reason for the washrooms being torn apart? After all,
when I dance with a girl she is certain to get all hot and bothered. Must
the poor girl be tortured even further (if you've even danced with me,
you will understand the use of the word 'torture') by being denied refreshment. I must admit that vinegar on a sponge would be appropriate
for some of these broads but still a refreshment booth of some sort would

be nice.
Did Jame90n Bond really knock up a polar bear?
And of course, no column would be complete without a few remarks about my last trip to Viet Nam. We met a girl in Viet Nam who
is a Canadian girl doing a great job for the people over there. And for
only five bucks a throw.
Bob O Boy readers. It's that time of the month again (No. Stupid,
not that time of the month) The Catholic Digest is out and as usual
we are going to pilfer a joke to fill out the space. This is the best joke
they have had in many a month: God is alive.
1bis is to be our last contribution to the LANCE (many a misty eye
out there I bet). We have enjoyed it and we hope fervently that the efforts
have not been in vain. Our purpose is not to slash down but to build
up (I know you don't really believe that but I don't give a rusty). We
hope the next regime will be able to continue our policies (at least in
principle). In the meantime here is a thought to ponder. It is not original
and the source is, I think, George Bernard Shaw. What a pity that youth
is wasted on the young.
Good-bye.
• crackpot.

'The girls you see on these pages are Glamour Contest contestants

Representation Committee Going Ahead
Members of the Committee for
Student Representation in Univer·
sity Government report they have
so far received full co-operation
from administration officials.
The committee, sanctioned by
Student Council, will present its
recommendations to the university
Board of Governors within two
months.
Students have approached the
chairman of major sub-committees
of the university Senate for in·
formation to aid their investigation
They have also asked to participate as observers at upcoming
meetings. Response on both ac"".unts bas been favourable.

tions will be well-received. They
hope representation on all major
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International Nickel Co
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.,,,....;uee, sidered most important are tho !
o n student conduct, student
awards, food services, the Student
Centre, and the library.
0 n e committeeman justified
student participation by explaining
that "students should have a voici!
in those decision-making agencies
that directly affect them. Often ad·
ministrative bodies are unaware of
student opinion."
The SAC committee's brief will
likely sugest effective student representation on Senate subcomittees, with a view to future student
membership on the Senate itself.
University president Dr. J. F
Leddy opened the door to moves
in that direction by stating last
week his personal favor for stu,
dent representation. He commented that such an advance would
benefit the university community
as a whole.
Thus far, progress in this area
has been hindered by the objections of many educators that student leadership may not be mature or stable enough to be of
value in administrative bodies.
Locally, various faculty and administration officials have cited the
"irresponsibility" of the student
press to support these objections.
Student Committeemen, however, believe their recommenda·

committees will be a reality by
next fall.

CHEMICAL
ELECTRICAL
MECHA ICAL
CIVIL
ENGINEERING MA TE RIALS

CHEMISTRY
ON FEBRUARY 1 & 2
We invite you to arrange an interview through
your PI acement Office

THE

International Nickel Co
OF CANADA LIMITED
COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

EARL'S GRILL

SUNSET DINER

2045 Wyandotte W.
253-0369

HOM E COOKED MEALS
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 Uni versity West

Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
lCJOti, Discount On Meal Tickets

APARTMENTS
Apa rt ments are new no w available
in Pa tricia Manor for
married students
Calh Pa•I Roltart• & Co. Ltd.
25C-3766

Pltone 254-8122
1022 WY AMDOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAILORS
. * Repairs

* Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

* Storage
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ffazy Shades of Sinion & Garfunkel
"I Jon't know why I spend my
time
,
.
, ·,:ng songs I can t believe
\\nu
d
.
\\'ilh words that tear an stram
to rhyme.
And so you see I have come
to doubt
All that I once held as true;
tand alone without beliefs
Is
.
.,,, only truth I know 1s you.
"'e
f .
A d as I watch the drops o ram
n t their weary paths to die,
Bea
th
.
1 know that I am like e ram
There but for the grace of you .
go J."

music of youth. Making up the
core of the new generation's songwriting elite are artists from both
sides of the Atlantic: Bob Dylan,
Marty Balin, Smokey Robinson
(The Miracles), Phil Ochs, Mick
Jagger and cohort Keith Richard,
John Sebastian (The Lovin' Spoonful), John Phillips (The Mamas
and the Papas), Donovan, and
most important of all Paul Simon
and Art Garfunkel.
Sunday eve, January 15, at the
University of Detroit, Simon an~
Garfunkel made one of man:v
. tops on their college concert tour.
The audience drawn by these two
artists fairly well represented the
25-and-under generation :he
age group for which Simo~ and
Garfunk~l write and to which they
belong.
Poetry of lyrics, delicate, detailed musical design and the natural singing ability of two wellmatched performers blend to produce the expressive effervescent
sound of Simon and Garfunkel.
Their songs are a kaleidoscope of
feelings, moods and imagery.

During his stay in London, he
spent most of his time in the coffee-houses of Soho. One day, b.!ing caught in the rain, he took
refuge in nearby St. Anne's Cathedral, to wait out the storm. He
listened to the sermon that was
being delivered and was struck by
the realization that it had absolutely nothing to do with the live,
of the people for whom it wa. in·
tended.
Bies ed is the land and the kingdom . . .
Ble sed is the man whose oul
belong to . . .
Blessed arc the methyl drinker,,
pot el!er~, illusion d\\e!!ers
Oh, Lord, why have you forsaken
me?
. I have tended my own garden much too long.
Reading one of the English
newspapers one evemng, Simon
ran across a four line story about
a man who had committed suicide.
Appaled at the thought that four
Jines summed up the man's entire
life, Simon wrote a more suitable
epitaph, which he called "A Most
Peculiar Man."

album "Wedne day Morning, 3
minds me that I long to be
Homeward bound . . .
a.m."
Speaking of "Wednesday MornTonight I'll sing my songs again,
ing, .3 a.m.", when they were posI'll play the game and pretend
But all my words come back to
ing for the cover picture in the
depths of the New York subway.
me in shades of mediocrity
Like
emptiness in harmony.
the photographer took about 40
I
need
someone to comfort me.
shots of Simon and Garfunkel in
While
the "now generation" to
front of a wall. After the ,ession
which
Simon
and Garfunkel have
wa over, Garfunkel turn ..d to
attached themselves is one which
look at the wall for the fir t time
lives for the present, their songs
that afternoon, and discovered that
are for all time. New pop music
s:rawled across it in huge crayonha a trength and depth which is
ed letter WJS "the old familiar
Ja 1mg. There are no more sacred
suggestion." The forty pi· were
cow
or unmentionable topics. Re1mmed1ately di carded fhi adpect
for the E tablishment has
venture wa not an entire Joss.
waned.
The fuulity of the older
however, as Simon used it in writgeneration
has ere ted a fant.i uc
ing, "A Poem on the Underdrive m theJr children to top and
ground Wall."
enjoy the life wh.-.h 1 th.!Jrs for
1 ow from h,s pocket qu ..:k he
o short a time.
flashes
The crayon on the wall · la he
Ye we p ak of things that matter
Deep upon the ;idverti mg
With word that mu t be said.
A smgle word only compri,inJ
C.an analysi b worthwhile?
Four letters.
I the theater really dead?
. . . shadowed by the ex.it light
And now the room has ~oftly faded
His legs take their a :ending flight
And I only ki s your hadow
To seek the breast of darkness
I cannot feel your hand
And be suckled by the night.
You're a tranger now unto me
Farming out songs is an activLost in the dangling conversation
ity which most composer do not
And the superficial sighs
necessanly reli h. but nevertheless
In the borders of our lives.
take part in at one time or an(All ongs quoted in this article
other in their careers. John Lenwere written by Paul Simon, pubnon and Paul McCartney gave a
lished by Eclectic Music Comstart to at least two now prompany, New York, N.Y.)
inent groups - Peter and Gordon,
and none other than The Rolling
Stones - by loaning them material which they did not feel really 'I.!')
fit the Beatles' style. The Stones in [ ff
turn gave Marianne Faithful) her - · - - start by writing "As Tears Go
--By'' expressly for her (and later
~
recording it expressly for themsel<>
ves). They also later shafted Terry
Knight (another local folk-hero)
by allowing him to record "Lady
Jane" before they decided to refuse to give him permis.siop to do
so.
Simon and Garfunkel c.omposed a song which they never got
around to recording - "Red Rubber Ball." If the title doesn't ring

Upon returning to America, Simon confesses that he had trouble
making the transition from being
virtually unknown to being famous. He didn't know how to adjust to having "The Sounds of Silence" a big hit in North America, but finally decided to concede
to liking it. Going into a discourse on digging oneself and
how it is a bad thing, Simon relates the story of standing in front
of a black plate glass window in
New York and admiring his reflection. As he was standing there
pressed in digging himself, a bird overhead
organdy,
. . . just happened to . . • defecClothed in crinoline, of smoky ate . . "No matter how bard you
burgundy,
try, you just cannot maintain your
Softer than the rain . . .
cool at a time like that," Simon
And when you ran to me, your complains. "For the rest of the
day you go around feeling like
Cheeks flushed with the night
We walked on frosted fields
a leper."
Do other people always seem to
Of juniper and lamplight;
dump on you
I held your hand . . .
Does your group have more cavities tnan theirs?
Do all the hippies seem to get the
jump on you?
From deep within my private
any bells with you Mitch
Do you sleep alone when others
collection of golden oldie memorfans, "Red Rubber Ball" was resleep in pair ?
ies, there arises a conversation
leased by the Cyrkle and was
Well there's no need to complain
Eliotesque, perhaps, but Dylanwhich took place between local
their (a) first record, and (b) first
We'll eliminate your pain
folk-hero Lee Alan and then as- esque never, Simon and Garfunkhit record.
We can neutralize your brain
piring singer Teddy Randazzo on el's songs are too lyric, too meloNo one has even befo~e been
You'll feel just fine, now.
dic to be "message songs" as rep·
WXYZ TV's ill-fated Club 1270.
able to capture in words and put
into music the feeling of the spec"You told me something very in- resented by folky-type-protester. . . Are you worried and distresi:tl lonelines of the perfonning
teresting once," said Lee to Teddy. against _ all _ things-which bear-a
sed?
artist
as effectively as Simon and
"You said a song can be a suc- resemblance . to - what-might . be
Can't seem to get no rest
termed _ inequality-or • injustice.
Garfunkel
in "Homeward Bound."
cess as long as it doesn't go too
Put our product to the test
The
depression,
the boredom, the
deep. If you try to put any kind They take a friendly swipe at a
Buy a big bright green plea ure
monotony
of
ceaseless
travel can
of thought behind it, the kids contemporary, B.D.
machine . . .
take
away
from
the
glitter
of fame.
won't buy it." The year was 1963. 1 know a man whose brains was
Arranging is generally the work
small
The
performer
begin
to
doubt
And it came to pass that in the
of Art Garfunkel. The blending,
himself,
bi
ongs
his
life
.
. .
year of our Lord 1966 a strang'! 'He couldn't think of nothin' at all
interweaving, and separating of
Not the same as you and me
Every
day
is
an
endles
stream
of
and wonderous thing occurred.
their voices is reminiscent of the
He doesn't like poetry.
cigarettes
and
magazines
The creation of pop music wa~
style of the monks of the preHe's so unhip, when you say
And each town looks the same to
taken from the clutches of the
Rennaissance era. In fact, Simon
me. the movies and the factories
Dylan
hacks and given to the poets beand Gat recorded a 16th century
He
thinks
you're
talking
about
And
every stranger's face I see recause "the kids" no longer wanted
chant "Benedicte" on their first
Dylan
Thomas,
to live in a world of Hollywood
Whoever he was,
grade B movie jargon of pseudoBut that's alright, Ma
romantic, hackneyed phrases of
Everybody
must get toned. .
undying pettiness. What they
Simon
writes
all the matenal
wanted was a musical expression
that
he
and
his
partner,
Art Garof the meaning of life.
funkel
do
in
concert.
His
poetry
These poets, who are also peris
currently
being
studied
in
s?me
forming artists, have put into pop
FOR THE FINEST IN
of
the
more
progre.
ive
Amcnc~n
music what has been lacking since
high schools. Having spent_ qmte
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
the conception of pop-rock. They
some
time in England trymg to
have successfully done what three
write short stories, Simon often
RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE
years previously had been deemed
28:40 UNIVERSITY W.
draws upon his Briti h e pcrie.nce.
impos ible; they incorporated trut.i,
as in piration for his compas1t1on .
beauty love and lyricism into the
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
Weir Writes Dear Sir:
Your treatment of the article
dealing with the SAC meeting with
Dr. Leddy has caused the Student Council a great amount of
concern. The entire meeting was
arranged to increase communication ~nd understanding between
Dr. Leddy and the Student Council member·. The majority of
Student Council members that I
have talked to per _onally about
the meeting was very beneficial
nd a great deal was accompli hed.
The quotation used for your

heading, "Leddy says nothing to
SAC" is an unfortunate misrepresentation of the entire meeting.
It is also unfortunate that you
misquoted Dr. Leddy so blatantly.
I'm referring to the statement,
'"Students aren't capable of understanding what goes on in these
meeting·."' Dr. Leddy did say that
he found no difficulty in the proposal that students be members of
the Senate Committees and of the
Senate itself.
Sincerely
Jan Weir, President
Students' Admini trative Council

We Reply
REPLY:
The Lance 3pologize
for misquoting Dr. Leddy but
wishe to make known its feeling~ with regards to this matter.
We feel that council wa

"snowed" and we are not satisfied with what went on in the
meeting, but then, of course we
are not satisfied with a lot of
things - certain members of student council for instance.

The LANCE is publishe d weekly (Fridays) by and for the students of the University of Winds
(Ontario). Press offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre. Subscription rates°~
$5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of Canada, the LANCE is a member of the Can·
adian University Press, and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions are those of the student
writer and do not necessarily express the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative
Council.
All letters to the Editor must be signed.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 253-4232 (ext. 221).
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Rumours True
Dear Sir;
Rumours have been circula:ing
through the cafeteria of late to
the effect that we will once again
be faced with the prospect of the
Lance b:::ing "under new management.'" It w0uld seem that enough
of this journalistic musical chairs
ha gone on without it happcnin;z
again. If it docs the only group
to suffer will be the student body,

your readers.
Although a considerable amount
of the material which you have
printed in recent weeks is quite
disJgreeablc to a !Jrge segment of
your audience. at lca~t , ou have
managed to create controversy
which previotb editors would have
overlooked. For thi you and your

staff are to be admired. It is regrettable that you are leaving the
scene.
It is equally regrettable to consider the future of the Lance. If
not enough competent j,,urnalists
could be found to adequately assist you, how does student council propose to publish the remaining issues of the Lance, or will
it cease publication?
In closing let me say that I certainly hope that our newspaper
does not fall into the hands of
incompetents, like those responsible for the drivel which appeared
last year.
Sincerely,
Charles Rusak

Engineers Rite
Gentlemen:
The above salutation is not to
be taken loosely for the reasons
expounded below.
The smashing editorial cartoon
of the Jan. 6 issue of The Lance,
depicting a supposed student engineer on the royal throne whilst
contemplating a text of Physics,
was the climax of the judicious
and unerring policy of your editorial staff to print only the best
news and comments available.
1be good taste and proper judgement of your staff was exercised to its fullest potential by the
decision to use said cartoon as
the focal point of your editorial
page. It is needless to say that
such a basically fair and just cartoon, displaying the brilliance of
the eminent cartoonist so outshone
the remaining less-inspiring articles
as to seem a manifest mockery of
the remaining copy.
But do not let the flagrant contra t set up between the in piration
of the cartoon and the less-evident
brillance of other articles et you
to worrying. If you are thinking of
attempting to somehow improve
the quality and readability of any
future editorials to approach that
cartoon in greatne s, abandon such
dire hopes!

For how can the impossible be
achieved? To attempt to elevate
the greatness and fairness of all
future editorials so as to come up
to par with the enlightened imagination, brilliance, and down-.igbt
good taste manifested by that
now-famous cartoon quip would
be sheer folly indeed!
With all due sincerity, I can
only implore yon to keep up the
good work!
M. J. Livingston, President
Dear Sir:
Re the cartoon that appeared
on page four of The Lance dated
January 6, 1967: We, the undersigned, as Engineers do not mind
being the butt of the occasional
joke, but we must object to the
above mentioned cartoon. It is
both vulgar and offensive to general good taste.
Yours regretfully
-Robert Gaspar, Robert Hebert,
Frank Salvi Liugi Vozza, Dominic Iopote, Mike Livingston,
Gord Appleton, Art Bonsignore,
Lorne Mclo::he, Jim K,effer, E.
Lansdell, Ralph Rizzuto, Stan
Wharram, Wolfgang Janzen.
Tuan Dung Tran, Norman
Christie, Marcel E. Pigeon, Ted
Biel ki,
Michael Prudhomme,
Ken Miles and Michael Wira.

I

I\

WELL TIME TO GO ...

--------------'

Electi o n Editorial
On March 6, the Student Administrative Council will bold its
annual elections for next year's
Council. All positions are open to
students who have completed at
least one full year at Wmdsor and
are maintaining a "C" average.
That means that a couple of thousand of you readers are eligible.
If last year was any indication of
student response, there will hardly
be enough candidates to fill the
openings.
Last year's elections saw five
of the nine Council posts filled
by acclamation. These included
the President, Vice-President and
Director of Finance, three of the
four major executive positions.
Council policy has been set this
year by people who were not
chosen in the fullest tradition of
democracy.
Thi type of situation cannot be
allowed to continue. The s!udents
must not permit an extremely

small group of individuals to be
their official voice in student affairs and to be the agency for the
management of student funds,
which will next year reach an
estimated $80,000. Each of you
should stop and consider if you
received the full benefit of your
dues to SAC. Since many people
active in student affairs have used
funds far in excess of their own
personal dues, it is obvious that
the extra cash came from somewhere, and that somewhere is right
out of your pocket.
These forthcoming elections are
your chance to either correct a
shady situation or get some of the
gravy for yourself. University student government in today's world
is too important a responsibility to
be lightly regarded as we have
done in the past. The direction
that three thousand of tomorrow's
supposed leaders will take in the
expression of their opinions today
should not be left to chance.

Past experience has proven
that it is useless to prod the dolts
on this campus to action. Tuey
will always vegetate in the Grouo
playing cards and retelling their
heroic deeds as a weekend underage drinker. It is possible that they
may cast a vote, but they probably will not know for whom they
are voting; his platform, qualifications or intentions. These students,
of course, are always the first to
complain of ineptitude in student
government.

Let us hope for the sake of
our university that there are
enough people on this campus,
with divergent ideas on how student government should be admi ,istered, to make this year's race
for student council one in which
students wilt be able to choose
from a group of well qualified
individuals in an open, democratic
election.

\
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gditorial On SAC Autononiy And Responsibility
Students bear collective responsibilities towards the
coaununity deriving from their position as recipients of
ducation and from the nature of the educational process.
~ consumers students are both qualified and duty bound
5
l comment on the educational process and on the social
o
. I
implications of our educationa system.
Their fundame:ital belief has been that education is
the right of every citizen and a necessity for economic
survival. Hence student have been for many ye:irs strong
dvocates of educational expansion. They have demanded
~mprovements (n both the quality and_the quantity of o~r
education service and numerous pohcy documents exist
containing their views on matters as diverse as primary education and tht: e ·tablishment of new universities.
But no one around here gives a damn about these
and other matters which are of vital importance to themselves. They are not preparing for a total involvement in
the community at large.
We can only express deep disappointment at the respones given to our policies during the past.
If we ran the zoo we would fight for a complex central
students' union which would exist to provide a forum for
student opinion and a full spectrum for opportunities for
intellectual, cultural and social development, namely a
stronger CUS after the fashion of UGEQ, the students
union in Quebec.
With regards to local SAC autonomy 1t 1s noticeable that student bodies who produce the most advanced
work are repeatedly those where a complex union is run
by the students them ·elves. They are also the universities
where the popular press finds little to highlight and where
the integration of ' taff and tudent is most realized.
These are practical pointers of the value of an autonomous student union. A principle is also involved, however; Canadian law allows the freedom of association.
We believe this freedom should extend to the student
body also, for as a group they have specific needs and attitudes toward those needs. They must be in a position to
state attitudes and fulfill needs, and accept the responsibilities of the exercise of these freedoms.
We do not mean that,
(I) the terms of the association of a group can be dictated by another external group;
(II) the external group shall h:ive no representative of
the group wishing to associate within its number.
The key to this is probably to be seen in an extract
from a letter of a Vice-Chancellor of a university to the
President of a students' union:
"If by autonomy it is meaJ\l that a university has
no control or cannot exerdse sanctions, in connection
with the students' union, then I can only say that this
would be completely unacceptable."
This statement reflects one of two situations: either the
Vice-Chancellor does not believe that the freedom of as-

Reid Opines
As you should have surmised already, another executive regime of the Lance has ceased to exist. That is the
third one in three months. There must be reasons. There
are reasons. The question now arises, should the student
body, to whom the press is ultimately responsible, have a
right to know these reasons. The answers to that question
are as numerous as the total number of Lance staffers who
have been invo1ved with the paper this year.
It is impossible to relate even an outline of events
without delving into personalties. Of course, this would
infuriate all of those who have been connected with the
situation that has developed. Thus, for safety's sake, I
find it necessary to relate the happenings as they effected

me.
In September, our organization was the biggest, most
efficient that the Lance bad seen in many years. Many
staffers bad valuable journalistic experience to lead the
wav. What the others Jacked in experience, they made
up· for in enthusiasm. On paper, everything promised to be
smooth and co-ordinated.
However the human factor was overlooked. It is
necessary to point out that student journalists are generally
unrewarded for the time and energy that a newspaper like
the Lance demands. It was not uncommon to see the
Managing Editor spend fifty to sixty hours up here doing
a job that went totally umecognized by all of the student
body. Yet, like many others, he kept working until, academically, bis remaining with the Lance meant the fail~
of bis year. He had a choice. and chose the altematJve

"lbat everyone else would have.
Over the last few months, this story bas been repeated several times until a once large staff of seventeen
people had been reduced to a mere five. H it was. COO
much for seventeen of us, how were the five survivors
expected to continue until the end. It has been a monument
to the tenacity and ability of John Lalor that the Jast
acven issues have been published. Like the rest of us, Mr.
LaJor recognizes that bis scholastic career is bis primary
concern. lberefore he bas decided to resign. Not a soul on
campus can blame him. He has done more .for the ~
than any other editor in recent years. It IS a reflection
of campus idiocy that he was not appreciated and supported by the student body. If the Lance is again published this year, it will be obvious that we have lost a
8nt chm editor, in Mr. Lalor.

sociation principle applies to students; or confusion exists
between the concept of students as a body and students
as individuals.
We believe that students as a body cannot be diSciplined other than under the laws of the land. If students
acting as individuals pursue a course of action detrimental
to the name of the university then they can be taken 10
task under the appropriate statutes.
Statutes of the Senate designate a responsibility "to
take such steps as it thinks proper for controlling organizations of students." We believe this to be similarly unnecessary, undesirable, and incompatible with the concept of
free association.
With regards to student representation on SAC we
would take the faculty with lowest number of students and
use this as he lowest common multiple and base representations of SAC from this.
Why should a Nursing representative have the same
vote as the Arts representative?
From those elected have these people and those
from the previous council elect among themselves the
positions of:
President

Vice-President
Secretary
Commissioner of Finance
Commissioner of Publications
Commissioner of External Affairs
Commissioner of Cultural Affairs
And a Senate representative etc. as dictated by the
needs of the student body.
These people then could select deputies from the
remainder of the representatives and committee members
from the student body in general.
The need for a fulltime business manager is paramount.
We would form a CUS committee on campus by
election from faculty as well, which would be separate
from SAC.
The Editor of the Lance should be an ex-officio member of SAC.
SAC should concern itself more with cultural affairs
rather than social. It is time we became non-high school in
our thinking.
The bulk of SAC work should be involved with policy
making not with how often they can obtain the Ambassado1
aucfuorium for dances.

The Inside StoryOn The Lance
by BRENT SLEIGHTHOLM
Fonner LANCE News Editor

I would be interested to know if all College press
organizations lead as abortive a career as ours has this
year. I would also like to review the history of this year's
LANCE in thi article in an attempt to discover for myself
what has happened in our student press and, as well, to
enlighten readers concerning this much-publicized but littleunderstood campus organization.
Let us suppose, for the sake of a working argument,
that some person were able 10 be present in our Press
Office all year without actually participating in the running
of the newspaper. He would have to be an impartial
observer, in effect - an invisible man. His observations,
I believe, would be these.
"At the commencement of the publishing year and this
school year, it was the opinion of the best minds in and
out of the LANCE that said organization was in the possession of wh t wa surely was one of the most heads-up
crews in its history. Every department of the paper was
being looked after by people who were well-qualified to
manage the jobs for which they had taken responsibility.
Besides a good central organization, there wa a large
peripheral junim organization of potential leaders for the
Student Pres3. Some of the latter have already subsequently
assumed important titles in the LANCE hierarchy.
"This is why it is particularly disheartening for one
to witness a steady deterioration of an organization which,
at its birth in September, was dynamic and strong.
"I doubt that even an article which filled all of these
twelve pages could adequately probe the colourful history
of the LANCE to date in this publishing year. As I am
not at all sure that many readers will take the time to
peruse even this one, I must merely apologize for i!s
brevity and at the same time ask you who have read this
far to continue."
"The first weakness which became apparent in the
structure was the lack of leadership supplied by our first
Editor-in-Chief, John Tomlinson. The majority of die
paper's staff agreed that Mr. Tomlinson was not living up
to requirements as they saw them. It was mutually agreed,
therefore that for the good of _the LANCE, he should
resign his post. Tomlinson complied with this edict and
subsequently the Board of Publications opened applications
for a new Editor-in-Chief'
"However everyone realized that it would be very
difficult to produce a paper without a leader of any sort
for the final word on Editorial decisions. Therefore, the
senior editors of the LANCE, who at that time were Bill
Dodd, Mike Reid, John Lalor, Brian Kappler, Al ~trachan
and Bob McCann, decided to weld themselves m~ ~
Editorial Board to decide and vote on matters of Editonal
policy and jurisdiction. It was apparent to all c:oncemed
that, from the outset, the aforementioned body as both
unweildly and workable. A new Editor was 3'nly needed,"
"Meanwhile a power struggle bad erupted between
Brian Kappler ~ John Lalor for senior editorship. John,
a newcomer to the LANCE this year and. a U'allsfer stu~ent
from the University of Western Ontano, bad organiz.ed
and contributed material to Troubador ~ Y~ and _bad
been responsible for writing Paul Montclair-Smith s MUSJDgs
column every week. Mr. Kappler bad worked for the
LANCB in his first year at the University last year and
this season returned as News Editor."
''Largely, Mr. Kappler along with Bill .Dodd ~ also
did a lion's share of the work as Managm, Editor, bad
pot out the paper every week. In effect, this means that
they were the ones who tied together all the loose en~
orried the paper into one issue and out of the next an
~ y .took the responsibility to see that you, ~ear
reader' were in pos.,ession of the LANCE every Friday
afternoc,n.

"On the evening of Wednesday Novanber 9. 1~
the Board of ~~tiQDs announced that it had decided

that Mr. Lalor would be the new Editor-in-Chief. Thi
decision precipitated Mr. Kappler nd his chief a istant,
Dave Remski's resignations. Mr. Kappler believed that he
had been done an injustice by the Board in the light of
his generous allottements of time and effort m behalf of
the LANCE."
"The Board, however, took a good deal bf time to
reach their decision and relied 10 a large extent on the
advice of LANCE staffers to do so."
"John Lalor, now left with virtually no News Department, was caught in the lurch. At this point, Brent
Sleightholrn, former head of Photo Dep!'s. Darkroom,
became News Editor."
"But, in the meantime, several other resignations by
key staff figures had darkened the picture considerably.
Bill Dodd had been forced to leave the staff because of
academic pressures. Bob McCann, LANCE Photo Editor,
and Mike Reid, Features Editor, followed the same route.
For a period of six issues after Mr. Kappler's resignation
your newspaper had been produced through the efforts
of John Lalor; Brent Sleightholrn; Al Strachan, Sports Editor; Marion Johnstone, Features writer and assiaant to
Mr. Strachan and the Photo Staff beaded with Owen Ball
and supponed by John Lozinski.
At this point in the article _I must cast-off this supposed
third person point of view which I have so far adopted so
that the article might seem more objective. I will now express my own feelings in the matter.
As News Editor for this publicatiol1 '"until my own
resignation on Monday of last week, I found I was spending between 40 and 50 hours a week working on the publication at great jeopardy to my own academic career at
the University. This need not have been necessary if there
were more people to share the work load and there are those
who would argue that it needn't have happened in any

case.
The failing of a voluntary labour endeavour such as
the LANCE is that first. since all work at the paper is
done on a strictly unpaid basis, !here can be no pena1tY
for work uofinisbed or breaches of. QOOVDiUrnents. Such
is obviously not lbe case in a commerdal newspaper. Second. penonal feclinp aad prejudices or the hrman - in the .-per can inab « U111111a ·
m
wbidl would normally bve JiltJe etlM:t 4ll ,a
organization.
I see DO need to discuss at l:9&dl al
rivalries and strugles abat have c:raled Jifts and
amongst the staff. I feel lbat any fla'dler' cb:119JD
be unfair, would be an invasion al. privacy and - - ~,
would not serve any pmpose in darifxiDa lbe ••IIDll!!ltrflli-..tllltl
students whose money is spent in the paper's
I will only state did my
retiptdoa
partiaDy by my reabation that lhe oioper.i,eraalilli••a.-wa,1...
fir too time coosnming for my own ,oocl and
became I was unwiDing to be iapoosibJe for and
support ro all the F.ditcrial Opiniom eqmaed in , - ~;..-

""°

LANCE.
Mr. LaJor describes bis reaaons for raipliaas ...""..z""
15a.....,,.. in du issue.
Even though I haven't agreed with all that John Lalor
bas said and done as Editor-io-Cbief of. the Lance. I
beiew lbat be deserves a great deal of credit for bis .....
ness to deal with all Editorial issues as be aw fit, to face
a barrage to criticism for bis opinions fram many and
powerful IOU1'CCS and to continue with his plans and hopes
in spite of what must have seemed at times t<> have been
insurmountable odds. A man without bis dogged deter-

mination and strength of character would aever have
weathered the storm.
I seriously hope that the LANCE will continue to
flourish under a new regime. Few people realir.e the breadth
of the LANCE's sphere of io1luence or the extent of its
power in shaping ~ opiniom of ~ students on this
campus. It is my SlQCeR regret •that 1t has seldom ~
able to attain its fuQ poee~ while I have been
1ateJ
with it this year~
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Editorial On Budgetary Considerations
In the current academic year 2520 full-time undergraduate students paid $3 1,500 in regi~tration Fees to the
Student' Admini trative Council. In addition to this, revenues of approximately $18,000 were collected from
dances, concerts and other ources. Combined, this approaches $50,000.
"Next year when student council fees will be increased
to $18.50 per student" says Finance Director Bill Maguire,
"the combined registration fees and other revenue will
amount to more than $80,000."
At present, this money, which considered from any
point of view i a relatively large sum, is admini ·tered by
Bill Maguire and his assistant Bob Lindquist. Together they
spend almost 20 hours per week keeping SAC accounts
straight, granting permission for various disbursements,
signing requisitions and, generally, making sure that SAC
stays out of the hole.
Ultimately, the responsibility for the financial po ition
of SAC falls on Maguire's shoulders, a fourth year Business Administration student. In addition to this task Mr.
Maguire carries six honors courses and maintains a parttime job to finance his education. This is no easy task.
Afte1 observing the operations of SAC, during the year
and several times examining the available financial records,
our opinion is the students could have made no better
choice when deciding who should fill the position. (If you
recall correctly, the students didn't choose him, he volunteered after seeing that nobody else wanted the job).
However, it is felt that the financing of SAC and
the administration of the students, money can no longer
be carried out on a part-time basis. With the rapidly increasing student population and the large sums of money
involved, steps should be taken to ensure proper and more
adequate handling of SAC funds in the future.
Currently, the University of Windsor Treasurer's
Office acts as a collection agency and accounting firm for
SAC. This is an extremely cumbersome arrangement

resulting in the duplication of accounting records, unnecessary bickering between the Treasurer's Office and SAC,
poor invoicing procedures and a lack of adequate financial
statements and records.
Understandably, SAC and its members are hesitant to
hire an accountant and a fuJl-time business manager because
of the expense that would be involved. However, this will
be a necessary step in the very near if not immediate future.
lf a system could be developed whereby an accountant would be hired to prepare periodic financial statements
and carry out an annual audit, perhaps less confusion would
surround the financial position of SAC at any given time.
In addition, a part-time or a graduating student could be
hired on a full-time basis for a period of one year. This
business manager would be responsible for conducting the
day--to-day business of SAC regarding cash disbursements,
invoicing to debtors (on behalf of the advertising bureau),
keeping accounting records and the solution of any financial problems that arise.
With available funds amounting to $80,000 SAC
should be able to afford anywhere from $6,000-$8,000 a
year for a qualified man (or woman) to fill this position on
a full-time basis.
Although SAC is not incorporated, it is a business
which has a relatively large amount of money at its disposal.
In its present form SAC is not organized in a business-like
manner. Whether people like it or not, SAC is an organization which needs well-qualified people to handle its
finances. People who will look upon the job not as a paretime thing between classes, but as an occupation.
Presently, Mr. Maguire doesn't know how much
money has been spent by SAC within the University until
two or three months after the transaction has been completed. lf $1,000 worth of merchandise is purchased in
the University Bulk Store in November, Mr. Maguire is
extremely lucky if he has the statements by the middle of

lf SAC were financially divorced from the Univers'ty
perhaps it would be recognized as a very good custo~~
and given similar status to that which good customers are
accustomed. SAC would not be subjected to unreasonable
waiting periods for cheques, rebates, statements and other
financial records.
By means of a coordinated system between an exter.
nal auditor and a full-time business manager, all financial
ad.ministration and the business activities of SAC could be
more centralized and closer control over funds cou]d
be exercised.
Although only SAC President, Jan Weir, and Bill
Maguire have signing powers for any disbursements, there
are at least 40 students, each members of campus organ.
izations, that have authority to spend student money. How
can one man, on a very limited part-time basis, adequately
verify the legitimacy of the many demands for funds that
these people make? He can't. He has neither the time nor
the facilities. He must take their word for it.
Many students can remember what happened last
year with such a loose system of control. SAC ended up
$4000 in the hole.
In order to have effective control over the funds, SAC
should ensue the preparation of financial statements which
would be distributed to all interested students, whose money
student council is entrusted to administer. In addition, with
the cooperation of the University Personnel Department,
or through the Canada Manpower Centre on campus, SAC
should endeavour to find and hire a well qualified parttime or graduating student to manage the financial side of
SAC's activities.
These actions would keep all accounting, invoicing,
and disbursing procedures separate from the University
and would lead to better administration of student funds.

total time. This period is still longer by
about four hours than labour's stipulated
maximmn 6 hour working period and so
the house bas never been unionized.

LANCE Special Feature
by Leonard Schmutz
A jazz band wailed "My Heart Belongs to Daddy" through the house speakers
high atop the stage and Justa Joy ground
her way across the frontal runway at the
National Burlesk Theatre in Detroit.

Although your reporter was quick to
point out to Moses that a better story could
have been attained if he allowed 1Js to interview some of the girls, he pointed out even
more rapidly that house policy dictated that
there could be no fraternizing with the girls.
He said that strippers are required to
remain backstage between acts and entertain
themselves by playing cards, telling bawdy
jokes or participating in other various and
sundry activities to wile away the hours.
So much for firsthand experience. It
appears that you and we will have to rely
solely on information gathered in a single
interview for our total concept of the establishment.

This was the scene recently when the
LANCE '¥Wted said ewibll@honent and
Interviewed die maw's manager, Mr.
Mows. According to Moses, attendance
at die National, which is located on Monroe just off Woodward (in case you didn't
know), is generally good.
He classified patrons into roughly three
categories - time passers, wishful thinkers
and simply curious novices who want to see
what a strip act's all about.
The daytime audience is mostly composed of uptown babitues but Moses commented that at night his review catches a
segment of the show crowd. "On Friday and
Saturday nights," he said, "many men bring
their girls and wives."

At the time of die interview, which
was mid-afternoon, die above mentioned
Mm Joy was rolling her G-string in mne
widJ the haunting melody filing the auditorimn. Mr. Moses waltzed down to the
front of die stage and gave her the big
eye. This gesture produced a few quick
final rolk and an abrupt about.face.
The .house announcer blasted onto the

P.A., "Well all rig!:it, how about that folks,
Let's bear it for Justa Joy . . . Ladies and
Gentlemen . . ." And shortly a comic interlude commenced on-stage.
The act was bawdy and crude and your
reporter thought that be probably would have
enjoyed it more if he had been heavily intoxicated at the time. Two comedians, Art
Gordon and a vetem-trooper called Yakumy akum, plus the girls who participated in the
skit with walk-0n roles, took part
An entertainer called Patsy Dupree was
the next attraction. The spot lit up the rear
stage curtains, and at the sound of music,
she appeared from behind these wearing a
long beige sheath with an open back.
In a rather intoxicated u, she osdJ.
lated forwad to frontal stage. Then, widt
her ~ck to the crowd, she sld down the

sheath's nw zipper widt a !iiogle, weDpradiced fling. It was a good tea'ie. She
never ~ the audience fully until the
pmeot was removed.
Wearing a two-piece bikini-style costume in chartreuse, false eyebrows and eyelashes, dimpled knees and high heels, Miss
Dupree wiggled around on front stage for
about two minutes and appeared generally
:ored with the whole thing (there had been
tp- audience reaction).
t'
Indeed, the first applause worth men-

-

January. This is unnecessary, and results in real confusio
when trying to do the accounting for SAC.
n

Mr. Moses explained that the house
Is closely regulated in its presentation by
police authorities. According to law in Detroit and Michigan, it is legal for performers in a Burlesk Theatre to strip-off everything except their G-strings. At Go.Go
joints and places where entertainment is
offered in a supper club atmosphere it is

not.
The rumoured pleas for obscenity in the Lance have not fallen upon deaf ears and here it is plea-makers, what you been looking for. There is a girl who sits
in the box office and crosses her legs - just to get you in. Once you are in thf'
big guy inside at the candy bar makes sure you behave ! ! !
tioning was heard when she subsequently
removed her bra at rear stage and rallied
forth again. She was generally a good dancer.
Displaying her bra for the perusal of
the audience with one hand, she removed
the boti-OID half of the bikini set with the
other. And this was essentially as far as the
act went.

All..ougb she made what we regarded
as a few feeble attempts to rob down her
G-miog through die next one and one half
reairds, the show was all over.
The establishment was being patronized
at the time by roughly two dozen people
(all male) and it was apparent to the LANCE
that most of these fell into the category of
wishful thinkers.
The other strippers (five more) followed
pretty much the same pattern with their acts
although they displayed variations of talent
and physical endowment
One Veronica Roth, owner of the show
and Detroit's Gem Art Theatre as well, prefers to keep from 6-10 dancers on the staff
at all times. A new show commences eve,ry
Friday.

In an attempt to ~ b audiences,
the National follows a policy of keeping
only young gkts in Its lneup. O»nsequeot-

ly, the eldest is clllftntly 22 years and Che
youngest Is 18.
Every day, seven days a week, each girl
works three shows in the afternoon and four
at night. Each one works on stage dancing
about 15 minutes in every complete show
and so spends about an hour and three
quarters a day on stage.
Hiring is primarily the job of Miss Roth
and girls are usually recruited either off the
street or through a booking agency. Moses
said that the duration of any one girl's career at the Theatre varies generally from six
months to a year although some have stayed
for as long as four years.
Mr. Moses explained that, contrary to
the public's popular conception about strippers, most of his girls are simply interested

in earning a living. He claimed that they
make goods wages. Three are married and
have children while some are interested in a
career in the entertainment business and
regard experience gained at the National
as a stepping stone to greater things.
Altbougb the Theatre's doors open at
noon and don't dose until midnight (except on Friday night when they close at
one,) perfonnances are actuaDy only presented for about three quarters of 11m

The Theatre is visited three or four
times a week by censors from the Detroit
Vice Squad. Local laws t.lB:eaten a $500
fine for total nudity so the girls tease, but
that's all. Moses stressed that in aD vice
regulation, die state authority supersedes
that at the local level.
Besides entertriners, the National Burlesk employs two people at the door to
handle admissions, a spotlight operator, two
stagehands, a janitor and, of course, the
manager who doubles as a bouncer and
concessioneer.
Of late, the Theatre has been and is
being remodelled and renovated. When alterations are complete, new marble will line
the front of the building. A new entrance to
the lobby and neJ,' front doors have been installed.
Actually, the National Theatre was at
one time a legitimate theatre in the same
tradition as the old Chaise in Toronto and
New York's Roxy. Later, it was converted
to a movie house. But, even now, as a Burlesk theatre, its rich architecture bespeakes an
interesting past.
Depending upon the whims of fate as
they do largely as a determining factor in
their constant search for talent, the management never knows from one week to the
next what sort of act they will be able to
offer the public.
Nevertheless, a visit to ,this remarkable
old theatre often proves an interesting ex-

perience.
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Winter Weekend Features Gordon Lightfoot
Tickets have been on sale for
over a week now at the University Centre Desk for Student
Council's Gordon Lightfoot-Pozo
Seco Singers Concert set for Friday, February 3.
They sell at $2.50, $3.00 and
$3.50 for the perfonnance
which will begin at 8:30 pm.
in St. Denis Hall. Tickets are

being released now for sale
outside the University as well
as at the Centre desk. Because
seats are available on a first
come-first served basis, students are advised to purchase
theirs early.
As a part of the area academic
community nurses and students
of W.0.1.T., Detroit Institute of
Technology, University of Detroit
and local high schools and col.
leges will be given a ch:rnce to
purchase tickets at their own
schools.
Groups or people who find it
inconvenient to purchase tirket~
in person may send cheque or
money order to cover the co:,t .:>f
their seats to the University Ct!ntre
desk. Arrangements will be made
to hold tickets at the door for them
on the night of the show.

Featured Gordon Ughtfoot
is one of the most prominent
young entertainers on the CanThe girls you see on these pages are Glamour Contest contestants

Commercials After Class
The University, in cooperation
widl its Communication Centre, decided recently to allow
promotional material to be telel'Md via its closed-circuit television system. The setup, which
h In operation in the Memorial
Science Bldg., will now air proDN>tiooal messages in the ten

minute break periods between
lectures.
The first such effort will be
commenced next week when SAC
will promote its upcoming Gordon
Lightfoot - Pozo Seco Singers
Concert on February 3.

Gerry Roth, Student CouncD

Social Director and iDsdgator
said, "We intend to

of the plan

carefully screen all material
which is submitted to us." Club
presidencts, group organizers
and others interested in making

use of the new senice shou.d
Mr. Rodi or
one of the other three members
of a special committee set up
to organize the project.

get in touch wlCb

Others include the University's
Assistant Dean of Men, Gabe D~Luca SAC Promotional Representative, George Buckley and Terry
Morgan, Director of the University of Windsor Broadcast.

adian Folk Scene. He has to

Im credit several successes
such as "Steel Rall Blues."
While Gordon writes most of
Im own songs, he bas produced
many hit tunes as weD for American folk favourites Peter,
Paul and May. Ughtfoot's
~le, which can be classified as
semi-folk semi-country and western has made him the favourite
of audiences in die Canadian
and American Middle West.
As well, his appearance last
year on CBC TV's "After Four"
has boosted his popularity all
across Canada.
The Pozo Seco Singers ar~
an American group whose origins se In Texas. The Singers
were organized after a chance

meeting of its members at a
folk night in Corpus Chris1i. Its
first bit was "Tane" in the
SIDDIDer of 1965. Next came

''I'll Be Gone" and an LP Of
late, the singers have scored
with "I Can Make It With You
Baby" and "Look What You've
Done."
Student Council promises an
evening of first-class entertainment
on Friday, February 3. All seats

for the performance are re erved.
On Saturday night of the
same weekend, the Lancer nm.
ketball teams will meet the Colts

and the Mummgs of the Uni-versify of Western Ontario in
St. Deim HaD.
The Crusaders will tackle the
Colts at 6:30 and the Senior Lancers will meet the Mustangs at
about 8:30 p.m. After the game,
SAC will sponsor a dance.

bits and pieces
BASKETBALL GAME
'!be Lance'.s will play the _Dniversity of Waterloo this Saturday at
8:30 m St. Dems Hall. There will be a dance afterwards.
BIG EVENT WEEKEND
Gordon Lightfoot and the Pozo-Seco Singers will perform at the
University of Windsor, Friday, February 3, from 8:30 til 10:30. Tickets
now at the Centre Desk.
VIENNA CHOIR BOYS
The Christian Culture Series presents the Vienna Choir Boys at
Ford Auditorium, Sunday, January 22, at 8:20 p.m. It will be a concert
of sacred music, folk songs, and .costume operettas.
MARRIAGE PREPARATION COURSE
Lectures and discussions on the religious, medical, psychological
and financial aspects of marriage continues January 23 and 30 at 7:30
p.m. in the Ambassador Auditorium. Tickets at the Centre Desk. All
welcome.
MIXER AT 1llE U. OF D.
University of Detroit will present a dance Friday night in their
Memorial Hall. Mitch Ryder and the Detroit Wheels will provide entertainment. Tickets: $1.50.

CAREFR DISCU8.5ION
The University Council of Women is sponsoring a Career Discussion and Tea, Sunday afternoon 2:30 - 5 p.m. in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Two young authors from New York will discuss their book.
From College to Career, telling what opportunities are open to B.A.
and B.Sc. women graduates. Tickets at Centre Desk for $1.00.
MIXED MEDIA CONCERT
A mixed media concert is planned for Sunday at 8:30 at the
University Centre. It is to be directed by Udo Kasemets and performed
by the Issacs Gallery Ensemble of Toronto.
EXPO APPLICATIONS A VAll.ABLE
Apply early, limited co-ed accommodations. Pamphlets available at
center desk. S.A.C. office, Cody and Electa Hall or see Tim Gilmor Ol
Dave Richardson, Cody Hall.

ALA PREMIERE

JAN. 25, at 8:30

rmJID

sweepsYOU
intoa
drama of

speedand

spectacle!
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Another Letter Writer
Dear Sir:
Regarding your article about
Dr. Leddy in last week's paper,
may I say I am geting very tired
of the unfair criticism being placed
on him and other members of
the administration.
Students complain that the administration lacks respect for them,
and is inconsiderate and indifferent to their problems. I would like
to note here that judging from this
article, and others like it, students
are guilty of the same offense,
and perhaps an even greater offense, since it appears that the
administration is more worthy of
',,respect than is the present student
body. Taking, for example, last
week's article, I doubt very much
that the tone of Dr. Leddy's address and the points that he wished
to deliver were anything like those
reported in the Lance. Even ·u
Dr. Leddy hact' this in mind, which
I doubt, he is much too intelligent
a man to express himself in such
an antagonistic way.
Regarding the snide remark
placed under his picture, "Here
is the great man himself, in case
you've never seen him," may I
point out to you that Dr. Leddy
was chosen as president of this
university, not only because he is
qualified to carry out that posi-

tion, but also because he is involved with committees and organizations throughout Canada.
These connections are a definite
asset to this University. If they
necessitate his frequent absence
from Windsor, I do not think this
can be used as a criticism of him
He was chosen because oi these
ties; therefore, he is only fulfilling
his obligations. Rather, I think we
owe him a vote of thanks for all
he has done for the University of

Windsor in the last two and one
half years.
Finally, I would like to note
that the morale of this university,
at the present time, could be classified as a little less than terrible.
If it is ever to improve, I think
that the students must develop repect for the administration , and,
in return, the administration must
learn to respect the student body.
The fault lies on both sides, and
must be corrected by both.
Andrea Pinto

SUi 2 P II.

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS NOW
AT BOX OFffCE OR BY MAIL

SUMMIT ~ T H E A T R E
Wasbln.-ton B1Td, and Lata,·ette
llooc Office Open Noon to 9 ,.M. D•ily

For ThNlte P•rty lnfon,,.tion C.11 J..:k Upward •t WO 1.3711

Our booklet
'Careers with Sun Lile'
is available at the
placement office.

Graduating Class:
sun Life of Canada will be on cami,us to discuss management careers with you.
Th rfe insurance industry today offers an interesting and rewarding future to
lnd7vi~uais with management potential. Make your appointment at the placemen1i
office now to see Sun Life of Canada on:

Thursday,

Jan.

WO. 1-3111

26

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL

, •

•
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THE LANCE

Good Editorial
The LANCE would like to announce that it j5 pleased
to witne s man} important and beneficial alterations that
have occurred recently in the operauon of the food-handling
facilities in the University Centre.
The most startling revelations have appeared in
the Regdent Cafeteria. During the past two months, the
food service has been serving many meals besides the
usually tasty Sunday night dinner which have been
not merely palatable but very good. Portions have been
adequate if not in many cases generous. Murky g ~
and soiled utensils are now a rarity.

-

As well, expanded facilities opened last week in the
New :.'vfeeting Room have helped relieve va tly overcrowded meal hour condition in the Grotto and on the
Ground Floor.
We would like to commend Mr. Tob:nie, Director
of the Centre and Versafoods - its Chief on Campus,
Mr. Abernathy and all his staff for their much improved service. These changes are welcome and much
appreciated by el·eryone who eats in the Student Centre.
We hope that the present high standards will continue ..

Ambivalent Bipeds
Secular humanists try vehicular Iuminists.
They fondle hondas with chuckling knuckles;
Wheel reeling, they peel rubber rinds;
And smoke choke dodging co~gers
who think back to black shacked buggies
and whip-snipped hor!>e-strong torsos.
Ground-sky bound in charity chariots,
they vie with lie-ridden roads down hidden towns.
Acting realist, they booze-losingly re-enlist,
with their hacking Karate-capes flapping,
and their life-limbs in candour suppliant,
pliantly beckoning, defiantly reckoning
WITH FATE.
on the other hand,
Dismal un!>haven babies mature baptismal Sonravens, a tragic-magic Christ relieves green-wheeled
thieves.
Michael G. Kirley, C.S.B.

w

j

Are You ·sure This Is Theology 22 ?

SAD

COMMENTARY
PAGE
Vietnam Fission Mission
To the womb tomb the deceiving believer depa1is1
Fear-tears he fires against the ground- ky pyre .
Our male mystique freak sails for green-piqued
dales;
Our upset marine despairs in a well-net lair of
putty.
Sex Physical, the quizzical salve scavenger avenger
revels;
In fleeting weeks, kiss-hiss lips seek burn-churned
cheeks,
little miss scorch-torch is a phallic missile porch.
But all frail-snails perch in search of a failgrail,Until the Goal's excusemtlSe peruses the Soul's
bailjail . . .
, .. CONVERSION . . . inversion, insight, and
open hoping, (prepare yourself for a happy ending)
Infused music flows in soul-patterned rows,
Warring Lida lolls on shivering, quivering shoals
Of flesh, caressing Jesus' breaded breastnest.
Michael G. Kirley, C.S.B.

DO S Q ~ SHIT?

Hub?
Five a.m.
Hot and sticky
Go throw rocks at !.unrise.
Front row seat
Moon retreat
Sun advance
Faster world
Spin faster .
Spin faster .
And throw me off and into my source . . .
For I am Oswald son of Re
Beloved of Aphrodite.
Allright you people
God has started the earth
Everybody out on the treadmill
And keep it going.
Oh Master of minor miracles!
Oh great shark herder!
I have yet to see a squirrel
Defaecate.
Oakie Isopteroni

r----------------------------,---

U of W SKI CLUB
PRESENTS

FECUND FROSH
Dreams are from the nowhere
Female
Tree!!!
Beard the lion in his
Halucinations!!
Thought cogently for many seconds on his
Damnation.
Magnaminous as he may have been, his thoughts
Esot eric were not for his friend the Christ-

Person.
Stupidity bas led me to impregnate the
Banana of this
Zeugma!!!!!
V,

~

C
C

m
z
~

C
V,

n

0
C

z
~

''WILD THING''
Jan . 27, Friday

TEUTONIA CLUB
55 EDINBOROUGH
8:30 - 12:00

LIVE BAND

S,50 PER PERSON WITH MEMBERSHIP
S.75 PER PERSON WITHOUT MEMBERSHIP

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUG EOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Call

969-9070

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN

With $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

Wanted
diamond
Detroit-based
merchants seelcing local
repre sentatives. f' art-time
wi th
fl exi bi e schedu le.
Openings
immediately
available for neat, ag.
gressive young men.
Call:
Mr. Williams

862-5112

CHECKER (AB
253-3551

C O O K 'S

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.
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LANCERS DEFEAT OSGOODE S-4

Abraham
Those of you who have been reading this column trom week to
·eek may have noticed the sly hints about an impending resignation.
~s is the week. It is unfortunate that ~vents ~ave come to a head . so
soon. There is a remarkable amount of mterestmg sports events cOITUng
p not the least of which is the Canadian basketball championship.
u There have been many enjoyable hours spent covering University
of Windsor sports and it is with deep regret that we leave the post of
sports editor of the LANCE.

Says
In leaving we think it is only just that we thank those who have
eo-0perated in making th~ L~NCE s~orts pa~es what he ~nsidered to
be the best possible. Athletic Director Dick Monarty was most mstrumental
in providing us with information and could not possibly have ~en ~ore
co-operative. It was he who helped to arrange the LANCE mtemews
which appeared on these pages and it was his equipment which was used
in those interviews and thereby insured the maximum degree of accuracy.
Nancy Parker, Mr. Moriarty's secretary was also invaluable in providing us with last minute press releases and could always be counted on
to help out in any way possible.
We would also like to thack all those who spent their time covering
various events and contributing stories. Such people are Mike Botsford,
Paul Ciceri, Brian Dunn, Bob Baksi, Don Warren, Al MacMillan and
others who brought stories up and left them unsigned.
Janet Morrell deserves a special thanks for it was she who contributed all of the girls' sports stories.
.
Marian Johnstone was invaluable in typing out many of the stones,
proof-reading them, offering criticism and being an all around great help.

Goodbye
Now that we have managed to set the record straight here are a few
pertinent remarks about sports which is, after all, the primary purpose
of this column.
The Lancers will be home again this Saturday after what we certainly
hope was a successful road trip. It could be expensive if they lose because
we offered to buy the Western Gazette's sports editor beers at the 'Ceeps'
all night if the Lancers lose.
The highlight of last week's Lancer basketball game had to be the
fine play of Ed Lanktree. Ed was very impressive with his outside shooting and looked twice as confident as he did the week before. He brought
the ball up well and was not afraid to shoot when he was open. At the
end of the first half he was leading the Lancers in scoring with ten points.
It is our fervent hope that better referees will be procured for forthcoming Lancer hockey games. In the Lancer defeat of Osgoode Hall last
Saturday, the refereeing was nothing short of ludicrous. For a more rather
colorful account may we refer you to Lancer trainer Bill Mitchell.
Typical of the resistance we encounter was Elliot Dunlap's. cloddish
manoeuver at the hockey game. ~nowing full well that we predicted the
Lancers by two goals, Bumbling Ellie flashed the light for an Osgoode
goal after the whistle just so the prediction would be off by one. .
Let's hear it for the Lancer swim team who scored the first victory
of their career by beating Jackson and Schoolcraft colleges in Llv~nia
last week. Some people will do anything to screw up LANCE Predicts.
Good-bye.

WICKHAMS SAlE

20%-so%
OFF

ON ALL

SWEATERS
SPORTSHIRTS
SUITS
TIES
TOPCOATS

Wickham·~
o· o
OF WINDSOR
286 OUELLETTE A VE .

by BRUCE STEVENS
From humiliation to heroism:
that was the story of Jerry Morand in the Lancers 5-4 victory
over Osgoode last Saturday. The
contest was only I O minutes old
when Morand took a breakaway
pass and skated in all alone on
Osgoode goalie, Robin Walker the excited Morand aimlessly
blasted the puck 6 feet wide of
the net. Morand returned, shamefaced, to the bench and bangeJ
his Stick in disgust, a disgu t however, that signified not resignation
but fiery redemption. For, from
that point on, Morand was a
standout on the ice and a constant
scoring threat. The threat was
realized midway through the second period when he fired 2 goals,
only 14 seconds apart, which put
the Lancers ahead 4-1. Morand's
first tally came when he picked
up Paul Henry's rebound, moved
to Walker's left, took that extra
needed second and shot the puck
over the pmstrate goalie. His second marker, also assisted by Henry, came when he alertly tapped
in the puck from a goal-mouth
scramble.
Windsor Jed 2-1 after the opening frame. Jim Johnson put the
Owls into a brief one goal lead
but before long, Tom McFadden
tied the game on a 20-footer from
Frank Micallef. Five minutes later
the scoring play was reversed,
Micallef scored on a 20-footer
from McFadden. Both these goals
were solely the fault of Walker,
they were weak shots to his glove
hand.
After the Lancer's fourth goal,
the home squad suddenly began
to et down. Beft>re the secona
stanza wa over, Osgoode had cut
the Lancer lead to only one goal.
Johnson scored his second goal
of the game on a power play effort with the Jssist going to Mastin. Then with just a minute Jdt
in the period,
Doug Hou2ton

S\NIMMERS
\N I N FIRS T
In its first meet of the year.
the Lancer Swim Team blazed to
a glorious victory over Schoolcraft and Jackson Colleges at
Livonia, Michigan. At exactly
9:22. p.m., January 14, 1967.
Coach J. C. Nash tumbled into
the water - the object of Windsor's first victory toss in the history
of the University.
Joe Riordon, Ed Brand, Bud
Ryau and John Roberts combined
10 win the first event of the night
- the 400 yard medley relay in a time of 5:04.6. In the last
race - the 400 yard freestyle
relay, Keith Young, Phil McCullough, Ed Brand and John Rob.
erts came in second to Jackson's
powerful freestylers.
.
In individual events Al McMillan won the 200 yard backstroke
with a time of 2:47.6 and gained
two second places in the 200 yard
breaststroke and 200 yard individual medley. Seconds were also
won by John Kent (diving), Bud
Ryan (200 yard butterfly, Joe
Riordon (200 yard baclcstroke)'
and Phil McCullough (500 yard
freestyle).
Final score: Windsor 63
Jackson 53
Schoolcraft 44
Next meet: Windsor vs. Ryerson at Riverside Pool Saturday,
Jan. 21, 2:00 p.m.

netted the third Osgoode goal.
Fortunately, the Lancer collapse
was counteracted by a few hardwork i n g individuals. Morand,
McFadden and Micallef continued
to play well: Morand foreche.::ked
tenaciously and never let up. But
the man who kept the Lancers in
front was rookie netminder, Don
Bruner. Bruner played a terrific
game and couldn't be fauted on
,any of the goals. He wa a pJrticular standout in the third per:oJ
and was especially effective in
blocking difficult screen sh'.'t. .
Micallef fired what proved to be
the game-winner at the 5 minute
mark of the third period as he
s.::ored from 10 feet out on a
clean-cut breakaway. Rene Mastin got the fourth and final Osgoode goal on an an assi t from
Kirk Ma.::Kinnon.
The last half of the game was
marred by fighting and penalties;
several brief but rough skirmi. he
at least provided the small, but
boisterous, crowd with some excitement. The offi::iating was
atrocious disgruntled Lancer
fans gave frequent expression of

their resentment by hurling empty
Black Label cans on the ice.

Lancer Legend:
With their 5-4 victory, Hermisten's boys now hold a league record of 2-1 ... Hugh Carol looked
good on the fir t line with '.14cFadden and ~fic.1llcf; injured Dave
Mullen may have trdl.Ible getting
back his job . . . Tom Knowlton
is the most improved Lancer defenseman; he hits hard and breab
up a lot of play~ where they
. hould be broken up - before
the blue line . . . Speedster, John
Scandiffio, sat out the gJme wi:h
a back injury . . . Zechner and
Devriese sat out most of the game
but not because of injuries . . .
Assistant coach, Barry McPherson
once again, watched the game
with his tape re.::order in which
he comments on any bad plays
by the Lancers - rumour has it
that he ran out of tape ... Next
game for the Lancers is tonight
(Friday) against W.0.1.T.; game
time is 9 o'clock, at the Riverside
Arena - come on out and support your team.

lancerettes Weekend Okay
The University of Wmdsor
women's teams landed a third
place spot in the overall standings
at the W.I.A.U. Sports Day held
Friday and Saturday, January 13
and 14 at the University of
Guelph. Of the five teams competing in the tournament McMaster took top honours with 21
points, followed by the University
of Guelph with 15 points. Il,e
University of Wmdsor and the
University of Waterloo were next
with l O points each while Waterloo Lutheran managed only I
point.
In volleyball action Friday night
the Windsor girls were taken quite
by
urprise by defeats from
Mc.Master 22- ro and 22-8, and
the Univer ity of Guelph 27-11.
24-15, and 15-13. The final game
15-13 was won in an overtime
battle. However, on Saturay the
girls were back on their feet and
won both matches played that day
against Waterloo Lutheran 27-12
and 33-10 and the University of

Waterloo 21-14 and 19-10.
Pam Ma kery amassed a good
record in 1st singles in badminton
being beat only by Jean Richmond of the University of Waterloo. Pam had wins over Mc.Master. Guelph. and Waterloo Lutheran. In second singles Ann
Granziol plit her games by winning Cl'Ver Waterloo Lutheran .1nd
the University of Waterloo while
being de e ted by 1c. fas er and
Guelph. Sue Donnelly and Sue
Kaufman suffered defeat in all of
their ma ches in the doubles competition.
The Lancer<!tte b ketball team
won two and lo:t two games- on
the courts. Led by Pat Wilson
with 19 points and Mary Ann Van
Der Pryt and Janice Bednarick
with 14 points a pie.::e the girl
defeated Waterlro Lutheran 2421 and the Univer·ity of Guelph
29-13. They were defeated :!.1-10
by the University of Waterloo and
32-14 by McMaster.

And Great On Monday
Monday night was a very special time for the University of
Wmdsor Lancerettes and coach
Sue Hilton. Not only did it mark
the much sought after basketball
victory over the University of
Western Ontario, but in pulling
through with the win the team
was also aiding Miss Hilton in
defeating a team coached by her
former coach from Western. After
coming out on the winning end of
a hard fought 24-20 score the
team was in such an ecstatic state
that they took Miss Hilton for a
swim in the pool - clothes and
all. Yea team!
Wmdsor started out quite trong
and Jed until the clo ing seconds
of the fir t h.1Jf when Western
shot ahead to a 9-7 lead. It was
a see-saw battle until the final 3
minute of the game and then
the Lancerett seemed to -get a
eco,1d wind and tcpped up the
pace to record a 24-20 victory at
the clo e of the game. High .::orer
for the Lancerette wa J;.mice

Bednarick With lU pomts ronuwc::d
by Pat Wilson and Kathy Thompson with 4 each. Pam Nelson
and Sue Whitley shared top honours for Western with 6 points
each.
The volleyball action was a
little Jess encouraging as We tern
romped to a four ·game wipeout
ovec the University of Wmdsor
team. Windsor kept getitng stronger each game but could not seem
to overcome the bot We tern
team. Scores of the games were
15-3, 15-9, 15-10 and 15-11.
Gloria Thibert and Sue Stauth
were putting forth an e. ·cellent
effort with their erving.
The badminton team won all
their games against We tern. Pam
Maskery in fir t singles defeated
Claire Lefebre of We tern 11-4
and 11-8. It took Anne Graziol
three games to down Pam Stein
11-. 9-11 and 11-3. Alo in the
double competition Sue Kaufman
and Mary McGregor downcJ
Pam Stein and Claire Lef ·fre
15-11 and 4-3.
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WE'RE NUMBER ONE-

Early

am

week, the Warriors acquired junior superstar, B. TaOoon.

Above, chief Warrier scouts, Glen Roebuck and George Petruru"k, sign
Taloon to bis contract.

Windsor
Warriors Ready
Sportcaster, Bruce Stevens' nightly broadcasts on CKWW h:we
created much enthusiasm over the newly-formed Windsor Warrior hockey
club. Weekday evenings, at 7:30, Bruce can be heard as he gives coverage
of all University sports events and keeps the listener informed with
respect to the activities of the Windsor Warriors.
Since October, the Warriors have been holding secret practice sessions and playing some of the better teams across the country. Warrior
coach, Moe Howard, has assembled an aggregation of craggy-faced old
warhorses and fuzz-faced neophytes; with this combination the Warriors
are vying for future entry into the N.H.L. expansion program.
Excerpts from previous sportscasts
(1) Summary of game against Mexican National Team.
8 p1s by VIC Tomovich paced the Windsor Warriors to a 13-0
abutout victory over the Mexican National Team in a game played in
Santillo, Mexico. All of Tomovich's goals were scored on blazing, 45foot, slap shots which completely baffled Mexico's terror-stricken tender
the ~ Jlil;o Sanda • . . .
-~~r"1~..u.=Tiii
pen6cl, the frustrattd Mexican fans vented their
ire by hurling bags of cabanza beans and hot tomales on hapless linesman
Meyer Starr. Starr, his cheeks burning with shame and tomato sauce,
bad to be escorted from the arena by the town "policia."
(2) Gaughan gets Gate.
League president, Frank Nitty, announced today that Windsor
Wanior goaltendu, Jerry Gaughan, has been suspended indefinitely for
refusing to comply with league regulations concerning goalie sticks.
Gaughan has been using an untaped, aluminum model, goalie stick whieh
bas caused much protest from opposing players who claim that Gaughan
uses the stick to emit a blinding glare into the eyes of onrushing forwards.
President Nitty was forced to suspend Gaughan after the nomadic netminder publically stated that he would continue to use his aluminwn
model reprdless of regulations.

(3) Young gets call.
••• Still with the Wmiors, fiery defensemen, Bob Gibson has been
t6ld outright to the Glas.,w Rangers for an estimated 30,000 dollars,
To replace Gibson, Coach Moe Howard, has called up hard-rock rearguanl, Don Young. Young, presently recovering after a serious operation,
bas beeo placed on a special diet of D-H fluids, in an attempt to get him
back in sb4pe.

The Warriors currently hold a record of 11-0, having just compllted a 3-pme sweep over the Nipigon Flyers.
For a thorough report on University of Windsor sports and all
Wamor activities, tune into CKWW, Monday-Fnday, at 7:30

Wmdaor

Bob Horvath lived up to his
billing as the best of the Mustang
squad but even he could not stop
the Wind or tide from ro~g up
its fourth regular league victory
in a row. Mike Taranchuk was
the best Lancer on the floor ha~ling down 19 rebounds to go with
his fifteen points and also proved
to be a tiger on defence.
Bench strength was certainly
a deciding factor in this contest.
A total of six players were banisbed to the sidelines but the
Lancers were able to pull up :11e
slack when Mazzuchin and Kwiatkow ki fouled out. The Mustangs
however could not fill the gap
after losing four of their best players and the Lancers took advantage of the Western wea~nesses
to vault into first place m the
0.-Q.A.A.
Fan support also helped the

Lancers as a strong contingent of
Windsor rooters journeyed to
London to cheer our boys on. Toe

P.E. Wins

Enaiacet:L

an example of basketball at its
best. For more great basketball
action come see the lancers take
on the university of Waterloo this
Saturday night in St. Denis Hall.
Despite a fine 24 point performance by ex-Lancer Bob Horvath the University of Western
Ontario Mustangs were dropped in
a foul filled contest 89-76 Wednesday night.
The Lancers opened up an
early 4-0 lead but the Mu tangs
stayed in contention throughout
the first half. After being down
19-17 a one point the Lancers
. tormed back to take a 49-38
lead at the half. From then on
the margin increased until the
Lancers put it out of reach.
Angelo Mazzuchin ran into

early foul trouble and
Samaras was forced to Coac!i
him until later in the cont::':
the rest of the Lancer squad i..._
ed in a stellar performance to keep
the Mustangs down. The Western.
ers used a half court press tbr<>ut\,
out the game but the Lal!Cer'
fast break action and full ~
press proved superior.
Bob Navetta led the Windsor
atack by hooping a fine 19 P<linll.
Marty Kwiatkowski, returning
after an ankle injury, finished
with 15 and Mike Tarancl!ll
matched him with 15 more. Gary
Polano completed the double fig.
ure column with an even 10
points. Doug Brown finished with
9, Ed Lanktree 8, Tom Elliot 5
and Angelo Mazzuchin and Andy
Auch with 4 points apiece to
round out the Lancer scoring.

Bob Rivest was the

only Comerce grunt and groaner
to pick up a win.
Although the Science and Arts
11 did not win any matches Dave
Paterson and Ian Reid of Arts
11 deserve honorable mention for
a credible showing.

dupl
gi"
111ce
the

pH ys• ED• LOsEs

As the interfaculty hockey
league enters its final month of
competition the Science club leads
the league with a perfect record
of six wins and no losses. The high
scoring trio of John Kukurin,
Brother Colin and Brother Vimet
have accounted for almost half of
the Science goals, Bud Piercell bas
played strongly in the nets, compiling a 1.50 goals against average. Bill Morin and the veteran
Ken Long, along with the strong
goal tending of Gord Mitchell,
have led the Arts II squad to second place in league action. The
Commerce club, after a slow start
have won their last three out of
four games and are now currently
holding down third place. John
Hurst and Neil DonnalJy have
been the main spark plugs in the

Businessmen's surge.

The Engineers, although lacking
serious scoring punch, are tied
with the junior Artsmen for the
final playoff spot. Joe Wortinriz ,
and Don Osborne have been the
big guns for the Plumbers and
coach "Skip" Hayes looks to these
boys to lead them into the first
division. T h e Arts I team,
although currently tied for fourth
place, are confident that they can
gain a solid playoff position in the
final half of the schedule.
The Physical Education squad
already hit with a player shortage
problem received another blow
last week when their number one
aoaJie, Len Lawin was called up
to the Lancer club. Although they
still have a mathematical chance
of reaching a playoff spot, the
Phys. Ed. team looks like a sure
bet for the cellar position.

M.A. C.
lnterfaculty athletics at the University of Wmdsor function as an
integral part of the total program
of both physical and general education.
A separate interfaculty director
is employed to give emphasis to
the program, and guard against
deptjvation of time, facility and
expense due to any overemphasis
in other areas.
Beyond this. however, student
leadership, both in the organization and administration of the program contributes greatly to its relative success. The interfaculty director serves as a guide for the
council and a liason with the total

program.
However, the council members
will recognize an opportunity ot
develop personal goals through active and conscientious participation
in the administration and conduction of the program.

LANCI PRIDICTI
BASKETBALL: Lancers
Waterloo by 44.

uc1
cha

by BRIAN DUNN

The Physi::al Edu::ation squad
emerged as the overall winners of
the inter-faculty wrestling tournament held January 9, by winning
four matches out of a possibll!
nine. Arts I and Engineers were
runners-up with two victories each,
while Commerce came in third
with one win.
Phys. Ed. was paced by such
dynamic wrestlers as Rick Tremblay Dave Lee, Bill McAdam,
Gerry Kwopsiz and Bill Hallit.
Arts I picked up points through
the efforts of Bill Saunders and
Phil Rivest. Jorge Moreno and
Harry Marrcini lugged it out for

die

game was exciting from start to

finish and all who attended saw

over

Lancers over Wayne State by 7.
Cruaders over Toledo by 23.
Wayne Frosh over Crusaders
by 9.

SWIMMING: Lancers to beat
R.yenon.
HOCKEY: Lancers over worr
by 4.
SEASON'S RECORD: Getting
better (no thanks to Ellie Dunlap.

MIKE TARANCZUK, the belO of the Laneer \'ldory over Wealml
ii shown here aming two apimt Guelpb. 1be Lance editor took M1een
pies at the Western game but In the .....itale Lmce 1118111111', failed
to get a good one. -

Photo by John Doyle
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MAC Instigates New lnterfaculty Award Syst
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the Athletic Office before

l'edne day, January 25/67.
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Pts.

'
•

1 potnl f r being on rhe

ar

fter three year

•

felt to be
ufficient t
limit the number of indi ,. ,.
dual receiving the award
o tha 1 it would have ome
val~e to chc holder .

•

help wanted in Antigua, Burundi,
Columbia, Ghana, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Madagascar,
•

Peru, ltwanda, Sarawak, 1anzania, Tchad, Trinidad, Uganda, and Zambia.
,

of 20 points. Anae)o Mazzuc:bin

staned a little slowly but soon
found the mark for 16 points.
Gary Polano contributed founeen,
and Ed Lalttrce and Tom Elliot
hooped 12 and 11 points respectively. Mike Taranczuk completed
the double figure column with a
round 10 points. Al Venette with
9, Dave Service with 7, Doug
Brown with 6, and Andy Auch
with S completed the Lancer
sconng.
Basketball is a game of fine~
and Garney Henley ) Rcdmcn
•
just did not have enough to provide any competition for the superior Lancers. It is unfortunate
that Windsor had to meet such
., weak team befoce clalbing with
the powerful Western Mustangs.
Western prctmtly shares fint place
wilh the I aoc:cn and lhe M~
tanp H o to be lhe team to beat
if Winchor is to brina bac:t another
leap chlmpiombip. 1be lost of

•
•

•

it's your world.

Marty Kwiatkowlki will certainly
hurt lhe Laoc:cn, but Ed I aolctree
is sitting in the winp. From lhe
oo

apinst GueJpb, Wind,or should
not be in too much trouble. Bob
Horvalh and the rest of lhe Mustana squad c:crtainJy will not lay
down and die, IO Wednesday
,qbt'1 pme lhouJd prove to be
iDla Ilia,.
.
'Jbe (,lrw:tSIS' 1.11s; power II
slowly improYiDa but die aquad
ii llilJ only biUina. OD about 40
per cent al lbeir ..... Hopefully
lbe boyl w111 rea11y find die
epiratC Welf&D 111d bdq fint

-

ranae

place

ubmitted to

and 2 more for any additional ear . Thi amount v,a

by JOHN MURRAY
The Lancer defeated G1,1elph
Redmen last Saturday in a most
impressive manner by the score
.:,f 110-3S.
Things were remarkably close
for awhile and at one time Guclph
held 3 3-2 edge. The Lancers then
started to hit on their shou and
the encounter began to follow the
standard procedure for Guelph
games. 1be Redmen gave it the
old college try but the relentless
Lancen poured on the steam and
turned the game into a rout.
Bob Navetta was the big gun
for the Lancen droppina a total

put
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lancers Beat

In

Year Played

port tt wa felt that the
old sy tern would not only
be uneconomical but al o
•,ould be

,

collegi te team .

given to the members of an
intercollegiate team. With

II

ao W"mdw.
111111 IM ca b@+M pme ii
ud die blue 111d
wiD .. fed• die Uai.alily

fallaWina , _
jaurDly to
fm.

•
These countries have a lot in common. Every one is
no place for you if all you have to offer is lofty
ideals. These are countries that need realists-people
who are ready to get down to work. And come down
to earth. Literally. Don't kid yourself . . . signing up
with this outfit will mean slugging it out through a
tough, demanding job. That's the only way you'll fill
the needs of these coWltries. And who knows, maybe
you'll have a few of your own filled. What ls CU O?
It's a national agency created to develop and promote overseas service opportunities for Canadians.
It arranges for the placement of qualified men
and women in countries that request their
services. If you're sent to a country it's because they've asked for you. Or someone
like you. How does CU
work? Abroad, it
works through different international agencies
who all assist in the placement of personnel.
In Canada it works through local co-ordinating
committees, located in most universities, but serv-

u

ing the whole community. What kind of people are
needed? People with something to offer. People with
things like knowing how to teach mathcmatic or gro,,
wheat, how to clean a wound or build a bridge. The ~
countries need people who arc adaptable and n1aturc
People with initiati e. People Y.ho can earn re peel, and
give it. Think about it for a n1inute. You'll know what
you have to offer. What i the lec:tibn procedure like?
Tough. Because we don't believe in sending underde eloped people to developing countries. Preliminar~
screening is carried out, where po ible, by local
committees. U O then nominates candidate
to government and agenci s requesting personnel, who make the final selection. USO
also makes arrangements for preparatory and
orientation courses. How do ~·ou pply1 Get
more information aad application forms fron,
I
I CUSO reprcscntativ at any Canadian
university,orfromthe ec:utiveSecretary,
151 Slater Street, Ottawa.

The Canadian Peace Corps

rcuso.

•

J

•

'
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Vote
Thrillerjl,p

NEWS

A rec nt lan::e p 11 c(Jlducted

..,

by one or our u uallv d1lignt and
reliable pie in the region rrarked
" tudent ounc1l Are.1" wh h 1
or£-lirrut t.:> the average udent
at thJ un1 er'iity tell u trut the
pnme contenders £or the M,rch 6
election or ne t year' SAC president are Tim Laird, pre ent CUS
Director, Dave Rems.k1, e -a;so::1ate New Editor for the Lane'
and Thro.:J.,monon ThrillcrOap.
dynarru young campu br.i ado
Furtherm re the poll ha mdcated
a ri mg ride of popular sentiment
for Mr. Thnllerflap 1n recent
week . It ha b.!en rumoured.
much to the chagrin of 1u~ po •
1ble rival , that f.imed campu
impre sario Oak1e Jsoprerorn will
per onally nominJle Mr. Thrillerflap JI the gencrJI meeting of Feb .
27 Tius move I ure 10 captivate
the imaginatJon of the entire un1vcr 11y community and leave Jillle
doubt in the mind of seasoned obervers a 10 the outcome of the
final ballot
The en ,re a cmblage of
nee
ed11ors and raffer JOIO 10 gether
in beseeching you to stnke a blow
for freedom Jnd human d 1grn1y
CJ I your \ o.e tor Throckmonon
ThnllerfJJp.

IN

BRIEF

"Start A Riot" Ha! Ha! Ha!
OTI{\WA (CUP) - The CanadJan Uruon ~f Students can't even
crack a joke these days without being taken senowly.
·
A recently-released CUS program faceuously suggests un1vers11y
students riot this month 1n their campaign to att.ato power at the top.
Toe proposal was not meant to be taken seriously, CUS president
Doug Ward pointed out to The Toronto Globe and Mail which picked
up the story in all seriousness.
•
.
Toe Globe received a program copy from ~ Uruveroty of ~est~
Ootano administration wb1ch 1s undergoing oontrovcrsial changes 10 uruversity governmenL
Westem's students' administrative union also sent CUS a 1e«.ef
• complaining about the use of the word riot
. ..
''lberc's absolutely no implication that we should call nots, Ward
said.
"I'm amazed at the paranoia of any adnunistratioo that would think
CUS would want to incite a riot. A not isn't possible."
1bc document, which suggests "ao ideal January program," for
university students' councils to follow, includes the following . statement:
"Follow up the board (of governor's) reply, or Jack of reply, with another
Jetter an article sit-in or riot, depending on the mood of your campus."
said' "the reaJ bombshell" contained in the program outline
was not the humorous part, but its call for what be termed "open decision
making" in the university commuruty.
However, CUS will strike the word riot from its vocabulary - unless
it i.1 meant to be taken seriously.

Ward

Token Observer ln"Senate
LONDON (CUP) - The Uruversity of Western Ontario' senate
broke tradlnon here recently when 11 decided to allow a student observer
To bad rap! ts, muggers and purse snatdlets
• to sit in on its next meetrng.
Toe decision, termed "a token thing" by students' council president
John Patnck, faded to satJsfy councu members who have been agitaung
for Ulcreased student participation in decl.Slon malong.
"It's a very, very disheartening Situation," sa.td Patnck, refemng to
senou enough to warrant their
pelled and one tudent wa forced
the apparent ~jection by .1be board of governors of a COUDCll proposal for
removal from residence.
to leave 10 September. On the
represeotalloo of inrere led groups, mcludmg students, on the senateOne e. penment that h.1 bet!n.
night of th. Re 1deo e Cbnstma
board liaison committee whtch will recorruneod changes lJl Westem's
carried out since the beginning of
Party, however, six male students
constitution.
•
thJ academic year I the parual
were discovered embibing on the
Patrick says be feels the board hasn't rea.hz.ed the oouncil's main
segregation of upperclassmen and
premises but it was judged that
contention that all uruversity members should partiCJpat.e m its
freshmen into separate Oats. The
since they were domg it so quietly
governing.
thrrd floor of S1. Michael' 1s cornand not ma.lung
nul5llncc o{
Meanwhile, council says it i planrung to appeal directly to students
themselves, they would not be
po ed enurely thJ year of freshin a pamphlet to be mailed out next week .
tossed our.
men while flat 5, C dy Hall ha
•
"Jn this way," Mr. Cleary exbeen populated exclusively by
plained, "they were breaking the
upperclassmen.
letter of the law but not it'
Mr. CleJry .. ,c.J lhlt new idea
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CUPI) - American tudeolS, following the
spirit." Although the offenders
are alway bctng e.:>ns1dered 1n
lead set by their Canadian counterpm.s at the
. University of Montreal
\Were campused for a penod of
order that some day an opumum
last fall, have beeo boycotting cafeterias in -prote$. of mcreased food
.
system of re idence living will pre!time and fined, 11 was not conpnces.
vail on campu .
idered that their 1nfracllon was
Students at Hunter College in New York City succeeded in getting
across-the-board price reduction after a three-<tay boycott. The administration agreed to subsidJZe any financial loss the cafeteria aught incur.
Cafeteria directors at Sarr Francisco Stare College faced a two-front
battle when students protested a 15 per cent increase to food prices and
cafeteria employees demanded an bourly wage mcrease.
Women from Mount Saint Vincent University, a small all-girl
The employees got their raLSC. The students suc~ed io getting a
college in Halifax, will oo longer be invited to attend movies at
10 per ccot price cut after a nine-day boycott.
a near-by men's university.
The students, who want another 10 per cent reduction arc eating
Residents at St. Mary's College say the Mount girls have been
at the cafeteria again. Meanwhile, the cafetena management is conducting
refused admission to the regular events because of an article which
a study of prices, student attitudes, and possibilities for change.
appeared in the Picaro MSVU's student newspaper.
The article oootained a review of ooe of the movics along
with a personal attack on the audience, they say.
Now the "Mounties" will be barred from the movies unless
ClflCAGO (CUPI) - A student League for Spiritual Disoovery
they attend as the date of a St. Mary's man.
(LSD) bas applied for campus recognition at Roosevelt Uoivcnity.
But dean of students George Watson says be bas pcl81pooed making
an official decision until be obtains legal advice oo the ma11er.
Watson said his "preliminary judgmeot" would be to deny rcoognitioo
because the group "is organized for an illegal purpose aod tbcrcfore .
TORONTO (CUP) - A Ryerson Polytecboical Institute f:ra1ernity
cannot be recognized as a Roosevelt student group."
has been warned by police to atop selling a four-page hockey program
1bc group, an off-shoot of former Harvard psychologist Tunothy
at Maple Leaf Gardens NHL games.
Leary's new psychedelic "religion", is dedicated to the use of the con'The program. called Hockey I..inc-Up, was produced by Tau Epsiloo
troversial drug, LSD.
~u fratrmity.
The orgaoizatioo differs from other religions in that it doesn't "turn
CaDiog tbtm,clves "a group of ambitious college students alarmed
sacrament in sacrilege," founder Bill Moore, a Roosevelt graduate student
31 the high cost of progams," they said in their last program they bad
said.
produced a "competitive program to be sold outside the arena."
"We use the word religion because the experiential aspects of our
Although 1,200 copies were sold in two nights, the project was
movement can't be well-fitted under any other name - we're not politicapped when police warned the students they might be arrested if they
cal activists, we're not athletes, we're not addicts."
didn't obtain a peddlar's licence.
Stan Obodiac, publicity director of the Maple Leaf Gardens, said
there .bad been no noticeable decline in regulation program sales.
He called the fraternity effort "an amusing student prank of no coo•
LONDON (CUP) - The head of the University of Western Oncern to the Gardens."
tario's health services department has denied bis department is distributing
birth control pills to Western co-eds.
When told two female reporters from the student newsp.1per, 1be
Gazette, had obtained prescnptions for the pill, Dr. R J. Bowen said
SUDBURY (CUP) - Laurentian University will begin the fie.ht
"If .fny pills have been given, they have been on the adV1ce of peciaJ1 ts .•:
agaimt alcoholism by teaching its students how to drink properly.
But both girls said they had not consulted another phy 1cian before
The newly-formed Canadian Pub AdviJory Committee plans
going to the heJlth service.
to establish a student social centre to provide "a congenial at.mosph~
The first reporter, who cl:umed to be uttering from men trual
in which students may meet and learn an intelligent and temperate
cramps said she w:t given a one-month supply of Ovulen, a type of
btrth c0ntrol p1U. The econd girl, who rcque ted the pill for birth control
use of alcoholic beverages."
The centre wiJI also offer opportunities for imaginative persons
purposes, said she received J three-month' upply renewable for mne
months. •
to introduce features of French and ethnic cultures.

Residence Rules Experiment At Cody
Ar the urging of mrere ted men
re idenr . their prefects, and A ·
si tant Director of Men's Re 1dences, Michael Cleary, everal
rule revision and re-interpretations
will soon be enacted 1n men'
donn~ on a tnal basis.
Starting I.his Sunday ahcrnoon,

•

•

January 22, female vi 1tors will be
.illowed into the men' re re.Jenee
from I until 4 p.m. Cleary e •
plru.oed that the change was deigned to fo ter more spirit and
pnde among men residents. The
plan was con 1dered for everal
months before Chri tmas recess
and was then given approval by
Re 1dence Official
The Ba~1lran Fathers, backer
of Men's Re idence have nor offic1ally san.::uoned the move yet
They have advised residence officials to negotiate with the University's Board of Governors on
the rn uer. Jn the meantime, the
projected plan LS being initJated to
discover its feasibility and acceptance.
Mr. Clearly explained that he
and his staff feel that there is
no rule presently in the Resident
Handbook which couldn't be
changed or scrapped if such an
alteration would bring about an
improvement in re!ideoce life.
In this connection, a aurvey
amoog,t residence prefects and
Mr. Cleary is being conducted for
forwarding to Director of Residence, Mr. R. P. Gibnor concerning opinions about the feasibWty of cha.oging residence
drinking rules. A committee of
prefccts bas been set up to stl!dy
what problems, if any, would be
created in residence administration
if some drinking were allowed.
As well, questionnaires are being circulated in an effort to gain
the opinioJ'ls of aU residents 01
various a.spects of living-in. Mt
Cleary commented that Mr. Gil
mor was the stimulating force be
bind proposed changes in the resi
deuce atructUre.
Until Christmas, anyone caugh
comumina alcoholic beverages ir
residence was automatically e

Cafeteria Boycott

Come Now Children

League For Acid Heads

No Trouble From Greek Boys

There's No Birth Control Here

Seminars Are Rough

•

,

publications board names interim LANCE editor
'!be student Board of Publicanons has named John Goyeau
(NIS Ill) interim editor-in-chief
of Toe LANCE until a permanev 101 editor is named next Friday.
Mr. Goyeau, student advertising
director and a former LANCE
editor-in-ehief, will replace John
Lalor (Arts II) who resigned last
week because of staff and personal problems. He had received

critical letters from both Council
President Jan Weir and University President J. F. Leddy about
news coverage in his January 13
issue.
Al Strachan, former LANCE
sports editor who resigned last
week, has rejoined the staff. Oth~r
appointments made this week
were: Dave Remsk.i, news editor,
Angela Hrachovi, lay.:mt editor,

VOL. XXXIX, NO. 17

and Jerry Keilman, circulation
manager.
Applications for editor-indaief of The LANCE, may be
directed to Publications Board
diainnan Ron Fashman, SAC
office, University of Windsor.
Ian Allaby, former LANCE
features editor, also applied for
the interim position.
Editor-in-chief John Goyeau in-

dicated that he would wait to see
what other applications were received before deciding whether to
apply for the post
Assistant advertising director
Brian G. Kappler, and advertising manager Jason Curoe, are
completing work in the Student
Advertising Bureau. This includes
meeting deadlines for Ambassador
'67 this week.

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR WINDSOR, ONT.

JOHN GOYEAU
. named interim editor
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Local CUS chairman
plans to-abolish
his own committee
by LORRAINE GAGNIER
Local Canadian Union of Students chairman Tim Laird suggested this week that bis CUS Committee be abolished because of
"unnecessary duplication of effort
by SAC and the CUS Committee."
He proposed that bis own
position be abolished and the
committee replaced by similar
SAC subcommittees on spedfic
topics 1ike parking and 111Uversity *1Jcture.

Only Laird and four non-member observers attended the last
CUS committee meeting. At several recent meetings less than ha!f
of the committee members were
present.
Laird has been local chairm:m
of the CUS for two years since
he transferred here from Western

University
Store boss
leaves post
GLAMOUR ON PARADE -

These nine Windsor

~ will compete for cash prize and the title ~
Wmdsor Glamour at the Annual Lance-Glamour

contest and fashion show Sunday afternoon. From
left, the giris ~e, Sandy Burl<e, Vicki Wright, Lynne

Dody, Bonnie Wem, and Sheila Henderson. Back
row, Maureen Caza, Mary Rogers, Kathy Campean,
and Diane Wolford. The big show begins at 2 p.m.
Sunday in flle AntbMsador Auditorium, there is no
adrltmion charge, and al are welcome.

Senior class ,elects 1961 president
The election of Linda Menard
as '67 senior class president was
announced at Tuesday's senior
meeting. Fran Lacey was acclaimed treastH'er.
At next Monday's senior class
meeting, Miss Menard plans to
discus.5 this year's senior gift which
will also commemorate Canada's
ntennial. She has suggested some
form of art work.
1be senior meeting will abo
decide whether to replace the
traditional senior banquet with
a cocktail party or dance.
Miss Menard has indicated that _

she will not approach SAC for
financial support. She feels that
council funds should be used for
activities more pertinent to student
government.
Last year the seniors collected
only $200 for their gift. The new
president hopes that with 600 grads
this year the amount will be increased. However, she added that
the senior class is "not known for
its generosity."
Other nominees for senior president were: Gerry Morand, Agnes
Farkas, Bob Sonier and George
Grace.

LINDA MENARD
• • pretty new president

Lloyd Thompson, manager of
the University Store, has left !lis
position because of a "general disagreement on policy," according to
Administrative Vice-president William R. Mitchell.
Mr. MtcheO added dlat Mr.
Thompson's decaon wm readied upon ''mutual agreement"
between the Univfflity and the
former Manager.
ThedepartureofMr.Thompson
was termed "sudden" by University Purchasing Agent Douglas
Brombal, who is filling in until a
successor can be found for th~
position. Mr. Brombal said that
he is temporarily carrying the responsibility of several po.sitions because of the unexpected vacancy.
Mr. Mtchell said a replacement
for Mr. Thompson will be found
in the. very near future, "at most
within a month's time. We're not
sure yet whether the new Manager
will come from within the University or from outside," he addeJ.

He said Monday that since only
SAC makes legislative decisio;,s
the CUS Committee can only discuss and provide research. This
would lower it to the level of ,m
SAC subcommittee.
Laird suggests the appointment
of SAC members to committees
hand.ling individual CUS priorities.
This would ensure a variety of
opinons, he sa s.
Laird agreed that some CUS
priorities are of sufficient importance to students to be bandled uectly by the SAC, including Che proposed course
evaluation scheme.
At present the OUS Chairman
is elected at large to form a committee of students interested in
CUS priorities. The official Wmdsor representative to CUS is the
SAC President
SAC President Jan Weir said
Wednesday that he did not think
a constitution.al change would be
planned for this year.
"Next year's chairman may or
may not agree with these proposals. It depends bow you use a
committee like that," said Weir.

liberals plan
MP speakers
Two M.P.s and a cask of wine
will star at imminent Liberal Club
events.
Club president Don Mortimore
this week announced the "hot
seat" appearance of Toronto M.P.
Robert Standbury at 3:30 p.m. today in the University Centre.
One week from today, he
said, Canada's SecreCary of State
for External Affaks, Paul Martin, wil speak here.
And two weeks from today.
Mortimore announced. the LiberJI
Club and Windsor Young Liberals will hold a wine-and-.::hee3!
party at the Norton Palmer Ho.~1.
Admission will be free.
Mr. Standbury, appearing today, will speak very briefly, then
~wer questions from the auJience in an infonnal atmosphere

\
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''GREAT'' TNI. SAY

Bo1,,1 i11g for

r

b. BRl.\1'1 K\PPl 1'.R
You can ~t onto u cbampion\hlp team thh we k - amo-.1
no expmen e required.
\\ ilhln a wed<, we'\I probabl hold the worid record for
consecuth e ba.<Jtetball dri:>bllng and )OU can be, on the learn.
The unent record of SS hour,, b held b) u Scol5man, "8)'>
Rick \\,..z,n.\k.i Student Coun ii PubU Kelntion'> direcior. And
be ~I
lnf~ulion from the uuthoritnti"e "loipom 1u~,1rn1ed"

the ·

magazine.
W)SZ)D.'>ki i.\ now

organizing a team of ,rudenb lo heal
the re ord. The) plan 10 put the ball ln m tion \\ edne'lday al
9 a.m., and b) hulf time of the \\ inter ,.,,ekend concen Frida)
ni~I will have gone for 60 houf'\.
.
\-olunl Cf\ arc in line for e,eral pnlC'>. I-or c,ery ~cnly
minut~ )OU ,pcnd dribbling the ball, you gel one prile coupon
(MO if )OU \\oric: during the oighl). All the c_ou~ g~ ~nlo a
drum, and ,e,crJI pri.Le-. will be dro\\ll for dw,ng mtermts' ion al
lhe concert.
Frst prize i.\ a free part) al the cw 1- runtier, with room
and part) ,upplle, pro"ided.
"era! record album, by Gordon
Ughlfool, he:idUner 111 the concert, will al<.o be awarded, and
other prize<. a'i w eD.
And who know<,, )OU ma) gel )OUr picture In "·pons
~ustrated!"

Year book editor. to mail
extra summer supplement
'"Our ,upplement will cont.lm
mJteriJI on the Lancer bJ ke1hall
fi nJI,. the Arh 8.111 e\.llll , and
o on." \11, HrJchov1 ~d .

If }ou bought a c p\ of th.:
Amh.t,...idor yeJ
I. l.1,1 •ptemn.:r. y,1u c.1n I! j)CCI .I pll!J\JOI
li11l.: p.1ck.1gc in th.: mJil JrounJ
th.: .:nJ of th.: ,ummer
\m~or editor Angela
Hrnchovi (Aru ID) Ibis week
announced plans for a 'iixteenpage ,upplement lo the year-

Students like changes

ord

he addcJ that the <,0f1-cover
,upplement would be de 1gned 10
fit into the binding or the main
yearbook .

b} (l{RIS P, '( CC I
"<.,rr.11! " \\J, the r.:.1C.l1ln tJI
ni.J,t An, .111.I .:ien.:.: ,sJdenrs
1,1 the rc~ent .1nn0uncemen onecrning chJng~, in the curricu·
lum leJding 10 J,:gree in Arh
.inJ .:1c~ •,.
\tan), like Dom S3S.'ii (Am

.~,

Sault

Ste. Marie,
Ontario

.

BOA.RD
OF EDUCATION
Represent at 1ve
Mr. VICTOR K. HARSHAW
will

affect Scicnc.e ~dents mo,1.
"A far .1, I JO ~e. ·1ence

people tend 10 g.un the mo,1 .
I ngh\h i .1 h1g burden 10 :hem.
A, rtJr Art men, we·11 hJvc 10 wan
Jnd ,.:c." he ,;.1iJ.
The main attack on the old
\) fem was Che necessity of tak·
ing Fn)?}.ish, Phil<ll'lOphy and a
language.
Ron Wingrove (Science I) e ·
pre,sed 11 imply '"I hJ1e !Jng·
11Jgc,. I know JI kJ'>I one 01hcr
pcr,on who I\ tal.ing J S 1cnce
1.. ,lur e bc.:Ju e or the lJnguJg.:
rcquirement in An cour..c,."
Jim Ferrer (Arts I) e.,plained
hh d1,l1l.c ol Philo ophy ··I hJte
English! Bui I would rather take
11 thJn Philosdf,h} "
The \?encral conscn us wJ thJI
~pec1aliuuon in certain field,
would re ult.
.. , dliok a lot of Englbh
teachers will be looking for new
jobs next ) ear,.. said Roman
Juzldw (Engineering I).
~

SCHOOL

SCOT(ABANK
CENTENNIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

•

Six awards w1 II be made annually, three to French speaking
candidates and three to English-speaking candidates for
graduate and undergrtiduate students in the1r second last
year of a first um vers1ty degree programme. Graduate
awards are valued at $2,500 and undergraduate at $1,500.
Closing date for this year's competition 1s
•

MARCH 15 th

CHEMCELL 'LIMITED

Mon . Feb . 6
in room no. 8, Univ. Centre

between the hours of
9.00 and SJ)O

e
e

DRY CLEANING
PRESSING

2207 WYANDOTTE W.
"Just Off The Campus"

Wanted
diamond
Oriroit-based
merchants seeking local
representatives. Parl-time
with
flexi bi e schedule.
immediately
Openings
available for neat, aggressive young men .

.

The Company is offering six fellowships annually, one of
which shall be held at a French language university.
Field of study 1s in Chemistry, Engineering, Physics or
~lathematics. Value is $2,500 per annum, for up to three
academic years and $1,000 to receiving university. Closing
date for this year's competition is

March 1st

862-5112

•

Further information and application rorms :
DIRECTOR OF AWARDS
Assoc1at1on of Universities and Colleges of Canada
151 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario

THE BRITISH AMERICAN

Frank rJbow1ecki (Arts Ill) and Libby Havclock (Art, II ) hJve
lbcen named Wind r' repre en1.1uve to the annual W rid nivcr itv
Semce of Ca.n:id.l ummer seminar.
Mr Grabowiecki will be the fir I deleg.ue Jnd M1
HJ el1Xk
1wiU anend the serrunar if fuods are uffic1cnt for two tudenh
Thi · yeJT the WUSC -.errunar will be m C.1nada for the lir~t u!Th!
llo celebrate Can.ida's centcnmJl year. Delegates will ICJvc OttJ"'a Jun,:
26 to tour vanou p.l!tS or C.anJda. then attend .1 weel.... long ~'minJr
un Quebec.
Twnon fees J.re waived for WUSC eminJr plr11c1pants
Other c.indtdatcs for the WUSC scmmJr from Wind....:ir "'.:r.: .
Nick CiavareUa (Art, IV), Norm Rhe.iume (Ans IV). and Goorg.:
Rlchards (Art Ill).
La~ year' reprc en1au e 10 the \\' USC ~minJr in Turke} wJ ,
J. Rlchard Stracke.
AN OU Cl G

BELL CANADA CENTENNIAL FELLOWSHIPS
FOR POST GRADUATE STUDIES
FIELD OF STUDY Unrestricted, but preference is given
to those subJect areas most directly relevant to the scien ·
llfic, political, ~c1al, or economic needs of C.inada.
NU 1BER: The program establishes eight graduate fellow·
ships. Four will be av.arded in 1967, and renewable in
subsequent years. ·
VALUE $5,000. Successful candidates will receive $3,500.
$1,500. will be given to the University to pay for tuition
and other expenses.
For further information, apply before /\1arch 15th
D1rector of Awards
Assoc1 at1on of Un1verSJ ties and Colleges of Canada
151 Slater Street, Ottawa, Canada
The Bell Telephone Company o( Canada

MEN GRADUATING
in 1967

Metropolitan Life
INSURANCE COMPANY
will be at the

PLACEMENT OFFICE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1
'

Oil COMPANY LIMITED
The Company is offering five fellowships annually, tenable
in any field in any Canadian un1verst1y. Value $3,000 to
Fe! low and $1,000 to rece1v1ng university. Closing date
for this year's compet1hon 1s

'
MARCH 1st
Further information and application forms :

Call:
Mr. Williams

Windsor students· named
for WUS( sufflmer seminar

ttention

TEACHERS

•ALTERATIONS

"With JU our hour,, we J.te
,upp.,,ed t read English It woulJ

•

DIRECTOR OF AWARDS
Association of Um vers1 tl(:S and Colleges of Canada
151 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario

Secondary

JOE CASWELL

Howe.Jer c1ence !>ludent~ seemed very JII 11ied.

Further 1nformat1on and application· for ms:

r

be pleased to interview

Pro~pecl ive

-

be better lo spenJ the time on
another
iencc cour.c," said
Martin Roger, (Science I).
Although there are
me are.is
of di grecments over the chJn'gc,
rwo tlung, are ure. Science studeOl!. arc happy and Artsmcn Jn!
he itant to react JU t now.

I), relt that the changes "ould

book.

The main AmhsK<.ador will
be distributed lo ~ frst wedt
of April, but IO make tis po&si>le, final copy ml.15( be submitted IO Che printtt by lbe end
ol this month.

A few ,tudent · felt thJl · ngli,h
Jnd Ph1lowphy were nece.s it1e,
in getting an Jll-round cduc.111on.

DIRECTOR OF AWARDS
Association of Universities and Colleges of Can·e·Je
151 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario

TO RECR IT ARTS AND COMMERCE
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN CAREER
IN
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT

•

,

•
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bits and pieces

WINTER WEEKEND

l

Gordon Lightfoot and the Pozo-Seco Singers next Friday at 8:30
p.m. in St. Denis Hall. Tickets at Centre Desk.
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
Dr. Han Suyin will speak in the Ambassador Auditorium Sunday
at 8:20 p.m. Faculty and staff: free. Others: donation.
WEEKEND SEMINAR
Christian Council will sponsor a discussion seminar at Ponfuc,
Mich. this weekend. For information see Andrea Pinto, Ron Sharp
or any of the University chaplains.
COMMERCE CLUB TRIP
Th~ Commerce Club offers its members two nights at the Royal
York in Toronto, train transportation to and from Toronto, an industrial
tour, a banquet 1: the Royal York, and the Lancers-Toronto basketball
gJme, all for $17.50. Members only. Contact any member of the Commerce Club Executive.
MATH CLUB
The Math Club will meet Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the formal
lounge. Speaker will be Prof. A. W. Harris, University of Western
Ontario.
FASHION SHOW
Miss Windsor-Glamour will be nJmed at the annual Lance-Glamour
conte·t Sunday a: 2 p.m. in the Ambassador Auditorium.
SAC NOMINATIONS
Nominations will be held at noon, Feb. 27, in the Ambassado:
Auditorium. Electiions will be March 6.
MARRIAGE COURSE
The current marriage preparation course will conclude with a lecture
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Ambassador Auditorium. Tickets at Centre

APARTMENTS
Apartments are now ava ilab le
in Patricia Manor for
married students
Call: Paul Roltart• & Co. Ltd.
254-3766

WOULD YOU:
like to work for a company that will have more
than 300 management openings within five
years-a company that promotes from within?
You would? Then consider RETAIL CREDIT
COMPANY, the world's largest source of business information.
ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEW _ _ _ _ _~ - - -

(date. t,me)

ry;...~P'.
ii~

lh
RETAIL CREDIT
COMPANY

Home Office:
Atlanta, Georgia

(place)

NOW SHOWING IN DETROIT

at 8 :30

,...,----.- -,---

~

sweeps YOU

intoa
tlramaof
speed anti
spectacle/

Autos may be registered
by MARY ANNE DUCHAR.'\1E
All students may be required to register cars with
the University this September.
Administrators on Student Council Parkino Committee suggested Monday that a Student Parkini Authority be established to handle the registration.
Direcor of Engineering Services C. W. ~organ
indicated that "registration would help us a great
deal." Mr. Gilmor said that it would be another
burden on his office, but that it is very possible. This
recommendation, however, would have to be sent to
the Senate Committee on Parking for appraisal.

The Student Parking Authority would handle
both levying and coUection of fines. It would appoint a student officer to guard certain parking lots
to keep out students without pennits. G. W. Mciver,
Universiy Security Ouef. agreed that this would
aid him and prepare the University for future needs.
One of the problems cited at the meeting was
that of tracking down violator:; and the man-power
needed to do this. Another problem is that of students
leaving cars in the Cody p,1rlcing lot overnight. Dean
of Men R. P. Gilmor noted that this is a fire hazard.
Students parking on residential streets is ano,her
problem cited by Mr. Morgan. He said that within two

by MARY ANNE DUNNE
Windsor's debate team travels
to Ottawa this weekend to defend
their Central Canadian Champion-

ship.
At Che debate, sponsored by
the Univfflfly of Ottawa, representatives from twelve Canaclan unlvmffles including Osgoode Hall, and McGII, d
'rie for Winchor's cnnm.
The members Terry Morgan, Wally Howick, Larry Taman
and George Richards - will form
two two-man teams to debate,
"World Federation is the Answer
for Mankind."
Rick Young (Arts Ill) president
of the Debate Club feels that
"Bishop's and MacMaster are the
top competitors."
This debate is particularly vital

as the seven top teams will be

Police raids
catch 56
DETROIT Police reported
the arrest of 56 persons mainly
Wayne State University students
after a serie.s of raids involving an
alleged drug ring.
Ten locations were raided last
sons arrested were said to be unTuesday and mo.5t of the 56 perder the influence of LSD or marijuana.
Twenty-one suspects were arrested in an artist's workshop.
Four persons arrested were juveniles.

HOME COOKED MEALS

10°0 Discount On Meal Tickets

M
G·M
PRESENTS

2424

University West

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
RESERVED SEAT TICKETS NOW
SUN 2 P M.

Also Sell and Service the Famous

WashlnA"ton B1Td. and Lafa yette

@THEATRE
WO. 1-3788

Box Office Open Noon to , P.M. Daily
For Thutre Party Information Call Jack Upward al WO 1-37811

To aid those coming to the University, committee
member Brian Kappler brought up the idea of a Visitor's Parking Lot. Mr. Morgan commented that this
would involve a fee to be paid at the entrance and
refunded when the visitor returned with the ignature
of the person he had visited.
About the Church Parking Lot, Mr. Morgan .aid
that his office had "no authority whatsoever." He also
stated that he had orders to remove all cars not de ignated to park there.

If a blanket registration system i adopted, an
additional fine will be levied on violators who have
not registered.
The present policy of giving warnings to violators
for their first offense was also examined. It was roundly condemm:J by committee members.

invited to participate in the national finals at 2nd Century Week
in Calgary in March.
Mr. Young also said that, up
to two years ago, Windsor held
an obscure position in league
standings. He felt, however, that
Windsor's victory over Osgoode
last year started the team's rise
to success.
Mr. Young also explained

Of Imported Automobi les At

mary or major debates (such as
Ottawa), the less experienced take
part only in secondary debates.

969-9070

RICK YOUNG ....
. ... hopeful . . , . pft9idalt.

New administrative V- P
plans university growth
Newly - appointed Administrative Vice-President William R.
Mitchell, B.Sc.C.E., feels that bis
main duty "will e\'entually involve long-range planning for
University expansion."
Mr. Mitchell left his position
as assistant general manager of
the Canadian Bridge Division of
Dominion Steel Company of
Canada Limited to fill the new
post. He estimates that it will take
him about six months to familiarize himself with the University.
The former office of Vice-president of the Univer ity, held by
Dr. DeMarco, bas been split. Dr.
DeMarco is now Academic Vicepresident.
The office of University Treasurer, which has been vacant for
the past year, will be combined
with other assignments under the
authority of :Mr. Mitchell. Becau e
of these duties, :Mr. Mitchell has
been invited to attend meeting of
the Board of Govenor .
"It is unlikely that this situation

is connected with recommendations for closer AdministrationBoard ties made in the DuffBerdahl report," he commented.
The new Vice-President received his degree in civil engineering from the University of Manitoba in 1934. He has been a re·ident of the Windsor area since
1940, and has served in sever.ii
civic posts including chairman of

the board of Metropolitan Hospital.

"People are becoming mor:!
aware that the groundwork ha
been well-laid for the time when
Windsor may be a univer ity
town," he said.
Civic awarenes. does n o t
stretch to the que. tion of univeral acce: ibilily, according to Mr.
Mitchell. "I haven't heard mt1... h
about its pro and con· in the
bu. ine · community. I'm
ure,
though, that a they make the connection between free tuition and
taxation, much will be heard," ne
said.

COOK'S

CHECKER CAB

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

253-3551

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

2504

Howard Avenue
Give Us A Call

"In many larger universitie",
debaters merely recite memorized
material researched by secretaries,"
he said. "At Windsor both levels
research their own materials."

the tan's format for prepaing
and deDvering Che material in
a debate.
Preliminary debates are held to
place each member of the team
in "primary" and "secondary" debates. Only the best go to the pri-

Motorcycles

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES

~

Mr. Morgan ~ ~d that a stricter enforcement ol the laws about illegal parking would lead
to greater control.

YAMAHA

AT BOX OFFICE OR BY MAIL

SUMMIT

years the city may have to put up two-hour parkinglimit signs. This is how the city would deal with the
problem of residents complaining about not being able
to get out of driveway or to find a parking space near
their homes.

Debaters will defend championship

SUNSET DINER

I
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DO-IT-YOURSELF PARKING?

Desk.
PROSPECTIVE GRADUATES
All graduates must fill out an application for Graduation in the
Regi~trars office before March 1.
SENIOR MEETING
The Senior Class will meet Monday at 4:30 p.m. to discuss senior
banquet and gift.
PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
Representatives of Windsor Teachers College will b.! on campus
Feb. I. A repres~tative of the Ontario Secondary Teachers Federation
'>'ill visit the University Feb. 2 at 3:30 p.m. to di3cuss .he teaching
profe.,sion.
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Berkeley and Windsor
work the same way
At a recent Student Council
meeting University President J. F.
Leddy wanted to hit the author of
Ontario's notorious Spinks Report
on univer ity organization. What
did he say?

"I hope he gets caught in
student riot!"

11

The fear of student riots spread
far and wide sin:e the Ber,-dey
confrontation everal years ago. In
Canada, the authors of the AUCC
Duff-Berdahl Rep."lrt on higher education recommended that students should be connected with the
decision-making processes of th.:
univer ity structure to avoid increasing threats of tudent action.
Are students rioting because
they're troublemakers? Or because
they see real problem in present
univer ity s:ructure which directly
affect their lives and which they
have no way of influencing?
We were talking with President Lej<ly L'li · week (how' that
for name-dropping?) and he w:is
worried because he felt that recent newspaper stories had see:neJ '"mean."

But it's easy to see the causes
of du!. kind of student alienation
in a "status-quo" situation which
is aiticised even by faculty and
administrative officials, when
students don't have a direct
voice in the policies of the institution. We tried to point this
out.
This doesn't mean that a nasty
newspaper is our start towards a
Berkeley situation. It does mean
that there is a sizeable group of
alienated college students who resent the authoritarian structure of
the university ar.d have notic-?J
that ecret and non-democratic decisions do not conform to the
Canadian society's norms in other
areas.
SAC's Duff-Berdahl committee
and the close contacts between
:responsible students and admin:strative decision-makers i · a sm'.111
but impres ive start to major
changes in university structure.
It'· a long road, but perh:ips in
a decade or so all members of
the university community will be
more atisfied with the quality of
Canadian education.

Liberal Club comes alive
One of our campus political
clubs has come alive.
The Liberals have announced
that they will be bringing everal
peakers to campus and sponsoring a party that doesn't sound too
much like the Liberal Club booze
part1e of old.
It's about time.
Windsor is the only campus :n
Canada we know where political

dissension doesn't thrive. When
our "kiddy-car play - parliaiment"
was finally dropped last year, political clubs couldn't think of any
new games.
Now as least one political party
club has decided to play real politics in the context of the local,
provincial and national political
arena.
Congratulations to the campus
Liberals on being first.

Why doesn't Windsor
have a football team?
Why doesn't Wind~or have dn
intercollegiate football team?
Smdents have been begging for
years for a football team - even
spreading petition - but Windsor's rapidly expanding sports dep.ll1ment ha~ a yet to mention
intercollegiate football.
Our large interfaculty program, Windsor's well-known
pool o( bigb«ilool talent, and
the enthusiasm of local fam
WOUid ensure player participation and crowds at tie pie.
Even though our new ta.:ilitic ..
in:lu<ling a swimming pool on
Huron Line, will be expanded as
soon as poosible to provide for a
larger gymnaisum, there will still
be room for a stadium to seat as
many a I0,000.
Of course, grid squads co,t
oney. The fir t year would be
the most expensive. But gate rcce pts turned into University funds,

and the gradual upgrading of in-

terfaculty equipment to intercollegiate calibre could cut some
costs.
The newly-organized Central
Canada Intercollegiate Football
Conference (CCIFL) has central,
eastern and western regions which
would cut down travelling expenses.

After a few years, lhere's no
why Windsor, home o(
Whit Tucker, Zeno Karcz,
Speck, the Colins brodlers and ofbel's couldn't eveotualy move into the "big league",
the SIFL.
Windsor has always had a fine
interfaculty sports program. With
our recent expansion into intercollegiate competition, including
hockey, it' time for the sport department and the University Board
of Governor'
to give serious
thought to expansion into football.
ffllli10II

Do..

THE LAZY •••

THE BUSY GET BUSIER

Course evaluation at last?
by JOHN GOYEAU
Now that most student seem
happier with the quality of univer ·ity food, perhap it ·' time they
thought about their brains.
A half-dozen groups in the
student community have tossed
around the "old chestnut" about
course evaluations prepared and
distributed by students. It's apparently still too much effort
and tco controversial for those
progr~ve University of Windsor students.
Early this year SAC leaders

had the ball and took no action.
Then the Canadian Union of Students Committee (now to be disbanded becau e they have nothing
to do) thought about the idea and
decided to suggest it to the "pro!>er" groups."
Barbara MacPherson and t.'le
Arts C'.ouncil didn't have the staff
or the time. Now SAC official ·
will tell you that the idea has been
passed to the Nur es· Club.
Before the Oless Oub ends
up doing a course evaluation,
now might be the time for the

buck to stop passing and for
someone somewhere to get off

Im ms!
And you'll never guess who\
going to do it. What group ha,
been hardest pressed for sta!f
,and time in the school? This group
has agreed to take over the cour,~
evaluation project if SAC will b
them.

If you guessed "the student
publications board" you're ab o.
lutely correct. They're including
it in their new constitution.
Everyone else is too busy.

CHICAGO STUDY SAYS

Permissive, affluent parents
rear future student activists
by DAVID L. AIKEN
CHICAGO (CUPI) - Students most likely
to be active in student protests are those who e
whose parents raised them permissively, and who
have the affluence to ignore conventional worries
ab(lut jobs and status, according to a recent study
by a University of Chicago sociologist.
In a study of ''the roots of student protest,"
Richard Flacks, ~ professor of sociology,
writes "It seems plausible that tllfi i'i lbe first generation in which a substantial nwnber of youth
have both the impulse to free themselves from
conventional status concerns and can afford to
do so."
Flacks proposed as an hypothesis that students
today are active in protest because:
•
They find student life highly "rationalized,"
which is related to impersonality and competitiveness.
• They have been reared in permissive, democratic families, which place high values on sta.nJards other than high status and achievement.
•
These values make it more difficult for
students to submit to adult authority, respect statu.,
distinctions, and accept the prevailing rationalized,
competitive system.
• Since they are "not oriented to the
(pttvafflng) nonns of achievement," they feel less
need to accept confonnity to "get ahead." More.
over, they can afford to be non-conformists "affluence ~ freed them, at least for a period
of time, from some of the anxieties and preoccupations which have been the defining features
of American middle-c• social character."
• They spend a long period in a university
envirorunent which, with a series of events arounJ
1960 including Southern sit-ins and the demonstrations against HUAC, has changed from an atmo3phere of "cool" non-commitment to concern with
direct action. "A full understanding of the dynamic;
of the movement requires a 'collective behavior'
approach," Flacks comments.
• FmaUy, the formerly di<iorganized ''bohemian" fomtS of deviance have become translated,
through the liberal-minded parents, into a "developing cultm"al tradition" into which the acthist
students are socialized. A second generation of
radicals is reaching adulthood, born of the radicals
of the thirties, Flack pointed out.
Attempting to discover why the current crop
of college students has developed such a strong
protest movement, while students of the fifties were
noted for apathy, Flacks organized a study of th;!
family backgrounds, political beliefs, and values of
students active in such movements.
He sent a crew of interviewers to talk witi1
parents of students who live in the Chicago ar.: .1
who were listed as participating in national protest
groups or peace groups. The students attend~d
26 different colleges around the country.
"Parents were asked about their own political attitudes, what kinds of values they held most
strongly, and bow they had raised their cluldren.
The students themselves were also asked for their
views on their parents.
A group of "non-activi ts" similar in such factors as economic status to the activists wa\ also
interviewed as a control.
For a second study, Flacks seized the opportunity offered by the spring sit-in at the University
of Chicago's adrnini tration buildng. Students f;o,n
bs course in Collective Behavior interviewed 65 ol

those who had sat in; 35 of those who had signed
a petition opposing the sit-in; and all students living
on one floor of Pierce Tower and one floor of
New Dorms.
According to Flacks, the most striking results
of these studies are:
• Student activists differ in terms of values and
attitudes from non-activists to a high degree. He
attributes the uniformity among activists to the
effects of a common subculture reflecting their
shared perspectives, not simply to "common personality traits or social origins."
• Parents of activists also "deviate from 'conventia1 middle-class' values and attitudes to a mark.
ed degree".
• 1be difference of values between students can be dnctly traced to different values of
their parents, Flack beHeves. He contradicts "a
frequently expressed stereotype of acti~ students as 'rebels' llll8inst parental authority."
• Activists are not ideologues While they are
'militant, committed, and 'radical' with respect to
particular issues, they are not committed to overarching ideological positions."
This point is reflected "mo t dramatically in
their unwillingness to describe themselves as socialist or to endorse explicity socialist polices," Flacks
reports.
In demographic terms, Flacks found that activists are likely to be from high-income, well-educated, professional families from urban areas. Activists are also disproportionately Jewish, and tend to
come from recent immigrant stock, his study found.
Only about one-tlmd of the acti~ in the
large sample of Clticago-area students, however,
said their political position was "socialist," while
more than half said they were "highly liberal."
Those in the "non-activist" control group were
predominately in the "moderately liberal" class (43
per cent), with almost three out of ten in the
"moderately conservative" group, and two-tenths
calling themselves "highly liberal."
While all students reported opinions mor.:
liberal than those of their parents, there was a significant gap between the parents of activists an,!
those of non-activists.
Clearly, student activists are likely to come
from liberal, politically active families. They arc
also likely to come from families in which "permissive," democratic" child-rearing practices arc used,
as hown by the parents' own reports.
The home of activists were also those in
which values other than material wealth are fostered. 1bese differences in values and aspirations
were paralleled in the interviews with parents of
acti'ffits and non - activ~.
Flacks rated students on four "values patteros":
• Activists are high in romanticism, which he
defined as "sensitivity to beauty" and, more bro.1:.lly.
"explicit concern with . . . feeling and passion,
immediate and inner experience".
• They are also high in intellectualism concern with ideas.
• Humanitarianism is also a trait of a.;tivi,ts,
who are "concerned with the plight of other~ · a:1J
place high value on egalitarianism.
• Activists are low, however, in moralhm anJ
self-control defined as "value on keeping tight
control over emotions, adherence to convenlJOn.11
authority and morality, reliance on a set of c11.t..:rn.il
inflexible rules to govern moral bchavior'·.
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WINDSOR'S MONTESSORI SCHOOL

Pre-school children build their own future
by DICK S1RACKE
photos JOHN LOZINSKI

to achieve things for himself. M is,
Hartford described her method .1
"wait until they're ready to come
to you." When the children . re
in fact ready, she added, ''they
present you quite naturally wi:h
the specific problems or questio:i ·
that have arisen from their woric."
The important point in this kind
of relationship is that the student
do his work individually until '1~
has satisfied himself that he can
do no more without the guidance
of the teacher.
"Sometimes they ask me !O
'help them," Miss Hartford continued, "by which they really mean
that they want me to do it with
them. But in these cases I simply
stand beside them and watch. U ually, it's just that they want my atemion; so I give them the attention
without interfering with their progress."
We asked Mi s Hartford if.
having the training that she has,

(,earning how to handle a p.!n
can be quite an accomplishment,
especially when you're three years
old.
But 27 children at Windsor's
new Montessori School are working their way through just !hose
steps in their quest for the brigh'.
new world around them . With
patience that would make most
parents blush with shame, their
teacher asks ihem to draw :i
straight line of specified length
with a touch light enough that t.'.1e
teacher can easily remove the pencil from their hands.

If .they g.!t bored or tired, there
is other work for them to do,
and they know that their teacher
will be on hand to start them off
and praise them when they hav~
finished . A they progress, encountering just one important and
interesting difficulty at a time, they
gradually learn to control their
environment.
The effect is astonishing. The
poise and individuality of these
three and four-year-olds is equalled only by their child-like eagerness to touch, see and smell the
world around them.

MEANINGFUL WORK
The school was opened thi;
September in the parish hall of
St. George's Anglican Church by
Mr. J. R. Charette, a local merhant. Flora Jane Hartford, a
Windsor graduate, came to teach
at the school after a year of training in Montessori methods in England. Mr. Charette plans to hire
an additional teacher next September, when his four-year-olds are
ready for fuJl-day attendance at
the school.
Miss Hartford, (a young woman
with bright blue eyes and the kintl
of glow in her face that comes
of enjoying one's work) explain.!d
to the LANCE that the basis of
the child's experience in a Montessori school is the achieveme1:t
of meaningful work, in the form
of various exercises in which i,e
learns to control his environmerit.
"We're alway careful to call it
'work,"' Miss Hartford said, "because it helps them to respect both
their ta ks and themselves through
identification with the 'work' that
mother does."

When we came to the school,
the children were at geography.
Miss Hartford explained that "our
approach is basicalJy sensory."

LEARNING WITH FINGERS
"The child fits together a group
of coloured pieces that form a
map of the world or of a particular continent. They're naturally
curious, so it isn't long before

they get around to asking me what
this or that coloured piece :s.
From then on, they can distinguish, say, between China and
England because China is heavy
and yellow and England is green
and just fits their hands. In fact,
they tell me that England looks
like a witch."

As the children perfect their
techniques with the maps, they
learn things about the "countries"
they are handling. They see a
picture of various children of the
world on the walJ, and ask Miss
Hartford which of the children
lives in China. Travel posters
adorn the walls, and provide the
children with a further stage in
their awareness of foreign countries.
This handling of objects is the
central technique of all the Montessori teaching techniques. By
handling wooden cylinders of various dimensions, they become accustomed to the relationships between size and weight, and betl!Veen kinds of objects and kinds
of textures. By filling a jug with
beans, the child becomes aware
of the simple skilJs needed to handle receptacles; he then graduate·
to filling the jug with fine grains.
then with water.
As a result, he has not only
learned some specific details about
the properties of beans and water,
but he has also developed an es-

sential skill, that of handling
water-jug without spilling it.

;i

GROUP 11IERAPY
"Of course, they don't alway~
learn the technique the first time
around," Miss Hartford told L'S,
..and when I see that one of the
children is doing something the
hard way, I get them all together
and ask them to show each other
how they go about the specifi;:
task. In that way, the ones wh;1
have learned already are able to
teach the others."
lbis kind of positive group
"therapy" helps the child to grow
in co-ordination and (for lack vf
a better word) social poise. But,
in order to help the child develop
in this way, it is essential that he
be taken into the programme between the ages of two-and-a-half
and four. During this period of
their lives children fonn the attitudes to themselves, to other;
.and to their "work" that will be
the foundation of a suc..:.!ssful
fonnal education.
It is during this period, moreover, that the child must learn

she would teach her own children
at home or send them to a form.al
Montessori school
"Oh, it would be much better
to senJ them to a school. You see,
here they are not disturbed by
any emotional involvement. lbc=y
and outside
of the home it will be their work
- without either the fear of parental disapproval or the natural
desire of fhe mother to "do tbinp"
for her child. A mother will use
the word 'good' for behaviour,
while we always say 'fine.' r.tat
way, we are not replacing the
mother but adding to the kinds of
approval the child can seek.
FOUNDATIONS FOR
ACCOMl'LmlMENT
Disturbed that such training
mi_.t be unnecessarily duplicating
what is already being planned in
the elementary schools. we asked
whether the Montessori Schoo1
simply means that children slilrt
their fonnal education one or two
ye.trs ahead of children their age.
"No," she answered, "we .ue
definitely not out to do what the
schools are already doing. What
we do is to make the elements of
learning intelligible and interesting
to the children, so that when the
time comes to actually learn these
elements, they have a good foundation."
A good foundation. "That's what
it's all about. 1be patient supervision of a trained guide who helps
a child teach himself bow to hold
a pencil in his hand. With a foundation like that, who knows wh.it
the hand will eventually do?

can do their woit -
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DUNN STARS BOTH WAYS

Pucksters wallop WOil 6 - 2
by BRUCE STEVENS
The University of Windsor
Lancers waUoped Western Ontario
Institute of Technology 6-2 Friday night at Riverside Arena.
Although hitting die scoresheet for only one ~ Lancer defe1Keman Brian Dunn
was undoubtedly die star of Che
game. He broke up numerous
WOIT rushes, landed se..,eral
jolting body dlecb, and was
the sparkplug of die Lancers

attack.
The first period was scoreless
with the Lancers missing several
good opportunities. WOIT goaltender Ed Kenny stopped Tom
McFadden twice, the first on a
close-in shot from the left side
of the crease and the other on a
clean-cut breakaway. Paul Henry,
left unguarded in front of the
cage picked up Carol's rebound
and shot wide of the open comer.

Windsor struck early in the second frame as they notched two
goals in the first four minutes.
Jerry Morand got the opening
tally for the Lancers on a power
play when he deflected in Micallefs slap shot from the point. Less
than a minute later Tom McFadden, on a solo effort, stole the
puck from behind the Hawk net,
circled out in front and ficked
a backhander into the low, righthand comer of the cage to give
the Lancers a 2-0 lead.
Kangas put the Hawks on the
scoresheet when he alertly banged
Beatty's rebound by a startled,
outstretched Don Bruner. Windsor
netted the final goal of the period
on a fast rush by Bill Ruiter.
Ruiter picked up the puck at the
Lancer blue line, dashed down
the ice, and with only one man
back, fired a 20-footer right
through the legs of Kenny.

1b.kd period action saw
plenty of hefty checks deUvered
by both teams, and penalties
were numerous. Monnd got
his second goal of the night,
and his fourth in the mt two
games, at lhe 1:07 mark with
.tsts going to Ruit« and
McFadden.
Captain John Mickle got the
nicest goal of the game close to
the half-way mark of the final
stanza. Dunn fed Mickle a break,away pass from inside the Hawk
blueline and the Lancer veteran
fired an ice-skimmer just inside
the right-hand post for the fifth
Windsor goal. The final Lancer
,taUy of the contest went to Frank
Micallef on a blazing screen shot
from the point.
WOIT got their second and
final goal when substitute netminder, Len Laurin muffed on
a long shot by Morissey.

Lancer Legend

by AL STRACHAN
"Well," you might ask, "Who is the clod writing the sports editorial
this week?" Much to your disgust, we're sure, it's the same clod that
had been writing in previous weeks.
BASKETBALL - Guess who's number one basketball team in
the nation? The Windsor Lancers are. Those of you who saw the game
!Jst Saturday will think you are being put on, but it's true. If it weren't
for the fact that Waterioo is about the same calibre team as the Ursuline
Academy, the Lancers would probably have received a sound thumping.
Who knows, it might do them good. We haven't missed a Lancer
home game in three years and h.:lve travelled to various parts of Ontario
to watch them on road trips and have NEVER seen a game as poorly
played as Saturday's.
Far be it lrom us to hope that 1he Lancers lose a game, but
it is certainly about time that tbey played a really good Lancer-type
game. They beat MacMaster 91-47, Mac.Master beat Waterloo, and
1he Lancers managed to scrape out au 80-60 win onr Waterloo.
Big deal.
Perhaps their poor showing was due to natural letdown after the
Western win three days earlier. We hope so. The Lancers are so
superior to any team in Canada that they know they don't have to
assert any great effort. It would certainly be nice to see them display
some of this superiori.ty in the near future.
We are still trying to figure out why the scorer's table and ;t's
counterpart on the other side of the gym couldn't be moved further
back in order to cut down the chance of injury to players. We once
knew a guy who lost a chance to have a deep voice by running into
the comer of a table.
HOCKEY - The hockey Lancers have already won more league
games this year than all season. They don't play at home .again until
they meet Laurentian University oo Feb. 4. This is an advance warning
so that you can make plans to watch the Lancers in action. Against
Laurentian they will need all the help they can get. Bring your own
and trot your buns down to the Windsor Arena.
If anybody is interested, the number one team in hockey in Canada
is the University of Toronto Blues.
MARA1HON BOUNCE - Rick Wyzynski is organizing another
"marathon record breaking basketball bounce" (so he says). Posters
will be posted (naturally, there's not much else one can do with a
poster) to which you can affix your Sidney Rubenstein and thereby
get in on this. The first prize is a free party at the New Frontier (sans
broads). The main purpose is to publicize the SAC winter weekend.
1be secondary purpose is to get all those people who gripe about nothing
to do, to participate in a total gag.
SCOREBOARD NOTF.S - The LANCE's dynamic staff has executed another scoop of supreme importance. We have found out why
the scoreboard has not been fixed. It seems that the fault is not with the
lightbulbs but rather with the circuits. Not 1,vanting to let the engineers
fool around with the thing because that would probably make it worse
(very sound thinking) the Athletic Department has decided to wait until
summer to make the necessary corrections.

SWIMMING - For those who aren't interested in hockey, the
Lancer swim team will take on Detroit Institute of Technology and
Schoolcraft College in a meet on Feb. 4. The Lancers won their first
swim meet in the history of the school last week and are confident that
this will be their second. Coach John Nash has done a fine job and
must be considered as the main reason for the Lancer success. Each
meet more and more swimmers are bettering their best times.
The meet will be held at Riverside High pool just off Wyandotte
past Lauzon.

The Lancers outshot the Hawks
in the contest by a margin of 3J16 . . . Sisco and Hole did :m
excellent job handling the turbulent match; it was a vast improvement over the refereeing of the
previous game . . . Brian Dunn
had everything except luck; he hit
the goal post 3 times, once in
each period. . . . Balding veteran,
John Zechner, it seems, was robbed of an assist on Ruiter's goal.
Paul Henry looked good killing
penalties . . . Micallef played a
strong game but on several occasions he preferred to try things
alone when his wingmen were wide
open . . . It looks as though
Coaches Hermisten and McPherson will continue to use Morand
on the first line with Micallef and
McFadden . . . Mickle's fine offensive play should warrant him
another shot at a forward spot but then Dunn would have to play
50 minutes a game

GET OFF MY BACSK - Unidentified Lancer .,.es the puck out
from under defender. Lancers took the contest away from the Western
Ontario lm1itute of Technology Hawks 6-2. Jerry Morand picked up
for 1he Lancers, and three players each got a goal and an
~ . 1be game wa<i played Friday at the Riverside Arena.
two goab

Ryerson swimmers win
while Windsor gains
six individual records
Last Saturday, before the largest home crowd ever, the University of Windsor swim team established six new individual be:.ttimes despite losing to Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute, 62-37.
Windsor swimmers took four
firsts. Al McMillan led die way
In the 200.yard breat'Stroke
(2:51.6) and the 200-yard inditldual medley (2:38.2), and
copped second in the 200.yard.

backstroke.
Phil McCullough was victorious
in the 500-yard freestyle (6:33.5.)

ROOM FOR RENT

Ron Shably captured the 50-yard
freestyle (26.6) and placed second
in the 100-yard freestyle.
Other key point getters for
Windsor were Bud Ryan aod John
Kent.
Today the Lancers journey to
Rochester, Michigan for a dual
meet with Oakland Universi~,
who just defeated powerful Wayne
State.
Windsor will meet Ryerson
again on February 11 for the
OIAA championships.

"

EXCLUSIVE

itl >6'4 l
t1 ff

kEMODELLED, HEATED, COZY FARM HOME
APARTMEMT OH THE OUTSKIRTS OF WINDSOR
FOR RENT. CLEAN ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FIVE
STUDENTS. BATH, KlTCHEH, PRIVATE ENTRANCE,
LIHEH SUPPLIED, CLEANING DAILY. $12 A WEEK.

VOLVO
DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S.
SALES

PHONE 737-6601 - R.R. NO. 2, WINDSOR

&

SERVICE

254-9087

SUMMER JOB?

Phone 254-8122

Hear What

1022 WY AHDOTTE ST. W.

CARADOC

CLEANERS

can offer YOU!

TAILORS
*

Repairs

*

Alterations

*

Storage

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

PAUL

Rudy's
Barber Shop .

MERKLINGER

See Your
Placement
Officer
for further detai Is
The

CARADOC
NURSER! ES LTD.
Strathroy,

Ontario

"Ask for 1111

FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2840 UNIVERSITY W.

RIGHT UH DER THE BRIDGE
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Mazzuchin's two-way hoop play
leads victory over Wayne 89- 70
by AL STRACHAN
and JOHN MURRAY

A sparkling 25 point cff.:m hy
;\ngdo ~fazzuchin led the Win.J1r L1ncers to an 89-70 win over
the Wayne State Tartar~ on Tue,JJ)'

night.

Angelo's fine two-way game

A total of 66 fouls were called
and on the resulting foul shots,
the Lancers hit 25 of 41 whik
the Tartars made 24 of 43 .

Lance
Predicts

was the high point of the even-

BASKETBAI.L

ing even though Wayne's Letzmann hit for 28 points to gather
high scoring honors.

L:rncers over Toron:o hy 38.
Crusaders over Oakland hy 6.
Lancers over Waterloo by 47.

Windsor moved out to a quick
lead and held on throughout the
~.,me even though the Tartar.,
~IJsed the gap to eight points at
one s:Jge of the third quarter.
The Lancer vic:ory marks their
·econd triumph over American
competition this season and puli,
their ,;ea.,,on record to 8 wins anJ
6 losses. They should win at leas!
three more before they have aily
\inous competition.

Bob Navetta with 15 points,
Marty K with 12 and Ed Lank•
tree with 10 were the other
Lancers who hit double figures.

HOCKEY
Lancers over Osgoode by 3.
Lancers over Ryerson by I •

WRESTLING
Wayne over Lancers.

SWIMMING
Lancers over Oakland.

PREDICTION RECORD
20-12
The Wayne State team which
they defeated is not to be confused with the one that Western
defeated earlier in the season.
Since that time, the Tartars have
had four more players become

STUDIES COME FIRST

Veteran Doug Brown
leaves Lancer cage team
by JOHN MURRAY
and KAY JAMROZY

by PAT ROSSITER

lbe Lancers' top scorer agalm1
Guelph last fall, be didn't see
action until the dying minutes
of lbe lint half in their Windsor

U-DO-ll

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)
V,
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Saturday night in St. Den.
is Hall the Lancers consolidated
lheir hold on first place in the
0-QAA by dmnping the University of Waterloo Warriors
80~.
The Lancers jumped into an
early 4-0 lead but the Warriors
scrambled back to make the contest a little more interesting.
Strong defensive play by Angelo
Mazzuchin and Bob Navetta throttled any Warrior threats and the
Lancer margin was never cut to
less than 10 points.
Bob Navetta was the big gun
for the Lancers dropping in 22
points. Angelo Mazzuchin followed up with 17 anJ Gary Polano
rounded out the double figure column with 11. Marty Kwiatkowski
scored seven, Taranzuk, Elliot and
Lanktree six apiece, and Al Venctte hit for two points.
Marty Kwiatkowski played a
strong first half but trailed off. HI!
seemed to be favouring his ankle
near the end of the second stanzJ.
Bob Navetta picked up an elbow
in the face and temporarily left
the game for repairs.

r

THEIR REBOUND, OUR GAME - Watef'loo sweeps the boards
while Warrier top-scorer Dave Crichton looks on greedily. Andy Auch
from Windsor is up there as weD, while former Lancer guard Doug
Brown cruises in. The rebound didn't help. Lancers played a poor game
but won 80-60 with Navetta scoring 22 points.

•
Phys Ed wins
interfac volleyball title

Popular guard Doug Brown has
quit the Lancer squad to concentrate on his studies says Windsor
Coach Bob Samaras.
Brown, a regular starter earlier In the sea<lOII, had been
seeinc less and less action in
recent pnt!S, Although be WM

appearance.
Freshman guard Ed Lanktree
started at Western, but Brown
scored nine points. The 23-yearold Forster Collegiate grad was
the last man in the game against
Waterloo last Saturday and this
time didn't hit the scoreboard.
Last season as the Lancer's
third guard, Brown averaged a
little less than ten points a game
with a 36.8 field goal shooting
percentage. He also grabbed 0ff
more than six rebounds per game.
Brown (Commerce IV) was al,o
named a star at the national

eligible and are a vastly improved
team. If the Lmc1:rs play the same
CJ!ibrc of ball against Buffal0
(Feb. 7) they will go undefeat.!d
for the rest of the season.

DOUG

BROWN

. former Lancer guard '
championships in Calgary last
spring.
Lancer fans have speculated
that Brown was dropped from

his position on the starting squad
because he w~ a ''happy-golucky ~uy", although his clutch
play and solid defensive work
have contributed to many Lancer victories over two years.
Brown played one year :it
Western, and one year on the
Crusaders before graduating to the
Lancers last season.

Physical Education won the
men's
interfaculty
volJeybail
clumpionship on Tuesday night.
rn the semi-finals, they wore down
a scrappy and determined Commerce squad in one of the best
series played this year.
The first game went to Phys
Ed by a close 15-9 score as the
spiking of ace Doug Orr prowd

to be the difference. The second
game saw Jim Wilkinson and
Brian Browne lead the Commerce
charge as the Businessmen squeaked :o a 16-14 victory.

'Then, In the cMlng IDak'b,
Phys Ed powered to a 15-1
victory as the Commerce squad
couldn't find the key to break
the serves of Doug On and
Gerry Kwapm.

Windsor badminton champs
to play in national games
Windsor's Mary McGregor and
Sue Kaufman will represent the
East-West Conference in the Sec:>nd Century Intercollegiate Games
3t Alberta in early March.

They took the doubles badminton champiombip of the
E!N-West Conference of Intercollegiate Athletics IM:t Satm'·
day at Waterloo Lutheran University, by defeating York University 15-10, 15-9, Watedoo
Lutheran University 15-4, 15-5,
and Wafertoo 15-3, 15-13.
In the overall results York University stood first with seven
points, Windsor second with six,
Waterloo third with four, and Wcterloo Lutheran fourth with one
point.
CAMPUS STYLES FOR GUY
AND GALS
Clark's Desert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels
Campus
Sneekers

10% Discount To Students

The SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte West
At Randolph

In the same tournament, Pam
Maskery of Windsor beat Waterloo Lutheran University 11-0,
11-5 while suffering defeat from
York 6-11, 10-3, and finally Jos.
ing to Waterloo 11-0, 11-0.
In the second singles, Windsor's
Ann Granziol won against Waterloo Lutheran by default and beat
Waterloo 11-7, 11-L Her sole los
was suffered at the hands of York
University 11-2, 11-0.

In the other emi4inal match,
Arts I, the fourth place team in
the volleyball loop, 'Won by forfeit
over the second place Engineers
The Engineers, could only mu ter two of their eligibl; players.
The Commissioner then decided
that since both finalist teams were
presem, and with the agreement
of rhe team captains, the final
could be played immediately_
In the finak, the OUbll8DDed
and less talented Ar15 I squad
tried, but to DO aval. Tbe
Phys Ed squad powered to lU
and 15-11 vfdmes to take the

Chanpiomhip in two

straigM

pnes.
The second game saw a determined effort by the Arts 1 tar...
Bob linline and Tery Monk, to
pull even three times in the game.
but their game effort was doomed
to failure as the Phys Ed machine
finally won out.
Elliot Dunlap, the coach and
captain of the championship
squad ha also volunteered to
coach the Intercollegiate Volleyball squad.

Science and Arts bowlers
tied at top of tight race
As a result of Tuesday night' action, Science I No. 1 is tied with
Arts II No. 1 for first place in the men's interfaculty bowling race.
Second place in the bowling league is held by Commerce II with 23
points, and one point behind them i Arts II No. 2. Only four and a
half points separate the top 10 teams in the men's league_
High single for the week went to Ken Hayward, who rolled a
sparkling 240 game. Jerry Reynell rolled the high series of 573. Second
high honours went to Henn Trudell (211) and Rick Frank (561).
Arts n No. 3, pennB.Dfflt league ceDar..dwelers, sunk further
into the ba9emeot despite sudt innovations as ringers, score-jugging,
loud cutSing and female supporters .
In the women' league, Arts II No. 2 vaulted from last place 10
first place by sweeping 4 points. Following close behind are Art I with
20%, Arts II No_ I with 20, and An Ill with 19 points.
The potlight this week centered on Judy Golden, who captured
both high SU1,gle and triple honour-, with a 181 game and 474 serie·.
Jeanne Schell rolled the econd high seri - of 393.
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BY PRIVATE MEMBER'S BILL

NDP supports student reps
from CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY PRF.SS
Ontario New Democratic Party
leader DonalJ C. \facDonaJd hJ,
pr mbcd support for student rep·
re cntat1on at the Univer ity of
Wc:tern Ontario.
Jn .1 letter to UWO council
prc~idcnt John Patrick. \1r. M:icDon.1ld offered to introduce .1
private members bill to support
tudcnt rcpresent.ition on West·
ern 's senJte.
Mr. MacDonald indicated
that his party would place major
emphasis on the question of
student representation in the
coming session o( the legislature.
"Reshaping university rcpre ·en:ation to all who work in the university community i one of the
most important priorities in the
field of higher education", h~
s.iid.
At the Univer ity of Waterloo,
council president Mike Shepp:irJ
pbnned to how up with other
council members at last week's
board of governor's meeting to emphasize his council's stand on
open decision-making in the univer ity community.
Jn a letter to Council President
Sheppard, University President

Hagey said that his plan to attend
the board meeting, with the stu·
dent pre s. could jeopardize work
bemg done by a joint senatetudent committee on university
government.
'The joint committee, with
three student representatives,
was formed hN term to study
and report on the Duff-Berdahl
report on UJU\'ersity government.
Council president Sheppard ha~
said that it is impossible to alter
board structure without revealmg
its operations to the student body.
Waterloo tudent council policy
is m line with stand taken by the
Canadian Union of Students at
their Halifax congress last year.

The question of student representation has arisen in Quebec as
well.
A revised version of the Univer ity of Montreal charter contains a proposal to include students and professors in the university board of governors and senate.

lf the charter is approved by
the legislative a emhly, two stu·
dents will sit on the boord of gov.ernors. Both must have at least the
equivalent of an honors degree.
Both students "will be appointed after consult::ttion with student
representatives", said U of M associate vice-rector Paul Lacoste.

CB( loses student film
HAMILTON - The controversial film "Black Zero" produced by
the McMaster film board will not be seen on the CBC program "Sunday.''
McMaster's Student Executive Council has banned showing of the
film until problems associated wtth signing authority are resolved.
"Black Zero" contains an eight-minute segment showing a partially
nude woman in bed with two men.
Investigation of the film began when the Toronto Morality Squad
demanded to review the film while it was in a Toronto processing
labratory.
After questioning the fonner film board president Peter Rowe,
the council found that fifty per cent of the bills for the film had been
signed by, or addressed to, John Hofses.s, director of "Black Zero".

.I

news ,n brief

TORONTO - Premier John Robarts announced a $30 millio
dollar grant to establish an on campus leaching hospital at Univers/
of Western Ontario. It will be the first in Ontario.
Y
REGINA (CUP) - Students at the University of Saskatchewa
demonstrated recently against the "'drastical!y increased drop-out rat:
on the Regina campus. Students blamed the increased work load caulell
by the new semester for a rash of resignations among student leaders.
TORONTO (CUP) per cent of the University of
with Prime Minister Pearson
present a petition demanding
drawal of American forces.

A delegation representing more than 2S
Toronto faculty is seeking an appointment
to protest the Viet Nam War. They will
immediate end to bombing and early with.

eve director warns

KINGSTON - The Commandant of Royal Military College last
week fired the editors of the student newspaper "The Marker". The
action was taken as a result of an editorial attacking compulsory church
attendance at RMC.
VANCOUVER - University of British Columbia senate has approved a new arts program designed to broaden the study of humanities
and social sciences. The plan proposed by Dean Denis Healy removes
all departmental divisions for first and second year students.
VANCOUVER Residents at Saint Marks College, University
of British Columbia have complained of rats running across their lawn.
Antoinete Stephen, residence secretary, blamed the problem on rubbish
wown in garbage cans behind the building by students.
CALGARY - The Financial aspects of universal accessibility were
defeated by a majority of 2 to l in a vote last month by University
of Calgary Students. The resolutions advocated free tuition and the in·
troduction of student stipends.

Second Century Week:

company volunteers
OITAWA (CUP) Volunteers and taff of the Company
of Young Canadians were advised
to keep the Company's name out
of political and religious demon·
strations.
The 66 volunteers, 53 staff
members and 17 members of the
CYC's governing council received
a memorandum from director
Alan Clarke following reports that
two Company volunteers had organized the Vietnam war protest
in Toronto.

ged into public protest demonstrations, Mr. Clarke said.
David DePoe, 22, and Lynn
Curtis, 24, who Jed about 150
demonstrators in front of the
United States Consulate-General
in Toronto to protest the Vietnam
war, are CYC volunteers in Toronto and Victoria.
Mr. Clarke said the Company
was in no way involved in the
demonstration.

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
]53-0369

CYC personnel are free to ex·
press their views as private citizens, but their association with
the Company should not be drag·

Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
1000 Oiscount On Meal Tickets

We've got a
little deal
for anyone
with 15 friends

Representatives Of
THE

International Nickel Co
OF CANADA LIMITED
Wil I visit the university to discuss career opportunities
with graduating and post graduate students in

ENGINEERING •
•
•
•
•

CHEMICAL
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
CIVIL
ENGINEERING MA TE RIALS

CHEMISTRY
ON FEBRUARY 1 & 2
We invite you to arrange an interview through
your Placement Office

If you can get them all to go with you for Second Century Week celebrations, Air Canada will let you fly free. Isn't that great?
And the way we figure it, it shouldn't be too difficult getting them.
After all, Second Century Week is the biggest project Canadian
university students will have during Centennial Year.
Second Century Week will be held in Calgary and Edmonton from
March 6-11. Which doesn't give you much time to start planning.
Even if you haven't got 15 friends, come in and see us anyway.
Or go see your Travel Agent. You can still take advantage of our Fly
Now-Pay Later Plan, Family Fare Discounts and all the other little
things that make it so easy for you to come with us.

THE

International Nickel Co
OF CANADA LIMITED
COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

Al R CANADA
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OITAWA (CUP) - Canadian Union of Student's president Doug
Ward recently chided student governments for their lack of concern
for social change. Ward said that he could no longer tolerate councils
who placed yearbooks and dances on higher priorities than adequate
health facilities and decent aid programs.
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679,857 to 1 • • • WHY BUCK THE ODDS?
On your own, the odds ogoinst you findin ,g your

ideal dote are staggering. But ... with Checkmote
Computer it's only a matter of days! The sophisti-

icolly scanning thousands of potentials, the computer accepts ond reiects according to your own
spie cificotions. Only when the computer has been

."

sCJtisfied on oil acc~unts does it deliver at least
1

cated mathematics of Checkmate takes • your likes
and dislikes, your desires and ideols and ,a nalyses,

three name5 and telephone numbers. These are

evaluates, matches and synthesises the m into the

dispatched first class . . . and your date awaits. ,

names of people who .. ore sympatico . . . who are

And the service doesn't end there! Your dote-data

RIGHT for you.

is now in our memory bank and your name is .

1

•

Checkmate is the most complete doting program

kept in constant scan to checkmate you with new

existing. We've refined the best f eotures of other

.

compatibles.

dating systems across North Amerko and incorporated them into Checkmate,. Unlike other sys-

-

terns, Checkmate pays attention to the shading, to
the important "maybe" between the y ,es and .no.

You only have to be perfectly honest with your

application and Checkmate does the rest. Electron-

Isn't it worth $10.00 {students $5.00) to turn the
~

odds in your favour and find. an ideal dote? Fill
•
out the confidential questionnaire honestly and

NOW. Return it with your remittance and progra·m
a new era in your social li f e.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Answers are to be entered on the answer sheet provided with this questionnaire. Record your answer to each
quest 10n

1n

he appropriate box on he ansv1er sheet.

..

You will find that many of the answers require on analysis beyond the definite "yes" and "no", into the
critical 1n-be ween"' areas ... So make sure tho you record only your mo l appropriate cho1c,e . Submit one and only
one answer to each question. ·Begin by answering question l of the Absolute Requirements. For example, if you
ore female, then write a ''2" in the box corresponding toques ion 1, and conversely, if you ore mole, write a "1"
1n tho box.

.

'" To probe this "maybe'' area Checkmate ma "es use of the number spectrum So 1/ you don t vnsh to 1nd1cote a
definite ">1 es" or a definite "no' choose the number i.vh1ch best descnbes your Jeel1ngs This point vn/1 be
come much clearer as you p.ogress 1n the questionnaire

ABSOLUTE REQUIREMENTS
All the factors in this section must~ completely sat1sf1ed before the computer will test a potential ma eh
any f urlher. There£ ore, 1n order to obtain the greatest number of pot en 101 ma ches allow as vnde a range as
possible for each choice.
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PERSONAL DIFFERENTIALS
On the answer shee , you w1 ll find two boxes for each of he f ollow1ng ques ions. Answer th.e (a) part for
yourself, ahd 1n the (11) part, indicate your spec1ficat1on for your 1deaJ do e. For example, if you are slightly
introverted and you want your do e to be slightly ex rover ed, then you would place a "2" 1n box 2(1) and a "4''
in' 2(ii).
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INTERESTS
For each of the fol o ing groups , indic ate your ma jor interes ts. Using ques tion I a s on exa mple, s uppose
your firs t choice is bowling , then you would enter a "2" in the box l i); s ny s kii ng is your second c hoice the n you
would enter a "7" in l (ii), etc. If no further choices interest you, then place a " 0" in those remaintng boxes.
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With Checkmate's Computer'! !
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AREA CODES (USE TWO DIGITS ·ONLY)
(00) Hol i fa
(04 ) Mon1reol

(01 ) St. John

(05 ) Ottowo-Hull

(08) Ki tchener -Wo terloo -Gue lph

(02 ) Frede ric1on

(06)

(03 ) Quebec

-

rr

(07 ) Ha mil ton

,ngston

(09) London

(15) Calgary

( 12) W i nn i peg
( 16) Vancouver
( 19) Syracuse

( 1 4) Edn, onton

( 13) Saskatoon
( 17) Buffalo

•

( 10) W i ndsor

.

( 1 1) Toronto

( 1 8) Rochester

(20) Cleveland
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~o ?" fo; '61 SA(·electioneering

.

l'JI"
)

by KATIIY HAR
A pnme contender 1n the c mln~ ele II n r r
pre ,dent
111 be Tim Laird
he pre enl
C oadian Uni n of
udent
(
) mm111ce ch.1irmJn, LJtr I
ha "e. ten 1ve idea on many topic " and he definitely plan I J
te le the top office
J<Jhn I elor, (Ohhtr LAN E
editor,
aho ~n nwndooed
a ~ candidate b pttsllknt. But be wll '"nekhtt con-

<, err, Roth and Jve Rem ki.
once c n ,tiered po ible candid·
.ite • have decided n t to eek the
Pre den >
Rem lo Jid 1hi
week th ,t
"de pile rumor to the conlrar}.
I have d crded not to run for the
office! I may run for I e-pre,,dent"
Another SA
V-P hopeful i
George Buckley who ys tu e'<·
perience with the
ial commrttec
does nol qualrfy tum to be pre ·,dent. but that the vice-pre ·denc}

.

could be a step < ard the top
in 196
Erternal Affaft DaedOI'
Jack Klenio ..
"c:onlidtttbt V-P JJl(J Itloa.
After SCTVUl& this year a aw~tnt to the Otrector of Fin nee •
Bob Lindqwst will defintely be .1
candidate for that postll<n him elf
me Glanzer has al
con d~ ..
cd running for Finance.
Ian Allaby nauy derucs that he
w1D seek the office of Director l)f
External Affairs. He labeb a "vie-

1

w rumors" all reports to the

contrary
The pc Ptloo of Arb Rep
111:ay be ftled by Janee Reed,
wbo .. deflnlfely In 11w 11JDD1n&.
She may set u,mpedtb. from
ekbff Bob Lyw OI' a.ta r..
cued, boCII o( wbom have coo•
!Jdered runrq but are d 09deddtd.
The
hairmanU1ip m y g->
un IJ1med, a Kevin Park., the onh,
tudent rum red 10 be a c.iodtda,I!,
ha decided nor to run
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New SAC committee
will study co·urse
evaluation for '68
by MARY ANNE DUOtARMl.

md PEGGY OIAPPUS
Scudent cou.ocil voted Tuesday
to establish a committee to bcgi 11
plans for a course evaluation stuJy
for acx.t year.
U ....
11117 t ......
_Adlt..
...
I
proYed, a saney woad be 6al: 11d llllil ec
tr to

aide.al

rr

Jlc+1w I & tlllh IIIUpM C I t
la i Ml L awfuly booing, says Joe ... ,.' ol, • 3:.30
n..•y iDOi -a. SAC Olp,i:ud the bi> bounce

G£1'S IOIUNG -

•

By

•

Ill j . . . f
...._ I I-• - - dF<4S t t1 ' -I I
.die I&
dme t,ey ~ boa+ I L la, lley'I bold 1be

w«ld rec.oid -

OI'

allllCl

60 boui'L

Trial visits ''essential'' -- Gilmor
II wing male re ·iden to ha,e
female v, 11 r in their room on
J tri I ba 1 1 "e enual to evaiuate the ba 1c pr gram and l an.,iy e the adm1n1 trauve problem ...
.1 cording 10 01!.in of 1en R P
C.tlmor.
l\1r. GBmOC', who ls also Dlr·
ector o( Mens' Residences, ad·
mit.s that problftm such OS ln·
Yackd privacy, too lt6e support.
and lrTesponsiblllty may aist,
but Chat he '4P' ,a with the
Idea ol Sunday open bolDIS.
The re ults of the open-r m
e pcriment will be announcc1I
within the next week . If a deer ion i made to conllnue the pr~
ent visiting y tern, change will
be nece ry in both Senate regulAtions and those of As umption
University, which run che dom11·
tories.
During the two-week trial period, the only re tncuon imposed
on student were that a lhre<'hour time limit was enforced, and
room d rs had to remain opeil.
Mr. Gilmor's main concern i
that a v1 iting system would be
feJsible only if the rights of individual students are re pecic,I.
"Students should be able to prJ.;t1ce independence that is rightlv
their , but in balance with everyone," he said.
TIie Dea of Men wauecl

lhnt the su c
or faiure of
Che system depends on the students:
"I w o 't stand behind
udents if they are not respooible. 1\1.any dlsappointmen
corn, from the chlldbb aod lmmatutt bthavk>r o( a few
thought!
~
Coose-

qumtty, the paspecdve o( the
Administration h colored by this
minority," be commented.

• • •

Ji

•

• • •

udent seemed co like the new
arrangement .
'The men and women enjoyeJ
the pen house and both seem upset that II may not be conunueJ
There I no log1c:a_l reason for di
continuing it," wa the comment
Fred Fra r (Arts IV), pre ·.
dent of A umption Highlande:
(formerly Men' Re 1dence ounil)

but McLean doubtful

Uruversity Dean of Women Evelyn McLean
y she doe not
object to the whole ide.i of women viSJUng men tn their rooms, just
"circumstance surrounding the v1SJts."
It wa, reported IMt week Chat a lettu ol c:ridciwn bad ~
smt by Mm Mel ,an to several Unheasily offldals. Howevu, vlslOnc
"'11!1 •ow!d 4alo IMt Sunday.
Miss McLean said this week that the new visiting policy is agru.n t
Senate rules, which tate "Students not living at borne mu t reCrrun
from such pracllscs as pemuUJng visitors of the oppos.tte se in their
rooou. ..

McLean, re 1dence rooms are nOl set up for
visitors, and they can be received in the lounges provided. She added
that the residence env1ronment would not be favorable for v1sitmg "even
if the trictest controls were kepl."
"A major change will not be con 'dered without a I t of di USSIOn
by Assumption Uruversity,'' Mt McLean said. She said she hoped that
'Visiting wowd not " pread further without due constderatlon to all tU
According to Mi

effect,."
J. Mlct d O

1, 4 f !Nd Dlaector of R•..W,nr:e, 111611 e..
tf lili4 WIii beia& I I MM "to ha 18 a (Mlde md klu4Ply" la tie
1 d1'r11Ce. He said ... a. ResHeau Council.ii try ... to"'*' tbe
di?Det • bonw 11111m . _ }ul1 • place to aay.
- ··
This ha, been uccessfully earned out by other universities. Mr
Ckary said, and "there was a defirute improvement in residence spmt'

re

-•,+

__,. al umi,a*.f
OX-AS from rqkmd .C•«,,.,
The SAC course evaluation pr-ogran, would be designed to convey student opinion on the curn ulum 10 fa ulty members and
adrruru tration officiaJs, and to belp
tudents in elecung course .

Included on the SAC cour;e
e .1lu.11ion commutee are: Nurse •
lub President ELune Peter , Nur.
mg Vice • PrCSJdenl Claudette
Srruth, John Lalor, Brent Sleigh!·
h Im, 8111 0 dd Jnd Mike Reid.
The ne\\ comm1Ue met WeJnesday to plit their work mlo
four ubcommiuees to:
• c plorc faculty lia on,
• tudy other umver ·ty cour c
evaluauon ,
• et up a proposed budget,
• choose the courses to be studied.
The Nines' Oub bad origbr
ally planned a counes study oo
only the nwsb*& faculty but ba~
ag1 ted Co work with ~ MW
AC conwnltttt.
"Our club 1s willing to assist 111
an evaluation of all courses, but we
feel we don't know enough about
every course to do it all ourselve ," 531d Mi Peten.
"Course evaluations must begin
on a small scale and gradually
work up. They must be done well
for the University to accept them,"
d Nursing vi e-pres1dent Smith.
Committee members told SAC'
T Jesday that questions to be filled
o t by tudent, would involve both
eturscs and, indirectly, Univcrsit\
pofessors.
I\ .U..4 , - Weir WIii
•onctY ta mor ol • cou-•
p1c+aa.
"Course eval 1tion is a means
~
.-:
0
to 't'1mpt'ovi.
{lie ,:uniculum and
tudent opinion has a great role

e,.,....,..

to play," he said. lbey could be
a feedback mechanism" or act as
an "incentJve" to good professors.
So.1.e CUMwoMte m
tlley · · · - 2 ii • Cl
b
My..a D PR

oben lald

•.,.... .......-

Cw--

hen. "Depauent bt ad! aren't '

a- '•
R)

to

llte ,,...., we're ......

do," ""'1d e+WWllfNee •

,,..,

1o1:in r e1or.
President Weir stressed Tuesday
that the course evaluations wcro
not meant to encourage tudents
to 011Jcize their professors but •o
c mptle e'O Ling cnucism mto a
wnuen form that could be useful

.

Paul Martin ·
•
1n Liberal
'' hot seat''
by LORRAINE GAGNIFR
Canad.l' E: temal Affairs M,r,.

1ster Paul Martin (ub.-Essex Ea:;:)
will occupy the Libera.I
lub'
"h t seat" thJ af1emoon at 4:30
1n Amb:issador Auditorium.
Mr. M.tJn wll &fve a 9bor1
tall., and Chen Che floor wlS be
opened to questions from Che
8PJdtnt body.
A reception for Mr. Maron will
precede the session, at 3:30 p.m
in the Fonnal Lounge. At tht
lime he will meet with representauv of the University, the pres .
<he Political Science faculty, and
individual student, .
Mr. Matin may ,mire••
pol1ant statemem today. 11w orp11b111 ol the ,,,,_ have ~
ridcd (.'(,4 d kl'llble (M'ea .:Ot«·
ace, CKWW wtl allo be pnsent.

This is the first time in several
year th t Mr. Martin, second mo l
important man in Ottawa, h3
come to the Uruvers1ty to peal..
solelv to tudenl.!I.
Last week be spoke at Simon
Fraser Univenity in Briti3b Columbia, \llo'bere SOO studeol3 .11tempted to stump him.

I
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR G.IADS

.

Senior planning delayed by
poor turnout for meeting

.

by DAVE R
Kl
Lance New Editor
Ool> :!'i pro pectivc grJduJt'!,
turneJ up I r \1ondJy·. ,en1llr
IJ ,; meeting
Cla" Tre.i urer
r ran l.J e ,.11d mJt he w.1,
··very dl\.lppointed with the l.h ,
turnout"
BecJu e of the poor J1tcnd.1n.:c
IJ , c,ccutive\ felt mey could not
omplcte pi.in t r me up-coming
..cnior projcch, the cl.1 , b.lnquct
.mJ meir gift to the m er 11y
Ho"' ever tent.1t1ve o .1 n q u e 1
pl.tn, were .innoun ed by ~em,,r
d ,h
Pre iJcnt Lind.1 1'-1cnartl.
he .11d th.11. if final apprO\ .11
c..in he gouen irom the lull cla ,.
the b.inquet will be held JI C'leJr
-\ud11orium nc.1r me end of
\\ 111 be c Ira, but "reJ nabl\
pn cJ." If th1,
hemc 1~ ac-

epted, mo e who do not .,ucnJ
"'111 be .1 kcd to g1\C ind1 1duall~·
10 the gift lund
.
\11
Men.1rd c mmented on
the d1ll1cully re.11eJ by Monda\·\ m.111 turnout. " B·lore .1n
definite plan .1re m.1de, we mu,•
hJ e Jn 1dc.1 ol how many will

Qu es tion naire
J} Arc you in favour of hJving
a emor banquet?
b) Would you be willing to ply
3 75 for uch a banquet?
c) Do you have any ugges11011,
for a cla gift'.>
d) Any omer uggesuon ?
Every ..emor mu t fill out th1\
fonnl Submit II at the Cen•re
De k by Friday, February I 0.

•'

\1Jr..h. cimcr on J \1ondJy or .1
Wednesday.
Toe propo)ed co t for ea:h
cnior i $3 7 'i Thi include,
rentJI ol the h.111. the meJl, .1
hJnd, and a contnbut1on of fifty
ent.s for the clJ , gilt . Dnnk,
Jllend If semo~ don't re\pond
10 the que 11onna1re in today· ·
I . C • we mJY be forced to
Jn: el the wh le affair "
Sugge uon · for the la
g1it
made Jt the meellng includ d
book for me library, J plaque of
the Umver 1ty er l in bronL.!,
which would be placed 1n a " 1r:11egi locauon." and 10 celebrate
the Centennial, "a fountain of
J hn A McDonald, with wat:r
pouung out of a beer boltle on
lu he.id, into J k1dd1e w1mming
pool."

Centre Expansion Committee at work
Student Council'
Umver 1' \
entre
pln 10n commillee h.1,
1arted to colbider pcc1fic po, I·
b1h11e~ for me near future .
Comm1t1ee membero; say th.11
no e. pln on ol me Centre will
be po · ible for "about mree yeJr ",
but that limited hange 1n the
e.:ond-floor Student Activ1uc
Area arc probable ~oon
At Monday' meeting committee mcrn'ocT B rian Kapp\CT (Pre-

hm An }. prc5enlcd a bncf on
the nccJ of the 1uden1 pre ~ ,n

•

•

the near future.
~1r Kappler said thJ l the tudent pre · 1 now crowded in 11'
office pace, and thJt approx1matel> twice J mu h pl e "' ill
be needed w11hin five yea~.
He hinted thJt before 1970 the
Llnce will probJbl} Jppear twi c
.1 week. and that larger
tall
would reqwre more room
The tudent pre will also rt!quire anol.l!, other office ror
me campu literary magJZJne, anJ
a prop05Cd "course evaluati.>n
booklet"
The committee al
discu S-!d
~ 1blc add1uon
to the cen:rc
when ubstanual expansion take\
pktce, l)\.'ffi.'.lps around 1970. A
variet} of po ib1Litie are under
con 1deration, and members of
me committee consider a que tionnaire on tudent need a "mu ,..
before uch cxpan 10n lalces place.

Committee chauman and SAL
E. tcmal Affarr Rep. Jack K1erv11n (Ans III) recently explained
th1.11 the &udent c:omm1uce 1 .,n
offfshoot of an Adrn1ru trauon
omm.ittee which studies the same
prroblems. Liaison between the two
1 mai.nLaJned by Dean of Men.
A ctmg Dean of Student , and
D>1rector of Men' Residence R
?aul Gilinor, who 1s a memb::r
m( both committees.

1\mor

t.'.lled

Mondav that the

Umver ily would be able to make
1>0me re-allocauon of pace 1n the
student activities. pre and go,·
emment areas or the Centre by
September.
Committee member a k e d
K1ervin and K.;ippler to seek way
to make beuer use of the present
student acuv1ue area, wtuch they
~d 1s largely wasted. The two
w ill rcpon .11 the next meeting
of the omm11tec, Feb. I 3

Residence booze survey
distributed by Prefects
A que lionn.ure on
tudent
dnnktng m res1denc~ wa cucu lated IJ t week in the men' dorrnbtones
The . urvey
ked whemer
drinktng on campu and in residence would mterfere with tud·
1e or cause e ce · ve noise, and
what would be the reaction of
parent of pro pecuve freshmen
if dnnktng were allowed
1lte ~ of the survey arc
DOC .) et available.
The tudy wa d1 tnbuted over
me signature, '"The Directors and
Prefect ." De.in of Men R. Paul
Gilmor 1s the Director of Re,,-

FOR CENTENNIAL

Engineering Society
fathering a child

tlence . Jnd the
~ tant Director
1 J \11chael Clear) In an introduction, the producers of the work
say that drinking legally on campu "1 J growing and 1mponan1
1 ue, here at the U mver ity."
Mr. Cleary emphasized mat
''Drinking I only a pan of m
Re 1dcnce Council'
entire prClgrJm of re-evaluallon of the .:x1 Ling donn tructure. On rhe
whole, we're trying to find out
what can be done in different
areas to make residences more
like home · m atmo pherc," he
added
Mr Cleary also noted thlt
"From wbJt we have seen so far.
11 appear that a ramer gmficant
minority of students oppose drinking on campu , claiming that 11
would likely create a di turbance
to studying."

.

•

•

r II •

h)· JASON CUROE
The be t-dr ed girl on c.impu ha ftnJlly been revealed (figurauvely spealCJng), and she' more mJn be I-dressed, she\ outspoken 0n
a vanety of topic::;
Windsor' BDGO i She1IJ.h Hender.;on (Prehm An ), a 19-yeJr·
old brown- hai;-ed beauty fr9m Dumon,. cw Je~ey She hves in Ele.:tJ
Hall and hope to mJJOr 1n P yc:1'1ology
~fiss Henderson wJ cho en Wind or· be ·1-<Jre ~d c'andJdate foi
Glamour MagJZl.ne's Jnnual "Ten Be I-Dressed College Gift •· compe·
u11on at the annuJI fa h1on show ponsored by The LANCE Ja t Sund.1:,
afternoon .
She Lives nea.r New York Cuy and bu s all her clothe mere Th.:
key to lleing well-dre ~d i to be imp le m bom clot.he and ieweln .
say\ Sheilah.
·
Windsor' BDGO -.JY she would never wear a mini- k1rt or !I
toplas.s fashion because "it would embarr J~; her "
The mo t 1mponJnt thing m hie I to find happm~!>. say She1!Jh.
and girls should marry about 20 year old. preferably to an older m.1n,
about 26.
Sheilah also had out poken opinion about Vietnam
"President Johnson 1s a great man Jnd our boy should be over
their fighung communism", she :.ay . If the Vietnam war e pandcJ,
Sheilah say she might vol unteer in the Jnned force!>.
Cla s will tell.

Plione 254 8122
1022 WY ANOOTTE ST . W.

CLEANERS
• Repatrs

w.

• Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
S,,Ki al it• In P oc:lt-Awoy Box Storog•

l°' Discount On Cash and Carry

··t• ....

V'I

-4

fund.

lizndO:
'"It is an unique and worthwi1Je project. A better idea would be
difficult IO find." he said.
"'leedioo has been to pd lh.lt I wish lo &bank all rll05e who
hawc conlribufed thus far ·" ' Jrtcrously," said Becker.

best-di

TAILORS

CHRIS PASCUCCI
The Engineers have fathered a child.
Inspired by Norm Becker (Eng. IV), the Engmeers have undertak:n
to sponsor a foster child oversea as a centennial project
--We fell ... tie bat way lo apprN We Ca 2 u I I WIii to
..., lte ea
ota• ," Slid ltcler.
1be COS2 of the Foster Parenl5 Plan i $16 per month to provide
clod,es, food and education. The Engineers hope to establish a perpetw.J

Donations are completely volLntary. The Enginem hope to add
to their fmaociaJ re90W'CCS by spoll50ring a dance in March.
11ae • DIC ... • beea dN• a yd. nil a. beea left la tie
I I t/1 6e Fa< Pa I tt1s A ' .. _
A typical Engineerin1 student reaction was expres.,ed by Ralph

Wlnch(r,

Glamour girl chosen
for fashion contest

by

,

SHEILAH HENDERSON -

BERNARD'S

HAIR FASHIONS
254-3791
75 Unlv•rsity W.
"Al>PO lnbneM
Not Always Necessay"
20'-
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.
raduate Society bring Launer Lapierre to Amb.u.~dor Aud11or1um Monday 4 p m Al
t lei) C JrtnlchJcl in AmbJ s.tdor Auditorium
Tue'idJy at 7 p.m
MU I
ECTION
The UmversJty or Toronto FJ ulty Trio offer mu ic for Oute,
violin and p1,1no, of Quantz. 8Jch, Handel, ltx'ft, Funck, and Marunu
JI the entre tom_l?hl JI 8 30 p m

HR1STIAN ULT RE ERI
U11ck O' onnor will \pcJk in AmbJssador Auditorium Sund.ly
JI 20 p.m n "J.une., Joy e - The Ar11,1 A, •If-De troyer". Faculty
Jnd Llff Free. Other.,. Don,llion
Kl CLUB TIUP
The Ski lub 1, holding 11'\ Winter Weekend k11ng D.ly Tnp 10
Mount Chn lie undJy, 9 J m - 10 p.m TrJn,portJl!On and rental~:
$8, without rental . $5 50. Tic kets JI entre lobby
STUDENT NURSES
Cupid'
1pcr, J v.t.lenune d.1n e .1 the \1..LSoni Temple, hJs been
plJnned by the tuden1 urse.,
.:1e1~ f r ne~t FridJy, 8-12 p.m Single
75 cent , .ouple SI .25
PROSPECTIVE E Ol'll>ARY lEACHERS
A repre cn1a11ve ot the uh IC ~Jne BoJrd of EducJtJon will be
interviewing in room "lo. 8 in the Centre on \1ondJy, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m
LIFE IN UR..,\NCE
Deadline for U pec1Jl enrollmcn1 life in ur .1nce 1s Feb. 15.
SCENE SHOP
For tho~e interested in 1agccrJf1, the Scene Shop I where you
should be. Temporary Fine Art Building, Monday - Fnday from
8 - 12 p.m., I - 5 p.m.
UNITED CHURCH
The United Church Communion will be Sunday at 10:30 a.m in
the New Meeung Room.

ECONOMJCS AND POUTICAL SCIENCE CLUB
Mayor Wheelton of Windsor will discuss_ problems pertinent to
the c1ry of Windsor and Municipal GovCTnment in the South Common
Room at Canterbury College, Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
•
FOOTBALL BOOSTF.R COMMTITEE
There will be a meeung for those who are supporung action for
mtercollegiate football Monday at 4:30 p.m. in C.ody HalJ Lounge.
UNIVERSITY WOMEN'S COUNCO..
UCW will sponsor a roundabout dance next Fnday m Ambassador
Auditonwn. TitJe 1s "M1ru-dance on Camaby Street". DrCS$ should be
m1ru- hru or at lea t modish.

CHECKER CAB

•

i s3-0369
Hom• Cooked Meols
Delivery Service
lO"o Discount On Meal Tickets

253-3551

BL1.:I, Power p,.,ke man Stokely ( Jnn1chJd "'ill ,pcJk here next
"'cek
( Jnn11.:h.1cl, ch.unnJn of the
' Student Non-violent o-ordmJUng
C mmillee (SNC C), will be J
gue)t of the C,r.1du.,\lc
1ery
Tue dJy
\1onday, "Thi, H ur HJ1
.:ven DJy," ,wr LJurier Lapierre will be here, JI\O pono;.)re,J
b\ (,rJd o;:
.1 nn1ch.1el chJrge\ $250 t.1r
h1, appe.1rJnce P..trt of the money
will come lr.>m the Art · ounc1l.
m,ht ot 11 trom thc (,rJdua.~
c1cty.
Cannictiaers advocacy of ..a
whole amt) of an-~ black
men" to battle "undvi.Jized"
while society the doctrine
known as Black Power, - ha<,

Barber Shop
RIGHT UNDER THE B RIDGE

BURROUGHS
Business
~ Machines Ltd.
•

foritfll.

\.fondJy,
c en D.1y,·· ~tJr
I .1uricr l Jp1crrc "'ill peak ,in
··c Jn.1d1Jn N.1111n.1J1-.m - hknr ..
ry or Comm1tmen1."

Gord
Lightfoot
on
bill
.
with Texan Pozo-Seco's
by ANNE MARIE MARK.HA\-1
,
RecentJy some Te a folk- inger played at a Te:un' home.
Big dear. Yes, when the Po~co Singers play for Lyndon B.
Jobmoo • lbt White Ho~.
They and Canadian foLJc mger, Gordon Lightfoot, will be ar the
Uruve~ty of Windsor uu weekend Gerry Roth, he.id of the Student
Council Social C.ommiuee, s,ud Monday that "ucker saJe.s are up .15
per cern from other campus c.oncerts (includmg those of Dick Gregory,
the Olnsry M•ostrel , and the Chad Mitchell Trio). More than 900
!fkels have already been sold to university students for this concert."
The Singers are Susan Taylor, Donrue Williams, and Lofton Kunc
Their sound is a "merging of out tandmg • styles and unique vocal and
instrumental interpretations," says noted critic Jerry Lehrer.
Ap-; •m& alocic with lhe TeDDS wa be Gordon JJ&t•fooe from
Orilla, 0 1.da lo. He h now feahnd at Che Rhaboa In Torooto•s
VIiiage. A p olflc: compoe,er, I.J&t:itfooe bM wrieten sna .. ,onp for
Peter, Paul and May.
"West.em Ontario tned to get Gordon Lightfoot for their Winter
Weekend, but they wouldn't let him leave the Riverboat," Roth oored.
The concen will be held m St Denis Hall torught at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets arc still available at the Centre desk or at the door.

600 U.Sask.

students sciy
Student
newsman
fired
work-load
i,fter charging Expo bias
too heavy

than double !Mt
year's, and staumed from an
lnueased work load cau,ed by
the lntroductJon of Che sa.1ester systan.
IOOft

A front-page anicle m i.,e
campu new paper, The Carillon,
)lid 8.4 per cent of the tudent
body had dropped one or mo1e
classe by November 1 this year.
The comparable figure last year
was 3.4 per cent, the story said.
The paper also blamed the
semester system for a rash of resignation among student leader
"'ho said they felt unable to c.ope
with academic and e tra-cumcula.r
activities.

from CANADIAN
~

UNIVF.RSITY

MONTREAL A student
new paperman who exposed al·
leged discriminatory practices m
• hirinS. executive raff of the Expo
youth pavilion ha been fir;"Cd
from its youth advi ry council
Harvey Oberfield, a reporter at
the Georgian, student paper at Sir
George William University, wa
offered the po t of public information officer last year.
He bad previously ,nitteo an
ardde rallying support for Che
youth .-v11on. But when be
found dlM 13 ol 14 eserodve

staff members appoinRd were
Frencb-Omadlam, Che repona
K()C off Che Expo band w,oo.
He then wrOLe a leuer to a
Montreal new paper condemrung
uu situation as d.iscrimma1ory,
and urisoo that acuoo be taken to
recufy further paid appointments.
The matter was raised · in the

(Paid Advertisement)
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rect a m1sconcepuon which
might have ansen from la\:
week' edition.
Dr. F. A. DeMarco I still
Univenity Vice-president not
"Academic Vice - president."
However, some of h1 adm1ru trallvc duties have been transferred to the new Admim tr 1tive Vice-Pre 1dcnt Will.Jam l{.
Mitchell.

OP E N Z4 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

Markham 's Fina Service .
3110 Sandwich St .

l.ttl.

(At Detra it)

214-3766
t ' I ~ • ., ' ' ' • I • ' • ' • • • • • ' • ' ' • ' ' • •

The Lance would like to cor-

25c

married stt,dents
See the Placemen t Officer - Windsor Holl

A Correction

CAR WASH

Apartments ore now available
in Patricio Mc,nor for

For Mark eti ng Po si tion s

Ho~ of Commons when .Robert Coates (PC-Cwnberland) quesuoned trade nurusier Robert Winte~ as to dle validity of statements Oberfield made 1n h.ts letter
The m1ruster replied he would
look into the matter, and later tn
the week reported to the Co,nmon that indeed 13 of the appointees were French.Cana<1un.
But be mlMDtafned DO cfis.
crimlnatioo WM lnvotved.
\.feanwhlle, Oberfield received
J leuer from the youth advis.ory
commiuee informing him he hJd
been saclled by a unanimous vote
of the c.ommittee.

U-D0-11

APARTMENTS

Comme rce Graduates

t.apkn e, a profnsor ol
tory at ~fcCil nhe~·. kN
hh ~ row wfltn the { 8(.
canceDNI lbt popan lllSt )ear'.
I fr will reportedJy
etc election lo lht Ho~ ol - Couwnofl't
from a Montreal riding on the
New Demoaadc Psty ticket
He will \pc,1k in the form.ii
lvung~ ,II -t p.m..'vfvnJJy.

'

Feb. 9 {Thursday)

......t ~ ,,, t t

J

WINTER WEEKEND

will be recruiting on campus

Arts and

10

H w I ~ Tu~y at 7
p.m. In the Amba\sa<for Audi,

blJcJ... mJn who "goe, out anJ
throw J brick at a white cop··
to negro part1c1pan1 m the Amer
1CJn Revolution.
The Tnnidad-born black powe
leader explained 1n a Detroit Ji)
pearance last month how an "or-

was

FOR THE FINEST IN
PER SONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE

g.1n11cd minorit}"
uld Cl.)(Tie
·,,nrrol rhc c.,untry.

caused a deep rift beMttn
hst1 and other Negro leader.
who seek to reject racism,
black or white.
arm1 hael ha compared L1c

REGINA (CUP) - About 600
University of Saskatchewan students demonstratc;d and held a
ma meeting here recentJy to prote t the "drasucally increased
drop-out rate" on the Regina
campus.
The studtm said the ratt

Rudy's

2840 UN IV ER SI T Y W.

PAG

'' Black Power'' lea de,.to speak

GRADUATE SOCIETY '

2045 Wyandotte W.

-

'' SEVIN DAY S'' HOS T, TOO

bits and p ieces
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THE LANCE

IUDL HAS PROa IM

JOHN A. GOYEAU - Interim Editor
The LANCE I published weekly (Friday ) by and 101
the
tudt:nts of th
Univcr 11y of Wind sor (Ontario). Pre&
offu;~
r lo att:d on the l' ond floor of the University Centr ·

•

ubs ript1on rates - SS pt.>r year.
•
Off
f
Ent ercd a
ond-cl 11 • ma 11 at th
Post
ice o
anada, ,h . LANCE 1 11 m mb •r of th Canadian Umv rs1ty
and A so lJ\l'd Coll 1st
Pr ss. Ed11or1al opuuons
I, fl'>
1
pcs
.irt• thoSl' of tht'
tudl·nt writl'r nd do not neccssori,v ex r
tht \I •ws o f th,• Univtr 11 of Windsor or Students Adrrunistrallvt Council.
ew'< offt t' _ 2",3-40 O, dv rtt 1n d •partment - 253·

42 2 (

I.

221)

Civil rights watchword
relevant· to students
,

"Frl.'\!dom
w, bJb !"
The w.1tchword of the
iv,1
R1~t movement ha · been mou1i1cd b .1 v.111et) of leaders, from
\1 .1r1Jn Luther King lO M .11 olm
X
One f !he m t in'ii tent, forth·
ngh1. and contr ver.;1al leader Jf
the m:>vement will pe.1k here ne 1
1okely arrruchael, chairman I
!he wdenl ~on- V tlent
o-Ordtna!Jng
mm1ttee, will be !he
ouc t Tue ua\• of the Gr.1dw:e
0
·, ·1~ .1nd the rl!
unc,I
The risk brings lo mind an ·
lnlrigulng analoio.
One f thc m I important c;:1 r f !he C1v1J Right drive h1

heen !he que I for egro v ung
nghi _ !he opportunit 10 e erhe J ju 1 \hJrc of p:,wer tn · ·
iet . In !ht p.ini ular, Jrmt ',.
ael. · " Bia k Power" elf n hJvc
hcen p.1rt1 ul.1rly effecti e.
Students in Canacllan unJ"ersklcs se now

•••Ii• lhat sane

opportunity to exercise 11
just shift ol power In lhclr ~
dety, Che Unh'n*) «lffllllUOit).
tudent effort have n t been
Jong underway, Jnd J httle per .:,·.
eran e will pr bably gain J 1.:tol) .... ,lh ut the need tor " tuu
ent P wcr'' t.1ct1
Patien c an I
I Jic .,_,,II pull u thr ugh in 11n1c.
" Keep the faith, bah ·!"

Graduate consolidation··
might be only solution

•

•

n,\'er ,t}' .1nd g vernn1en1 al
f1.:1.1l were violent tn !heir atta k
on the recent ptnl. C mm, 1.>n
Rcpurt on !he Devel pmcnt f
Gr.1duatc Pr gramme in OntariJ
niver 111e .
They mlghl not 8'1ft wllh ~
5Ut:Kcsdons In lbe repon but ·
shock value might sdmulllee action on gnduate fadltlcs In lb.?
prowltt.
Re ear h e pend,turc in OntJr.
io were li ted a b tween $300 an,J
$3:!5 million doll.lr , roughly hah
the minimal level of the United
Kingdom et up a a r.andard.
Only O.e of fourteen promdaly
hl'NI unlvaaidc:s had
a..aks «z ldered adequale for

Thi~

nen undakiaduate

sh~c
fflll csdmated at about $76 mllloe dollars.
The Spink report propo ed
me f rm of con lidation 10
ease the burden on the laxpJyer
who ply for redundant ervi e,
at each univer;ity. Because of the
financing problem, these e pen 1ve
dlocts still do not meet acccptablt!
r.andard .
Unless someone finds a- lot of
money fast, the only solulion to
the problem of redundancy and
~ d . ttass graduate facilitic
cnost be some type of consolidation despite the fears of lo of
local autonomy.
Provaxe-wide

is GREAT,

TMAr OPEN ~e
~UI fE'

A

prognun5.
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bmk

in tournament controversy
(EDITOR NOTE - WWsor' lalue dlamploa ....Ill
"mt down to lgnom,,,... defeat In IIISC week' IIIIU·U•
vmlty Debate Lape tourm·
ment In Ottawa. Of twehe
to+·•, WlndsOr Fleced kath.
Sir Gcorce wa: •b Unhallty

of Monlreal placed lint, and
lthhop' Uma!dly aecond.
,_. of the re•oa for WlnclllOI' ddall W1IIII a llllt~
dlanRe In pNS ,... die med,
Tean mffllbtt Gccqe Rlctwds
(ffl Ar15) here ot.oCIMI fcw the
LANCE one of die II ft problems conftoudr.« die Lape.)
by GEORGE RIOIARDS
A basic controver y over the
.1J1m and obje.:tive of deb.1ting
mJrred l.1 t week' Inter-University
Deb.ire League Tournament tn 0 :t.iwa.
•
The mp11 c:onbm11..1 rcacttions of die twelve padclpatillK
tk-·b !lem from the resfanadou
of IUpL P. :Hent John 1\-lcw·
and ... ye.-.
!\1orand, a graduate of the U, iver 11y of Windsor and founder
ot the Windsor debate te.1m. 1 J
tudent at O goode Hall anJ •ed,h)r of the Progre ive C nc;ervati\. C
Student FederJlJOn mag.1zme, pnority.
•
He WJ elected .11 a Wind r
meeting in October, I96S. At th.l:
, .,n,c meeting League · membc,·,
agreed to conduct their 1966 fin.ii
debate in classic.ii tyle - with
the u e of cro ·-e .llllinJtion an.J
., con,phcJted
rem ot . p0wer
marching. Windsor won thch:
hJmpionship round . and 11 w.h
.1 \Umed rh.1( the '6 7 final woulJ
be conducted the same way. However, MorJnd' resignation up,;ct
nhe executive, and arrangement
11.>r the '67 finals floundered.
Ba Canul of 1be Unl••*Y
of Octawa WIii www.ed 1necrtm
P.c..4de.... .... ""l'inted u of
0'1 dlnd1r of clebala. Ala
P 71, to ap;4te Ille cbeoplo+M4ilp toun
r4
Pailiff, working on shon notice
with little auistance, organized a
Parliamentary style debate; which
i ea ier to organize and j ud g.::,
but considerably different from t:-ie
classical style. 1bc change was a
urprise to the panicipants. and
crystallized a subsequent dispute

which saw the McMaster team a.:tually question the validity of US·
ing the cownament as a me~n to
,;elect a new IUOL champion.

la •

a

.......
IHE' tCAIN

tlyelrd ae;•«,
4ecd lo rerop.1,,

1be ....., ol 1be Jw;; l*1 _.....
.... o1 t., toWWWW·idil, ID aplle
o1 . , • , r of ll)'le.
But the i ue promises to pro-

plit. McMaster has come out
atrongly in favour of the classical
ryle, which places srat ~phasi.'l
on preliminary research and careful, weU-siructured argument. Thi
school regards debate as an academic discipline in itself.

Sir Georp W1111111 Unlver*Y and Royal MEI 1 Colrce
hne objedrcl to wt d ..,. conlfder a _.erty prof d DIW . .

v ide more controveny when the

nJtional debate championships are
held a a pan of the University
of Albena's Second Century
Week. The tournament wiU also
feature the annual me.cling of the
national debating - CO-Ordinat.ing
society, the Canadian Foren i.;
Society.
The controversy over the two
tyle of debate reflects a deepi:r

........ Dey ,.,.,.. ... • ...

w • 1 ltylr, wlllda rm1'1 sis
..... , ud qukk;
of wit.
The goal of both school are
of considerable merit, but the p
likely to be realized unle
the
)eJgue member can reach a on,;cn u of opinion on fundamenul
1s ue .

CENSORSHIP SOON?

Sports editor. charges
Board insulted Lalor
by AL STRAOIAN
On J.inu.1ry 20, a Board of Pubh .1t1on meeting WJ\ held to .1.:: ...:p:
the resignauon of John L.llor .1 editor-in-chief of the LAN E anJ Ill
appoint an interim editor.
, .
Mr. Lal r wa .gi en wh.1t _must be termed a le\ lh.1n . fal.f trCJ ·
ment. In wh.it c.in only be con dcred a an insult to !\fr. LJlor 1ntegr11).
two members of the Bo.lrd of Public.ilJOn , John GoyCJu and Ron F, hman, arrived at the printshop Jt one o'cl .. k tn the mom_~g t !>Crecn
Mr. ulor's final" public.uion uppu ·edly "out of cuno ty .
Perbap thi w the ;ase. Wh.> know ? The fa t rema..,n that .,·
wdow wa ea I upon \.1r. Lalor' r.: pon b1l11y and a mouon of en: UIC
against the two offender WJ defc.ueJ b the remJ1ndcr of the Bo.trJ
of Publications.
The Bosd of Publkadoas k CGD.pbed of lbe AC p~nc,
fcwmu SAC p rlident (cw a ~pr. .iiladv•), Che Sludmt Gulde editor,
t11e LANCE editor, Ille Yarbook ecltcw and lbe ad"adsh11 dndor.
\Vhy the Student Guide editor hJ ·· a po iuon is still a my tery. c
ha.s t>«n known to say, ..1 second the mouon. What was 11?"
1be Board of Publication I currently considering an amendment
co its oorutitution which would give it the righ 10 screen papers before
they go IO press and extract any material which it considers to t,.?
obscene, libelous. or offensive.
1bis is what they caJJ good sense. It i what we caJJ ceruorship ·.
b boll down to a MIiia of Ill, NIIOI' by Ill, lkwd of hlllatfLMw Wbo II Ill, llencl r SAE - .. for ........... 0
wall+•
eclton11be lkwd of P.M idNIII 11! It II ~ of 11e lkwd ol
Pull4 .Cfoo..i u I
lhiC II a.. to , - ...,.kim to keep in dleck
Ill peaf'I, II a.. ......
The feeling that permeates a Board of Publications meeting i one
of watc.bing three friends and two lack~ · run down someone who 1
doiq a good job and thereby detracting from their own penooal glory.
1bo Board of Publications would be doing a far pt« 5CIVICC to
cbe atudeots it pretends to represent if it forgot its penooality oonllict
and adorations and ooncencrate on the job at hand.

,eel.

BIG PROMISES DEPT.

Residences to be "iust lilce home"

"--

by JOHN GOYEAU

A low-ranking
c,al revealed last
aim of residence
make University
like home.

I_.. he
I ••

i!i

residence offi.
week that the
officials is to
residences just

a ldrace, flul

II.
nywherc you have ham aandwiches for lunch, barn trak for
supper, and ue f ced wilh ham
and eaa for breakfu; has
IO remind you ol home.
AJlowina llUdenla IO lep)ly
drink
drink.I lbey've
II

aoc

drinkq

.

A

if the quiet students would bother
the noi y drinkers, or even if
noi y student would bother the
quiet drinkers.
0b w,U. mayt,, tlley're on
... ...... track
,...,.
Residence officials ranarked
that there were "no incidents" during a recent study of mixed re iJence visiting privileges. That'
(00

bad!

..,

.
. -·

Jn ..,ncidtnt" anyway?

•

•

The

•
•

II

fram

I

rll m

That's funny! I've got a bed .1~
home too! A a matter of fact
I've often had girl in our living
ro· m and we've got a chesterfield
that convert right into a bed ·n
only a few cond .
If
riabt dP; - my
iilolki Npllb .IN law bffD

•

•

At a party at a I I motel
thi year, e residence air! an<! her
boyfriend e plained curfew law
to me from under the covers I
the n t bed .
It Kan the girl couldn't lea,
until momin, because the build·
int WU locked nd
had no-

where

co apend the niatu.

WelL Chey
no

J

. . .''

"no

Besides - I've had a lot of
date anJ I hav n't had an "inidcnt" yet my If.
y, what 11

?be buil.finp

ing: "Bur there are beds in tho..c

YI
•

y lhe1e•
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The Schwarz Report

EDUC A TlqN TROUBLES

What's wrong with system
if a generation protests?

Th e. Can ad ian Un ion of Students

recently commissioned USC's Dr.
Conrad Schwarz to report on

national student health and
psyc hriatric services. His critical
repo rt and a look at Windsor's
studen t health facilities are
prese nt ed in this week's LANCE
special feature.
;

WINDSOR OUTLOOK

I

Local health services
judged above average
•

by CHRISTINE BRAN1GAN
Wind,or i oree r the belier .in.iJ1an univer 111e m term or heallh
and p yclualric SCJ!'\11ces, the recent Schwarz Repon round.
'Ille repori,, UAM+f
by 1hr C.anadian Union of Students
and ISepaltd by Dr. ComMI Schwaz of the University of BlltWI
Colvmbh, com;med dial 5Cn'ka at differaal C808dieu Unhaddes.
University Mcedi al Offi er Dr. D. D. Rutherford I available t
~rve siudent need four dly a week, and a Reg, tered Nur)t! 1 on duty
ten hour a week.. The R.N., ~11
E. Hogan, s.11d this week that Dr.
Rutherford often 11"\.'fllJin in h1 office until 7:30 p.m. if necessary, though
his agreement wuth the Un1vcr uy admuustration doe not make thi
neces ary.
Wlndlor' rapidly expa,..tl.11 Psychilol) Depaibik!Dt and

'oaed

Psychologkal se..ices .teawba.euc p10Y-de1 pro1aaoaa1 c:lnkw • vices lo Wlndla studeab wM 1M1t dwae.
A local p 1ch1atri l, Dr. W. Yaworsky, i a consultant t the

P ychological Scrw1 c

Department and

pcnJ: hall a Jay a week on

campus.
The Schwan.! rep n indicate th.it Windsor ha .95 p ychiatri IS f r
e cry I ,OOO tude-nt . But sin e the rcpon. wa compiled, there h.ive been

e. tens.ive taff chiang1: here. There are n W SI practising p yc.'lologi l
available to tude-nt on a weekly or tw1 e-weeldy b;u . The Department
of P )'chology ha al f ur tafl member wh are reg, tered p yeh log, t ,
but whose wne I wken up with Ja ..,. m duue .
Dr. O. Worden w thi year appointed
rdJnator of P ycholog1c.:il
Service . Plans aU for the ren vation or a house, loc.11cd at 304 Pal!! ,a,
into a larger cli rucal facility than the present one at 360 Patri ia

by DON SD.1.AR
OITA WA ( UP) - The Schwarz Rep<Jh on
student health services acr
a.nad.1 pay more
than lip service to tudent unrest on the Cana.d1aa
uruvcn11y scene.
Unclertylac Ill c•ik•y-ckl1atd omca+.6••
about lbe iOII) Dk of tiuckae 1M: 'r\ .ttrtices
.. Canede Is • fom-pllle wamuc lo mnenlty
....... I 7 illOl'I aad ao,a aw iMII
Dr. Schwarz' mes ge to them is clear; there
1 a new generlUon of studeat on Canadian cant·
puses which refuses to wallow ITTelevant course
dished out by 1ncompeten1 lecturers.
While their predecessor were content about
grumbling among them~lve about food services,
parking regula ll()ns, housing faci lilies and book store
prices,, the new breed is challenging "even formerly
sacrosanct higher level of university 8\'Vemment"
with demand for student representation in open
uruvenity deci ion-making, observes the UBC psychiatrist.

w•

De ,eporl • I ily
IS daal I only •ptl•e lips an rad Into a. ik!W er co.2% ,e, WOie
.taarudhe fonna of ..ladeae pta,eer? - Ille lleft.
ek)'I - wit be 1eaer.-d la C.......
And not only that, "but one can also fa.ii to
recognize the power which tudents have to contribute to the growth of uruversitJe ," writes Dr.
Schwarz. Th student yeammg f r power i ba d
on the theme that students want to do something
positive to improve uruvenuty conditions.
''Tlut tudent concern for what happen 10
uruvernties I both le&1timate and useful ha been
borne out by tudent demon trator in upport of
progre ive university leaders and policie ," he
argues, poinung out that demon!ltration are "m re
likely to be made within the university to the umvenity leaders but not necessarily again t them."
...,.._., tlle OM
ol l1Udeot wa I la not
M dlftkull M • lie Hh-4) / . . . . aid IH • lly
nw1oht11 mlJ• •••• ACCOidlu& to Dr. Scbwaz.,

nw# re.-011 al ..udc:111 concern am be anrtbaeed lo l7be ...m by lndlvtdual .,....., ,lb for
wbaf he can. ".... opea..e COtl d1eaadoa" • lndi•ide h
"In part," explain Dr. Schwarz, "the tudent i

a king lb.it hi phy ical and mental welfare be rcpected in order that he may g about h1 prop r
bu iness: Jeanung." The affluent, ma producl.Jon in
which he lives I forcing him to think about how
he can urvive a an individual.
The identity que t i only one aspec: of cur-

rent tuden1 c mplamt The other area, related more
to dissatisfaction with the educational proce itself,
can be en a a demand for grearer 1ndiV1dua.l 31·
1enL1on 1n an 1ncrea ingly-1mpersonalaed university
silUlllOO.
'Ille bowled&<: and ~m41h«nc eapt,1~111•
1ft ~ Ibis ,Uk."11oa la C-l8Jlla, the . . . .

•a

44

•
-Ul(ff

II

•

..&-...
Ullll9

-'-·RJn,

i ;a1f
iff

I NR

spec:1

•.one

facully m4iifb"s and a wldw:sq
. . . . . bdwttn faculty ...... •e ••tc
lbelr tol.
"While m ..smaller un1ver iues tudent may
SlJU fmd tha.t they .:an form a lca.rrung aoJ ma.runng
relauonshJp with a fa ulty member, 1n the larger
univer ,tie , uch contact are extremely rare. Fa ulty
members in u h m u1ut1on • :rlth ugh very much
concerned about their I ck of rappon with 1uden1 ,
are fully aware thai if they begin t give individual
attention to ea h tudent ihelI already hc:a ii qverloaded schedule w1U become unbearable.
Dr. Scllw• z t.en hsurs bk gnu
lo
fho!e who nm «be univfflity communldes la Canada.
"What eem to be needed, and what I bcmJ
d ne in man centre , 1
new look at the total
university e penence m rder t find more meaningful way of encouraging true learning even when
large numbe~ of rudent have to be mvol ed But
th e apprru he require even greater attention to
the total mdJ ,dual and t~ the whole uni er ity
env110nment. ·•
Thu.s, not onl i 11 11T1pera11 e that remedi 1
treatment be given to students uffenng from vanu form or personality .ind beh.lVJour disorder ,
but a po 1t1ve program of ment I hygiene must be
started 1n educatJonal m lltution .
What Dr. Scllwaz Is advocadnR Is a revolution 1n llhldeut heellh amces in cauac1a, bur
repon would sewa to hear
the 11111ainder of
114'.Jn

•

warmnc

Ha ~npuons o( health (.icibtia on ,ndiv,dual campu5e5 are rampant wi\h cnlic:illffl, c,,cn
thc?,ugh the psychiatn I IS reluctant ro condemn .:,r
cdi rorialize.
The truth I that nearly one qU.1rter of C.1nad.ia.n po !-secondary inslltullon don't have be.l.lth

services; infirmary f cilitie are present on only
38.8 per cent of anadian campuses J.nd p ychJatnc
sernces are found at only 44.9 per cen1 of these
schools.

And figur · show there I a whole gene.ration
of student anxiety wa.itlng for treatment from doctor who underswnd the university envll'Onment.

NONE R ACH U.S. LEVEL

Health service inadequate
without grant from Ottawa
OTTAWA (CUP) -

A repon which reveals

glaring inadequacies in Canadian student health service has suggested universities should seek federal
government .ud in improving them.
'Ille mady, iY rµal by Oland ~ wa z,
tw
t 7 ...,.,, 7 .. 14 lbe uur,a.:ey CJf 1.175 t
Cal Na'I 171 dt 7 • If
riee, 911 2 a ... GIiiy
C
r
lta.:,Y - D • CM d I - . .
F etl::• A uk
Oa l rac H If AWtCisf-GI
2 5 di of W _,,,, • • aad one WW per 1,000

1be Schwarz Report, published Friday Jan. 13
by 7be Canadian Union of Students. notes that
general uni,enity funds. student levies and service
fees have 6nanced the operation of campus health
services in Canada. but adds:
"Wilh be in?rOduclion of a national medicare
ICbemc. it night prove feasible for the health service to bill the government directly on a ·fce-forlCl'Vic:e basis and to use 7be funds derived from
?his for payneo7 of uJaries, inc:rease in staffing and
purchase of :quipmenL"

.

41 I I 1d

Dr.
ID bis ;. • RjiOl1 wriuen from survey
tprin1 and IININIJef amona 49 Cana·
die B.C. psychiaPritt Y• lbat while
ve aome kind

provide any

Also among Dr. Schwarz· finding are the
fol.lowing;
About 55 per cent . of university students had
felr a need ror "council or advice regarding emotional or p ychological problems".
Infirmary facilitie "appear to be present oo
33.8 per cent of Canadian campuses, but the phy&ical settings and professional upcrvision provided
showed wide variations".
Students are using health services "extensively",
from the number of student vi 11.s recorded on 20
campuses.
Dr. Scllwaz pomb lo ,urveys t-oaduded by
ltlldenfl after a 1963 conf~ cm m•111 mental lrsto wbida abow lllal iDOl'e . _ ball of
Cwwl n lhldema bllve fell ... dalre •o adl
eNJ-d or actrice repdlna anodo,wl • psychotop al peol)knas."
The same urvcy found that students rank
their m t serious problems as "despondency and
depre ·on, lack of self-confiden e and relations with
the opposite sex."
The newly-released report, which CUS will
now be attempting lo implement at the local campus level, uggest that .5 profCMional psychiatric
team manbers should be available for each I ,OOO
atudents.
1bi ratio is based on Dr. Schwarz' view that
the ?earn would have u, provide treatment for about
S per cent of the studen2 population with an average
numba: of si •i n t ~ per udent. while also
a1Jowina for time spent on preven5a1ive, educational
and mearch aspects of campus psychiatry.

Men ta l, physical
health statistics
highlight

report

Some note from the Schwarz Report on Health and P yclualric
Services on Cao,1dian Campuses ........ .
. . . . lbe percent.age of tudent seen by P ycluatrtc service!
is bJgbest at Queens, 10.3 per cent .....

'
.... the average tudent at M Gill visited the Health Service
clinic two~nd-a-half times la t ye.ir ....
'

.... the first Can.ldian University IO employ the servi es ol
a p ychiatri t wa UBC, in 1939 ....

I
.... Health Services are provided on 77.5 per cent of C.in1dian
campuses ....
.... about 50 per cent of tudent who were asked, " ,nee
entering University have you ever felt a desire to seek counsel or
advice rega.rding emotional or p ychological problem ?" an w red
affinnati vely . . . .

the country felt ?h.11
.... a number of faculty members acr
they did not f~el competent to deal with penonal problems of
lltlldms ....
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FIRST IN TWO YIARS

lancers bow to Toroato Blue~
despite 37 from Kwiatkowskf
by AL STRACHAN
Lance Sports Ed1tor
HOCKFY - This 1 1he big week for our h ckey Lancers. Sa1urJa) .11 1w o'clock Jt Wind or ArenJ lhe L.in er, IJke on Laurenuan
Uruversity

Lairentian i!; to ~ hockey ~ ~hat ~ lalKfl'S are to the
basketball lfitgue. 1bat Is to sny, they should not lose a ~ e all
~ n . But, as we al know, even the mighty m~ fall once lo ll
~bi.le.
There .ire plenty of eat J\ .1il.1ble Jnd the gJme 1· worth attending,
even ,t your only purpo e in g mg I\ 10 wa1ch Elhol Dunlop' anucs
with the red Light (Th.11 can be taken in two way 1f you didn't nouce.)

.

•

•

Wll\.fMING - If you Jre no1 J hockey fan, the Lancer w1m
leJm w,U contnbule 11 stllre 10 the wmler weekend. They meet Detroit
In u1u1e of Te.:hnology and SchoolerJfl JI R1vers1de High School pool.
Please don'1 be snarky 10 1he aged, withered, m1 erable, people-haling
creature tha1 you ce lurking 1he haU . They are the teachers.
11w Lancer swim team won lo 6rst meet In history ag-amSchooknft and roach John Nash promkes this fflftt will be " . . . as
close as you could ever wish to Stt." 11w adnmsioo Is the mual noting. Jus show yow student card.
BASKETBAIL Needle to say, the Lancers are no longer
undefeated 1n Canadian cage plzy. There could be more trouble to
come. Western come mlo S1. Denis Hall tomorrow looking for revenge.
Af1er the other Western game, Mamjx Heersink, Western gunner,
aid, "Before the game, I thought those guys would really beat us, but
now I know that they're not so great. They can be had and we can do
11." Obviously, he was ngh1 10 saying that the Lancers could be had.
Now they'll be trying 10 do 11.
The Lanttn played again.~ Toronto as If Ibey Weft drunk.
Marty Kwlallu>w*I and Mile Taaplayed fine g:aces for the
Lancen but two players do not • tean make (old 0•1wa proverb).

"*

INJERCOll.EGIATE FOOTBALL -

Rwnours

arc

rampant
around the schoo\ that an intercollegiate football team is being p\anned
f<X \he '\Jn1ven,ty o{ Windtor next seallOn. Apparently the editorial ,n

last week's LANCE wa., read and noticed. There of course is absolutely
.oo reason why there could not be 1ntercolleg,ate football next year. The
football fieJd is already pan of the campw. It is beauufully sodded,

ideany located and unused.

•

The Uaivff'lify of Wlnmor ls no longer a cblOed pll•-Hef
9dM>ol. It Is a powfng rmbe of educ •IN• for Soe41do Outalo. It
drs.. ,a to be known• more than the home of a ~ D e a n
of we&, ealuc and • fuddy~uddy Deao of Wouwn.
The big social event of the Umversity of Windsor is a Homecoming
Week which features a champ1onsh1p interfaculry football game ID a
currently empty plot on the back campw. It 1s about tune there wa
sometlung to do at school in the fall that i more exciting than wandermg over to Rudy's to watch haircuts.

•

•

We have been led 10 believe that the local interests are in favour
of the fonnauon of an intercollegiate foolbaU ream but are unconvinc~
of the student desire for it. May we uggest that you use any method
which you see fit to impress upon these people that we would be quite
desirous of intercollegiate football ID Windsor.

LANCE PREDICTS
BASKETBAIL
Lancers over We tern by 18
ru aders over Western by :!5
Buffalo over Lancers by 6
WIMMING
Lancers over DIT and SchoolcrJ fl by 4

HOCKEY
Laurentian over Lancers by 3
.., PREDICTION RECORD
25-15

Lancerettes take title
in league cage tourney

66, and tile •cood half waa •

by JANET MORRELL
Last weekend the Lancereue
basketball team won the EWCJA

but enn.. Tm°'*> c:o.dli Johnny

tournament held at York Univn-·

McManus said dl8C called the
C'Onlat "one of lle mog n:•
ddns and best I have ever aI za".
Wilh less than one minute 1::
go, the Lancers scored four quick
point when Kwiatkowski sank J
field goal but was fouled in the
process. and gained two more on

iry 1n Toronto.
llnder coach Sue Hilton's guidance, the Windsor women defeated York and Waterloo Lutheran
to capture the title. Before Olristmas, these same two teams were
victorious over the Lancerettes,
but hard work .and conditioning
.since then have paid off.
•
lo the ... : •• die L,an.
«tdks IIMDlly wfila~ Yodl
JJ.16 will COM I t ·4
I·
Ins Oftl' lbe wbole co,4 L Pat
Wlloa will 7 p44& w1 Kad;y
The , - • wlll sb W'tft ....

bad

broupc die .core to 69-

TICKET INFO
Ttclcets for next seMC>n's
Univers11y of Windsor Tnteroollegiate football ~ s For information ca1J extension
201.

.-,o

,

,,

The wind blew cold in Toronto ~wn.
But the gym was bot and dry,
1be ball was tossed; the game began,
On Lancers! was our cry.

Kwiatkowski, Navetta, Mazzuchin,
Such power behind their names,
1be Blues will never beat us hue
They've Jost too many games.
'

Oh shoot that ball my blue and goldl
Ripple those cords for us,
Run up the score and malce it high
Without the &ligb test fus.s.
•

But Zouod.s I sayl What's Ibis I say!
HaH time is here so soon,
And God above we're twenty down,
"What happened? is our tune.

TOP QUALITY WOOL FLANNEL

EXPERTLY TAILORED TO YOUR MEASUREMENTS

e

H. Mill«.
The .9eCOOd contest resulted Jl
a much closer~ with Windsor
edging Waterloo Lulheran 25-20.
The game was held under close
control until the dying minutes.
Par Wilson was again top scorer with 12 points, half of the entire team output. Janice Bednariclc with four points and Mary
Ann Van der Pryt helped in the
Lancerclte victory.
Jackie Haevievell was outstanding 1n the losing Waterloo effon.

by JOHN MURRAy

University OJ Windsor

e

Judy Alai added 11ft.
Jeanne Thompeon played ar
exceptional defemive pme lhwa:ting many Y orlt attempts to 5COIC.
Hi'1 pomt·getter I for York Wa!
Kilidl.

The Lance·rs On The Line

Official

e

bJSket was matched by one fr0t
TJranczuk, bnnging ~ score I
I 15-aJl. Wilh three · seconds Jef
Blues Guard Bruce Demps!<
fired a shot which nmmed :'1
hoop twice and bounced into tb
air before falling into the ba kc
to seal the lancer' doom
Lancer COildl Bob Se ,.....
said afttt die e-mx, "'Ibey were - - ttally up fer us; Chey ou1fe.
bounded US and left 115 '-'t...
lo the ftnr bal.
'ihose two Toronto guards
Dempi.ter and Mark White, wen
all over the plac.!. We had a lo
of good chance to win Llte ir
the game but the ball wasn·
lx>uncmg to u . " he said.
'
The Lancers were 41 for 10 I
from the noor, for 40.7 per cent
and 33 for 35 from the foul ~ne
Toronto hit 45 of 99 field go.l
attempts for 45.5 per cent. and 21
of 37 free lhrows.
The Lancers will seek 10 fc!·
deem themselves at home tomor,
row agamst the Musungs.

HARD WORK PAYS OFF

By lle ten minute iu8l1l of
the aecond half, the Laocen

STUDENTS ARE ACCLAIMING
THE NEW

free throw , tying the ,::ori: a:
I 03-all
The overume penod WJS Jn
c. chJnge of potnl on a nearly
cquJI bas, . Each team picked up
four po1Dt.s, but then the Blue,
urged 10 a 11 1-107 lead; wh1cl-i
wus swiftly cancelled by two points
from Al Venette and a rebound
up m by Gary Polano. A field
goal by 8111 Doyle of the Blue!\
was matched by two foul sho:
from Kw1atkow lei Another Doyle

• anJdJ' · top-ranked college
ba etba.11 tc.'.llTI, Windsor's Lancr,. 10 k their second leagut!game defeat tn two years la,t
SJ1urday at the hand Clf Umv~r11y of Toronto Blue .
The loss narrowed the Lancer
lead in the Ontano-Quebec Ath·
lcuc A ~1at1on' we tern d1v1sion
t two point . Toronto had. been
ranked only eighth nationally.
11w Lancers klQ In overthne,
117-115, lo one of the highestscoring pmes lo OQAA history.
The Blue , paced by Jim Holowachuck with :! I, could do no
wrong. Seven of them hit double
figures ID the Lancer debacle.
The core at the end of regulation ume was 103-103, and Varsity guard Bruce Demp 1er hit on
a two-pointer with three econd ·
left m the overtime penod lO end
11 all for our Canadian champ of
last year.
Many Kwiatkow ki was high
for both teams, with 37 pomts
Mike Taranczuk was second wiih
25, and Angelo Maz:zuclun hJd
23.
The Blues jumped .co a 33- I:!
lead before the Lancers were really
awake, and from th_!:n on had
clear sailing unul half time. Score
at the half was 59-44.

LOW QUANTITY PRICE

s 45.00

Look, my lads, at Lancer faces,

Tbere'a molve in every eye.
A aoeer curls up on every lip,
Who challenge us must die.

•

Back we come into the fray,
The ball sinks in from fliaht,
The score ,oe, up and up aod up
And the Blues feel I aocer miabt

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

J

t ' I • . t ••
f • f •' •f•f- I a
I •
• J
I J
"a
• a
{ aa
f Ia#at

See the fear in Toronto faces,
Watch their trembling knees,
See their anxious looks, my boys,
And bear their angui~ pleis.

Overtime begun; come on, my boys,
We haven't lost it yet,
Mazzuchin snarled, his eyes were fire,
Taraoczuk hit the oet

1be game is over boys,
The final shot's been t<med.
The thing is finished boys
And Lord our Lancers lost:

cheeks

Time is up, my heart llill pounds,'
Surely the scue-board lies.
'

Don't worry my friend we'll get them yet.
There's still the overtime.
Upstarts last but a little while
~ we are to our prime.

The <ears our loyal
run down
LOSI' - 't'was not to be.
'

•
'

•

The wind blows cold in Lancer town.
No suosbioe can we see

(Official Crests $5.95)

NOW AT THE

We've given our best. but what is this?
The blasted game is tiedl

. .•....•...•. . ...

No~ tbc:rc is no joy at Wmdsor U.
W~ ve lost the thrilling bout.
This day will live in Windsor minds _
1be Laocers have bombed out.
.. . ... . ~
.
...

·- --· ·- --··-

--

•

•
I

•
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UNDEATED?
... not you, Lancers
CANADIAN
lJNIVl'JSTY PRESS
ft.

in low-scoring 51 - 42 contest
WATERLOO - The Lancers
be,u the Waterloo Warrior Wednesday, but not by much. A strong
cond-half effort squeezed the
LJncer pa l the Warriors, .51-4'.!.

four field goal a.nd six foul shots.
~fJny Kw1a1kaw I wa second
walh 13, and Bob Navctu hooped
ten .
(Es • 1 ecff pad no.,.
n.e Waauluo -. 1 played
llrowa • I u l'tl pad • Ill
• c::.-dwi, ~'lluwdl>wa"' offeace,
Brown mhtd Sdurday'1 I c
hlr! I GIiiy lle ._. • •
. . . . TOl'Ollto, bu1 plllytd
•
*'°1 I • • of lae z w. F.acb
WtdMsday• cetdlll lb p(llm1 )
1ean ICOled , lldd 11 r 111 11e
I lober wa high for the
h W, 11111 a. Lwa, r.eedWJITion wi 1h ten. Bob Pando
ed 40 . . . die Wanton oaly
got 7, and Mi.kc Power and N.!11
20.
Rouke 6 e.a h.
WJlerloo managed to beat lhe
The Larncers shifted t a fullLancers' full-coun pre consistent.
our1 pre after Llrling the game
ly.
with a 1-2 -- zone.
Milte Taranczuk was high sc:orLin er 'Shoollllg was under ~5
r for the Lancers with 14, . on
oer cent, with 18-for-79. The

inter Weekend includes
lenty of Lancer action
"Winter Weekend" at the Univer ity of Wimdsor will include plenty
actton for Lancer ream .
'Ille ~ bq!as willl Ille SAC concenl Ill ldt. Al nooa
l1iS•IIIIWa'1Gh11y die Lmta kl- h4 1C1uac1 wi1 bake oa 1De W~ern Fem- kc
Ill Ille poao. I.was IOlt a dose one lo \We tea a. mttll 4
!lope DOI lo be "folul" la lbdr qa • for aew r,
At 2 p.m. Lancer hockey and swim reams beegin their oootcsts.
The puclanen Lake on lhc undefeated I aurrcntian Voyageurs at
r Arena, while the con tantly improving Lalocer SWIDl squad will
ge Schoolcraft College and Dctroi( lnslitwte of Technology at
. .de High School.
1be swimming Lancers have already defcaaied Schoolcraft once
·• • Rason and hope to add DIT to the vanquistned list.
S ladliy e,,
boda lie I a ea ud Q. 1er cap sq ,em
be Ill • • • Ill St. Deak Hal z I _.
bwww Uahaaky of

•-c

W

t aO F lu.

•

Crusadcn

will t.alte on Western Colts. 1Thc Lancers, still ranked
Dtmlber-<>nc nationally, expccr opposition from uhe !bird-ranked Western
u,rengs starring Bob Horvath, a Windsor aluimnus.
All of these sporu events arc free to 6ludemts with ~

INDSOR UNDERDOGS B U T •••

Only one team remains undefeated in Canadian college ba et-

Warrion were l.5-for-40 for 37.5
per enl. Lanccn got 38 rebound ,
to 32 for Waterloo.

1lle I rca, *c+tMd . .
IIPSI 1••, 117-115 la oval' t,
1o lhe ua,a•, of ToroulO
' Vaally II 11
They come home Saturday night
for a contest with lhc second-place
University of
Mu an~.

Western Ontario

LANClltS
fa be . fan ...
Mazzuchin . . . 0
3
3
3
0
0
0
Lanktrce . . . . . 0
JVetl.J
4
4 10
3
I 13
K wiatkowsk.1 . . 6
2
Taranczuk . . . . 4
9
6 14
l
Polano . . . . . I
0
0
j
Venette . . . . . . I
2
I
Dr wn
t>
0
3
.

.

.

.,-

WARRIORS ft
Globcr . . . .
4
Power . . . . . . . 3
Rourke . . . . . . 2
Pando . . ..... 2
Collins . . . .
1
Crichton . . . . . . I
Johruon . . . . . . I
Chris ........ 0
Edmonston . . . . I

...

,. ,_
6
I
2
6

2
0
2

1
0

1
0

0
3
2

0
2
0

5

pa.
10
6
6
9
3
2

i
3
2

ball action.
'l1le I 2112 ..... lo fll WIii Cwwll', ...... Id t d et I
~ 1 w at, wlMo ttere ua-t 117-115, Ill o,atue
._ ' I 1h I al TariJI Si,
The Joss narrowed Windsor' lead in the Ontario-Quebec

.

•a.

·~

...

league's Western division ID rwo points.
Windsor' demise leaves basketball' unranked Dalhous.ie 1ge11
a the only undefeated cage squad.
Sir George ran their unbeaten string to 13 games Fnday by
trouncing Bishop's 9-3 in Montreal. Dalhou.sie on the other hand
were KIie at the weekend and saw their Man11mc conference lead
cur ~ two point . St Mary' trounced winJcs Mount Allison 745.5 Saturday in Sackvtlle.
'[be rest of the nation' top team used the weekend 10 trengdleo !hear po 1000 10 league standings.
8-eli r, ltiCODd-nl*ed C•lswy n... 12m1 look a romnwwttaa ad In Ille Wat by sweepma a two-pane .-sk:s
!htH-oMed AIJa1a. C \o"l')' wse rorced to m Sl-77 '"atiu.e
win by dlelr ridlon Friday, but won Saturday's pbt wiCb eMt,
94-71 ..
Alberta's losses dropped them into a second-place lie wu.h British Columbia, who defeated Sa al hewan twice, 92-63 and H.>460. British Columbia trail Calgary by x points with two game
in band, and is the only club w11h more than a mathemau aJ hance
of catching the defending We tern champion .
The weekend also saw Bishop' Ga1ten a ume a big lead m
Otuwa-St.Lawrence b ketbJIJ. The unranked G:u<ers jumped
pomts ahead of second-place arleton by w1Mmg a mid-week game
ogainsl Sbcrbrooke, and then w the margin hold-up at the weekend
as Carleton lost 72-71 to Lo ola, and 88-75 to Macdonald
liege.
The losses SDJpped the :enth-ranlced Rlven' w1nrung trealc at 1·
games and dropped them into a econd place tJe with Ottawa, who
defeated Royal Military CoUege 76-69.
~
Acadia' urpnsingly founh-ranked Axemen woo their ·ond
game of the season Fnday, 51-45 over Mount Allison.

¥·•

Individual Keglers steal spotlight
Mike Dimaio tole the potl1ght
in the bowling league I.hi week bv
rolling a brilliant 244 game ..>n
hi way to a 645 series. Both arc
high for the aea,oo.
Very close to Mike for high
single was Jeff Zepka Wilh 3

242 game. Jerry ReyneD roUcd the

scoond high series, a spartling
604.

A a result of thi week' a.:tion, Arts IJ No. I climbed into

le possession of first place wit::,
28 points. But Science No. 1, with
27 points, is hot on their heel .
C'.ommercc No. 2 bas a firm bold
OD third plat:£ with 26 points..
Judy Golden c:aptul'Cd aecc>nd

high single for tbc year with a 199
game. Her 438 sc:rics was hi,t, for
<he week. Tcamnwe Gail R.amhan rolled second high series of
the week (387). Irene Kubkti rolled 145 to capture second

Arts II No. 2 has now opened

up a S1ZCable lead in the women'li
league with 24 points, three more
than aeooDd place Arts lI No.
\. Arts 1 is

m third

place al 20 'la

poml&, and a ball
them is Arts m.

point bcntld

The

school bowling team b.lJ
now been chosen. Rick FranJc,

Jerry Reyell, Mike Dimaio, Chuck
De1tman, and Pinka Ja.rcaig rompnsc the first ream.

lancers meet Laurentian in OIAA showdown
frml U-W SPORTS

1bc rage i set for the OIAA
of the year.
Windsor Lancen will Lake "n
urcnti.an tomorrow at Windsor
in a game to determine
place in lhc league. Going
to Saturday' game, Laurcntia.,,
efcnding champions, lead :It
gue with a perfect 6-0 record
indsor is a close second with a
record of 5 wins and I loss.
A win for dlle Lwctn •
,
_._. W\._..,.
•• r- . . . lllo
S
• de wMa 1..a
for lie
I I F • t L+ 0II
Laurentian is a perennial powrr
in the Ontario Intercollegiate Ath·
lctic ASlociaiion bavin1 won the
league championship for the 1)31'
&hrcc yean. ut.renlian has a
min& of 36 s!niabt victoria in
leap competition dalin1 back t:>
UI

•

....,

r

the 1963-64

lf'IIOO.

"Ibey bave competed in Nation-

for the p.l\l
&bree yean winoina lbe c:omo!a-

al Olllnpioolhips

tiron championship in 1965. La l
se: n,Laurentian lost out in the
firr I round of the national champiomsh.lp to the Univer ity of Torornto, eventual Canadian nation.d
lmtercollegiate Oiampion .
Windsor' OIi lbe odlff lland,
hM only been wa,pdlac la lnlerd' It llockey for lie ....
bee yetn. r..a MM 111L, lhey
ff. I Ced _. la lhe league widl
a «-ae«e record of I win, II
---~ 211d I de.
The current season ha pre entder lhc direction of Coaches R:iy
ed a different picture however, un.
Hcnniston and Barry McPherson.
1bc Lan;cr hockey team won th.. ir
opening game, 6-0, downing Yo?k
University at the Riverside Arena
on November 25. December t t>.
lhc J.ancen blew a 3-0 lead an<l
&opped a pme, S-3, to Waterloo
Lutheran at Waterloo.
C. 6e 196'7 ,.... of tMe
• ese,er, ~ I
can
..,. . - •
lo Neid 5

--~----

saralgbt wins; Wednesday, JMl'*Y 11,11-2, cn-er Toledo at
Windsor Arena; Saturday, January 14, 5-4, over Ospode
Hall In a lalcue gane at lbe
Wind9or Arma; Friday' Jmaay 20, '-1. ovu worr mt
Rhenlde Arena; and then this

... weekend, Ibey downed OseocMle 11111, '-5, and Ryenon,
J.I, In i es played In Tor·

omo.
Coaches Henniston
nd McPherson have been particularly
pleased with the progress the Lancers have made in the 1967 portion of the schedule. The three
"M" line of wiop Frank Micallef, Centre Tom McFadden, and
right-winger Jerry Morand produced 6 ol l be 9 goals scored by
!he Lancen in last weekend's trip.
Frank Micallef of Toronto accounted for 3 while McFadden
and Morand, both of Wmdlor,
ICOied 2 and I e; ;pcctively.

tre Jim Boyko of Windsor, lef:winger Brian Collins of Riverside,
and Mike Murray of Cornwall
aoo seems to be hitting stride. On
defense junicr Arts student Tom
Knowlton of Toronto and senior
ommerce student John Mick.le
f RidgelOWn have been playing .
te.:idy game, as the Lancer, fir l
line defense.
Junior Ans . . . . .
Dunn ol To.omo 11M 1.1+14•ecd
willl •aior Ar1I 111& d I Deft
Pipkh of Kh z ,W
to &m
CORdl McMa w and Haee h
loa lie bam.ap C;(I , . ,....,.
. _ Ibey baYe beeiM
for.
DolM 111.w.r ... l'Ei4h Lied W.

Ill'

loc4'*'

aooc1 ,..,.... aoaL
The improved play of the Lancers will be combined with the fact
that they have always given traditional rival Laurcntian Universi!y
some of !heir Foughcst competition.
Laurcnlian leads lhc series ov?r
the Lancer, with 3 wins and I
lo

METRO MOTORS
YOU R RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN

In games played I l
ason,
l.Jurenuan downed Windsor 5-4
in Sudbury and then dcfc,llcd thein
111 \\'ind r. 7-4. In the pre 1ou
cason, 1964- 5, the L.1urcntiJa
na r 1ty. won the OIAA
ern D1v1 1 n and Wind r w n :h.:
We tern D1vi 10n. In J pe 1JI
play-off in Sudbury the l.Jnc'-"'
dropped a hard-fought game, 4-:!.
The Lan ers ored their onl} V1 :1ory over Laurenuan n FcbruJr
:!4, 1963, when the downed them
I:!- in an e hibition game. Th.II
wa the la t win that ha been r.:corded over LJurentiJn b · :i y
team playing in the Ontario Inter·
collegiate Athletic Association
11* year's l.ai.auatbm team
n <illfflhle+ed one ol the finest
I l1reul a' St II w !a Ca,
ad&. la oddidoa lo lbelr +le h
ace of die OIAA 6ey ~•e
aClo wade • .... he

•rw·

Ina Ill "*'¥'- .... lbe lead-

9 f I I for lie ().-0.A.A.
+t
tip
Voy•eur
lea& frrm Suhy h led ~
I I m 11 fc m
Rht d Pro-

. . ('t[I

I*

Htae

,

n.

of

c

t'CJII, _ . . . . .

Se E lC •G t < alS.W.

CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service

the Famous

YAMAHA

,.,.. 25'-50U
,,..,. 256-2500
"Yout Oft C1 411 Slrvtce Stlllon"
11 Patricia
UnlV'lftlty II CrlWford

Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of lq,orted Automoblles At

2504 Howard Avenue ·

,,,.9070

Give Ut A Call

WON
Laurcntian . . . . . . 6
Windsor . . . . . . . . .5

.

4
Walerloo Lutheran
<>s,oode Hall . . . . 3

.
Ryenoo .........
York . . . . . . . . . .
WOIT . . . . . . . . . .

2
2
I

LOSI
0

.,I

-

6

s

s
4

HI aATTLI CONTINUII
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news

Waterloo SAC President's
confrontation effort dies
will be presented to university
president Malcom Taylor.
Coca..:I 111)'1 It bopes Dr.

from CANADIAN
~
,ortie into

UNIVDtSDY

threatened
the
realm or clo5ed decision-making
A

Taylor wll

... ad OIi ... ae<OHMIWa4V-<.

ar the University of Waterloo
puttered and died Wednesday
night.
Waterloo student council president Mike Sbeppard, who planned 10 defy univenity authorities
by attending a closed board of
govenors meeting Thur5day (Jan.
19), failed to gain support for his
plan at a last-minute oouocil

•IOOD•P,

The '1)11(1.1 7 11>D,. I C d •
lae lhl iillh+ iill by C
I
ual+ea1*y ••
1o . . emy
lo • m nd boad of ao,www,
• I 91 I, ftri+,,ed a 6e I
•
al die ....... ftjedloa by ,GUDcl.
ll,eir ide.1 arose from a program outline i ucd last October

••4•

e, ,uuch\. "lbic

•

••
•

Lack: of student representallon
m university government and
closed dee ion-making were a!:;o
under fire al York Univeniry·
Glendon College. More than 400
students turned out to hear the
tudents' admini trative couodl
air their view on the univer ·ty
president's controvel'!ial Advisory
Committee on Student Affairs

.,,...

OIi

boaad al aoveaon ....
C:4+14 1M e.

tbe

r I DII

Meanwhile in Calgary, university students have won represeota·
tion on the general faculty council, the body which controls the
university's operation and h.is
final say in .student atfairs. The
U of C gcocnl faculty council
is similar in function to the academic senate al most Canadian
universities.

throughout the ages and have an obligallon to recognize the aspirations
of the French-Canadian, be said.
TORONTO (CUP) - Two Uohallly al Toromo fllh-ie• ~
bem deflawled al $100 by • , +e-wa penoa • paw .,c: I 4
• • aep • e«a'he al lbeir colett or bculSy offlces. Aa 1aede e«'lied
pawww 1e1tp•o11ed ead, 17•-1fliill ilDd d ed ..., for Wua1E41ew So
+I ly lae £41-te,._.., NiWidi or for lbe • • • So cilf I + • kw, 'J1le
+ I r Ilea we.: lo die 11!"'"4' lw+ and ;;wle GIii wldl6awal alpl
oa llil accoeeMI,
MONTREAL (CUP) - The editor and staff of the University
of MootreaJ's student new paper have withdrawn their resignations and
have announced their intenllon to conllnue pulling out their controversial new paper, Le Quarlier Lalin. The controver y began when the
administration threatened to withhold tl5 next financial installrnenr to
the paper.
BDlKELEY (ClJPI) um,aalty of C Tm I I lltrkeley,
£4--:k s baft voeed ......_._ ~ 111 tawoa o1 cl bil: a .,
'*1h coma.A plik by die cm-pm b•4*1• «•+k. 11,c W I fl•
a la
No, a4wr aefae
1,580 In fnour of dMI• I c lbe ck,tcea
iill low COIi lo MY aMd ovu 18 ... 398 llh.Mkala were aw+• ii
'Ille lleltldey 8'et ae« pop I Floe II 27,000.

1be 44-member council voted
Thu.1'3day to give .studC"nts three

on the policy-making body.
Students" council president Roger
T unms say he believes this makes
U of C the first university in
Canada to gain student represenration on the univel'!ity's decisionm:iking body.
seats

'*" ._.

(ACSA).
Students' council vice-president ,
Rick Schultz contended thJt
there should be more tudent re;>resentatives on the 18-man committee and that there could tk:
oo justification for holding private meetings. Student affair
director Henry Best, representing
the administration, would not con·
cede to the studeors' demands for
a more representative, open com-

document·

mi,1.ee. but he s.:ud he f.dt lhe uni-

ing the rationale behind studen t
p.ini rpation in the senate, the
board of ,ovemon and the faculty
and ~nare appointed commiuees.

vel'!ity president had accepted the
principle of more .student responsibility.
ANI-NIJI' Glendoa'I ACSA

l'Cpor\.

••• •

lbe 4 ..ew IDOi II)". 'J1le my1b M 1n • play 11 • iillllh-te of •
IOdeSy wbldi dots DOC bow .._.,, Dr. F. I. RubeNltlu told .... 2
iill • HZd lect1Ae. S,s; II oaly me h#t when It II boGa P ' Y ~
Illy .... pb)4c ;P4y pilllf:,lac, be aid.
MONTREAL (CUP) - The vice-president of the Canadian Jewish
Council recently criticized ~ people for failing to take a definite stand
i.n Quebec's "quiet revolution". Jews have had lo fight for their freedom ·

In

•

"Fundamentally, the repon define what we feel should be the
relationship between the tudenl
and the university," said council
president Stephen Big by. 'By
admitting tudents their legislati\'e
right on deci ion-making bod,
or the university, it will be po .
ble for students 10 contribule 1<>
the evolution of the univer ity,''
he said.

meeting.

by the Canadian Union of Students. 1l,e outline uggesred oouncrl
press for open decisionmaking in their university community by engaging in similar
confrontation techniques.
Reaction at the CUS secretariat
in Ottawa Thursday wa one c,f
d1S3ppointrnent with one CUS
pokcsman calling the council' ·
action "reactionary."
At the Univel'!ity or Victoria
the students' council recenrlv
adopted its report on student participation in the univqsity's gov-

tbe ftport

&C<tpC

*• die

,.....

PROVINCE-WIDE

•

I
•
•

•

.

Gord~n Lightfoot
,

and

Pozo ·· Seco Singers
St. Denis Hall - 8:30

President
hits
plans
.
for BC student strilce
VANCOUVER (CUP) - The pre 1den1 of the University of Bnu:.h
Columbia h.t urged tudent le.ider t drop plan f r a general student
atr1ke ,f the provmcral goverrunent doe not meet university need ne t

ye.ir.
UBC lludeall' coundl voted o v ~ '• lead ~
CNI 6e *"e I lhe edui:at'-CIII ...- for B. .' tine uaiveasldts r•
below lhe $66 mffl!Nl requ11t1d by UBC .. 11lde111 John Macdo+ Id
Council voted to back a trike referendum to be held Feb. I l,
and uggesred the stri~e . would be held in early March after the department mak 11..s ubm!Mlon to the legli lature.
11le *"e WI •• •
D . . . . . . beANa &* and au.Ii OIi CMiiipUI
....Ma•,tldd be ... • far iill re..t one dllly. S-.wk IA pldlet Inell would be
•a I 1d to pae,wa CMPpee ace far • but re11r dksr , , &«I 1a
I r.n-st+ paotec:IL
lbe 17,300 student.s will ha e a chance to vote ye or no in the
referendum which ~ worded:
M~f ~ B.C. govemmen1 does not allOC.1te $66 million lo high.!1
education an 8.C. as recommended by the Macdonald fonnula, woulJ
Y~. auppon an AMS-sponsored week of concern including a trike
within that week, and would )'OIi save on a picket line?"
i'f- re
•
II • •
• , t4 SmN.11f 91111 tbe aeedll of adl al
•1 d':•
la 11.C. line .. 1dy beaa ••..., dear lo the ao•a•

.

1ml is a far
an rapec'f 10 the

~

the univmitie have any right to go. The decision
size ol the srants to the univenities i exclu-

decision of the ,ovemmenl
by ·die people of this province,"'
taJt .or
of strike by
ible aad IIICOJlllslcnl w1lh our form
liwdy

..Anr

duu!

,

MONTREAL (CUP) McGiU University' Student ' Counc:il
president Jim Mc oubrey made an unexpected about face last weeK
and came out m favour of joining L'Uoion Generale de Etudianl! Ju
Quebec. If McGill votes to withdraw from
US, it will be the runth
inslJtution lo do so ince last September.
TORONTO (CUP) - A Um+aalty al Tmoafo prolc • rec:eudy lo«* • few ,.,a deed poC ...,. • • .old anud my1b md

'

1411 I w up • d+e
......... ..., 111(<:teded

Iffa

,n brief
•

and the legislature placed in power
id President Macdonald .
lhe students i complelely irresponsof parliamentary ,ovcmmeQt which

all Caa•di•m tbould bold dear." he said.
Newt befo,e bas rhe AMS al UBC or any ocher Enpsh-Canadi1n
univmiiy 111.tdenl union vor.ed to slrike over financial problem .

SUNSET DINEI
HOME COOKED MEALS
la. Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University West
.

Pozo · Seco Singers

Tickets still available at
University Centre desk.
Ba~ke~hall marathon prizes
to be drawn for between act

•

•

Pozo

•

Secos fail deSpite spectacular local effort

by KATHY HARAN
The Pozo-Seco Singers wer.-:
not able to perform last Friday,
but the effort made that afternoon to bring them here wa3
nothing less than spectacular.
Originally, they were to arrive
in Detroit from Halifax at 2:10
p.m. At 4 p.m. their agent called
to say a snowstorm had grounded
their scheduled flight, but that
they might have been on a plane
from Halifax at 3:30 p.m. and
could be in Detroit by 9:30 p.m.
Social committi:e member Emmett Harty called Air Canada in
Halifax, explained the situatio,1,
and was told the group was still
there and woud not be able to
leave in time for the concert.

Meanwhlle, P a u I Martin,
Director of External Affairs,
had arived at the University for
a speaking engagement and was
asked to help. His aide, Bruce
Laird, called the Depar1ment ol
Transport and the Department
ol Defeme to see ol either bad
a plane to Dy the singers to
~ . Neither did.

Others SAC and Social committee members also made efforts
to commandeer a pJane. Jan Weir
contacted both Chrysler Canada
I..etd. and Hiram Walker's, but
had no luck getting a flight. Rick
Young tried to locate his father,
Regional Operations Manager of
Air Canada, but could -not reach
him in time. Mary Jo Bench caJJ.
ed a friend who owns a private jet,
but the plane was not available.
Undaunted, Barry Walker call·
ed Halifax airport and was told
that a flight would leave there
and arive in Boston at 7:20 p.m.
Checking further, he learned that
there was a shuttle plane from
Boston to New York which could
make connections to Detroit .1t
10:25 p.m.

SAC Social Director Gerry
Roth called Halifax again and
told the group to board the
plane to Boston. Meanwhile,
Jan Weir caDed American C~
toms In Boston and bad them
cleared before they landed to

prevent any delay.

Boston until 8:55 p.m.

Then to double-check plans.
Roth again called Halifax airport.
They said his original informati0n
was wrong and that the plane
from Halifax would not land in
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Roth caDed the Seaetary ol
Defe~ in Washington. Unable
to reach McNamara hkmelf,
Roth explained the situation to
an aide who traosfened him

ASPIRINS FOR BRAIN TUMORS?

Council to vote on proposal
to control campus parking
by MARY ANNE DUCHARME
and DAVE REMSKI
"Like giving somebody an aspirin for a brain
tumor" was the way SAC Vice-president RoR Fishman described a harsh 14-point parking propos:il
which council will vote on next week.
The plan, which was submitted to Tuesdays'

One of the main recommendations m:ide is
that, starting next fall, all cars be registered with
council's parking committee. This would make it
easier for parking viol:itors to be tracked down, committee members say. Even students who do not
park on campus would have to register their cars.

Stiffer fines, which would dl.§cournge repeated
violators, are al.so suggested. The present fine is
$2 for each offense. If the committee's report is
accepted by council, this will go up to $5.
,, ..., ~ - ~Un er th

"Black Power' spokeanan.

"Black Power" speech
draws packed house
by KAY JAMROZY
SNCC chairman Stokely Carmichael's "Black Power" theories
packed Ambassador Auditorium
Tuesday night.
Carmichael, chairman of the
Student Non-Violent Co.ordinal·
ing Committee, emphasized the
need for the American negro to
maintain his identity and fight for
his own place in society.
The Negro is too often char-

acterized as "black and power.
I~" be said. According to Carmichael, the problem of the
American negro has been that
he ~ been 1oo humanjgjc, and
has let white supremacy ('Ontrol

him.
Carmichael condemned white
supremacy in the United States
and said that it had been insti·
tutionalized to the point where it
is taken for granted.
Carmichael also criticized the
American press for interpreting
the Negro movement as a fight
for integration.
The SNCC chairman stressed

lhat the Negro community must

keep its own identity nod not
be as.similated Into the white
middle-chm society.
When asked about his draft
status, Carmichael replied that he
was 1-Y, but would not go even
if called. "No Viet Cong ever
called me nigger", he said.

Take complai·nts
to "speakeasy"
Have you ever been told to
take your complaints to the management?
Well, next Wednesday, at 4:30
p.m. in the Games Area of the
Grotto, you'll get your chance to
do just that.
CUS chairman, Tun Laird, is
sponsoring a "speakeasy," a sort
of informal bull session at which
students will be able to air their
gripes and express opinions on
whatever is troubling them.
Laird hopes that the session wi!I
help to develop an understanding
of student opinion and to interest
students in student government.
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student council meeting by a SAC committee,
would put complete control of on-campus parking
In SAC's ~ .

STOKELY CARMICHAFL -

to the Air f"orce Command
Post at the Pentagon. Roth ex•
plained the situation four times
before he spoke to someone
with enough authority to muse
him.

r

d

,

·v

:.1

t:.

would be patrolled by students, particularly in the
evenings, when night students and social events crea!e
special problems. These guards would be paid out
of revenue collected from the new fine structure.
Other suggestions included:
• eliminating the practice of giving warnings to
first-time violators.
• keeping the gates on reserved lots down for a
longer period during the day,
• increasing to $10 all fines not paid within one
week of issuing the ticket,
• allowing SAC to keep the major portion of :ill
fines collected, and
• issuing stickers for all student cars, whether they
are parked on or off campus.
President Jan Weir, along with most council
members, felt that the set of proposals will only

postpone the ultimate problem, which is lack of
adeouate facilities for the next few years. "I can't
see anybody accepdng regulations like these as an
alternative to expansion," Weir said.
External Affairs Director Jack Kiervin, a mem·
ber of the committee, said that apparently parkinJ
facilities have been forgotten. "This university ha,
no central planning committee to handle such difficulties, he said.
Council members cited several factors which
will add to the strain on parking space. Among these
are the new residence being built, a proposed Fine
Arts building, and the possibility of a football stadium. All would require more space.
One difficulty which has been pointed out by
University officials is that, although the government
pays half the cost of all new academic buildings, it
provides no funds for parking lots to service the
builidngs.
Kiervin said that the University was not pbnnio

ffi('\re

k'

· b ~. u

no

ro

rty

was available and the cost of preparing temporary
lots on allocated property was prohibitive.
SAC President Weir stressed that student
~ could change this situation, Money and
property priorities are always changing and could
be as much affected by ~dent demands as by
other factors In University planning, be said.
Finance Director Bill Maguire stressed that
parking facilities should be planned with each building constructed, not left as an afterthought. "In some
cities there are by-laws forcing building owners to
provide adequate parking facilities for persons living
there," he said.
Several members of Council and ob ervers
pointed out that the SAC could be the object of
student anger if the University delayed parking
planning further and gave the policing authority to
the SAC.

No censoring intended says Fishman
Two Board of Publications
members who atempted to see the
last issue of the LANCE edited
by John Lalor had "absolutely no
intentions of changing anything
we might have found," says Board
chairman Ron Fishman.
''The though of censoring anything never entered our minds,"
sJid SAC vice-president Fishm,in
Wednesday.
Last week, in an editorial column, LANCE sports editor Al
Strachan alleged that the Boar.J
had attempted to interfere with
the publishing of the paper.

He claimed that Ftsfvnan,
and John Goyeau, newly-named
LANCE editor-in-chief, bad ap,
peared at the printshop at on~
o'clock Friday morning to
"screen Mr. Lalor's final publication."
Fishman said that he ant!
Goyeau had been eating at
Milan's Tavern, next to the prinlshop, !Jte Thursd.1y evening.
When they decided to "go ne'(t
door Jnd Just look at" the paper.
Fishman sJys, the shop WJ, al-

ready closed for the night.
However, Fishman feels that if
anyone at all has the right to censor the LANCE it should be the
Board: "Freedom of the press is

not absolute here, in that SAC.
the Publications Board, Jnd th.:
University, arc ultim.Hely responsible for what goes into the paper,"
he s.iid.

STUDENT POWER

Progress satisfactory
Local student reaction to the Duff-BerdJhl Repon on university
government in Canada is "progres.sing satisfactorily," says SAC
Duff-Berdahl committee chairman Dave Remski (Arts II).
At a meeting Wednesday, the committee, which was formed
to cmcuss and begin to carry out plans for galnini student representation on the Unlvaslty Senok, reviewed a leltff to be
sent to certain Senate conunlttee dlainnen.
The letter proposes that students be admitted as oh,ervc~,
to future meetings of five committees. The student council groun
hopes that this will give students the experience needed to be
valuable members of the Senate when they are eventu.1lly admitt,·d
to that body.
"If Ota' progrmn Is followed, we hope lo bave about low

students as fuB members ol the Senate by January, 1968,.. ~id
RemskL He added that Ille c&nare appears to be right for gen~
students Into tbe Senate, Jf the program Is handled weU.
Also discussing impending changes in the Univer'ilty',; :.tru.:ture
are committees from the faculty, the .tlumni, the admini)trJUon, .rnJ
the Board of Govenor's. SAC comm1tte member\ pi.in tu m~ct
with some of these groups in the near future, R~mski ).11J .
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GRADSOC GUEST

Lapierre hopes New Dems

Don't f/UOte me!
Q. Do you favour course evaluation? Why?

Yes. Course control means
ncthing if the profes.sor Is not

adequate. The best thing we
can do for coming students is
to tel them how the course is
presented by a specific prokslOI'.

KAREN MONKS

Yes. If weD done with adequate concern for the dignity
of the professor and the inteDI·
gence of the student, course
evaluation can contribute to the
quality of the COW5eS,

BOB LYMAN

will achieve nationalism
by ANNA-MARIE MARKHAM
Laurier Lapierre hope.s for the election of an
NOP government to achieve a Canadian nationalism.
Lapiene, former ~ of CBC's "'This
Hom Has Seven Days," who Is planning to seek
a seat in Patiament on the New Democratic
Party dcket spoke to the Grad Society Monday.
When asked why he chose the NOP, Lapierre
said that the old Canadian parties are "incapable of
internal
renewal. Their authority flows from
above, rather than from the people."
He argued that the very newness of his party
will be an asset, rather than a liability. "We arc
leaderless because existing government is administrative and fails to communicate with the people,"
be said.
Lapierre believes the NOP will win "becau c
one-third of the Canadian people are uncommitted,
the old parties are divided, and most Canadian voters are between 21 .and 35 - the old parties concentrate on old people and are led by old men."
"Even if we don't win," be says, "we'll
give them a damn good run for their money.

We'll appeal to youth, ask them why they stay in
Canada, give them job opportunities to keep
them here, interest them in modem problems
and in politics."
His views on the French-English problem:
'There is no French-English problem: this is our
whipping-post, to keep our minds off disturbing things
like Viet Nam, Rhodesia, air and water pollution,
urbanization and people starving in the second-most
affluent nation in the world. The French are just
seeking the norm of affluency - we should work

to give them equality in job opportunities and cultural acceptance."
Lapierre believes that the voting age shJuld be
lowered to 18 and that every leader should be forced to retire at 65.
Commenting on youth, he said, "if these arc
the leaders of tomorrow, I am afraid. They .m:
empty and apathetic, simply because nobody care,
enough to challenge and stimulate them. History
ended yesterday. I want to build up a youth ta,!-.
force to a socio-intellectual end. I don't want them
to spout parliaments and flags, but to commit themselves to causes. To LIVE is to DO."
And on nationalism, be said, "I am disturbed that Canada is not a country - we have no
sense of belonging, we cannot define ourselves.
Americans, who own 85 per cent of Canada,
know more about the economic and poUtical
facets of Canada than Canadians do."
According to him, Gerda Munsinger brought
Canada into history, and "the Conservatives haven t
recovered since."
Says Lapierre, "All in the face of opportunity
are equal. I want intelligence to determine opportunity in the educational system. Too many peJpl.!
are wasted because money problems interrupt their
education."
He will fight the next election on economit'.
nationalism: he predicts a general finance corpor,1tion, partly government-owned, to "buy back our
.country. Either we will continue with the community for the community or we will be anne.\cJ
to the United States if we follow the present trend.''

MONEY FOR EDUCATION
Yes. A lot of professors are
getting away with teaching
methods that are not in step
with the limes. Maybe this will
force them to modernize,

Thousands march for help
from CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY PRESS
VTCTORTA - Shouting, singing and dripping with rain, more
than 2,000 British Columbia university students swarmed up the
steps of the legislature here to
a k for help.
Students from the Universities
of Victoria and British Columbia.
Simon Fraser University, the B.C
Institute of Technology, provincial nurses' schools and smaller
colleges were marching on the
final day of the BC Assembly ,if
Students' education action week.

GERRY MORAND

Yes, It will help people com·
up to know what the course
is like, and keep people from
walking blindly into courses. I
do not know if it will help once
)OU are in the course.
~

JUDY McCULLOUGH

Education Minister Leslie
Peterson, who bad at tint refused to receive the marchers.,
met the ~ents with a defence

of the Social Oedit government's educadon
"Go back to your lectures and
behave responsibility,"
he to;d
them, raising their mild chant to
,an angry roar.
At one point after Peterson 's
speech, it looked as if the whole
student body would march into
the legislative building. Inside,
plain-clothes RCMP officers braced for a student assault.

One side of all double doors
leading to the legWative chamber was barred; even an elaborate golden gate in the main

rotunda of the building was
secured.
Peterson told the students what
he had told a four-man delegation
which had visited him in his office earlier. The student deleg:.1tion had outlined s'.udent demand,
for:
• equalization grants for student,
in isloated areas
• elimination of tuition fees
• independent gr.rnts commission
• mon: •tuder,t involvement in
university government.

Peterson said he s)mpatbizcd
with only one of the students'
requests, the equalization grants.

STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which identify only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd .

'Voyage-Ech·ange de la Jeunesse'

Oh-oh,
better

check the
punch ;,,-,,,,;

bowl.

TRAVEL AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
GRADUATING IN 1968
Challenging
summer
positions
are
avai I able in government departments
across Canada;
Competitive

salaries;

Full Travel expenses paid by the Centennial Commission
Undergraduate? students wishing summer
employment in the public service in
another provi nee of Canada commun i cote
with your University Student Placement
Office for application forms and full
particulars.

A Centennial Commission
Ice-cold Coca-Cola makes any campus "get-together" a party. Coca-Cola has the
taste you never get tired of . .. always refreshing. That's why things go better
with Coke ... after Coke ... after Coke.

•

Program

Administered By The Institute Of
Public Administration Of

Canada
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MUS/CAL CHAIRS

Most residents students approve
We
of booze, informal study shows
Approval but with reservations.
This was die conclusion

reached by an unofficial survey
on Che question of drinking in
ff5idence.
"I would say that about 90 per

'This system is presently in us:!
at Huron College, at University
of Western Ontario," he said.
The second plan involved estab-

lishing a bar on campus where
eligible persons could receive alcoholic beverages by showing an
I.D. card acknowledging that students' right to drink.
It was suggested to him that

the Basilian Father., would
strongly ol.>j«t to such a
scheme.

cent support drinking but about
half of 'them said yes with restrictions being applied in order
to prevent proble:,1s like too much
noise," said Assistant Director of
Men's Residence, J. Michael
Cleary. He also noted that "we
have to abide by provincial Jaw".

"The Basilian Fathers are a
progressive sect. In fact, it wJs
Father Malone, former Dean ot
Men and a Basilian, who firs!
suggested the scheme," he said.

Oeary suggested two plans
to provide for drinking in residence. 1be first was Che Idea
of segregating certain Doors for
those ~bo could drink and
wished to do so.

The final decbion on the
question rests with the Board
of Diredors of ~umption

Unwerslty.
A~ Cleary concluded, "there is
Mike Cleary

.\ Jong way to go yet."

Centennial Committee plans battle
by MARY ANNE DUNNE
LANCE Reporter
Windsor will be one of the few
campuses in Canada sponsoring
Centennial projects.
A new SAC Centennial Committee is promoting ideas to gain
enthusiasm and support.
The most important of the projects is the re-enactment of the
Battle of Detroit in 1812 and
student exchange with other Canadian Universities. All are plan-

ned for September through December of this year.
1be Battle rl Detroit wm
hopefuDy be held during Frosh
Week; a hundred frm11 from

both Wayne State University
and Windsor will take on each

other. The battlefield wil p-obably be on canpus, with a band
and unifmns supplied.
But, Chris Pascucci (Arts I),
head of the Centennial Committee stated that, "it will be a big

SAC COMMITTEE
by LORRAINE GAGNIER
Student council's football booster committee met Monday to be!!in
plans for promoting a Windsor entry in an inter-collegiate football Jea;ue
next year.
The committee, consisting of students from each faculty, met
"to !!how Chere is ex~"1ing interest in fooCball on campus and a ne<d
for an inter<oDegiate team," said one member of the group.
"Up to now," according to the committee, "no leadership t,n this
area has been shown by the athletic department, and the only way a
football team will become a reality is for students to take the initiative
and demand action."
Toe committee is putting together a full-scale program to increase
interest m football.
Joe Bard.swicb (Eng. ID), who presided at the meeting, com-

mented that for Che three months from the end of frosb week to the
beginning of basketball season, nothing of interest takes place on
campus. "FootbaD will fill this gap," be says.
Graduates of the university have already expressed their interest
and support of this undertaking.

bits and pieces
ROUNDABOUT DANCE
UCW will sponsor a roundabout dance in the Ambassador Auditorium. Title: "Mini-dance on Carnaby Street". Dress: Anything modish
goes. Music - The Spectrums.
VALENTINE DANCE
Toe Student Nurses Society will hold a dance - "Cupids Caper,"
at the Masonic Temple, Friday, from 8 tit 12 p.m. Stag 75 cents,
Couples $1.25.
LIBERAL CLUB
A wine and cheese party is planned for Friday evening, at the
Norton-Pahner Hotel. Everyone welcome. For more details contact
Don Mortimore.
BASKETBAIL GAME
The Lancers will play McMaster University this Saturday at 8:30
p.m. in St. Denis Hall. Following the game there will be a SAC dance.

FllM SOCIETY
The movie, "King Kong", will be shown Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Ambassador Auditorium. Donation: 25 cents.
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIFS
Malka and Joso, famed international folk sngers, will entertain
at .the Cleary Auditorium, Sunday, February 19, at 8:20 p.m. Students:
$1.50.

CURLING
The finals scheduled for Thur ·day have been postponed to March
2. Thursday make-up games will be played. Those interested-sign :Jlect
on the physical education bulletin board.

IONA O.UB
Student panel and discussion on the topic "When Did God Die".
Thursday, February 16 at 4:30 p.m. in the Centre.

choose ourselves

What happens when the SAC
selects a selection committee th'lt
w a n t s to select themselves'!
Trouble, that's what!
LMt faD, George Richards
(Arts DI) asked the SAC selection committee if Chey would
be naming a Winmor representative to Second Century Week
in Alberta next March. SAC

agreed to send two delegates
as named by their standing selection committee.
Apparently Second Century
Week was too good to pass up.
All three members of the committee, Jack Kiervin, Tim Laird and
Ron Fishman applied to attend
Second Century festivities.
Clearly the SAC selection committee would have to be recoastituted to make a fair selection.
Public relations chairman Rick
Wysznski was named chairman of
a new committee.
'Then the complications really

began.

financial problem and we are
still awaiting SAC approval."
Sever.al Canadian universitiespreferably French-Canadian
will be included in the exchange
program. Focused around a special evening, the exhange will
boost school spirit, good fun and,
most of all, good relations with
other universities. This scheme
too .awaits SAC approval.

Mr. Pticucci also plam to
spomor a concert, scbolarsbi~,
and a beardrgrowing contest.
Paul Frazer, (Arts I), a committee member, stressed the fact
that "all support is needed and
appreciated. Any new ideas or
criticisms will be invaluable 10
the committee.·•
The Committee is now raising
money by selling Centennial souvenirs io the SAC office.

Wyszwnski decided he want:!d
to shoot for one of the two pos,s
as well. By now, the list of candidates for the national student

gathering was getting a bit unwieldy.
After weeks of such shenanigans had elapsed, Wyszwnski sacrificed his chances so the candiJates could be named. His committee picked Tim Laird and JJck
IJ<iervin, two of the members of
the eriginal selection committee.

At Tuesday's SAC meeting,
George Rkbards returned once
again to ask If delegates bad
been named, Although he WM
s a ~ to find that Chey had
been named, councU decided
that because they had favored
only returning students, and had
not let aD students know about
the vacancy, they would repkk
Windsor's candidates.
Then the fun be!}3n again. N.:i
one from council wanted to sit on
the committee because they all
wanted to apply again.
And this time Jack Kiervin
saved the day by volunteering to
head the committee. Two other
SAC members were dredged up
to complete the membership of
the selection committee for thi
pne appointment.

Student power affects
Tory leadership race
The youth wing of the Pro~ssive Conservative Party will hav::
a great effect on the election of a new party leader, Student P.C.
President Mike Vineberg of McGill University said Monday.
Student groups and Che Young Progftssive Conservative d ubs
from acl'cm Che country wiD send more than 400 voting delegates..
about 20 pet' cent of the total, to the party leadenbip convention to
he held
yes.
'The University of Windsor P.C. Club will be able to send two
voting deiegates to the meeting, Windror P.C. club President Brian
Kappler said Tuesday.
Windsor sent one delegate to the AnnuJl meeting of the party
last November.

--~&ue ..

JAN WEIR:
We the undersigned urge you to seek the
Presidency of the Students' Administrative
Council for the academic year 1967-68
We Have Taken This Action For

A

Variety Of Reasons

--You have proved to be an excellent Student Council President
-You have begun a variety of programs which you can continue far
better than any other possible president
--You have never had an electoral mandate from the student body for
these programs.

We have studied the field of candidates, and decided unanimously that you
are by far the best.
We therefore urge you to run for the post of SAC President, 1967-68.
Signed,
John A. Goyeau, Editor, The LANCE
Rol"'ald Fishman, vice-President, SAC
Linda Menard, Senior Class President
Brian Kappler, Progressive Conservative Club Pre-sidu,t
Robert Somers, President, Economics and Political Science Club
Angela Hrachovi, Editor, Ambossador yearbook
Barbara Friedrich, Chairman, Can-Am Seminar
Ken Landry, Student Regulatory Boord Chairman
Bill Maguire, SAC Diredor of Finance
Rick Young, Debate Club President
Claudette Smith, Course Evaluation Committee Chairman
Richard Stracke, former LANCE Editor
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The LANCE i s published weekly (Fridays) by and 1or
the students of the Univers i ty of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
~bscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Offi ce of
Canada, the LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Wi ndsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Hurray! We've solved
the parking problem! ??
rt you were planning Univerity expansion and you discovered that parking facilities had become a gigantic screw-up what
would you do?
Build more lots?
,Plan to build more lots?
Try to find money or property
to plan more lots?
If you answered "Yes" to
any of the above questions,
you're not imaginadve enough
to become a University admlnmadve official
Here's what you do: - despite
the fact that everyone agrees that
parking facilities are becoming
more and more inadequate, you
don't have to provide more space.
Simply "allow" the Student

Council to take over control
of campus parking.
When students see someone
marking their car, he's not from
the University staff
he's from
SAC.
When students are late for
cla s because there are no parking
spaces - they'll blame SAC.
When students wait in line to
regi ter cars even if they don't
want a parking space it's
SAC's fault.
Isn't that devilishly clever?
Then no one will ever stop
Co think about why there weren't
enough spaces In the first place!
You've got to get up pretty.
early in the morning to beat the
administra!ors at their own game
(or to find a parking spot).

Black Power spokesman
real civil rights leader
After reading hundreds of stories about Negro extremism, the
Black Mu Jim movement, and the
Negro riots, we found it revealing
to listen to a real spokesman for
the so-called civil rights movement.
Stokely Carmichael wouldn't
want the white ~ (including us) Co analyse bis movement for bhn - and we won't.
But in analysing Mr. Carmichael we found a thoughtful, calculating leader who knows whlt
he is doing and why he is doing
it.
If SNCC has its way, American
Negroes will never be integrated
out of the sight of American so-

ciety. They will be a united voice
with at least ten per cent of the
power of the United States in their
hands. They will not be businesssmted into American middle-class
,society.
It may be true that Mr. Carmichael makes different &iatements to differently colored audiences, but the speech we beard
Tuesday seemed totally reasonable from the Negro point of

view.
We went Tuesday evening to
hear a demogogue speak and
heard instead a powerful voice
from a formerly powerless minority.

Things finally perking up
IMC yes at dm time dlere
no candidates for ggdenC
comlCil ractS, this ye,1 the baas
1ft flying into die ring.
In the last week, students have
brought· rPaul Marlin, Laurier Lapierre, and Stokely Carmichael to
campus. The Ou'i tian Culture
Series brought China expen Han
Suyin.
fflft

On the home front, students
have been arguing about who
should run The LANCE and what
it ~ say, instead of not car•ng
enough to apply for positions or write.

Student roundl Is moving
. . . determined leadership In,
to new llffaS of concern unllougbt of by wt year's representati"es·
Students have begun to expre,,
th ir opinions openly about such
topics as Viet Nam, the Ont:lr;o

Student Awards Program. universal accessibility to higher education, and cafeteria food.
Student council not only make~
money on social events but doesn't have to have the entire SAC
run it - their social committee
can handle it.
1bere may still be an ~ue
of Generation, Che poetry magazine, if an editor can be found.
Submissiom are being accepted
now in the Press Office.
The course evaluation committee i1 planning a fir~ effort to ~
produced in time for registrati011
next fall. And student~ are volunteering to work on it!
Student council is well on th.!
way to placing four members on
the University's acJdemic decisio,1making body, the Senate, by January, 1968.
And we hear the parking prot>lem has been solved at last . . .

STANDARDS IGNORED

Martin appearance marred
by "vulgar and immature"
by DAVE REMSKI
The appearance of External Affairs Minister
Paul Martin at the University last Friday was marred by a vulgar and immature display put on by a
group of students wbo seem to feel that the "right
to dissent" implies a right to totally ignore certain
.accepted standards of behavior.
This group, representatives of tile so-calle,I
"new left," carried signs which described .their
feelings about the Liberal government's stand on
Viet Nam. In addition, they passed out throw-aways
which more fully outlined their disagreements with
Mr. Martin's foreign policy.
AD who attended the "bot-seat" session
accepted these indicatlom of potest ~ being
healthy signs of politkal interest and freedom
of discussion in Canada. Mr. Martin himself
t:01111Dented on the demonstration, calling it a
sign of progres., that people are becoming more
and more willing to express opposition openly.

However, this atmosphere soon evaporated , as
Liberal Club President Don Mortimore threw the
floor ope.n to questions for the foreig., affairs minister. Toe demonstrators were not content with
simply asking questions on specific points of disagreement. Instead, they couched their queries in
the most discourteous and belligerent of manners.
One protester felt himself free Co warn Mr.
Matin Chat be would not tolerate the "dodging"

of bB question. 'Ibis, d ~ the fact that Mr.
Matin wm far more candid and straight forwwd than most - myself Included - had been
led to expect.
When the Cabinet minister replied in kind with
a rather light jab at the questioner's political leanings, the SLUdent petulantly got up and left, muttering about "being subjected to sneers and innuendo," and taking most of his friends with him.
Some, to their own credit, stayed behind Co
bear Mr. Martin out fuUy before forming their
opinions.
The actions of these people remind me of the
child's common complaint about people ''who ca n
dish it out but can't take it." Why these protesters,
after displaying their abominable manners, felt entitled to any respect whatsoever, is entirely beyond
my comprehension.
Paul Martin is the second-highest official in
Ottawa, and deserving of some respect simply fo r
the office he holds, whether one is Liberal, Conservative, New Democratic, or even neo-Nazi. I
don't agree with some of his policies myself.
Yet, given the British-inspired parliamen tary
system under which the Canadian government operates, with its Jong tradition of frank but respectful
and mature discussion, it seems that those who wan t
to effect change should at least follow the dictates
of that system.
Unless, of course, they would like to substi:ute
-the dictates of some other system.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Why lear student government?
Sir:
During the last few years, there
has b.!en a growing tendency for
students to shy away from student leader -hip. Last year, mJny of
the positions on the Student Administration
were
uncontested:
several people were forced to run
fvr office railier than having 10
se.: the offices vacant.
Having visited Laval University
List year, I was amazed to notice
th.:t the Student Council is considered to be of limited import;tnce - most of those running for
office were first-year studenrs.
There was a definite lack of i 1tcrest in Student Government.
It ~ my belief Chat there are
numerous reasons for Che lack
of concern expr~ by student
apathy in politics on the campus
level Many of the students are
not willing Co sacrifice their academic ~ n g by taking office.
Many in not aware of the
basic requirements for Student
Government.
Moreover, there is absolutely no
remunerative consideration to attract students to positions of lesser prestige than the Presidency.
Another important facet of Student Government is that there is
insufficient knowledge passed on
from one year to the next; this
results in a weak administration
in the beginning of the new
school year, through no fauh of
the council itself.
The constructive measures
that I would like Co propose co
alleviate these condiciom (wbicb
I feel m'e present to varying degrees In om Student Poldcs)
are:
I. Since the Pre ·idency of the
Student Council must be assumed by an Undergraduate, the Vice
Presidency should never be open

for a senior student since he
would be ineligible for the office
of the Presidency in the following year. Where this consideration
is not made, !he most informed
contestant for the Presidency is
lost.
2. Those persons in the senior
positions of Student Government
should be given credit in at least
one course at the University.
Could a Course in Student Administration not be accredited to
these students? Would this not
limit the sacrifice of the person's
academic life? Would this not be
an added incentive to be active in
Student Government?
3. Failing the above measure,
or including i!, there is much to
support the fact that if there were
financial assistance allocated LO
those in the Senior Positions of
Student Administration, more capable people would contest the
po.m1ons in the elections.
Those suffering the burden ol

Food service
says thanks
Dt:ar Sir:
I hJve just had the privilc,F
of reading <he eJiton.il m 1i1.:
J.muary 20th edillon ol Th.:
I .m.::c on the improvements to th.:
c.,mpu,; food services.
h,r the mo~t part, I h.iv.: ,>h·
served that people are more eavl\
moveJ by their re~cntments th.1n
hy their appreciation. It is indeeJ
,er) pl.!Nng to read word, ot
;1ppr.:.:iat1on such a, .1ppe.1r in ) o 1r
ed1ton.1L We thank }vU .
Allan D Baker.
Pre,1dent, Yersaf,x>J S.:rv1.::: ,
1 ...

'

fina ncial incapability, (and these
people certainly do exist), would
not, therefore, have to take part:ime jobs lo supplement iliei r
summer earnings and ,could have
an opportunity to run for offic:!.
Nhere the prestige of holding office or the desire to do a go,)d
job is insufficient, .this measure
would increase these areas of consideration.
4. An increase in the encouragement of Undergraduate students to run for posi.tions for whiclt
they are qualified could be implemented. The officials m StuJcnt Government should he very
aware of their responsibility to
inform others of their work SJ
that a process of educating new
~tudent, would be effected . This
is presently being done by several
of the people in Student Government, but much more in iliis area
would be easily managed.
5. Although the Graduate Society has continually expresseJ
a desire to stop any attempts at
merging with the undergraJuate
Student Administration, this avenue of po ibihty should be recv-aluated . Certainly, many of the
most informed students are left
behind as far as the Student Undergraduate Poliucal situation 1,
concerned! Many of the most tn·
formed students - students with
the most experience - are lost to
Graduate School.
The preceding h.ive been ,,)me
con,tru.:uve c0n,iderat10n~ m lh(
.ire.i of Student leaJer..h1p. It in
.iny W.1} the...: h.tVC h..:lped Ill
averung pvl1t1.::ll -;tagn.l!lon. t1
they .ire in,trument.tl in .L"unng
.1 mvre ..:,)mp.:t..:nt ,lUd..:nt .iJm •n·
1-.tr.111t1n in th..: n..:xc ,,.;h..hil ~..:.1r.
th..:n. 1h1, lett..:r "'ill nut h.n..: h..:.:n
wn11en in \ ·.iin .
Bruce Cil\)1,
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GROWING FAST

Spread of co-op residences
brightens housing scene
by CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY PRF.sS
Students and university administrators alike are finding there
are no simple solutions to their
housing problems these days.
University-sponsored housing
projects are steadily becoming
more difficult to finance, more
expensive to build and always
ditfteult to keep out of the red.
Rising labor costs, skyrocketing
enrolments and tight-fisted university governors are blocking the
road to residential campuses in
Canada.
But this gloomy picture is
being changed somewhat by the
spread of co-operative housing
projects across the country, as
more and more student governments and universify administrations work together following
the lead set by universities like
Waterloo and Toronto.
Campus co-operatives are nothing new. Twenty-nine years ago
at the University of Toronto, Campus Co-operative Residences In.;.
began operations with a rented
attic and a few army cots.

Today, the cof'poration owns
more than 50 dilapidated Victorian houses scattered around
the outskirts of the university
grounds, and is building a
$5,750,000, 20-storey residence
building scheduled for completion in June ol. 1968.

Known as Rochdale College.
this triple-towered structure will
house 600 single students, 100
married couples and 50 faculty
members. It is expected Rochdat::
eventually will become an educ.1tional, residential college.
At Waterloo, in a posh, twoyear-old student co-operative, single accommodation can be had
for $250 per trimester, or close
to $500 for a regular academic
year. The Toronto co-op houses
cost students about $460 for single
accommodation, including board.
One of the big incentives for
building new residence co-opera-

tives is coming from the Centr:11
Mortgage and Housing Corporation. In 1966, a change in mo:tgage lending made some student
residences eligible for CMHC
money.

TIie Crown corporation now
backs 90 per cent of a student
residence mortgage, with private
lenders furnishing the rest. A
$1.5 million, 15-storey married
students' co-op at Dalhousie
University scheduled for completion in September Is being
built under this legislation, and
students there say their residence dream wouldn't be near
reality without the CHMC
mortgage.
Some c.'.lmpuses are show:ng
signs of getting into the co-cp
housing business in a big W'JY
these days while others are not.
Here is a partial summary:
University of British Columbia: Last fall. UBC's students' society announced plans to hire an
architect. borrow between $500.000 and $ I million and build il
co-0p. At UBC, it was report.!d
last fall there were 1.400 students
wan.mg for university-sponsored
housing and an additional 5,500
looking for homes off-campus.
• University of Alberta:
In
Edmonton, where university residences are going to lose an estimated $ 17 ,OOO this year despi tc
government grants, and where residence dwellers will pay $8 J
month more this fall, University
provost A. A. Ryan says, "If
students can come up with a
scheme for co-op housing and
show it to be financially feasible.
it's all to the good of the university." Last fall the university paid
a student leader's way to a co-op
housing seminar at Waterloo, to
show its faith in such a project.
• University of Saskatchewan.
A small group of Saskatoon students are trying to get up a pilot
co-op, but observers say problems being encountered by stu-

Residence fees up
to $82S next year
University of Windsor residence
fees will probably jump from $800
to about $825 next year, Direc:or
of Residence R. P. Gilmor said
Tuesday.
Gilmor cited difficulties with
finJncing of the new residence
pictured on this page, "rapid increases" in board costs, especially
in labor, and greater maintenance
costs, as factors forcing the increase.
The new residence fee will be
$130 higher than the national average of $695. Gilmor said that
most univer.sities in this province
Juve high rates because of the
··very limited support provided for
residences by the provincial government."
"The Ontario government provides us with only $1400 per bed
per year, for room and board,"
he said.

Gilmor added that the new residence now under construction
would be 75 percent complete by
September 1967.
"We will probably have to provide some off-campus lodging for
a few weeks, and absorb the expense," Gilmor said.
He added that there was no
probability of a co-op residence at
Windsor in the near future.
"There have been one or two
people down here to investigate
the situation, but they did not
choose to take any action at this
time," he said.
Gilmor said that co-op residences have had some successes
and some failures in Canada. "For
example, Western has had a terrihlc time with their co-op resiJ..:n.:e. the Colonnade. It's just
.ibout falling apart," he said.

dents engaged in the same type
of work at Regina are a discouragement.
• University of Manitoba: This
univeri>ity is located in a suburban area of Winnipeg, where no
old houses can be bought for
c0-0ps, and thus far the university administration h a s been
against the idea of co-op housing.
Students have not as yet done
any fighting for co-ops.
• Memorial University: Co-op
housing has been looked at by
university administrators, but ao
detailed consideration has been
given it. Memorial is planning to
double exi ting residence facilities
,a s soon as administrative and
financial can be dealt with. About
370 stud.:nts now live in residence
there. No action by students is
planned yet.

rr WD.L COST you $825 to get into our new residence next
year. The building , now under construction, will house more than 300
male students (See story bottom left)

TEN PERCENT AVERAGE

University dorm rents zoom
from CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
From Vancouver to Halifax,
students are being hit in the pocketbook by a general rent increa5e
in university-sponsored housing
facilities.
Spiralling food costs, increasing
wages and higher operating costs
are bein blamed for the rent
hikes - which average about •o
percent across the board.
As residence administrator.
pore over columns of figures m
red ink these days and submit estimates for next year's operations.
they seem to reach the same inescapable conclusion:
Rents must go up.
Housing directors contacted at
several Canadian Universities during the past week - perhaps feJrf:.11 of angry student reactio'R to
rent hikes refu,;ed to reveal
what new free schedules they will
recommend to their particular
boards of governors.
More than one would say only
that he intends to recommend
rent "adjustments" for next ye1r.
And in the language of university
budgets, "adjustments" is a synonym for "increases".
Already. increases for next
year have been announced or rumoured at the Universities of 8 .C.,
Alberta, Saskatchewan. Manitob:1.
United College, Queen's Carleton.
Ottawa. Waterloo, Saint Mary's,
.'.Ind Mount Allison, as well as :it
Windsor.
Student reaction to the prO\p..:..:t
or threat of room and ho.1rd increases has been predictable, w;1'.1
the usual programs of protest and
weighty briefs to provincial governments or boards of governor
the order of the Jay.
Meanwhile, across the countrv.
the inevitable rumours of rent
hike,. and some ;mnounccmcnt ,.
are circulating freely.
At Edmonton. ahout 1,5(XJ rc,idence dwellers doomed to p.1)
eight dollar more per month t,11
rnom and board in Scpt,·rnhcr ar.:
prepJring to demon,tr.11.: to b.1..:k
up their dem.md~ for J h.1IJ of tit.:
Im.. polic} .,n renh.
At K;ng,ton, Queen\ Uni, .·r.
~ity scude11r5 arc ,t.ill trying tc1

·tarve off a rent increase by using
a different approach. Male resident students there voted last week
to cut down on maid and janitorial services. The move should save
them each $30 per academic year.
At Manitoba, a residence rate
hike of $86 has alread been n·
nounced, but with lhe increase.
the total rate will be only $622.
A survey of 35 residence rent
schedules obtained from the [)o.
minion Bureau of Statistics in
Ott.awa shows an average roomand-board rate of about $695 per
year.
As of last fall, the University of
British Columbia bad the lowest
rates in Canada with a floor of
$475, and a ceiling of $630. University of Ottawa rates are the
highest, at $1,000.
Following are 1966-1967 DBS
figures for university-operated residence in Canada. These statistic,
don't apply to off-campus private
quarters, and costs shown don't
include transportation and personal expenditures for hooks.
clothing and entertainment.

NEWFOUNDLAND: Memorial University ($600).

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND:
St. Dunstan's Univer ity ($485).
NEW BRUNSWICK: University of Moncton ($650-700);

Mount Allison University ($665);
University of New Brunswick
($700-750); Saint Thomas University ($600).
NOVA SCOTIA: Acadia University ($725); Dalhousie University ($683-733); Mt. St. Vincent
700;
Fr
iversiry ($690); St. Mary's ($730).
QUEBEC: Bishop's (650-750);
McGill ($725-970); Sir George
Williams (no residences).
ONTARIO: Brock (no re\idences); Carleton ($751 -791);
Guelph ($700 for two trimester,);
Lakehead ($675-725); \fc\fater
($775); U of Ottawa ($800·
I ,OOO); Queen's ($690-869); Laurentian ($750); U of Tonntc
($680-750); Trent ($750); U of
Waterloo ($700-800) (rcgu!Jr :.ica·
demic year); Waterloo Lutheran
($745); U of Western Ontario
($775-885); U of WinJ,;or ($800):
York University ($815).
MANITOBA: U of \1Jnit0t>.1
($538-665).
SASKATCHEWAN: U ,)f Sa •
kJtchewan ($596-650).
Al BERTA: U oi Alhcna
($615-675): U of C.Jlgary ($575630).
BRll l H C OLU\fBIA: U -,r
BC. (S-475-6.10); Notre D.1mc t.:
CS.W :J; Simon Fra er
ISh-4(1);
Univcr~it1 ot Victon.1 ($595·
630).

JOE WORK..'\1AN HlEt:ZES to get thi~ r..:'i.denc.: finivicd by
next Sep1ember.
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"TIie meadows (of Detroit) need only a plowsbare to gro"· anything... (Antoine de la Mothe CadlDac, 1701)

"By 1686, a wooden stockade bad been built on the Detroit Riv~r
to support the operation of ha' traders and hunters, and to serve as a
depot for their merchandise and a retreat in OR of trouble... (Rameau,
Notes lm1oriques sur la colonie canadienne de Detroit)

"Detroit ~ of major strategic importance to Great Britain in its
attempt to control the North American continent. It served as the main
supply base for western military campaigns." (Mason, Detroit and the
American Revolution)

..Dming the war years (1812-1815), Detroiters had seen the destruction of homes, fanns and busine.s.ws. They were confused and discouraged by the desolation which appeared on every hand. Furthermore,
no one could be certain that the peace would continue." (Dain, Detroit
and the Westward Movement)
"After more than five hours of hand-to-hand fighting with lhe
police, in which at leJlst twenty.four persons were injured by bullets,
stones, dubs, knives, and tear~ bombs, a siege wm on this morning
at the Fisher Body Plant No. 2, where "sit-down" strikers are defying
the courts and the state authorities. The police could do little more than
bold their lines against some eight hundred strikers, pickets and sym.
palbizers. Virtually every window in the two-story factory building
appeared to ban been broken. The street before the plant, which is
opposite the Chevrolet facto') in Olevrolet A venue, was littered with
debris. Rioters had tom up stretches of the asphalt pavement to obtain
miwles to throw at the police. At one point a me~e was shouted
from the union sound truck: 'Go home and get your guns and come
bade again." (New York Times: January 12, 1937)
"We didn't han anything to do. We wanted to see the fighting
but we didn't want to go "here we would get hurt. Someone said: 'Let's
out and ldB m a
er: We agreed that was a good idea. We wanted
some guy al by himself. We saw one on Mack Avenue. Aldo drove
past him and then said 'Gimme that gun.' I handed it over to him and
be turned around and came back. We were about 15 feet from the
fun when Aldo pulled up, almost stopped and shot. The man fell and
we blew,,. (Anonymous, Detroit News, June 21, 1943)

''The police have lost all control of prostitution ll'i far • venereal
lti concerned, Patrolman Louis Penick, veteran chief of the Vice
Bureau's ~ squad said Thursday. He blamed the startling rise
of syphlis on the eliminadon of the 'D~erty Persons Investigation'
lftfit. Penick said that along with the inaease in venereal disease, there
was an equaly alanniog !lbift in the ages of prostitutes. Many of them
now being amsted are only 12 or 13 years old, be said.,. (Detroit
Free Press: Jan..-y 21, 1967)
~

"At ...-., our kidii sdl watdl Popeye on tele't'Won lmtead of the
aews. To them, my being Mayor just means a c.bant:e to meet AJ
Kaline or Gordie Howe." (Jerome P. Cavanagh, Hapers, December
1963)
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Scientists leading
interf ac hockey
into semi-finals
The Scientists led the interfaculty hockey league into the first
round of semi-final play last Wednesday. Superb goal-tending oy
Bud Piercell backed the scoring
punch of brothers Colin and Vincent, and John Kukurin, in !he
capture of the top spot.

A determined Arts U team
fmished second after battling to
four points mort of first place.
Gord MitcheD, with three shutouts in his bN ten games was
the top player for the senior
Artsmen with a goals-against
average of 1.90.
Leading the team in the upcoming playoff battle will be Bill
and Jim Morin, according to
player-coach Ken Long.
Commerce, one point behind
Arts II, finished in third slot behind the shooting of John Hurst.
His nine goals were backed by

WOMEN DEFAULT

Fencers one for three

against Western vets
by MARY ANNE DUCHARME
Windsor's men's fencing team won one of
three competitions here Saturday against their University of Western Ontario opponents while the
girls gained an easy victory by default.

Windsor maintained a slim victory In men's
junior foil competition.
Jerry Romanick won the final and decisive
bout by one touch against Dave Brown. Jim KJippa
gained the most victories with the least amount of
touches scored against him to give him first place m
junior competition.
Windsor dropped the senior foil competition by
a narrow margin. Mike Ciccotelli won two out of his
three bouts bnnging the score up to one point short

In the first round of competition, Windsor scored two
~illS to grab a fie for the top
spot in the league. This weekend, they will face Waterloo
as weD as R3-erson girls,
Windsor has already dropp :J
two game to Waterloo this se:ison, but steady defensive play
featuring the patented Wind,or
zone press, combined with grow-

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.

253-0369
Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
10% Discount On Meal Tickets
',

/

Toul!h

"

3
4
5
6

1
0
1
1

37
34
31
15

19 13
27 12
24 9
31 7

10 1 9 0 9 46

2

beaten by Westem's McDonald McNeil and
King. Rick Tremblay, fighting sabre for lhe
first time, earned Windsor's only point against
Westem's veterans,
.,
Western's girls did not put in an appearance.
Windsor's girls, who were prepared for tough competition, put on an exhibition for all who were
present.
Final re ul showed Wind r takin un101
iJ
8-7, and dropping senior foil competition 5-4 and
sabres 7-2.

ing offensive might, may turn th..:
tide this time out.
Third-year veteran Pat Wilson
seems to be breaking out of her
slump after a prolonged dry spell.
She had averaged 15-20 poinls
per game earlier this year.
Final playoffs in the Confer-

by JANET MORREIL

Women's Sports Editor

ence will be played two weeks
from now after eliminations :ire
completed.
Coach Sue Hilton's girls sport
an even 7-7 record this year and
will be hoping to extend a fourgame winning streak in the weekend action in Toronto.

Judo team to Waterloo
Windsor's Judo team travels to
Waterloo this weekend to compete in the 2nd :innual 0-QAA
Inter:ollegi.lte Championships.
Windsor's six man team is:
J u n i o r Lightweight champion
Wolfgang Janzen (Eng. II), Senior
Lightweight contender Roget\ Beland (Bus. IJ), Junior middleweight Roger Allard (Artsll).
junior heavy weight Roland Papineau (Artslll), Senior middle-

CHECKER CAB

weight Marino Middleton (Arts }),
and senior heavyweight Keith
Travis (M-1).

lnterfacl

I

Curling
Teams

p

Phys Ed.
Eng.
Arts III
Arts II
Arts I
Science
Comm.
Arts IV

3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

w
3 0
3
2 2
2
2
2
1 2
0 3

married students

C•lh ll•ul Rola•rt• A Co. Lttl.
,/

6
6
4
3

Windsor's sabre fencers, Rick Tremblay,

L

14
I1
12

12
4
7
4
3

Apartments are now available
in Patricia Manor for

The Canadian Peace Corps

10
10
10
10

Mike Ciccotelli and Bruno Ciccotelli were badly

APARTMENTS

cuso

Arts II
Commerce
Arts I
Engineers
Phys. Ed

King.

253-3551 .

The 900 people who have
joined Canadian University
Service Overseas took on a
tough job. Long hours. Little
money. But the reward was
in the response of people
eager to help themselves .
Now it's your turn . Write
CUSO , 151 Slater Street,
Ottawa.

Final standings are :
Team
GPWL TGFGAPt
Science
10 8 1 1 40 19 17

of the match. Bruno Ciccotelli and Rick Tremblay
each took only one bout against Western's Peter

Women's cage squad hopes for upset
Windsor Lancerette basketball
squad will be hoping for an upset against top-ranked East-West
Conference stars University 0f
Waterloo in playoff elimination in
Toronto this weekend.

Neil Donnally with eight assists.
By taking three of their last
four games, Arts I passed the Engineers to grab off the fourth and
last playoff spot. Coach Jeff
Gheehan attributes his late-season
surge to the scoring punch of
Rory Evans and fine defensive
play by Dave Gorenson and Jerry
Monk.
Engineers with
three wins
against s.ix losses and a tie and
Physical Education with a 1-9
record failed to make the playoffs.

254•3766

Girls are avid football fans too. No kidding, they really are! Ye,,
its sad but during Frosh week hanging around the residence one hears
dismal moans like "You mean Windsor really doesn't have an intercollegiate football team at all?"
Most of the people that are lamenting the fact that their choice
University doesn't have a football team are those coming from high
school characerized by keen football competition, Its also true of
course that many girls like to have a big, strong, muscular football
hero to idolize, but then, can you blame them?
The Windsor girls are biuerly disappointed that they have to leave
such a well-developed high school football league such as the one they
suported with enthusiasm here in the city each fall. And imagine the
dismay when her favourite player from high schoo! leaves Windsor for
Western because he can't play football at the University of Windsor'.
The shouts of "no school spirit" are heard on this .:ampus repeat·
edly during the Fall Semester until they are dimmed comiderably by
the crys of "Go, Lancers, Go" on the basketball court during the

winter.
At present we have a tremendous amount of enthusiasm for both
our hockey and our basketball Lancers.
doubled if the students had a football :earn
new expansion on Huron Line there can be
facilities. There is absolutely nothing like a
duce all kinds of spirit.
PHONE 252-0584

This enthusiasm could be
to support in the Fall Wi:h
no excuse about inadequa'e
good football game to pr,1-

For Women Who Like

the Very Best
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SECOND WINDSOR LOSS

Voyageurs skate to 4- 2 win to eliminate
local icemen from OIAA title competition
by BRUCE STEVENS
The name of the game is SkJ:ing. And Laurentian showed ju\t
that last Saturday as they skat<!J
,to a 4-2 victory over the University of Windsor Lancers in a game
played at the Windsor Arena.
The Voyageurs displayed fa\!
skating, accurate passing and excellent positional play; the Lancers demonstrated a weak defense,
poor fore-checking and disorganized play the net result wa,
Windsor's second loss of the CJson and virtual elimination fro1,1
championship contention.

Laurentian opened the scoring
midway Chrougb the first period
when Gagne, ~nding unguarded in front of the net,
picked up a screen-shot-rebound
off the post, and fired it past
Bruner who had no chance.
Lacrosse bad a clean~ut breakaway just prior to the goal but
Bruner came up with a terrific
save on him.
The Lancers had some good
chances in the first stanza but
failed to finish off their plays.
Jim Boyko had the best opp0~tunity when McFadden set him
up in front of the net but Boyko
hesitated and Dovigi, the Sudbury
netminder, smothered the puck.
Windsor showed fine puck control on the power play but
couldn't hit the net.

Although Windsor got the
only goal in the second period,
the Voyageurs completely dominated play. Laurentian baffled
Che Lancers with consistent
speed, leading J>1ffieS and superb defensive effort.
They did everything but put
the puck in the net and goaiic
Don Bruner was solely rcsp:m .,ible for stopping them. And nobody knows this better than Stan
Flesher of the Voyageurs.
Four times Flesher was ldt
alone with only Bruner to beat
but the diminutive custodian of
the twine foiled him on every
occasion.
Boyko tied the game for :he
Lancers late in the second frame
as he notched his first goal of ~1e
season. Dave Porpich started t.'le
play when he took a screen shot
from the point. The puck wJ,
stopped by the Laurentian defense
but Boyko alertly batted it into
the low, left-hand comer of the
cage to deadlock the contest.
The third period was the

Lancers' best; they forechecked
their J1a<iSeS ~rted to click and
they had several good shots on
net. But it didn't show on the
scoremeet as Laurentian out•
scored 1hem 3 to 1.
Defenseman,

Rick

Procevial,

a standout through the whole
game, scored the prettiest goal of

the day when he raced the enti;e
length of the ice, split the Lancer
defense and fired an ankle-high
sizzler just inside the left post.
The Laurentian lead was shor,lived. Just over a minute later,
Boyko got his second goal of th.!
match thanks to 3 miscue of a
Voyageur rearguard. Mike Muiray took a shot which Dovigi had
trouble handling. The puck
bounced off his glove, hi.t the
cr.)ss-bar and rolled down behind
the net. Boyko centred the puck
which hit the stick of a Sudbu::-y
defenseman and barely crossed
the goal line.
The game-winner, at the 11 :30
mark of the final period, was
CJused by a Lancer defensive
!Jpse. Rookie Tom Knowlton,
anticipating an icing call, slowed
up while chasing the puck into
the corner. Gagne stole the puck
from Knowlton, and got it back
to the point. Bruner stopped .h.:
first shot but Gagne got the rebound and flipped it over a pro ·
tr.,tc Bruner for what proved to
be the winning tally.
The Lancers, however, did

not let up. They came back
with their strongest offensive
altack of the game and nearly
tied the match. It was Larry
Dovigi who saved the game for
the Volagcurs. Dovigi, defyin;;
pre game reports of incompetence, made several spectacu:ar
saves and W$ particularly ef.
fective on screen shots.
Ferguson added the insurancc
goal for Laurentian at 17:48
when, using his wingman as J
decoy on a 2 on I rush, he beat
Bruner cleanly with a 15 footer.

RIGID' BDIIND YOU -

Windsor Lancers were right behind t:1e
Laurentian Voyageurs last Saturday, but they never caught up. Laurentian kept their record intact, and solidified their bold on first place.
. . . The Voyageurs outshot
Windsor in the game by a marg11J
of 35 to 21 . . . it seems th.r:
Morand was robbed of a penJlry
shot in the first period; he w.: ,
hooked from behind on a breakaway and did not get his sh.)t
away . . . Lancer captJin, John
Mickle, left the game after t:,c
first period due to a shoulder injury; Mullen did an adequate jofl
in filling the defensive gap . . .
Brian Dunn loves to use :ho.;::
h;1rd, leading passes up the miudlc - it's too bad the forward,
can't handle them . . . Knowlton

played a strong, hard-hitting game
on defense ,tnd blockeJ a lot ol
shots .. . Brian Collins is an :1ggressive, linle competitor: h<! tool..
plenty of hefty j0lts but ne\ ::r
stopped hustling . . . the conte,t
was played before the largc,t
crowd of the ·eason. an e,timJteJ
I OOO plus . . . the boi st<!ro,1,
Lancer fan~ upheld their nowestablished tradem.irk Ii) litterin!,!
the ice with beer cJns .1fter eJch
Windsor goal . . . Ne,t game
for the Lancers is tomorrow afternoon against Ryerwn at the
Wind50r Arena.

by AL STRACHAN
LANCE Sports &litor

lbose of you who went to last Saturday's basketball game in the
hope of seeing an excellent game were probably quite disappointed.
The Lancers played well as did the Mustangs but the refereeing certainly
left a great deal to be des.ired.
The referees neither helped nor hindered one particular team but
they most assuredly hindered the fans' enjoyment of the game. This is
one of the more nauseating characteristics of any game that Kitch
McPherson officiares. Indicative of the fact that the refereeing was
less than passable was the fact that Bob Horvath fouled out.
Having watched Horvath for two of bis three years as a Lancer,
we am attest to his calmneS!I and spor1!lman!iblp on the court. On
Saturday night he wm given a tedmkal foul for protesting too loudly
about a foul which bad been ailed on bkn.
He had every right to prott$t. It was a cheap call as were the
other four fouls he received before he departed from the game. 'The
fifth foul called on Horvath was an absolute farce. It was painfully
obvious to everyone in St. Denis Hall that Horvath had S"luffed a shot
of Angelo Mazzuchin's. Obvious to everyone except ithe refs, that is.
Marty Kwiatkowski underwent the same treatment as Horvath.
He only played for aboll! five minutes during the entire game. The
rest of the time he was in foul trouble. Marty did not get a technical
but only because instead of arguing with the officials as he certainly
bad every right to do, he merely sneered at them.
Perhaps If tbh were the first game dlat McPherson and Minelo
bad ever refereed, they could be excused for such an atrocious display.
Even this Is dubious.
It is a disgrace to the Lancers that the best basketball team in the
country bas to procure refs which must rate as close to the worst.
At times. one thinks that the refs must have been told that the
Lancers have to win judging by the calls that they make against the
opponents. A few moments later, however, an even more stupid call
is made against the Lancers.
The disgruntling part of all this is that these refs, parucularly
McPherson are repeatedly asked to referee Lancer g;1mes despite their
inadequacy. It certainly takes away from the Lancer victory when th<!
opponents' best player is on the bench. Agreed, one of our best players
is on the bench too, but 1t i~ still not the s.une. One almost feels like
going up to Horvath after the gJme ;ind Jpologizing to him. We kd
guilty for being a part of it all.

ALMOST SCORED -

VoyJgeur defencemen h.we
the crease covered on rebound from a Lancer hot

on goal. Ltncer\ Jroppcd the h1g ;;.1me 4-.! l-1,:
S,iturday at Wind,or Ar<!nJ.

CAMPUS STYLES FOR GUYS

JOE CASWELL

AND GALS

.Q
'~ . ·
.

e
e
e

AL TERATtONS
DRY CLEANING
PRESSING

~

~·

.

..J,. ,,. .

.:--4

Clark's Desert

Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels

Caftlpus
Sneeker s

10% Discount To Students

2207 WYANDOTTE W.

The SHOE BAR

·'Just Off The Campus"

2203 Wyandotte West
At Randolph

'r-1
i!l•) 5*lt)

"1fP

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DEALER

EUROP EA N
CAR R EPAI R
GUARANTEED USED V'.',"S
SALES

&

254-9087

SERVICE
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AFTER BUFFALO LOSS

Cage win against McMaster
to clinch first place again
Windsor's basketball Lancers
will clinch first place in the Western division of the 0-QAA t.J·
morrow night by beating the
McMaster Marauders in St. Denis
Hall.
First place wiO bring with it
the right to host the second an-

nual 0-QAA
playoff.

championship

The Lancers are already assured
of a tie for first place, by virtue
of their victory over the University of Western Ontario Mustangs
last week.
Western, McMaster, Toronto
and Waterloo are still, battling it
out for the other two playoff
spot.

Tbe Marauders have been
the dark horses of this yers
0-QAA race. They dropped

their first dedsion to Windsor,
but went on to upset Westan,
Waterloo, and Toronto.
Toe 78-68 victory over Toronto came just one week after
the Lancers lost an overtime d.!cision to Toronto, 117-115.
Tomorrow's game pits Mac's
fine defense against the Lancers
strong offense.
In a preliminary contest, Coach
Eddie Chittaro's Crusaders will
face a quintet from Oakland University, of Rochester, Michigan.
The Lanen-; couldn't match
the torrid mooting pace of the

University of Buffalo Buns
Tuesday night, and dropped a
contest in Buffalo, 88-71.
The Bulls jumped into a commanding lead early in the fir,t

half, and the Lancers never caught
them.
The loss was the seventh m
nine meetings with American
teams this year, and brought their
season record to ten wins and
eight losses.
··1t was a typical road game for
us," Lancer coach Bob Samaras
said atfer the contest. "We just
couldn't get untracked and their
8hooting was terrific."

High for Buffalo was R,,n
Bator with 23 points. Three other
Bulls hit double figures.
The only lancers to hit
double figures were Angelo

Mazzuchin and Marty Kwiatkowski, who scored 16 and 10
points respectivdy.
Ed Lanktree, Bob Navetta and
Mike Taranczuk each hit for
eight, and Doug Brown picked
up seven.

Windsor sends four teams
for OIAA championships
from U-W SPORTS
Windsor will send four squad3
to Toronto this weekend to compete in archery, fencing, swimming and volleyball in an OIAA
(Ontario Intercollegiate Athletic
Association) Sports Oiampionship
Weekend.

1be four-man Windsor - ~
ery team was selected from interfaculty competition earliel'
this year. Dave McWha, overaD interfac champion, scored
1,320 in his four best rounds
to qualify for the team. McWha
averaged 330 points out of a
possible 482 over the year.
Both York Uuniversity from
Toronto and Glendon College
are expected to provide competition for he local bowmen.
Fencing Coach Tony Ciccotelli
has two lettermen back on nis
squad for this weekend's action.
Also travelling with the team are

Bowlers to challenge DIT
to Mario trophy Saturday
Windsor's bowling team will challenge defending champion Detroit
Institute of Technology Saturday in the third annual University of
Windsor Bowling Tournament.

Other teams in the tournament hail from Wayne State, Detroit
Bminess College, and the University of Detroit.
Toe Tournament starts at 10 a.m. tomorrow at Windsor's Bowlero,
on Tecumseh Road.
The squad hoping to bring the coveted Mario trophy back to
Windsor is made up of Rick Frank (P.E. ll), Mike DiMaio (SC I),
Chuck Dettman (Arts Prelim) and Pinkas Jarcaig (Arts II).

newcomers Rick Bowey and Jim
Klipa, both Artsmen, and Jerry
Romanik (Science).
'The lancer voDeyball squad

will be battling for the OIAA
title in nine-team round-robin
tournament.
Windsor's team chosen fro:n
the interfac league will indude
representatives from all six faculties. Included on the squad are
Jim Wilkinson (Commerce), Doug
Orr (Phys. Ed.), Chris Morg.m
(Phys. Ed.), Roger Hills (Science),
and Ortsmen Rich Bysinski, Jerry
Kwapisz and Brian Grundy.
Last year's swim squad placed
second to Ryerson by a two-point
margin and has lost only Dave
Seaton from the freestyle. Jn action this year, the tanksters have
been steadily bettering individU'.ll
and relay records and could take
the meet.

Al
McMillan
(individual
medley and breastmoke) and
John Kent (diving), are OIAA
cbarnp~ns from lim year hoping to defend their tides.
Other Windsor swimmers include: Phil McCullough, Ed Ry:ui
Ed Brand, Steve Roberts, Joe Riordon and John Roberts.
Windsor's women's swim team
will also compete at Ryerson thi.;
weekend, and are expected to b::
in the competition for the top
spot. Standouts on the girl's squJd
include captain Dorothy PiUers
and freestyler Bonnie McPhail.

Moriarty lashes out
at "bad sports" fans
by DICK MORIARTY

University Athletic Dirtttor
The teaching faculty and coaching staff of the University of

Windsor School of Physical Education would like to congratulate
the majority of students on the excellent way in which they are
supporting the university athletic program, both as participants and
spectators.
..... Attendance has been at an all-time high and, in general, has .
. been in the traditional high standard of sportsmanship connected .
. with University of Windsor athletics. Spectators have respected .
. participants and officials, acknowledged outstanding competition
. on either team, and have indulged in positive cheering which has .
. been an inspiration to Lancer teams.
Unfortunately, over the past several weeks, a small segment of
the Lancer student fans have displayed behaviour which is a disgrace
to the University and cannot be tolerated at the University of
Windsor athletic activities.

Negative shows of spirit such as that displayed at the Windsor
Arena at the Wiodsor-Lamentian game could result in serious
lnjmy to the participants and spectators in attendance; hmts the
home tean effort since it results in a delay In the game, and
could pos!ii>ly result in a protests and forfeiture of the game.

Both 0-Q.A.A. and C.I.A.U. regulations make the home university responsible for the behaviour of its fans. Even more basic is
the fact that such unsportsmanlike behaviour destroys the fine imJge
of university athletics which has been built up over the years.
It is hoped that pointing these facts out to the misguided fans
involved will result in transfer of their energy into the positive
channels of student spirit.
For any who might penht in unsportsmanli<e behaviom-,
Cbfs
serve • a nodce that any uosportsmanllke conduct at
any University of Windsor atbletk event will result in km of
athletic privileges, and also soomi.won of the names of the guilty
pa1y to the Discipline Committee of the Senate for appropriate

wm

action.
In addition, in those instances where an athletic event is held m
a public arena, the individuals involved are liable to public litigation.

V-ball team breaks slump
by capturing tourney 4-0
by JANET MORREIL
Windsor's girl's volleyball squad
has broken its slump and found
the winning combination of other
successful women's squads this

year.
Sis lbompson's girb took
EWCIA tournament bonors at
Waterloo last weekend to
match Windsor's imp~ve
record in women's basketball
and voUeybaD.
Windsor posted a 4-0 record
at the weekend tourney •. Oth~r
results were: Waterloo 3-1, Ryerson 2-2, Waterloo Lutheran 1-3,
and York University 0-4.
Oxana Lisczak and Marion

Duquette were outstanding in the
Lancerette's win.
Windsor gals clobbered Watl!T·
loo Lutheran 29-12 and 22-13.
York University 21-8 and 17-13.
and edged out Waterloo and Ryerson two matches out of thrl!e
for their perfect record.
By retaining their 1im year'§

league title, Windsor's voUeyball
team could represent lhe league
at the Serond Century Week
Intercollegiate Games at Alberta
early in March, ,>ining doubles

badminton champs, Mary McGregor and Sue Kaufman.
Windsor will host the next
EWCIA tourney Feb. 17-18.

WINDSOR TAKES SECOND
STUDENTS ARE ACCLAIMING
THE NEW

Official
University OJ Windsor

BLAZER
e

TOP QUALITY WOOL

FLANNEL

e EXPERTLY TAILORED TO YOUR MEASUREMENTS
e LOW QUANTITY PRICE

Detroit squad splashes to victory
by AL McMil.LAN
Windsor Lancer swim team
placed second in a tri-school meet
at Riverside pool Saturday.
Lancers defeated Schoolcraft
College, but were topped by favored Detroit Institute of Technology.
Win®>r gained aoly one first
when Phil McCuDough swam
the 1000 yard freestyle in
13:34.l. McCuUough also took

NOW AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Al McMillan and John Kent
both managed second-place finishes for the Windsor tanksten.
McMillan placed in the 200 yard
backstroke, and Kent in the diving event.
The Lancer medley relay squad
placed -.econd in the 400 yard
competiiion setting a new team
"record of 5:02.2, taking eight-

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE

(Official Crests $5.95)

a third in the 500 yard freestyle.

Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automoblies At

2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969-9070

JAR

COOK'S

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS''
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

tenths of a sfecond off last year'3
record time. Members of the record-seting squad were Joe Riordon, Ed Brand, Bud Ryan and
John Roberts.
Final scores: DIT 98, Wind-

sor 47, Scbookraft 31.
Windsor's Al McMiJIJn wa~
the only Lancer to rea..:h douhk
figures with 10 points. McCullough gathered nine, and Kent.
Young and Shably 11ed for third
with four points each.
Young placed third m the '.?.00
yJr dfrccstyle, and Ryan third in
the 200 yard butterfly (e.'>tabhshing a new personal record).
McMil!Jn also placed third m the
'.?.00 yard breast.!>trokc Jnd 200
y.il'd ind1viduJI medle>

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED

MEALS

lO"o Discount On Mui Ti ckets
2424 University West
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CONFERENCE TITLE SAFE

Mazzuchin leads the way
as cagers clobber Western
by JOHN MURRAY
Led by the strong play of Angelo Mazzuchin, Windsor's Lancers toppled the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs 10188 last Saturday. The win assured the Lancers of at least a
tie for first place in the 0-QA.\
final conference standings.
Only two regular seaso11

ganes remain and barring a
natural catastrophe the Lancers
seem a lead pipe dnch to cap·
tore die conference championship when they dash with the
McMmter a week from Saturday.
A strong Lancer defense led by
all-star Mazzuchin effectively bo,tled up Western's double threat
of Bob Horvath and Marnix Heersink. Mazzuchin played an inspired game offensively as well
as defensively, hooping a fine "!6

poinas.
Bob Horvath started out slowly
but suddenly caught fire in the
second half when he dropped in
11 of his 18 points. Gary Polano, one of the finest reser,•c

ball players in the league, came
off the bench to contribute 15
and Tom Elliot rippled the cords
for 11 points in the Lancer cause.
1be Lancers jmnped into an
early fom-point lead on field
goals by Kwiatko~ and
Lanktree, then never looked

back. The blue and gold grabbed a 5543 lead at the half
but die Mustangs came out
after the break looking f«
blood.
Heersink set up Horvath with
a good pass under the Lancer
basket but Mike Taranczuk leaped for the roof of St. Denis Hall
and slapped the shot down. Thi~
set the pattern for the second half
as Navetta and Mazzuchin pounced on Mustang miscues deep in
their own end for a couple of
tour pointers.
The Lancers seemed to be suspended from sky hooks as they
out rebounded the hapless Mustangs 60-29, with Taranczuk pulling down 12. Mike was all over
the floor rebounding, blocking
shots and setting up Navetta on
the inside or Mazzuchin in :he
back court.

1be Lancers hit on 40 of
their 84 sho6 f«w a fine 47 per
cent average and 23 of their
JO foul shots to blast the Mustangs who could muster only
32 of 79 from the field and
24 of 36 from the Free-dnw

The contest was a repeat of
the fiasco in London when the
Lancers drubbed the Mustangs
89-76. The referees seemed to be
calling the game from the girls
locker room tossing out fouls like
it was going out of style. The
third foul charged to Marty K.
was good example of their general ineptitude.
Kwiatkowski however, was no!
the only player to suffer as Bob
Larose and Bob Horvath both finished the contest on the sidelines.
Marnix Heersink, the Mustangs
big center, was nabbed for four
early fouls and forced to struggle
through the last stages of the
game with the threat of banishment hanging over his head.
Even the referees could not
have clranged the outcome of this
contest. The Lancers strong full
court press drew the Westerners
into several costly mistakes that
Mazzuchin and Navetta quickly
turned into baskets.
The Lancers will have another
chance to unleash their potent atuck this Saturday night when they
take on the McMaster Marauders
:tnd ag:iin the following Saturday
when they close out the season in
what is shaping up to be a grudge
match with the University of Toronto Blues.
In preliminary action the Crusaders squeeked by the Western
Colts 76-73 on the strength of
Chris Wydrinski's 23 points and
r und .,
om e hands
of Dave Service.

Lance

Predicts

rM SURROUNDID - Lancer guard Doug Brown wished be hadn't
rejoined the team for a few seconds last Saturday. Fonner Lancer B,1h
Horvath and two Western cronies use the press too, but Windsor w0n
103-88.

National cage rankin.gs
may be "kiss of death''

I

BASKETBAIL
Lancers over McMaster by 43 .
Lancers over Waterloo Lutheran
by 21.
Crusaders over Port Huron by
11.

HOCKEY
Lancers over Ryerson by 3.

SEASON'S RECORD
29-16 which is pretty damn
good despite what Ken Fathers
says.

OTIAWA (CUP) - Windsor,
Acadia, and Calgary, defending
champions with proven dynasties,
were quickly hailed the best in
basketball two months ago by d1e
coaches and sports writers who
rate Canada's college teams.
If sen'ed as a khs al. deafll

for Acadia, who have matched
every victory with two defeats
so far this ~ . Now Windsor coach Bob Samaras and
Calgary's Don Newton might
weD wonder what fate t. in
store for them.
Top-rated Windsor, who were
upset last week by eight-ranked
Toronto, counted their lowest
point total in several years whil:
defeating the lowly Waterloo W.irriors 51-42 Friday. The defending
National champions are clinging to
.a four-point lead in the OntarioQuebec league's Western divisio,1

over Western Ontario, who e.1 Il~
disposed of Guelph, 81-57, in .1
mid-week game.
Calgary's hopes of repeating

as Western champions received
a se..-ere jolt at the weekend in
Saskatoon where they were up---~
set 75-74 and 79-73 by unranked S8*atchewao,

The Dinosaurs' coUapse nJrrowed their league lead to on.:
game over British Columbia. who
trounced Manitoba 106-48 anJ 9149 in Winnipeg. British Colu;nbia easily defeated SaskJtchew.1n
last weekenJ and have playcJ t\1,\)
less games than Calgary.
Queen'.s Golden G.1els incre,hed its lead in the OQAA' E.1 tern
divi ·ion Friday by be..1ting \kC,111
78-73 in Montreal. Quecn'i. is n,1\\
undefeated in three game,. ,,.,hd.:
McGill sports a !-2 recorJ.

...

Warriors feared dead in crash

UP AND IN -

On a fast break, Lancer guard Angelo Mazzuchin puts
in an easy shot with Ed Lanktree and Andy Auch rushing in for the
rebound. They didn't have to hurry.

ONTARIO GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
APPLICATION FOR AW ARDS

1967-68
The Province of Ontario sponsors the Ontario Graduate
Fellowship Program to assist graduate students who plan
to undertake careers in teaching at the university level. A
total of 2,500 awards will be available for 1967 68. The
majority of these awards are available for students in the
humanities and social sciences but some awards are also
available in the areas of science and mathematics.
Brochures describing the Program and application forms
are available at the office of the graduate school of each
university in Ontario.

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE INSTITUTION BY 15TH FEBRUARY, 1967

by BRUCE STEVENS
Tragedy hit the sporting world
last week when it was learned
that the Windsor Warriors, while
on route to an overseas tournament, crashed somewhere in the
Arctic.
Rescue planes were sent out

immediately but the wreckage
hti not yet been located; it
is feared Chat no survivors wil
be found.
With this fatal exodus of th~
Windsor Warriors from the sporting scene, so comes to an enJ
one of hockey's truly great team,.
The Warriors, only in their first
year of professional hockey, left
.:rn indelible mark on the Sporting
pages and will never be forgotten
by those who once cheered them
on. The Windsor Warriors, un·
defeated in their brief but renowneJ e:itish.."tlce, are now gone.
How wiD hockey ever find
anodler Hee Pozzo, that tier)·,
old warhorse who de&d docton. orders and t"llme out of

retirement to don the blades for
the Warriors at the age of 54.
And '·Goose" Land, a toothle,,
veteran, who huddered at 1:1e
word "retirement" and hung on.
trying to steal a few extra year,
with aging legs and remembereJ
skills.
And Walt Skakoon, who ju,1
2 days before. reached a mill-stone in his career by scoring hi,
500th goal.

The rookies thcy·rc g,1nc
too. Don Young, Vic Arm,mm:~
and Billy ~!.:Guire; they wcr:
only in their fir ·t yc.1r,. hut th.:,
wae z.:..1lou, and r.1vcnou, t,1r C\·
periencc.
No. the Winch0r W.1rrior, c.111
never be rcpl.1ced. And yet. ,rn~
can't help but feel th.1t th.: W.,1 .
rior:; .1re ,till alive .1nJ ,till pi.I\ ·
ing - ,omewhcrc on th.1t <.,1.1:11
kc Rink in the ,k~·.

Electa takes cage title
by JANET '.\10RRELI.
Elect.I II emerged victoriou, Monday night in antcrl.1c girl\ h.1'kCt·
ball action with an 11-8 win over Arts II.
The first half was a close ,me. with Elcct.1 h,i!Jing .1 ,hght ~- ~
edge. In the third qu.1rter the g.1mc opcncJ up w,th -.klJrp.Jl,l<>llng h~
Electa·s Marg H0lrn.1n.
Elect.I seemed to have the title ,cw n up hut an lh..: !,Hirth 411.,rt.:r.
they failcJ to score .1 single point. Art, II jJJcJ thr.:c hut t.,,bt ;.,
close the g.ip.
Pat Wal-;on WJ\ tc)p ,c0rcr l,lr Art, II. .md Jc.1nnc lh,,mfh,•n "·''
a stanwut. Rclerccs w.:rc Lind.1 Hu.:klc .anJ ~I.an o·liri.:n

•
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BOYCOTT INSTEAD?

UBC drops strike plans
before referendum date
VANCOUVER (CUP) - Students' council at University of
British Columbia has withdrawn
it~ suppor: for a Feb. 8 referendum which will ask students to
support a week of concern, including a strike, if !he B.C. government doesn't double grants to
higher education.
But this week an ad hoe
committee with two council executives Is circulating a petition
to change the strike referendum
to a boycott vote.
Council Monday night voted
.against killing the student referendum altogether, then decided to
urge students to vote against th;:
strike action.
The motion passed
11-11- !.
with chainnan Peter Braund casting the deciding vote.
F secutive member Charlie
Boylan said he ''made a mis ·
take" in calling for the referendum a week earlier.
"I could not in all conscience
support it. It is vague and illogical. There is no ch.ance that thi,
wording will be passed by th.::
students," he said.

Boylan said the question of se,·ving on a picket line would alienate student support, that a boycott instead of a close-Out strike
would better serve council's purpose, and that supporting a boycott and serving on a picket Jin.::
were two separate questions.
Boylan ha, now joined the

ad-hoe
boycott
committee,
which has already obtained
more than 500 student signatures in favor of changing the
strike to a boycott.
If UBC students vote to strike,
they will become the first Englishspeaking
Canadian
university
students to take such action.

Plumbing jobs scarcer
says placement service
TORONTO (CUP) - The d.:mand for engineers, scientists and
executives is down almost 10 per
cent from last year's record levels,
says the Technical Service Council, a non-profit, industry-sponsored placement service.
About 1,300 positions are
open in these fields, with salaries ranging from $5,000 to
$35,000, says the TSC.
Job hunters are now so used
to a variety of jobs that they

are very selective about work
content and location. This has
forced many companies to recruit
overseas and pay moving expenses
for professional employees.
Many applicants now wait for
a job opening in their own city
rather than move out of town.
the placement service said.
The TSC has found jobs for
almost 10,000 Canadians at the
expense of 300 Canadian companies.

Waterloo council to resist draft
WATERLOO (CUP) - University of Waterloo
But inclusion of a clause indicating their destudents' council has become the first local student
sire to help only Americans acting on moral pringovernment rn Canada to join resistance against . the
ciples apparently satisfied all councillors.
United States draft.
One councillor who opposed the resolution
Council Monday (Jan. 30) concluded a twow~ engineering rep Andy Moore who said: "~
hour debate by authorizing its "official representa- ~ - - ""'..- tives" to give what assistance they can to persons
fleeing from the U.S. draft.
Another councillor disagreed, saying, "If noPeter Wanian, domestic affairs comntkgon.
body in Hitler's Germany had the mol-al right to
er and member of the Student Union for Peace
object to the killing of 4 million people. If you want
Action at Waterloo, wiD be responsible for imto sa.y that, we'll settle the issue outside."
plementing the program.
During debate on the draft-resistance resolution,
it appeared council members wouldn't accept the
idea of helping draft-dodgers fleeing the U.S. out
of cowardice.

The draft-resistance program planned for Waterloo is intended to help immigrants adjust to Canadian life. Legal infonnation, employment opportunities and other background will be made available.

news ,n

brief

LANSING (ACP) "It's the dumbest thing I ever did," sa.id
Russell Felzke, a Michigan State University sophomore, after spending
100 hours in a dormitory shower. Felzke set a new world record for
marathon shower-taking formerly held by a Western Michigan und.:rgraduate with 66 hours to his credit.

U-DO-ll

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus

CAR WASH TOKEN
With $3.00 Purchase

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

Only 2 Blocks From Ca mpus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

Rudy's
Barber Sh p
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
28:40 UNIVERSITY W.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

1967 GRADUATES
The Canadian Armed Fories are now processing applications
from male students in their final year at university.
Successful applicants will be commissioned as officers on graduation

*·

Salary $540 Month
Free Medical and Dental Care
Numerous Other Benefits
Get All Details From

THE CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE
185 OUELLETTE

Hours

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday

I

TORONTO (CUP) University of Toronto council president
Tom Faulkner will run for a second term of office. In declaring his
unprecedented bid for a second term, Faulkner said his administration
h.as laid foundations for several progressive programs this year, and he
wished "to be a part of the council that builds on these foundations.
AN'I1GONISH (CUP) - The president of St. Francis Xavier
University has emured his annual report of Instant readenblp by
presenting It in cartoon fonn. The 15 page booklet, with two cartoom
on most pages will be published for public consumption. "l'"e receil'ed
some very nice letters about the report," said Dr. MacLeUan, university
president.
LONDON, ENG. - A rest home for students has been proposed
by the student's representative council at Cambridge University, England,
in order to allow students to get away from the stresses of universitv
life. It is part of a campaign on mental health launched following twJ
suicides in the first two weeks of the fall term.
MONTREAL (CUP) - About 150 McGil and Sir George
Willlams University studenu marched Wednesday (Feb.I) on a
Montreal subway station. They were protesting the absence of special
student rates in Montreal public transportation facilities. A spokesman
later ~ their orderly demonstration "succe6UI". The campaign
i, supported by student govemmenu at both universities.
CALGARY - Sixteen girls at the University of Calguy women's
residence were fined and restricted to 11 p.m. curfews for t>A\1 we.:ks
following a raid on the men's residence. Fines were levied by the
women's residence committee for opening a fire escape door.

PH. 252.-7615
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NO TUITION INCREASE

South to the sun?

Student fees hiked by $10

by CHRIS PASCUCa
Slack week or study week?
Nobody knows for sure, but everyone seems to have some
plans for next week.
1bls Wti the comensus of a pol held in residence by the
lance, wbic:h, iocldenlaDy, will not be pub&bed next Friday.
A few students will be going away but not going home. One
is going skiing in Vermont. Another, Jerry Adams (ArtsID, is going
to Florida.
"I'm going to bask in the sun lazily, very lazily," he said.
Mike Loewke (Prelim) is going to visit an Airline Stewardess School
in Texas via Louisville. "I'm going to enjoy myself," he leered.
Many however will be going home for a short time and then
return to unfinished work.
"I've got three essays and two test'i the following week,"
said Mice O'NeD (Arts I).
Dominic Iafrate is going home to get some good food, especially good servings of meat.
So while extremes exist, like Luigi Vozza (Eng. 1) ("I'm going
to do what I have been doing - nothing!") and Dave Richardson
Science 1), who says "'there is just too much worJ.- to stay home
and relax," a middle position is more common.
Fr. CaDagbao of the Economic Department said, "It will
be nice getting away from lectures for a week but a lot of work

will have to be done later."
Nursing Club Vice-President Claudette Smith is going home
to Vermont for the week.
Perhaps the most grandiose scheme of all belongs to Jason
Curoe, Rick Wyszynski, and George Buckley, who are heading
for Miami by car, and then intend to jet to Nassau for a day or
two.

Weir resists draft effort
DA'VZ RD1Skl

LANCE News Edit«
SAC President Jan Weir (Arts
Ill) announced this week that be
will not seek re-election, despite
recent attempts to "draft" him
for the post.
A group of campus leaders
purchased an ad in last week's
LANCE which requested that
Weir announce his candidacy in
the coming election. "We have
studied the field of candidates,
and decided unanimously that you
are by far the best," the ad said.

Weir cited ftnancial and personal r~ns for hl'l decigon,
"I may have to work during the
school year next yes," be said,
"and this would severely cut my

avallable time."

d
hope to be active
in some way next year. "I'll be
free to help out on things I'm
interested in, like SAC incorporJtion, things which I couldn't do
as president because of administrative duties which take too
much time," he said.
"There seem to be several good
candidates around, so I don't
think the election situation is quite
as bad as some people think," be
added.

Two new amdidates for SAC
offices have emerged. SAC
Public Relations Cbuman Rick
Wysiynski i'l now a leading
candidate to succeed Weir.
Bob Somers, present President
of the Economics and Politic:\]
Science Club, intends to run for
External Affairs Director.

Windsor students will pay $10
more at registration next year but
there won't be a tuition increase.
The $10 will be made up of
a $5 increa-.e in student activity fees and a compuhory medical health plan approved by the

University.

The rise in SAC fees will put
Windsor's Council in a financial
position comparable to other Canadian universities. It was requested last year, but was not passed
by the University Board of Govenors until this month.
SAC President Jan Weir said
this week that the fee increase
had already been approved and
prepared for in University forms
and that a referendum on the
matter would not have to be
held.
Last week Presidential hopeful
Tim Laird had suggested that a
fee raise would have to be approved by a student referendum
as set down in the SAC constitution.
A $5 health plan was also
appro'Ved by the Board for next
yes.

Last week, Director of Men's
Residence R. Paul Gilrnor announced that residence fees will
be up at least $25 to $825 next
year.

It has been suggested that the
rise In fees for resident students may be even higher than
the $25 increase announced
wt week.
In a preface to the University
of Windsor Annual President's
Report released this week, Dr.

Leddy requested some federal
help in capital financing of residences, as well as student union
buildings and athletic buildings
and auditoriums.
The report also broke down
University income for the past
years as follows: Ontario operating grant 46.51 per cent; student
fees 30.41 per cent; federal grants
10.94 per cent; sponsored research 9.84 per cent; municipal
grant 1.24 per cent, and other
mcome 1.06 per cent.

Dormitory visitation off
till Senate files report
Male residence students will no lonoer be able to have female
visitors in their dormitory rooms, pendi;~ a Senate sub-committee's
report on the privilege.
The Senate Committee on Student Conduct, Activities and Discipline discussed the Sunday-visiting proposal Tuesday, and then referrd
it to a special committee for further investigation.

The committee will comm
of Dean of Men R. P. Gikuor,
D e a n of Women Evelyn

Council hears

Mel ,.., iallSly

available on

II

voluntary basis.

Univer ity
President J.
F.
Leddy said this week that L'l.:r.!
were no indications of a fee rai~e
for next year.
"It has been the attitude of the
Board and the government thJt
tuition should not go up, and the
assumption is that there will be
no change next year", said President Leddy.
A final decision on fees h.1s
not been made but the estimate on
government grants for next September's enrolment was due from
Toronto this week.
The Board of Govenors of the
University will have the final sav
on whether or not you will pay
higher fees next year.

Residence fees will definJtely
locre&'ie next year.

faculty, and three students. ~
faculty and student represent•
tlves have not yet been chosen.
Mr. Gilmor said that there was
no unanimity at Tuesday's meeting. There was "lively discussion"
of the suggestion, he said. Miss
McLean and others had criticized
dorm-visiting when it was introduced on a trial basis severll
weeks ago.
Assistant Director of Residence
J. Michael Cleary expressed disappointment at the committee',
action. "In effect the Senate has
shelved the plan for at least this
year," he said.
Dormitory prefects and mem.
hers of the Residence Council
had reported that there were no
difficulties or incidents during the
trial period.

plan lo ai
draft dodgers
by KAY JAMROZY
A committee to aid American
m.1les avoid the United States
draft has been proposed to Student Council by Dick Stracke
(Arts IV).
The committee's aim is to help
young men take up residence in
Canada, Stracke said. Information
supplied by the committee would
enable American males to evade
the draft law without breaking it.
An estimated $350 will be
needed for advertising costs. The
committee hopes that this will
come from SAC.

CUS SPEAKEASY

Small crowd discusses
drinking, money, power
by MARY ANNE DUNNE
Of Windsor's three thousand students, only 31 appeared at a
CVS-sponsored informal speak-in, Wednesday; 10 voiced their opinions.
However, the time was not lost.
1be gripes included alcohol on campus, student representation,

student course evaluadom, and SAC management of funds.
Several people demanded SAC and administration approval for
1iquor :c:t da1.ces and ID residences. But others voiced their opposition they felt difficulties in obtaining permits, underage students, and lack of
support would bait any immediate and definite action.
One student commented," To force the issue, a lot of student
pressure will be needed."

Idea., such as a permanent pub, on campus and student-controlled,
like those found at the University of Western Ontario, and acceptance
of drinking in residence rooms, as at the University of Waterloo, were
suggested.
Several students also complained of SAC misuse of student funds.
Tuey felt that SAC-sponsored clubs were giving minimal performances
for their money. George Richards (Arts lll) said that January would
be a good time for a critical review of club expenditures. Most were in
agreement that a watch-dog committee should be created to control
SAC funds.

FIRST SPEAK-EASY drew small crowds, some ideas.
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COMMISSION SATISFIED

Don't quote me!

Race bias '' never a policy''
says University official
by DAVE REMSKJ
LANCE Ne'ft"S F.ditor
A regulation banning discrimination ir. student
housing recently passed by the Senate represents
"no change in policy," says Dean of Men R. P .
Gilmor.
Last fall, Grad Society President Raman Sood,
an Asian student, obtained a copy of a list used by
the Off-Campus Housing Office. Ibe list designated
types of students desired by individual landlords,
including racial, national and religious qualifications.
At Sood's urging, lhe Students' Admbmtradve Coundl passed a motion of &:emUre against
such lists. 1beJr resolutioa was Chen p&'iSed on to
the adminlsntioa.
Gihnor says that the student council's
action "didn't directly affect the Senate's action."
He cited reaction from the faculty, the Board, and
the administration as other factors which influenced
the decision.
1be Ontmio Human Rights Comm&ioo indicated this mondi Chat it considers the cme oo the
University dosed.

by JASON
Q. What is your definition of free
Jove? Do )'OU partake?

''1be Commission is now in receipt of written
assurances from the Dean of Men, University of
Windsor, that the practices of accepting and publishing housing accommodations where there is evi•
dence of possible discrimination is being discontinued," H-Mid.

Mr. Gilmor said that the Senate regulation
makes it very clear that the University does not
condone any sort of discriminatory practices. He
added that last fall's incident was an exception, and
that the University's policy had always been against
any sort of bias.
"The printing of discriminatory material such
M happened Id fall WM a mistake," be said.

CECILY COWNS
Sexual promiscuity. NO.

Jill DYNAN

bell.

It's as incriminating as all

SAC President Jan Weir said that the University has not practiced discrimination in the past,
and that the policy is still the same. "The Sood in•
cident last fall was blown completely out of proportton. and most people were talking about a situation which didn't even exist," he said.

DON PATTERSON
It's half-way between love and .,
friendship. Yes, in certain circumstances.

Big names scheduled for slack week
The Christian Culture Series
has scheduled three crowd-pleasers for Windsor students during
"Slack Week".

- - - ~ - - - - - EDDH PETERKIN
... . .. medal winner

Malka and Joso, folk-singers.
wil perfonn Sunday night at
Windsor's Oeary Auditorium.
Student donation: $1.50. The
husband and wife team specialize In ~ foll sonp in a
wriety of languages and instruments.
Jean Vanier, son of Canada's
Governor- General, will speak in

Presence" Sunday, Feb. 26, at
of Paris for mentally and physic8:30 in the University Centre.
ally ill adull.3.
MacLean's Magazine named
Vanier one of their "Outstanding Canadians of 1965".
The 27th Annual Christia n Culture Award Gold Medal will be
awarded to Edith K. Peterkin a
week from Sunday at the University Centre.
Dr. Peterkin a pediatrician, hJ,
served in a variety of Catholic
organizations in Canada. She b
especially interested in the practice and philosophy of medicin;!.
- ~ --11
Her essay "The Beauty of L'ie
Healing Encounter" won wiJ..:
acclaim.
Previous ftdpients of the
medal indude economist Barbara Wa'd, John Howard Grif.
fin, Paul Martin, and Jacques

Some girl is attracted to a guy
and ,s willing to profess this at·
traction through sexual intercourse. Yes, in all circumstances.

SUSAN WA YMOUTH
Fr e I ve is based upon followin
your own standards rather than
society's. NO, I follow society's.

Phone 254-8 J22

Maritain.

1022 WY AHDOTTE ST. W.

Dr. Peterkin will give an address entitled "The Christirn

MALKA AND JOSO
. . . . .. fol(

CLEANERS

singers

Windsor dribbling record
soon to be challenged

TAILORS
*

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

.. .. "world afsh"

the University Centre next Thursday, on "Crisis in the Modern
World."
A former naval officer, Vanier
has a PhD in philosophy from
the Unive.rsity of Paris and is the
founder of L'Arche, a home north

"Ask For It"

STUDENTS ARE ACCLAIMING
THE NEW

Official

(m consecutive ba*etbal. dribbling.
The pres.ent record, 60 hours, was set by Windsor students who
accomplished the feat to gain publicity for student council's recent
winter weekend. Around 200 participated in the event, and each dribbled for 15 minutes at a time.
Apparendy, Fisher students ran ~ an article about Windsor's
feat and decided to attempt to better it. They've &ed Wyszyoski
(or ln(onnadon on specific rules to be foDowed in thelr attempt.
If Windsor's record is broken, Wyszynski plans to remobilize his
veteran dribblers. "We'll have to wait and see if they make it," he
says, "but if they do, there's no doubt that we'll go right out and get
it back."
'"Ibey may try harder, but we're number one," he said.

* Storage

Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pa ck-Away Box Storage

When you're on top, there's always someone trying to gun you
down.
SAC Public relations Chairman Rick Wyszynski, who organized the
great basketball dribble caper two weeks ago, learned the truth of this
old sports axiom last Monday.
Wyseymld received a letter from Tim Donovan, a student at
litde St. John Fisher College, in Rochester New Yolk, which announced that the school wm planning to challenge o.. world record

JEAN VANIFll

*

Repairs

University Of Windsor

BLAZER
e

e

TOP

QUALITY WOOL

FLANNEL

EXPERTLY TAILORED TO YOUR MEAS U

TS

e LOW QUANTITY PRICE"

METRO MOTORS

Rudy's
Barber Shop

YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Al so Sel I and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automob il es At

2504 Howard Avenue

FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE

Gi ve Us A Call

969-9070

2840 U~IVERSITY W.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

45.00
(Official Crests $5.95)

NOW AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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SAC revises, then accepts
parking committee program
Student Council has accepted
parts of a 14-point proposal on
parking submitted by ExternalAffairs Director Jack Kiervin.

Sectiom delegating respomiblllty for tracking down parkIng rule offenders and bandllng
of complainu t& SAC were cut
from the report.
A suggestion to raise the parking ticket fee from $2 to $5 was
accepted, but none of the money

Fr. Malley named
Assumption head
'The Board of Directors of Assumption University has named a
new president for Assumption, and
Superior of the Congregation of
St. Basil on campus.
He Is the Rev. Fr. Eugene
R. Maley, CSB, who is preseody Associate Prof~ and
Head of the Department of

Theology.
Fr. Malley replaces the Rev.
Fr. D. J. Mulvihill, CSB, who is
also Professor and Head of the
History Department in the two
posts.

Fr. Malley will continue in
his position in the 111eology
Department, in addition to tak·
in~ on his new duties.
"The policies of the University
"on 't be changed radically because of this. We will simply re~
evaluate the way that Assumption
University is being integrated into the University of Windsor," Fr.
M ::tlley said.
Informed sources say that Fr.
Mulvihill will take a year's sabbatical for study, although he is
not giving up his position on the
faculty.

Questionnaire will help
Future student council officers
may have some idea of what students think.
Windsor's Canadian Union of
Students (CUS) committee has distributed a questionnaire to a
cross-section of the student body
which asks for op1mons on university systems and on student
government.
Committee chairman Tim Laird
says that the results of ,the quiz

will be compiled and then filed for
future reference. "This will be very
valuable to whoever runs for SAC
office for next year," he said.
Laird has announced that he is
a candidate for SAC president in
the coming elections.
Faculty reps received copies of
the questionnaire to distribute to
their students. The results will he
available within the next few
weeks.

I

and answer period.
Of political parties in municipal government, he said, "In
large cities like Toronto I could
see where they might work. But
in smaller cities like Windsor,
where the council is small in
size, they are very impractical."

bits and pieces

:IASKETBAIL GAME
Toe Lancers will play the University of Toronto, Saturday at

8:30 p.m. in St. Denis Hall. Following the game there will be a dance
sponsored by SAC.

CHRISI1AN CUL1URE SERIES
Malka and Joso, international folk singers, will entertain at the
Cleary Auditorium, Sunday at 8:20 p.m. Student tickets: $1.50.

FACULTY WOMEN'S CLUB
A dinner and dance, "Village Fete", is planned for Friday evening
at 8:30 p.m. in the Ambassador Auditorium. Tickets: $4 per couple.
Bachelors welcome.

''Students th ink of SAC as
'Sugar Dadd y' . just one hig billpre,ident
fold ," Senior Cl.is,
Linda ~1enard said Tuesday.
":\1ost graduates think that

it's SAC's duty to pay for the
annual banquet," she <;aid.
"They feel that they have paid
their student council fees for
three or four years, and now
SAC owes them somethin~.''

"The)' don't realize th.1t th ~ir
yearly S12.50 fee mu,t cover ti1e
co;t, of the yearbook. the Lince.
the Crn-Am seminar. cluhs, and
conference, ... She went <1n.

"On top of that, SAC started
off the year with a $4,000 debt
because last year the senior
class forced Council to pay for
the banquet, she said.
"\fo,t people \\ho h.1,e Jc tl:
with ,tullcnt government fed th .1t
it\ .1rch.1ic for the ,enior cl.1, w
e:xpect thi... SAC Prc,1Jcnt J .111
\\'cir has offcrcJ to ,uh,1dizc the
h.rnquet ..is much a~ he 1s .1hlc.
hut this i, no longer .1 sm.111 University. ;inJ gr.1du.1tcs should he
rc..1son..1hlc," ~e .,.1iJ .

Class Treasurer Fran Lacev
said, "SAC will pal for the

30

The ~1ayor s.1iJ th~1t he wou!J
like to see .1 puh estahlishcd in
the near vicinity of the c.1mpu,.
But he saiJ that the city wouldn't
be .1ble to help finJ aJJition:d
parking ~race and low rent h0u ing, bec;iuse ·o much money i•:
needed for essentials like ewers.
Wheelton also revealed that
the air in 'Vindsor is the most
polluted in Canada.
Jt' so had that a report ,111
the problem was witheld from the
public.
"But mo t of the polluted .1ir
comes from Detroit, and conditions have improved since the report was prepared," the ~1ayvr
said.

I

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED

1be English Depntment will present special lectures on Kenneth
Burke - important American critic. Mr. Edward Watson, assistant
professor, has planned two lectures entitled, "Poetic Prescriptions Towards
a Better Life". First lecture will be on Tuesday, February 28 - "Perspectives by Incongruity". Second lecture will be on March 2 - "Art
As Symbolic Action". Both talks will be held in conference rooms l,
2, and 3 at 4:45 p.m.

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

Help is needed to organize Lancer support signs, posters. Meeting

Thursday, Feb. 23, in St. Denis Hall, 6:30 p.m. Or see Pat Rossiter,
Cody Hall.

Kiervin argued for the plan.
fighting each change. "We won't
get anywhere unless SAC can con.
trol parking," he said.

Morgan said that his job was

Many council members said that
tracking down violators and handling fines should be the responsibility of the administration.
Council added one point to
the program, a suggestion that

too thne-cons1DDing, and be
wanted more time to study.
Council appointed George Grode,
whom Morgan recommended to
replace him, as Interim Director.

guests, the band and part of
the tickets. But if it fJ3lS completely, ne).1 lear's SAC will
be stuck with a $2,000 debt."
·'It is no longer the re,pon,ihility o f SAC, the Alumn i A,ociation. or any other organization to kick in the money. "
:\fis, Lacey added .

The executive of the Sen:..,r
Cl..i~s hopes to hold . the banquet
in the Amh..1ss.1Jor Aud11orium,
hut there is . 1 Sen..ite regulation
:igain,t unJergr.1du.1te drinking c,n
c.1mpu,;.

MEALS

LINDA MENARD

me

The officers h.1ve a ked the
Sen.1te for Jn exception to the
rule. If it i, not gr.1n1.:J the hJn·

quet will h..ive 10 be he!J Jt
ClcJr) AuJironum. or c.1ncelled.
or. \\ur,e. hclJ Jry.

Faught seeks

rooms

moth whiz kids

for

Got rul1m lJr . 1 \\h1z kid?
-iO of them will he here l.1te
n.:,t month, and the math Jepanment i, looking for .1 p!Jce :,,
put them up for J couple of
nights.
l he -iO arc the highest scorer,
on J mJth tc t given to high
,..:h00l tudcnt, hy the Institute of
C .1nadi.1n Actu.1ries. E.1ch ye.1:-.
the \\tnn.:r~ t,tkc a tour of .in
Ont.ario Univer'ity, and this )CJr
it's WinJsor.
Rev. D f. Faught. CSB, he 1d
of the marh department, aid thi\

y, eek
that accomodarions gJn:
h.1ve he.:n found for the 20 girl,
in the group. but 20 boys still
mu ·t h.: .. p,H up" for two nigh: .
While in the w;nd.sor area,
the group wiU attend a banquet,
be addressed by· University
President J. F. Leddy, and tom
the Gener.II ~1otors Research
Centre in Warren, ~ficbigan.
Anyone able to accomodate
one of the students should conc;ict Fr. Faught, or Dr. Atkinson,
in the Math Dept., as soon JS
possible.

rtJJJI' Free!
!
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A1HLETIC SUPPORTF.RS

every student be provided with
a copy of Che parking regulations at registration.
Jn other business, Council accepted the resignation of Terry
Morgan (Ill Arts,) as Director of
U.W. Broadcasting.

Menard says SAC not "Sugar Daddy''

Windsor Mayor addresses Ee-Pol. Sci.
John Wheelton was on campus
last week, hidden in a corner of
Canterbury.
The Windsor mayor addressed
a small, infonnal gathering of
members of the Economics and
Political Science Club on a variety of local is ues, in a question

will go to SAC, as had once been
planned.

•

e
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ED ITORIAL

Got Iinancial troubles?
Try being a university
You think you get money
troubles?
Take heart gang, your Ontario
wtiversities ~ more troubles than
you ever seen!
The On13rio bodgd was released lbk week and It pve
bJgber edualdoa a small but
not discomlglng increa,e. 'Ibis
year abost half of our provincial budget wil be spent OQ

education.
And that's still not enough!
Last year the national report
of the Economic Council indicated that education was the most
worthwhile investment that a government could choose.
Premier Rolatrl believes tlm,
but be can't support any higher
spending becalll!ie be just
doesn't lmve die cam.
We don't know where the

SU Re' I

~ APE!D

Hl!R •. - .

IF I .. A&,N'1' DOtJE!, IT"
H~ wovi.-P HA'I~.

money will come from either, but
the most likely probability is a tax
increase. This year, of course, is
an election year. But after the
people reaffirm their support in
the efficient Progressive Conservative government of the province,
Premier Robarts, and University
Affairs and Education Minister
William Davis can up taxes and
get away with it.

This week President Leddy
suggested that Che federal govenment make some attempt to

bulldiogs odter daa
laborabies. nm i'l neces.wy • well.
finance

~ libnaies and

Education must become our
- national priority if Canada is to
develop its own resources and
grow into a position of leadership in the world community.

EDI TORIA L

CIA uncovered behind
Yankee student union
Last September your national
union of students gave up full
membership in the International
Student Conference and decided
to take only associate membertbip while adding an associate
membership in the Internatioo.il
Union of Students.

The pro-American,. pro-democracy boys were emaged because Che IUS was backed directly by Communist goverumenm and spouted Che dodrimn CommDDW lne.
1be ISC, on the other band,
was backed heavily by the United
States National Student Association and American money from
the Ford Foundation.
1be Canadian move was supposed to indicate that our Canadian Union of Students was going soft on Communism. CUS
leaden from all across Canada
stressed that their move was an
attempt to remain neutral in the
traditional conflict between the
two world student groups.
Canadian students who supported the ISC and its Westernoriented policies received quite a
jolt this wer.k.

The State Dep.1mmt, pres-

TIIANX TO LOT'S WIFE, University of Mona<ih, Australia, and the
University of Western Ontario Gazette.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student help for CB( program

sured by Rmnpa1B Magazine,

inDuendal 9,enl-pacillllt
Calfomia moadlly' IIDIIOUDced
... the C.enlnl ~
Agency bad been pvlng flnan.
daJ baddng to die USNSA for
over ten years.
"High levels of government"
approved this relationship and said
that they felt that there was a
need for an American-oriented
world student group.
1be CIA invohanent came
llS DO Slll})l'a to Chose of US
who are med to ftnclln, die
grubby banch of lbe C1A In
almost el'eryoae's businea.
The CIA budget requires no
open discussion and approval to
be passed. It is often included in
the budgets of other departments
so that no one is certain about ;is
actual size.
The CIA movement did come
as a surprise to Canadians who
feel that democracy and the democratic student movement could
stand on its own against totalitarian governments and their student puppets.

ELAN
JOHN A. GOY EAU
Editor-in-Chief
The LANCE is published weekly (Fridays) by and tor
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). P ress
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - SS per year,
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, the LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

DeJr Sir:
I am J first year stuJent Jt
the Univcr ity of T or,)nto repre,enting a CB( Net\.\ ork Pm gum
c.tllcJ "Through the Eye~ of Tomorrow". Thi, progr.1m is a type
of puhlic affair, series rroJuceJ
pJrticul.trly for ,tudents at h,)th
the high ,chool anJ urnvcrnty
level It is ,h0wn n.1t1onally on
SundJj at 4:30, beginning J.lnu:iry 8th.
While the bulk of the ,t.,ff anJ
participants for this program ;s
compriscJ of stuJcnh from Toronto univcr,itie, anJ high schoo:,.
CBC per,onncl .in,! research
work::rs proviJe Jire..:tion .inJ assi t..in.::c. As ,tucl.::nt rcpr.::.,entativ.; . we initiate 1JcJs anJ wpi.::s
for each prngr.,m anJ the CB~
aiJs us to res.::-1r.::h Jnd develop
our sugge ,tions .inJ televise them.
Th.:: wpi.::s anJ items range
from politics to sports and include

McLean
•
a puritan
Dear Sir:
I would like to take this opportunity to commend Miss Evelyn McLean for the important
role she plays at this U niversity.
As the Victorian, pwitan, influence she is representative of everything that the majority of people
on this campus are against.
She is the antithesis ot progress. But don't get me wrong.
Without her, what would we have
to fight against, for as we all know
it is easier to fight against something than for something. Look
at Vietnam.
Therefore I say let Miss
McLean stand as the negative
emissary for in,iibition. May she
continue to serve as a negative
stimulant to the blood of all men
who have discovered 1967.
Tim Appleton

v1c\.\ p.:iin:, of C.1nadi.1n youth.
The form of th: VlO\V i, J comb1n:1tion of interview, or di :u,sion,; with personJlties su:h .1s
Lwrier LaPicrr.::. Jo.;um::nun::s
:inJ u,u.!lly a mu,i.::JI feature.
The mo,t exciting aspect is that
the inJividu.11 student can present
iJeas of his own. Jewlop them
anJ then work with the tclevi ·1on
sutf right to a hro.11.l.::.ht.
List year the show originated
entJrely from Toronto but this

year L1e policy j., to cover anJ
include JS much of the rest of
Crnada as pos ·ihle in the topics
anJ features. This can be done hy
with the co-operation of the u:1i, ~r~itie5 .::nd high schools aero.;,
(Jnada.
I would he gbd to furth.-!r
el.lborJte to Jny interested person .
~1 ichael McRae,
Apt. 1211, The CitJJel
701 Don Mills Rd.
Don ~1 ills, Ontario

Debating Club President
suggests academic credit
Dear Sir:
In a recent issue of The
LANCE, George Richards, a
member of the Debating Society
of the University of Windsor,
used up much space and m uch
of my patience, by making the
President of the IUDL (InterUniversity Debate League) John
Morand, and his successor Bill
Carroll, scapegoats for our defeat.
In this, he was wrong. Whether
Windsor wins or loses a debating
tournament is relatively unimpor,tant. What is important is that
those students who are engaged

in such activities have learned to
express themselves to a higher degree.
What I suggest, as I have before to the Dean of Arts and
Science, is that debating, rhetoric,
and other such fonns of communication, be credited as academic courses; that teachers in
this field be brought here to tutor
students in whatever their interests may be in this regard, and
that whole-hearted support be
placed behind this concept.

Frank "Rick" Young,
President, Debating Society

Electa lacking washers
De,u Sir:
I would have written soon:::r
but I've been trying to do twenty
pounds of wash in my one-byone sink in my room.
There are two washing machines (neither of which work at
the moment, which isn't too unusual) for the three hundred giris
at Electa Hall. Even when, by
some strange chance the washers
do work the clothes come out

greyer than they went in. Tht:
dryers rarely dry and the machine for bleach has signs on it
continu.1lly 'This machine owe.;

me . .
Tnis situation has gone on far
too long and its is about time
something was done. I sin;;erely
hope my time has not been wasted in writing this Jetter.
Wendy Ryerson (Arts I)
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High schools bigger, better, slicker than ever
Thus it is not uncommon fOI'
an Asggnption student to be
taking several grade eleven

by BRIAN KAPPLER

If you go back to your high
I in about two more years,
won't recognize the place.
Not in Windsor, you won't.
»igh school education is changso fast that if you blink, you'll

s:Jbjects, say, ar.d grade nine
l'rench.

All of the principals I talked to
were unanimous m claiming that
there is virtually no dropout
problem. Massey, the largest high
s.::hool in the city, had a total of
five <lropouts in January and the
first part of February, which
Whetstone calls the most severe
months.
"We've oversold the public on
the adv:mtages of staying in
rchool," said one principal. The
Robarls plan, too, ~ incentive
for a lot of students to stay in

Jost.

I went to talk to a few Windprincipals this week, and they
t,arded me with innovations,
ideas, and coming changes
'thin their schools.
Examples?
, would you believe a "miniege" atmosphere for grade
dJirteen?
, would you believe a data
irocessing course in grade ten?
, would you believe "team
reaching" all through high school,
«ganized the same way as our
English 15?
1 would you believe computerized scheduling and timetable preparation?
And all of these are at just
one school. E-very principal in
the city Im this sort of a list
Ii idea<i that he's working to
make into educational reality.

big business
High Schools are big business.
There are about ten thousand student.I in W i n d s o r secondary
schools, Catholic and publi:.
More than 1600 of them are
at Vincent Massey Collegiate Institute in South Windsor.
So I went out there to taik
to olllclals and students about
what WM good and what was

laL
I was ushered into the office
of Massey's ma sive, affable
principal, R. B. Whet tone. We
sat down in his spartan office,
and he lit a cigarette.
He explained the system of
"streams" which is the result of the Robarts Plan.
Massey has more than I OOO
students in a five-year Arts and
Science course leading to University entrance, and from 50 to
160 kids in each of five other
programs, three of them terminating after grade 12, the other
two leading to entrance to University courses in Business and
Commerce, a n d in Science,
Trades, and Technology, respectively.
"The Robart plan is destgned
to give every young person
the maxinnun amount of education be is capable of rtteiving and absorbing," Whetstone
told me.
He explained that is is valu-

u

able in keeping students who

nigh school.

aren't Umvers1ty macenal in High
School, at least until grade twelve,
which he called the minimum
level of education most people
must reach today. The six stream
provide better trained people fJr
skilled labour and commerce, too.
(At this point Whetstone
lmtily butted a cigarette before
our photographer snapped a
picture. When he was sure that
the pbotog was finished, he lit
another.)
Whetstone explained re c e n t
changes in curriculum and cour,e
content:
"Physics and math programs
have been tepped up co keep
pace with progress in society," he
said.
"A lot of physics that used to
be taught in grade 13 is now
given in grade 11, and you
wouldn't recognize the mathcm;1tics courses now."
"The main difference is that
the new math puts greater cmph,1 is on "why" than on "'how".
In this respect it's better preparation for :my sort of problem solving, becau e it's more of a discipline.
The most important- new
course at M~y. in tenns of
popularity, is something called
"Man and Soc~ty" which is in
reality a psychology course. It',;
offered in the four year Arts
and Science program, and thett
have been requests from students for inauguration of ii
slmlar program in the Ove ya1
count.

Latin is being downgraded in .
Windsor schools. except at A,sumption. Three ye.m of La:in
arc required at Assumpti,m to,
a diploma. unlc:,, .1 student w.rnh
to take Gcogr.1phy .
Whc,tonc said that he h,1s only
three I ullt1me Laun te.1ch~rs m
h., ,,_ti or 80. ·· T'1. ·:re ~ ill .1l\~.1,·,
be ,ome ,:~:-ilarly md1viJu.1ls wh.J
want Lllin," \Vhet,tone ,.1id. But
they arc fewer c.1..:h ye.1r. \Lh,e·,
has augmcntcJ the ,hrinking Latin
progr.1m \\'ith burgeoning Sp.1nh,1
,.rnJ (;.:rman C,)Ur,c,.
Whct<,1onc ha<, m,thing but
praise for the Robarts plan. "II
Wlti too slow coming" he said,
lii;hling anod1cr cigarette. "\\ e
nc~dcd ~;on1c J!rcat d,anJ!es in
our educational ~)!t1cm, and \\e
got them."

just one fault
Hi, only 0hjz.:1ion i:, th.n the
Universities of Windsor and We,1crn Ontario won't give crcJit for
cerlJin option taken in the five
ye.lf Business anJ S.::icnce. TrJJcs
:rnJ Te.::hnoloJy c.Jur,es. Studcnh
in thesc courses tJkc one m0rc
option th,rn those in the Arts program, but get lcs - creJit for it.
"But that's not the fault of
the Rubarts plan. The Universities are at fault," he said.

\fo,t \.VinJsor pnn:ipals :cc
televi,ion as ~n educJti0nal nccc,;sity, hut not in the sJme way
as it is useJ in the University. They
lo.Jk to the us~ or v1Jc.J tape un;ts
for recording of CBC proJu.::tio11s
of Shakespeare, for example, t.J
play into classrooms at any convenient time.
A proposed new wing of Massey will include television cabl::s
to make this use of electronic
media practical.
Whetstone sees the use of video
,tape as one of the big changes in
the next few years. Another is
computerized scheduling for all
students. Yet anolher is supervised
night study periods in study corners like those in the University
Library.
These changes, combmed with
almost total freedom for . 13 students in the use rl their
spare periods, are elements In
the creation rl a "minl-ulliver·
sity" abno8phere.
Assumption's principal,

Rev.

Matthew Sheedy, C.S.B., told me

that he seeks much

the same

sort of tran ition from high school

to university in grade 13.
··We've beefed up a lot of the
grJde 13 program. ," he said, "but
we al,o want 10 provide more
frecJom for the graJe 13 student ... A,sumption also allows scni.Jr, t.:> Jo ,\h,llever the1 wi h w:th
their free pcrioJ .
··we cry to stress college level
r ..:,L:.ir.::h pJpers and e sa 1s," Sheedy ,.1iJ. He b.1cked up his c!Jim
~ ith a Jozen sclcctcJ cssJys frnm
.1 pile on hi, dc,k (He teaches 13
Fn.;li-h). They weren't all typed.
but mo t of them would be acceptable to an English 15 quiz
,n,·ru.:t..:>r.
s:,ecdy stressed thJt A,sumpu,m i, pi0m::ering in inJi\ idual
cour,e pl.mning. He c,plJineJ that
t,1e ,..:hool Lllkr, only one ·· t r ~ "
Lll the R,1hJrt, ,y,tcm. the five'.· .:.1r .1n, .inJ ,.::icn.::e program.
B~ll .1 number of the High
S..:h,1,11\ more thJn 800 li.iJs Jre
Amen..:an re iJcnt tudent , aml
1ic.:J l..:\\er .:0twc tor Jdmi ion
11 Amen.::Jn c0llcge,. A.::.::ordmgl),
their s.::hedulcs arc inJividuJlly
prep.1rd.

Nor is there a real drinking
problem with High School students. they claim.
One went so far as to say
"Wh~n you get to know the
peQple with the black leather
jackets and long hair, you lean
that they aren't going to ruin
the world at all. They're really
wonderful people, many of
them."

great changes
A sumption is about the only
:,;;hool in the city that hasn't made
Jh .- t:rntial changes in cours~ content, curriculum. anJ. now, teaching methoJs, since the inauguration of the Robarts pl.ln. Fr.
Sheedy claim that Assumption
h.1d no need to aJju t to anything, because the ·chool is still
doing just what it' · done for 100
) ears - preparing cJtholic boys
for university.
But in the multi-purpo e schools.
there are incredible changes going
on every year.
If the provincial government
was fooli h or carcles when they
~t.1rt..:J the plan. the whole educati0n.1l system will be in a bad
\\ JY before long. The weeping
change, being carrieJ out will have
great effect on the province for
Jccade.
But the educational authoritie
ha\e nothing but prai·e for the
ch.inge,, and nothing but confiJence for the future.
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WINDSOR STILL WINS

Lancer stars take a rest

JUST A BLUR - Lancer men's squads are known for their fast move.;.
but our Lancerette girls teams are just as swift. Electa girls took the league
title in interfac play, and Coach Sue Hilton's intercollegiate team 'las
dropped just two games - both to Waterloo.

First string Lancers Marty
Kwiatkowski and Doug Brown
weren't needed Tuesday night.
1be two were hitting the
books for a test Wednesday,
but without them, the lancers
jmnped to an early 6-2 lead
o v er Waterloo
Lutheran's
Golden Hawks, and went on
to win the exluoition contest,
78-67.
The win jumped the Lancers'
season record to 12-8.
Guard Ed Lanktree led the
the uncers with 16 points.
Angelo Mazzucbin bit for 15,
and Andy Auch netted 13.
Th y were the only Lancers to
hit double figures.
High for the Hawks was Norm
Cuttiford, with 20. Glen Wilkie
added 15.
The Lancers led by 5 at the
end of the first quarter, anJ
were ahead 38-29 at the half.
'The Golden Hawks started
the second half with a burst
of ten unanswered points, and
zoomed to a 39-38 advantage.
The lead ~h1fted back and forth
for three minutes before three
foul shots by Auch, and hoop~
from Mazzuchin and Auch tipped
the balance in the Lancers' favour.

Swimmers off to Hamilton tournament
from U-W SPORTS
The Lancer swimming team
travels this weekend to Hamilton
to participate in the OntarioQuebec A t h I e t i c Association
<:bampionship tournament.
1be results of this tournament
are to be used to determine the
0-Q.A.A. representative in the
National Championship Me e t
scheduled for Alberta in the fine
week in March as part of t'ie
Second Century Week.
The University of Toronto
is the defending champion.
The University of Windsor
made its first entry into 0-QAA
swimming last season with a 3
man team. This season, Coac!i
Nash will take 6 competitors to
the new McMaster 50-metre pool
which will be the site of the
championship.
Windsor's entry wi1 be led
by ro-captaim, AJ McMillan
who wit be competing in the
400 yd. medley relay, and also
In the 200 yd. baea.1stloke, and
Phi McCuDougb who wil be
repnsendug Wmdsor in the 400
yd. freestyle.
McMillan and McCullough w.>n
their individual events in last
week 's OJ.A.A. championship
which was held at York University in Toronto.
Other members of the Lancer
swimmtng team include Ron

Shably of Welland. a 2nd yeJr
Engineering student who will he
competing in the 50 yd. free ·tyk.
I 00 yd. freestyle. and .1lso competing with the 400 yd. freestyle
relay team, and First year Scicnc..:
student, Keith
Young, from
Windsor Herman Collegiate who
i entered in the I 00 yd. freestyle
and will also take part in the 400
yd. medley relay.
Also Ed Brand, of Samia, I t
ye,ir Arts student will jo,n
McCullough in the 500 yd. free-

style and will also compete with
the 400 yd. meJley relay te:im.
Bud Ryan, junior Arts student from Buffalo, N.Y., will
round out Windsor's 400 yd.
medley relay team.
In their most recent outing.
t'lc I.an.::er swimming team s.::or:!d
86 points in the 0 .1.A.A . cham;>ion~ip for a third place finish
behind York and Ryerson who
tied for the champ,on,hip with
I 09 points each. Windsor has yet
to score a point

National volleyball
goes to Hamilton
by ElLIOT DUNWP
Hamilton Tech defeated Windsor and four other OIAA volleyb11l
squads at York University last Saturday to claim a spot at "Second
Century Week" in Alberta this spring.
1be Lancers dropped two straight games to Waterloo Lmheran
to begin 1be tomney, and then lost a close match to Ryerson before
pUing untracked.
Behind stand-out perfonnances by Chris Morgan and Doug "Red
Rose" Orr, the Windsor v-ballers crushed Osgoode Hall in two straight

games.
In afternoon action, Teny Monk, Bob Tinlioe, Brian Grundy,
Ropr 1111!1 and PIii St. PiaTe combined to down York University
and Lamentlan.
In the final series, the Windsor squad startled eventual champ
Hamilton Institute of Technology by grabbing an early lead and stopping the serving and spiking of the Mohawk's Indonesian captain.
Orr, Morgan, and Gerry Kwapisz were Lancer 5tandouts, but the
Hamilton squad prevailed.
Lancers finished fourth behind Hamilton, Waterloo, and Ryerson.

Local lceglers grab both top spots
Wmdsor keglers showed off their strength
Saturday by capturing both first and second place
in the Fourth Annual Bowling Tomiament at the
Bowlero Bowl.
Surprisingly, It was Wlndsor'1 leCOlld BqU8d
. . . WOii the tourney by defatin& die UIICff first
tean. Windlor No. 2 roled a 3525 Oftl' four
pmes enough to top the 3493 9COft of tae local

flnt

team.

The trophy winners were led by Frank Fazio
with a four-game total of 781. Other team members
were Bill Hodgins, Rick Williams, Bill Janci and
Bo Hirniak.
Detroit Business College turned in a strong
perfonnance by placing thir~ with a 3478 total. De-

fending dwnps Detroit Institute of Technology
placed fourth with a 3312.
oa. llmbets (in order) were: worr No.

1, Wayne State Univenby, and worr No. 2.
Greg WJZgird of DIT captured high series bonors with an 809 score. Chuck Detman of Wind!IOI"
No. 1 missed out on the high series by only one
pin (808). Wizgird also captured high smgle game
of the tournament with a sparkling 241.
Wayne Stale'1 Gay O...pbell roled hlala
elpt-pme series score of 1!43, followed by
Windlor No. I's Jeny Reynel wlda a 1537.
Bruce White, past president of the Men's Athletic Council, presented the Mario's Tropby to Windsor No. 2 squad after the tourney.

The Lancers picked up 27 personal fouls, while the Hawks took
20. Lanktree was the only Lancer to foul out, with less than 30
seconds remaining in the contest.
This was the Lancers final regularly scheduled road game of the
current campaign.

Tomorrow night the 1.aoara
face the University of Toroae.
Varsity Blues at St. DenL, ff111.

The Blues edged the Lancers
earlier this month, in an over.
time battle at Hart House in
Toronto.

Football staff lacking
Lack of staff in Athletics is
one of the main problems facin_g
students who seek the establishment of a University of Windsor football team.
Athletic Director Dick Moriarty
said early this month that "football on the intercollegiate level
will only become part of our pr0gr:1m if it can be done without
eliminating any of the activities

which now exist". He said that a
football team has to be run wit~
the present staff, and the Univ~rsity is now definitely understaffed.
Moriarty added that the possi.
bility of a football team is now
under study by his departmen~
and that he will make a full report
to the Senate of the University,
as soon as all the facts are avail.
able.

lnterfac bowling title
battled out next week
With only one more week in
the interfac bowling battle, first
place must still be fought out between Arn II No. I and Science
No. I.

The Art.smen now have 32
one better than the
Scientists. Next week the two
squads will face each other to
decide the title.

points,

High scores this week wer;:
Rick Frank's pace etting 604 series. and Boh Hirniak's seco:1LI
hi2h ,;erie~ of 560, with high
.,j;ulc
e
ooame of ~23. Frank also
scored second highest single game
with two s:ore~ of 214.
Judy Golden rolled a 186
on her way to a 476 series

which was high triple for the
year in the women's division.

Ti:ammate Gall Ranahan captures second high triple with •
400 series. Second high sing!~
went to Beth Sweet with a 170
game.
In women's standings, Arts III
jumped into second spot with 27
points this week, one point behinJ
the front running Arts II No. 2.
These teams will also be bowling
for the title next week.
Final plans for the interfac
bowling banquet have been made.
The bash will be held at Chuck's
Tavern March 3 at 6:30 p.m.
with music for dancing following.
Contact Brian Robinson or Don
Warren as soon as possible.

You can't
beat
the taste
of Player's
..
filters.
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DOUG BROWN BACK

Cagers throttle Marauders
to wrap up first place
by AL SI'RACHAN
LANCE Sports Editor
met ProgoosticatOl'

Those who read the sports pages of the LANCE regularly will
have noticed that excellent little journalistic gimmick, Lance Predicts.
Despite the criticism of this effort by such people as Ken Fathers and
the University of Waterloo CHEVRON, we are unabashedly about to
undertake predicting the national final~ in basketball (no more of this
small time stuff for us).
First of all, the Lancers will represent the 0-QAA by winning the
playoff to be held here Feb. 24 and 25. Now that the ~ part of
the pm11ctions Is taken care of we will have to do a little thinking
to decide who the other participants wib be.
The battle in the west will be a real toss-up. The Calgary team
which the Lancers defeated to win last year's title is virtually in tact.
They have been upset far more than they should have been though.
The UBC Thunderbirds are currently second to Calgary but we will
pick UBC to win the right to represent the west.
In the east, again there is no team which stands out exceptionally
above the others. Perennial power Acadia has won only two games all
season and is far out of contention. St. Francis Xavier is not much
better. Dalhousie, which is having a good season in a weak league,
will probably represent the east.
In central Canada the BNJOp's Gaiters :we the best bet to win
their division but the Carteton Ravens, after a slow start, are quickly
moving up in the stan~. We think that they will clutch in and
become the fomth team in the tournament.
When these teams get out west, as we're sure they w11l, the Lancers will definitely be in the finals but the Dalhousie Tigers definitely
will not. If the draw is such that Carleton plays UBC in the first round,
we will have to go wi.th the Thunderbirds (sorry Marg.)
Over the four games, Lancers will be 2-0, UBC and Carleton 1-1,
and Dal will be 0-2.

Lancerettes place second
on o
by JANET MORRELL
The Lancerette basketball team
emerged from the E.W.C.I.A.
tournament at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute last weekend with
a 1-1 record putting them second
in contention for the league
championship.
The Windsor gals defeated Ryerson 40-19 and were in turn
beaten by the University of Waterloo 36-24.
Strong two-way play Jed by
Mary Ann Van der Pryt, was
effective in holding down Ryerson's score in the first of Saturday's games. Windsor was
never behind and never seriously
threatened in this easy victory.
Mary Ann hooped 10 points as
her offensive effort, and Jeanne
lbompson broke through with 6
points, as did team-mate Pat Wilson.
Waterloo started out slowly in
the second game having only a

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

by lOHN MURRAY
Saturday night in St. Denis
Hall the Univer ity of Windsor
Lancers wrapped up first place in
the 0-QAA by throttling the
McMaster Marauders 103-55.
Center Bob 1',avetta was the
Lancer big gun in the contest
hooping 26 points. Marty Kwiatkowski Cl)ntributed 18 and Anggelo Mazzuchin dropped in 15
toward the Lancer cause.

This game marked the retum of Doug Brown to the
Lancer starting line and he justified Bob Samaras' faith by
swishing 16 points.
The Lancers bounced into an
early 27-1 I lead at the quarter
mark, extended their lead to 4523 at the half and 72-35 at the
three quarter mark .
The Lancer aggregation hopped
a tremendous 50 per cent from
the floor dropping in 44 of S8
land shot 62 per cent from lhe
free throw line hy hitting 15 of
24. The best the \l.1rauder, could
muster was 20 of 66 from the
f1dd for a skimpy 3J per cent
:.ind 1S of JI from the foul line
lor J 48.38709 p..::rc..::nugc.
The contest ~1arted out slow1.} and the Lance!'!, held a lim
9-S lead at the four minute
mark.

Baskets b)

0

m

z
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Lance
Predicts

EARL'S GRILL

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

2045 Wyandotte W.

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

Home Cooked Meals

253-0369

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

V,

n
z

-f

Tuesday the Lancers journeyed
to Waterloo to take on the Waterloo University Golden Hawks m
an Exibition match.
In preliminary action Saturday
night the Crusaders dropped an
exciting contest to the visiting
Port Huron Junior College 9683. Diminutive Guy Delaire Jed
the Crusaders with a 20 point
contribution.

CURLING ACilON - Dave Richardson lets his rock go with a pretty
helper ready and eager to sweep it into the house. The Phys. Ed. team
have dominated curling and remain undefeated leading the second pla:e
Engineers squad.

STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
'Voyoge-Echonge de lo Jeunesse'

TRAVEL AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
GRADUATING IN 1968
Challenging
summer
positions
ore
available in government deportments
across Canada;
Competitive

salaries;

Full Travel expenses paid by the Centennial Commission

Delivery Service

HJ"'° Discount On Meal Tickets

0

0
C:

As this years first place finishers the Lancers will host the :mnual conference playoff on the
weekend of Feb. 24-25. Other
teams in the playdown will be
the Western Mustangs, either Toronto or McMaster, and Queens
Golden Gaels from the Eastern
division of the 0-QAA.

Taranczuk,

V,

-f
C:

record the Lancers have piled up
on their home court.

NaYelta and two h) Doug
Bro\\ n, followed b) ~uccesi,h,e
fcul ~hot!> h) :\lanuchin and
Kwiatkon~ki pu!>hcd the mar-

-""'~~-cc~_.__ gin up to 19-8.
from hi:rc tin m
.: t u.,;
th:kn,1v..:: \\,irk Llf \l.1uuchin.
'!.1\e.t.1 .ind Tar;inczuk h.tlt.:d
slim 8-7 margin over the Lan.in~ thr..::.1t th.: \l.1r.1uder, .1ttemplcerettes after the first quarter.
tcd le) mt1ster. T.1r.1n.:zuk \\,,,
Windsor seemed lo slacken in lh.!
p.1rti ... ul.1rly dk.::ti\e under •he
second quarter with sloppy p..1s,.!,
1..:n.::er h.1,l-.et \\ h..:re he ,l.tpped
and stolen balls resulting in the
d,1~ n ,..::ver.tl \l.1r.1udcr ,h,11-.
Waterloo lead being lengthened !o
\l.1zzu;:hin kept th..:: \1.1r.1ud..::rs
17-11 at half time.
o, r .1.:l.m.::..:: de..::p 111 th..::ir own
In the fourth quarter Windsor
..::nd hy t..::aling the b.111 right out
caught fire and were close to
er the hand, ol the hJplc)~
evening the score until Waterloo
\1.::\1,ht..::r h.1.::k-ct1un men.
broke out with a barrage of
baskets as a finale.
Kathy Thompson displayed lhc
offensive
'1d defensive hustl::
that has been her trademark all
season. Linda Moffat came up
BASKETBAIL
with 5 quick points in the s::cLancers over Toronto by 39
ond quarter wh1 ... n almost put
U1Dcers over DIT by 15
Windsor back in the game. Janice
Lancers over McMaster by 44
Bednarick also hooped 6.
Western Over Queens by 55
With the league playoffs being
Lancers
over Western by 27
held at York, Feb. 24-25. co:td1
HOCKEY
Sue Hilton is ready for two weeks
Laurentian over Lancers by 3
of concentrated practice which
SEASON'S RECORD
should put the team in strong
32 .. 17
contention for the league championship.

COOK'S

Toe strong defensive wodc of
the Lancers was very much in
c.-idence in the rebounding department as the Blue and Gold
hauled down 72 errant shots
while the Marauders managed
to snat.cb only 39.
The victory pushed the Lancers into undisputed possession
of first place in the 0-QAA and
barring the collapse of St. Denis
Hall the Blue and Gold should
fini·h the season with a 9-1 record.
The University of Toronto
Blu::s will invade the musty old
h. II this Saturday and the Lancers would like nothing better
th,:n to send them back home
licking their wounds. The Blues
will h.:: out to make it two in a
r,)W over the Lancers and
to
de,tro1 the 34 consecutive win

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
Only 2 Blocks From Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

Undergraduate students wishing summer
employment in the public service in
another province of Canada communicate
with your University Student Placement
Office for application forms and full
particulars.

A Centennial Commission Program
Administered By The Institute Of
Public Administration Of Canada

-
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McGILL VOTE

•
news ,n brief

CUS loses Quebec enclave
to French student union
~fONTREAL (CUP) The
Canadian Union of Students Wednesday has bid good-bye to its
last Quebec stronghold, after
McGill University students voted
58 per cent to join !'Union Genc:.ilc des EtuJiants du Quebec.
Jn the two-part referendum,
McGill voted 3,168 to 924 , in
f.wor of joining a aational union,
then dumped its CVS ties 2,063
to 1,489.
The M c G i 11 withdrawal,
eighth from CUS in the past
five months, was no surpris2
to CUS president Doug Ward,
who called the move a ''priority
political decision."
"I was delighted that the McGill
students voted so strongly to join
a union knowing full well that
both unions are getting involved
in society around them and in
their university comunities," he
s.iid.
Ward's en thus i as m wasn't
shared by McGill council president Jim McCoubrey, who said
while results indicated McGill students wanted to leave CVS to
join UGEQ, the vote was "extremely close".
Commented McCoubrey: "I
think we can do a lot widli.n
UGEQ to stress the rights of
the Engli<ib minority, and these
rights must be respected by

UGEQ."
"Every effort possible will be?
made by the English universities
and colleges to make the union
• - - -- -lbtliiw:m-a!!:-11C::,c,rrarnpossib]c," he
warned.
"If our demands can make
French-Canadian nationalism rear
its ugly head and not get bilingualism, we still will have accomplished something."
Initial reaction from UGEQ
over McGill's decision came

quickly Wednesday night, and
expected, was favorable.

.is

Said UGEQ president RobNeh>n: "Nahnly we ae
very pleased did Ml.'GDI Im
finaly decided to join UGEQ.
Jts membermJp "81 DO doubt
prove to be beneficial to both
the university and to the aims
of UGEQ."
ert

Doug Ward had supported this
latest withdrawal from CUS during the campaign preceding Wednesday's vote, but was quoted as
saying McGill could choose one
of the .two and still "not do a
bloody thing in either one of
·them."
Future relations with McGill
will be friendly, the CUS chief
indicated.

Dief the Chief hoaxes
Dalhousie students
HALIFAX (CUP) Tory
chief John Diefenbaker made an
electronic appearance last week
at Dalhousie University.
And most of the 150 persons
who came to listen to him speak
walked out when his appearance
turned out to be a tape recording.
They had come to listen to the
man from Prince Albert, who
was supposed to speak at the
meeting. But apparently they also
wanted to meet him.
Dalhousie president H e n r y

JOANIE PHONIE?

••

MINNEAPOLIS (ACP) - For years there has been little douht
about cartoonist Al Capp's political leanings, says the University of
Minnesota Daily. For one thing, the gentleman simply detests protestors.
His latest caricature of them is "Joanie Phonie," a long-haired, longnosed folksinger who, in Capp's eyes, is clearly a fake. Just as clearlv,
"Joanie" is modeled on folksinger Joan Baez, though Capp denies it.
The real Joan is indignant and threatens to go to coun unless she
gets a retraction. She says she doesn't mind the caricature, but only
objects to Capp's using it to ridicule the whole protest movement.
Ironically, she is just confirming Capp's portrait since her reaction
suggests she is not nearly as liberal as she pretends, says the Daily.

Students attack medievalism
by CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
This month the Canadian Union of Students
and youth wings from all major political parties are
trying to dispel a medieval superstition about the
number 7.
1bey're ading hi unprecedented concert to
have federal and provincial voting ages reduced to
18 by persuading political parties at both government levels to approve private members' bl& on
the long-standing question.
In federal and in most provincial elections,
voting age is set at 21, which just happens to be
a neat multiple of 7. Members of the new "ecumenical" movement against the dominant voting age
explain the superstition this way:
Back in the Middle Ages, males were cared
for by their mothers from birth to age 7. From 7
to 14, they were made pages. During the next 7
years, they came of age.
At 21, formally binding themselves to dtival•
rous conduct, they were knighted and welcomed
to majority age.
Thus, argue proponents of change, an arbitrary
settlement of voting age was arrived at out of a
medieval superstition about the number 7.
A CUS program outline explains how the

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN

With $3.00 Purchase
Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

TORONTO (CUP) - The psycbedelic ats festival at the Uninnlty of Toronto's United College will open this week end without
Dr. TlmoCby Leary - the high priest of ISO. Student organizers for
Pm:epClon '67 were notified Tuesday by manpower minister Jean
Mardland that Dr. Leary would be denied an entry permit into

Canada.
OTIAWA (CUP) Two University of Ottawa students are
working on a personal Centennial project - a long-playing record of
Sir Wilfred Laurier's speeches. Laurier LaPierre has been persuaded
t.o deliver the Liberal prime minister's most famous speeches for recording by RCA Victor.
WASIDNGTON (CUPI' - Campus newspaper editors Melvin
Shuster and Henry Korn were suspended from John Hopkim University until they Issued a statement last week apologizing for printing an article caning President Lyndon Johnson "la<it year's top
murderer." News editor Peter Kope said, "'Ihe article was meant as
atlft, and was not meant to be b"belous."

Hicks was among those hoodwinked by a Progressive Conservative press release about the meeting.
The night before the meeting
Hi;:ks made an angry telephone
call to a PC association member,
complaining he had been snubbed
because he hadn't received an invitation to meet Mr. Diefenbaker.
The university president wasn't
alone in his protest. A CDC television crew was also on hand,
but claimed they knew the PC
leader wouldn't be there.

There but for fortune

VANCOUVER (CUP) - There will be no student strike at the
University of British Columbia this -term. A record vote last week
scotched the strike referendum 5,747 to 1,963. Had a strike been called
Wednesday, it would have been the first held by English-speaking students in Canada.

new drive for lowered voting age will be carried out.
Letters wW be sent to the prime minister and
each premier who presides over a province where
voting age Is not 18.
A member of each party represented in the
House of Commons will be coaxed to introdu:e
apropriate legislation at the federal level. The sa,ne
program will be applied in provincial legislatures.
The drive will also seek support from Quebec
and Saskatchewan governments, which support voting
at 18, from the Canadian Politicai Youth Council
and from interest groups such as local student
governments.
Provincial lobbies are expected to be difficult
in British Columbia, Alberta and Newfoundland,
where the minimum voting age is already set at
19. (All other provinces - induding Prince Edward
Island where there is now considerable controversy
over a government bill to lower the age to 18 allow voting at 21).
The lobbyfits know one thing Is certain about
their campaign.
If all their efforts, including locally-circulated
petitions and other form of persuasion don't achieve
the desired results, an old superstition about 7s will
have survived yet another year.

VANCOUVER (CUP) - A University of British Columbia zoology professor is seeking new ways to humanize the multiversity for i1is
students. Discussions in the nearest pub and all-night honor-system
exams are two of the unorthodox teaching methods employed by Dr.
David Suzuki in his attempts to improve the existing lecture-exam
system.

Employer raps plumbers
TORONTO (CUP) - the average graduate of Canada's engineering schools cannot read, write
or spell, charged the engineering
personnel manager of the Canadian General Electric Company.
Speaking at an engineering
education seminar here last
week, W. F. McMuUen said
the speUing mistakes he rmds
in letters from engineers, many
of them job applicants, are
"amazing".

Some letters contain as many
s five or six mistakes. The word

"batchelor" is a favorite misspelled word, he said.
He contrasted these engineers
to the articulate men in top
management positiom who "can
make themselves dearty understood".
He predicted a managerial gap
will occur during the next 10
years unless engineering schools
start producing the men needed
to fill these positions - or until
engineers start preparing themselves.

Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which identify only the product of Coca,Cola Ltd.

r.
We admire your spirit
and we're putting you on
the team.

APARTMENTS
Apartments ore now available
in Patricia Manor for
married students
Calh Paul Rollarta a Co. Lttl.
25 .. -3766

Coca-Cola is on everyone's team. That's b e c a u s e .
Coca-Cola has the taste you never get tired of. . .
·
always refreshing. That's why things go better with
z z
Coke ... after Coke ... after Coke.

Daily student radio broadcasts taken off station CKWW
by LANCE STAFF

The University of Windsor
student broadcasts were taken
off the air Monday night by
CKWW.
The two programs, sports
IBt 7:30 and news at 8:30,
have been on the air since
early October and their termination came completely by
surprise.

In a phone conversation on
Tuesday afternoon CKWW station Manager George McDonald told George Grode, Windsor

Student Radio Director, that the
move was prompted by "irresponsibility" on the parts of L'1e
students involved and "poor
program quality."
He said that he was still in
favor of a UW Report, and if
Grode or "a group of responsible students" were willing" to
change the format and improve
the quality" of the broadcasts
he would be interested in having
them come down to discuss their
ideas with him.
Since the programs were un-

der the direction of SAC, Grode
was called to speak at Tuesday·s
council meeting. After hearing
lris report, council gave Grode a
vote of confidence, saying they
would back whatever decision he
made regarding the programs.
Grode told SAC, "As far as
I'm concerned the programs
are off the air for good. It
would be senseless to set up
a new format with six weeks
left in the school year.

"None of the people involved
have the kind of time it would

take and we all were happy with
the way the programs were before. Besides if the format were
bad we could have been told
before this and in a more profesional manner," he said.
Grode concluded, "I certainly
feel the charge of poor quality
is ridiculous and am confident
that everyone involved with the
programs was anything but irresponsible."
Neil St. Clair, a technician
on the program, voiced the
opinion of those who worked

on it." Quality! If it were a
question of quality our proshould have dropped
their station," be said.

gram

Another member of the pr.:,.
gram, Jason Curoe, said he
thought the whole thing was "a
lousy political move."
"Tuer needed us to use as a
selling point in getting their FM
charter and now that they have
it they've immediately cut us off
--and they call us irresponsible,"
he said.

ONTARIO'S HIGHEST

Fees in new residence $900
plus $SO Assumption hike
by LANCE SI'AFF

Residence fees for the new
University of Windsor residence
to be completed this year will be
$900. This is the highest fee
of I 3 Ontario residences surveyed by The LANCE this week.
In an
uncement released
today, the University said that
residence fees in other residences
operated by Assumption University will be hiked to $850-$865
next year.
"The fee of $900 in the
new residence includes $4SO
for room and $4SO for food,
but it is still below anticipated
CAMPAIGN WEEK - WW's • guy goona' do agaimt a campaign
Ike that. SAC's only female campaigner, Janet Reed, running against
Jlob l>aRamaux for Ans Rep, turns on the clUlnn before Menday's
SAC electioa. ~ election special, pap five,)

Roth, three others
acclaimed for SAC
SAC Social Director Gerry
Roth's re-nomination at Monday's Assembly highlighted the
acclamations of four candidates
for student council offices.
Since no other candidates

BOB SOMERS
• . . acclaimed to SAC

were proposed before the 6 p.m.
Tuesday deadline, the following
posts were filled without campaign:
• Social Director, by Roth
(Arts II);
• Director of External Affairs, by Bob Somers (Arts III);

• Director of Finance, by
Bob Lindquist (Commerce III);
• Science Rep, by Emmett
Harty (Science II).
Roth, who was accla1med
Social Direct« last year also,
handled aO arrangements for
social events during the year,
including highly successful
Dick Gregory and Gordon
Lightfoot appearances. With
his committee's help, Roth
managed to avert financial
disaster with the latter when
the Pozo-Seco Singers failed
to show up.

Somers, present head of the
Economics and Political Science
Club, has engineered lectures
showcasing a wide variety of
political creeds this year. He
made his candidacy for the post
known early, and no one chose
to challenge him.
Lindquist has served as asistant to present Finance Director Bill Maguire this year, to
handle bookkeeping chores, and
Harty assisted Roth on the Social
Committee.

operating costs", Dr. Leddy
said this week.

The new residence is expected
to open next fall, perhaps in
time for the fall semetser.
Fees in other Ontario residences range from $675 to $725

at Lakehead University to the
second highest of $775 to $885
at University of Western Ontario.
Severa) weeks ago, Director of Residences R. P. G'ilmor announced that residence
fees would be increa~d by at
least $25 this year. He point-

Carleton . . . . . . $751-$791
Guelph . . . . . . . . . . . . $700
Lakehead . . . . $67S-$72S
l\1cl\faster . ... .. .... $77S
Queens . . . . . . $690-$869
Laurentian .. . ... . ... $750
Toronto ..... . $680-$7SO

Trent . .......... . .. $7SO
Waterloo . . . . $700-$800
Waterloo Lutheran . . . $745
Western Ontario $77S-$885
Windsor .... . ..... . . $800
York Unh·erslty . . . . . $815

ed out that the national average for residence fees was
$69S per year, and claimed
that Windsor's high rate was
partially due to "very limited
support by the provincial govemment".
___ In the annual University of
Windsor President's Report re-

leased last month President J. F.
Leddy requested help from the
federal government for capital
financing of builctmg including
residences. He also mentioned
athletic buildings, student unions
and auditoriums.
Other factors contributing to
Windsor's high residence fees
include: high building costs, a
housing shortage, and rapid enrolment increase.
The new residence is the first
to be built and operated by the
University of Windsor.

Last minute dramatics in SAC race
by DAVE REMSKI
LANCE News Editor

Lllst-minute dramatics created
a SAC presidential race this
week, after it had appeared that
Rick Wyszynski (Commerce Ill)
had been acclaimed president because of lack of opposition.
John Lalor (Arts II) will
oppose Wyszynski on the ballot next l\1onday.

Late Wednesday, SAC President Jan Weir ruled that Lalor's
nomination would have to be
accepted, despite the fact that
it was submitted after the deadline. "Lalor's nomination did

not get in because of faults in
our nominating system, and also
because of an 'act of God,' "
Weir said.
Lalor, who was snowbound
in New York State until past
the deadline, said that he had
asked Brent Sleightholm to nominate him, but only near the
deadline. SAC already had
another nomination for Lalor,
so Sleightholm did not submit
his.
The first nomination turned
out to be bogus, and it was
suggested to hate been meant
as a joke. On this basis, Weir
felt that Lalor should be accepted for the ballot.

Both candidates expressed
their satisfaction with the ruling.
"Fair, but rather precarious,"
was Lalor's opinion, while Wy~ynski commented: "The decision was a fair one and a good
one, and I'm glad to see a race."
''I'm happy to have some.
oneopposJocme, because I will
RICK WYSZYNSKI
. . . presidential candidate.

be able to make known in
the campaign the reasons for

JOHN LALOR
• • • last minute entry
my candidacy; I'm opposed to
acclamation more candidates make a better campaign,
and thus a better council,"
he said.
"I decided to run about three
weeks ago," Lalor said. "But
I told Brent to wait and see,
but to definitely submit a nomination if it appeared that there
would be another acclamation
like last year's," he said.
"The people who reacted
against accepting Lalor's nomi
nation, I feel, did so because 1:
was Lalor, not because they fol
it was not technically correct,"
Weir said. "The importance here
is the spirit of the law, rather
than its letter," he said.
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"HOLD IT A SECOND!" - We asked more than three hundred
students to fill out our Sexual Attitudes and Practices (SAP) suney,
but some were tloo busy (see picture). Completed questionnaires can
be turned in at the Centre desk. You11 learn all the answers in a
LANCE special feature. Watch for it soon! (See story below).

Don't quote me!
by JASON CUROE

SANDY MONIK
"No. I think that they do get 4 1

:.:•';:;,::"'' done -

,g.

~
{.
;~:

BILL SCARFIA
% "No. The SAC was responsible
. . for a number of things - such
as course evaluation. The school
~· : body generally does look upon
~ it i,.s a social council."

Campus Kinsey report on way
by DAVE REMSKI
LANCE News Editor
It's on everybody\ mind. so the LANCE
decided that it should be on everybody's survey.
Student sexual activities and attitudes were
the major subjects of a survey which the LANCE
sent out this week to 300 students chosen at random from the student body.
In a letter which accompanied the survey,
Editor-In-Chief John Goyeau said that the questionnaires will be handled with the utmost caution, and the anonymity of those who respond to
it will be preserved.
After a gentle beginning in which student~
were asked whether or not they always kiss their

dates goodnight, they were requested to tell
whether or not they pet, and, if so, to what degree, and whether or not they engage in sexual
intercourse.
The questions on petting asked for $pecifics,
such as whether the student who pets stays outside
the clothing or not, and what parts of the body
petting implies for him.
"The University is always making decisions
which affect the student, but they never ask students' opinions. We want to know how students
think and feel," Goyeau said.
The survey was prepared by Dick Stracke,
Special Feature Editor of the LANCE.

EILEEN McDONALD
"Yes. It looks that way
next year coming up."

PIERRE MARCHILDON

CAMP ON LEADERSHIP

PC president on campus next weelc
by :\-IARY ANNE DUNNE
Dalton K. Camp, President

of the Progressive Conservative
Party, will be on campus next
week~ to speak to students on
the Progressive Conservative
Party and its leadership.
'':\lr. Camp may be considered one of the most we'll-known

ment of the leadership in the
party.
The result was the planning
of a leadership convention to
be held in Toronto, September 6-9 of this year.
David Fulton, George Hee~,
and Alvin Hamilton are the
prime contenders for party leadership.
University of Windsor will
send two voting delegates to

the convention, who will represent The Progress\ive Conservative Club.

Mr. Camp will address students in Essex Hall Auditorium
Thursday afternoon, March 9.
The format wil be a question
and answer period preceded by
a 15 minute talk, to give Mr.
Camp a chance to cover the
leadership problem thoroughly.

No liquor license here,
senior banquet at -Cleary
DALTON K. CAMP
. • . comia& here.
Canadian politicians" stated
Brian Kappler, President of the
campu~ P.C.'s
At the annual meeting of the
Conservative Party held in Otta""a last
ovember, Mr. Camp
succeeded in master-minding a
resolution calling for a reassess-

by ANN MARKHAM
The senior class banquet will
not be held in Ambassador
Auditorium because of the Senate Conduct Committee's refus:il
to grant a liquor license.
"The Senate was sympathetic,
but one on the advice of its lawyers had to refuse the license
because there will be minors attending the banquet," said class
president Linda Menard.
But University Solicitor
John W. Whiteside said that
his counsel was not sought on

the matter, and that any group
in Ontario can obtain a ban-

quet (liquor) license.
The banquet will be held instead at Cleary Auditorium on
Thursday, March 30. A dress-up
affair, the dinner-dance will start
with cocktails at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 per person, and
will be available at the Centre
desk until March 28.
Seniors, who received their
invitations this week, may bring
a guest, and all faculty members
will be invited.

Phone 254-8122

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
BARBER
SHOP

1022 WY AHDOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAILORS

~

3 BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
Only 2 Blocks From Campus

2221 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

* Repairs

* Alterations

* Storage

Apply now for pubs
Would-be journalists on I y
have until 4:30 next Tuesday to
submit applications for posts on
the Board of Publications.
Included in the pcsitions
which will be open are:
• Editor-in-chief
of t h e
LANCE.
• Editor of the yearbook, the
Ambassador.
• Editor of the Student Guide
(Hustler's Handbook's).
• Editor of the literary magazine, Generation.
• Advertising director,

The Board of Publication will
meet Friday, March 10 at 4:30
to choose the next set of editors.
All positions are open to any
undergraduate who will be eligible to participate in student activities next year.
Anyone who is willing to
spend from 10 to 50 hours a
week (depending on the publication) in the Press Office can
submit an application to either
the SAC office or the Press Qf.
fice, on the second floor of the
Centre.

Wally Howick
for CUS Chairman
PROVEN ABILITY
-- 2 yrs. on H.S. student council
-- editorial writer for University student radio
-- member of UW debate team
-- commerce club

-- PROGRAMME:
--------

determine and carry out your wishes on:
free tuition
student votes on the Senate
residence visiting and drinking
other major issues as they ori se
work with local MP's to cut voting age to 18
represent your opinion, not dictate to you or
to the administrators.

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

11

Ask for ft''

HOWICK, Wally

I
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SOCIAL AND MORAL MATTER

SAC votes down proposal
to assist draft-dodgers
C ~ TOURNAMENT

by KAY JAMROZY

Centennial chess tournament next week in the formal lounge.
Registration 50 cents at University Centre main desk, or see Centennial Committee Chairman Chris Pascucci in Cody Hall or at
Centennial Salts- Booth, University Centre.

SPANISH CLUB DANCE
A dance, "Flamenco Affair", will be held tonight at 8:30 p.m.
in the Ambassador Auditorium. Music provided by the Campus
Four. Dress: Casual. Tickets: 75 cents. Door prizes included.

SOCIAL EVENING
The engineering society, nurses' club, and the commerce club
will sponsor a social evening tonight at HMCS Hunter at 8:30 p.m.
An animal band will entertain and there will be refreshments.

CHORAL SOCIETY CONCERT
The University of Windsor Choral Society will present its
annual concert, consisiting of music of the High Renaissance and
the Baroque, Sunday at 8:30 p.m. in the University Centre.

EC. AND POLI.SCI. CLUB
Mr. William Kashtan, National Leader of the Communist
Party of Canada, will speak in the Formal Lounge Monday at 4:30
p.m. Topic: "Aims and Purposes of the Communist Party in Canada".

CHRISTIAN COUNCIL MOVIE
"DAVID AND LISA" will be shown Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Ambassador Auditonum.

THOMAS MORE SOCIETY
Dr. Beryl Orris, psychiatrist and lecturer, will speak in the
Ambassador Auditorium Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. Topic: "Identity
Crisis in the Modern World".

SAC turned down a proposal
Tuesday to establish an information center for American students who wish to come to
Canada to e, ade the drak
After an hour and a half
of discussion in a special
after-dinner ~on, SAC voted six to three against the
p r i n i c i p I e of encouraging
American draft-dodgers. The
proposed .information committee was defended by Richard
Stracke (Ans IV).
Stracke argued that th~ committee would involve a "social
and moral matter" and should
not be regarded as a political
action concering the Viet Nam
war.
The motion was introduced
for Stracke by SAC Vice-President Ron Fishman, and supported by President Jan Weir and
Nursing Representative Elaine
Peters (now Mrs. Robert Mullen) in a proxy vote. All other
SAC members opposed the
move.
Local CUS Chairman Tim
Laird said that SAC support
would commit 3.000 studen:s

to an anti-American policy in
Viet Nam.
Science Chairman G I e n n
McCain and Engineering Representative Mike Livingstone also
opposed the motion on the same
grounds. .
SAC Vlice-President Fishman, an American citizen,
supported the committee because it upheld basic freedoms. Another American present, Emmett Harty, said that
Americans who enjoy the
freedoms of the US. also
had to accept the responsiblility of serving their country.
SAC Treasurer Bill Maguire
suggested that the SAC put the
matter to a general plebescite in
next Monday's election. This
suggestion was opposed by VicePresident Fishman on t h e

grounds that SAC officials are
elected to represent the student
body and to provide leadership
on certain issues as welt as to
-reflect student opinion.
Maguire also said that the
proposed conudttee would aid
American students and not

Canadian

or

Windsor stu·

dents. Later be -1 that be
would have favored the committe ff the principle bad been

passed by a student refermdum.
Before the final vote on the
draft-dodger motion, Council decided to accept the principle of
proxy voting on the issue. Three
of the members, Elaine Peters,
External Affairs Director Jack
Kiervin and Commerce Rep Bob
Collis voted af:er leaving the
discussion by written proxy.

•
,n
Ski Club
hole

by BRIAN KAPPLER
Canada's Progres~1ve Conservative students
now condemn North Vietnamese infiltration to

area to supervise a prolonged truce, in the event
that one occurs.
The Vietnam resolution was the high point

by SANDY SABOURIN
The University Ski Club appears to be $200 or more in debt
despite the fact that I 00 members paid $3 each to join it last fall.
"It was a result of Inexperience and misunderstanding,"
says Terry Summers president of the Ski Club.
Ski Club debts started piling up from a November ~ki day
when funds were spent for rentals that were to be included in payment from members who attended.
To restore the funds, the club executive planned a dance, then
called it off when it was found to coincide with a Lancer basketball
game in Toronto.
The matter of the Ski Club budget problem has been referred
to the SAC Student Regulatory Board for discussion. The Board
has already met once to discuss the financial po~ition of the club,

the south , bu t not A m erican bombing of the

of the three d ay conference.

and the responsib ility for its debts.

nor ,

AU major candidates for leadership ot
the party spoke to the defegates from across
Canada, and the applause meter showed that
Prarie M.P. and former Agriculture Minister
Alvin Hamilton is the most popular.
George Hees, Davie Fulton, and Dalton
Camp also spoke to the students. But John Diefenbaker couldn't attend.
The meeting closed with the election of officers. Michael Vineberg, a McGill Law student,
was re-elected president in a close contest.

ARTS BALL
The annual Arts Ball will be held March 18 at the Cleary
Auditorium. Tickets are $7 per couple.

UNITED CHURCH SERVICE
United Church Worship Service will be held Sunday at l 0:30
a.m. in the New Meeting Room. Sermon Topic: "The Relevance of
Faith".

•
Student PC's neutral on Viet Nam issue
an
o
in or s u ent.
At last weekend's Annual Meeting of the
P. C. Student Federation of Canada, Ian Allaby,
(Arts II) proposed an amendment that changed
party condemnation of American bombing to
condemnation of Communist infiltration.

Allaby's motion was seconded by Ron Fisher.
(Arts JI), another Windsor Delegate.
Another amendment called for the International Control Commission to the troops into the

YOU CAN EARN
BIG MONEY

U of W

By being a local represe nt·
ative for the Record Club of
Canada. Inquire today to:

CHORAL
SOCIETY

RECORO CLUB of CANADA
62 Richmond St. W., Toronto

Censure against Ryan
defeated by single vote
by MARY ANNE

DUCHARME
A motion of censure against
SAC Cultural Director, Vince
"Bud" Ryan (Arts II), was defeated in Council by one vote
on Tuesday.
The motion brought up b}
Jack Kienlin, External Affairs Minister, was for ''neglect of responsibilities." Ryan

Free!

300-page
Schwann Catalogue

Under The Direction

Of

from

RECORD CLUB of CANADA

Eugen F. Gmeiner

62 Richmond St. W., Toronto 1
SCHWA.NM RECORD CATA.LOGUE - Th,, 1ndep•ndentty pub, ,1hed reference to all LP ·, c.utre ,,,ry ,n pr,nl •
O¥et 30,000 i1 youn FREE. Thi, ca1alogue conto,n1 separate se<ho1u for clanicol pllpulor ballet, o~ro,
mu,,col 1hC1ws. fotli. music. 1ozz, elc and l,sh o ieporot• 1echOl'I for all "e.., rl'~Ht Sd-,wo"" ,, the
acknowledged ourhortly used by t'1e 11'1du1try. SCHWANN ',,h oll record, of all monufoctvu~r, Ov•r
250 fob•I• - CAPITOl, DECCA, RCA VICTOR, COLUMBIA, MERCURY. lONOON VANGUARD.

had failed to report to several
meetings be was asked to attend.
A motion was passed asking
Ryan to report to the next SAC
meeting.
Ryan aid that because of h1~
"responsihilit:y to the inter-collegiate swimming team", which
practise at the same time as the
SAC meeting, he was unable to
report on his action •.

Ryan, who claims to be responsible for the CoffeeHouse Art Show and the reestablishment of the Arts and
and Crafts center, said that
he had no idea the matter
was so urgent.
Kiervin, later that night. saiJ
that he did not know that the
swimming practises were the re.isons for Ryan's absence.

SUNSET DINER

ANGEL. MGM, KAPP, A.IC ,ARAMOUNT,. ALL OTHERS!

WHO IS RECORD

Presents Its

HOME COOKED MEALS

CLUB OF CANADA?

Here is tr\lly the one Record Club in Conoda with only 1Mnefih 1

10% Discount On Meal Tickets
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•
•
•

•
•
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METRO MOTORS
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CAR CENTRE
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LANCE SPECIAL FEATURE

EDITORIAL

The university lecture:
A short study in futility

LANCE election rundown
A rundown on the SAC races:
PRESIDENT - No good candidate. Wyszynski has been public
relations director and Lalor survived two months as LANCE
editor while printing obscene words. Wyszynski best choice.
VICE-PRESIDENT - Mark Kelly running on high-school record.
Remski has more experience than any candidate in any SAC
race. Buckley seems to be the in-crowd folk-.singing type.
Remski should win .
ARTS REP - The closest race this time round. Janet Reed is only
SAC girl candidate, worked hard on Glamor contest. DesRamaux as yet unproven.
CUS CHAIRMAN - Kevin Park has been on committee a year and
knows the job and the is ues. Howick is fir t-year, bas been on
debate team. Park is a sure winner and good candidate.
CULTURAL REP - Pascucci single-handedly made Windsor Centennial I-conscious with months of work. Sale has been in Drama
Club. Pascucci a sure winner and good candidate.

EDITORIAL

Windsor residence fees
climb to top in Ontario
Windsor is notorious for
higher - than - average residence
fees. A quick survey of fees of
13 Ontario residences earlier thi~
year showed Windsor second
only to York, Western, and
Queen's Universities in rooming
fees.
Well, we finally made the
top!
The announcement t o d a y
about increases in fees, predicted earlier by The LANCE, put,
Windsor's "cheap"
residence
above all other residence fee;
in the province.
If you like luxury, there's
the exclusive, but probably not
to be corn \eted in time, ne
residence.
It's $900 a year. The highe,t
we could find in Ontario is

$885 per year, the maximum at
Western.
Building costs are high in
Windsor; university officials
build good residences; Windsor
has a housing shortage: that"s
rough, resident students.

Dr. Leddy asked for increased aid for capital financing for residences last week
from the federal government.
That makes resident students
feel much better about that
$50-$100
fee rai<Je, Dr.
Leddy.

University students are the
only people in the world who
t:1ke a re ular "ob for a "vacation"between classes. Next summer we'll just have to be a lit·
tie more desperate.

EDITORIAL

University of Windsor
Massa's not dead yet
One of the many Senate committees (the one in charge of
keeping a paternalistic a n d
"atchful eye on its 20-year old
children) decided to listen to
some studencs opinion this week.
Of course, the immature students couldn't go to the committee meeting and express th1..ir
view~. An ·'ad hoe" committee
to listen to students had to bt:
cstahlishcd to maintain the Senate ··statu~ quo··
The Senate "status quo"

means that students are excluded from knowledge, voice,
or influence.
Members of the SAC were
delighted with the move and
labeJled it a gigantic breakthrnugh. Student~ were going to
talk to Senate members about
whether they could entertain
dates in their own rooms.
"Yassuh, an' mebbe soon
Massa let us chillun rest in front
ub de cabin an' sing gospel
songs in de evenin' "

ELANC
JOHN A. GOYEAU
Editor-in-Chief
The LANCE 1s published weekly (Fridays) by and 1or
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, the LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2531232 (ext. 221).

EDITOR'S NOTE: The foJlowing was written by Wayne Bums, a 19-year-old Arts student
at the University of Alberta. Burns is pescribing
the reaction of students in a first-year psychology
class.
by WAYNE BURNS
Knees in nylons ... sequined stockings
long greens . . . jeans. That's all you see as you
try to reach the lone seat in the middle.
There's hardly room to get by so you squeeze
past, murmuring apologies.
Five minutes to go and the girl beside you
pretends you aren't there. Yak it up with thing
on the left, or sit and stare cool off in space.
Humm, Buzzz, mutter, whisper. And a
blonde makes the grand entrance. Mao, poetry
in motion, but this is the only time you ever
see her and you can't make time in a lecture
hall.

In the far back corner, in an ivory tower,
sits The Redhead. She had to arrive first to get
that seat.
•At the back are two girls making small talk.
One sits frustrated, s.taring straight ahead - the
other consoles her weakly. "Don't worry, you'll
pass," she says.
Brack. The bell shatters the atmosphere and
the prof enters. Like Pavlov's dogs, trained to reaction, some students automatically swing their
attention to the front and sit waiting silently.
Toe prof's opening gambit is strained humor and it gets a few nervous titters and polite
smiles.
Ho, hum. The prof starts to dictate and pens
move, burning up paper. Nearly everyone writes
at first.
Over in the comer sits Alienation. He stares
straight ahead, not responding to the jokes or
taking notes.
The frenzy of note-taking lasts five minutes.
In the comer closest to the aisle sits the
Quiet Man. His hand is on his chin in The
Thinker's position. His eyes rove the audience.
Not too far away sits ,cstasy. ng
ac
hair flowing down her back, she tosses it like
a young colt and waves flow back\ .'ard.
The Quiet Man thinh the thoughts of wishful thinkers. Prof cracks a joke. Even Quiet Man
responds - it was a sex joke.
Half-way back sit Adam and Eve. Shoulders are touching and she leans toward him
slightly. His fingers caress the soft hair on her
arm, and she looks up from her note-taking
and smiles.
Then his attention wanders again, he has a
lump in bis throat. He can't swallow. He looks
anguished.

Front row center, a sequined stocking in a
cassock born: is bobbing and swaying hypnotically.
They gaze at the long blonde hair which obscures
the swinger's face. She yawns and stretches full
profile. The spectators sigh and look pained.
Ten minutes are gone. Basic boredom sets
in. Try to stay awake.
Ther~ are 300 in the hall and it is hot and
stuffy. Her~ and there variations on The Thinker's
position. A few light cigarettes and someone
coughs.
A splinter group is still taking notes, and
the lovers are resigned to their fate. Her head
rests on his shoulder and their bands are locked;
Twenty minutes are gone.
The Quiet Man sits gazing off into space.
A grin slides across bis face and eyebrows raise
as he reflects on some Zen truth. The prof starts
to write on the board and hands grab for pens.
Heads bob like syncopated ducks. A girl looks
at the boy's notes beside her.
"Whal does it mean?" "I don't know. Write
it down and memorize it."
The .sequined stockings pull another profile
- the spectators groan.
Time again. Wake up. Fight it off. A chain
reaction of motion and everyone changes position.
Here and there a girl strokes her hair and
legs swing hypnotically. The voice drones on
and several people seem asleep, gazing down
at the floor.
Doodlers doodle and The Thinkers think.
Thirty minutes are gone.
Another joke. "What is rattle snake poison
good for?" A laugh. Boredom returns.
Foot swingers, and all over gum chewers,
eye rubbers and hair strokers.
A cute blonde gives me side glances and
flicks her head like a gopher. Not a pen i& moving.
He writes on the board and heads move.
Bob, dip, bob, dip.
The conservative in white jeans and Chicago Boxcar haircut. His fingers beat a silent
tattoo on his brief case. Five minutes left and
be inches his foot closer to the girl's.
The Redhead is putting her ring on. A girl
in the back is gazing at the ring on her left band.
The Quiet Man is sucking his pen and fondling his head. Impatience sweeps the spectators
with anarchistic frenzy. Like the second coming.
Braaaaaaaaaack! The Bell! Oblivion!
The Quiet Man leaves in a rush. The lovers
leave pawing each other. Congested humanity
stampedes. The door.
Here and there are questioning looks. Eyes
lost in blankness.
Nothing.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR~~~~=-

(onscientiOUS objectors cowardly
Dear Sir,
I would like to direct my comments to Mr. Dick Stracke, proponent of a committee to help
draft dodgers enter and live in
Canada.
Mr. Stracke, it has been
assumed since the dawn of
civilization that one of the
responsibilities of living in an
orderly society is the responsibility to help defend that
society.

Communities, states and nations have been developed on
this principle of providing for
the common defense. The United
States of America require& participation by all eligible males in
its armed forces as the means
of guaranteeing the defence of
freedom. Whether or not everyone agrees on whose freedom is
to be defended is irrelevant.

It is the law of the majority
wbicb Is tb• law of the land
and bit 11W determines
what or whole freedom Is to
be defended. H there are those

who dkagree In principle with
the majority then they bave
the right to fi&bt for their

principles.
However, it is not men of
principle, men who are willing
to fight for what they believe,
but cowards, who run. Though
Canada may be short of man-

power, I hardly think that we
are so hard up that we must
increase our manpower supply
with physical and moral cowards
by &iving them encouragement
and someplace to run to!!

I sincerely hope that your
proposal receives the trouncing
which it deserves.
Robert M. Gunning

Study or slack week
Sir;
Earlier in the year when the University Senate designated a
week in February as a period free from classes, the rea~on given was
that the week was to be used for academic purposes; hence the name
STUDY Week.
This was very encouraging to many of the students because
It hinted tbat should there be a build-up of tests or assignments or
papers, there would be a week in whicb to bone up for the buildup.
So what happens? The profs decide that they "must" have a
test before the break; the lab instructors and their bosses decide that
the big paper "must" be in before the break. Result? The majority
of us have a build-up in work before the so-called STUDY Week,
and little due the week immediately following. Many of us in Commerce especially are taking the full brunt of this work load.
So let's call a spade a shovel, like it really is; let the profs keep
shovelling, and Jet the kids enjoy SLACK Week. Have a good time,
everybody!
"Miami" Wyszynski
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THE ROGUE'S GALLERY
Candidates off and running for SAC posts
A race for the Student Council Presidency sprang up Wednesday night when SAC President Jan Weir accepted the nomination of former Lance editor
John Lalor (II Arts). (See story,
page 1).
Lalor is running because he
wants a chance to implement
some of the policies he advocated when he was editor of
the Lance.
He has been active in student
politics in high school, and ~t
the University of Western Ontario, where he was a student
for two years. And his experience on the Lance, he says,
taught him a Jot about the
..growing pains" of the University of Windi.or and about SAC.
He sees the great increase
In the SAC budget which will

..._ rro.. a fee iacnaae •

Wyszynski has attended mcst
SAC meetings this year, and has
organized all of Council\ publicity this year. He was a frosh
week organizer, and has been on
several SAC committees.
He says that most of the issues in the campaign this year
are "like motherhood", student
representation, football, realistic
residence rules, and so on.
But he says that he knows
how to Implement these policies, and can do more than
just talk about them.
Wyszynski also mentioned
that he would push for a parking
garage, a better application l)f
the CUS discount plan, and a
better break for students in admission rates to Windsor social
events.
"I think I'll be able to put
presmre in all the right
places," he said.
Nine candidates vie for four
other student council posts in
Monday's election.
Council's External A f f a i r s
Minister, Social Director, Treasurer, and Science Rep were
all acclaimed. (see story pg. 1).
The races remaining are for
the position of Vice President,
Arts Rep. Canadian Union of
Students Chairman, and Culture Minister.

cus

The Canadian Union
dents Chairman race
educator of students
against a representative
dent beliefs.

Arts Representative candidates are glamour-contest organizer Janet Reed and Centre deskman Bob Desramaux.
to student representation. He
explains that representation
should be In proportion to the
maturity of students.
Buckley held off his nomination until the last minute. He
explained that "SAC President
Jan Weir wanted me to stick

'

candi-

an opportunity to set up a
variety of new and acth e programs.
He
mentioned,
especially.
problems of student council autonomy, housing, parking, and
student repre$entation in the
University decision-making apparatus.
Lalor is running against
SAC Public Relations Chairman Rick Wyszynskl (Ill
Comm.).
Wyszynski is running for
President becau!,e, when he filed
his application, there were no
other candidates. He had wanted
to be on Council in another
position, but feels that he can
handle the job of President efficiently and well.

George Buck Iey, can di date

for SAC Vice-President.

V-P

race

Three students seek the office
of SAC vice-president. They
are, in order of nomination,
David Remski (Arts II), Mark
Kelly (Arts I), and George
Buckley (Arts I).
Remski, News Editor of the
Lance, clmms to be ''interested in Councll affairs" and
wants to offer his ideu and
MSistance to SAC's President.
Remski is Chairman of the
SAC committee on student representation in University government, and is a member of SAC's
parking committee. He says he's
attended most SAC meetings this
year.
Remski's pushing student reps
on the Senate and observers on
the Board of Governors. Other
main program planks are more
pressure for improved parking
facilities, and r~-organization of
the Board of Publications to improve the paper and yearbook.
Kelly says he's "discouraged by the way things are run
around here" and wants to
improve them. "We read of
too many personality clashes
and dirty dealings in student
goternment" he said.
Kelly was President of his
High School student council,
and treasurer of The Windsor
Secondary Schools S t u d e n t
Council. He's in the &:-Poli
Sci and Commerce clubs.
He seeks "responsible lead•
ership" for Council, and periodic reports of Council proceedings in the Lance. Kelly
wants a •'realistic approach"

Arts Rep
There are two candidates for
Arts Rep. Janet Reed, (Arts II)
thinks that she can handle the
ii.sues well. She has, she says,
experience in organizing student
events such as the Lance-Glamour contest. She adds that she's
been a student council watcher
all year, and is familiar with all
the issues.
She says that the main issues
are student representation, the
parking problem. and reorganization of the Arts Council, as
well as Residence drinking and

Engineering, Nursing, and
Commerce Reps for the new
Council will be chosen in faculty elections at a later date.

Vice-Presidential
date Dave Remski.

fight

Freshman

Mark

Kelly

is

seeking V-P job.
to the Public Relations Committee, but I thought that the
issues were important.
Buckley has been on the
PR committee all year, as well
as the Duff·Berdahl committee. He organized last fall''>
Student A ward demonstration,

and attended a conference of
the Ontario Region of the
Canadian Union of Smdeata.

other candidate, Bob
Desramaux (II-A) also feels that
he can do "a Jot of good for
the school". He's had extensive
experience in Student Council
at both Assumption and Corpus
Christi in Windsor.
The k'iue of academic freedom and stude!'lt representation is the most important, be
says. He says that his "pet
project is the Student DiscipUne committee." He wants
to see it made strong and effi.
dent.
He also seeks to make Council representative by increasing
Arts representation in proportion with enrolment..

Cultural Director candidates Rhys Sale
(left) and Chris Pascucci both promise

of Stupits an
opinion
of stu-

Kevin Park (II - A) seeks
to direct and educate student
opinion on important national
issues. He's in favor of student
representation, and universal accessibility to higher education.
Park was on this year's CUS
committee, but says "All we did
was discuss things, there wa!,
no action program."

He was president of a
Young New Democratic Club,
and was in several civil rights
organizations in Toronto.
His opponent is Wally
Howick (I Comm.) Howick
says he will represent student
opinion, not form it singlehanded.
He promises a series of referendums on major issues, to
make sure that the CUS position is that of the student body
before Council acts. 'Tm opposed to arbitrary leadership.
and if the students want something different from my own desire, I'll vote the way they want
me to.

Howick's personal positions
are: support for student representatives on the Senate where
course content is determined,
the lowering of the voting
age, )egaDzation of residence
visits and drinlding, and opposition to any aid to draft
dodgers.
Howick is a member of the
University debate team, the commerce club, and the student radio
show, for which he has written
editorials. He was on High
School student council for two
years.

diversified, interesting programs for next

year.
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WATERLOO TONIGHT

Pucksters wind up season
with a home game against Waterloo Lutheran University Golden
Hawks and a game in Toronto
against York University.
Tonight the pucksters play

meeting, the Golden Hawks
defeated Wmdsot- by a score
of 5-3 in Waterloo. At the
end of the second period of
that pme the Lancers were
up three goals. They w,11 be
out to avenge those five unanswered third-period goals to•
night.

Waterloo Luthenm at River·
side Arena. In their previous

Veteran defenceman, John
Mickle, will be out of action

FROM U-W SPORTS

The hockey Lancers finish up
the 1966-67 season this weekend

Girls' v-ball squad
competes in Calgary
The Windsor girl's volleyball
team has retained its East-West
Conference Championship for
the second consecutive year.
Coached by Sis Thomson, the
Lancerettes won the title at the
playoffs held at Ryerson in Toronto last week.
By virtue of this victory the
girls have qualified to re.present the East-West Conference in the Second Century
Games at Alberta next week.
The team will leave by plane,
along with badminton doubles
champs Sue Kaufman and
Mary McGregor and the Lancers, on Sunday.

En route to the title the Wind-

sor gals downed Carleton 19-13
38-12, MacDonald College 2314, 25-13, and Sir George William 23-17, 48-17.
The team finished in their
league play with 15 out of a
possible 16 points. Throughout
the season in exhibition games
they had an outstanding 10-2 record and in actual conference play
they even bettered that with an
11-1 record.
In Alberta they will play a
round-robin tournament composed of four teams, U. of T. as
W.I.A.U. champs, Windsor as
E.W.C.l.A. champs, and the
Maritime and Western champs.

Bowlers take OIAA title
After a ~baky start, the Lancer bowling team blasted out a fourman total fo 858 pins in the third game fo the OIAA tourney last
Friday, then went on the win the tournament by a 219 pin margin.
It was the third time in as many years that Windsor has cap•
tured the Ontario Intercollegiate Atb,letic Association (OIAA)
cro\\en,

The Lancers, Jerry Reynell, Rick Frank, Mike DiMaio, and
Chuck Dettman, rolled an aggregate five-game total of 3603.
Hamilton Institute of Technology Mohawks rolled 3384 to
capture second spot, and Western
Ontario Institute of Technology
(WOIT), also from Windsor,
placed third with 3235 pins dropped by their first squad.

fbuttons
soon.

r,

i1>51 1

EXCLUSIVE

VOLVO

DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S
SALES

8t

254-9087

SERVICE

' 1UI
l•P.Sif.i

.

Lancer Jerry Reynell brought
back the individual trophy with
a fiH~game 942 total, and
Mike Dii.'1'.aio rolled high single game of 234. Rick Frank
was second in both individual categories with scores of
229 and 928.

Other scores: Brock No. I
3127, WOIT No. 2 2913, Northern Institute 2788, Brock No. 2
2718 and Osgoode 2676.

due to a serious head inJury sustained in a game against Laurentian University in Sudbury last
weekend. Also out of the Lancer
line-up will be defenseman Tom
Knowlton, with a broken ankle,
and forward Hugh Carroll, with
a separated shoulder picked up
over slack week.
This leaves Windsor with only
three defencemen, forcing a call
on reserves to fill the gap.
On Sunday the Lancers travel
to Toronto for the final game of
the season against York University. Windsor defeated York 6-0
in an earlier game at Riverside
Arena.
Name
McFadden
Micallef
Boyko
Morand
Collins
Henry
Murray
Knowlton
Dunn
Carroll
Ruiter
Mickle
Bezaire
Devriese
Zechner
Prpich
Mullen
Scandiffio

GP GAP Pen.
11 12 10 22 2
12 12 8 20 14
12 5 5 10 10
11 8 1 9 25
12 6 3 9 6
11 2 7 9 2
12 2 7 9 6
12 l 8 9 10
12 3 4 7 34
12 3 4 7 6
12 l 5 6 2
12 3 1 4 20
4 0 3 3 10
10 1 2 3 16
6
1 2 4
11 1 1 2 4
7 1 1 2 0
3 0 0 0 2

GOAL KEEPER'S RECORD

Name
Bruner
Laurin
Totals

GA
37
4
41

GAv. SO Pen
3.41 l 4
3.43 0 0
3.42
4

t-

:::,
0

u

VI

0

FROM 0-QAA SPORTS

Four Windsor Lancers have
made the 0-QAA Western Division all-star squad - two on the
first team and two on the second
squad. One Lancer also received
an honorable mention.
Picked unanimously in the
Western Division were Jim Hoiowachuk of Toronto at Forward
spot, Western's Bob Horvath and
Angelo Mazzuchin of Windsor at
guard.
Selections were made by the
six coaches of the Western Div:
ision.
Rounding out the first team

RHYS M.
SALE

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

CULTURE REP
U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

With $3.00 Purchase

0

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

v'I

of the 0-QAA all-star teams. Only two of .he Lancers, Angelo Mazzuchin and Marty Kwiatkowski, madr, the first team. Bob Navetta
and Mike Tarar.czuk made the seco;-,d team. and Doug Brown received honourable mention.
Perhaps we're a little biased but we felt that Mike Taranczuk
should have definitely made the first team instead of Marnix Heersink
of Western. Mike did not score as many points as Heersink but he
snuffed more shots each game than Heersink did all season.
Marnix is a fine player and an excellent shot, but he is just
not the all around pla:ter that Taranczuk is. Mike was probably
the most underrated Lancer because of his refusal to shoot more
often. He is a terun player. Game after game, he leads the
Lancers in blocked shots, rebounds, and assists.

Those who follow "LANCE predicts" will no doubt be pleased
;to learn that UBC last week clinched the right to represent the west
at the National championships (as predicted).

were centre Marnix Heersink
fr o m Western and forward
Marty Kwiatkowski of Windsor.

ern Division season and was the
0-QAA's champion's leader in
the back-court.

Heersink, a 6-foot-4 freshedged Windsor's Bob
Naletta for the first-team centre spot. Navetta was the
leading vote-getter in the Western Division in the 1965-66
selection. Heersink finished in
the Western Dhision scoring
race with 182 points, one
more than Navetta.

Besides Navetta, Windsor
also picked up another place
on the second team in the
west with Mike Taranczuk
grabbing off a forward spot.
The other forward post went
to Guelph's Ty Burch who
played for a winless, last-place

man,

Horvath, Western's floor leader, also scored 171 points, Mazzuchin, Windsor's co-captain,
scored 156 points for the West1

S

FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

w
t-

pet~ in the national girls doubles badminton championship.
One of the most disappointing events 0f the week was the release

COOK

t-

:::,

After a display of this sort, the game against Western was anticlimactic. We now have absolutely no doubt that the Lancers will
win their fourth national championship in the five years it has been
held. (They lost the other one in overtime).
The past week has also been good to other school teams. The
girls' volleyball team will represent the 0-QAA in the national championships at Calgary.
Sue Kauffman and Mary McGregor will also be there corn·

Four Lancers make All-Star team

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN

z

This was the kind of performance that we have been waiting
for all year. The Lancers scored a phenomenal 73 p<>.ints in the
second half and looked unbeatable.

MAZZUCHIN UNANIMOUS

FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE

z

We have done it again! The Windsor Lancers will repres·e nt the
0-QAA in the forthcoming national basketball championships. One
can hardly deny that they deserve it. Although there were times
throughout the year when we were disappointed with their performance, all doubts were dispelled last Friday when they entered the
second half of the game against Toronto 13 points down, and ended
the game 28 points up on the Blues.

11

RudYs
Barber Shop
2840 UNIVERSITY W.

by AL STRACHAN
LANCE Sports Editor

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

AND GALS

Clark's tlesert
Boots
Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels
Campus
Sneekers

team.
Named as second team guards
were Jim Murray of McMaster,
an honorable mention in the
1965-66 season, and Toronto
freshman Bruce Dempster.
Honorable mentions went to
Windsor's Doug Brown, Nolan
Kane of Toronto's Blues, Sol
Glober from Waterloo, McMaster's Andy Martinson and Bob
Pando, a regular star from Waterloo.

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
is3-0369
Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service
10% Discount On Meal Tickets

JOE CASWELL
e ALTERATIONS
e DRY CLEANING
e PRESSING

To Students

The SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte West
At Randolph

2207 WYANDOTTE W.
"Just Off The Campus"
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••• HERE WE COME!

LOOK OUT CALGARY • • •

Cagers up for fifth straight CIAA finals
by JOHN MURRAY
Look out Calgary! Here
comes the best team in Canada!
For the fifth straight year in
a row University of Windsor
Lancers have· captured t h e
0-QAA championships this
time by defeating Western Mustangs 92-80. The Lancers will
be after their fourth national
championship when they journey
to Calgary next week and if they
continue the great play they exhibited Saturday night they
should not have trouble keeping
the national cage crown in Windsor.
In a rough tough defeosjve
lntttle that saw four players
disqualified, three of them
Westerners, the llllrd work of
"everybody's all-star" Angelo
Mazzuchin was very much in
evidence. When · the Lancers
a basket there was Angie,
when Western threatened there
was Angie.
Angelo Mazzuchin has to be
the best guard in the 0-QAA.
If it weren't for his strong play
both offensively and defensively
the Lancers would not be in the
position they are.
Gary Polano also deserves
special mention. Besides adding
10 points to the Lancer tally,
Gary controlled the back boards
and though facing Western's
big Marnix Heersink much of
the time, he made like a vacuum
cJeaner and kept Heersink away
from
tl> h was acunder the
Mike Taranczuk seems to
have developed the skill of

blocking shots right down to

a tee. His big hands often
were up above the basket
slapping away sure. scOttS.
Heersink looked surprised several times as big Mike leaped
high to block at least three
of his shots and Bob Horvath was the picture of frustration when Mike grabbed
one of ~ lay-ups right off the
backboard.
Mike still found time to
drop in ten points for the
Lancers.
The contest was very much
in doubt until the final quarter
as the Mustangs refused to give
up. The Mustangs enjoyed a 2219 lead at the end of the first
quarter but the Lancers came
right back to lead 40-39 at the
half.
The hapless w~emers began to run into rout trouble
however, and three of their
top players watched the remainder of the contest from
the side lines.
Bob Horvath had picked up
four fouls early in the first half
and the Mustangs kept him on
the bench unti! Big Marmx
Heersink was banished at 11:05
of the second half. The big guy
still managed to swish in 20
points before he had to leave.
Horvath picked right up where
Heersink left off and sank 18
points, 14 of them in the 11
minutes he was able to play in
the second half.
Marty Kwiatkowski was banished with only 4:08 left and
his loss did not hurt the Lancers greatly with fellows like

Reen.ink, and Horvath to
Andy Auch and Al Venette
this year have turned into foulname a few.
shot parades with many of the
standing in the wings waiting
The fine Lancer bench will
calls made from behind a
their chance.
certainly stand Windsor in good
player. If Western bad its two
Angelo Mazzuchin and Bob
stead when they embark on their
big guns in the game without
Navetta were the Lancer big
western junket. Fellows like
the fear of fouling out the
guns pus.hing in 23 points apiece.
Andy Auch, Al Venette, Ed
whole course of the game
Eighteen of Mazzuchin's points
Lanktree and Tom Elliott are
would have been changed.
came in the second half when
standing in the wings to take
Certain players i:!1 all three
the Lancers pulled away from
over when one of the Lancer
seem to have been purposely
the Mustangs. Navetta had an
regulars falters.
y i c t ~mi zed KwiaOl:owski,
unfortunate accident in the pregame warm-up and took a nasty
fall on the floor face first.
Doug Brown was the only
other Lancer to break into
double fis,Ires as he contributed 10 points. Andy Auch
scored eight, Kwiatkowski hit
for six and Venette had two
points to round out the Lancer scoring.
The Blue and Gold outshot
the Mustangs in every department hitting 36 of 77 from the
floor for a 46 per cent average
and 20 of 31 foul shots for
66.6 per cent. Western managed
28 of 84 from the field for a
tiny 33 per cent and only 24
of 39 from the free throw line
for a 61.4 average. The work of
Taranczuk and Polano was very
much in evidence in the rebound·
ing department as the Lancers
hauled down 69
errant shots
compared to Westem's 49.
The difference in this game
was bench strength. After the
Joss of Larose, Heersink, and
Horvath, the Mustangs simply
did not have enough talent on
the side lines to fill the holes.
Some of the c
made ~=-=-- -·c:..aa.-..~ ~ ~ - - ~ - - ~ UP FOR TWO - West«n guard gt>ts off a good shot as anxious
against both tea~s were totally
Lancers wait for the rebound. The two points didn't count 1n the
ridiculous. All three games
final analysis ti the Lancers won 92-80, but created temporary
between Western and Win~
problems in the close, hard-fought battle.

FINAL SEASON WRAP-UP

Lancers top Toronto twice
by JOHN MURRAY

In their last game in regular season play the
Lancers showed that the University of Toronto
Blues were nothing but flashes in the pan by
bouncing the Blues 9 3-81.
Five Lancers reached double figures in the
contest. Bob Navetta hit for 24, Marty Kwiatkowski contributed 19, Angelo Mazzuchin 15 and
Mike Taranczuk and Doug Brown each dropped
in ten.
Bob Samaras substituted freely in this contest especially in the first half when the whole
Lancer second team was on the floor for near1y
ten minutes.
However the situation changed drastically the
following Tuesday when Detroit Institute of Technology came to visit. If there is ever a game that
will be looked back on as the worst in Lancer
history this has to be it.
Usually dependable Bob Navetta could not
find the back-board all night and Doug Brown
seemed to be passing to the folks in the eighth
row of the stands. Marty Kwtatkowski was a picture of frustration as his shots went in and popped
out but thankfully Angelo Mazzuchin played like
seven men to save the game by dropping in 25
points.
The DIT game seemed to set the stage for
the Lancers first game of the 0-QAA championship tournament. The University of Toronto Blues
came onto the floor looking like world-beaters and
after they had jumped into an early 23-12 lead
at the end of the first quarter, Lancer fans started
to chew their nails. The frustration continued to
the end of the first half and the Lancers left the
floor down 48-35.
Bob Samaras could not look his charges
in the eye and left them to stew in their own
juice but it was Angelo Mazzuchin who ignited
the spark under the hapless Lancers. Angie gave
his mates a blf.stering half-time speech and ap-

parently his words were taken to heart for the
Lancers started the second half with a flurry of
baskets to put on one of the finest displays of
come-lntck basketball ever seen in the 0-QAA
as they poured in 73 points in the second half
to the delighted screams of their fans.
By the end of the third quarter the blue and
gold had picked themselves up off the floor and
bounced into a 69-61 lead. Now it was Toronto's
turn to be frustrated as the Lancers intercepted
passes and scored several three-point baskets.
Mike Taranczuk used his height to advantage
blocking shots and Mazzuchin consistently stole
the ball out of the hands of Tqronto back-court
men.
The hard work soon payed off as the Blues
finally bowed out 108-80. Mazzuchin led the
Lancer scorers in this contest sinking 25 points,
all but five of them in the second half. Marty
Kwiatkowski was close behind with 23 and Bob
Navetta found his scoring touch again for 14.
Andy Auch came off the bench to add 11 and
Doug Brown finished out the double figure column with 10.
Earlier in the evening the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs squeeked by the
Queens Golden Gaels 89-75. The outcome of
this game was in doubt up until the final few
minutes as the Gaels shot a fantastic 55.5 per
cent form the floor. Westerns big center Marnix Heersink exploded for 33 points and along
with Bob Horvath's 24 the Gaels stood little
chance even though Fraser managed to pop
in 18 points.
Saturday night in the consolation round the
Blues met the Gaels in a lack-luster game that saw
the Torontonians eventually come out the winners 60-55. The floating zone that Queens had
used so effectively against Western gave the Blues
fits from the floor for the first half but the outside shooting of Bruce Dempster, Jim Holowachuk
and Ron Kimel soon loosened things up and the
l3lues loafed their way to an easy victory.

You can't
beat
the taste
of Player's
filters.

. __
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THE WHOLE STORY

CIA - student scandal spreads to Canada
from CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY P ~
orfA WA - The Canadian
Union of Students is among 25
organizations identified as rece1 V1n& contributions from
foundations connected with the
United States Central Intelligence
Agency.
In a report in its February
12 edition, the New York Times
included the National Federation
of Canadian University Students,
as CUS was known until lase
1963, in a list of groops receiving grants from the New
Yo r k-based Foundation for
Youth and Student Affairs
(FYSA), allegedly a CIA-front
organization.
CUS past-president Pat Kenniff, contacted in Quebec City,
said CUS had applied for and
received a grant from FYSA to
sponsor two seminars on international affairs, one in 1964-65
and the other in 196S-66. CUS
received about $1, ~00 from
FYSA.
CUS pnaldent Do111 Wanl
in Ottawa Sunday aid, "We
figured they had • pat interest In pving money to ...
dent orpnizadom and ablce
there ii llttle money available
c..t,, we applied for die

t."
Both Ward and Keniff said
they hadn't known FYSA was
connected with CIA until la~t
week, and Ward added, "I don't
think the CIA got very good
value for their money."
David Jenkins, 1963-64 CUS
president, contacted Sunday nigh
in Calgary, said during his year
in office CUS had regular communications with the U.S. National Student Association, but
that "at no time was I aware

that they were involved witb the
CIA."
Ramputt mapzme renaleel last week the NSA bad
been recthlng large amounta
of money from the CIA for
the

i-t u years.

The TIDles article also listed
Crossroads Africa, World University Service and the United
States Student Press Association
among 25 organizations receiving FYSA aid.
In the Bouse of CoqlllMIBS
last Friday, Enc Wlnkl«, aked for an blffl51iptloG to en•
sure the CIA and RCMP
don't me students at Canadian uoivfflif:tiea to pabs
police lntelllgence.
In reply, defence

minister
Paul Hellyer said he bad no
knowledge that students were
engaged in undercover assignments for the CIA, but promjsed to investigate.
However the Canadian government is reluctant to register
a formal complaint with the
United States over Central Intelligence Agency invplvement
in Canadian organizations, Prime
Minister Pearson told the Common Monday. The Prime Mini5ter also said be bas "no knowledge" of money given to such
groups by the U.S. Intelligence
Agency "or by any other foreign power."
At an Ottawa prea conference heJcl Fmruary 21, CUS
president Doug Ward revealed
for 15 years, the RCMP ball
conducted annual intervle,n

est student orpnlzadaa, but
bave not yet offered money
In excbaqe for informlldoa
pned.

CUS raised the issue Monday

by asking Prime Minister Pear"to protest strongly the covert intrusion of the CIA" into
CUS affairs, and to provide
"assurance that the RCMP i•
not enga&ed in any similar o~
erations."
Asked why CUS made the demands, Ward replied:
"My prime COllffl'II .. a.a
MDdeata cm become tnvohal
In • network of lnhrmadoa
over wbJch they have no ftdure control.''
Ward eltpressed dissatisfaction
with ~ prime minister's refusal
Monday to protest the CIA's
"covert ~sion"' into CUS
affairs.
In 196S and 1966, CUS received twih $1,500 payments
from the i:oundation of Youth
and Student Affairs, an alleged
CIA• front organization.
The money went toward
financing twa student conferences, Ward said, and at no time
did FYSA or the CIA attempt
to influence the course those
$00

meetings took.
llepomn

~ ID OD
other poslble CIA i-ymeqts

to CUS, bat Wsd

maintained

tlllt except fOI' the two FYSA
panes, there
only an indirect &ftDt from FYSA to
Wos:ld Amembly of Youth to
CUS fOI' b'affl tD • number
of bderllaloml ltudeat con-

w•

ftrmces.
The General Secretary of
World University Service Cana•
da expressed surprise here Tuesday that CUS officials weren't
aware they were dealing in 196.S
and 1966 with a possible CIA
front.
"To my pen,oml knowledge

It wa common goaip among
1101De

of the officers of CUS

Costs may force UBC from CUS
VANCOUVER (CUP)---, The
University of British Columbia
could leave I.he Canadian Union
of Students next year if present
financial difficulties are not
overcome within its local student
organization.
H UBC h to carry on Its
present activities, including
membership in CUS, It wUI
either ba•e fo generate new
revenue or c:ut addetic special
events, dubs or CUS costs.

Alma Mater Society presidentelect Shaun Sulivan said UBC
students don't undertstand the
importance of CUS to UBC.
"CUS correlates wbiu is happening on other campuses. lt
gives us background material
from other universities about

FUN JOB
Positions

Avai Iable

student affairs and student move,
meats for better deals from local
governments," he argued.
"As unlvenlty f l II an c •
move& more to local governmeau, It • IIIOlt llllpomat
that we ha, e this kind of Information," be aid. "But If
we cannot make cue. in local
actlvftiea, tbm oar CUS commitment will have tD be par•
dally cat.

UBC paid $10,205 to CUS
this year.
"Maybe we ca::i arrange associate status in CUS instead of
pulling out. Al present the CUS
constitution has no provision
for such status and we might
implement them."
Sullivan admitted UBC's withdrawal could seriously damage
CUS which bas lost eight unions
this year.

APARTMENTS
Apartments are now available

two GI' three ya111

,co," aid

Dollpa ~ ·
"I know oac person I can be
absolutely ce~in knew or suspected that it was coming from

CIA."
~ayer

r.efused. however, to

name any CUS officials he auspeds were aware of the alleged
CIA-FYSA affiliation.
Any speculation by student
leaders as to possible sources of
national II t u d e n t association
funds has always been just that
- speculation, said CUS president Doug Ward, commenting
-00 Mayer's remarks.
"Mr. Mayer is old enough
to know the difference between
rumor and reality - and that
rumor is not enough to go on,"
Ward said. "If he knew defi-

nitety it came from the CIA,
rm sorry he didn't divulge it
threeyean ago.•
Acconndnc for CIA'• ac._., Senator Robert F. KeaMidy aid the Central lnfelS.
-aeace As-cy opeaated under
preadenlill orders when I
llnaaced tmdent 1ripa to for. . CClllfen:nc:ea.

-

"If it was a mistake, it was
one of policy made in lhe exec.
utivc branch and it should not
be blamed on the CIA," be said.
Meanwhile, CIA di r e c to r
Richard Helms told a secret sealion of a Senate armed services
subcommittee which supervises
the CIA that the agency is withdrawing financial support from
some private organizations it
has subsidiud.

TORONTO (CUP) - A handbook for American drafl dodgers
has been prepared by a group of Toronto university students and is
produced by the Student Union for Peace Action, gaining wide
circulation in the U.S. The pamphlet tells the prospective draft
dodger how to apply for residence m Canada, what documents he
needs, and what he will find when he gets here.
OTIAWA (CUP) An unidentified Carleton Umersfty
student claims he produced and sold cheap chemical abortions to
several women, most of them students. The abortion kits, sold
for $5 to $10, are reported to have succes.dully terminated 80 to
90 per cent of pregnancy cases within one month of conception.

KALAMAZOO (ACP) - In a recent investigation of the rii,ing
cost of textbooks, the Western Michigan Herald discovered the
culprit at the bottom of the exorbitant prices. According to the
Herald (and Time magazine) it is the publishing industry that is most
to
f r
·
·
major pu ishers, ime said. rely on
textbooks and children's books to support gambling losses on adult
trade books.
PANGO PANGO (UNS) - Thousands of teenage red blorgs
stampeded through the streets here Sunday without the slightest
regard for traffic signs.
BURNABY, B.C. (CUP) - American and Canadian customs
officials harassed an SFU teaching ~lstant last Wl'ltk for his
"questionable" political "\'liews and alleged contact with narcodcs.
Martin Loney, 23, was questioned, searched, stripped and detained
incommunicado by both customs officials and the RCMP. Loney
said, "It seems that under Canadian law the narcotics squad hu
the right to interfere with anyone's personal possessions, private
lives • • • and their liberty at any time on the most spurious of
excuses. It seems an admirable way for the AmerJcan police to
persecute anybody with whose political dews they disagree."

CALGARY (CUP) - Students at the Southern Alberta In~ti·
tute of Technology called a sleep-in Feb. 21 to publicize the need
for residences. Sleep-in organizers promised to provide entertainment
and breakfast for the bedless students.
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Oh ats. reside ce ees up
oy CHRIS PASCUCCI
A surprising number of resident students feel that the hike
in residence fees which was announced last week is ju tifi.:d.
"I won't be coming back to
residence next year but I feel
after all that the cost of living
is rismg and since government
grants are being put to the limit, the cost must be borne by the
students," said Andy Lamer
(Arts II).
"I don't like the hike but
there's n0 way of getting

around it," said Tim Gilmor
(Prelim Arts).
However, there were some
who resented the hike. "It's
cheaper not living in residence"
and "I'm not coming back"
were often heard.
Another problem is that the
new residence will cost more
than Cody and St. Mike's.
"I think that the new residence is worth the higher cost
because of the extras it offers,
like the coffee shop," said
Chuck Delman (Prelim Arts).

"I feel that the extra fifty
dollars is worth it to escape St.
Mike's,"
said John Greven
(Science 11).
Paul Frazer (Arts I) had this
to say about equal fees at Cody
and St. Mike's: "In a place
where the mice are running a
close second in number to the
students, it doesn't seem right
that the cost should be the ~ Paul Reynolds (Arts II) summed up the situation with this
remark, "It may sound pathetic, but what can we do?"

IF YOU PAY $50 more next year, you can get away from these
mice which infest St. Mike's Residence. Most residence men think
it's worth the money.

Wyszynski outpolls Lalor
in '67-'68 SAC elections

NEW LANCE EDl1RIX is Marian Johnstone (Arts I). She took
over last Friday from John Goyeau, (Arts Ill), who says he ''wants
a mooth of vacation before finals." Marian becomes the fifth

Lance editor this year. When Goyeau left on short notice, Marian
"f'igured 'what do I have to lose?'," and took the job. "I guess
I'll try it for a week or two," she said.

ORGANIZERS TELL ALL

"Don't Vote' explained
by KA THY HARAN
.. An ab,ent vote in the recent SAC election could have been
the start of real representation m student government. and a means
of forcing SAC to justify the neces ·ity of its existence with such
scJnt , support."
This is the conviction of Jim Kehoe and Art Kraker, the organizers of the ··Don't Vote" campaign. Their basic intention was "to
stir up intere t in the fact that SAC doesn't have any real support
from the student~" and to offer a "plan of action" to those agreeing
"'ith them.
Cominced the Presidential campaign was a meaningless one
between two "inferior candidates", both opposed to the "basic
concepts of a real unhersity", Kehoe and Kroker posted 300 signs
Monday morning urging students to exercise their right of dissent
by not ~oting. Most of the signs were torn down within a few
hours b)· students whom they feel want "to maintain the status
quo at any cost."
While not in favor of abolishing SAC without an effective
org:inization to r.:plJce it, both feel thi, individuals will not change
the situation and that basic changes are needed in the structure ot
SAC'. For this purpose, they are willing to be the focal point of
a "pressure group" to compel such changes.
They feel the election results have justified their pos1t1on.
65.9 per cent of the student boJy did not vote. To them this indicates.
not apathy. but a refu al to accept second-r.1te candidates. They
challenge Rick Wyszyn:.ki to justily his position of newly elected
President with the backing ot only 25.3 per cent of the students.
Wyszynski answered by ch3lienging the success of the Don't
Vote campaign, adding that "it remains to be established that selectivity rather than indifference caused the low turnout in the elec-·
lions."
Unlike Kehoe and Kraker, Wyszynski believes that SAC is an
effective representative body. If students are really interested in
better government they should, he feels, nominate candidates to
express their viewpoints and sway the voters. He added that an
"after the fact protest is not only poorly timed but also poorly
aimed."
Noting that so far the Don't Vote campaign has not produced
any positive alternative to SAC, Wyszynski stated that he would
welcome any specific proposals and "be more than happy to present
them to the students for their acceptance or rejection."

by GEORGE GRODE
Rick Wyszynski (Commerce
I II) Monday was elected president of the Students' Adminimati ve Council for 1967-68.
Wyszynski,
Public
Relations
Director on this year's council,
defeated John Lalor (Arts II)
by a 672-224 margm.
Af er th ele ti n \Vy zyn :i
said, "I am pleased and proud
to have the opportunity to carry
out a year's administrative term
in office, and, without outlining
any specific plans, can assure
you that the status quo is in
danger."
Commenting on the election itself he said, "I feel
the council that has been
chosen is the best choice of
candidates a,ailable.''

Joining Wyszynski as voting
members on next year's cou ,1cil will be these officers-elect:
Vice-President: Dave Remski.
Art Rep: Bob Desramaux, and
CUS Chairman: Kevin Park.
One non-voting seat, Cultuol
Chairman, was won by Chris
Pascucci .
Remski, who ran on the
work he did this year on the
Duff-Berdahl Committee, stated that he intends to continue working for student voic<!
in administrative affairs and
he is pleased that all of the
candidates elected to office
are also in support of student
power.
In outlining his plans for
next year's CUS Committee.
Park said that the purpose of
his committee "will be to serve
as a catalyst for ~tudent discussion on such matters as universal accessibility.'' He plans to
organize an Indian Week Pmgram, as a special project.
Desramaux indicated that as
Arts Rep his first order of business will be to organize the Art,
Council, which besides performing the customary tasks of informing the Arts Rep and taking care of the Arts float and
~t!i Ball, "'111 sponsor SAC'

dances and use the money from
these dances to bring prominent lecturers to campus.
One of the side aspects of
the election was the resounding defeat of both referendum
candidates. Janet Reed (for
Arts Rep) and Wally Howick
(for CUS Chairman) ran on
establishing student referendums and voting

the way the students they represented wanted them to, e-veo
if this cooflicted with their
own views.
The elections for president of
the Men's and Women's Athletic Councils were held in conjunction with the SAC elections.
Both races were very close with
Chri Morgan and Ann Em;,r
son being elected ·

SAC begs students ..
'please don't skip'
by DAVE REMSKI
LANCE News Editor
Go to your classes Monday
and Tuesday next week.
For the first time In history, this plea is not being
made by distraught profs, but
by students members of
SAC's committee on course
etaluation.
Questionnaires will be distributed on those days to all students in certain classes selected
for the Pilot Program of course
evaluation, which is being attempted for the first time this
year.
Claudette Smith, chairman
of the committee, said that
39 courses have been chosen
for a start on what is hoperl
will become a university-wide
survey.

naire included surveys already
used by other universities in
both Canada and the State~.
the Psychology Department here
and modifications made by the
committee during its meetings .

The committee sent letters to
all deans and department head~.
and also contacted them personally for their ideas and opinions about the project. Profe~sors of the courses chosen were
al o contacted and asked to participate.
"We had a very g(){ld r~
action from the profs," Miss
Smith said. "We chose the
courses before contacting instructors, and bad to make
no major chnages because of
individuals unwilling to participate," she said.
Factors which helped the
committee form the question-

Tabulation of r e s u 11 s,
rather than it1terpretation of
results, will be the group's
next job. They may use the
Unhersity's computers for
tlm, but they won't be available until summer.
Miss Smith added that the
committee appreciates the time,
effort, and advice that the faculty has given it.
"I've never worked with a
committee that's been so enthusiastic and responsible,"
Miss Smith said. "'Whenever
a job was gh·en to someone,
it wa.s done, and dooe well
and quickly," she said,

CLAUDETIE SMITH ....
.... pretty chairman
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"IMMORAL AND AGGRESSIVE"

Commie blasts U.S. Viet policy
The Leader of the Communist
Party of Canada, Willi:im Kashtan, drew sharp opposition for
his speech on Canadian foreign
policy in Ambassador Auditorium Monday.
Kashtan emphasized the need
for Canada to have her own
foreign policy - independent of
the United States. He felt also
that Canada was in a "dilemma"
- while she was whole-heartedly
supporting the immoral and aggressive policies of the United
States, she was also indirec:ly
questioning the wisdom of that
same policy.

"1be root problem of the
Vietnam war," .Kashtan stressed, "is that the U.S. ffllnts
only a military sddement."

denied "discussions of soviet
politics" or a citizen's right to
speak.

During the question and answer period, Kashtan aroused
many listeners. In response to
a question concerning freedom
of speech in Hungary, Kashtan
avoided answering directly - he
stated that socialism has never

When asked if U.S. had any
duty to the western world, (that
is, to act as a policeman to safeguard freedom), Kashtan emphasized that the Americans had no
right to be in Vietnam, as a
result of the Geneva Treaty.

Don't f/UOte me!
by JASON CUROE
EDITOR'S NOTE: Last week
we fouled this column up a little
- This week we've done it a
Jot!

TERRY MURPHY
Q. What do you think about
Dick Stracke's draft • dodger

A. "I don't know her."

He was com inced that Canada was not considering the
merits of the ~ - specifically the Vietnam war - nor
the needs of the situation but
rather the economic des and
location of Canada in relation
to the United States.

Kashtan condemned U.S. escalations, refusals to negotiate,
and long-term aggressive behaviour. The U.S. has refused to
recognize peace signals and thus
r;!ciprocity has been futile, he
felt.

Q. What is your opinion
Evelyn McLean?
A. "He has no right to do
it's anti-Uncle Sam."

BITING HIS LIP and looking a little worried, Ee-Poli Sci Club
President Bob Somers listens to his guest, Communist Party of
Canada boss William Kashtan, field a question from lbe audience
of 150. Kashtan wasn't very popular.

CHANGES ANNOUNCED

SUPA helps
draft dodgers
TORONTO (CUP) A
handbook for American draft
!.lodgers has been prepared by a
group of Toronto university
,tudents and is gaining wide circulation in the United States.
T h e 12-page pamphlet,
published by the Student
Union for Pea<:e Action, details Canadian immigration
procedures and describes life
in draft-free Canada for the
U.S. pacifist.

About 5,000 copies of the
hooklet, Escape From Freedom.
have been distributed, and one
SUPA official estimates nearly
15.000 U.S. students have read
it.
An estimated 3,000 Americans have already come to
Canada to beat the draft.
There is no extradition treaty
between the two countries
covering draft dodgers.
The SUPA pamphlet tells the

prospective draft dodgers how
to apply for residence in Canada, the needed documents and
\\-hat he will find when he geh
here.

Senate revises
Nursing, Phys. Ed.

MARY LOU DWELSKA:
Q. What do you think of the
weather?
A. "Whether to or whether not

New degree programs in nursing and physical education have
been announced by the University Senate for next fall and for fall
1968.
1be new nursing program, which will replace the present

RICK YOUNG

Q. How did you enjoy the PozoSeco singers ?
A. "Poignant, direct and possibly an infringement on student
privacy."

system of one year on campus, three off, and one on, wiQ be
offered in September, 1968.

By that time, the old system will have been entirely phased out.
"This will be a four-year degree program for a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing degree, and will also qualify students to write
nursing registration exams," said University President J. F. Leddy.
A three-year nursing degree program wll) be staned next
September, and after next year the only one.year diploma course
still offered will be public health nursing.

A new honours course in Physical and n..:alth Educations is
expected to be offered next fall. University officials term it an
"expansion" of the current program, which offers a B.A. at the end
of three years and a B.H.P.E. after the fourth year.
The older program bas been offered for the past two years.

The new degree will qualify graduates for post-graduate studies,
teaching careers in both high schools and university, and industrial
and community programs.
The projected enrolment in the honours phys ed course is 180
students by 1969-1970.

MARY ANN DUNNE
Q. What do you think about the
Lance Sex questionnaire?
A. "I didn't enjoy them - they
got no couth!"
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Q. How does Popeye laugh?
A. "Terrible, terrible, terrible it's no good at all."
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KAY DORAN
Q. What do you think about the
Communist party of Canada.
A. "What's it all about, Alfie?"
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Stracke tracks sex

AS YOU LIKE IT - Rehearsing for the University Players' third
presentation of. the year are, from left, Ron Foster, Richard Hyde,
Mike Lyons, Diana Mady, and Marie Romain. 'The Shakespeare
comedy will be presented at Windsor's Cleary Auditorium, March
17 and 18. The play is called a "happy blend of fantasy, romance,,
wit and humour," by it's Director, Drama Professor Dan P. Kelly.

The Lance Student Sex Survey is a failure.
Richard Stracke, who conceived the survey and made up the
questionnaire, has refused to try
to extract any meaningful data
from the returns.
"Of the three hundred questionnaires that were mailed out,
only 71 were returned," Mr.
Stracke said, "and that's far
less than would be needed to
come to any conclusions. In case
anyone is interested, four of
the questionnaires indicated disapproval of the survey; there
were 47 negative answers to the
question, 'do you engage in sexual intercourse?'; of the twenty
positive answers to this question, fourteen were from men.
Of those who answered the
questionnaire, several included
comments on the survey itself.
One respondent charged that, in
places, "the study became bogged down in clinical details,··
and that "the questions all contain a built-in bias." A sampling
of these comments will appear
in next week's Lance.

OLD LADIES SOCIETY?

Liquor license denied senior banquet
It was decided. at Tuesday's
SAC meeting, to investigate the
Senate's reasons for not giving
a liquor license to the senior
students fo r their banquet.
The basis for this inquiry was
the "complete discrepancy" as
Jan Weir put it, of the reports
from Dr. J. F. Leddy, President
of the University and J. M.
Whiteside, the University lawy-

er.
Jan Weir said that the reasons given by the University, that
they can't ensure that everyone
at the banquet will be over
twenty-one, were without foun-

dation because the liquor license for the Arts Ball was obtained very easily by Weir.
Weir stated "It's a question
of whether the little old ladies
society is running the university
or not."
Jack Kiervin, Minister of External Affairs, declined the nomination, at Tuesday's meeting,
for Presidential Aide unless he
could become a voting member
of SAC. The Presidential Aide
must be chosen from this year's
voting SAC members .
A motion was made to investigate the possibilities of making

Engineers establish
student-f acuity group
by
ANNA-MARIE MARKHAM
While the other faculties
were busy belly-aching, the engineers went ahead and established a student-faculty council.
Head of the Department of
Engineerin1 Materials R. c;.
BIUinghurst, who introduced
the idea, is now chairman of
of five professors and six
students. The council meets
three times a year, and more
often if necessary.
They have already discussed
methods of lecturing and teaching in Applied Science courses,
and suggested that, because of
the length of courses, lecturt!s
be printed and distributed to
give students more time to ask
questions in class.

'The council has ad.-ocafed
studenf involvement in Senate

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.
253-0369
Home Cooked Meals

Delivery Service
lO'!o Discount On Meal Tickets

sub-committees, in particular
the one on student discipline.
Engineering Society President
Mike
Livingston
commented
that "this exchange of ideas between faculty ahd students is
necessary, and it has already
been useful. We suggest it to
other faculties."

COOK'S

"FI NEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252- 0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.
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to no avail
The questionnaire provided for
respondents who wished to indicate their refusal to answer
the questions and their reasons.
"The failure of the sun ey."
Mr. Stracke concluded, "can
only indicate that the student~
of this university are so disinterested in everything that goes
on outside of their little are.1s
of study, that they can net e, en
find the time to say they don't
have any ttme. Jt's disgusting."

If you CARE, SHARE'
by KEN LANDRY
The University College of Rhodesia discriminates against nonwhite students.
Vietnamese students must live and study in sickening squalor.
Pakistani universities are batting T.B. and other infectious
diseases among their students.
WHO CARES?
WUS CARES!
What's more, WUS ACTS!
WUS (World University Service) is an international organization, designed to work for and among university people. You are
a member of WUS. In the past, your contributions have enabled
WUS to battle ill-health, malnutrition, racial discrimination, and
inadequate educational facilities among University communities in
over 50 countries.
Today is "SHARE" day. Money collected through the SHARE
Blitz, the "Ugly Man Contest" and the S.A.C. "Shoe-shine" will
go directly to WUS headquarters in Geneva, and be put to the
best possible use. If you CARE, SHARE.
(The new WUS Film "The Challenge and the Answer". will
be shown today at I :00, I :30, 2:30 and 3:30 in Ambassador Auditorium. Admission free.)

the Cultural and Social Directors or well as the Presidential
Aide voting members of SAC.
Also at Tuesday's meeting,
Robert J. Konopasky, (Arts
III), was appointed head of the
committee sending out questionnaires of slack week.
The radio director, George
Grode, (Arts Ill) gave his report concerning the university's
radio program, which was taken
off CKWW last week.
Grode said that contact with
the manager of CKWW was impossible. However, CJSP was
moving up to l 0,000 watts this
year and offered the university
a fifteen minute spot on Sunday, in which they would not
be restricted.
Also discussed and turned
down at this meeting, was a
compulsory insurance program
offering the student a three part
accident and medical insurance
program for which they would
ha,e to pay a total increase of
thirteen dollars and fifty cents.

Mike Livingston .. ..
. ... Engsoc President

"I would like to thank tho~~
who returned their qu:!stionnaires," Mr. Stracke added.
"And especialJy those who were
.!.'enerous enough with their tim;!
to add their comments. As for
those who failed to reply. I can
only say that I am deeply disappointed. We spent a whole
day preparing, mimeographin'.!
and addressing the forms, and
it is hard to believe that the per. ons contacted could not find a
few minutes to fill them out.

TIIE LANCE

An ammendment was made
regarding the voting procedures.
It stated that a box would be
provided on the ballots for the
check or "x" mark and that any
ballot would be accepted that
filled the sqaure completely or
partially.

COMMERCE CLUB
Tonite - Election Stag at D.H. (basement) 25 cents buffet.
Members only.
Saturday, March 18 - Commerce Club's Pre-Arts Ball Dinner
at the Elmwood Casino, Dougall Rd. Tickets must be obtained from
a member of the Executive. Members $4.00, non-members, $12.00.
Monday, March 13 - Commerce Club Elections Members be
sure to vote.
SAC SHOE-SHINE
Need your shoes shined? Why not let a campus leader do
it for you? Today, frorn noon until 3:30. Prominent students (i.e.
SAC and LANCE members) will be shining for SHARE. Cost:
Whatever you can spare.
UGLY-MAN CONTEST
Have you voted for the ugliest man on campus yet? Every
penny is a vote in deciding the '·King of the Uglies". Proceeds go
to SHARE.
JONA CLUB
Michael Marentette, Windsor representative of the Ontario
Human Rights Commission, will speak on "Discrimination in Ontario" Thursday, at 4:30 p .m., Rms. 1-4 in the University Centre.
NURSES CLUB
Dr. A. Wachna will speak on L.S.D., Thursday at 8:45 p.m.
in the Ambassador Auditorium. All Students are invited. Admission
25 cents.
DANCE
Ambassador Auditorium tonight. Music by the Psychotic Reactions. Proceeds go to SHARE campaign. Admission 50 cents.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY
BIG BASH Friday at 8:00 p.m. Canadian Legion Hall.
Music by "The Lost Morals". Stag - $1.25 Drag - $2.00 Must
be 21. (or proof).
LAST BASH
Return of the fabulous "Satellites'', Mo-town sound. Ambassador Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Presented by the Engineering Society.
CENTENNIAL POETRY FESTIVAL
Saturday 10 a.m. 12:30 p.m., 2:00 - 4:30 p.m. in the
Ambassador Auditorium and at 8:30 p.m. in Essex Auditorium.
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
Detroit Symphony Orchestra. Sunday 8:20 p.m., at Cleary
Auditorium.

Phone 254-8122
1022 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAILORS
*

Repairs

*

Alterations

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We SpecialiH In Pack-Away 6ox Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

"Ask f or It''

* Storage

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobi les At
2504 Howard Avenue
Give Us A Coll

969-9070
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Coming to the rescue at the last minute were· Brian Kappler,
Dave Remsk,, and Al Strachan. Dave was surrounded by his usual
harem· Mary Anne Dunne, Kathy Haran, Mary Anne DuCharme,
Lorraine Gagnier, Sandy Sabou rin and Anna-Marie Markam. Brian
contributed our Vietnam f<•ature. Al supplied his usual store of
obscenities. Dick Stwckc pursued his favorite topic - sex. Jason
Curoe created a satiric r,1asterpiece intentionally George Grode
went quote-collecting. Kuv J.imrozr had to leave after many weeks
of devotion . Chris Pascu c ci took time off from celebrating to drop
us a line. And good old John Birchall outdid himself in the dark room.

EDITORIAL

Does it cover VD too?
Just in case we nave another food poisoning and/or staphus
infection, SAC has provided us with insurance policies to ease o ur
minds. At one of their most recent meetings, they voted to increase
student fees by at least $5 to pay for an accident policy for all
university students.
It would be a mandatory policy, with one clause allowing the
student to opt out if he is already covered by another form of
accident insurance. This policy would also allow for the hiring
of a full-time doctor and nurse and for the establishment of a
psychiatric clinic.
Students, of course would not have to show proof of having
other insurance, so presumably one could keep his fin if be keeps
bis cool and exercise a bit of dishonesty.
However, SAC did not stop there. They then proposed another
compulsory medical fee of $8.50 to be levied on all students without
other insurance. This would cover any expenses incurred while
undergoing treatment for ordinary sicknesses, like mono, T.B.VD,
etc.
What right does anyone have to propose a compulsory insurance program? What stastics are they using as a basis for their
claim that university students need medical insurance? How do
they know it is even needed?
Furthermore, before the Administrative takes it upon themselves
to hire a full-time doctor, it would indeed be wise to offer the
students some choice in the matter. If we are going to pay someone
to ;ork here full-time, let it at least be someone of higher calibre
than our present medical crew.
·
Many complaints were registered about the university's doctor this year, and nothing was done about it supposedly because
the administration had signed a contract with said doctor and had
to stand by the terms of their agreement.
Now that SAC has the chance they should investiagte the e
charges to see if they are valid.

EDITORIAL

Is Fisher Hall for real?
If you think getting married will solve your problems, forget
it, especially if you plan on living in Patricia Manor, that is,
Geoffrey Fisher Hall.
If you have a baby while\ you're living there you wlil have
to move elsewhere within 30 days. This was decided by the
Canterbury College administration.
You won't have curfews at Fisher Hall, but you probably
won't have parties either; not with a professor living next door.
Fourteen profs are moving in next fall to act as dons.
Remarkably enough, the professors who make between
$10,000 and $12,000 a year will pay the same rent as the married
students who supposedly don't have an income.
When Canterbury College purchased Patricia Manor the apartment rates were $70-$)00 per month. Then a $30-$40 rent increase
was instituted. Rumors have it that this raise was intended to pay
off a $400,000 mortgage on the building. The apartments are unfurnished and residents must pay their own utilities.
IF the building i<i not filled by next September 1, it is highly
possible that the remaining rooms will be rented to unmarried
students who have the ready cash.
A $130 deposit is required before anyone is allowed into Fisher
Hall, and that doesn't guarantee the depositor a room either. One
would suppose that this is "insurance" on those students whom
Canterbury College cannot trust.
Canterbury is trying to build a community where married students can live together, is this the best they can do?

Course evaluation ready
Deans, Department Heads,
and professors inten iewed,
with only one or two exceptions.
Another member of the committee, who refused to be identified said that one Professor has
asked that the questionnaires be
left in his possession for two
days after they were filled out,
so that he could study them.
As a result, the course may
be removed from the list of
subjects to be evaluated.
"The booklet we distribute
next August will be the result
<°'f a lot of effort," Miss Smith
said. "And we think it will be
useful to all students."

Everybody's got one or two
rotten courses, right? Courses
you should h1ve stayed right
out of? It happens to us all.
But not next year, if Stude'lt Council can help it.
SAC's course e~aluation committee expects to disirlbure
a bcoklet of compiled student opinion of 39 courses
late next summer, to help
you pick out your courses.
Committee chairman C laudette Smith (BScN) explained the
threefold purpose of the program "We hope to increase
student - faculty communication
assist
stu<lents
in
selecting
courses, and aid faculty and
administrators by giving them
the student viewpoint,'' she
said.
Miss Smith said that the
idea for the committee started in "cafeteria chithcat, and
general interest."
She stressed that the program was not primarily to
evaluate professors, but to judge
whole courses, including student
effort.
She explained that the 39
courses pilot project would lead
to more extensive evaluations
in the future. T here are " hundreds of courses" offered at

attendance, and everyone is
hardworldng and interested,"
she said.
The questionnaire, which will
be distributed Monday contains
only 5 or 6 questions about
prcfessors. It was drawn up by
members of her 12-man committee, with aid and assistance
from members of the University's Psychology department who
are skilled in this sort of testing, and from Harvard's Crimson Tide and the Black and
Blue Re\iew of the University
of British Columbia.
Miss Smith said that the
committee has had "excellent
co-operation" from all of the

the U niversity, she said.
Miss Smith adds tb3t she
i<i "~ery proud" of the committee. "We've had excellent

"ONE OF THE BEST Committees we'n had in years,'' SAC
President Jan Weir calls the Course Evaluation committee, The
committee will distribute six thousand copies of their four-page
questionnaire on Monday.

a
by AL STRACHAN
O nce upon a time there wa~
a good fa iry and this fa iry was
very, very, good (this is for the
cenefit of the University C ouncil of Women who cannot stand
reality). One day the good fairy
a nd all his \lmilaril} swishy
friends went to a bar (you knew
it wasn't going to last didn't
you?).
" Hi Russell"
"Get a haircut"
'"Pretty funny Rus . Who
writes your stuff?"
" I got a million of them"
"Jokes?"
··cockroaches"
"Watch it Russ or we'll call
the narcotics squad on you"
"Why?"
"To tell them there's
150
pounds of dope behind the bar..
" I'd talk to you but there's
no sense having a battle of wits
with an unarmed man."
"Got two words for you Russell"
"Don't say it. My mother
doesn't like that kind of lan~uage"
"Got to go Russ. I'll mi,s
you. But only because it won·t
reach that far."
At this point thi~ unbelievably h i I a r i o u s conversation
reached its inevitable and most
welcome conclusion as the good
fairies sat at a nearby table.
"Hey," said Sweets ··t think
I'm in love."
"Somebody would be a lot
~afer if somebody got some
beers over here within about
three seconds."
The beers having arrived and
the waiter having been duly
tipped (mainly because he took
out his beer before he returned
the change) the conversation (?)

c IvJ, r,~ 111

began as
it had done every
night for the past
two years.
" Hey Whitey. Bet you don't
know what the record for the
largest number of ten cent bags
of potato chips consumed at a
single sitting without a glass of
water is?"
"Forty-four" quoth the unbeatable Whitey.
The next question was a difficult one though and even
Whitey didn't get it. (Whitey
gets more than. his share anyway.)
'"Why is a duck?"
" You sure pronounced that
last word right?''

"Yep."
"Okay, why is a duck?"
"Because one leg is the same
size."
The trend of the conversation then switched to politics
whereupon it was decided that
in view of Canada's previous
political tradition the post of
Governor-General
should
be
~old to an American.
"She must go. Her mother
did."
The next beer was drunk in
memory of that great hero,
Chicken Man, the wonderful
..,. hite winged weekend warrior
who last Friday suffered a most
untimely demise when he was
eaten (parbroiled, it is assumed)

by Miss Hellfinger and the
Commissioner. It was hoped
that someone would come along
to take the white winged W3rrior's place fighting crime and /
or evil. Whitey was nominated
because he had once ripped the
blouse off a girl who had declined his offer to dance. (A
just punishment)
T here was a lull in the conversation before someone said,
" I hear Jan Weir is running
for president.' '
"Of SAC?"
"No, of the university".
The racetrack faction of the
good fa iry group walked in.
" Did you see that mother park
that horse out? I would have
hit the goddam exacta if it
wasn't for that clod."
" Hey," said Sweets, "I think
I'm in love."
Shortly afterwards, the crowd
o f fa iries left because the pub
was closing. (Knowing these
people I can attest that this was
the ONLY reason)
Intermission.
The following forenoon (impressed?) the group was again
to be found in the coffee shop
of the local educational (?) institution.
" Hey:· sa id Sweets, "I think
I'm in love."
" What is the answer to number twenty Whitey?"
··screwed if I know,'· quoth
the very beatable Whitey.
" Hell, I don't know why
these profs give up o much
work. There's absolutely no
way to get through it all."
'"Going to work on it tonight?"
··1 can't see it. What are ycu
going to do?"
··Let's go to the pub."
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"Now let us assume that we
lost Indo-China. If Indo-China
goes, several things happen right
away. The peninsula, the last
bit of land hanging on down
there, would be scarcely defensive. The tin and tungsten that
we so greatly value from that
area would cease coming . . .
So when the United States votes
$400 million to help that war,
we are not voting a give-away
program. We are voting for the
cheapest way that we can to
prevent the occurence of something that would be of the most
terrible ignificance for the United States of America, our security, our power and ability to
get certain things we need from
the riches of Indo-Chinese territory,
and from
Southeast
Asia."
-General Dwight D.
Eisenhower,
to the Governors' Conference
Aug. 4, 1953.

•••
·'Don't forget, there are only
:!00 million of us in a world of
three billion. They want what
we've got, and we're not going
tc give it to them."
President Lyndon B.
Johnson.
addressing
American soldiers in
Korea on his recent
Far Eastern tour.

•••
"War, in fact, has brought
out the noblest instincts and the
best traits of human courage am.I
endurance in the annals of history."

~Francis Cardinal Spellman.
Christmas Day sermon to
American servicemen, Camranh Bay, South Viet:1am.

•••
··1 may be peculiar. but I
care more for the life of one
American serviceman than l do
tor !he whole damned city of
Hanoi."
-Barry Goldwater, addressing
Young Americans for Freedom, Feb. I i th.

•••
"Flatten Hanoi, if necessary.
and let world opinion go fl}
a kite."
-Mendel Rivers, Chairman of
the House Armed Sen ices
Committee.

"The peoples of Asia now
know that the door to independence is not going to be slammed shut. They know that it
is possible for them to choose
their own national destiny without coercion."
-President Lyndon B. Johnson.
State of the Union Speech.
Jan. 10th.

•••
From I. F. Stone's Weekly.
Jan. 30th:
The award of the Army's
Distinguished Service Medal,
the highest award given to
civilians, has been presented
to a scientifk researcher "for
her contribution to development of rice blast fungus, a
disease that in its natural form
has repeatedly damaged As·
ian rice crops."

•••
From the New York Time~.
Feb. I st:
Retail price of rice in Saigon has jumped 30 percent in
the last month.

•••
From the New York Times.
Feb. 3rd, excerpts from President Johnson's speech on food
help for India:
"We have neter stood idly
by while famine or pestilence
raged among any part of the
human family. America would
cease to be America if we
walked by on the other side
when confronted by such a
catastrophe."

These photos ore not retouched. They ore
not printed for the sake of sensationalism,
but to simply and clearly show what
napalm does to civilians.
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Dances for teeny-boppers,
irate -Engineers claim

PLUMBERS TELL ALL:

How to imitate an Artsman
While becoming an artsman
is certainly no mean feat, we
propose that the process might
become less arduous if you followed our list of pointers that
will help you to stand among
the "other society" without fear
of being ostracized.
Stay up four nights in -4! row
to get large bags under the eyes.
Tell everybody how little sleep
you get because of the trememJous work load. Carry only one
book at a time but make it look
like it weighs 30 pounds.
Screw around in the grotto
every morning for two hours
and every afternoon for three.
Keep a cigarette in your mouth
even if you don't smoke. Swear
a lot.
Go around telling all the fellows how you made two girls
last weekend. In practice, never
proceed beyond necking. Go to
all the movies that come to
town on week-day nights. Carry
two sugar cubes around in your
hip pocket and tell all the girls

that they're LSD. Play cards
using cigarettes instead of money.
Consider Michelangelo Antonioni "in" but Len Deighton
definitely "out." Consider Commercemen as odd and Engineers
as disturbingly and definitely
queer. If you have to walk
through Essex Hall, avoid everything but the main floor. Use
only the johns in Dillon. Con-

Editor's Note: The
articles which appear
on this page are
written by (and probably for) the Engineers. The opinions
herein do not necessarily
correspond
to those of the Lance.

sider them unique and timeless.
Tell everybody how nice it
would be to have a classic 1958
Thunderbird, but drive a new
Mustang. Keep the back seat
littered with remnants of past
loves. Keep a roll of cellophane
on a holder under the dash.
Discuss Ayn Rand and Jung
whiie making out with your girlfriend. Consider · Freud antiquated.
Don't comb your hair on
weekends. Run for office in the
student council even though you
don't give a damn about doing
any work once in. Use big,
cumbersome, dogmatic phrases.
Talk of becoming a corporation
president in five years. When
answering a question, be very
indefinite or do not answer at
all.
Suck your thumb when no
one is looking.

I must commend S.A.C. on
its astute choice of bands for
the post basketball dances. They
are really out of this world. At
least that is what the high school
set says.
"Yeah man, they is real cool.
The kids back at the high dig
them the most. The only sliver
is that those dumb university
5tudents get in the way. What
a drag they are! w:1y some of
these guys actually go for slow
dances were the guy actually
holds the girl, yet. How crude
can you go?
"Man, S.A.C. should even
see a head-shrinker fer a complete overhaul should it e\cr
get the idea of hiring a band
that can play a variety of music.
And the first cat that clues them
in on all that record-playing
equipment installed in the Ambassador Auditorium and how
they might even save money
us;ng it gets a shive in his back
for flapping his lip. Why, man
this is a minority rule. Anybody

would be out of his tree to suggest a variation and even good
music, yet! Why, man, more
upperclassmen might even come
and fewer high school students
yet.
"I pray (non-religiously, mind
you) that S.A.C. never gets
wind of the hundreds of records that the communications
services have on hand or the
possibility of hiring a cube from
the communications services to
play the platters Why that
might even border on efficiency.
Anyway, who wants good
music to dance to?"
So keep up the good work,
S.A.C., and the words of wisdom for the day are "more
noise and pass the aspirin".

CHECKER CAB
253-3551
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Rudy's

THE

Barber Shop
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2840 UNIVERSITY W.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

Engineering
Society

presents

AS YOU LIKE IT
by William Shakespeare

BIG BASH
FRIDAY - 8 P.M.

Friday, March 17
Saturday, March 18

CANADIAN LEGION
Music By
"THE LOST MORALS"
Over 20 - Stag - $1.25 - Drag $2.00

SATURDAY - 8:30 P.M.
AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
Return of the fabulous
"SATELLITES" - Mo-town Sound

Cleary Auditorium

Curtain Time - 8:30

General Admission $2.00 - Student Tickets $1:50
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTRE DESK
or at the box office on the night of the play
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Three Lancer squads at Olympiad '61

The Lancers left Wednesday
night for Alberta where they
will be competing in the OIAU
basketball championships. They
will be atempting to bring back
their fourth national basketball
championship in five years but
this year the pressure will be
even greater. This year instead
of the usual four team playdown there will be five squads
battling for the championship.
In the opening . round ·on
Thursday night the Lancers

wib take on a representative
of the Maritimes lntercoUegi.
ate Athletic Union at the Ed·
monton campus of the University of Alberta,
Waterloo Lutheran of the
OIAA will face Bishop's University
University of British Columbia
has drawn the first round bye
and will not see action until
Friday night.
The Lancers will not be fac-

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c
OPEN 24 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
Wrth- $3.00 Purehas.,

Markham's Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

ing a particularly strong field
this year except for the powerful UBC Thunderbirds. The
Thirds are just returning to the
league after a brief sojourn into
the American Pacific Coast
League where they faced such
teams as the University of
Washington and the University
of Seattle. The Westerners
handle the ball well and are
noted for their back board
strength and tenacious defence.
Mike Taranczuk will have
his work cut out .for him on
the boards and Ma:;,;zuchill and
Navetta will have to really bear
down on the press if Windsor
is to win the crown again this
year.

FUN JOB
Positions
Available
For

RIDE

OPERATORS
at

EDGEWATER
AMUSEMENT
PARK

West Seven Mi le Road
Near Telegraph, Detroit

For an appointment
for an interview
Phone Mr. Wagner
WO 1-9145

You can't
beat
the taste
of Player's
filters.

Second Century Week is the
major Centennial program for
the students of Canadian universities, colleaes and technical
institutes. To be hosted jointly
by the campuses of the University of Alberta and the University of Calgary, this $250,000
national project will bring together l, 100 students from
across Canada this week, to par.ticipate in academic, cultural,
and athletic activities.
The athletic portion of Second Century Week which is being referred to as Olympiad of
Second Century Week will see
700 of Canada's finest young
athletes from every province
competing in National Championship competitions to be staged at the University of Alberta
and the University of Calgary.
Men's competition will inclucte
gymnastics, judo, swimming and
d i v i n g, wrestling, volleyball,
badminton, fencing, curling, skiing and team championships in
hockey and basketball. Women's
competition will include synchroniud swimming, volleyball,
badminton and curling.

OQAA FINAL
STANDINGS
Howalchuk T
Heersink W
Navetta
Horavth W
Burch g G
Mazzuchin
Kane
T
Glober Wat
Murray Mc
Kwiatkowski

Gp Fg Ft Pts Avg
10 8130192 19.2
10 71 30 17 17.2
10713017217.2
9 61 49 171 18
10 64 42 170 17
10 60 36 516 15.6
10 63 17 143 14.6
10 63 17 143 14.3
10 55 33 143 14.3
8 53 35 14117.6

The Uohenity of WlndslK
have one of the larpst
contingents of student adlletea
at Olympiad 67 with a paty
of 24 representing the school
In women's badminton, women'* badminton, women's
volleytJa)I, and men's bMketball.
The Lancerettes won the
honour of representing the EastWest Women's Intercollegiate
tournament with a record of 7
wins and 1 loss and then winning the east-west conference
tournament with a record of 3
wins and O losses for an overall
combined conference competition record of 10 wins and 1
loss. In exhibition competition
the Lancerette team compiled
12 wins and 4 losses for an
overall '66-'67 record of 22
wins and 5 losses.
Lancer Coach Bob Samaras
will take the University squad
to Edmonton on Wednesday for
practice and preparation of their
opening game defense of the
CJ.A. U. Canadian Intercollegiate
National Championship.
The Lancers will play their first
game on Thursday, March 9,
when they take on the winner
of the Maritimes Intercollegiate
Athletic Association. G am e
scheduled for the University of
Alberta gym at Edmonton. The

Watcrn Canadian Intercollegiate
AthJetic Association has a bye
for the first day but will take
on the winner of the OJ.A.A.
Ottawa-St. Lawrence game on
Friday, March 10, in Calgary.

wm

PHONE

The

252-0584

~

losers

FASHIONS LTD.

492 PELISSIER STREET
AT MAIDEN LANE

WINDSOR ONTARIO

Ontario
Student Awards

1967-1968
For the next academic session
the Program will provide:

1. Assistance to Ontario students
2. An improved grant to loan ratio
3. Allowance for other awards
4. A revised application form.

l

.•

die

For Women Who Like
the Very Best

with determined financial need

·:.:

of

two

ganww on Thursday wll meet
on Friday, March 10 at Edmonton. The winner of the
Lancer - Marftimes blte:ffllllegiate .A1bletic AssoclatiolJ
game from 'lbunday wDl
ha~ • bye OD Friday to traffl to Calpry for the champiombtp game whkh ls scheduled for Saturday.
Windsor's bid for their fourth
Canadian Intercollegiate Championship in the past five years
continues a Golden Era of
basketball at the University of
Windsor which began when
Coach Bob Samaras assumed
lhe reigns of the club in 196263. During the four intervening
years, Coach Samaras and his
assistant Ed Chlttaro have completely dominated the Canadian
scene by compiling an amazing
55-3 0-Q.A.A. league record
and a 67-5 overall record against
Canadian competition. During
the same period, the Lancers
have compiled a respectable 9338 overal record against their
Canadian opponents and some
top U.S. competition.

Details of the Plan will be outlined in a
brochure which. along with application forms,
will be available at the Student Awards Office
of this University on March 30.
Students are encouraged to submit
completed application forms prior to their
departure from campus this spring.

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS
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"IDEAL UNIVERSITY"

Lapierre proposes "total man"
OITAWA (CUP) The
present educational s y s t e m
should be revised in order to
produce "the total man", Laurier LaPierre told St. Patrick's
College students here last week.
"Education must cope with
the uniqueness of the individual," the formal co-host of This
Hour Has Seven Days said as
he outlined his concept of the
ide3J university to more than
600 students at the Centennial
teach-in.
Education has largely neglected its social responsibility
in that It has failed to produce
total men - individuals who
fight m~ uniformity, who

have a sense of political con•
sciousness and who are prepared to earn a living, he said.
If the university is to become
a reflection of the community
of scholars who compose it, and
if it is to produce the total man.
its students and telchers should
exercise at least 51 per cent control over it, he suggested.
"They should have a say
in the direction of the uni, ersity, but let the administra•
tors do the administering,"
LaPierre said.
Other reforms, such as the
abolition of the already muchcriticized lecture-exam system,

must be implemented if the ideal
university is to exist, he said.
"Most teachers shouldn't be
allowed to lecture. It's much
easier to impart knowledge lo
a small seminar group."
"And exams must be as depressing to write as they are
to mark," be speculated.
."Students are crowded into
gymnasiums. They're cold, they
can't smoke, and they can't talk.
And some guy keeps walking
around to make sure they don't
cheat."
He suggested oral examinations replace written ones and
that professors assign letter
grades instead of percentages.

MORE PROGRESS

Student unions at Western, Guelph
Student Union buildings approached existence this week at
two Ontario Universities.
Students at the University
of Western Ontario in London will vote this month to
approve or cancel plans to
start saving money for the
multi-million dollar building.
The SUB would be owned,
operated, and administered by
students.
Western's Union will include
if built:
commercial a n d service
facilities such as a bank, barber
shop. and cigar store;
I o u n g e s, including TV,

SUNSET DINER
~OME COOKED MEALS
10% Discount On

2424

Meal Tickets

University West

reading, and browsing lounges;
recreational rooms, (table
tennis, billiards, sauna baths;
art gallery and photo studios;
rehearsal studios and music
practice rooms;
meeting and office facilities;
snack bar and small cllfeteria.

At t b e University of
Guelph, Ontario, the ~ds
of Governors this week gave
unanimous approval to a preliminary brief outlining student plans to set up a Student Union Building.
The SUB will be included in
a larger University Centre, designed to accommodate students,
alumni, and staff.

BURNABY (CUP) - The Canadian Union of Students welcomed Simon Fraser University back to the fold last week following
a referendum. About 75 per cent of the students who voted favoured
membership in CUS.
SUDBURY (CUP) - The RCMP are investigating a report
in the Laurentian University student newspaper reports that at least
20 university students here are smoking marijuana regularly and
one half of he J 200 students have tried it at one time or another.
MONTREAL (CUP) - About 150 McGill and Sir George
Williams University students marched on a Montreal subway station,
protesting the absence of special student rate in Montreal public
transportation facilities. The campaign began after a 10-cent boost
in ticket prices to 30 cents.

PANGO PANGO (UNS) - An unruly mob of purple and
white blorgs stoned the north blorg embassy last week in a protest
against the use of illegal coinage terms on city parking meters.
TORONTO (CUP) - Members of the special committee on
Ontario's student awards are optimistic the provincial education
minister will accept most of their recommendations for changes
in the controversial student awards plan. The five-page report submitted to education minister William Davis contained nine different
recommendations, including simplification of application forms and
a two-page appendix of proposed changes in the forms.
JAKARTA (CUPI) - About 30,000 singing, chanting students
marched .through Jakarta demanding the immediate dismissal, trial
and execution of President Sukarno.
MINNEAPOLIS (ACP) - A panel at the University of Minnesota discussing "Sex and Racism in America" concluded that one of
the basic factors behind racism in America is sex. Basically there
are two sexual myths which have contributed to the development
of racism: that "Negro men are sexually more potent than white
men" and that "Negro women are more irresistible and tempting
,than white women."
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Pamphlet sales by the University of
Manitoba's student and faculty committee to End the War in Vietnam caused a near riot in ,the university's student union last week.
The contest started wh6n a student claimed money from the sales
went to the Viet Cong for arms.

Cerebral migration
VANCOUVER (CUP) - Canada is winning the bram ctram,
according to Canadian and American experts.
Dr. Anthony Scott, economics head at the University of
British Columbia, and Dr. Herbert Brubel, economics professor
at the University of Chicago, said they reached their conclusions
after a one-year study of the exchange of academic economists
between the two countries.
In their 64-page report they say the brain drain is a two-way
street and Canada is ahead the equivalent of $1 million on the exchange of university economists alone.

APARTMENTS
Apartments are now available
,n Patricia Manor for
married students
Call: Paul Rolaart1 & Co. Ltd.
254-3766

1967 GRADUATES
The Canadian Armed Forces are now processing applications
from male students in their final year at university.

•

Successful applicants will be commissioned as officers on graduation

Salary $540 Month
Free Medical and Dental Care
Numerous Other Benefits
Get All Details From

THE CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE
185 OUELLETTE

Hours 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday

PH. 252-7615

After Hours Interviews By Appointment

THE LANCERS DO IT AGAIN.

VOL. XXXIX, NO. 23

•

• .see page s,x
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DRAFT COMMITTEE SET

Info '67 receives grant
from grad student society
by JASON CUROE
The Graduate Students' Federation of the University of
Windsor has granted $100 10
Information '67, a committee
of Windsor students recently
formed to provide immigration
information to young American
men.
The €rant represents the fir~t
stage in the committee's goal of
at least $300, to be spent on advertising in Michigan university
newspapers.

Richard Stracke, commitchainnao, announced
Wednesday tbat the grant will
be followed up with a campaign for funds from other
campus organizations and individuals.
Stracke will propose to the
new Student Council Tuesday
that a referendum be made the
following day on the question
of SAC's giving the committee
$200. (Another referendum has
already been scheduled for
Wednesday, on giving a Council vote to the Presidential Aide.)
"It's too bad that there has
to be so little time to campaign
for a yes vote if SAC approves
the referendum," Stracke said.
"But we plan to start publicizing our programme immediately.
If the referendum fails, students will be manning a table
in the Centre on Thursday,
soliciting individual contributions."
Dr. Ralph Nelson, president of the Faculty Association of the University of
Windsor, has agreed to pass
tee

AS YOU LIKE IT is the Drama Club's spring offering. Diana
Mady, Mike Lyons, and Marie Romain put final touches to the
Shakespearean romantic comedy which wilt be presented tonight and
tomorrow night at Cleary Auditorium.

Asian studies begin
on campus in fall
A new department of Asian
studies will be established he:c
this year, University President
J. F. Leddy announced Wednesday. The new department will
be on of only four or five in
Canada.
Courses will be offered th~
faU in Indian Civilization (religion, history, and social institutions and Indian Literature. They wiU be options
available to aD Arts and Science studen1s in aU years.
Appointment of a distinguished scholar in the field of Asian
studies, prol::ably from a Western American university, is imminent. As courses and library
facilities grow additional faculty
appointment will be made in
Japane e and China studies.
"I am particularly pleased,"
Dr. Leddy said, ''that the senate and board of governors ha ,e
approved this new academic dfort because I have felt for
some years that Canadian universities have needed an expansion of opportunities in Eastern
studies. One half of the human
race live in what we call the
Far East, and the Asiatic people
occupy a very large part of the
world's land area.

"It is therefore vital that
Canadian unhersities should
provide more opportunities
for studies of Asiatic peoples,
and their history and eh ilization. I consider this new
endeavour as one of the most
important expansions of curriculum at the University of
Windsor in recent years."
Last summer the University
of Windsor was host to a group
of Japanese
students
from
Tokyo who studied the English
language on campus for a
month, the first such international arrangement provided at
a Canadian university.

on "Info '67" literature to
the faculty at Monday's general meeting. Nelson was approached by' the commitue
on the question of a flat
grant from the Association.
Nelson, however, pointed out
that it has been the consistent
policy of the Association this
year to avoid endorsing fund
campaigns. "We're a union,"
he said, ''not a political or
social committee."

The committee's first bid for
financial support, made recently
to the present SAC, was unsuccessful. Council felt that
participation in the committee's
programme would commit its

membership to a specific political line, that of opposition to
the war in Vietnam.
Information '67 posters state
that the committee "is resolved
to avoid the larger issue of
the war in Vietnam. We can't
do anything about that, anyway.
But we can take a stand on the
implementation of the spirit of
the Nuremberg Trials in American society. We feel that no
citizen should have to contribute to a war against the dictates of his conscience. Rather
than see draft resistors sent to
prison for their objections, we
.invite them to move to Canada."

Four in Senate by Xmas
by MARY ANNE DUCHARME
The first step has been taken towards student representation
in the Senate.
Proposals for the implementation of the Duff-Berdahl Report
were passed by the Student Council at Tuesday's meeting, with
a 5-0-1 vote.
Dave Remski, Chairman of the SAC Duff-Berdahl Committee
aid "the Administration is willing to listen. The basic work now is
that of a negotiating job rather than a forcing job .. "
The propos3ls, which still have to be passed by the University
Senate. include one full vcting member to be admitted to each of
five Senate sub-committees.
These committees have been chosen out of a total of twelve
because they are the most immediately relevant to student life.
A second proposal states that during the last week before
1967 Christmas vacation, a general election will he held to choose
thre~ Student Senators, who have spent a year 011 SAC in an elective
position or had Senate Committee membership during the fall term.
These three students as well as the President of SAC will
hopefully take their seats, with full voting membership at the
first Unh'ersity Senate meeting, in 1968.
The Duff-Berdahl Committee then plans to place Student Senators on the other remaining seven committees of the Senate.

Sir John A. wins
residence honors
The Unhersity Board of
Governors has named the
new men's residence Sir. John
A. Macdonald Hall. The
action followed a Student
Council request that the
building be given that name.
'Jbe residence, to house
352 men, is scheduled for
completion
by
September,
but coo~ction is running
slightly behind schedule.

CONCE~fRATION IS THE NAME of die
method, ,md chess is the name of the game.
Tuandung ·1 ran. left, is one mote away from de'feating hi! opponent, on the way to the final

round of the Centennial Chess Tournament. He
lost out in the big game, however, as Robert
Gibb took top honours in this first annual event.

(John Birchall Photo)
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Editors for '67 -'68 pubs. set
Editor. for ne,t year's university publication were named Friday by the Board of Publications.
Appointed were:
Brian Kappler - Lance
John Birchall Ambassador yearbook
Aloysms Martinich - Generation
Marie Durocher - Student Guide
Jason Curoe - Advertising Director
Kappler anticipates a ''very gOOd staff
situation" for next year. "We're thinknig of
changing the name of the paper," he said,
but ~c have no specific idea for a new name.
"If we can find the right people to run
it, we will try to start up a literary supplement

DUCHARME
A motion passed at Tuesday's SAC meeting will put 10
a referendum a constitution.ii
amendment to allow the Presidential Aide to cecome a vciing member of Stude:it Council.
The motion was made by
Ron Fishman, Vice-President
who changed an original
moticn from including the
Cultural and Social Directors
to include only the Presidential Aide.
He explai:1ed that to take full
charge of their own areas they
would have little time to d;:al
with SAC. Bill McGuire, Director of Finance. took the negati v>e. He felt that the Pre.,iden-

by JASON
Q. What do you think of the
Lance? How could it be 1m-

again. But we'll need capable and qualified
people," he dded.
Informal group pictures of undergrads
rather than head shots arc first on my agenda,
said Birchall. I would also like to see an enlarged
sports section and possibly some color."
According to Curoe, ''If a new Canadian
Univer~ity Press policy passes referendum CUP
will handle all national advertising. I plan t~ send
out saleswomen to capture the virgin local market.
An increased commission for local advertising
sales should serve as an incentive for the sales
staff."

SAC Presidential
Aide to vote?
by MARY-ANNE

Don't f/UOte me!

JEANNETTE PARKER
"It's informative and has
own opinions. It needs
interested staff.''

Don't Throw Eggs

tial Aide should remain as he
,~ now, "a liason and consultant'
To make this amendment 10
the constitution a 2-3 majori:v
is required. This will be voted
on at Wednesday's meeting,
next week.
The Presidential Aide has not
been selected yet for next year's
council. Nominations will be
accepted up to March 28. He
has to be chosen by this year·s
council.

Just Ask Questions
When
Assistant Deputy Minister
Of Edu ea ti on of Ontario

A CORRECTION

next Monday
All students welcome
Admissio n Free
Time & Place
to be announced
Sponsored by P.C. club

lo last week's Lance, in the
ariicle entitled "Liquor Licl'nse denied senior banquet",
there was an error. The comoul~ory insurance program
brought up was passed.

DAN FORTIER
"The Lance - HAH HAH
HAH! Get rid of the Lance
staff, then get rid of the
Lance. We want more news ."

E. E. Stewart
is here to talk about the

Student Award
Plan

ROBERT BEAUDOIN
"It's unstable in its outlook.
We want more news of major
importance."

('"

THE

VICK[ McCULLOUGH
"[t hls good pictures. It
would be better with more
pictures. Support football.,.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
presents

SUSAN BURNS
'The Lance is better than it
was before. It needs more
pictures of campus activities
and no dirty jokes."

AS YOU LIKE IT
by William Shakespeare

Friday, March 17

SUE KAUFMAN
"I like the sports page. l
think it's pretty good now."

Saturday, March 18
Cleary Auditorium

Curtain Time - 8:30

JOE CASWELL

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH
25c

Genera/ Admission $2.00 - Student Tickets $1:50

e
e
e

ALTERATIONS
DRY CLEANING
PRESSING

2207 WYANDOTTE W.

With $3.00 Purchase
Markham's Fina Service
3110 5andwich St.

"Just Off The Campus"

(At Detroit)

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTRE DESK
or at the box office on the night of the play

OPEN Z4 HOURS

Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
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THIS NEW ATHLETIC complex will be complete by September '68. It will include a swimming
pool, classrooms, a library, and offices for the
School of Physical and Health Education. (See
story column 5,

---------

Athletic Centre set for '68
tion scheduled for September,
19(>8. Trace and Gloss, of
Windsor, are architects; Dixon,
Totten, Behune Associates Ltd.,
consulting engineers for the
project.
The first phase of the new
athletic complex was thr. "allweather" track and field, three
athletic fields and a softball diamond completed at a cost ·Jf
$250,000 last year. A third
phase. scheduled for later con-

A contract for construction
of the second phase of a new
athletic complex at the University cf Windsor has been awarded to Ascon Con,truction Limited of Wi:id,or.

The building, with more than
80.000 square feet of us.1blc
floor area, will include a swimming pool, labcratories, classrooms. library and offices for
the school of physical and
he1lth educatio:i; and show.::r
and locker fac il ities for indoor
and outdcor athletics
Construction costs, including built-in equipment and
furnishings, will be more than
$2,447,000. An additional
$300.00 will be required for
other laboratory equipment,
furnishings and moving costs.
Excavaticns are expected to
start immediately. with complc-

'

MRC executives named
for Cody, Macdonald
by MARY ANNE DUNNE
The mens' residences voted for their 67-68 councils last Friday
both for the Assumption Highlanders (Cody Hall) and the new
mens' residence.
The new residence, slated for completion in September,
will be named Sir John A. Macdonald Hall, in honor of Canada's
first Prime Minister.

AS YOU LIKE IT
by William Shakespeare, will be presented by the U niversity
Players, at the Cleary Auditorium, tonite and tomonow. Tickets
$1.50, at the Centre Desk.
WORK FOR SAC
student council's looking for a public relations officer, a recording secretary, a deputy returning officer, and a presidential aide.
Leave your name and a resume of qualification,; in the SAC
office seco nd floor, Centre.
STUD ENT CENTENNIAL COMM ITTEE
will meet Tuesday. March 21. at 3:30, in the student Centre. All
welcome.
POWERLIFflNG
interfaculty competition this afternoon from 3-6, in the pingpong area, St. Denis Hall. Bench press, squat, and deadlift.
CEN TENNIAL G RA D UATES
all E lecta residents are invited to a tea in honor of those about to
graduate Sunday. 2-4 p.m. in the 6th floor lounge.
SENIOR CLASS DINNER DANCE
Thursday, March 30. Clear:). Cocktails at 6:30, dinner at 7:15
Tickets at the Centre Desk (before March 28).

Rudy's
Barber Shop
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2&40 UNIVERSITY W.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDG E

Phone 254-8122
1022 WY AHOOTTE ST. W.

CLEANERS
TAILORS

* Repairs

*

Alterat ions

SHIRT L AUNDERERS
We Specialize In Pack-Away Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

struction, will include a gymnasium, artifical ice arena, tennis
courts, and outdoor bleacher
seats.
The new structure will be
located on College Avenue opposite the extension of Sunset
A venue. near the track and
field area, and will be prominently viewed from Huron Line
and Ambassador Bridge. The
area is now called the "south
campus" of the University.

Ask for It"

II

* Storage

M1cdonald Hall will not be
directed hy the Basilians as
Cody Hall and St. Mikes. but
l;y tl)c Uni,ersity of Windsor.
The new executive for the
Assumption Highlanders is: Jim
Brophy. President; Vince Ba~sman, I st Vice-President; Bill
Saunders as 2nd V. P., and
Bob Bain as Treasurer. These
were hy acclamation. Toes~
elected arc Bill Reid as Prognm Director and Doug Cassie
as Secretary.
The new University of Windsor residence council as of la~t
Friday consists of Jim Cunningham, President; Barry Culhan~.
V.P.; Rick Williams, Secretary:
and Art Tadashore as Treasurer. There was a 70 per cent
tum-out
The council of the new University of Windsor residence is
expected to et up a new constitution. which will be subject
for approval hy R. Paul Gilmore, Dean of Men. and the
students.

I Players present
:

' ~

.,<

1:

"As You Like It"
"As You Like It'' is on, tonight and tomorrow, at the
Cleary Auditorium .
The third play of the season for the University ot
Windsor players, the Shakespeare comedy stars veteran
actors Mike Lyons, Diana Mady, Phillipe Gautier, as
well as many new and nearly new players, Richard Hyde,
Marie Romain, Olwyn Veighey, Halyna Mordownec, and
many more.
Director Dan P. Kelly, head of the Section of
Drama, calls the play "gay, light, and romantic".
The story takes place in the Forest of Arden, where,
says Kelly, "all the courtiers and foresters "fleet the time
carelessly as they did in the golden world."
"As You Like It is a play to please all tages",
says Kelly. It's a happy blend of fantasy, romance, wit
and humour.
The play is to be presented, at the Cleary, at 8:30
p.m., tonight and tomorrow. Student tickets are available
for $1.50 at the Centre Desk or at the box office.

Radio Free Windsor
to return - on CJSP
Arrangements were made this
week for daily student newcas,s
to be pre ented on station CJSP
for the remainder of the school
year.
The reports will be aired
throughout the day as part
of the station's regular broadcasts.
Director of Student Radio
George Grode and announcer
Brigid Scanlan met with CJSP
Station Manager Lou Tomasi
tor several nours Tuesday afternoon and worked out the program details with him.
According to Grode, "Whene, er something we ccnsider
newswcrthy happens around the
University we make a
hort
news tape reporting it and enJ
the recording to CJSP over a
pecial telephone line."
Grode said, "starting in the

MOR E ELECTIONS:

UCW names officers
by KATHY HA RAN
The top p0\1t1on on the Univcr ity Council for Women was
won through acc;lamation by Brenda St.::ele. A,si•aing her next year
as presidential aide will be Pam 5earlc,.
Five members of this year's council are returnin~ to ~ne
again next year. They are: Marilyn O'Hearne as co-convenor Mary
A nn Mulveney as Science rep, Sue Bedford as treasurer, Ellen
McGee as corresponding secretary and Mary Jo Frankie as recording secretary.
Three new members to the council v.crc appointed Monday.
Pat Wigle will serve as Arts rep and Kathy Har Jn as journalism
rep. Sandy Beatty was chosen as publicity director. Applications for
Frosh, Nursing and physical education reps will he accepted in
September.

fall we plan to have a regular
weekly program of either a
quarter or half-hour duration
in addition to continuing our
news clips.
The exact details of the day
and time of this program have
yet to be wcrked out; however.
we h.1ve been given a free hand
in programming it. Some of
ihe program ideas we are presently considering are round
table discussions, drama produe tions and tcpical interviews."
G rode added that one of
the most appealing aspects of
the arrangement is that ''the
people at the station ha, e expressed an interest in working
with us. They ha, e offered
their services in an advisory,
as opposed to a censory, capacity and we intend to take
ad, antage of the help they
no doubt can give us."

He abo pointed out th.1:
CJSP (710 ' on the dial) 1s going
from 1,000 to I 0.000 v. .ills th1,
,ummer and will re broadca,ting twenty-four hour a day.
With this powerful signal the
student prcgram!> will co,·er a
large Ii. tening area and with
the news clips all important
news evenh on campus will t,e
on the air almost immed:atel)
Grode pointed out t h a t
although ~ery enthu ihtic about
the de,elopments. he was not
quite as enthusia tic as v.a, Miss
can Ian. "After all," he \tatcd,
"nc one asked .\1 E if I would
be interested in reprc enting
the st1t1on ,IS Miss CJSP."
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letters to the Editor
Editor-in-Chief

MARIAN JOHNSTONE

The LANCE is published weekly (Fridays) by and tor
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Su.bscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, ~he LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

EDITORIAL

Everybody loves a critic
You can be a critic too
This editofr1l is for the benefit of all those people who never
read lhc LANCE and hate every word of it.
Wt.. have been trying all year, under five entirely different
editors to print a new paper which best personitie the voice of
Windsor students. There arc many levels of intcrc t on campus and
we haw tried to print something for each. It is impossible to print
a newspaper which will please everybody. We do not expect, nor
do we believe, that anyone reads the LANCE from first page to
last. He selec:s tho. e articles which are of interest to him. Nevertheless. people expect to have the entire paper devoted to their particular interests.
So v. hy try to please anybody'?
We lry becau e we feel that every campus must ha~e a means
ot e.xprc,sing tudent opinion in print. We try because we feel there
arc pe.:,ple \\ ho need to be knocked. institutions which need examination and rules which nce<l revision.
We have done almost evcrythmg po sible t0 determine student
opinion. We have a campus comment column; we <listributc (at our
own, or rather at SAC\. expense questionnaires, surveys etc. to
which \~e get le than 30 per cent return; and we nave a .. letters
to th,· editor" column v.-hich receives few letters and most of them
,ire unsigned.
When the LA CE was in severe danger of ceasing publication
\\e ma<le an urgent plea for help. The n~mbcr of response· could
be counted on one finger of one han<l.
Each editor h 1s experimented v.-ith lay-out. writing tyle, subject matter, approaches to important issues and features. to find
out v.-hat students like. We have printed controversial articles in
a futile .ittempt to stir up healthy tudent discussion. We have asked
time anu time again for CONSTRUCTIVE criticism.
We made an honest attempt al showing students v..hat napalm
doc, to Vietnamese chilun:n and we were accused of sensationalism
h) people v. ho rctusc to exist outsi<le of their hndgc tables. We
gi, c the Engineers a much room a we can aftord in one issue,
.mu the} complain hecau,e \\e did not Je\Ote an entire half of the
paper to their exclusil'e u c.
We get .ittackeu h} a residence '"newspaper" which prints
articles making . weeping statements about our bad point , giving
no rccogn11ion of an:,thing decent v..e may have accomplished dunng
the )Car. ,ind making no suggestions for how we might impro·,e
the l A, CE - ,mu then not having the guts to sign them.
In the most recent edition of '"Info .. (a deliberate misnomer'')
the LA CE v. .is accw,ed of '"sensationalism... '"degeneracy'' and
being of a .. qualit) th,ll has decreJse<l to nil". 'l he ilrticlc closcu with:
•· 1 he LAl'-CE Student Sex SunC) v. a, in poor t.iste. a reflection
on the editor . and ,1 poor pur.licit) stunt {If you're th<1t hard up.
ha,e )ou e,er tried puhli hing .1 ncv..spaper worth) ot the tuden:s
.it th1
ni,cr It) )r· Sorr), girls. but the Bible has alread) been
v. nttcn. "\\ e ,ire net pru<le, at E!ccta. \\ e Just re. cnt a questionnaire
conducted b) irrc pun 1ble individual w 1th ab olutely no constructl\ e purpme other th 111 for puhlication in the LA TE.''
Dcicrrn1ncu not to commit the s.imc error as .. Info" we .. ttcmptcd to m.c,tigatc the ch11ms m,tdc and to get the fact straight.
Hen: v. a, Jn open critici,m of the LANCI:. - um1gned of cour,eand \\e ,,ilueu the opinion, put forth 111 the art1cle. During our
meeting~ v.1th the people rc,pon. ible for .. Info" v.e \\ere given
\\ hat might tn ,0me c.rcle be called a .. run-.irounu".
Well. (,crda. a, )ou igned your .:lf. v.c mmt amv.er you in
pnn, incc you rcfu cd to ce us in private. You referred to our
une) as "pointlc, ... It th.ll i, )Our opinion. and 1f this is typical
of .ill
of \\ student . rhen perhaps the LA '( E should stop
publishing ,ind allov. the Windsor Star to take its place. reporting
.. the f,i.lCb. ma 'am. just the facts".
There v..as space provided on the se,x surve) s for people to
tell u if the survey \\dS '"none of our business··. to criticize the
LA 'CE. aml :o m 1kc any additional co:nmcnts on etthcr the
. urvey or the LA C E. Onl) 71 out of 300 people bothered to
repl) ai all. Then we got attacked in ''Info" by someone who
ob>"10u~ly ha<l had acces, to a ~e. suney. This leads m to assume
that no one v.ill criticize privately ri.:cau e half of the fun of
criticism is the attention one gets while doing so being admired
for devcrnes . witt1csm. etc. In o:her worus, it's the mean and
not the end that matters.
ll's the easiest thing in the world to be a cntic. but to con.
tribute that. i, a rare trait.

GERRY WHERE ARE YOU
NOW THAT WE REALLY
NEED YOU?
Dear Editor:
This letter is in regards ta
the article, "Dances for teenyboppers, irate Engineers claim."
The Engineers talk about the inability of S.A.C. to hire good
bands. It is true that the majority of bands that have been
hired by S.A.C. are a dime a
dozen and offer a very low
quality of music at a cheap
price. Most of these bands have
one beat with little variation.
When they attempt to play slow
tunes, either they play the same
slow tune again and again
(usually an instrumental number) or their slow tune reaches
the speed of a calypso (not a
waltz.
At the same time, there are
many bands around with the
ability to supply the quality
of music desired, but the price
has to be paid to get this quality which cuts down the protit
wanted from the dances, even
though. those th, ! enjoy good
mu. ic are dissatisfied.
The Engineers suggested th.!
hiring of a disc jockey to play
records. I would like the Engineers to be aware that there is
such a person, myself. At the
beginning of the school year. I
offered my services to Gerry
Roth. S.A.C. Social Director.
to play records at the dances
during the year. I was allowed
one dance and that occurred
during Fresh Week. Since. then
I have still hecn available, but
due to the policy of hiring
bands, mv services were cast

aside. In the meantime,
patiently waited for my next job,
investing money in records am/
in improving my own equipment until I found it both expensive and useless. Therefore.
the lack of records at dances

was not due to the fact that
they had no one to supply or
play the records.
So, never fear Engineer~.
Gerry knows I'm still here.
Brian Robinson.
Arts II.

STRACHAN STRUCK
BY CRITICS

of space that Mr. Strachan's
article occupied could have been
replaced by something of greater
value. If not, it would be better
that the Lance cease publication
for the rest of the year.
All students at the University
of Windsor are not amused by
the same things as Mr. Strachan for this we should b!!
thankful.
Bill Dodd

Dear Madam:
I would like to make a few
comments on the article "From
a Club Brain" by Mr. Al Str<1chan, which appeared in the
Lance on March 10. I found
the title very appropriate am.I
have no doubt whatsoever that
the ideas found m the article
were conceived by a "club''
brain
I would like Mr. Strachan in
his reply to this letter to tell
me seriously, not in' his often
sarcastic manner, exactly what
he is trying to prove by writing
this type of tripe. I am sure
there are mimy students at lhe
U. of W. who would be interested. This article was not literary, not artistic, not funny,
not intellectual. It was obviously
written for the very select group
of Mr. Strachan's acquaintances
and not for the majority of the
student body.
I hope that this is not a sign
of what is lo come in the future
under your editorship. With this
type of writing you are only
proving that the Lance can
easily deteriorate to the same
level as the many "rags" that
one can find on any street
corner newstand.
I am sure that the 24 inches

Dear Mr. Dcdd:
The above-mentioned article
was an experiment. Judging by
a rough survey of student opinion, it was not appreciated. A~
a result, therefore, this sty!.!
of \vriling will be discontinue<l.
P.S. Please drcp up to the
LANCE cftice so I can punch
)Ou in the mouth.
A. J. Strac.rnn

EVERYONE'S BUDDY
U.::ar Et11tor.
In regard to an exerpt from
a pre~ious issue of the Lane<"
stating that Bud Ryan CLAIMS
to be responsible for the C etfee House held the we.:kcnd et
the Christmas parties, there 1rc
se\eral people who differ in
opinion as to his CLAIM.
Signed.
·1 hose who WERE
respon~ible.

a
by AL STRACHAN
There arc known marijuana
users on this campus. In ord~r
to enjoy this form of ,timulation (little more th,in the cl feet
ot .i uraft beer) the e people
must risk hara,sment b) the
RCM P an<l a term 1n the ll c,il
jail, 11 not a federal penll~ntiar).
fhe students at this un,ver-,lly
v.-ho smoke mariju,ma conte•1J
that their major ,ources arc 111
three cities Detroit.
.:w
YGrk. ,inJ foronto. It is a nui.:ulou,
ttu,1l1on v. h?.:h re4u1re"
a student to go to all th trou.,b
to procure a stimulant no m He.
Jangcrolh
than
the .11.:oh.il
\\hich "
olJ in pro,inc~-ru:,
store'> {,ll a great profit to tl1,;
pro\ incel.
There are virtually no ,our.:.:,
of marijuana 1n thi, area accor<ling to our sources. 1 ru.:,
a t.:v. arc rumoured, hut no
concrete evidence coulu
he
gi\en. One mU',t either go out
of the country to Detroit. or
any ether large Ameri.:an ci1y.
and thcrer.y ri,k a ure fedcr al
rap if caught in the act d bringing it back. or else travel 250
miles to Toronto. the neare,t

easy source in Canada.
I he Alcoholism ,mu Drug
Research Foundation. ,in agcnc)
d
the Pr vmcc of On:ario.
sa\' ·. "Som~ s,l\ that the 11toxicatt:ig cft,ct o' one m.iriiuana c1g .. rctL i no more thJn
that of one drink of whisl-.v.
The fact that a ,mokcr founu
\~ ith enc cig.ir :t!e may be sent
to pcn1tcn·i;1n is fantastic an<l
ridiculous w.,cn compared to
the use of alcohol and its cffcch. The ,itua;ion is really J
disgrace to cur ci.ilization and
merih much CJn iueralion:·
The rwPh: th.it I have met
v. ho smoke marijuana show
none of the effects that Jaw
enforccmcni ag,ncic, conte11d
are the rcsu It cf ,uch actn tt1cs.
They do not steal to support

their habit {nor in the case of
girls Jo they sell thl'!ir bo<lies).
Their hands arc quite steady and
they <lo not suffer withdrawal
symptoms when the weed is not
.ivad,1ble.
It seem that the only link
t;iat mariJuana has with hero:n
IS th.it they both carry virtually
the same pen.iltv for u e and
possession.
ft ts a \I.ell known fact that
marijuana 1s. on tne whole, le~:,
harmful than alcohol in that
regular user, of marijuana ar.:
not as likely to neglect a bcm:ficial uiet as are alcoholics. The
v. ced it-elf is no more harmful
to the hody than alcohol
The penalty for illegal pcs1,e ,icn ol alcohol is .ipprox.imatcly • 35. The penalty for
illegal possession ot marijua,1a
can be seven years impriso,1mcnt.
One might well ask why this
discrepancy m our law, is
allowed to e. 1st.
Someday. perhaps. the Can.1d1an gO\ernment will find out
that tne twentieth century has
already started and do somethmg to revise the archaic law,
of which this is but one ex.ample.
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(EDMONTON). Two years of detailed
planning came to fruition here last week as 1100
university students converged for Second Century
Week, the national student centennial project,
and the third largest event planned for this anniversary year.

Representing Windsor at the Second Century
Seminar, the academic side of the week, were
Bob Lyman (Arts II) and George Richards (Arts
III).
The seminar examined Canadian biculturalism, diplomacy, youth and student organizations,
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university affairs. Each session was opened with
a lecture or panel discussion led by authorities
in the respective fields. Sessions were usually
terminated by coffee breaks, (the ;:offee was no
better than our own cafeteria special), after which
the delegates would reconvene in small discussion
groups.
As delegates to any conference know, the
value of these junkets extends well beyond the
formal and informal aspects of the conference,
and also some of the techniques developed at
U of A to interest and activate some of the
12,000 students who go there.

Delegates were encouraged to take part in the
student radio club's Zump contest. The idea is
to see how far you can toss Che curling stone
before Newton's law about reactions set,; in.

U of A is a campus of activists. Last year, o,er fifty grads joined
CUSO. To adtertise their final dance, two chuck wagons roamed
the campus c&pen.sing free flapjacks. Students at U of A also
believe McLuhao's thesis that the medium is the message. The dance
was further advertised between classes with square dancing in the
halls of the academic buildings and in the cafeteria. Over 2000
finally attended.

Photo essay
by George Richards

Delegates listm as Dr. Vincent Bladen defends his controversial
report on financing higher education.

Alberta blue laws forbid any alcoholic beverages
within one mile of the campus - except in the

faculty club. This casualty was in the hotel room
- ud would you bel.ien it was only 9 p.m.
Student union buildings are not beyond the realms of polliblllty,
altbouab this one will have a $6Yz mlUion price taa.
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Four Out Of Five

WE'RE STI L NUMBE ONE
b.> JOHN MURRAY
Our Lmcers made it 4 oul
of 5 and 2 straight CIAlJ
chamrionships as they stormcJ
from hehind to h<!at a stubhorn
University of British Columbia
Thunderhir<ls 87-82.
The Thunderbird came on
like gang bu ters behmd the
rebounding of big Ian Dix.on
anJ the shooting of Bob Molinski and Neil Murray but the
bl11z basketball system of coach
Bob Samaras tegan to click in
the second half as the Lancer~
came back five times to knot
the score and then finally go
ahead on a basket by Kwiatkowski at the six minute mark
of the second half.
The Thunderbirds refused to
give up and stormed back to
tie the score 65 all at the thre.:
quarter mark, but Ed Lanktree
came off the bench and promptly threw in three field goals
to ~i,e the Lancers a 78-71 lead
with six minutes left. The Thirds again stormed back on
a field goal by Murray. a foul
shot by Dixon and a basket ty
Langley to tie the score at 80
all with just three minutes left
[O play.
Dougla then hooped a two
pointer 10 prcpel the UBC
squad back into 1:1e lead. bul
Doug Brown h it for two points
to de:1dlock the score again aml
Ang.:-lo Mazzuchin tipped in .in
errant shot hy Taranczuk for
i:n 84-82 lead. Taranczuk wa,
fouled under the Lancer boar\.!,
and made no mistake on hit rce 1hrow to give the Blue and
Gold a five point lead.
l he Lancer press cauesd the
Thunderbirds to throw the hall
away a:id the Lancers moveJ
1n10 a stall to preser ,e th.:>ir

lead. Rahn fouled Brown in an
;iltempt to get the b,111 back an<l
Doug missed the free throw hu t
t.i.: f-Rirds could not get out
of their own end as Brown
stoic the hall. Murray fouled
Angelo Mazzuchin intentionally
rut An.eie missed hi free thro,v
and the 1-bird scramhled away
from the press. Rice's shot was
short though, and Mazzuchin
tcok the rebound all the w,1y
for an in~urance marker wit~
jLL t 12
econds remaining.
Marty Kwiatkowski was th~
Lancer gunner in this contest
with 22 points on 9 field goals
and 4 free throws. Most of
Marty"s shots were his patented
south-paw jump shots from the
out ide and it seemed like he
could not buy a point fro.n
under the basket as he missed
lay up after lay up. Angelo
Mazzuchin as usual played tremendously scoring 21 pcin!s
nnd forcing the Thunderbirds
to throw away the ball time
and a(?ain while on defen•~.
Mike Taranczuk hauled down
I I rebounds and matched th1,
in points. Bob
avetta add.:J
I I also and Doug Brcwn hit
for ten. Ed Lanktree was good
for six. Andy Auch added 4
and Al Yenette found the range
for 2 points to complete the
Lancer scoring.
Doug Brown showed the form
that every one expected him to
show for the past few games
hy terrorizing the T-Birds' ba,;k
court men on the press. Hi hard
defensive work along with Angelo Mazzuchin and Mike Taranczuk's hard rebounding in th<!
s<!cond half were instrument:..!
in the Lancer victory.
The T-birds had looked like
they were going to run the

Lancers right back to Windsor
as they moved to a 21-17 Ie:1d
at the quarter, but the Lancers
crept back to within 4 points
at the half. 38 - 34, and finally
tied the game at the three quarter mark 65 all. From the three
quarter mark it was Windsor
all the way and even though
the T-birds managed to knot the
score a couple of times, the
relentless Lancer press and the
shooting of Mazzuchin and
Kwiatkowski was not to be denied.
Windsor shot 14 for 50 in
the first half for a 28 per cent
average and 23 for 47 in the
second for 48.9 per cent. UBC
hit 14 of 34 in the opening
stanza for 41.2 per cent and
16 of 42 in the second for 38.1
per cent. The Lancers were I 3
for 21 from the foul line and
the T-birds managed 22 of 28.
Wind or out-rebounded the T-

birds 44-41, but most of the
Lancer board work took place
in the second half when Mike
Taranczuk finally subdued big
Ian Dixon who had controlled
the beards almost at will for
t,1e first half.
Angelo Mazzuchin again wa5
the decidin<\ factor in the contest. Angie led the Lancers at
all times and his offensive power
was always in evidence. Defensively. Angelo was the cog that
made the Lancer machine work
as he bothered the UBC back
court men into throwing the
ball away or making such pcor
passes that Brown or Kwiatkowski could pick them off.
To all the Lancers we offer
our congratulations for a gre:il
year

The SHOE BAR
2203 Wyandotte West
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5:! per ce:1t.
UNB managed to hi1 17 for
46 over all for a 37 per ce;it
average. The Lancers were 7
for 15 from the free throw line
and tne Easterners capitaliz~d
on the 30 Windsor fouls 10
score on 18 of their 28 fo.:c
;hrows.

by JOHN MURRAY
The girls volleyball squ<1d
were defeated m their tint
round ty a pcwerful team from
the University of Manitoba.
Manitoba took the series in
three s.raig.1t 15-3, 15-3 and
15-7.
The girls entered
Friday
night's ccnsolatio:i round as
1•nderdo~s and apparently the
lower hilling made the girls a
trifle anPry for they stormed
back to drub the Uni ,ersity of
1, ew Brunswick 15-6. 15-1 I.
1-15, and 16-14. The win earned the girls a third place bronze
medal

You can't
beat
the taste
of Player's
"
filters.

Lancers drub UNB, 75-52
The slow deliberate play of
the UNB team evidently bothered the Lancers in the first half
as they only managed to hit
on 12 of 40 field goal attemp!s
for a 30 per cent average. The
second half wa, a d1ffer~n·
story though as the Blue and
Gold pc:ured in 23 of 44 for

for Lancerettes

X•• •·.,

SEMI-FINALS

b) JOHN MURRAY
In the sudden death semifinals of 1he Cl AU basketball
tournament the Windsl1r Lancers rehounded from an erratt.:
first half to swamp the Uni,er,ity of New Brunswick 7'>52.
Angel(!, Mazzuchin. 1he Lancers perennial leader hooped 2.,
poinh for the Lancer cau,e .
Bob
avetta dropped in 19 10
hack up Mazzuchin"s work 14 of 1hem in the Lancer ru,h
during the second half. Marty
K wiatko\,,ki and DL1ug Brov. 11
,,ere !he onl~ other Lancers 10
get into double figures as 1he~
hit for ten roinh apiece.
The ,lov. ball conlrol offens.:
of the U B 1earn kert the pla~
sluggish throughou1 the contc,1.
The~ held the hall on offen·,e
for long periods of time horing
to lake the percentage ,hots a!ld
<lull the hi~h scoring Lancer .11tack. fhe Lancers hm,e\er 100!.
an early lead cf 16-12 at the
quarter and increased the,r m.1rgin 10 28-23 at th.: half. It ,,a
45-36 ,11 the thrt!e quaner mark
but 1he Easterner, fought h]:;k
to \\ithin 8 poi:ih. 48-40. l\\,,
field 1w.1ls ariecc h~ :'-1 an:.ichin and K,,iatkow,ki hov.eve1
pushed the Lancer, out of sig 1!.

Bronze medal

·-:.
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"IF ST. FRANCIS Xavier University can have
a football team, why can't Windsor?" asks Joe
Organizer, the conspirator who set up the Mammoth Football protest held Tuesday. About 200
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people turned up for the mammoth protest,
almost as many as came to the Student Awards
protest last fall. Joe also goes by the name of
Bardswicb.

Curling Activity to pick up
by PA UL CICERI

A UTILE CHILLY IN their short skirts, the cheerleaders were
out at the football protest too. One of the arguments that the protested
organu:ers used was that if there are more sports events, there'll
be more cartwheels next year.
(John Birchall Photo)

For the past several months,
students cf the Uni, ersity of
Windsor have participated i:i
interfaculty curlin_ at the W+ntlsor Curlin?, Club. Through the
kind cooperation of the members of that club we ha,e b.::c:n
able to use their facilities Thur~day afterncon~.

Ontario
Student Awards

1967-1968
For the next academic session
the Program will provide:
1. Assistance to Ontario students
with determined financial need
2. An improved grant to loan ratio

Inactive last year because
of the inavailability of ice for
the Unhersity, the league th·.,
year has drawn about thirty
itudents, many of whom xperienced their first taste of
th sport. Before the Christmas break, the time was used
for practice. For the oo, ice..
it was a chance to learn the
points of the game, and for
the returnees it was a matter
of getting muscles back into

Lady shuttlers
battle bored
Sue
Kaufman
and
Mary
McGregor representing Windscr
in the Canadian lntercollegiat~
badminton championships found
out early that Western girls
don't just spend their winter~
knitting as they were drubb~d
succes ively 15-2, 15-2 by ..i
top-rated team from the Uniersity cf Alberta.

EARL'S GRILL

3. Allowance for other awards

2045 Wyandotte W.

4. A revised application form.

Home Cooked Meals
Delivery Service

Details of the Plan will be outlined in a
brochure which, along with application forms,
will be available at the Student Awards Office
of this University on March 30.
Students are encouraged to submit
completed application forms prior to their
departure from campus this spring.

253-0369
10'1o Discou11t On Meal Tickets

CHECKER CAB
253-3551

METRO. MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sell and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobiles At

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS

2504

Howard Avenue

Give Us A Call

969-9070

shape that bad grown a bit
weak over the summer.
Eight teams were drawn up
four from Arts and one
from eacn
f the remaining
faculties. The team competition
began in January, and just recently the final league gamewere played. Bryan Keen skipped hi5 Arts II rink to fir t
place with three wins and one
less. An identical record was
held by Paul Ciceri' Phy .Ed.
quad and Jim Walmsley's engineering team which were rel;::gated to second and third plac.::
respectively by use of place percentage points.
Due to the enthusiasm of this
year's curlers. plans are now
being made early o that we
will get in more games next
year. Because so many have
shown an interest in participating in bonspiels, there is the
possibility that a curling club
with membership in the Ontario
urling Association could be
set up here next year.

An intercoDegiate rink was
elected several weeks ago and
was made up of Bryan Keen,
John Roushorne, Jim Walmsley, and Paul Ciceri. The
team tra,elled to Waterloo
h mid-February to participate
in the OQAA tournament.
The U of W squad mis.;ed
out in its bid to capture th~
crown in the nine-school
competition. In the tourney,
teams were eliminated after
losing two iames. Losses to
the University of Toronto and
to Western knocked our foorsome out of the running.
One cf the bigest reasons for
our uccess and fun thi year
has been tne great support given
us by the Athletic Department.
We especially want to thank
Mr. J. C. Nash, our intramural
c?rector who spent much time
in planning and developing our
rrogramme.
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French Canada condemns
centennial celebration
from CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY PRESS
Student officals here absolved
themselves from problems concerning French-speaking participation at second Century
Week but were not prepared to
do the same from their Edmonton counterparts.
According to SCW leaders
here Edmontcn officials for the
Centennial project could ha ,e
done more to prevent tensicn
which produced a two-hour
grudge debate in Edmonton on
the twc-nation concept of Confederation, and saw the Uni' ersity of Toronto students'
council condemn (in an open
letter) treatment given FrenchCanadian students.
Some 200 delegates engaged in the emctional grudge
l'i"bate which resohed th;it
Canada's two founding races
should work independently in
building separlate nations .
The Union Generale des Etu1.liants du Quebec refused to
send an official delegation, partly l:ecause sew organizers refused to grant them "twonaticn" or equal representaticn
at the seminar, and attempted
this summer to recruit Frenchspc:iking students on an individual basis.
The refusal in the Quebec
go1 emmeot's failing to contribute money to the project,
which received $80,000 from
th<? Alberta provincial go, emment and an equal amount
from the federal Centenni:!11
Commission.
"I think they (UGEQ) were
rather misguided m not accept-

ing our invitation,'• commented
Dennis Thomas, the seminar
chairman.
"The people here from Quebec aren't representing anyone.''
Thomas answered criticism
about the absence of promine:it
French-Canadian speakers, saying a "conscious effort" was
made to invite articulate Quebec
spokemen to participate in discussions where a "bilingu1I
Canada was the whole basic
underlying theme".
Invitations were sent to Liberal cabinet mmtsters Pierre
Eliiot Trudeau and Jean Marchand, but both turned them
down. Trudeau called the offor
"tempting", but declined to attend on the grounds anoth~r
cabinet minister - John Turner
- was to appear on the same
panel.
Cardinal Paul Emile Leger,
also invited. received an honor·
ary degree from the University
of Alberta Thursday - but has
refused thus far to participate
in the seminar for health reasons.
Thomas described as "unacceptable" UGEQ's demands
for two-nation representation
at the seminar, but one
French-speaking University of
Ottawa delegate caUed the
Alberta stllf:lents' stand "hypocritical."
Daniel LaTouche, f o r m e r
UGEQ executive member, said
last week in Vancouver Second
Century Week is "scandalous
and an insult" to Frenchspeaking students.
"We are not against Confederaticn," he said, "but agaimt

celebrating Confederation."
LaTouche C a 11 e d sew
another product of the attitude of Anglo-Saxon generosity aud paternalism.
"The Second Century Week
committee promised to seek approval of UGEQ and the Can:1dian Union of Students for the
project. Instead they approach~d
only a few local student union
people."
Alberta students last year
were turned down by Laval
Unh ersity students when they
offered to put on an "English
Canada Week" at Latal thi'i
year, and much of the bitterness generated at that time
is stJII evident.
A Calgary representative on
a two-member sew committee
which first attempted to draw
French student participation,
Lynee Smith, said she does not
feel sew "did all it could."
It was after Miss Smith
and Edmcnton's Raymond
Prottl , isited UGEQ and
other French student officials
that the Quebec union asked
for equal representation.
"I think it was an error on
our (SCW's) part not to insure
UGEQ was brought into SCW
planning at the very early
stages," she said.
No seminars on Canadian
politics or government were
held in Calgary but Calgary did
try to organize a nationalism
seminar in Banff with SCW
providing facilities and shari,1g
other costs with UGEQ. Calgary received no respons~ from
UGEQ on their offer.

LITTLE CUS

Ontario students form union
Ontario students followed the lead set by the
four Western provinces last fall when they passed
legislation at the weekend to establish an Ontario
Union of Students.
About 951-delegates from 20 post-secondary
institutions attended the three-day conference at
Trent University's Champlain College.
In deciding to form a provincial organization, delegates made provision for the admission
of non-CUS members and any Ontario educational institution which satisfies the conditions
of the membership clause.
Other structural changes made in the bilingual org1nization were a IO cent increase in the
per capita levy and provision for full-time employment of both the president and the vice-president.
The conference, termed "a testing ground
for structural ideas now being developed" by

------------~---.,:..___

______

APARTMENTS

Apartments ore now available
,n Geoffrey Fisher Hall for
married students
C•lla P••I Rolt•rts a Co. Ltll.
2s,-3766
"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W,
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

KINGSTON (CUP) - Queen's University principal Dr. J.
A. Corry has announced he will retire by September of next year.
In a letter to the university staff, Dr. Corry said, "When
I was asked to become principal in 1961, I said I would not
undertake to continue in the post for more than seven years
I prefer not to exceed that limit."
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (CUPI) - California's governor Ronald Reagan "is attempting to justify tuition as a punishment for
student activists," says California state assembly speaker Jesse Unruh.
Unruh quoted statements by Governor Reagan and Lieutenant
Governor Finch describing tuition as a disciplinary measure aimed
at "maturing" students involved in campus demonstrations.
Commenting on the firing of University of California president
Clark Kerr, Unruh said, "The suspicion that the university is regarded
as no more than another weapon in the political arsenal has undermined the prestige of all California's public education system.
VANCOUVER (CUP) Unless new funds are found, the
University of British Columbia may have to close its doors to students and planners will have to stop at working drawings for new
buildings, UBC president Dr. John Macdonald warned recently.
Dr. Macdonald blamed rising construction costs and a smaller
capital fund than anticipated for the fund shortage.
PANGO PANGO (UNS) - Pango-Pango, suffering in the ferment
of left-wing agitation, is now almost ready for bottling. 40,007 red
blorgs ran amok demanding the instant death of their leader Kwame
Sukarno (or was it Nkrumu Sumator?) Sources close to the Presidiente, or "President" as we call him, report that American wheat
prices could sustain a fa.,orable rise if the Presidiente goes through
with his plans to drop the nation's supply of fertilizer on the rebellious students.
WATERLOO (CUP) - More than 200 University of Waterloo students turned up at the university library 'lbursday to mill
about the turnstile entrance to the library ..
The students showed up to replace more than 800 volumes
taken from the library in the past year with books from their
own personal coUections.
SASKATCHEWAN (CUP) - The University of Saskatchewan
hospital has asked for female volunteers to participate in experiments
with a new once-a-month oral contraceptive. Each guinea pig will
be paid $10 a month and must participate for at lelst six consecutive months.

SAVE
10%

CUS vice-president Dave Young, also passed
resolutions urging that:
the Ontario government recognize the need
for complete health service facilities in all provincial post-secondary institutions
the health services and the departments
of health, education and university affairs clarify
their responsibilities to the universities
the OUS executive press the Ontario
government to develop a long-range plan for
residences and work with campus co-operatives
in an effort to solve student housing problems
athletic facilities have the same capital
grants status as academic facilities.
Monique Ouellette, students' council president at the University of Ottawa was elected
president of the OUS and Brian Switzman of the
University of Toronto was elected vice-president.

.,:.._

COOK'S

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (CUPI) Several faculty members
at Temple University here have created a coun~elling board to
provide conscientious objectors with draft advice.
The group, called the Faculty Draft Counselling Board, will
supply information about the rights of draft-eligible men who object
to military service on the basis of conscience.
The counselors know the penalties for helping persons evade
the draft, and each is expected to act according to his own discretion, Dr. Edenbaum said.
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by WICKHAMS OF WINDSOR

The Official U. of W.
BLAZER

$45
The same blazer
in downtown stores - $49.50

AT THE

EXCLUSIVE

VOLVO
DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S
SALES & SERVICE

254-9087

Top Quality-Custom Fitted

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
GET YOUR BLAZER, CREST, and TIE
IN TIME FOR EASTER

LEARN THE FACTS
About the Student Award Plan (SAP) - and the changes for next year.
COME HEAR A'SST. DEPUTY MINISTER OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS FOR ONTARIO
MONDAY, IN THE STUDENT CENTRE - Question & Answer Period

SUNSET DINER
HOME COOKED MEALS
lO"'o Discount On Meal Tickets

2424 University

West

For those who usuall y don't get
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Pot-seeking RCMP

raids Lance Office

"WE'VE GOT THEM surrounded, men," says
Joe Anglo-Saxon Protestant Establishment Mountie. Joseph and three hundred of his elves des-

cended on the Lance offices last week and captured several Lance staffers and our whole"supply
of Mary Jane cat food.

HOLY GRAIL

Pub to replace Assumption eyesore
"A pub will be esta blished on
campus by this September", announced
Morgan, tieao of
Engineering Services last Tuesday. Assumption Church, long
held as an eye-sore, will be torn
down to make rcom for th::
pub, which will be called "The
Holy Grail."
Accordi:ig to SAC Presidentelect Rick Wysynzski, "The Pub
is a result of student pressure
and a gambling debt which Dr
DeMarco could not pay in cash:'
The Grail will be open from
noon to midnight, daily except
Sunday, when it will be open
only from 1 p.m. until 6 p.m.
and is being designed and built
by Robert Billinghurst and .<\ssociates, who hold all the contracts to the seven story buildings
which will
copy the Miami
Beach Playboy Club.
Not all students will be served however. Since there will be
topless waitresses serving, Evelyn
McLea:i, Dean of Women h,s
demanded that
only students

over eighteen be admitted and
that the waitresses must wear
ma ks.

Applications for waitress positions are now being accepted ln
the A otf1ce.

Refunds to be granted
for unpublished Lances
As a result of mounting pressure from both internal a:,d outside sources the entire Lance
staff has decided to stop publication. Last Thursday the board
cf publications met deciding that
the Lance was going too far over
their budget this year. Chairman
Ron Fischman al'ld committee
limited the Lance to two four
page issues for the remai:ider of
the year.
Fishman was quoted as saYing "under the circumstances
there was no other feasible solution to this problem."
That evening Marian John-

stone called an emergency meet' ing of her staffers to decide a
suitable course of actio:i; the result was a twelve page final edition of the paper.
SAC treasurer Bill Maguire
stated, "the cost of putting out
the Lance is borne by the students alone. Consequently we will
have to refund the cost of the
two remaining issues to the students." Maguire informed us th:..t
all refunds will take place
Thursday, March 24, at 1:00
p.m. in the cashier's office, upon
presentation of your student
card.

T hree hundred members of Her Majesty's Royal Can adian
M ounted Police descended on the offices of the Lance Saturday in a
daring daylight raid. The strike followed a Lance story last Friday
which outlined a few facts a bout marijuana use on campus.
The mounties swanned into the press office at five o'clock
Saturday morning, just as the weekly Lance party was breaking
fllp on the other side of town.
The only staffers in the office were editor-in-chief Marian
Johnstone, and columnist Al Strachan, who were working on this
issue at the time.
The mounties confiscated more than five hundred copies of the
paper, and a ceramic pot. Miss Jobnstone was sent home to Electa
Hall, but Strachan, who allegedly told the Police "Why didn' t you
at least leave your god-damned horses outside?" was severly beaten
about his club brain.
Strachan was taken to a cellar torture chamber in South
Windsor, where he was held in darkRess and starvation for four
days. (SAC President Rick Wyszynski collapsed from hunger
Wednesday. He had been mooching Stnachan's giant lunches
for weeks).
"They asked me a million questions about my ancestry, and
made all sorts of obscene claims about my habits, girl friend and
haircut," said Strachan.
Fortunately for Miss Johnstone, the Mounties didn't notice the
eight food Indian Hemp plants growing in the Lance office. "We
have to get money for our parties somewhere," she said. "But we'll
have to get rid of them soon, the equipment is cluttering up the
office.
In a related development, more than fifteen Windsor police and
Ontario provincial police raided the weekly Lance party at the Viscount motor hotel. More than eighty-five students were arrested for
under-age drinking giving liquor to minors, being under the influence
of alcohol, lewd and licentious actions, and so on.
Those arrested include Advertising Director -elect Jason Curoe,
Lance Editor-elect Brian Kappler, Ambassador editor Angela Hrachovi, former Lance editor John Goyeau, SAC President-elect Rick
Wyszynski, Fashion contest director Janet Reed, SAC CUS Chairman-elect Kevin Park, and many others.
The two disasters have, however, not daunted the spirits of the
Lance staff. They've all been locked up in adjoining cells in Kingston penitentiary, and have not yet stopped chanting the old Hungarian hymn "Stone Walls Do Not a Prison Make, Nor Iron Bars
a Cage." One policeman predicted, however, that "they'll stop singing when they sober up."

"Tolmaine" poisoning shocks officials
by HARV KECK
University officials expressed shock at the
death Wednesday evening of University Centre
Director Charles M. Tolmie. Mr. Tolmie passed
away at 7 p.m., approximately 45 minutes after
he had finished his evening meal in the Centre
cafeteria.
Residence students were not surprised at
his sudden demise.
"We've been expecting this for a long time," said
one, "and we're just lucky it wasn't one of us."
University President J. F . Leddy, contacted
by telephone on Parliament Hill in Ottawa, conveyed his condolences to the family. ·Tm amazed
that this could happen." he said, because we've
never had any difficulty with the filet mignon
in the faculty cafetena on the second floor of the
Centre."
F. A. DeMarco, University Viec-president,
would make no official comment on the trag·
edy, but informed sources state that be is considering an investigation of SAC to determine
whether student leaders, who have long corn·

plained of Centre food services, had anything
to do with the death.
Also refusing to comment on the incident are
physicians brought in by the University to study
the case. So far they have turned down all requests to sample the lefto\ers of the meal.
It was rumored that they felt that Mr. Tolmie's death was from "natural causes."
SAC President Jan Weir commented that
"If you consider cafeteria food to be organic
matter, then I suppose you can say that the death
was due to natural causes.'' Weir added that the
physicians assigned to the case seemed to be
spending most of their time in the Treasurer's
office, poring over insurance policies .
The LANCE was able to contact. after intensive inve ligation, the President of Versafood
Services Ltd., at his winter retreat on Bimini, in
the Bahamas. "C'est la \ Jc," he said. "I don't
know what people are wo~ mg about," he added,
"after all. eating my fooJ is safer than driving
a car on the freeway - tf)e percentage of fatalities has been substantially lower."

MR. CHARLES M. TULM,(E,, who passed away unexpectedly
Wednesday, is sunhed by his wife and six children. The LANCE
wishes to convey b sympathy to the members of his family.
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ELANC

Cl
by AL SI'RACHAN
Being an account of the lusty
a n d somewhat commonplace
adventures of campus gadabout
Snidely Dogdirt.
Having suitably offended· Bill
Dodd, Evelyn McLean, and
others of their ilk by the use of
the word "lusty", we can now
proceed.
Young Snidely was wandering
around dowtown Windsor the
other day clutching his bag of
cherry tarts when one of the
local canstamulary went rushing
by to arrest a citizen for the
capital offense of holding an
overdue library book. This cop,
with features resembling somewhat of a cross between a Malayan tusk dog and an infected
finger, bumped against Snidely's
bag of cherry tarts. Far be it
from Snidely to stand idly by
while injury befalls a cherry.
"Hey cop", he yelled while
gently stroking the injured object, "You busted my cherry".
Needless to say. a few heads
turned (including the one which
had busted the cherry). Apparently, a cherry-popping is le.,s
than common on Ouellette Ave.
Since the average cop has a
sense cf humour closely paralleling that of George Lincoln
Rockwell (and this cop, being
one of Windsor's finest, was
less than average), the abovementioned officer (after the
necessary pause required to
form an idea) came to a screeching halt and descended upon the
hapless nidely.
He quickly thought back to
his Police Cadet training (a two
hour course) and remembered
Rule No. I: When in doubt.
beat the subject. Luckily for

Snidely, however, he also managed to remember the corollary:
Don't carry out rule No. 1 when
there are witnesses.
Seeing as Snidely was under
25 and had hair longer than

1 % ", the cop managed to recclJect Rule No. 2 and arrested him
as a teen-age punk. Poor
Snidely was taken to the nearest
police dungeon where Rule No.
1 was finally invoked and the
cops chose up teams to beat
his brains out.
Having done an excellent job
of relieving Snidely of anything
but the most basic mental facilities (one of the extremely limited number of jobs done well
by Windsor Police), there was
onlv one thing left to do.
They signed him on as a
Police Cadet.

LAST YEARS

Editor-in-Chief

MARIAN JOHNSTONE
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the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Press
offices are located on the second floor of the University Centre.
Subscription rates - $5 per year.
Entered as second-class mail at the Post Office of
Canada, the LANCE is a member of the Canadian University
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial opinions
are those of the student writer and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 2534232 (ext. 221).

Brian Kappler kappled luminously while chuckling handily at th.!
efforts of others. Others included Dave Remski who barfed, Jason
Curoe who arranged the victory orgy and Marian Johnstone who,
while being chief ringleader of this motley band of guttersnipes censored all their lewd and lasvicious remarks about her beautiful body,
John Birchall fotoed finely and finally ficklely twixt us and th.!
yearbook. Kevin Park demanded but was duly rejected and Bill
Dodd threatened. We thunk about the fink along separate lines and
therefore forgot it.

EXAM PAPERS
AVAILABLE

Prelim to Fourth Year
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
CAMPUS STORE OPEN
TILL 12:00 NITEL Y

Ontario
Student Awards

1967-1968
For the next academic session
the Program will provide:
1. Assistance to Ontario students
with determined financial need
2. An improved grant to loan ratio
3. Allowance for other awards
4. A revised application form.
Details of the Plan will be outlined in a
brochure which, along with application forms,
will be available at the Student Awards Office
of this University on March 30.
Students are encouraged to submit
completed application forms prior to their
departure from campus this spring.

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS

No. 1 Wyandotte and Sunset
No. 2 Tecumseh and Windermere
No. 3 Howard near Eugene

You can't
beat
the taste
of Player's
filters.
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Leddy named

Squamish?

Dr. J. Francis Leddy, president of the University of WindPANGO PANGO (UBC)
sor, has been elected chancellor
of the Canadian Association of More than three hundred teams
the Sovereign and Military from all parts of this island
paradise assembled today in the
Order of Malta.
The order, with headquarters leading and only village, Pango
in Rome, was founded towards Pango, to partake in the three
the end of the 11th Century, thousandth annual 43 - man
and was established in Jerusalem -squamish tournament and sliding door fixing bee.
for the care of the sick.
The leaders announced that
those unable to bear the brunt
U-DO-IT
of the battle, would, for the
mose part, be found unable
to bear the brunt of the
25c
battle.
OPEN 24 HOURS
Representatives for the losers,
Just 3 Blocks Off Campus
however, say that they do not
CAR WASH TOKEN
expect their ontology to be
With $3.00 Purchase
ameliorated by this sort of nonMarkham's Fina Service
sense, and demand increased
3110 Sandwich St.
bombing of nearby Northeast
(At Detroit)
Central Hamtramck.

CAR WASH

WANTED

APARTMENTS
Apartm ents ore now available
,n Geoffrey Fisher Hall for
married students

·ea

Clean Dean McVeil, celebrated Vestal Virgin and Week-end
Nudist, was apprehended today
at the men's room of the
YMCA.
Miss McVeil, noted campus
figure at the University of
Windsor said in an exclusive interview with the LANCE that
she was simply "engagmg in the
pursuit of knowledge."
Miss McVeil informed the
Lance that she does not fear
recriminations from the University Administration. "Those
mothers wouldn't dare take
away my job as Morality Officer; I'm the best they ever had.
Besides, I've got the big boys
wrapped around my fingers."
Mr. P. R. Mealymouth, University Amorality Officer, refused to comment on the situation.
"I have received word from

selected

- MUST BE OVER 18
- MUST BE OVER 36"
- APPLY SAC OFFICE

h Pa•l ••••,•• a Co.
254-3766

Both Coca-Cola and Coke are rea,stered trade marks which identify only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.
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Scandal Rocks Windsor Hall

CSB; carefully

TOPLESS W AITRESSES

THE LANCE -

what?

The Congregation of St. Basil
has been evicted from the
Roman Catholic Church.
In an official statement published today in the Vatican's
Osservatore Romano, Paul VI
proclaimed that "Omnes sacerdotes ordinis aut congregationis
(designatione incerte) San c t i
Basili ab Sacra Ecclesia Apostolica Catolicaque expulsi sunt
ratione eroum contra ecclesiam
atque contra gustam bonam
actorum."
ex-Rev. M. J. Bluebryhill,
superior, was unavailable for
comment until the LANCE
spoke wifh bim m an exctus1ve
interview in the Assumption
University wine cellars. Bluebryhill answered the pope's charges
with the comment that "I don't
think so."

Above," he said, "that They will
take care of her, and that Clean
Dean is not to be molested by
my department or by students.
There might be legal repercussions."
Herr Doktor J. Francis
Seedy, recently malted Imperial
Wizard of the University (see
column 1), was also approached.
The LANCE asked if be had
known of Miss McVeil's moonlighting activities. "No," he replied, "but I've phoned the lady

in question and she has promised to come up so that I can
get to the bottom of this. It is
hard to believe that anyone so
vestal and so virgin could ever
be implicated in such an affair."
Informed by the LANCE that
Dr. Seedy was concerned about
her problem, Miss McVeil popped her bubblegum and said,
"Concerned? Just watch how
concerned he'll be when he
finds out I've had clap for two
months."

hunks and chunks
CHESS CLUB
is holding an awards banquet tonight in the New Meeting Room
of the Student Centre at 8:30. R.S.V.P. by last Tuesday.
COMMUNIST CLUB
all ~tudents interested in demonstrating against observance of
Good Fnday pleage assemble behind Assumption Church with signs.
JACKIE LEONARD FAN CLUB
will meet in the phone booth at the foot of the main stairs to
the Grotto proper at 4:00 sharp. Be there damn it!
FOLK CONCERT
The Back Porch Minority will entertain at next Friday's Biology
Club Concert "Folkin' Around". Tickets are $5.50, $6.50, and
$7 .00 and can be purchased in installments.
LANCE CRITICS
to assemble in Cobo Hall Arena Sunday, March 26 at 3:30
p.m. Tickets sold by money order only. Be sure to buy them in advance as seats may be scarce.

Library hours changed
The administration announced earlier this week that the University Library would remain open throughout the Easter recess.
The library staff prepared a petition demanding Good Friday
and Easter Sunday off and pr~sented it to the adminstration Tuesday.
The request was denied.
In the words of the library spokesman, Easter is a religious
holiday, and no Christian university has the rgiht to ask its staff
to work.
Most of the staff had planned to attend religious ceremonies on
these days and ,.have_ _decided to go ahead with these plans in spite
of a threat of being fired if they don't show up.
Although many students will be travelling borne for the holiday,
the administration holds that those remaining in town should not be
deprived of library facilities.
As it stands now, the library will be open on Friday from 8:30
to 10:30 as usual, and on Sunday from 1:00 to 6:00.

- -------------------------- ------ -----(Paid Adv erti sement)

WHY
Mmmmm .. .

?•

Why suppress the facts?

just Jove

basketball
players.

Why not help American
college men learn how to
avoid killing ?
Why not admit that the Draft
•

IS

too much like slavery?

VOTE YES
'

And they love Coca-Cola on every campus. Coca-Cola has the taste you never g e t tired of . .. alway s
refre1hing. That's why things go better with Coke
• , • after Coke .. . after Coke.

on
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LANCE AWARDS 1966-67
Christine Keeler Virginity
Award
Janet Reed

John Lindblad
Good Journalism Award
John Tomlinson
Bill Dodd
John Lalor
John Goyeau

Almighty God Benevolence
Award
R. Paul Gilmor

Duke of Windsor Sartorial
Elegance Award
Cultural Director
Bud Ryan

Cassius Clay Draft Dodger
Award
Ed Remming

Kwame Nkrumah Elocution
Award
Prof. A. T. Mouratides

Lee H. Oswald Patriotism
Award
Dave Remski
Canadian

American Rrhtions
Award
Al Strachan
Marian Johnstone

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
Sunlight and F lowers Award
Dick Stracke
U Thant Diplomacy Award
Gerry Gaugan
Adolf Hitler Race Relations
Award
C. P. Crowley
Harriet Beecher Stowe White
Man's Burden Award
Raman Sood
Pandora's Box Award
Mary Pe cich
Bob by

Kennedy Ruthlessness
Award
Jan Weir

Nikolavi

Romanov Authority
Award
C. W. Morgan

F lorence Nightingale Serious
Student of Nursing Award
Nursing Award
Claudette Smith
John G. Diefenbaker
Pomposity Award
Bob Somers

Angela Hrachovi Jungle Savage
Award
Bobbie Friedrich

Liz-and-Burton Conspicuous
Teamwork Trophy
John Goyeau
Angela Hrachovi

Pope Paul VI Purity of
Expression Prize
Al Strachan

Mama Kruschev Body
Building Award
Sue Hilton

Dalton Camp Gratitude
Trophy
Dick Moriarty

Morley Spiegel
Education Award
Morley Spiegel

COOK'S

METRO MOTORS

"FINEST CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

EARL'S GRILL

Fidel Castro Bearded Leader
Award
Ron Fishman

2045 Wyandotte W.

253-0369
Home Cooke_d Meals
Delivery Service

253-3551

Also Sel I and Service the Famous
YAMAHA
Motorcycles
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Of Imported Automobiles At

SUNSET DINER

2504 Howard Avenue

~OME COOKED MEALS

Give Us A Coll

10% Discount On Meal Tickets

969-9070

lCJ",., Discount On Meal Tickets

RudYs
Barber Shop
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
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2840 UNIVERSITY W.

CHECKER CAB

YOUR RENAULT,
PEUGEOT, MORGAN
CAR CENTRE

252-0543
2133 WYANDOTTE W.
252-8325
1662 OTTAWA ST.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE
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University West

.P. Gilmor

I

Dean of Men
ndsor Hall
University of Windsor
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Giant. turnout for. vote kills SAC grant 1141-233
More th an half of the ni,enity of Wind or\ '>tudcnt
went to the poll\ Wed ne'>day to
vote on " In fo '67," and the}
turned II do .... n. 1141-233 .
lbe contro,.er,1.11 committee
to tell American draft evader,
h w to come to
an Jda "' .,
seeking $::!00 from student ccun.
dl to pla e ad, in ~1 1 h1gan
colleg new paper . ot fenng informat ion on ho.,., to come l
Canada to a ·01d the draft
The , ote drew about 600
more people than , <>led in th
nt
tudent { ouncil cle ·

In fo

'67',

cha1rm.1n Di.I..
Slracke ( I
Hon. ng.) Wed
strc, cd that the cum.()J }
.
.
mattee I " far from dea·d '• He
uid that the com m111ee has re·
cei ed far more than
::!OO
worth of put-licity from the i,aue, and 1h11 the comm11L~e
would
keep "goi ng
trong ..

.

1hrou1?h the ,ummer months
tncke ~ Ill operate hi
con,mlttee from the offices of
the Lance through the ummer, He h recehed permi'ision to do so from Incoming
Lane editor Brian Kappler,
a ommittee membtt,

Emmel! Hart,. co-chairm ,n
of the ad hoe c mmHt..!:! ai.:.1in,1
.
lnt '67 said \.\. edn.:,da, night
that he \\ ill rro,e "-appler',
action, hecau,e he "'ant, to en·
,ure that no conne tion retween
the
nl\ er,11y 1nJ the comm,:.
tee remain .
\tr.1cke ,aid that he .,., ill "~ ·k
C' ntnhution
to d a y CFrid.1~l
from the student body. 1 ogeth. r
\\ ith the I 00 recei,.cd from 1:1.
graduate ~ciety and the ~um
ta ken in con tribution from outside the ni, er,i t)'. the comm!ltee trea\UI) "' ill be adequJte 10
pla c ad, in everal I 1chigan
college paper,.

67 Award Plan improved
by Ontario government
by AN

-MARIE 1\-IARKHAM

La t Monday the Deputy M 11'11 tcr of Un iver 11y Affair for
Ontano, d tewart . announced change in the 1967-6 Ontario
Sludent Awdrd Program, 1n h1 peech at the n1ver 11y entre.
"There .,.,,11 be an ab olute ceiling of S600 on the loa n portion
of an award Once need i a c ed the fir t S 150 1s a e ed automancal1y a loan, with the rem Jmder up to the $600 limn on th e
Joan, m the ratio of 60 per cen t loa n and 40 per cent grant The fir t
$150 of total award from other ource I to be totall y d1 reg rded ,
eo leave cope for mcen 11 e through other award ," .. 1d Mr ~ tewart
"Thi program I de 1gned to help meet educauonal co t ; o
cbe allowance to married tudent ha\ been mcrea ed to $3 000,
00 1 ttll to he allowed per child with an addit ional $5 00 alloued
babysiumg allowance, " he continued.
Family contribution 1s ba ed completel y on gro famil y income,
busine owner and farmer · will be allowed certain e pen e ttem .
Secretary to the tudent Award Officer, M1
hiela Nolan ,
aaad, "The revised appl1cat1on form I les cumber ome, with nece:.aary dtrectton related dJrectly to required mformaJ.ton "
"The receipt of apphcat1ons, a e · ment of tudent need and
utng of Student Award Statemeru wtU be done by our own
Univel"Slty, tht will both exptdtte the proce 1ng of the apphcat1on
and place each tudent in direc.t contact wtth those who will make
the dec1s1on about ht award," she added .
For purposes of the program a student will be Judged "independent" when he ha completed three ucce fut year of postecondary educallon, o will students who are married or have worked
for a period of twelve continuous month before enrol11ng for their
post-secondary program.
The program i based on the concept that funds should be
provided on the ba i of financial need . The 60/ 40 grant-loan ratio
was decided on the ba 1 1ha1 it would pro tde greater equity by
ensuring larger grant! to tudenl with the grea1es1 financial need.
There will be a meeting of the Awards Officers in Toronto on
April 5 and 6 to discuss fully the questions of fair family contnbution and estimate of reasonable summer savings expected of students
along with many other important points, uch a the appropriate
allowances that could be made for married tudenrs.
Miu Nolan ,ays, "Sludents are strongly advised to submit
completed application form to the Award Office prior to departure from campus this spring - student who have not completed
their forms before August 15 should be prepared to pay cam at

reptratioo in September."

The l O\ Angele\ Times carried the tor~. J\ did the New
ork Time,. on page one One
wedi,h ne.,., paper carried a rev, ed ver,ion of the tory la t
" eek
anadian Pre \ earned a
'>IO r} h}' the \ ind\or t.lr' Ken
H ull. and it appeared in a num·
her ol ne.,., raper -aero,., anada
\c,eral area radio and 1elev1,1on ·1a11on reported the camp.11gn preceedmg \.\.'ednc da} ·
rctercndum. and . the
a11onal
RroaJc,1,1 ni; orpor Jllon had a
ere.... 1n \\ md or
ue,day to
cu er thl: c..impaign .
'The Dctrl)ll Free Pre
reportcJ the commHtee'\ effort\
on the front page
II ol 1h1, 1 really wh at
we , ere alter... aid
trac ke.
" here couldn't ha1.e been a
helter kiel..-olf lor Info '67 ..

to help Amencan drafl
e, ade~ come to
anadu .

I~

The motion for en ure ..... a,
pa"cd h} ::!7-14. here ""a one
ah,tcn tion .
.,
The mo11 n of cen ure .,., a,
made by
,,i,tant Director of
fen\ Re,1dence \1 11..c
leary.
"ho " a graduate ,tudent.
"We in no \\3} wanted to
ccn,ure the c ecutivc of the
Grad
1ety,"
k:iry aid.

" \\.'e onl} "Jnted lo c,prc" ur
h::lief that the action .,., a,n't 1,1
the bc,1 in terc,1 of the C, radu ·
ate '>tudcnt,.
Dean ol C,raJua1e
tudii:,
Re\ <. . P
ro\\ lc,
B "'a
at the mectmg. ta l.. mg note
lcary \JIU that ( r .... rcr ",I\
pn;hahly :11cnding in h1, c.ap.· ·
c11, a, 1 Jerator ol the uradurowle ..... a, not
om ment.

-

censure
1 he
ni ·er ity'
r dua te
o 1c1y \ edne,day censored it
cccutive for voting SI 00 h )
Info '67
The e ecuth e unanimous!
voted la,1 week lo give the
mane to the student commit-

I ALREADY \VO
A PRl7F makln~ mo"le,, nnd I can probabl}
win another one, SO} Joe Dire tor. Joe i~ reall} F limsoc Pre ident
Gil Gauvreau, and here he' duectin~ one or the rour hort film
thal will be hown 1 uesdn:> ni~ht in lhe tudonl centre. ( e 'it rr

below).

Filmsoc offers ''Hiroshima'' and
four home-modes Tuesday
Four hort mov1e prepared
b) the
n1vcr lly Film
c1ety
will be hown Tue!>day
The movles, prepattd under
the direction of GU Gauvreau
(Ill-A),
be bown before
the pres~ntatlon of "Hiroshima
Moo Amour," Tuesday• feature Film,;oc presentation.

~n,

One of the four film wa ·
made la t year Ent11Jed "Help!.: •" 11 w J'> Judged one of the
twenty tc, t film of 168 submitted to the "International
r c 11~al of tudent-M ade Film ·•
m Am tcrdam last ummer.
The second film, made m
Toronto ta,1 ummer by Gauvreau, 1
tilled "Norwegian
Wood ." " Jt ptctorialize
the
Bealle ~on , of the same name,
and exprc ...:,. I think, the inability to communicate in today's
'
society,"
he say . The black and
white f1ln1 run for two and ~
minute .
The third film, tealllthely

dtltd "'lbml" 11 a "cla ra

, erlte" p~ntadon or a Beaconcert in Toronto last
ummer.

ll

The fourth film , and the one
au, rea u I keeping largely a
my!tery, " called " gment~"
He won't divulge the theme, but
say " l want people to noti ce
th e truct ure of the film - it
ha\ a lot to do with the theme "

·· •gmenl\" tar P ul Winkw rth . Bob Dunne, and John
M ad1gan C, auvreau w a, 1 ted
behind the camera~ by Peter
Ta, tor The film 1 ,tent
The four hort feature will
he shown with "H1ro h1ma Mon
Amour, " at 7 30 p m in •he
student
entre'
Amba sador
Aud11onum. ne t Tuesday

Actors off er four
Four one acl plays make up the final offering of the Univer 1ty
Drama lub for th1 year
The plaJ, will be presented In Er• Auditorium tonJcht 1111d
tomorrow, at 8 p.m.
The plays are "Pigeon ," "A Re ounding Tinldt," "The Marriage Proposal," and "The andbo "
All four have been produced and directed by enior tudents in
the University' Section of Drama, which count for part of their
final mark.
Amoaa them they offer 10melhlnc for every tMte 1111 dne•e,
comedy, and fflen the theatre of the absurd.
Sludent tickets for all four are only 50 cent • and ticket are
available at the door.
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letters to the Editor

Windsor accused of Puritanism

'
__ .........

I,

by PAUL I\IIONT L IR-. \IITH
Whoopee' C1roupic,. h1pp1c, .1nJ r )t-lo\cr, e er~\,here guc"
who' back Jlter a ,eH-impo,ed exile ol eighly·t\\O ye.,r,'.1 !Or thereabout') ThJt\ right. ii\ the yo-yo \\ ho 4u11c ,ell i,hly ,poke h1
mind over the pJ,t ycJr in 1hi parllcular ,p~t in an hone,t ,mcerc
effort not to he popular. Clcono la,1, nc\ er .,re!)
Let' lace it! !he guy \\hO \\file, thl~ kind ol cr.1r ,,nd cvit,
thi-. rag anJ who \,ear.. .1 heard et i, n~' t !;l)1ng 10 get ekdc~ J\
pre\ldcnt ol the ,tuJent coun ii But being I u1ly a\\ .ire ot th,11 I ,, ent
ahead Jny\,ay ! I h1 i \\here I haJ a J1,11nc1 .,J, ..intagc over n1y
opponent hec ,u,c the, thought all Jl<.1ng th;1t 11 "·" tht·y ,,ho ,\ere
going to get ekcteJ'J he au,e I thought th.11 ,,hat I w.1, ,,nting
· " :.i
the truth 10 BJ F l I I\ L L Yl .,nu I 1hough1 that I coulJ do a
gootl JOb a cJ11or ol thh p.,pcr ,,nJ I thought thJt I h::u ,omethrng
definite to adJ 10 the ,1uJcn1 council ol 1h" tudcnt union and I
\\oear a bearJ to h1Je ., bi~ ugl_' g,1,h \,h,ch ,1rd1:h<'' lrom one -:ar
10 the other. I
\IIL =1
Yeah' J ,m1k. hccau,c I am laughing ;H ,ou!!"
ou fK,Or
rn\lgn,ficanl ,1,,,holc, "ho arc .ill qu11e "1lhng 10 jump into the
felting Pot tor the ,ake f re.ice anJ humJnlly
afraid 10
hang onto the 1Jcal, that you chcri,hcd a, an a,p,rrng adult \\ hen
,...c \\ ere all convinced of right and \\ rong and our he roe~ and enem1;!,
,,ere all 100 le.ir to u, . . . prctl\ ro11cn t rom the top of the pile
eh'> . . . Up here you get the full dnfl of the Jung ... tai...e a real
good whiff
01., G.,
D NG.,., Hol) God that 1,; a four
letter \\Ord Yeah' \,ell ,o I golf and ,o ,, lo ·c and o ,~ hale an~
if you don't lil.e 11 that i, too golfing baJ
Wh) am I laughing ,II )OU? Be Ju e I to,e and I I.now it. I
have the \\Ondcrful c.,pacll) ~o lo\.e anJ hab). Jo I enjO} 11 I al o
h,nc the capacity to hate an.d I cnJOY that. I hate omethrng fierce.
1 hate you'"
I hate you 1f you ~tand for all the thing 1ha1 arc petl} an<l
mean and Jo\\ m thl!> world If you demonstrate for a better share
of government money, at least, know what the demon trau«>n 1s all
about
•
If you want 10 be pre 1dcnt of ,tudent council tell the people
"'h} 111 Becau,e 11 look good on an apphcation form "hen you are
looking for a job after you graduate.
You people who sn on your fat as\ and let others decide what
and whom you should h:ite. what your tax. money or <;ludent counc1\
tee ,hould be u,ed for, and what I good for your per:.onal human
welfare \\ Hhrn the organized structure. 11 ,s ou "'ho are rec1p1ents
of my O\\ n per on al ehemence
Tlie other day \\hen the Dairy Queen opened up, I wanted 10
get a big <lemon trat1on 10ge1hcr (in the vein of our more cnou
demonstrauon th1' year) for the annual ,ea:.onal opening of thl'
I me ms111u11on ( h ha . ,n the pa t few years. replace<l the fir!>t
robin as the genuine herald ot pnng\ coming.) Do ) ou think I
could get an one? (~1uch les any coverage m the LAN E?) (Much
less than that an} co erage 1n th~ Wind'>Or tar.,) As a result another
pa 1ng event m the annals of our great an1d1an heritage went unnouccd.
Why hould a group of pubhc11y-hungry students u..e the name
of thi tudent body to further their O\\O sell1,;h aim ? \Vh y should
the member\ of that particular rn-crowd (they ha,c accu!>Cd me of
being 1mmJture, yet one of their members ~ rote the article badly
maligning M1-.s McLean rn last week· ··gag" i, ue) be allowed 10
f1 h you in as the> .ire !>O deftly doing?
Nmel} per cent of the people reading 1h1!> arc gorng to say
" Hoo boy! I 1ha1 gu} v1nd1c11vc and mean and petty." One out of
twenty of the remainder reading th1 are going to have thei r thoughts
provoked and ~y. "hey! maybe th1 guy has got omething. and
I am being too compLlcent about Lh1 btg deal called e 1stence" and
then they'll go take a h11 and feeling quite relieved of their moral
re!>ponsib1hty to themselve and the re t of u will forget quite all
about Paul Montclair- milh and ideal and hor e hit (or
II Whoreh1t?) like that. Great!!! Conspire and hate-con\pire and hate! And
all of you go nght aheaJ
. . and love the body politic who has
conveniently prosututed her elf to the man with the grey-flannel phallus. We are all going to get screwed 1n the end anyhow (which is
again t the IJw in certain Afro-Asian countne .)
Why ,n God's name I It con 1dered wrong by my contemporanes to think for )Our~lf and not of your elf?
Hey! all ou people. I mean you. Are you going to it there
and 1ake all th1 ? Is this column to be the social epitaph? Why don't
you come looking for me to punch me in the no e for msulung
you so?
"Let he who 1s without !>In cast the fir t punch."

,s

sheraton provided relief from the serene
geoid sire of the illegitimate stem,
reared without love in 1tie wholly practical
negation o( hc;t makers, who far out trip
inobservanl and inefficient Christ the Lord,
spore of the murdenng and mentally ill,
pith of whom , ,s still allowed lo flourish
newed and encoura2ed bv the a sholes of prey
402 years ago tomorrow (1565) in a little-known kingdom, near
the Serbian border, called Gothoslovakia, the king, Beoleopard Fook
XCVIII inaugurated an annual festival in honor of his dauatttet
April. I am quiie afraid !.hat people reading this column will dismis•
this a., lhe rant and rhetoric associated with this particular feast.
Thts harangue was written tn the coolness of mind and spiri~

March 28. 1967 .

\m1:c the hcgrnning tlf the
scho I ycJr. there ha been .t
\\a\C
of pruJi,h con,en,111,01
h.:-rc JI 1hc nl\cr,11y ol \\'mJ,or E,·cn·onc ,ccms to he Je,rcra1elv tr} 1ng 10 li\'C up 10 ii
"clean-cut ampu, k1J" ,1crcL1t\ pc 1n1.l'1e a, per,l,r11l1eJ rn t',c
action · of the ,tudent-. the
,clothe,; \\Orn. and niore rcc:ntl\'
1n the type of ar11cle, that arc
prmtc<l rn the l "I [ The re
~ccms 10 he a built 1n fear thJt
11f a tudcnt .rcJd, a column ,uch
.as From a luh Bram. that he
' " 111 1mmcdi.uel> be ome hra,n" a,hcd Let\ face 11. the only
1persons who "ould becon1e
lbrJin-\\ ashcJ. would be thos.!
,with an mtell1gence "t\\O abo,c
rplant-lifc." eena1nl) not pcron, of uni crs1t) calibre. By
proclaiming the aruclc "a type
cf tripe," and "not lucrary, not
funny, not intellectual." 8111
Dodd 1, 1yp1f\ mg 1h1,; attitude.
furthermore. in JcmJndmg 1h
delcuon. he 1· den,. rng other .
the nght to re3d and Judge for
them ehc the mcnh of th" article.
Per anally r found it witty.
with, !>urpnsingly enough, a er)
real picture of omc facet of
ome students here on campu,
In a word tt was honest
However thi hona.sty is all
too often not apparent here at
U. of W. Why try to project
a fa) e image? Not everyone
here at "Windsor" ,s. as ue
Pegler once wrote, "pu re a 11
cdai y." If 1mpuritie and imperf fections e i t. i it not of far
rmore value to a person that he
rrecogn1ze them for- what the y
aare, and honestly try to cope
vwith the problems, than cry
"" untrue, no value, irrelevant.
dirty old l"'lan" and the like?
We are not in kindergarten.
By the time a tudent reac~
1university, it is to be expected
t that could, with an open mind.
view all the facet of life and
make a sensible decision . But
here at U . of W., no one seems
to want to ~ee life as tt really
is: everyone hides behind the
ski rts of such puritanical matron a Evelyn Mclean.
By the w1y, whr.re does she
gel so much power? If the reader will remember, it was decided
that women students could isit
men studen ts in the residence,,
provided the doors were left
open. The plan was pul into
effect for a short trial period.
Not one incident arose, yet, under the au pices of rile "great
white goddess," the plan was
quickly-shel\ed. Why? The stu·
dents 5howed responsibility.
In her add re s to female students, Miss McLean after hav.
ing laid down numerous rules,
5tated; "Off campus, your self
respect must govern your con-

•

11 ,: the .,.. orlJ. on hi\ O\\ n two
feet. with no gu.1rJ1.1n angel b.:hinJ hin,. 10 tell' hin, "'hat to
do. I he ,1uJcnt i, hiding from
rc.1ti1y ani.l rc,pon\lbilit~·. an<l
the OI\Cf'II\' .1Jmini,1ra11on, h,
,upportmg ,uch people J, f\
\fcl c.1n. h,1' been ,h1o:IJ1ng
hm,
\\'h} not f 1cc the truth., It
1, unl.11r 10 one,cll thJt he Jcny
\\h,11 rcJII~ e i,t, anJ tr) to
live up to the college J..iJ ,1creo1, pc Rcmcmhcr. ,nu cJn pre,
1enJ an, thing you \\ 1,h. but you
cJnnot ti, c \\ h,H you pre1..-n<l .
Jill D)nan. Fine
rl\ !I

dud ." \\ h\ ,, there no l,1ith
in the ~:It re,pecl of ,1uJ~·ntl O campu,.,
'\ le\\ ha1c rule,
an! alricht. t:ut 1h1, bu'1nc.,, ol
a rule lor .11n,o,1 c ery n11nu1e
of the ua, ,, an t)pcn IO\'llalilln
to rct-cll 1on It , ou can t he I rec
10 c pre,, your,ell ho:rc :it the
un1\cr,1t) m ma11cr, ol drc, .
.1c11on,. or 10 \\ h.11 1, rrinieJ
in the Lance. .,ou ma · a, \\CII
lh e in ,1 police ,tatc.
·r her.: ,ccnh to he a Jc,rc .-.
ale attempt to prc,cn c youth
anJ dcpcnJen e. r;11hcr than .,n
honc,t rcnl11.111on th.11 th.: \Ill·
dent will in three year,. ha,·c tll
~

I"'

.

Gunning

Answer
Rcmarl. maJc b) Mr Rohen I Gunning about rvtr. D1 k
irackc\ propo~.11 10 c,tJt-l"h
a ccmm111ec de~1gned to .1, ... ,1
Jraft-dodger\ could be d1,m1.,,cd
a, amU\IO~ 1f pubh,hcd In •.
C\\, anJ Wcrl<l
Report'" or
,omc other magazine of not.ihl:
c 1.it-h,hmcn1 or cnta11on. HO\\ c, er. the:.c , IC\\ · were cxprc~,cd
b, an Jparently \eriou ,1udcnt
,... ho suppo,cdly ha, achieved 1
le ,el ot obiccti 11y surpa,\1ng
the t:landne and med1c;crity of
a,erage society .
f:ir 1. the c remark, are made
on the a ·:umpt1on th.11 lull Clll·
zen hip ,n ociety 1mphe, th.:
r..:,pon!>1b11i1y to help defen<l
uch a society, and that one ha,
a right 10 fight for h1~ prmc1plc\ m ueh a soc iet y through
attempting to change the la\\
of uch a wc1ety. If this were
true. I could under land the
author's oppo i11on l::> tho e who
di~:1gree with American lore1gn
policy nnd flee to
anada a,
a anetuary . However. Mr. Gunning i o beset , ith the myths
inbred rn American society he
canot see that such is not the
ea e in prac11c.il ·term .
How doe one have the freedom to fight for their principle,
while ostracizcd from society
and imprisoned for five year\
under well-known condition of
torture? Are the Democrat and
Republican not controlled by
the military-indu trial comple
in America precluding any rcJI·
i tic opportunity for it c111zen\
to have a substantial ay in what
laws apply in the society of
which they are a part? If not,
why then was ocial-democrat
Norman Thomas not permitted
to speak in numerou communities throughout the land of the
"brave and the free" while cam~

EARL'S GRILL
2045 Wyandotte W.

253-0369
Hom• Cooked Meal a
Delivery Service
10,., Discount On Meal Tickets

APARTMENTS

-#

p.ugning tor clcc11on.,
I, a ,ocicl} frei: \\ h1ch per·
m11\ the c clu,1on ot m1nonl\
group, t rom In ing m .,n, .ire.,
of an, ell\ w hilc ih g ernmcnt
dcmanJ, that thc,c peopk Jcfend their lac!. of f recdl)m h~
mar hrng to \>oar? h ll not Jho
a ba\lc right of c,11zi:n,h1p 10
be able 10 tcrmmJtc ,uch c111zen,h1p "hen a pcr,on no longer
feel\ he can 11 ·c according 10
h" 01,1, n con,c1cncc "1thm th.::
boundanc~ of h1\ o-calleJ I rce
,oc1ety., Finlll~. 11 \1 r. C,u.,.
ning bche11e, 11 ,.., phy,c1al an<l
moral cowardice 10 rcm.11n in
orth Amcnca "'hilc other, .ire
being forced to Jefcnd freedom
and 1mpo,e an ahcn ,y,1cm on
1hc other,. ,.., 1t not rh ~,cat an<l
mbral cowJrd1ce for 1r. ,unnrng to pas<o Judgment on thc,c
rndl\ 1Jual "'h1le he " not pcr,onally rn, olved in the defcn,c
of the "freedom" which he "
,o quick to ay that he cherl)he .,. Put your gut where rour
gum are and start "Gu nning"
the "gook,," but. 1f you Jon·1
let us hope Mr. tracke will
pur<oue a pchc} con<,1s1ent \\ 1th
his pnnc,plc while you \II rn
you r l\ory tow-er doing nothing
and sayng le .
WJlter R. Borow ,cz
Grad Poli. c1.

COOK'S

''Fl NfS"t CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS·•
252-0543
2133 WYANOOTTE W.
252-832S
1662 OTTAWA ST.

--

U-DO-IT

CAR WASH ·
25c
OPll!!:N 24 HOURS
Just 3 Blocks Oft Campus
CAR WASH TOKEN
With SJ.00 Purc:haae

Markham' 1 Fina Service
3110 Sandwich St.
(At Detroit)

JOE CASWELL·

Apartments are now available

'
Geoffrey Fisher Hall
for
married students

•••. ~,••

c.111 •••• ••••••• a c•. L••·

• ALTl!RATIONS
• ORY CLl!ANING
• PRl!SIING

2207 WY AHOOTTE W.
"Ju1t Off The Campus"

•
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•

l
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"Ineffective" student council presented with a raft ol ideas
,

bJ JOHN LALOR
On C again I \ll down at my
t_pewntcr to t1kc on the monumental ta k of trying to ha ve the

world conform to my idea,. but
tt 1, not a, ,eriou, a,; you tt11nk.
Read on.
hortl} alter my defeat in the
A
elecuon · I offered my
idea, on the reformation of A
to ore,;1dcn1. R1ct.. Wy,zyn,;ki:
idea'> that I thought were cogent, v. ell th ught out and
unique.
Becau'\e a pcr;on lo~c an
elecuon. uch a th1 . it d~,
not mean that we relegate him
to a ,oc1al hmbo and ignore
him or his ideas ju,t hecau,e
he
h mean<; thlt I certatnl)
do not conform to the 'college
image' and I am not about l .
not to wm any election
H0w lonit Is the undergrad-

'°''

uates' student union going to
let the Graduate Society be
the only effecthe studenb'
Of)?anizaticn on this campus?
When there were changes of
racial dlscrimlnndon to be
laid against th.e admlnlstratioo
it was the graduate students
wbo had to do it; council hnd
to ha"e Its chainnan \'Ote to

•

break a tie lo order to pa6S
a molion of censure.
There are numerous example
of council' ineffectivene s, not

due certainly for the wont ol
hardworlung members, for there
were certainly tho e, but for the
want of a much more authorat1 ve con,tttuuon.
A committee hould be appolnled to work throughout
the summer analyzin& constitutions of other student unions and then draft a workIng constitution for SAC.
Now a raft of ideas {I}
Let council appoin t a
~peaker to help them run their
meetmg'> more effecu ely and
t free the president for debate, bu,iness and voung.
(2) Hire a full-11mc bu incss
manager dunng the
ummer
month, in order that he may
u quaint him elf wllh the acountmg 'f>Y tern here.
· (3) Move all the accounts
awa) f r o m administration
ccnlrol o,er lhe SAC offices,
lta,e your own account at
ycur o"n bank.

With an increa e m student fee
and revenue
to
$80,000 council 1s in a much
better pos1t1on to ponsor such
c •cn1s as the Poetry Fe 11.v.il
held here la t week The turn
out for that parucular event i
ju,uftcauon enough for such
c,cnt,. How about an under·
graduate lecture sene ? •
(5) Is council prepared to
(4)

<;eat five r,tudtnts on the Sen~

nte tn the fall? Why not find
o ut what they are uppo d

lo do? Why not pkk the students
that they can prepare them!>elves?
(6) 1, council prepared t

"°

'make ,enou, rccommcndauon,
with regard t the housing anJ
pJrking problem~? There is a
let of work 10 be done over
th e ummer. and 1t cannot be
dcne b; one or two people
v.ork1ng ,n their ,pare 11me. Ha~
council e, er thought of tunng
one or '" o of 1h members 10
get • ome work done over the
'IUmmer and present the student\ in the fall with a refresh-

ingly new con cpl in 1udcnt
government _here at Wind,;or?
(7)
ouncil i, not going 10
get 1v. eh e hard working enthu,i,1't ic people, like 1ho..c who
worked on the coup;e-cvaluation
committee. to come up 10 them
v.11l1ng 10 work.. evtry day of
the week. Where Jre you going
10 cet olun teer\ 10 do all the
1mpor1ant comm111ee work'> I
might point oul 10 council that
th" " "'here the greJ1cr bulk
ct your work 1s done Dl'>solvmg into a committee of 1he
"hole I'! a rare procedure and
,hould not have bt:en emplO}'Cd
,1'> often J\ 1h1, year' council
did .

ction ln(ludts
'r hi6
the rt'm.ilnln,,• mulfltudt' or
irleo.<, that I ha, e ond am wiJllng to co nlribute, tr I um

8)

a..'tked, but the limitation of
,pace pre,ent me from making mentio., of them here.

•

.

Once again I \It OU li:J like :u
re1tcr a:e lh JI from m) ~n,e l I
,in crit) I v.oulJ ltke to . \
the councils or thl\ ,tuJent
union t-ecome the 1d l.:cl1\C go .ern,ng r.od) that they ~h ulJ h:.

--..

and
110n
pan
and

the~ can only "'11h Jcu1c.1·
and re,pon,ihili1y on 1he
ol the member, ol c0un~·i1
1hc student boJ\ in general

Hall fears student take over at UWO
by CANADIAN UNIVER ITV PR

1he boan.J

S

Or. G. E. Hall, retirinj! U\\ 0 pre idenl,
called on committee member, lo consider the
lmplicntiom of iheir dcci,ion - bur 10 no a, ail.
"If a change ol th" magnlluJc 1~ made h\

n1,er,11y of We,tcrn Ontano students hJ\'e
finJII} \'.On 1he1r long baule to place a studen1
reprc,en1,1t1ve on tne hoard ol go ernor'>
A bill, approved la I week b> the Ontario
legislature\ pnvale member\ bill comm11tee. allO"'-s ,1 tudent 10 stt on Western\ board of
governor .

the comm111ce and lcg1,lal1l1n 10110 .... , .. hi: ,JtJ.
" I feel 1t would be 1an1amount 10 1al..1ng a" ,t)
1he autonom} of the univcr,11; ·
•• ome on," replied one cOmmillee mtm- ·

The bill originally called for the sealing
of a faculty member to represent st11deo1 interests.

ber. "He (the ,-1udent) isn't going to take otcr
)our unhersily or pend all ,our monc).''

Another amendment 10 the bill. calling lor
c1gh1 ,1uden1 repre,entall\e, on thc uni er,11,
,enatc "a' narro,,ly delc.11ed 1.1-1::! .

But, o,er prote,t.s from the un,ver"tY admm1~1rauon . ,1uden1 leaders ,uc ceded m ha mg
the bill Jmended 10 allo\, a student member on

Phone 254 8122

f

'

1022 WY AHOOTTE ST. W.
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CLEANERS
TAILORS
• Repairs

•

• Alteration s

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
We Spee i ol i ze In P ock-Awoy Box Storage

10% Discount On Cash and Carry

"Ask For It''

*

Storage

----·-©

You can't
beat
the taste
of Player's
filters.
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1967
can you think of a better year to
see Canada? And can you think
t than by
of a better way to see i_

AIR CANADA
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•
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Don't quote me!
by JASON
Q Arc you tor or again,1
Info '67? Wh\·?

BRF T LEl(,HTHOl ~1
"Again t. Info '67 has done
more 10 d1 credit the
of \
thin an\ other piece of irre pons1ble ,tudcnt beha 1ot•r
in a long "'hilc"

•

E
ETE
"Against. It , not the right
of the chool to take a stanl!
It ~hould be supported b\
;,rivate funds''

..

I

•

WALLY WY ZYIN • Kl
"For. It 1s a questto11 of ""h.11
1 )USl over the right of an
rndt v1dual to do ""h:it he
wbhe ."

INFO .GIVEN EMOTIONAL
1orc than ,even hundred
\Vindsor ,tudcnl Tue,d.iy heard
tour student, dehatc the Into
CO•
'6 7 I\\UC in the ,1udent
ire\ Amba,,ador Aull1tonum
Dave Rcm)lo.1 (II-Al anJ Riel,.
Young llll- l Jchared ,11;;.11n,1
Info comm11tcc member, Did,
S•r1ch.e (IV- ) anJ Kc in PJ1I,;

•

The dcbJtc IJ,tcd more th.,n
forty minute, . and v. '" folio,, cJ
hy a quc,1100 period
"Thi\ mu\t he about the h1!_!!.}C'\l crowJ tor JOflhing Iii,,.,:
th1' rn the t..i,1 ) car." Str,,ckc
, 11d. "\ c're \'Cn glaJ that 'll
many people \.\Cre intcre,tcd i11
the I '\UC ••
The deh:ite follo,,cd a nearnot at noon Tuc,da} v. hen .,
large crowd a,'\emblcd arounJ
an Info '67 informlllOn 1.1blc 1;-i
1hc ,1uden1 cntre lobb} . r,..f 01 c
than I 00 rudenb and one protc, or had cro"" deJ around the
table. debating with a le"" committee member, at 1hc tJblc
Univcr 11y Centre
D1rectnr
h irle, r olm,c hrolo.e up the
d,~cu 100 after more than 30 ~
minute v. hen he became concerned that nolcnce would rc~ult

•

ANGELO ZAC HEO
"Again t. Canada doe n't need
that kind of people. They
have a duty to their country."

.,t

hop ,1g.11n.

UN l lr.D CHL RC' H
nc

t

( omn1un1on Sen ,cc ,,ill he helJ in th.
SundJ\ . pril :.nJ. ,II f 0 ..10 ,1.01

'\;C\\

-·

ROllOl

\fcl·t1n~

SLACK \\ £E K
Should \l,,cl,. \\ cck he rc1.1inl·d .1 Return 4uc,t1l111n.11rc 1,1 thc

nncr,uv Center dc,h. nov. !

ORlHOl)O\'. FE.. I l 0 " "1H IP \ 11-:1- 11,c;
llO\lllllllOO
~ ,et date for mccting,
3 ~hon tJlk
4 \fonda\ \1.1rch :.7 . ..t
d1,CU\\ (

•
,o r

m

CEN rl:.N~ I \ L co ,1,111·1....
fhc S1udcn1 ( cntcnn,al ( omn1111l'C "111 h,1ld 11, 11 1 ,1rg.1n11.1t1onal mecllng r uc,Ja,. •\pril ..t ,n .1 ( ,101m111i:c Rl1om .11 rhl·
l.Jnn cr,1t, Centre
,:v. mcmh.:r, anJ ,uggc,1100, .,re ,, cJc:,,ml·d_.
•

!\t.E~'S A 1 H LI- I I C COl.J "II( II

FJcult, rcprc,cntall\ c .1pplicat11,n, ,,rc
.it the Center Dc,k

no\,

hc,ng

accepted

PROMISES, PROMISES

SAC fights it out at weekly meeting
A motion we, pas eu liv the
new student council JI Tuc,dJ )

meeting to donate a part of a
da} ·s acuvi11cs dunng Fro,h
\Veek to the organ1z1tton or
World Un1vers1t}
tudenh
An amendment was made to
this mouon. ""h1ch required th~
agreement of 1he Socral Director
before it would talo.e effect Thc
Social Director was not pre en1
at this meeung.
External A f fa I r s ~1 ini ter
Robert Somers. who brought up
the mo11on stated that 1ht) would
help prevent F rosh Week from
becoming "an exerci!>C in futihty." WU
would receive the
funds from the . ac11 11y cho~:!n
for ~hat purpose.
1 nt.. Cult ura l Director, Chris
Pa cucci, who is also Chairman
of the Centennial Committee
made a motion that Frosh Weck
don.1te a whole day 10 Centennial pu rposes. It was defeated.
Robert De ramau • Arts Rep,
said that the whole week may
he done with a Centennial
theme.
When the Cultural Dtrector
bro ught up the Centennial Com~

H AROLD FLETCHER
" Against. The University
ought to be able to find better things to do than encoura~ tt,ose yellow-bel11ed bastards to run from their rcsponsib1lit1es."

n~

the ,:.1rl1er inci,knt.
1 he hol1th, v.crc not rcopcncJ. dc,p11c elforh h\ lnl,1
cllmn1111ec n1cmhl·r, Ill ,er 1,p

{11-A) .

....

TRUDY HlTZEROTH
"For I feel that 11 1\ morally nght to help Americans
escape the draft if the} wish
It doesn't matter whether you
believe tn Lhe war or not."

"folmic\ ,l\\ht,1nl. J a m C'
\Vhccler. ,uh,cqucntly clo\·: d
Jo\\-n a k" nH,J) booth 111
the c,n 110 .• ilh:gl'dly hcc.1u,c
v. J,
r,11J ot a rcpc1111on 111

,

m1ttce the E\.ternal Aff Jtr~ \f •n1~ter )aid "If I hear anothl'r
v. ord about
the Centennial
Committee I'll re,ign." To which
the Cultural Director replied
.prom, cs, prom, e .
Dave Rem k1. newl>-elected
Vice-President, was elected by
AC to be the \eventh and fin:il
member on the Board of Publ1cauons. The Board require the
four ed11ors. the Adverusing
Manager, the President of SAC
and. another member
from
Council to complete it
The ma1ter concerning the
pa .. ment of half the tu111on of
the members of SAC execuuvc
was tabled for next week' mee;-

.

ing be au,c of lach. or mcmhcr,
JI 1h1) v. cek \ meetin g.
tJbleJ unul nc,1 wci:I..
for the ,.1mc rca,on ""J r.Ji,cu, ..,,on of the con,111u11on of th e
Ontario
mon of . tudcnt,

METRO MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT ,
PEUGEOT , MORGAN
CAR CENTRE
Also Sel I and Serv ice the famous
YAMAHA
Motorcyc les

.

WE REPAIR ALI,. MAKES

Of Imported Aulomob iles At

2504 Howa rd

Aven ue

Give Us A Call

969-9070

Rudy's
Barber Shop

,

,

FOR THE FINf ST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
2840 UNIVERSITY W.

RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE

CAMPUS STYLES FOR GU Y S
ANO GALS

Cla1k' s Desert
Boots

Hand Sewn
Loafers
Stacked Heels
Campus
Soeeke1 s

-----"~~-----,
SUNSET DINER

CHECKER CAB

10% Discount To Students

253-3551

2203 Wyandotte West
At Randolph

HOME COOKED MEALS

l()l\i Discount On Meal Tickets

2424

University West

The SHOE BAR
_.
......,

..

t-

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
GUARANTEED USED VW'S
SALl!S & SERVICE
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CAMPUS <.TnRE OPEN
TILL 12:00~tTELY

::,

254--9087
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No. l Wyandotte and Sunset
No. 2 Tecumseh and lllndefmefe
No. 3 Howard near Euaene
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We tri d lo g t a trnight pi tur of e,er)one
hard at "ork but th re i\ one in e,ef) cro"d.
1 he girl m the far omer i oh, iou I , e') "nry
of long-haried ~U) tr epmg around the libra')
with amera,. f , I) n apparent!) go through to
meone.

•

•
" h m,t Lord, the,t are aU mumbling in oherencies and it' drh,lng me out of m}' trct'!!"

I
" ome on now! There' no need to ') just
be ause I won't ghe ,tou one of m,t cigarettes."

.. ee, )Ou're right,
e. !\-tine aren't
big
ours,,.
student busU r who can't keep
mind on his work.

public
string
,asleep;
ten on

the lw'd-worklng member of the

A
relations committee and weU known Gplucker George Buckley. He · n't really
he' just got significant lo(ormatioo writ•
the lrwde of h~ eyelids.

'Thi, is

an a"erage

It wa onl la t Monda that ed1tn
1anan John tone came
forth with the delightful idea of d mg .1 f ature on people tudymg
All taff member in the ffi e 1mmed1atel ran creaming out of
the office r ther than f e the pr pcct of ha 1ng to go into the
ltbrary A en or dut pre ail d, however, nd a taff m mber
e entually uccumbed to the ad an e of ~11 John ton nd greed
to go. A friendly pa erb ga c htm the nece lry dtreclton to find
the library and off he went clutching th camera 1n h1 hot httle
baod.
After o rcommg hi latent fear of trange pi ces, he e entu lly
m naged to get
m de ent pie . They ppe r here u1tably
ltond by our ludicrous attempt t humour.

I
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Awards dinller honors athletes

•

•

Head Laoc:er basketball c:oac:h Bob Samaras presents Angelo Mazzuc:hlo with the basketball MV P a'l\&rd. This was only one of three
awards woo by Angle.
t

by JOHN MU RRAY

There 1s a growing facuon on campus ag11a11ng for an in1ercollegia1e football team for Wind or. The idea 11 elf 1s a good one
and it would w11hout doubt facilitate a great de:il ot pint and 1,11
the gap between ba ketball cason . The overwhelming majority
ol students seem to favour the idea, however, ll 1s my opinion that
slartmg a fooiball team at th1 · 11me would be a disaster.
In order to have a quad that could hold their own again 1
teams that hlve already been e 1abh hed for a number of yean
the Urnversity ot Wind or would ha,.e to have more football talent
than is currently a\ailable We are an e tremely small 10 u1u11on
at this lime and It 1s a fact that a good too1ball quad needs at lea 1
forty top calibre ball players Basketb:ill. on the contrary, require
around thirteen pla)ers so the advantage of having a larger chool
1 not as dominant Granted there 1~ some good football material
wandering around this campu, and the high chool league in Wind or
1s excellen t, but can you 1mag1ne the kind of talent wandering around
say the Un1VChllY of Waterloo with us seven thousand tudent ?
We need at lea t two more year, of growi;, before we could possibly
field a team that could have a chance again t anyone .
There 1s also a pres 1ng need for coaches. and a football 1eam,
unlike a basketball quad, require, .it lea~t four; a head coach, a
line coach. a defen"ve coach, and an offen,ive backfield coach. A
competen t phys,can would also be required to be 1n atlendance at
all league games. The new athletic complex w,11 dram too much
cash for the hiring of the nece \ary staff 10 field a football team.
The univer uy :is y~t doe, not hc1ve any equipment for football
that could be used to help defray expen..e\ The argument has been
raised that the equipment u~ for inter-faculty football could he
u ed. This would seem to be
po,,ibihty bu1 the people who have
advanced thi argument ,,ave not seen thl\ w called equipment. The
helmets are soft and some do not h<1\e face guard,; can you imagine
getting belted in the head w11h a fore.? three 11me, the pull of gravity
and not having the be t protection? fhe ,houlder pad arc anuquated.
the kidney pad~ are old and dilapidated and blocking pads are almost
non-ex1stan1.
The co t of outfilting :i 1ngle player, according to Mr. Howa rd
Riggs, who outfits the We tern team. 1s S 166.50. For a m1n1mum of
thirty player that work\ out 10 S4.995, added expen c uch as
rain capes. tape and cleat\ amounts to approxima tely $479. That is
a total of $5, 484 ju t to outfit the tea m. In an eight te1m leagu1:
travelling expense wou ld amount to al most ten thousand dollars.
Add to 1h1s the cost of stadium renta l and ticket printing and the bill
climbs to approxi mately twenty thou and dollars. Salary demands
of four coache would amou nt 10 ano1her fi ftee n thousa nd for an
approximate total of fifty thou,and dollar for the firs t yea r of play.
The idea of a football te:im for rhe Uni versity of Wind or is
a good one and 1t h M;. Rigg\ opinion that Windsor " is ripe for
college ball. " An overwhelming majority of students and people
out.aide of the univ1:rsi1y feel th.u they would like to see a college
ream established, and would support it, and the strong high school
league would provide an excellent pool of talent but it is an unfortunate fKt that at this time the University of Windsor simply could

The Unaver ity of Wind,or
held us annual Award Danner
en Tue d1y evening, March ::! I .
196 7, 10 honour intercollegrati
and anterfaculty athletes v. :,o
had contributed to the un1ven1
•
ty \ athletic program dunng the
1966-67 cason The dinner
held at the Una er 11y of Windsor
entre culmin:11ed one of
the most ucce ful years an
\Vindsor Jthlet1c hr tory.
A record number of 300 were
in attendance
H1ghlrgh1 of the team presentJllon for the evening includeu
the presentation of
niversity
of Wind or Board of Govcrn.::>r
c11111ons to the coache anu
member of the ancer ba ketball I e a m.
Member of the te'.lm also
received the "W' 'plaque which
wa · awarded for the f,r~t 11me
10 members of Un1ver ity of
\ ind or intercollegiate team ·
winning a national or league
champ1 vnsh1p . " W" p I 1 q u e s
were also pre ented to Mr,.
William Thom on. and the
members of the Lancerette volleyball team
M o t
aluable Participant
Awards were pre entcd to 11ss
Jeanne Thompson of the Lanocrette ba ketball team; to Mr
Al \1cM,llan and Mis~ Doroth~
Pillers of the swimming teJm .
to Mr Jane Clancy of the Vlllle ball team; 10 Angelo Ma~uchin cf the basl..etball team.
Professor Dick foriarty, uni, er ity athlwc director. presented the top individual a'\vanh
of the year in the form of "A·
awards and the DeMarco Tror,hy. The men's athletic program
award went 10 graduating student Jim Wilkin on, Pre iden1
of the Men's Athletic ounc1l.
who has been act, ve in athletic
throughout ha
undergraduate
year$. MI
Jeanne Thompson.
president of the Women· Athletic Council and the Mo~t Villuable Participant on the Lancerette volleyball team received
the award as a graduating student in the women's program
fr Albert Linnell, e ion al
instructor in the School of Physical Education. who in true!\
in judo skill and had also acted
as coach of the Lancer juc..o
team for the past four years.
received the honour for facult>
and staff. The alumni plaque
MEN'S ATIILETIC
COUNCIL POSITIONS
Faculty repraeotath·es seekIng admlnlstntive respondbUity and experience on an
lntnmural-sport c:ouncD ~
requested to apply Immediately! Appllc:atlons must be sut>mltted to center dftlk by
Monday, April J, Applicant,
wllJ be Interviewed on Tuesday, April 4. Please lndude
your name, faculty, phone
number, and posldon dtsiftd.

'·
He
0-Q .A. compe1111on.
hJ, been a member of 1hc Lancer hockey ream for the p,nt
1hr::c year, anti '>erred a, ca11·
lain during 1hc pa,t year.
Throughout his unJcrgradu~e
ye 1r,. ht: ha, been, a mem hcr
of the men's athletic council and
h:i · been , cry active in prllmOt·
ing intramural porl\. l\ilr. M1cl.:le " a gr JUUJt1ng ,1u,Jen1 1n
the Honour, ommcr c faculty
and. al the condu,ion of hi,
thirJ ,eu. he v.:i, prc,cn1eJ the
Pcr,onncl As'iOci:ition o f Wind,or ,ind D"tnct Av..11J a, 1or
tudcnt in h" clJ ~. •
Angelo ~fauuch,n came to
rhe
OJ\Cr\lt\ of \\ rnJ,or hiur
,ears )I!
from \udhun
( harlc, Colleg1:i1e He hi.!, been
:i mcmh:r of the l anccr b.1,kc1h.11l tc Jm for rhe pa,1 four \ car,
\\ inning Ji,tinc11on a, J men1 bcr of the 0-Q A A all-,tar
team for ) ) car, He " captain
C'f lhl'; year\ team anti v. .,, votcJ
b) h,., team mJtc, as mo,1 ,abable part1(1oan1
fr \1azzu hin
" in the fir,t year of \f a,tcr of
1ence degree anu v. Ill com11le1c requirement\ for the degree dunne the com ing year
Dr Roy Perr} intcrfacuhy
troph} for men. v.cnt to the
Art) 11 facult)
in

~

~

•.

"SmHin' Sam" presents a C IAU champlomhlp plaque to Mike
Taranc:zuk. Mll<e was named to the C(AU AIJ.&ar team and may
be asked to play for the Canadian National team this 9Uttlmff.

LAST YEARS
'

EXAM PAPERS
AVAILABLE

Prelim to Fourth Year

50c
•l

at the

··

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

not afford IO field a team.

,

was then awarded to Rev \V
P McGee. a former athlcuc
director and coach of all sporh
a1 the univef)1ty from 19291940 F~1her McGee was coach
of most of the players on anal.la ·s first Olympic learn wh;ch
v.a, runner-up to 1he U.S. 1n
the 1936 Olymp1~.
The DeMarco Trophy which
1s awarded annuJlly to 1he top
male and top female tudents
who 10 · 1he1r undergraduate
)Car besr combine a1hle11c acJ1v1ue w11h ·chola IJc ach1C\.C·
ment was awarded to Miss Pat
Wihon v.hile the men· · award
went 10 co-holder . Mr. John
f 1cl..le of the Lancer hockey
1eam and 1r Angelo f azzuchm of the Lancer basketball
team 1\-f, Pai Wil on I a graduate of Herman ollegia1e Jn utule and ,~ ,n the graduating
year of an Arts course at the
Uni\er ily of Wind or. She has
been a member of 1he mtercolleg,ate ba kctball team for 1he
past three year • acung a captain of 1lu year's 1eam. he hJs
nlso been a 111ember of the in1ercolleg1atc track team and ha~
al.o participated in archery.
Mr. John l\if1cklc is a former
0 I A A . golf champion and
,,,.. o time bronze medal winner

•

'

•
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No mothers in Electa?
•

The girls of Electa Hall are afraid to lodge
complaints against any unju\t action or rule They
fear that they will ~ 'itngled our for censor by
their prefects or they fear that by complaining rhey
will be con 1dcred a rabble rou,er
a troublemaker and refu ed adm1t1ance 10 re 1dence again.
Yet how can they accu e anyone of d1 criminal·
1ng again t them when Mis~ Craig. Mr,. Kelly
'and the prefects meet behind closed door\ There
are many rea~ons why the) might not get back
m - mainly the lack of room. but certainly bias
must act in dec1d1ng \\<ho does g.cr tht few rooms
available.
The letter of the law cems 10 reign upremc
at Electa rather th:m the sp1n1. Al the beginning
of the year prefects announ cd ma't girls mu\l
wear k1rls 10 dinner or face a campus. Doe ·
a re 1dence have the right 10 dictate the clothe,
you wear? "They" must have realized how a,1n1ne this wa for 1t wa · never en for ed. yet the
innocent fro h took 1h1, eriou ly for a Y.hilc .
During the pa I food po1son1ng cp1dem1c,
it was sugge ted 10 student on certain lloor, by
their prefect not 10 attend an organized demonstrauon - 1s th1 freedom or speech'>
What a student doe · ou1s1Je ol re~idence ,

-

•
Editor-in-Chief

•

MARIAN JOHNSTONE

The LANCE 1s published weekly (Fridays) by and 1or
the students of the University of Windsor (Ontario). Presa
offices are located on the sec,:>nd floor of the Uni vers1ty Centre.
Subscnpllon rates - SS pee year .
Entered as second-class mall at the Post Office of
Canada, ,h e LANCE 1s a member of the Canadian Uruversity
Press and Associated Collegiate Press. Editorial op1ruons
.ire those of the student wnter and do not necessarily express
the views of the University of Wrndsor or Students' Adnunistrat1ve Council.
News office - 253-4060, advertising department - 253·
1232 (ext. 221).

..

•
•
•

Many thanks go to those who came roaring to our aid when
we needed them. Back from the realms of 1he dead came John Westbrook Lalor closely followed by the ever amiable (and 1herefore
easily conned) Brent Sieigh1holm. Cenain fmks finked out and
without the help of the above-mentioned pair publica1ion · would
have been very difficult. Let us not forget the services of our foto
staff who braved severe boredom to get worthwhile pies. Anna-Mane
Markham helped out by contributing valiantly and the usual gruesome twosome did the rest.
•

EDITORIAL

Mini-thanx

•

•

This being the last issue of the LANCE for the year (and thus
faking out all those who thought last week's wa the end) it i now
time to e tend prai e and thanks to those who helped us during the
publi hing season . . . like thanks, John Goyeau, for Laying out
of the LANCE office on Sundays, thereby giving us one day in
which to work in peace.
Having exhau 1ed this category, we now turn to "those who
hl?lped us by not cn11cizing." Among them we find: King Vi igoth
the Stupid (the first person to be killed by a team-driven sword).
Solon of Athen , Harvey Keck, and Martin Luther Kmg.
We owe a special show of grautude to a general cross-cut .:>f
society whom we like to call the •'saboteur '' or somtime those
"rotten bas1ards" depending on our mood or se at the ume. Fir:.t
of all we would like to thank Engineering Service for trying 10 steal
our 1ypewri1ers; then we would like to thank the joker who cared
us all to death by practically joking when he locked three of our
typewriters in the filiog cabinet, thus almost causing a highly unwarranted attack on Mr. Morgan. But most of all we owe thank
to the Syndicate - also known as l.nfo and anti-Info '67 - who
quit the LANCE staff, tormed out of tht LANCE office a virtually unknown tudent • siormed into the LANCE office as heroe
returned, and promptly took o er.
Then there 1s a pec1al category of humanity who sabotage the
LANCE by being members of the EMablishment. Paul Gtlmor held
a meeting Wednesday to discu s the structure of the Board of
Publications to which he neglected to invite the Chairman of the
Pubs Board, the editor of the LANCE or the editor-elect (appoint).
Instead he invited Jan Weir and Rick Wyszynski. Mr. Gilmor has
a loog history of mi handling the Board. He has yet to apologize
for a long, unjustified, derogatory Jetter about a previous LANCE
editor.

•

Wor.king for rhe LANCE this year has been an unrewarding
job. Yet we would like to assure students thaL we have tried our very
besr to put out a good paper. We realize that many students have
lost faith in the LANCE. We also realize that they do oot fully
understand our difficulty. The LANCE ha been very uostable. We
have not been able to keep a staff for more than two or three weeks
NO'linc. PC<'pl~ ;, vr been jumping in and out of the staff on little
or n,;. notice. So tar this year working for the LANCE has been
synonymous wilh failing one's year. This should not be the ea e.
Students working on publications should not have to choose between
their course work. and their literary work. Most universities have
newspaper staffs large enough to divide the work up so thal no one
or two people have to spend more than ten hour a week in the
preu office. This year LANCE editors have been spending an
averaae of 40 houn in the office. Perhaps this is partly 1,ecause
of inefficiency, but most of ii can be attributed to inadequacy of

ataff.

We sincerely hope that next year's LANCE will not have to
operate under the same difficulties that the 1966-67 LANCE has,
and we would like to extend to them our best wishes for a successful year of pubUcation.

his or her own re~ Qn ibil11y anJ I l:.iil to sec
the logic in forb1 1ng res1Jence girl to play
card~ ~ the cafercria : The point was maJe rhal
there was hardly any room to eat without the
card-playing.
fhc girl, of Electa could be mature. rc~rons1ble md1,1duals 1f the}' were treatcd :.t) such.
In tead they are su\pccted of try mg to br~ak
ev ry rule. of lr)ing 10 ~neak pri ·ile~ \ i·~.
overn1ghts. "There wa · ., rttmour 1ha1 ccrtJ1n
officials rn Elecra went through the girl\ rolim,;
1nspec11ng them during lack wecl..!! h rhi, the
privacy we are pa)tng SK.50.00 a yc.1r tor'! E,cn
our O"-n morher, woulJn t ,to r that to,,!
Even 11 a girl decide, ,he c .1n no longer t.,~c
the pe111nc,, of 1h1, re"dcncc. there i, a rule rorh1dd1ng her 10 mo,c out · unk,, ,he tinJ, a u11-_ _
able replacement for her room ..
tvfale v1s1tor, are not allo\\ ~J 1n the lount:i:
before I p.m during the \\l!ek I h.: logK of 1h1,
rule I complctel~ fail 10 cornprl.'hcnJ Arc 1he)
afraid of "public di'play, ot altl.' t1on Jl hrc.,kfast ume'> Arc you ,upposcd to land in th.:
lobby at 1:! JO p m and "'all lilt 1.00 r m. ,ll
you can s11 down anJ d1 cu
a pJpcr or .in
a 1gnment'>'>

LANCE disclaims Info '67
Marian Johnstone, LANCF
ed1tor-in-ch1ef announced la I
week that the LANCE I dellnuely not aligned in any manner with the Info 67 proiect
Although Info 67 has be.:n
using the LANCE office · he
pointed out that the LANCF
1
"not a mouthpiece or an~
'tudent organ1zauon".
"I am not aligned with Remsk,," he said ··nor am I aligned
with any of the people on th1
pro1ect whether they are for 11
or against it.··
The m1 understandlng ml}'
have arisen becau e of the fact
that Info 67 has....ihe full suppor!
of the editor of the Ambas ·a·
dor. Angela Hrachovt. In a
note pinned 10 the Lance Office
door, Mi
HrJchov1 wrote.
"r-.1embers of Information '67
ha e mv perm1 ._.on to use the
office facilitie of the Ambassad"r ..

She further :ciffirmed this po~111on by pinning another 1g:i to

f tJJ?J

1he bulletin board pomung ou1
that 1he editor of 1he Amba, .. ador ha, agreed to Jllow 1h1,
bulletin hoard (or the one on
tly nght) 10 be used by an>

I am the cnly LANCE staff
member who has worked under
all fi, e editor this year and I
therefore feel qualified to comn,ent upon this deplorable situation.
The LANCE is supposed to

represent student thought. Only
rwo editors. John Lalor and
Mariat,l Johnstone, have attempted to live up to rhis concept. Both were badgered and

comm111ee memh:r, I Info 67
10 po,1 an) inlormation. pre"
release (or any thing) here T"t..:
"an} thing.. Y.J, triple un(kr- ·
lined

New heads
announced
Appointment of 1wo acting
department head was an noun·.
ed Wednesday by Un1ver 11,
Pre~1den1 J. F LcJdy They wall
replace 1hc prc,ent head lea ·
mg on one-year abtaucah for
tudy and research .
Dr. Mllorad Vuckovic wUl
take o, er. the history department while Rev. D. J. Mui' ih:11
.S.B. pend a year
doing research work in England.
Dr. ucko, 1c. a native Yug, slt1V1an. received hi· BA and
1 A from A sumpuon
m crilt}. and h1 PhD from McGill

He bec1me a full-1imc facull~
member m 1960.
Dr. \.\<,e I olod l'iaji" becomes acting head of the -.ocic loio and anthropoloio department whUe Dr. R. \.
Helling completes a book f'>r
~1cGrnw Hill on "ln1c,gral
Relation~ In Canada."

Born 1n 1h;:
kr 11:ie Dr.
haj,w took a PhD from (,uhohc Unl\er,uy of America ,n
\Va~h1ng1on He taught at
!
Jchn'
Una,er,;1tv.
cw York
re lore J 10mg the W1nJ\Or f aC·
ul:y m 1965

a

by AL SfRACHAN

Thi\ column i 10 be about
myself and the way I feel about
certain thing . During my tenure with the LANCE I ha,e
been accused, either directly or
indirectly. of partaking in 1rtually every evil known 10 man.
If l am 10 be accused of being
conceited bec3use of this column, I'm afraid I will not b:
impres.,ed.
Throughout the year, in th:
spc rts editorials, " Musings" columns. and "From a Club
Brain," l may have criticized
the Univer ity of Windsor. J
wish to point out that I have
only criticized certain aspects.
Of the five public schools, two
h.igh chools and two universitie
which I have attended, this i by
far the best.

•

criticized by the glory-seeking
member of me AC "in crowll"
until they were forced to retire.
Such persons as Angela Hrachavi, Dick :racke, David Ren1ski. Jan Weir and Ja,;c n uroe
are not members of thi group
for the good of the tudent a
they contend. They are out
ONLY for personal glory. A
long as the LAN E can be manipulated to the stage where it
i a glorified publicity agent for
thi group's personal achieve111ents, everything i fine. As
soon as the Lance edi.tor start
to think for himself he becomt'
the target of every po ible harassment this group can throw
at him.
He who puts his trust in thi'I
crowd had better not tum his
back on them.
Last week Dave Rem ki and
Dick. Stracke disco,·ered that

they could become front pag..:
material in Michigan newspapc"
by becoming involved (one pr,l.
one con) with Info 67. They
thereupon 1mmedi:ltely left the
LANCE star£. The LANCE ci'l
only offer glory on the Un,·
vers,ty of Windsor campus.
A v1aous smear campa1;n
took place during the A elections. John Lalor was, in every
pos iblc
circum tance,
b a d.
Lalor was concerned with the
tudents and therefore had to
be ridiculed. The tact and poi!»C
with which this campaign took
place mu t be admired. Who
had ever heard of anything as
fooli h a anyone aying what
he believed? The "in group"
went out and told e eryone what
a clod Lalor wa . The engineer~
voted against him in a block
because he had once offended
them during his tenure as
LANCE editor.
Happily for the .. in group ..
their "puppet" was elected.
Already the parties have started.
Partie take place on the weekends in rented motel rooms using SAC funds. YOUR fund,.
I, penonaDy, have had
enough. I'm going back to the
grotto to play cards and let the
glory-hunters run the school.

•

1

